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Alibaba Cloud reminds you to carefully read and fully understand the terms and

conditions of this legal disclaimer before you read or use this document. If you have
read or used this document, it shall be deemed as your total acceptance of this legal
disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obtain this document from the Alibaba Cloud website
or other Alibaba Cloud-authorized channels, and use this document for your

own legal business activities only. The content of this document is considered
conﬁdential information of Alibaba Cloud. You shall strictly abide by the

conﬁdentiality obligations. No part of this document shall be disclosed or provided
to any third party for use without the prior written consent of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part of this document shall be excerpted, translated, reproduced, transmitted,

or disseminated by any organization, company, or individual in any form or by any
means without the prior written consent of Alibaba Cloud.

3. The content of this document may be changed due to product version upgrades
, adjustments, or other reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves the right to modify

the content of this document without notice and the updated versions of this
document will be occasionally released through Alibaba Cloud-authorized

channels. You shall pay attention to the version changes of this document as they

occur and download and obtain the most up-to-date version of this document from
Alibaba Cloud-authorized channels.

4. This document serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud

products and services. Alibaba Cloud provides the document in the context that
Alibaba Cloud products and services are provided on an "as is", "with all faults

" and "as available" basis. Alibaba Cloud makes every eﬀort to provide relevant
operational guidance based on existing technologies. However, Alibaba Cloud

hereby makes a clear statement that it in no way guarantees the accuracy, integrity
, applicability, and reliability of the content of this document, either explicitly

or implicitly. Alibaba Cloud shall not bear any liability for any errors or ﬁnancial
losses incurred by any organizations, companies, or individuals arising from

their download, use, or trust in this document. Alibaba Cloud shall not, under any
circumstances, bear responsibility for any indirect, consequential, exemplary,

incidental, special, or punitive damages, including lost proﬁts arising from the use
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or trust in this document, even if Alibaba Cloud has been notiﬁed of the possibility
of such a loss.

5. By law, all the content of the Alibaba Cloud website, including but not limited to

works, products, images, archives, information, materials, website architecture,

website graphic layout, and webpage design, are intellectual property of Alibaba
Cloud and/or its aﬃliates. This intellectual property includes, but is not limited
to, trademark rights, patent rights, copyrights, and trade secrets. No part of the
Alibaba Cloud website, product programs, or content shall be used, modiﬁed

, reproduced, publicly transmitted, changed, disseminated, distributed, or

published without the prior written consent of Alibaba Cloud and/or its aﬃliates

. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not be used, published, or reproduced

for marketing, advertising, promotion, or other purposes without the prior written
consent of Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but are

not limited to, "Alibaba Cloud", "Aliyun", "HiChina", and other brands of Alibaba

Cloud and/or its aﬃliates, which appear separately or in combination, as well as
the auxiliary signs and patterns of the preceding brands, or anything similar to

the company names, trade names, trademarks, product or service names, domain
names, patterns, logos, marks, signs, or special descriptions that third parties

identify as Alibaba Cloud and/or its aﬃliates).

6. Please contact Alibaba Cloud directly if you discover any errors in this document.
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Generic conventions
Table -1: Style conventions
Style

Description

This warning information
indicates a situation that will

cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other
adverse results.
This warning information
indicates a situation that may

cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other
adverse results.
This indicates warning informatio
n, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user
must understand.

This indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, tips,
and other content that is good to
know for the user.

>

Multi-level menu cascade.

Bold

It is used for buttons, menus
, page names, and other UI
elements.

Courier It is used for commands.
font

Italics
[] or [a|b]

It is used for parameters and
variables.

It indicates that it is a optional
value, and only one item can be

Example
Danger:

Resetting will result in the loss of
user conﬁguration data.
Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restore business.
Notice:

Take the necessary precautions
to save exported data containing
sensitive information.
Note:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all
ﬁles.

Settings > Network > Set network
type
Click OK.

Run the cd

/ d

C :/ windows

command to enter the Windows
system folder.
bae

log

list

--

instanceid Instance_ID
ipconfig [-all|-t]

selected.
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Description

{} or {a|b} It indicates that it is a required
value, and only one item can be

Example
swich {stand | slave}

selected.
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1 Workbench
1.1 Overview

You can view the recently used projects on the Overview page, and enter the work
bench to conﬁgure a project, create a project, and one-click to import CDNs.

Log on to the DataWorks console page as an organization administrator (primary
account).

Note:

The overview page updates the display based on the usage and creation time, and
displays only the most recent three used or created projects.

Page description:
• Project

Displays the three most recently opened projects. ClickConﬁg or Data Studio to

work on the project. Alternatively, you can also access the Project List to do so. For
more information, see #unique_5.
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• Common functions

- You can #unique_6 on this page.

- You can also one-click to import CDNs on this page.
Note:

• If the RAM user is logged in without creating the corresponding project, you need
to contact your administrator to obtain project permissions.

• For RAM users, this page displays up to two projects, and you can go to the Project
List page to view all projects.

• You cannot enter the workspace, if the RAM user only has deployment permission
.

• You can update your AccessKey info here.

1.2 Workspace list

In the Alibaba Cloud DTplus console, you can view all workspaces under the current
account of the Workspace List page. Enter workspace to conﬁgure workspaces,
achange calculation services, create, activate, disable, and delete workspaces.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DTplus console and go to DataWorks product details page as an
organization administrator (primary account).

2. Click DataWorks console to enter the console overview page.

3. Go to the Workspace List page to view all workspaces under the current account.

2
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Create workspace

1. Click Create Workspace, and select a region and a calculation engine service.
The new workspace is created under the current region. You may need to

purchase related services for the region. Data development, O&M center, and data
management are selected by default.

• Choose Calculation Engine Services

- MaxCompute: MaxCompute is a big data processing platform developed by
Alibaba. It is mainly used for batch structural data storage and processing,
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which can provide massive data warehouse solution and big data modeling
service.

- Machine learning PAI: Machine learning refers to a machine that uses

statistical algorithms to learn a large amount of historical data to generate
empirical models for business references.

• Choose DataWorks services

- Data integration: A data synchronization platform that provides stable,

eﬃcient, and elastically scalable services. Data integration is designed to
implement fast and stable data migration and synchronization between

multiple heterogeneous data sources in complex network environments. For
more information, see #unique_8.

- Data development: Data development helps you design data computing
processes according to business requirements and automatically run

dependent tasks in the scheduling system. For more information, see Data
development overview.

- O&M center: The O&M center is a place where tasks and instances are
displayed and operated. You can view all your tasks in Task List and

perform such operations on the displayed tasks. For more information, see
#unique_10.

- Data management: Data management of Alibaba Cloud DTplus platform

displays the global data view and metadata details of an organization, and

enables operations, such as divided permission management, data lifecycle
management, and approval and management of data table, resource, and

function permissions. For more information, see Data management overview.

4
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2. Conﬁgure the basic information and advanced settings of the new workspace.

• Basic conﬁguration

- Workspace name: The workspace name must be 3 to 27 characters in length.
- Display name: The display name must be 27 characters in length.

• Advanced conﬁguration

- Enable scheduling frequency: Controls whether to enable the scheduling

system in the current workspace. If the scheduling frequency is disabled, it
cannot periodically schedule tasks.

- Enable select result downloads in this workspace: When this conﬁguration
is enabled, data results from select statement can be downloaded in this

Issue: 20190818
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workspace. When this conﬁguration is disabled, it cannot download the data
query results from select statement.

• MaxCompute conﬁguration

- Development Environment MaxCompute Workspace name: The default name
is the workspace name + "_ dev" suﬃx, which can be modiﬁed.

- Development Environment MaxCompute access identity: The default is a
personal account.

- Production Environment MaxCompute Workspace name: The default name is
the same as the DataWorks workspace.

- Development Environment MaxCompute access identity: The default access
identity is the production account. We recommend you do not change the

default setting.

- Quota group: Quota is used to implement disk quotas.

When the workspace is created successfully, the Workspace List displays the
corresponding content.

• Workspace status: The workspace is typically classiﬁed into ﬁve states: normal,
initialization, initialization failure, deleting and deleted. Creating a workspace
initially displays an initialized state, and then generally shows the results of
initialization failure or normal.

After the workspace is created successfully, you can perform disable and delete.
After the workspace is disabled, you can also activate and delete the workspace.
The workspace is normal after it is activated.

• Subscribe to a service: Your mouse moves on to the service, and all the opened

services are displayed. Generally, the normal service icon display is blue, while

the outstanding payment service icon is red. If the outstanding payment service
has been deleted, it is displayed as gray, and the outstanding payment service is
automatically deleted after 7 days.
6
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Note:

• Once you become a workspace owner, it means you have full ownership over

the workspace, and anyone that wants to access the workspace must apply for
permission.

• For general users, you do not have to create a workspace. If you have been added
to a workspace, you can use MaxCompute.

Conﬁgure a workspace

You can conﬁgure some basic and advanced attributes of the current workspace by

conﬁguring workspace operations, mainly manage and conﬁgure space, scheduling,
and more.

Click Conﬁguration for the workspace to be conﬁgured.

Enter workspace

Click Enter Workspace to conﬁgure a workspace, go to the Data Development page for
speciﬁc operations.

Modify service

Modify services is typically for changing calculation engine services and DataWorks.
To change services, you must purchase a service, and then choose a corresponding
service to modify it. Based on your purchase, the payment mode is automatically
displayed. You can top up, upgrade, downgrade, and renew your MaxCompute.

Issue: 20190818
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• Top up: You can top up your services when the services receive an outstanding bill
warning.

• Upgrade/Downgrade: If your MaxCompute Pay-As-You-Go resource is unable to

meet your business demand, you can upgrade the resource by purchasing more
services.

• Renew: When the package expires, you can renew the package or the system
freezes corresponding instances contained in this package.
Note:

• Subscription: Only displays the Top Up button.
8
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• Pay-As-You-Go: All buttons are displayed.

Delete or disable a workspace

Click More after the corresponding item name to delete and disable the item.

• Delete a workspace

After selecting Delete Workspace, enter the veriﬁcation code in the dialog box and
click Conﬁrm.
Note:

- The Delete Workspace veriﬁcation code is always YES .
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- The delete workspace operation is irreversible, exercise caution when
performing this operation.

• Disable a workspace

Once a workspace is disabled, the cycle scheduling task stops generating instances.
The instances generated runs automatically before being disabled. However, you
cannot log on to the workspace to view their status.

1.3 Scheduling resource list

On the DataWorks console, you can view all scheduling resources under the

current account on the Scheduling Resource List page. On this page, you can create
10
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scheduling resources, search resources name, and perform operations on the
expected resource.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks product details page as an organization administrator
(primary account).

2. Click DataWorks Console to enter the console overview page.
3. Navigate to the Scheduling Resource List page.

• Description of the items listed on this page as follows:

- Resource name: The scheduling resource group name must be 60 characters
in length, and consist of letters, underscores(_), and numbers. The resource
name cannot be changed.

- Network type: ECS server network types including VPC and classic networks
are added as a scheduling resource.

■ Classic network: IP addresses are centrally allocated by Alibaba Cloud
. Classic networks are easy to conﬁgure and use. This network type is

suitable for users who require quick accessibility to ECS and emphasize
ease of use operations.

■ VPC: A VPC is a logically isolated private network. Network topologies

and IP addresses can be customized in VPC, and supports private line
connection which makes it suitable for users that are familiar with

network management.

- Server: The server name contained in the current scheduling resource.
- Operation type:

■ Initialize the server: Enter the machine initialization statement.

■ Modify the server: Modify current scheduling resource server conﬁgurat
ions, such as adding or deleting a server and changing the maximum
number of concurrent server tasks.

■ Modify owner project: You can allocate the current scheduling resource
to a speciﬁc project. This operation can only be performed by the main

account that activated the service. After creating the project, you can use
an existing ECS by modifying the owner project.
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What are scheduling resources?

Scheduling resources are used to perform or distribute tasks from the scheduling

system. DataWorks scheduling resources are divided into the following two types.
• Default scheduling resource.

• Custom scheduling resource.

Custom scheduling resources are user-purchased ECSs, which can be conﬁgured as
scheduling servers for performing distributed tasks. The organization administra

tor (primary account) can create custom scheduling resources, which contains
several physical machines or ECSs to perform data synchronization, SHELL,

ODPS_SQL, and OPEN_MR tasks.

Usages of scheduling resource list

• Add resource groups and resource group servers.

• Manage the relationship between resource groups and projects so that a resource
group can be shared by multiple projects.

• You can purchase ECSs and conﬁgure them as scheduling resources when a

number of tasks are waiting for resources, which improves running scheduling
tasks eﬃciency.

1.4 Calculation engine list

This topic describes how to view the billing method and MaxCompute Project list
project space through Calculation Engine List page in the Management Console.

• MaxCompute currently supports two billing methods: Pay-As-You-Go and

Subscription. Renew Management will be displayed under the activated billing

12
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method, while Open Immediately will be shown under the unactivated billing
style.

• Opening list: You can search by project space name. The project space list displays
basic information about the project space.

You can Change the Quota Group for the subscription project space, and click

Change the Quota group to go to the MaxCompute Manager page. If you did not
subscribe, you will be prompted that You have unsubscribed resources.
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2 Data integration
2.1 Data integration introduction
2.1.1 Data integration overview

The Alibaba Cloud Data Integration is a data synchronization platform that provides
stable, eﬃcient, and elastically scalable services. Data integration is designed to

implement fast and stable data migration and synchronization between multiple
heterogeneous data sources in complex network environments.

Oﬄine (batch) data synchronization

The oﬄine (batch) data channel provides a set of abstract data extraction plug
-ins (Readers) and data writing plug-ins (Writers) by deﬁning the source and

target databases and datasets. Also, it designs a set of simpliﬁed intermediate

data transmission formats based on the framework to transfer data between any
structured and semi-structured data sources.

Supported data source types

Data integration supports diverse data sources as follows:
• Text storage (FTP, SFTP, OSS, Multimedia ﬁles),
• Database (RDS,DRDS,MySQL,PostgreSQL),

• NoSQL (Memcache,Redis,MongoDB,HBase),
• Big data (MaxCompute,AnalyticDB,HDFS),
• MPP database (HybridDB for MySQL).
For more information, see #unique_17.
Note:

The data sources conﬁgured information varies greatly from each other, and the

parameter conﬁguration information must be queried in detail based on the actual
scenario. For this reason, the detailed parameter descriptions are available on the
data source conﬁguration and job conﬁguration pages, which can be queried and
used as needed.

14
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Synchronous development description

Synchronous development provides both wizard and script modes.

• Wizard: Provides a visualized development guide and comprehensive details

about data sync task conﬁguration. This mode is cost-eﬀective, but lacks certain
advanced functions.

• Script: Allows you to directly write a data sync JSON script for completing the

data sync development. It is suitable for advanced users, but has a high learning
cost. It also provides diverse and ﬂexible functions for delicacy conﬁguration
management.
Note:

• The code generated in wizard mode can be converted to script mode code. The

code conversion is unidirectional, and cannot be converted back to wizard mode
format. This is because the script mode capabilities are a superset of the wizard

mode.

• Always conﬁgure the data source and create the target table before writing codes.

Description of network types

The networks can be classiﬁed as classic network, VPC network, and local IDC
network (planning).

• Classic network: A network that is centrally deployed on the Alibaba Cloud public

infrastructure network planned and managed by Alibaba Cloud. This network type
suits customers that have ease-of-use requirements.

• VPC network: An isolated network environment created on Alibaba Cloud. In this

network type, you have full control over the virtual network, including customizin
g the IP address range, partitioning network segments, and conﬁguring routing
tables and gateways.

• Local IDC network: The network environment of your server room, which is
isolated from the Alibaba Cloud network.

See classic network and VPC FAQ page for questions related to classic and VPC
networks.
Note:
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• The public network access is supported. The public network access only selects

the classic network as the network type. Note the public network bandwidth speed
and relevant network traﬃc charges when using this network type. We do not

recommend this conﬁguration except in special cases.

• Network connections are planned for data synchronization, you can use the locally
added resource + Script Mode scheme for synchronous data transfer, you can also

use the Shell + DataX scheme.

• The Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) creates an isolated network environment that

allows you to customize the IP address range, network segments, and gateways.
The VPC applications have expanded the scope of VPC security, as a result data

integration provides RDS for MySQL, RDS for SQL Server, and RDS for PostgreSQL
and eliminates the need to purchase extra ECSs that reside on the same network

as the VPC. Instead, the system guarantees interconnectivity by detecting devices
automatically through the reverse proxy. The VPC supports other Alibaba Cloud
databases including PPAS, OceanBase, Redis, MongoDB, Memcache, TableStore,

and HBase. For any non-RDS data sources, an ECS on the same network is required
for conﬁguring data integration synchronization tasks on the VPC network and

Limits

ensuring interconnectivity.

• Supports the following data synchronization types: structured (such as RDS and

DRDS), semi-structured, and non-structured, such as OSS and TXT.The speciﬁed

synchronization data must be abstracted as structured data. That is, data integratio
n supports data synchronization that can transmit data that can be abstracted

to a logical two-dimensional table, other fully unstructured data, such as a MP3

section stored in OSS. Data integration does not support synchronizing dataset to
MaxCompute, which is still in development.

• Supports data synchronization and exchange between single region and crossregion data storage.

For certain regions, cross-region data transmission is supported, but not

guaranteed by the classic network. If you need to use this function, while the tested
classic network is disconnected, consider using the public network connection

instead.

• Only data synchronization (transmission) is performed and no consumption plans
of data stream is provided.

16
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References

• For a detailed description of data synchronization task conﬁguration, see create a
data synchronization task.

• For a detailed introduction to processing unstructured data such as OSS, see access
OSS unstructured data.

2.1.2 Create a Data Integration task

This topic describes how to create a Data Integration task.

• Data Integration is a reliable, secure, cost-eﬀective, and elastically scalable data
synchronization platform provided by Alibaba Group. It can be used across

heterogeneous data storage systems and provides full or incremental data access
channels in diﬀerent network environments for a variety of data sources.

• A reader plug-in reads data from a database at the underlying layer by connecting

to a remote database and running SQL statements to select data from the database.

• A writer plug-in writes data into a database at the underlying layer by connecting

to a remote database and running SQL statements to write data into the database.

Preparations

Create an Alibaba Cloud account

1. Activate an Alibaba Cloud account, and create the AccessKeys for this account.

2. Activate MaxCompute to automatically generate a default MaxCompute data source
, and log on to DataWorks using the Alibaba Cloud account.

3. Create a workspace. You can collaboratively complete workﬂows and maintain
data or tasks in the workspace. Before using DataWorks, you need to create a
workspace.
Note:

You can grant RAM accounts the permissions to create Data Integration tasks. For
more information, see Create a RAM account.

Create source and destination databases and tables

1. You can create tables by running statements or create tables directly in the data

source client. For more information about how to create databases and tables of
diﬀerent data source types, see their oﬃcial documents.

2. Grant read and write permissions on the databases and tables.
Issue: 20190818
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Note:

Generally, a reader plug-in requires at least the read permission, while a writer plugin requires the add, delete, and modify permissions. We recommend that you grant
suﬃcient permissions on tables of databases in advance.

Procedure

Create a data source

1. Obtain data source information about a database.
2. Conﬁgure the data source on the GUI.
Note:

• Not all data sources can be conﬁgured on the GUI. If you cannot ﬁnd the

conﬁguration page for a data source, you can conﬁgure it in script mode by
writing data source information in a JSON script.

• For more information about the data sources that are supported, see Supported
data sources.

(Optional) Create a custom resource group
1. Create a resource group.
2. Add a server.

3. Install the agent.

4. Test the connectivity.
Note:

• If the data source is located in a private network environment or the resources

provided by DataWorks do not meet your requirements, you can create a custom
resource group.

• We recommend that you set the network type of the custom resource group to VPC
regardless whether the server is in a classic network or VPC.

• For more information about how to conﬁgure a custom resource group, see Add
scheduling resources.
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• Best practices:

- Data synchronization when either the source or destination is located in a
private network environment

- Data synchronization when both the source and destination are located in a
private network environment

Conﬁgure a Data Integration task

1. Conﬁgure the reader of the Data Integration task. For more information about how
to conﬁgure a reader, see Conﬁgure a reader plug-in.

2. Conﬁgure the writer of the Data Integration task. For more information about how
to conﬁgure a writer, see Conﬁgure a writer plug-in.

3. Conﬁgure the mapping between the reader and writer.

4. Conﬁgure channel control. You can switch to a custom resource group in this step.
Note:

• A task can be conﬁgured in wizard or script mode.

• When conﬁguring a task, you can optimize the task speed. For more information,
see Optimizing conﬁguration.

• You can switch from the wizard mode to script mode, but not from the script mode
to wizard mode. We have provided templates for all plug-ins.

Run the Data Integration task

1. You can run the Data Integration task directly on the GUI. Logs will not be saved.
2. Before submitting the task, you need to conﬁgure scheduling. Generally, an
instance is generated on the next day after submission.
Note:

When conﬁguring the task, you can set scheduling parameters.

View run logs

You can view run logs of your task in O&M.
Note:

You can ﬁnd the DAG in O&M, right-click the DAG, and selectRun Log to view the run
logs.
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Data Migration Unit (DMU) is used to measure the amount of resources consumed

by data integration, including CPU, memory, and network. One DMU represents the
Slot

minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

By default, the resource group provides you 50 slots and each DMU occupies 2 slots.
This means the default resource group supports 25 DMUs at the same time. You can
submit a ticket to apply for more slots in the default resource group.

Number of concurrencies

Concurrency indicates the maximum number of threads used to concurrently read or
write data in the data storage of a data synchronization task.

Speed limit

The speed limit indicates the maximum speed of synchronization tasks.

Dirty data

Dirty data indicates invalid or incorrectly formatted data. For example, if the source
has varchar type data, but is written to a destination column as an int type data. If
a data conversion exception occurs, the data cannot be written to the destination

column.

Data sources

The data source processed by DataWorks can be from a database or a data warehouse
. DataWorks supports various data source types, and supports diﬀerent data source
conversions.

2.2 Data source conﬁguration
2.2.1 Supported data sources

Data Integration is a stable, eﬃcient, and elastically scalable data synchronization
platform that Alibaba Group provides to external users. It provides oﬄine (batch)
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data access channels for Alibaba Cloud's big data computing engines, including
MaxCompute, AnalyticDB, and Object Storage Service (OSS).

The following table lists data source types supported by data integration:
Data source

Data source

Extraction (

Import (

Supported

Supported

Relational
databases

MySQL

Yes. For
more

Yes. For
more

Wizard and
script

Alibaba
Cloud and

category

type

Relational
databases

SQL Server

Relational
database

PostgreSQL

Relational
databases

Oracle

Relational
databases

DRDS
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reader)

information,
see
Conﬁgure
MySQL
reader .
Yes. For
more

writer)

information,
see
Conﬁgure
MySQL
writer .

methods

types

on-premise

Yes. For
more

Wizard and
script

Alibaba
Cloud and

Yes. For
more

Yes. For
more

Wizard and
script

Alibaba
Cloud and

Yes. For
more

Yes. For
more

Wizard and
script

On-premise

Yes. For
more

Wizard and
script

Alibaba
Cloud

information,
see
Conﬁgure
SQL server
reader.
information,
see
Conﬁgure
PostgreSQL
reader.
information,
see
Conﬁgure
Oracle
reader.
Yes. For
more

information,
seeConﬁgure
DRDS reader
.

information,
seeConﬁgure
SQL server
writer.

information,
see
Conﬁgure
PostgreSQL
writer.
information,
seeConﬁgure
Oracle
writer.

information,
see
Conﬁgure
DRDS
writer.

on-premise

on-premise
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Data source

Data source

Extraction (

Import (

Supported

Supported

Relational
databases-

DB2

Yes. For
more

Yes. For
more

Script

On-premise

category

type

Relational
databases

DM

MPP

HybridDB
for MySQL

reader)

writer)

information, information,
seeConﬁgure seeConﬁgure
DB2 reader . DB2 writer.

methods

Yes

Script

On-premise
Alibaba
Cloud

RDS for
PPAS

Yes

Yes

Script

Yes

Yes

MPP

HybridDB
for

Yes

Yes

Wizard and
script

Big data
storage

Big data
storage

types

Yes

Relational
databases

Big data
storage
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PostgreSQL
released

Wizard and
script

Alibaba
Cloud
Alibaba
Cloud

MaxCompute Yes. For
(Corresponding
more

Yes. For
more

Wizard and
script

Alibaba
Cloud

DataHub

Yes. For
more

Script

Alibaba
Cloud

Yes. For
more

Script

Alibaba
Cloud

data source information,
name:
see
MaxCompute) Conﬁgure
MaxCompute
reader.

ElasticSea
rch

No

No

information,
see
Conﬁgure
MaxCompute
writer.
information,
seeConﬁgure
DataHub
writer .
information,
seeConﬁgure
ElasticSearch
writer.
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Data source

Data source

Big data
storage

AnalyticDB
No
(Corresponding

category

type

Extraction (
reader)

data source
name: ADS)

Unstructur
ed storage

OSS

Unstructur
ed storage

HDFS

Unstructur
ed storage

FTP

Message
queue

LogHub

NoSQL

HBase

Yes. For
more

Supported

Supported

Yes. For
more

Wizard and
script

Alibaba
Cloud

writer)

information,
seeConﬁgure
AnalyticDB
writer.
Yes. For
more

methods

types

Wizard and
script

Alibaba
Cloud

Yes For more Yes. For
information, more

Script

On-premise

Yes. For
more

Yes. For
more

Wizard and
script

On-premise

Yes. For
more

Yes. For
more

Wizard and
script

Alibaba
Cloud

Yes. For
more

Yes. For
more

Script

Alibaba
Cloud and

information, information,
seeConﬁgure seeConﬁgure
OSS reader. OSS writer.
seeConﬁgure information,
HDFS reader seeConﬁgure
.
HDFS writer
.
information, information,
seeConﬁgure seeConﬁgure
FTP reader. FTP writer.
information,
seeConﬁgure
LogHub
reader .
information,
seeConﬁgure
HBase
reader.
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information,
seeConﬁgure
LogHub
writer .
information,
seeConﬁgure
HBase
writer .

on-premise
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Data source

Extraction (

NoSQL

MongoDB

Yes For more Yes. For
information, more

category

NoSQL

NoSQL

NoSQL

NoSQL

Performanc
e testing
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type

Memcache

reader)

Import (
writer)

seeConﬁgure information,
MongoDB
seeConﬁgure
reader.
MongoDB
writer.
No

Supported

Supported

Script

Alibaba
Cloud and

methods

types

on-premise

Yes. For
more

Script

Table Store
Yes For more Yes. For
(corresponding
information, more

Script

data source
name: OTS)

seeConﬁgure
Table
Store(OTS)
reader.

Alibaba
Cloud

OpenSearch

No

Yes. For
more

Script

Alibaba
Cloud

Yes. For
more

Script

Alibaba
Cloud and

Yes. For
more

Script

information,
seeConﬁgure
Memcache
(OCS) writer
.

Redis

Stream

No

Yes. For
more

information,
seeConﬁgure
Stream
reader .

information,
seeConﬁgure
Table Store
(OTS) writer
.
information,
seeConﬁgure
OpenSearch
writer.
information,
seeConﬁgure
Redis writer.

Alibaba
Cloud and

on-premise
Memcache

on-premise
-

information,
seeConﬁgure
Stream
writer .
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Data source

Data source

Network type

MySQL

ApsaraDB

Classic network Yes

type

VPC network

With public IP address

Without public IP address

SQL Server

On-premise
ECS
ApsaraDB

ApsaraDB

VPC network

Yes

DRDS

HybridDB for
MySQL
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ApsaraDB

No

VPC network

No

VPC network

Yes

Classic network Yes
Yes
No

Classic network Yes
VPC network

Without public IP address-

ApsaraDB

Yes

Classic network Yes

With public IP address
On-premise
ECS

No

Classic network Yes

Without public IP address

Oracle

Yes

No

With public IP address
On-premise
ECS

Yes

VPC network

Without public IP address

PostgreSQL

connectivity?

Classic network Yes

With public IP address
On-premise
ECS

Supports test

No

Yes
No

Classic network Yes
VPC network

No

VPC network

Under
development

Classic network Yes

Classic network Yes
VPC network

Under
development

Add custom

resource group
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
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Data source

Data source

Network type

HybridDB for
PostgreSQL

ApsaraDB

Classic network Yes

MaxCompute
(for

ApsaraDB

Classic network Yes

-

AnalyticDB (
for ADS data

ApsaraDB

Classic network Yes

-

OSS

ApsaraDB

Classic network Yes

-

HDFS

With public IP address

released

MaxCompute
data sources)
sources)

FTP

MongoDB

type

On-premise
ECS

VPC network

VPC network

VPC network

VPC network

Without public IP address

ApsaraDB

Memcache

Redis

26

ApsaraDB

ApsaraDB

Under
development

Under
development
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No

Classic network Yes
VPC network

No

VPC network

Under
development

Classic network Yes

With public IP address
On-premise
ECS

connectivity?

Classic network Yes

With public IP address
On-premise
ECS

Supports test

Add custom

resource group
-

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

-

VPC network

No

Yes

VPC network

Under
development

Classic network Yes
Classic network Yes

Classic network Yes
VPC network

Under
development

-

Yes
-

Yes
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Data source

Data source
type

Network type

With public IP address

Table Store (
for OTS data
sources)

DataHub

On-premise
ECS
ApsaraDB

ApsaraDB

Supports test

Add custom

Yes

-

connectivity?

Classic network Yes
VPC network

No

VPC network

Under
development

Classic network Yes

Classic network Yes
VPC network

No

resource group
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Note:

For more information about when to add a Custom Resource Group, see Add
scheduling resources.

Description

In the preceding table, "-" means this item is unavailable. "No" means the connectivity
test failed and a custom resource group must be added, and the synchronization task
can be conﬁgured.

• Data sources in VPC environment:

- Connectivity tests for RDS data sources in VPC environment is supported.
- Other data sources in VPC environment are under development.
- Financial Cloud networks does not support connectivity tests.

• User-created ECS data sources:

- The classic network typically supports JDBC-based connectivity tests on the
public network.

- The VPC does not support connectivity tests for now.

- Currently, cross-region sources connectivity tests is not supported.
- Financial Cloud networks do not support connectivity tests.

Currently, data synchronization is implemented solely by adding a custom resource
group.
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For created ECS data sources, add the scheduling cluster IP address to the security
group for both inbound and outbound traﬃc in the public network and classic

network. If the security group is not added, a disconnection error may occur during
synchronization. For more information, see #unique_86.

You cannot add an extensive port range on the ECS security group page. To add them,

use the security group API of ECS. For more information, see AuthorizeSecurityGroup
.

• Data sources created in local IDCs or on the ECS server without public IP
addresses:

- Connectivity tests are not supported.

- A custom resource group must be added for conﬁguring the synchronization
tasks.

• Public-network-based JDBC is applied to data sources created in local IDCs or on
the ECS server with public IP addresses for connectivity tests. If the connectivity
test fails, check the limits of the local network or relevant databases.
Note:

The following example describes the billing of synchronizing data from RDS to
MaxCompute:

Currently, data integration is free of charge, but you might still be billed for certain
products. Conﬁguring MaxCompute data synchronization in DataWorks is free of

charge, but you will be billed for manually adding the parameter in the script mode
to set a public IP address for the MaxCompute tunnel. However, this parameter is

unavailable in the template generated in the script mode.

Conclusion

When a connectivity test fails, you need to verify the data source region, network

type, and whether the full instance ID, database name and user name are valid in the
RDS whitelist. Examples of common errors are as follows:
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• The Database Password is invalid as follows:

• The network connection failed as follows:

• The network disconnected during synchronization or because of other conditions.
View the full log to locate the scheduled resource and to determine whether it is a
custom resource.

If so, check whether the IP address of the custom resource group has been added
to the data source whitelist, such as RDS. This also applies to MongoDB.

Check whether connectivity tests between both data sources was successful and
if their whitelists are complete. The test result will vary, if the whitelists are

incomplete. Speciﬁcally, the test is successful if the task is assigned to the added
scheduling server or failed if no scheduling server has been added.

• For tasks that are successful, but the disconnection error 8000 is found in the log:

This condition occurs when the custom scheduling resource group is used and the
IP address 10.116.134.123 and port 8000 does not have security group inbound

traﬃc permission. Under this condition, add the IP address and the port, and run
the task again.
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Connectivity test exception examples
• Example 1

A database test connection error occurred resulting in a data source connectivity
test exception. The database connection string is "jdbc:mysql://xx.xx.xx.x:xxxx/

t_uoer_bradef", the user name is "xxxx_test", and the exception message is "Access
denied for user "xxxx_test"@"%" to database "yyyy_demo"".

• Troubleshooting

1. Check if the entered information is valid.

2. Check if the password, whitelist, or your account has permission to access the
database. You can add the required permissions in the RDS console.

• - Example 2

A test connection exception occurred resulting in the data source connectivity
test exception. The displayed error message is as follows:

error
message : Timed
out
after
5000
ms
while
waiting
for
a
server
that
matches
ReadPrefer
enceServer Selector { readPrefer ence = primary }. Client
view
of
cluster
state
is { type = UNKNOWN , servers =[(
xxxxxxxxxx ), type = UNKNOWN , state = CONNECTING , exception
={ com . mongodb . MongoSocke tReadExcep tion : Prematurel y
reached
end
of
stream }}]
- Troubleshooting

If you are using MongoDB without VPC connection. You must add a whitelist for
the connectivity test of the MongoDB data source. For more information, see
#unique_87.

2.2.3 Data source isolation

Data source isolation can be used to isolate data of the development environment
from data of the production environment for workspaces in standard mode.

If a data source is conﬁgured in both the development and production environments,
you can use data source isolation to isolate the data source in the development
environment from that in the production environment.
Note:

Currently, only workspaces in standard mode support data source isolation.
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When you conﬁgure a data synchronization task, the data source in the developmen
t environment is used. When you submit the data synchronization task to the

production environment for running, the data source in the production environmen
t is used. To submit a task to the production environment for scheduling, you must
conﬁgure a data source in both the development and production environmen

ts. A data source must have the same name in the development and production
environments.

Data source isolation has the following impacts on workspaces:

• Workspaces in basic mode: The functions and conﬁguration pages of data sources
are the same as those before the data source isolation feature is added. For more
information, see Data source conﬁguration.

• Workspaces in standard mode: The Applicable Environment parameter is added on
the conﬁguration pages of data sources.

• Workspaces upgraded from the basic mode to the standard mode: During the

upgrade, you will be prompted to upgrade data sources. After the upgrade, the data
sources in the development environment are isolated from those in the production
environment.

Page element

Migrate Tables from
Data Stores

Description

Click Migrate Tables from Data Stores to go to the Batch
Sync page.
Note:

You can select a data source on the Batch Sync page
only after the data source is conﬁgured in both the
development and production environments and has
passed the connectivity test.
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Description

Currently, you can add only multiple MySQL, SQL Server
, or Oracle data sources at a time. The template contains

the data source type, data source name, data source
description, environment type (0 for development and 1
for production), and URL. You can download the template
, conﬁgure multiple data sources in the template, and
upload the template to add the data sources at a time. On
the page for adding multiple data sources at a time, details
about the data sources will be displayed.
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Description

• If the environment is set to development for a data

source, you can select the data source when creating
a data synchronization node. The node task can be
executed in the development environment. However
, you cannot submit the node task to the production
environment for running.

• If the environment is set to production for a data source
, you can use the data source only in the production
environment. You cannot select the data source when
creating a data synchronization node.
Note:

A data source must have the same name in the
development and production environments.

Applicable
Environment

Issue: 20190818

For a workspace in basic mode, this column is not
displayed. For a workspace in standard mode, this column
is displayed to show the environment of each data source.
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Description

• Migrate Tables Conﬁguration: This button is displayed
for a data source in the development environment and
can be clicked when the data source is conﬁgured in
both the development and production environments.

• Add Data Source: This button is displayed if a data
source is not conﬁgured in an environment.

• Edit and Delete: The two buttons are displayed
for a data source that has been conﬁgured in an
environment.
- Before deleting a data source from both the

development and production environments,
check whether the data source is used by any

synchronization task in the production environment.
The delete operation cannot be rolled back. After
the data source is deleted, you cannot select it
when conﬁguring a synchronization task in the
development environment.
If a synchronization task in the production

environment uses the data source, the synchroniz

ation task cannot be executed after the data source
is deleted. Delete the synchronization task before

deleting the data source.

- Before deleting a data source from the development
environment, check whether the data source is
used by any synchronization task in the production
environment. The delete operation cannot be rolled
back. After the data source is deleted, you cannot
select it when conﬁguring a synchronization task in
the development environment.
If a synchronization task in the production

environment uses the data source, you cannot obtain

metadata when editing the synchronization task after
the data source is deleted. However, the synchroniz

ation task can be executed.
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Description

Select multiple data sources in this column to test the
connectivity of the data sources or delete them at a time.

2.2.4 Conﬁgure AnalyticDB data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure an AnalyticDB (ADS) data source. ADS allows
you to write data to AnalyticDB, but does not allow you to read data from it. ADS
supports data integration in wizard and script mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. In the Create Data Source dialog box, set the data source type to AnalyticDB (ADS).
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5. Complete the AnalyticDB data source conﬁguration items.

• Conﬁgure the DM Data Source
• Conﬁgure the DM Data Source
Conﬁgurations:

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source cannot exceed 80 characters
in length.

• Link URL: The ADS URL. Format: serverIP:Port.
• Schema: The ADS schema information.

• AccessID/AccessKey: The access key (AccessKeyID and AccessKeySecret) is
equivalent to the login password.

6. Click Test Connectivity.

7. After completing the test connectivity, clickComplete.

The test connectivity determines if the information entered is valid.
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Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the ADS Writer plug-in, see #unique_57.

2.2.5 Conﬁgure SQL Server data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure SQL server data source. The SQL server data
source allows you to read and write data to SQL server instances, and supports
conﬁguring synchronization tasks in wizard and script mode.
Note:

Currently, only SQL Server 2005 or later versions are supported. If the SQL server is
in a VPC environment, please note the following issues:
• Create an on-premise SQL server data source

- Test connectivity is not supported, but the synchronization of task

conﬁguration is supported. You can synchronize task conﬁgurations by clicking
OK when creating the data source.

- You must use a custom scheduled Resource Group to run corresponding

synchronization tasks, make sure the Custom Resource Group can connect
to the on-premise database. For more information, see#unique_23
and#unique_24.

• SQL server data sources created with RDS

You do not need to select a network environment, the system will automatically

determine the data source based on the information entered for the RDS instance.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator, and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Select the data source type SQL Server in the new dialog box.
38
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5. Conﬁgure the SQL Server data source information separately.

The SQL server data source types are categorized into Alibaba Cloud Database

(RDS), Public Network IP Address, and Non-public Network IP Address. You can
select the data type based on your requirements.

Consider the new data source of SQL Server > Alibaba Cloud Database (RDS) type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: ApsaraDB for Relational Database Server (RDS).

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscores (_) and cannot exceed
60 characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).
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• Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• RDS instance ID: You can view the RDS instance ID in the RDS console.

• RDS instance buyer ID: You can view the buyer's information under the RDS
console security settings.

• Username and password: The user name and password for database connection.
Note:
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You need to add a RDS whitelist before connecting to the database.

Consider a data source with a new SQL Server > Public Network IP Address type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: The SQL Server Data Source with a public IP address.

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief data source description that cannot exceed 80 characters in
length.

• JDBC URL: JDBC connection information in the form of jdbc:sqlserver://ServerIP
:Port;DatabaseName=Database.

• Username and password: The user name and password used to connect to the
database.
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Consider a data source with a newSQL Server > Public Network IP Address type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: A data source without a public IP address.

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and can be 1 to 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, or underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source. It must be 1 to 80 characters
in length.

• Resource group: It is used to run synchronization tasks, and generally multiple

machines can be bound when you add a resource group. For more information,
see #unique_22.
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• JDBC URL: The JDBC connection information in the form of jdbc:sqlserver://
ServerIP:Port;DatabaseName=Database.

• Username and password: The user name and password used to connect to the
database.

6. Click Test Connectivity.

7. When the test connectivity is passed, click Complete.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network conﬁguration, identify
whether the input JDBC URL, user name, and password are correct.

• Private network and no public network IP address, currently does not support data
source connectivity test, click OK.

Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the SQL Server Writer plug-in, see
#unique_37.

2.2.6 Conﬁgure MongoDB data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure MongoDB data sources in DataWorks.

MongoDB, is one of the world's most popular document-based NoSQL databases

following Oracle and MySQL. The MongoDB data source allows you to read/write data
to MongoDB, and supports conﬁguring synchronization tasks in Script Mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Select the data source type MongoDB in the new data source dialog box.
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5. Complete the MongoDB data source item conﬁguration.

MongoDB data source types are categorized into ApsaraDB and On-Premise
Database Public Network IP Address.

• ApsaraDB: These databases generally use classic networks. The classic network
does not support cross-region connections.

• User-created databases with public IP addresses: These databases generally use
public networks that may incur certain costs.

Consider a data source with a new MongoDB > ApsaraDB type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data Source Type: Select the data source type "MongoDB: Alibaba Cloud
database".
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Note:
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If you have not granted the default role data integration system permission ,

the primary account is required to go to RAM for role authorization and then
refresh the page.

• Name: A name must start with a letter or underscores (_) and can be 60

characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.

• Region: Refers to the selected region when purchasing MongoDB.

• Instance ID: You can view the MongoDB instance ID in the MongoDB console.
• Database name: You can create a new database in the MongoDB console,
conﬁgure the corresponding data name, user name, and password.

• Username and password: The user name and password used for the database
connection.

The following is an example of a data source with a new MongoDB > On-Premise
Database with Public Network IP Address.
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Conﬁgurations:

• Type: Select the data source type "MongoDB: User-created database with a
public IP address".

• Name: A name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.

• Visit address: The format is host:port.

• Add visit address: Add an access address in the format of host:port.
• Database name: The database name mapped to the data source.

• Username and password: The user name and password used to connect to the
database.
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6. Click Test Connectivity

7. If the connectivity passed the test, click Complete.
Note:

• A MongoDB cloud database in a VPC environment is added with a public
network IP address data source type and saved.

• Currently, the VPC network does not support connectivity tests.

Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the MongoDB Writer plug-in, see
#unique_74.

2.2.7 DataHub data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure a DataHub data source. DataHub provides
a comprehensive data import solution that accelerates massive data computing.

DataHub data source allows other data sources to write data to DataHub and supports
the Writer plug-in.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Select the data source type DataHub in the new dialog box.
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5. Complete the DataHub data source individual items conﬁgurations.

Conﬁgurations:

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore(_), and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• DataHub endpoint: By default, this parameter is read-only and is automatically
read from the system conﬁguration.

• DataHub project: The DataHub project ID.

• AccessID/AceessKey: The access key(AccessKeyID and AccessKeySecret) is
equivalent to the logon password.

6. Click Test Connectivity.

7. When the connectivity passes the test, click Complete.

Provides connectivity test capabilities to determine if the information entered is
correct.
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Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the Oracle Writer plug-in, see #unique_54.

2.2.8 Conﬁgure the DM data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure the DM data source. The DM relational database
data source provides the capability to read/write data to DM databases, and supports
conﬁguring synchronization tasks in wizard and script modes.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator (primary account) and click
Enter Workspace from the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project
List.

2. Select Data Integration in the top navigation bar. Click Data Source from the leftside navigation pane.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source window.

4. In the new dialog box, select the DM data source type.
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5. Complete the DM data source information items conﬁgurations.

Select either of the following data source types as required when creating a DM
data source:

• The New DM Data Sources with public IP address

Parameters:

- Type: DM Data Sources with a public IP address.

- Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed
60 characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

- Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

- JDBC URL: In the format of jdbc:mysql://ServerIP:Port/Database.
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- Username and password: The user name and password used for connecting to
the database.

• New DM Data Sources without public IP address

Parameters:

- Type: DM data sources without public network IP address. Selecting this
data source type requires the use of custom scheduling resources for
synchronization. You can click Help manual for details.

- Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed
60 characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

- Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.
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- Resource Group: It is used to run synchronization tasks, and generally you
can bound multiple machines when adding a resource group. For more
information, see#unique_22.

- JDBC URL: In the format of jdbc:mysql://ServerIP:Port/Database.

- Username and password: The user name and password to connect to the
database.

6. (Optional) Click Test Connectivityto test the connectivity after entering all the
required ﬁeld information.

7. When the connectivity has passed the test, click Complete.

Provides test connectivity capability to determine if the information entered is
correct.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network to identify whether the
entered JDBC URL, user name, and password are correct.

• Currently, VPC and data source types without public IP addresses do not support
connectivity tests. As a result, click Conﬁrm.

2.2.9 Conﬁgure DRDS data sources

This topic describes how to conﬁgure DRDS data sources. The DRDS data source

allows you to read/write data to DRDS, and supports conﬁguring synchronization
tasks in wizard and script mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. In the new data source dialog box, select the data source type DRDS.
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5. Enter the DRDS data source conﬁguration items.

Conﬁgurations:

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_), and cannot exceed
60 characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.

• JDBC URL: The JDBC URL format is: jdbc:mysql://serverIP:Port/database.

• Username and password: The user name and password used for database
connection.

6. Click Test Connectivity
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7. When the connectivity has passed the test, click Complete.

The DRDS data source provides test connectivity capability for verifying the
entered information validity.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network environment to identify
whether the entered JDBC URL, user name, and password are valid.

• Currently, the private network or IP addresses without public network, and data
source connectivity tests are not supported. Click OK.

Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the DRDS Writer plug-in, see #unique_46.

2.2.10 Conﬁgure FTP data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure the FTP data source. The FTP data source

allows you to read/write data to FTP, and supports conﬁguring synchronization tasks
in wizard and script mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Select the data source type FTP in the new data source pop-up window.
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5. Complete the FTP data source information items conﬁguration.

You can create either one of the following two FTP data sources:
• FTP data sources with public IP address

Conﬁgurations:

- Type: A FTP data source with a public IP address.

- Name: The name must start with a letter or underscores (_), and cannot
exceed 60 characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and

underscores (_).

- Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

- Protocol: Currently, only supports FTP and SFTP.
- Host: The FTP host IP address.
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- Port: If you select the FTP protocol, the default port is 21. If SFTP is selected,
port 22 is used by default.

- Username and password: The account and password for accessing the FTP
service.

• FTP data sources without public IP address

Conﬁgurations:

- Data source type: The FTP data sources without a public IP address. This data
source type must use custom scheduling resources so that it can synchronize
data. For details, click Help Manual.
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- Data source name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and

cannot exceed 60 characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and
underscores (_).

- Data source description: A brief description of the data source that does not
exceed 80 characters in length.

- - Resource Group: The resource group is used to run synchronization tasks.
You can bound multiple machines when you add a resource group. For
details, see Add scheduling resources.

- Protocol: Currently, only FTP and SFTP are supported.
- Host: The FTP host IP address.

- Port: If you select the FTP protocol, the port defaults to 21. If SFTP is selected
, the port 22 is used by default.

- Username and password: The account and password for accessing the FTP
service.

6. Click Test Connectivity

7. When the test connectivity is ﬁnished, click Complete.

The test connectivity capability provided determines if the information entered is
correct.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network to identify whether the
entered host, port, user name, and password information is correct.

• The data source connectivity test is currently not supported by the VPC network,
and you can click Conﬁrm.

Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the FTP Writer plug-in, see #unique_66.

2.2.11 Conﬁguring HDFS data source

This topic describes conﬁguring a HDFS data source. HDFS is a distributed ﬁle system
that allows you to read/write data to HDFS, and supports conﬁguring synchronization
tasks in Script Mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace
from the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.
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2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
3. Click New Source on the supported data source pop-up window.

4. In the new data source pop-up window, and select the data source type HDFS.
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5. Conﬁgure HDFS data sources information separately.

Conﬁgurations:

• Name: A name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source and cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• defaultFS: The node address of nameNode in the format of hdfs://ServerIP:Port.

6. Click Test Connectivity

7. When the connectivity has passed the test, click Complete.

Conﬁgure the HDFS data source that provides test connectivity capability to
determine if the entered information is correct.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network to verify whether the
entered JDBC URL, user name, and password are valid.

• Currently, the VPC network does not support data source connectivity tests. Click
OK.

Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the HDFS Writer plug-in, see #unique_63.
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This topic describes how to add a LogHub data source. The LogHub is a data hub,

and LogHub data source allows you to read/write data to LogHub. LogHub supports
Reader and Writer plug-ins.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.
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4. Select the data source type LogHub in the new dialog box.

5. Conﬁgure individual information items for the LogHub data source.

Conﬁgurations:

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It contains letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Data source description: A brief description of the data source that does not
exceed 80 characters in length.

• LogHub Endpoint: Generally, the LogHub Endpoint format is in http://cnshanghai.log.aliyun.com. For more information, see service entrance.

• Project: The project name.

• AccessID/AccessKey: The AccessKey(AccessKeyID and AccessKeySecret) is
equivalent to the logon password.

6. Click Test Connectivity.

7. When the connectivity has passed the test, click Complete.

The connectivity test is provided to identify whether the entered AccessKey project
information is correct.
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Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure LogHub reader/writer, see
#unique_68and#unique_69.

2.2.13 Conﬁgure MaxCompute data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure a MaxCompute data source. The MaxCompute
(formerly known as ODPS) provides a comprehensive data import solution that

accelerates massive data computing. As a data hub, the MaxCompute data source

allows you to read /write data on MaxCompute, and supports reader and writer plugins.

Note:

By default, a data source (odps_ﬁrst) is generated for each project. The MaxCompute
project name is the same as that for the current project computing engine.

The AccessKey of the default data source can click on the user information in the
upper right corner and change the AccessKey information modiﬁcation, but it
should be noted that:

1. You can only switch AccessKeys between primary accounts.

2. When switching there cannot be any tasks in operation whether it is data

integration or data development and all other tasks related to DataWorks.

MaxCompute data sources you added manually can use the RAM user AccessKey.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Select the data source type MaxCompute (ODPS) in the new window.
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5. Complete the MaxCompute data source conﬁgurations.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and

cannot exceed 60 characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and
underscores (_).

• Data source description: A brief description of the data source that does not
exceed 80 characters in length.

• MaxCompute endpoint: By default, the MaxCompute endpoint is read-only. The
value is automatically read from the system conﬁguration.

• MaxCompute project name: The corresponding MaxCompute project indicator.
• AccessID/AccessKey: The AccessKey(AccessKeyID and AccessKeySecret) is
equivalent to the logon password.

6. Click Test Connectivity.
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7. When the connectivity has passed the test, click Complete.

The provided connectivity test can identify whether the entered project and
AccessKey information is valid.

Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the MaxCompute Writer plug-in, see
#unique_52.

2.2.14 Conﬁgure Memcache data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure Memcache data source. The Memcache

(formerly known as OCS) data source provides the ability to write data from other

data sources to Memcache, and supports conﬁguring synchronization tasks in script
mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Select Memcached as the data source type in the new dialog box.
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5. Complete the Memcache data source conﬁguration.

Conﬁgurations:

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• Type: Select Memcache as the data source type.

• Proxy Host: The corresponding Memcache proxy.

• Port: The corresponding Memcache port. The default port is 11211.
• Username and password: The database user name and password.

6. Click Test Connectivity

7. When the connectivity has passed the test, click Complete.

The Memcache provides test connectivity capabilities to determine whether the
entered information is valid.

Next step

For more information on conﬁgure the Memcache Writer plug-in, see #unique_76.
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This topic describes how to conﬁgure the MySQL data source. The MySQL data source
allows you to read /write data on MySQL, and supports conﬁguring synchronization
tasks in wizard and script mode.
Note:

If you are using MySQL in a VPC environment, you need to be aware of the following
issues.

• On-premise MySQL data source

- Does not support test connectivity, but supports synchronization task

conﬁguration. You can conﬁgure synchronization task by clicking Conﬁrm
when creating the data source.

- You must use a custom scheduled Resource Group to run the corresponding

synchronization tasks, make sure the Custom Resource Group can connect to

the on-premise database. For more information, see#unique_23and#unique_24.

• MySQL data sources created with RDS

You do not need to select a network environment, the system will automatically
determine the network environment based on information entered for the RDS
instance.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

3. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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4. Click Add Data Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

5. Select the data source type MySQL in the new dialog box.
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6. Complete the MySQL data source information items conﬁguration.

MySQL Data source types are divided in the Alibaba Cloud Database (RDS), the
Public Network IP Address and the Non-Public Network IP Address.

Consider a data source for the new MySQL > Alibaba Cloud Database (RDS) type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: Currently, the selected data source type MySQL > Alibaba Cloud Database (
RDS).

• Name: A name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).
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• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.

• RDS Instance ID: You can go to the RDS console to view the RDS instance ID.

• RDS instance buyer ID: You can view information in the RDS console security
settings.

• Username and password: The user name and password used to connect to the
database.
Note:
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You need to add an RDS whitelist before connection. For more information,
see#unique_87.

Consider a data source for the new MySQL > Public Network IP Address type as an
example.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: A new MySQL data source with a public IP address.

• Name: A name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It must contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.

• JDBC URL: The format is jdbc://mysql://serverIP:Port/database.
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• Username and password: The user name and password used for connecting to
the database.

For example, a data source with a new MySQL > Non-Public Network IP Address
type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source type: The data source without a public IP address.

• Data source name: A data source name must start with a letter or underscore (_)

and cannot exceed 60 characters in length. It must contain letters, numbers, and
underscores (_).

• Data source description: A brief description of the data source that does not
exceed 80 characters in length.
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• Resource group: A group used to run synchronization tasks, and generally

multiple machines can be bound when you add a resource group. For more
information, see #unique_22.

• JDBC URL: The format is jdbc://mysql://serverIP:Port/Database.

• Username and password: The user name and password used for connecting the
database.

7. Click Test Connectivity.

8. Click OK after the connectivity has passed the test.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network environment for verifying
whether the entered JDBC URL, user name, and password are valid.

• Currently, the private network and no public network IP address, data source
connectivity test is not supported. Click OK.

Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the MySQL Writer plug-in, see #unique_34.

2.2.16 Conﬁgure Oracle data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure an Oracle data source. The Oracle data source
allows you to read /write data on Oracle, and supports conﬁguring synchronization
tasks in wizard and script mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source on the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Select the data source type Oracle in the new data source dialog box.
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5. Conﬁgure each Oracle data source information item.

Oracle Data source types are categorized into Connection string mode(data

integrated network can be directly connected) and User-Created Data Store without
Public IP Addresses, and you can select source types based on your requirements.
For example, a data source that adds a new Oracle > Connection string mode(data
integrated network can be directly connected) type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: An Oracle data source with a public IP address.

• Name: The name must start with letters or underscore(_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores(_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.
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• JDBC URL: The JDBC URL format is: jdbc:oracle:thin:@serverIP:Port:Database.
• Username and password: The user name and password used for connecting to
the database.

Consider a data source that adds a new Oracle > User-Created Data Store without
Public IP Addresses type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: When there are no public network IP addresses, this data source type
requires custom scheduling resources for synchronization. You can click
theHelp Manualto view it.
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• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.

• JDBC URL: The format of the JDBC URL is: jdbc : oracle : thin :@ host :
port : SID or jdbc : oracle : thin :@// host : port / service_na
me .

• Username and password: The user name and password used for connecting to
the database.

6. Click Test Connectivity

7. When the connectivity has passed the test, proceed by clicking Complete.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network environment to identify
whether the entered JDBC URL, user name, and password are correct.

• Currently, does not support private network, IP addresses without public network
and data source connectivity, proceed by clicking OK.

Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure Oracle Writer plug-in, see #unique_43.

2.2.17 Conﬁgure OSS data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure an Object Storage Service (OSS) data source.

OSS is a massive, secure, and highly reliable cloud storage service oﬀered by Alibaba
Cloud.

Note:

• If you want to learn more about OSS products, see the OSS Product Overview.
• The OSS Java SDK can be found in the Alibaba Cloud OSS Java SDK.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Go to the new dialog box, and select the data source type OSS.
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5. Complete the OSS Data Source conﬁguration items.

Conﬁgurations:

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.

• Endpoint: The OSS endpoint information format is : http :// oss . aliyuncs
. com . It is the endpoint of the OSS service and the Region. When you visit an

endpoint in a diﬀerent region, you need to enter diﬀerent domain names.
Note:

The correct endpoint format is http :// oss . aliyuncs . com . You need
to add the bucket value in the point number format before the OSS connects

to http :// oss . aliyuncs . com . For example, http :// xxx . oss
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. aliyuncs . com can pass connectivity tests, but will report errors during

synchronization.

• Bucket: The OSS instance bucket. The bucket is a storage space and serves as
the container for storing objects. You can create multiple buckets and add

multiple ﬁles to each bucket. You can search for corresponding ﬁles in the

data synchronization task through the entered bucket, and ﬁle searching is
unavailable for buckets that have not been added.

• AccessID/AccessKey: The AccessKey (AccessKeyID and AccessKeySecret) is
equivalent to the logon password.

6. Click Test Connectivity

7. When the connectivity has passed the test, click Complete.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in classic network to identify whether the entered
Endpoint and AccessKey information is correct.

• The data source connectivity test is currently not supported by the VPC network,
and you can click OK.

Next step

The next topic describes how to conﬁgure the OSS writer plug-in. For more
information, see #unique_60.

2.2.18 Conﬁgure Table Store (OTS) data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure Table Store (OTS) data source. Table Store is

a NoSQL database service built on Alibaba Cloud’s Apsara distributed ﬁle system,
enabling you to store and access massive volumes of structured data in real time.
Note:

For more information about Table Store, see Table Store Product Overview.

Procedure

1. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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2. Click New Source on the supported data source pop-up window.

3. Select the data source type Table Store (OTS) in the new dialog box.
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4. Complete the Table Store data source conﬁguration.

Conﬁgurations:

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.

• Endpoint: The endpoint format of the Table Store server http :// yyy . com .
For more information, see Endpoint.

• Table Store Instance ID: The Instance ID corresponding to the Table Store
service.

• AccessID/AccessKey: The AccessKey (AccessKeyID and AccessKeySecret) is
equivalent to the logon password.

5. Click Test Connectivity

6. When the connectivity passed the test, click Complete.
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Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network to identify whether the
entered endpoint or AccessKey information is correct.

• The VPC network currently does not support data source connectivity test. Click
OK.

2.2.19 Conﬁgure PostgreSQL data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure a PostgreSQL data source. The PostgreSQL

data source allows you to read/write data on PostgreSQL, and supports conﬁguring
synchronization tasks in wizard and script mode.
Note:

If the PostgreSQL is in a VPC environment, you need to note the following issues:
• On-premise PostgreSQL data source

- The on-premise PostgreSQL does not support test connectivity, but supports

synchronization task conﬁguration. You can synchronize task conﬁgurations by
clicking OK, when creating the data source.

- You must use a custom scheduled Resource Group to run the corresponding

synchronization tasks, ensure the Custom Resource Group can connect to the
on-premise database. For more information, see#unique_23and#unique_24.

• PostgreSQL data sources created with RDS

You do not need to select a network environment, the system automatically selects
the network environment based on the RDS instance information.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Select the data source type PostgreSQL in the new dialog box.
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5. Complete the PostgreSQL data source individual information items conﬁguration.
PostgreSQL data source types are categorized into Apsara DB for RDS, Public

Network IP Address, and Non-Public Network IP Address. You can select the data
source type based on the situation.

The following is an example of how to add a new PostgreSQL > Apsara DB for RDS
type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: Apsara DB for RDS.
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• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60

characters in length. The name can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (

_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• RDS instance ID: You can view the RDS instance ID in the RDS console.

The following ﬁgure is an example of a data source that adds a PostgreSQL >
With a Public Network IP Address type.
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Conﬁgurations:

- Type: A PostgreSQL data source with a public IP address.

- Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed
60 characters in length. It must contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_

).

- Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

- JDBC URL: The JDBC URL format is: jdbc:mysql://ServerIP:Port/database.

- Username and password: The user name and password used for connecting to
the database.

The following is an example of new PostgreSQL > Data Source Without Public
Network IP Address type.
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Conﬁgurations:

• Type: A PostgreSQL data source without a public IP address.

• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• Resource Group: The resource used to run synchronization tasks. Typically,

you can bound multiple machines when you add a resource group. For more
information, see Add scheduling resources.

• JDBC URL: The JDBC URL format is: jdbc:mysql://ServerIP:Port/database.
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• Username and password: The user name and password used for database
connection.

6. Click Test Connectivity

7. When the connectivity has passed the test, click Complete.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network to verify whether the
entered JDBC URL, user name, and password are valid.

• Currently, private network and IP address without public network does not support
data source connectivity test. Click OK.

Next step

For more information on how to conﬁgure the PostgreSQL Writer plug-in, see
#unique_40.

2.2.20 Conﬁgure Redis data source

This topic describes how to conﬁgure a Redis data source. Redis is a document-

based NoSQL database that provides persistent memory database services. Based on
its highly reliable active/standby hot backup architecture and seamlessly scalable

cluster architecture, this service can meet high read/write performance and ﬂexible

capacity conﬁguration requirements of businesses. The Redis data source allows you
to read/write data to Redis, and supports conﬁguring synchronization tasks in Script
Mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator and click Enter Workspace in
the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Click Data Integration in the top navigation bar to go to the Data Source page.
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3. Click New Source in the supported data source pop-up window.

4. Select the data source type Redis in the new dialog box.
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5. Complete the Redis data source conﬁguration items.

The Redis data source type is categorized into ApsaraDB for RDS and Public
Network IP Address On-Premise Database.

• ApsaraDB for RDS: These databases generally use classic networks. You cannot
connect cross-region classic networks, only networks in the same region can

connect..

• User-created databases with public IP addresses: Generally, these databases use
public networks, which may cause you to incur certain costs.

The following ﬁgure is an example of adding aRedis > ApsaraDB RDS type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: Currently, the selected data source type is Redis> Apsara DB RDS.
Note:
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If you have not authorized the default role of the Data Integration system you

can authorize the role by logging onto RAM using the primary account and then
refresh the page.

• Name: A name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• Region: The region you selected when purchasing Redis.

• Redis instance ID: You can go to the Redis console to view the Redis instance ID.
• Redis access password: The Redis Server access password. This ﬁeld can be left
blank, if there is no Redis access password.

The following ﬁgure is an example of adding a new Redis > ApsaraDB RDS type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: Currently, the selected data source type is Redis > On-premise Database
with Public Network IP Address.
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• Name: The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length. It can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that does not exceed 80
characters in length.

• Access address: The format is host:port.

• Add an access address: Add an access address in the format of host:port.
• Redis access password: The Redis service access password.

6. Click Test Connectivity

7. When the connectivity test is passed, click Complete.

Next step

This document explains how to conﬁgure the Redis Writer plug-in later. For more
information, see #unique_82.

2.2.21 Conﬁgure HybridDB for MySQL data source

This topic describes detailed steps and related instructions for conﬁguring the

HybridDB for MySQL data source. The HybridDB for MySQL data source allows you to
read/write data to HybridDB for MySQL.

You can conﬁgure synchronization tasks in Wizard mode and Script mode.
Note:

If the HybridDB for MySQL is in a VPC environment, you need to note the following
issues:

• On-premise MySQL data source

- Test connectivity is not supported, but supports synchronization task
conﬁguration. You can click OK when creating the data source.

- You must use a custom scheduled resource group to run the corresponding

synchronization tasks, make sure the custom resource group can connect to the
on-premise database. For more information, see Data sync when one-end of the
data source network is disconnected and Data synchronization when both-end
of the data source network is disconnected.

• For the HybridDB of MySQL data sources created with an instance ID, you do not
need to select a network environment, and the system automatically determines
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the network environment based on the information you entered for the HybridDB
for MySQL instance.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console page using the administrator (primary account).

Click Enter Workspace in the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project
List.

2. Move mouse to the icon of DataWorks in the upper left corner, selectData
Integration.

3. Click New Source in the data source page. Go to the supported data source pop-up
window, as shown in the following ﬁgure.

4. Select Alibaba Cloud Data Source (HybridDB) as the data source type in the new
dialog box.
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5. Conﬁgure the individual information items for HybridDB of the MySQL data
source.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: The currently selected data source type is the HybridDB for MySQL.

• Name: The name can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_). It cannot
start with a number or underscore (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• Instance ID: You can go to the HybridDB for MySQL console to view the related
instance ID.
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• Master account ID: You can view the related information in the security settings
of the HybridDB for MySQL console.

• Username and password: The user name and password used for database
connection.

6. Click Test Connectivity.

7. When the test connection is completed, click Complete.
Note:

You need to add a whitelist before connecting. For more information, see Add
whitelistdocument.

The description of test connectivity

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network conﬁguration.

• The private network can be added successfully in the form of adding an instance ID
, and providing related reverse proxy function.

Next step

The next topic describes how to conﬁgure the HybridDB for MySQL Writer plug-in.
For more information, see #unique_107and #unique_108.

2.2.22 Conﬁgure HybridDB for PostgreSQL data source

This topic describes the HybridDB and PostgreSQL data source. The HybridDB for

PostgreSQL data source allows you to read/write data to HybridDB for PostgreSQL.

This topic introduces the detailed steps and related instructions for conﬁguring the
HybridDB for PostgreSQL data source.

You can conﬁgure synchronization tasks in #unique_18 and #unique_25.
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Note:

If the HybridDB for PostgreSQL is in a VPC environment, you need to note the
following issues.

• On-premise PostgreSQL data source

- On-premise PostgreSQL data source test connectivity is not supported, but
supports synchronization task conﬁguration. You can click conﬁrm when

creating the data source.

- You must use a custom scheduled resource group to run the corresponding
synchronization tasks, make sure the custom Resource Group can connect
to the on-premise database. For more information, see #unique_23 and
#unique_24.

• HybridDB for PostgreSQL data sources created with an instance ID.

You do not need to select a network environment, the system automatically selects
the network based on the HybridDB instance for PostgreSQL information.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console page as an administrator (primary account). Click
Enter Workspace in the Actions column of the relevant project in the Project List.

2. Move mouse to the icon of DataWorks in the upper left corner, select Data
Integration.
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3. Click New Source in the data source page of the supported data source pop-up
window, as shown in the following ﬁgure.

4. Select HybridDB for PostgreSQL as the data source type in the new dialog box.
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5. Conﬁgure the individual information items for the HybridDB for PostgreSQL data
source. Consider a data source for the New HybridDB for PostgreSQL > Alibaba
Cloud Database (HybridDB) type.

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: Alibaba Cloud HybridDB for MySQL

• Name: The data source name can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).
It cannot start with a number or underscore(_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• Instance ID: You can go to the HybridDB for PostgreSQL console to view the
relevant instance ID.
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• Master account ID: You can view the relevant information in the security
settings of the HybridDB for PostgreSQL console.

6. Click Test Connectivity.

7. When the test connection is completed, click OK.
Note:

You need to add a whitelist before connecting. For more information, see #unique_87
document.

The description of test connectivity

• The connectivity test is available in the classic network conﬁguration.

• The private network can be added by adding the instance ID, and provides the
related reverse proxy function.

Next step

The next topic describes how to conﬁgure the PostgreSQL Writer plug-in. For more
information, see#unique_110undeﬁnedand #unique_111.

2.2.23 Conﬁgure a POLARDB data source

A POLARDB data source is a relational database, which allows you to read data from
and write data into it. This section describes how to conﬁgure a POLARDB data
source.

You can conﬁgure synchronization tasks in wizard mode or script mode. For more
information, see Wizard mode conﬁguration and Script mode conﬁguration.
Note:
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Currently, POLARDB data sources do not support custom resource groups. Use the
default resource group. If you need to use custom resource groups, add a MySQL

data source and set the data source type to Public IP Address Unavailable. For more
information, see Conﬁgure MySQL data source.

If your POLARDB data source is located in a VPC, pay attention to the following:
• For a user-created POLARDB data source

- Connectivity testing is not supported, but you can still conﬁgure synchroniz

ation tasks. You can ignore the Test Connectivity button, and click Complete
when you create the data source.

- You must use a custom resource group to run the corresponding

synchronization tasks. Make sure that the custom resource group can connect
to the database that you have created. For more information, see Data

Integration when one side of the data source is disconnected and Data sync
when both ends of the data source network is disconnected.

• For a POLARDB data source created with the ID of a POLARDB instance

You do not need to select the network environment, because the system

automatically determines the network environment based on the information you
enter for the POLARDB instance.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as an administrator (the primary account). In the
Workspaces area of the Overview page, click Data Analytics in the Actions column
of a workspace.

2. Move your pointer over the DataWorks icon in the upper-left corner, and select
Data Integration.
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3. Click Add Data Source on the Data Source page. A dialog box appears, listing the
supported data source types, as shown in the following ﬁgure.

4. In the Add Data Source dialog box, select POLARDB as the data source type.
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5. Set the parameters required for creating a POLARDB data source.

The parameters are described as follows:

• Data Source Type: The data source type. In this case, POLARDB is selected.

• Data Source Name: The data source name. The value must contain letters, digits
, and underscores (_), but it must not start with a digit or underscore (_).

• Description: A brief description of the data source. The value can contain a
maximum of 80 characters in length.

• Cluster ID: You can view the cluster ID in the POLARDB console.

• Polardb instance main account ID: You can view the primary account ID of the
POLARDB instance on the Security Settings page of the POLARDB console.
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• Database Name: The name of the database created in the POLARDB instance.

• Username and Password: The username and password used to connect to the
database.

6. Click Test Connectivity.

7. After the connectivity test is passed, click Complete.
Note:

The connectivity test can be passed only after the data source is added to the
whitelist. For more information, see Add a whitelist.

Connectivity test description

• The connectivity test is available in a classic network environment.

• In a VPC, you can add the data source successfully by adding the instance ID. In

this case, the reverse proxy feature is provided to ensure that the data source can
be connected.

Next step

Now you have learned how to conﬁgure the POLARDB data source. For more

information about how to conﬁgure the POLARDB reader and writer plug-ins, see
Conﬁgure POLARDB Reader and Conﬁgure POLARDB Writer.
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2.3 Task conﬁguration

2.3.1 Data synchronization task conﬁguration
2.3.2 Conﬁgure reader plug-in

2.3.2.1 Script mode conﬁguration

This topic describes how to conﬁgure tasks through the data integration Script mode.
The task conﬁguration steps are as follows:
1. Create a data source.

2. Create a synchronization task.
3. Import a template.

4. Conﬁgure the synchronization task reader.
5. Conﬁgure the synchronization task writer.

6. Conﬁgure the mapping between the synchronization task reader and the
synchronization task writer.

7. Conﬁgure the DMUs, concurrency, transmission rates, dirty data records, resource
groups, and other synchronization task information.

8. Conﬁgure the scheduling attribute of the synchronization task.
Note:

The following introduces the speciﬁc implementation of operation steps, each of the

following steps jumps to the corresponding topic. After completing the current step,
click the link to return to this article to go on to the next step.

Create data source

Synchronization tasks supports data transmission between various homogenous
and heterogeneous data sources. You need to register the target data source in
Data Integration, and then you can select the data source when conﬁguring a

synchronization task on Data Integration. Integrate data source types that support
synchronization as shown in #unique_17.

After conﬁrming the target data source is supported by Data Integration, you can

register the data source in Data Integration. For detailed data source registration, see
Conﬁguring data source information.
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Note:

• For some data sources, Data Integration does not support test connectivity. For
more information on data source test connectivity, see #unique_119.

• Data sources created locally frequently cannot without a network connection
or public network IP address. In this case, testing connectivity during the

conﬁguration time of the data source fails directly. Data Integration supports
#unique_22 to solve this type of network inaccessibility.

Create a synchronization task and the synchronization task reader
Note:

This topic describes the conﬁguration of synchronization tasks in script mode, select
Script Mode when creating new synchronization tasks in dataset generation.

1. Enter the DataWorks management console as a developer, and click Data
Development in the corresponding project Action bar.

2. Click Data Development in the left-side navigation pane to open the Business
Process .
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3. Right-click Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane to create Data Integration
> Data Sync, and enter the synchronization Task Name.

4. After creating the synchronization node, click the Switch to Script Mode in the

upper-right corner of the new synchronization node. Select OK to enter the Script
Mode.

Note:

Script Mode supports more features, such as synchronous task editing if the
network is not up-to-date.
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5. Click Import Template in the upper-right corner of the script pattern. Select the

data source type for read/write respectively in the pop-up window, and then click
OK to generate the initial script.

Conﬁgure the synchronization task reader

After creating the synchronization task, the reader basic conﬁgurations are generated
with the imported template. Now you can manually conﬁgure the reader data source
and the target table information of the data synchronization task.

{" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",
" Steps ": [// above
is
configured
for
the
entire
synchroniz ation
task
header
code , do
not
make
modificati ons . The
reader
configurat ions
are
as
follows :
{
" stepType ": " mysql ",
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": " MySQL ",
" column ": [
" id ",
" value ",
" table "
],
" socketTime out ": 3600000 ,
" connection ": [
{
" datasource ": " MySQL ",
" table ": [
"` case `"
]
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}
],
" where ": "",
" splitPk ": "",
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 "

as

},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader " // descriptio n
classified
reader
read
end
}, // The
above
are
reader
configurat ions .

Conﬁgurations:

• Type: Speciﬁes the synchronization task for this submission. Only the job
parameter is supported, so you can only enter a job.

• Version: The version number currently supported by all jobs is 1.0 or 2.0.

For more information on conﬁguring the read side for speciﬁc parameter settings and
code descriptions, see the Script Mode section in Conﬁguring reader.
Note:

Many tasks require incremental synchronization of data when conﬁguring read data
sources, you can now obtain the date in conjunction with what DataWorks provided
to complete the requirement #unique_28 to obtain the incremental data.

Conﬁgure the synchronization task writer

You can manually conﬁgure the writer data source and the target table information
for the data synchronization task after conﬁguring the reader data source.

{ // The
writer
configurat ions
are
as
follows :
" stepType ": " odps ",
" parameter ": {
" partition ": ""
" truncate ": true ,
" compress ": false ,
" datasource ": " odps_first ",
" column ": [
"*"
],
" emptyAsNul l ": false ,
" table ": ""
},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer " // instructio ns
are
classified
as
writer
write
end
}
}, // The
above
are
reader
configurat ions .
For more information on conﬁguring the write-side information, see the Script Mode
section of Conﬁguring writer.
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Note:

For most tasks, you need to select a Write mode based on data sources, such as

overwrite or append mode. If you have Write control requirements, see Conﬁguring
writer to choose the write mode.

Conﬁgure mapping

The script mode only supports in-row mapping, that is, the Reader "columns"
correspond to the Writer "columns" sequentially from top-to-bottom.
Note:

Check if the ﬁeld types mapped between the columns are data compatible.

Synchronous task eﬃciency settings

The eﬃciency conﬁguration is required when the preceding steps are conﬁgured. The
Setting domain describes the job conﬁguration parameters in addition to the source,
destination, and conﬁguration parameters for task global information. Eﬃciency
can be conﬁgured in the setting ﬁeld, including DMU setting, synchronization

concurrency setting, synchronization rate setting, dirty data setting, and resource
group setting.

" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 1024 " // dirty
data
entry
settings
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false , // do
you
want
to
limit
the
speed ?
" concurrent ": 1 , // synchronou s
concurrenc y
number
settings
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
quantity
settings
}
},
Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: The billing unit for data integration.
Note:

The conﬁgured DMU value limits the maximum concurrency value.

• When you conﬁgure **Synchronization Concurrency**, the data records are

separated into several tasks based on the speciﬁed reader shard key. These tasks
run simultaneously to improve the transmission rate.
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• Synchronous rate: The synchronous rate setting protects the read-side database
from fast extraction speed, and reduces pressure on the source library. It is

recommended to throttle the synchronization rate and conﬁgure the extraction
rate properly based on the database source conﬁgurations.

• Dirty data is set to control the synchronized data quality. It supports setting a

threshold for dirty data records. If the number of dirty data records exceeds the

threshold during job transmission, the job is aborted with an error. For example,
the speciﬁed maximum error

limit is 1024 records in the preceding

conﬁguration. When the job dirty data record number is greater than 1024 during
the transfer process, an error is reported during exit.

• You can specify a resource group conﬁguration by clicking conﬁgure task resource
groups in the upper-right corner of the current page.

When a synchronization task is conﬁgured, the resource group in which the task
runs is speciﬁed. By default, the task runs on the default Resource Group. When

the project resource scheduling is tight, you can also expand a resource scheduling
by adding a Custom Resource Group. The synchronization task is then speciﬁed to
run on a Custom Resource Group. For more information on how to add a Custom
Resource Group, seeAdd task resources. You can set conﬁgurations based on the
data source network conditions, project scheduling resource conditions, and
business importance.
Note:

When synchronizing data is ineﬃcient, see #unique_26 to optimize your
synchronization tasks.

Conﬁgure scheduling properties

You can set the synchronization task run cycle, run time, task dependency, and more
in the scheduling properties. Because the synchronization task starts the ETL job,

there are no upstream nodes. We recommend you use the project root node for the
upstream conﬁguration at this point.

After completing the synchronization task conﬁguration, save the node and submit.
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This topic describes how to conﬁgure tasks through the Data Integration Wizard
mode.

The steps for task conﬁguration are as follows:
1. Create a data source.

2. Create a synchronization task and conﬁgure the synchronization task reader.
3. Conﬁgure the synchronization task writer.

4. Conﬁgure the mapping between the synchronization task reader and the
synchronization task writer.

5. Conﬁgure the concurrency, transmission rate, dirty data records, resource groups,
and other information of the synchronization task.

6. Conﬁgure the scheduling attribute of the synchronization task.
Note:

The following is an introduction to speciﬁc operation step implementation, where

each of the following steps directs to the corresponding topic. When you complete a
step, to continue onto the next step click the link to return to this topic.

Create data source

Synchronization tasks support data transmission between diﬀerent homogenous and

heterogeneous data sources. First, register the target data source in Data Integration.

Then you can select the data source directly when conﬁguring a synchronization task
on Data Integration. For more information on the synchronous data source types
supported by Data Integration, see Supported data sources.

Conﬁrming the target data source is supported by Data Integration, after you can

register the data source in Data Integration. For more information on data source
registration, see Conﬁguring data source information.
Note:

• Data Integration does not support test connectivity for certain data sources. For
more information on data source test connectivity, see #unique_119.

• Data sources are frequently created locally and cannot be connected without a

public network IP address or network. In this case, testing connectivity at the time
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of the data source conﬁguration might fail. Data Integration supports #unique_22
to solve network inaccessibility.

Create a synchronization task and reader
Note:

This topic mainly describes how to synchronize task conﬁguration in Wizard Mode.
Select Wizard Mode when creating new synchronization tasks.

1. Enter the DataWorks management console as a developer, and click Data
Development in the corresponding project Action column.

2. Click Data Development in the left-hand navigation pane to open the Business
Process navigator.
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3. Right-click Business Flow in the navigation pane to create Data Integration Node >
Data Sync, and enter the synchronization task's name.

4. After creating the synchronization task, you can manually conﬁgure the reader

data source and the target table information for the data synchronization task. For
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more information on how to select a data source to read from, see Conﬁguring
Reader.

Note:

Incremental data synchronization is required for many tasks when conﬁguring readside data sources. You can now obtain relative date in conjunction with #unique_28
to complete the requirement to obtain the incremental data.

Conﬁgure the Writer

After the reader data source is conﬁgured, you can manually conﬁgure the Writer

data source and the target table information for the data synchronization task. When
you are selecting the data source to write on, see Conﬁgure Writer.
Note:

You need to select a Write Mode based on data sources, such as overwrite mode or

append mode for most tasks. For students with write control requirements, refer to
the Conﬁgure Writer documentation to select the Write Mode.
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Conﬁgure mapping

When you complete the conﬁguration for both read/write, you need to specify a

mapping relationship between the read/write end columns, and select Map of the
same name or Enable same-line mapping.

• Enable same-line mapping: Automatically sets the mapping relationship for the
same row of data.

• Automatic layout: The ﬁeld order is displayed after the mapping relationship is set.

Note:

The ﬁeld types mapped between columns should be data compatible.

Task synchronization channel conﬁguration

When the preceding steps are conﬁgured, the eﬃciency conﬁguration is required.
The eﬃciency conﬁguration mainly includes DMU settings, synchronous

concurrency number settings, synchronous rate settings, synchronous dirty data
settings and synchronize information, such as Resource Group settings.

Parameters:

• DMU: The billing unit for data integration.
Note:

When you set up a DMU, please note the DMU value limits the maximum number
of concurrency. Please conﬁgure accordingly.
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• When you conﬁgure the Synchronization Concurrency, the data records are

separated into several tasks based on the speciﬁed reader shard key. These tasks
run simultaneously to improve the transmission rate.

• Synchronous rate: Setting the synchronous rate protects the read-side database

from fast extraction speed, and places too much pressure on the source library. It
is recommended to throttle the synchronization rate and conﬁgure the extraction
rate based on the source database conﬁgurations.

• For example, if the source has varchar type data, but is written to a destination
column with INT type data. A data conversion exception occurs, and the data

cannot be written to the destination column. The dirty data is mainly set to control
the synchronized data quality. You should set the number of dirty data based on

business requirements.

• When you conﬁgure a synchronization task, you specify the Resource Group in
which the task runs. By default, the synchronization task runs on the Default
Resource Group. When the project has a tight schedule of resources, you can
also expand a scheduled resource by adding a Custom Resource Group. The

synchronization task is then speciﬁed to run on a Custom Resource Group. For

more information, see Add scheduling resources . You can make conﬁgurations

based on data source network conditions, project scheduling resource conditions,
and business importance.
Note:

When synchronizing data is ineﬃcient, see #unique_26 to optimize your
synchronization tasks.

Scheduling parameters

Use scheduling parameters to ﬁlter synchronization task data. The following ﬁgure
shows how to conﬁgure scheduling parameters in the synchronization task.
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In the preceding ﬁgure, you can declare a schedule parameter variable in the form of

a ${variable name}. When the variable declaration is complete, write the initialization

value of the variable in the scheduled parameter properties, the value initialized here
by the variable is represented with a dollar sign ($). The content can either be a time

expression or a constant.

For example, ${today} was written in code, by assigning today = $ [yyyymmdd] in the

scheduling parameter, you can obtain the current date. For more information on how
to add or minus a date, see #unique_28.

Using custom schedule parameters in synchronization tasks

Declare the following parameters in the code of your synchronization task.
• bizdate: Obtain business date, and run date-1.

• cyctime: Obtain the current run time, in the form of yyyymmddhhmiss.

• DataWorks provides two system default scheduling parameters: bizdate and
cycletime.
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Conﬁgure scheduling properties

You can set the synchronization task run cycle, run time, task dependency, and more
in the scheduling properties. Because the synchronization task starts the ETL task

, there are no upstream nodes. It is recommended to use the project root node for
upstream settings.

Save the node after completing the synchronization task conﬁguration , and click
Submit.

2.3.2.3 Conﬁgure DRDS Reader

The Distributed Relational Database Service (DRDS) Reader plug-in allows you to read
data from DRDS. At the underlying implementation level, DRDS Reader connects to
a remote DRDS database through JDBC and runs corresponding SQL statements to
SELECT data from the DRDS database.

Currently, the DRDS plug-in is only adapted by the MySQL engine. DRDS is a

distributed MySQL database, and most of the communication protocols are applicable
to MySQL user scenario.

Speciﬁcally, DRDS Reader connects to a remote DRDS database through the JDBC

connector. The SELECT SQL query statements are generated and sent to the remote
DRDS database based on conﬁgurations. Then, the run SQL statements and the

returned results are assembled into abstract datasets using the custom data types of
data synchronization. Datasets are passed to the downstream writer for processing.
DRDS Reader concatenates the table, column, and WHERE information you

conﬁgured into SQL statements and sends them to the DRDS database. Unlike the
MySQL database, as a distributed database DRDS is unable to adapt all MySQL

protocols, and does not support complex clauses such as Join.

DRDS Reader supports most MySQL data types. Check whether your data type is
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The following are DRDS Reader converted MySQL data types:
MySQL data type

DRDS data management

Floating point

Float, double, decimal

Integer
String

Date and time
Boolean
Binary

Int, tinyint, smallint, mediumint, and bigint
varchar, char, tinytext, text, mediumtext, or longtext
date, datetime, timestamp, time, or year
bit or bool

tinyblob, mediumblob, blob, longblob, or varbinary

Parameter description

Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

datasourceThe data source name. It must be identical to the added
data source name. Adding data source is supported in

Yes

N/A

table

Yes

N/A
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Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

column

Yes

The column name set to be synchronized in the
conﬁgured table. Field information is described with

Value

N/A

arrays in JSON. ['*'] Indicates all columns by default.

• - Column pruning is supported, which means you can
select some columns to export.

• - Change column order is supported, which means
you can export columns in an order diﬀerent from the
schema order of the table.
• - Constant conﬁguration is supported. You must
follow the MySQL SQL syntax format, for example
[“id”, “`table`“, “1”, “‘bazhen.csy’”,
“null”, “to_char(a + 1)”, “2.3” , “true”].
- id refers to the ordinary column name,

- `table` is the name of the column containing
reserved words,

- 1 is an integer constant,

- 'bazhen.csy' is a string constant,
- null refers to null pointer,

- CHARLENGTH(s) is the function expression to
calculate the string length,
- 2.3 is a ﬂoating point,

- and true is a boolean value.

• Column must contain the speciﬁed column set to be
synchronized and it cannot be blank.
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Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

where

No

Filtering condition. DRDS Reader concatenates an SQL
command based on the speciﬁed column, table, and

Value

N/A

WHERE conditions and extracts data according to the
SQL statement. For example, you can set the WHERE
condition during a test. In actual business scenarios,
the data on the current day is usually required to be
synchronized, in which case you can set the WHERE
condition to STRTODATE(‘${bdp.system.bizdate}’,

‘%Y%m%d’) <= taday AND taday <
DATEADD(STRTODATE(‘${bdp.system.bizdate}’, ‘%Y
%m%d’), interval 1 day).

• - The where condition can be eﬀectively used for
incremental synchronization.

• - If the where condition is not set or is left null, full
table data synchronization is applied.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁguration item descriptions:

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
conﬁgured data source name.

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Data ﬁltering: You should synchronize the data ﬁlter. Limit keyword ﬁlter is not
supported yet. SQL syntax's vary with data sources.

• Splitting key: You can use a column in the source table as the splitting key. It is
recommended to use a primary key or an indexed column as the splitting key.
Only integer ﬁelds are supported.

During data reading, the data split is based on the conﬁgured ﬁelds to

achieve concurrent reading, improving data synchronization eﬃciency.

The conﬁguration of splitting key is related to the source selection in data
synchronization.
Note:

The splitting key conﬁguration item is displayed only when you conﬁgure the
data source.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description.

The Source Table Field on the left maps with the Target Table Field on the right.

Click Add Line, and then add a ﬁeld. Hover the cursor over a line, click Delete, and
then delete the line.

• In-row mapping: You can click Enable Same-Line Mapping to create a mapping
for the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

• Manually edit source table ﬁeld: Manually edit the ﬁelds. Each line indicates a
ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and end blank lines are ignored.

By clicking Add Row,

• You can enter constants. Each constant must be enclosed in a pair of single
quotes, such as 'abc' and '123'.

• Use this function with scheduling parameters, such as ${bizdate}.

• Enter functions supported by relational databases, such as now() and count(1).

• If the value you entered cannot be parsed, the type is displayed as 'Not Identiﬁed
'.
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3. Channel control

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources including CPU, memory, and

network bandwidth consumed during data integration. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: Maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• Number of error records: The maximum number of dirty data records.

• Task Resource Group: The machine on which the task runs. If the number of
tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource. We

recommend you add a Custom Resource Group, currently only 1 East China, east

China 2 supports adding custom resource groups, see Add scheduling resources.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to synchronously extract data from an RDBMS database:
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",// Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " drds ",// plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" datasource ": "", // Name
of
the
data
source
" column ": [// column
name
" id ",
" name "
],
" where ": "", // Filtering
condition
" table ": "",// The
name
of
the
target
table .
" splitPk ": "", // Splitting
key
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},
" Name ": " Reader ",
" category ":" reader "

- in

},
{// You
can
locate
the
correspond ing
writer
plug
documentat ion
among
the
following
documentat ions .
" stepType ": " stream ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}

],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ":{
" record ":" 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ":{
" throttle ": false , // do
you
want
to
limit
the
flow ?
" concurrent ": " 1 ", // Number
of
concurrenc y
" DMU ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
}:" Writer "
}
]
}
}
Additional information

Consistency view

As a distributed database, DRDS cannot provide a consistent view of multiple tables

in multiple databases. Unlike MySQL where data is synchronized in a single table of a
database, DRDS Reader cannot extract the database or table sharding snapshot from

the same time period That is to say, DRDS Reader obtains diﬀerent snapshots of table

shards when extracting data from diﬀerent underlying table shards. Therefore, strong
consistency cannot be ensured.

Database coding

DRDS provides ﬂexible encoding options, including database-level, table-level, and

ﬁeld-level encoding. Diﬀerent encodings can also be conﬁgured. The priority (from

high to low) is ﬁeld, table, database, and instance. We recommend you use UTF-8 for
database encoding at the database level.
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DRDS Reader extracts data using JDBC at the underlying level. JDBC is applicable
to all types of encodings and can complete transcoding at the underlying level

. Therefore, DRDS Reader can identify the encoding and complete transcoding
automatically without need to specify the encoding.

DRDS Reader cannot identify inconsistencies between the encoding written to the

underlying layer of DRDS and the conﬁgured encoding, nor provide a solution. Due to
this issue, the exported codes may contain junk codes.

Incremental synchronization

Since DRDS Reader extracts data using JDBC SELECT statements, you can extract
incremental data using the SELECT and WHERE conditions with the following
methods:

• When database online applications write data into the database, the modify ﬁeld

is ﬁlled with the modiﬁcation timestamp, including addition, update, and deletion
(logical deletion). For this type of applications, DRDS Reader only requires the

WHERE condition followed by the timestamp of the last synchronization phase.

• For new streamline data, DRDS Reader requires the WHERE condition followed by
the maximum auto-increment ID of the last synchronization phase.

In case no ﬁeld is provided for the business to identify the addition or modiﬁcation of
data, DRDS Reader cannot perform incremental data synchronization and can only

perform full data synchronization.
SQL security

DRDS Reader provides query SQL statements for you to SELECT data. DRDS Reader

performs no security veriﬁcation on query SQL. The security during use is ensured by
the data synchronization users.

2.3.2.4 Conﬁgure HBase reader

The HBase Reader plug-in provides the capability to read data from HBase. At the

underlying implementation level, the HBase Reader connects to the remote HBase

service with HBase’s Java client. Reads data within the RowKey range speciﬁed by

Scan, then assemble data into an abstract dataset using custom Data Integration data
type, and pass dataset to the downstream Writer for processing.
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Supported features

• HBase0.94.x and HBase1.1.x versions

- If you use HBase 0.94.x, select the HBase094x as the reader plug-in, as follows :
" reader ": {
" plugin ": " hbase094x "
}
- If you use HBase 1.1.x, select HBase11x as the reader plug-in, as follows:
" reader ": {
" plugin ": " hbase11x "
}

• Normal and multiVersionFixedColumn modes

- normal mode: Read the latest data version from a HBase table, which is used as
an ordinary two-dimensional table (horizontal table). For example:

hbase ( main ): 017 : 0
is
greater
than
scan ' users '
ROW
COLUMN + CELL
lisi
column = address : city , timestamp = 1457101972 764 ,
value = beijing
lisi
column = address : country , timestamp = 1457102773 908
, value = china
lisi
column = address : province , timestamp = 1457101972 736
, value = beijing
lisi
column = info : age , timestamp = 1457101972 548 ,
value = 27
lisi
column = info : birthday , timestamp = 1457101972 604 ,
value = 1987 - 06 - 17
lisi
column = info : company , timestamp = 1457101972 653 ,
value = baidu
xiaoming
column = address : city , timestamp = 1457082196 082
, value = hangzhou
xiaoming
column = address : country , timestamp = 1457082195
729 , value = china
xiaoming
column = address : province , timestamp = 1457082195
773 , value = zhejiang
xiaoming
column = info : age , timestamp = 1457082218 735 ,
value = 29
xiaoming
column = info : birthday , timestamp = 1457082186
830 , value = 1987 - 06 - 17
xiaoming
column = info : company , timestamp = 1457082189 826
, value = alibaba
2
row ( s ) in
0 . 0580
seconds }
The data read from the table is shown as follows:
rowKey address:

address:

address:

info:

info:birthday info:

lisi

china

beijing

27

1987-06-17
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country
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baidu
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rowKey address:
city

address:
country

xiaoming
hangzhou china

address:

info:

info:birthday info:

zhejiang

29

1987-06-17

province

age

company
alibaba

- multiVersionFixedColumn mode: Reads data from a HBase table, which is used
as a vertical table. Each record read from the table is shown in the following

four columns: rowKey, family:qualiﬁer, timestamp, and value. You must specify
the column when reading the data, where each cell value is a record. Multiple
records are available if multiple data versions exist, see the following:

hbase ( main ): 018 : 0
is
greater
than
scan ' users ',{
VERSIONS => 5 }
ROW
COLUMN + CELL
lisi
column = address : city , timestamp = 1457101972 764 ,
value = beijing
lisi
column = address : country , timestamp = 1457102773 908
, value = china
lisi
column = address : province , timestamp = 1457101972 736
, value = beijing
lisi
column = info : age , timestamp = 1457101972 548 ,
value = 27
lisi
column = info : birthday , timestamp = 1457101972 604 ,
value = 1987 - 06 - 17
lisi
column = info : company , timestamp = 1457101972 653 ,
value = baidu
xiaoming
column = address : city , timestamp = 1457082196 082
, value = hangzhou
xiaoming
column = address : country , timestamp = 1457082195
729 , value = china
xiaoming
column = address : province , timestamp = 1457082195
773 , value = zhejiang
xiaoming
column = info : age , timestamp = 1457082218 735 ,
value = 29
xiaoming
column = info : age , timestamp = 1457082178 630 ,
value = 24
xiaoming
column = info : birthday , timestamp = 1457082186
830 , value = 1987 - 06 - 17
xiaoming
column = info : company , timestamp = 1457082189 826
, value = alibaba
2
row ( s ) in
0 . 0260
seconds }
Data read from the table (in four columns):
rowKey

Column:qualiﬁer

Timestamp

Value

lisi

address:contry

1457102773908

china

lisi
lisi
lisi
lisi
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address:city

address:province
info: age

info:birthday

1457101972764
1457101972736
1457101972548
1457101972604

beijing
beijing
27

1987-06-17
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rowKey

Column:qualiﬁer

Timestamp

Value

Aging

address:city

1457082196082

hangzhou

lisi

info:company

xiaoming

address:contry

xiaoming

address:province

xiaoming

info:age

xiaoming

info:age

xiaoming

info:birthday

xiaoming

info:company

1457101972653
1457082195729
1457082195773
1457082218735
1457082178630
1457082186830
1457082189826

beijing
china

zhejiang
29
24

1987-06-17
alibaba

HBase Reader supports HBase data types and converts HBase data types as follows:
Data integration internal types

HBase data type

Double

Float and double

Long

String

Int, short, and long
String and binarystring

Date

Date

Boolean

Boolean

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

haveKerber If haveKerberos is true, the HBase cluster must use
os
Kerberos for authentication.

Default

Requiredvalue
No

False

Note:

• If the value is true, the following ﬁve
parameters related to Kerberos authentication
must be conﬁgured: kerberosKeytabFilePath
, kerberosPrincipal, hbaseMasterKerberosP
rincipal, hbaseRegionserverKerberosPrincipal,
and hbaseRpcProtection.

• If the HBase cluster is not authenticated with
Kerberos, these six parameters are not required
.
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Description

hbaseConﬁ The conﬁguration information provided by each
g
HBase cluster for the Data Integration client

mode
table
encoding

Default

Requiredvalue
Yes

N/A

Read modes of HBase. The “normal” and “
multiVersionFixedColumn” are supported.

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

The encoding method is UTF-8 or GBK. This
encoding is used when the HBase byte[] stored in

No

UTF-8

connection is stored in the hbase-site.xml. Contact
your HBase PE for conﬁguration information,
and convert the conﬁguration into JSON format.
Multiple HBase client conﬁgurations can be added,
for example, you can conﬁgure the cache and batch
scan to optimize the servers interaction.

The HBase table name to be read and is case
sensitive.
binary form is converted into a String.
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Attribute

Description

Default

column

The read HBase ﬁeld. This item is required for both
normal and multiVersionFixedColumn modes.

Requiredvalue
Yes

N/A

• In normal mode:

The HBase columns speciﬁed by “name”

for reading must be in the format of column

family:column name except for RowKey. The
“type” speciﬁes the data source type. The
“format” speciﬁes the date format, and

“value” speciﬁes the current type as a constant.
The system does not read HBase data, but

generates corresponding columns based on

“value”. The conﬁguration format is shown as
follows.

" column ":
[
{
" name ": " rowkey ",
" type ": " string ",
},
{
" value ": " test ",
" type ": " string ",
}
]
Under normal mode, you must enter the type and
select an information from name or value for the
speciﬁed Column information.

• In multiVersionFixedColumn mode

The HBase columns speciﬁed by the item

name for reading must be in the format of
column family:column name except for

RowKey. The constant column is not supported
in multiVersionFixedColumn mode. The
conﬁguration is as follows:
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" column
[
{
" Name
" type
},
{
" name
" type

":
": " rowkey ",
": " string ",
": " info : age ",
": " string ",
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Attribute

Description

range

Speciﬁes the read RowKey range of the HBase
reader.

Default

Requiredvalue
No

N/A

No

256

No

1,000

• startRowkey: Speciﬁes the start RowKey.
• endRowkey: Speciﬁes the end RowKey.

• sBinaryRowkey: Speciﬁes the method for

converting the conﬁgured startRowkey
and endRowkey to byte[]. By default,
this parameter is false. If the parameter
is true, Bytes.toBytesBinary(rowkey) is
called for conversion. If the parameter is
false, Bytes.toBytes(rowkey) is called. The
conﬁguration format is shown as follows.
"
"
"
"
}

range ": {
startRowke y ":" aaa ",
endRowkey ":" ccc ",
isBinaryRo wkey ": false

scanCacheS The number of lines read by the HBase client from
ize
the server every time when the RPC is performed.
scanBatchS The number of columns read by the HBase client
ize
from the server every time when the RPC is
performed.

Development in wizard mode

Currently, development in Wizard Mode is not supported.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to extract data from HBase to the local machine under normal mode.
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ":" 2 . 0 ",// Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ":" hbase ", plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" mode ": " normal ", // read
HBase
mode ,
supports
normal
mode , multiVersi onFixedCol umn
Mode
" scanCacheS ize ": 256 ,// Number
of
lines
read
by
the
HBase
client
from
the
server
every
time
when
RPC
is
performed .
" scanBatchS ize ": 100 ", // The
number
of
columns
that
the
HBase
client
reads
per
rpc
from
the
server .
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version

1

",

" hbaseVersi

on ": " 9 . 4x / 11x ", // hbase

" column ":[//
{
" name
" type
},
{
" name
},
{

",
},
{
",
}

Field
":" rowkey ", // field
name
":" string " // data
type
":" columnFami

lyName1 :

columnname

" type ":" string ",
" name ":" columnFami

lyName2 : columnName

2

" format ":" yyyy - MM - dd ",
" type ":" date ",
" name ":" columnFami

lyName3 : columnName

3

" type ":" long "

],
" range ":{// specify
the
rowkey
range
that
the
HBase
Reader
reads .
" endRowkey ":"", // specify
end
rowkey .
" isBinaryRo wkey ": true ,// Specify
the
method
for
converting
configured
startRowke y
and
endRowkey
to
byte []. The
default
value
is
false . If
it
is
true , Bytes . toBytesBin ary ( rowkey ) is
called
for
conversion . If
it
is
false , Bytes . toBytes ( rowkey
) is
called .
" startRowke y ":"// specify
the
start
rowkey .
},
" maxVersion ":"", // specify
the
number
of
versions
read
by
hbase
reader
in
Multi - version
Mode
" encoding ":" UTF - 8 ", // encoding
format
" table ":" ok ",// The
name
of
the
target
table .
" hbaseConfi g ":{// configurat ion
informatio
n
required
to
connect
to
the
hbase
cluster , JSON
format .
" hbase . zookeeper . quorum ":" hostname ",
" hbase . rootdir ":" hdfs :// ip : port /
database ",
" hbase . cluster . distribute d ":" true "
}
},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
Issue: 20190818
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" record ":" 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ":" 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.2.5 Conﬁguring HDFS Reader

This topic describes how to conﬁgure the HDFS Reader. HDFS Reader provides

the ability to read data stored by the distributed ﬁle systems. At the underlying

implementation level, HDFS Reader retrieves data on the distributed ﬁle system, and

converts data into a Data Integration transport protocol and transfers it to the Writer.
HDFS Reader provides the ability to read ﬁle data from the Hadoop distributed ﬁle
system HDFS and converts data into a Data Integration transport protocol.
For example:

By default, the TextFile is the storage format for creating Hive tables without data
compression. Essentially, the TextFile stores data in HDFS as text, and the HDFS
Reader implementation is similar to that of an OSS Reader for Data Integration.

ORCFile is the acronym for Optimized Row Columnar File, which is the optimized
RCFile. This ﬁle format provides an eﬃcient method for storing Hive data. HDFS

Reader utilizes the OrcSerde class provided by Hive to read and parse ORCFile data.
Note:

Data synchronization requires an admin account and ﬁles read/write permissions.
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Usage:

• Create an admin user and home directory to specify a user group and additional
group, and for granting ﬁle permissions.
useradd

- m

- G

supergroup

- g

hadoop

- p

admin

admin

- - G

supergroup : Speciﬁes the additional group to which the user belongs.

- - p

admin

- - g

hadoop : Speciﬁes the user group to which the user belongs.
admin : Add a password to the admin user.

• View the contents of the ﬁles in this directory.
hadoop
fs - ls
tner_nativ e

/ user / hive / warehouse / hive_p_par

When using Hadoop commands, the format is hadoop
command means command.

fs

- command . The

• Copies the ﬁle part-00000 to the local ﬁle system.
hadoop
fs - get / user / hive / warehouse / hive_p_par
tner_nativ e / part - 00000
• Edit the ﬁle you just copied.
vim

part - 00000

• Exits the current user.
exit
• Connects the host from the list and create an admin account on each attached
host.

pssh - h / home / hadoop / slave4pssh
useradd
supergroup - g
hadoop - p
admin
admin
-

pssh

- h

manifest ﬁle.
useradd

- m

- G

/ home / hadoop / slave4pssh : Connect to the host from the

- m

- G

supergroup

: Create an admin account.

- g

hadoop

- p

admin

admin

Supported functions

Currently, HDFS Reader supports the following features:
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• Supports TextFile, ORCFile, rcﬁle, sequence ﬁle, csv, and parquet ﬁle formats. The
ﬁle logically has a two-dimensional table.

• Supports reading multiple data types represented by Strings and supports column
pruning and column constants.

• Supports recursive reading and regular expressions "*" and "?".

• Supports ORCFile data compression, and currently supports the SNAPPY and ZLIB
compression modes.

• Supports data compression for sequence ﬁles, and currently supports the lzo
compression mode.

• Supports concurrent reading of multiple ﬁles.

• Supports the following compression formats for the csv type: gzip, bz2, zip, lzo,
lzo_deﬂate, and snappy.

• In the current plug in, the Hive version is 1.1.1, and the Hadoop version is 2.7.1 (

Apache [is compatible with JDK 1.6]). Data can be written normally in the testing
environments of Hadoop 2.5.0, Hadoop 2.6.0, and Hive 1.2.0. For other versions,
further tests are required.
Note:

Currently, HDFS Reader does not support multi-thread concurrent reading of a single
ﬁle, which requires internal splitting algorithm of the ﬁle.

Supported data types
RCﬁle

If the synchronized HDFS ﬁle type is a RCﬁle, you must specify the column data

type in the Hive table under “column type” because the data storage mode varies

with the data type during the RCﬁle underlying storage. The HDFS Reader does not
support accessing and querying Hive metadata databases. If the column type is

BIGINT, DOUBLE, or FLOAT, enter respectively BIGINT, DOUBLE, or FLOAT. If the
column type is varchar or char, enter the string for the same purpose.

RCFile data types are converted into default internal types supported by Data
Integration, as shown in the following comparison table.
Type classiﬁcation

HDFS data type

Float

Float, Double, decimal

Integer
144

Tinyint, smallint, int, and bigint
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Type classiﬁcation

HDFS data type

Date and time type

Date and timestamp

String type

Boolean class
Binary class

String, Char, and Varchar
Boolean
BINARY

Parquetﬁle

By default, the ParquetFile data types are converted into internal types supported by
Data Integration, as shown in the following comparison table.
Type classiﬁcation

HDFS data type

Floating point

Float and double

Integer

String type

Date and time type
Boolean
Binary

Int32, int64, and int96
FIXED_LEN_BYTE_ARRAY
Date and timestamp
Boolean
BINARY

TextFile, ORCﬁle, and SequenceFile

Given that the metadata of TextFile and ORCFile ﬁle tables is maintained and stored in
the database maintained by Hive, such as MySQL. Currently, HDFS Reader does not

support Hive metadata database access and query, so you must specify a data type for
conversion.

By default, the TextFile, ORCFile, and SequenceFile data types are converted into

internal types supported by Data Integration, as shown in the following comparison
table.

Category

HDFS data type

Floating point

FLOAT and DOUBLE

Integer

String type

Date and time
Boolean
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Tinyint, smallint, int, and bigint
String, Char, VARCHAR, Struct, MAP,
Array, Union, BINARY
Date and timestamp
Boolean
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Notes:

• LONG: Represents an INTEGER string in the HDFS ﬁle, such as 123456789.
• DOUBLE: Represents a DOUBLE string in the HDFS ﬁle, such as 3.1415.

• BOOLEAN: Represents a BOOLEAN string in the HDFS ﬁle, such as true or false and
is case-insensitive.

• DATE: Represents a date and time string in the HDFS ﬁle, such as 2014-12-31 00:00:
00.

Note:

The TIMESTAMP data type supported by Hive can be accurate to the nanosecond, so

the TIMESTAMP data content stored in TextFile and ORCFile can be in the format like
“2015-08-21 22:40:47.397898389”. If the converted data type is set as the Date for

Data Integration, the nanosecond part is truncated after conversion. If you want to
retain this part, set the converted data type as the String for Data Integration.
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Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

path

It refers to the read ﬁle path. If you want to read
multiple ﬁles, use a regular expression to match all

Yes

Value
N/A

of them, such as /hadoop/data_201704*.

• If a single HDFS ﬁle is speciﬁed, the HDFS Reader
only supports single-threaded data extraction.
• If multiple HDFS ﬁles are speciﬁed, the HDFS
Reader supports multiple-threaded data
extraction, and the number of concurrent
threads is determined by the task speed (mbps).
The actual number of initiated concurrent
threads is the smaller of the number of HDFS
ﬁles to be read and set task speed.
Note:

The actual number of initiated concurrent
threads is the smallest number of HDFS ﬁles
read and set job speed.

• When the wildcard is speciﬁed, the HDFS Reader
attempts to traverse multiple ﬁles. For example
: When the path "/" is speciﬁed, the HDFS Reader
reads all ﬁles under the "/" directory.When "/
bazhen/" is speciﬁed, the HDFS Reader reads
all ﬁles under the bazhen directory. Currently,
the HDFS Reader only supports wildcards that
are asterisks (*) and question marks(?), and
the syntax is similar to that of common Linux
command wildcards.
Note:

• Data Integration considers all ﬁles to be read in
the same synchronization job as one data table
. For this reason, you must ensure all those ﬁles
adapt the same schema information and grant
read permission to Data Integration.
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• Note on reading partitions: During
Hive table creation, you can specify
partitions. For example, after creating the
partition(day="20150820",hour="09"), two
directories with the name of /20150820 and /09
respectively are created in the table catalog of
the HDFS ﬁle system and /20150820 is the parent
directory of /09.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

ﬁleType

The ﬁle type. Currently, only text, orc, rc, seq,
csv, or parquet are supported. HDFS Reader can

Yes

Value
N/A

automatically identify ﬁles that are ORCFile, RCFile,
Sequence File, TextFile, and csv types. Use the
appropriate reading policy for the corresponding
ﬁle type. Before data synchronization, the HDFS
Reader checks whether all synchronized ﬁle types
under the speciﬁed path are consistent with the
ﬁleType. The synchronization task fails if the
synchronized ﬁle types are inconsistent to the
ﬁleType.

The parameter values list that can be conﬁgured by
ﬁleType is as follows.

• text: The TextFile format.
• orc: The ORCFile format.
• rc: The RCFile format.

• seq: The sequence ﬁle format.

• csv: The common HDFS ﬁle (logical twodimensional table) format.

• parquet: The common parquet ﬁle format.
Note:

Because TextFile and ORCFile are diﬀerent ﬁle

formats, the HDFS Reader parses these two ﬁle

types diﬀerently. For this reason, the converted
format results varies when converting complex
compound types supported by Hive, such as

map, array, struct, and union to the String type

supported by Data Integration. The following uses
map type as an example.

• After being parsed and converted to the String

type supported by Data Integration, the ORCFile
map type is {job=80, team=60, person=70}.

• After being parsed and converted to the String
148

type supported by Data Integration, the TextFile
map type is job:80, team:60, person:70.

From the preceding results, the data remains
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

column

The list of ﬁelds read, when the type is the source
data. The index indicates the column in which

Yes

Value
N/A

the current column location (starts from 0), and
the value indicates the current type is constant
and data is not read from the source ﬁle, but the
corresponding column is automatically generated
based on the value. By default, you can read data by
taking the String as the only type. The conﬁguration
is as: " column ": ["*"].

The column ﬁeld can also be conﬁgured as follows:
{

" type ": " long ",
" index ": 0 // Retrieves
the
int
field
from
the
first
column
of
the
local
file
text
},
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " alibaba " // HDFS
Reader
internally
generates
the
alibaba
string
field
as
the
current
field
}
ﬁeldDelim
iter

It refers to the read ﬁeld delimiter. The ﬁle delimiter No
is required when the HDFS Reader reads the

,

TextFile data, and by default the delimiter is a
comma (,). Field delimiters are not required if none
are speciﬁed when the HDFS Reader reads the
ORCFile data. The Hive default delimiter is \u0001.
• To use each row as the target, use characters
excluded from the row content as the delimiter,
such as the invisible characters \u0001.

encoding
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• Additionally, \n cannot be used as the delimiter.
Encoding the read ﬁles.

No

UTF-8
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Description

nullFormat Text ﬁles do not allow deﬁning null (null pointer)
with a standard string. Data Integration provides

RequiredDefault
No

Value
N/A

nullFormat to deﬁne which strings can be expressed
as null.
For example, when nullFormat: "null" is conﬁgured
. If the source data is "null", it is considered a null

compress

ﬁeld in Data Integration.

It refers to ﬁleType csv ﬁle compression formats,
which currently supports gzip, bz2, zip, lzo,

No

N/A

lzo_deﬂate, hadoop-snappy, and framing-snappy.
Note:

• Two lzo compression formats are available:
lzo and lzo_deﬂate. Select the corresponding
conﬁguration scenario.

• Given that no uniﬁed stream format is now
available for snappy, Data Integration
currently only supports the most common two
compression formats provided by Hadoop (
hadoop-snappy) and Google recommended
format (snappy-framed ).
• rc is the format of rcﬁle.

• No entry is required for the orc ﬁle type.
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Description

RequiredDefault

parquetSch This parameter is required for parquet format ﬁles.
ema
It is used to specify the target ﬁle structure, and

No

Value
N/A

takes eﬀect only when the ﬁleType is parquet. The
format is as follows:
message
MessageTyp e {
Required , data
type , column
;
...................... ;
}

name

Notes:

• MessageType: Any supported value.

• Required: Required or Optional. We recommend
you use Optional.

• Data Type: Parquet ﬁles support the following
data types: boolean, int32, int64, int96, ﬂoat,

double, binary select binary if the data type is
string, and ﬁxed_len_byte_array.
Note:

Note each conﬁguration row and column,

including the last one must end with a semicolon.

Conﬁguration example:

}

message
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional

m {
int64
int64
binary
int32
int32
int32
int64
int64
int64

id ;
date_id ;
datetimest ring ;
dspId ;
advertiser Id ;
status ;
bidding_re q_num ;
imp ;
click_num ;

csvReaderC Reads the CSV ﬁle parameter conﬁgurations. It is
onﬁg
the Map type. This reading is performed by the

No

N/A

CsvReader for reading CSV ﬁles and involves many
conﬁgurations. If there are no conﬁgurations, the
default values are used.
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csvReaderC onfig
" safetySwit ch ": false ,
" skipEmptyR ecords ": false ,
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Development in script mode

A script template can be imported for development. The following is a script
conﬁguration sample. For relevant parameters, see Parameter Description.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",
" steps ": [
{
" stepType ": " hdfs ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" path ": ", // file
path
to
read
" datasource ": "", // Name
of
the
data
source
" column ": [
{
" index ": 0 , // serial
number
" type ": " string " // Field
Type
},
{
" index ": 1 ,
" type ": " long "
},
{
" index ": 2 ,
" type ": " double ",
},
{
" index ": 3 ,
" type ": " boolean "
},
{
" format ":" yyyy - MM - dd
HH : mm : ss
", // time
format
" index ": 4 ,
" type ": " date ",
}
],
" fieldDelim iter ": "," // Delimiter
of
each
column
" Encoding ": " UTF - 8 ", // encoding
format
" fileType ": "// text
type
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "
},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ": {},
" name ": " Writer ",
" Category ": " Writer "
}
],
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": ""// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": " 3 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
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" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
throttled .
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

that
the
throttling
traffic
is

2.3.2.6 Conﬁgure MaxCompute Reader

The MaxCompute Reader plug-in allows you to read data from MaxCompute. For
more information about MaxCompute, see MaxCompute Overview.

At the underlying implementation level, the MaxCompute Reader plug-in reads

data from the MaxCompute system by using a Tunnel based on the source project,

table, partition, table ﬁelds and other conﬁgured information. For common Tunnel
commands, see Tunnel Command Operations.

MaxCompute Reader can read both partition and non-partition tables, but cannot

read virtual views. To read a partition table, you must specify the partition conﬁgurat
ion. For example, to read table t0 with a partition conﬁguration of “pt=1, ds=

hangzhou”, you must set the value in the conﬁguration. For a non-partition table, the
partition conﬁguration is empty. For table ﬁelds, you can specify all or some of the

columns sequentially, change the column order arrangement, and specify constant
ﬁelds and partition columns. (A partition column is not a table ﬁeld).

Supported data types

MaxCompute Reader supports the following data types in MaxCompute.
Data type

MaxCompute data type

Floating point

double, decimal

Integer
String
Date

Boolean
Issue: 20190818

bigint
string

Datetime
Boolean
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Parameter description
Parameter

Description

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
added data source name. Adding data source is
table
partition

RequiredDefault
value

Yes

None

supported in script mode.

The data table name to be read. It is case-insensitive Yes
.
The partition information of the read data. Linux
shell wildcards are allowed ("" represents 0
or multiple characters, and "?" represents any
character.) For example, a partition table named
"test" has four partitions: pt=1/ds=hangzhou,
pt=1/ds=shanghai, pt=2/ds=hangzhou, and pt=2/
ds=beijing.

• To read data from partition pt=1/ds=shanghai,
conﬁgure it to " partition ":" pt = 1 / ds =
shanghai ".

• To read data from all partitions under pt=1,
conﬁgure it to " partition ":" pt = 1 / ds
=* ".

None

This
None
conﬁgurat
ion is
required
for
partition
tables
, but
can be
left
empty
for

nonpartition

• To read data from all partitions of the "test" table, tables.
conﬁgure it to " partition ":" pt =*/ ds =*".
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Parameter

Description

RequiredDefault

column

The MaxCompute source table column information. Yes
For example, the ﬁelds of a table named “test” are

value
None

id, name, and age.

• To read the ﬁelds in turn, conﬁgure it to "

column ":[" id "," name "," age "] or "
column ":["*"].
Note:

We do not recommend conﬁguring the
extracted ﬁeld with an asterisk (*) because it
indicates every table ﬁeld is read sequentially.
If you change the order or table ﬁeld types,
add or delete some table ﬁelds. It is likely the
source table columns cannot be aligned with

the target table columns, causing errors or even
exceptions.

• To read name and id sequentially, conﬁgure it to:
" coulumn ":[" name "," id "].
• To add a constant ﬁeld in the ﬁelds extracted
from the source table to match the target table
ﬁeld order. For example, if the data values you
want to extract are values of age, name, constant
date "1988-08-08 08:08:08", and id columns,
conﬁgure it to: " column ":[" age "," name
","' 1988 - 08 - 08

08 : 08 : 08 '","

id "], with the constant value enclosed by '. In

internal implementation, any ﬁeld enclosed by '

is considered a constant ﬁeld, and its value is the
content in the '.
Note:

- MaxCompute Reader does not use Select
SQL statements for extracting table data.
Therefore, you cannot specify ﬁeld functions.
- The column must contain the speciﬁed
synchronized column set and cannot be
blank.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁgure the synchronization task data source and destination.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
conﬁgured data source name.

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.
Note:

If you specify all columns, you can conﬁgure them in the column. For example,

"column ": [""]. Partition supports conﬁguration methods that conﬁgure multiple
partitions and wildcard characters.

• " partition ": " pt = 20140501 / ds =*": Reads data from all partitions in
ds.

• " partition ":" pt = top ?" The question mark (?) means whether the

preceding character exists. This conﬁguration speciﬁes the two partitions with
pt=top and pt=to.

You can enter partition columns for synchronization, such as partition columns
with pt. Example: Assuming that the value of each MaxCompute partition is pt

=${bdp.system.bizdate}, add the partition name pt to a source table ﬁeld, ignore
the unrecognized mark if any, and proceed to the next step. To synchronize all
partitions, conﬁgure the partition value to pt=${*}. To synchronize a certain

partition, select a partition time value.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description.

The Source Table Field on the left maps with the Target Table Field on the right.

Click Add Line to add a ﬁeld. To delete a line, move the mouse cursor over a line
and click Delete.

• In-row mapping: You can click Enable Same-Line Mapping to create a mapping
for the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted by rules.

• Manually edit source table ﬁeld: Manually edit ﬁelds, where each line indicates a
ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and end blank lines are ignored.

By clicking Add Row,

• Each constant must be enclosed in a pair of single quotes, such as 'abc' and '123'.
• Use this function with scheduling parameters, such as ${bizdate}.

• Enter functions supported by relational databases, such as now() and count(1).

• If the value you entered cannot be parsed, the type is displayed as 'Unidentiﬁed'.
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3. Control the tunnel

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit that measures resources consumed during data integration,

including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: Maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. Under

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task Resource Group: The machine on which the task runs, if there are a large

number of tasks, the default Resource Group is used for resource pending. We

recommend you add a Custom Resource Group. Currently, only East China 1 and
East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups. For more information,
see Add scheduling resources.

Development in script mode

For more information on how to conﬁgure a job for extracting data locally from
MaxCompute, see the preceding parameter descriptions for details.
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ":" 2 . 0 ",
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ":" odps ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" partition ": [], the
partition
where
read
data
is
located
" isCompress ": false , // do
you
Want
compress ?
" datasource ":"", // Data
Source
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table

" column ": column

informatio

n

for

[// source

" id ",
],
" emptyAsNul l ": true ,
" table ":"// table
name

},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "

},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ":{
" record ":" 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ":{
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ":" 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.2.7 Conﬁgure MongoDB Reader

The MongoDB Reader plug-in uses Mongo Client, the Java client of MongoDB, to read

data from MongoDB. In the latest version of Mongo, the granularity of the DB lock has
been reduced from the DB level to the document level. Combined with the powerful
indexing function of MongoDB, it allows a high-performance reading of MongoDB.
Note:

• If you are using ApsaraDB for MongoDB, a root account is provided by default.

To ensure security, Data Integration only supports using the relevant account of
MongoDB for connection. Avoid using the root account as access account when

adding and using the MongoDB data source.
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• Query does not support the JS syntax.

MongoDB Reader reads data in parallel from MongoDB by means of Data Integratio
n framework. Based on the speciﬁed rules, it partitions the data in MongoDB into

multiple data fragments, reads them in parallel using the controlling Job program

based on the speciﬁed rules, and then converts the data types supported by MongoDB
to the ones supported by Data Integration individually.

Type conversion list

MongoDB Reader supports most data types in MongoDB. Check whether your data
type is supported before using it.

MongoDB Writer converts the MongoDB data types as follows:
Type classiﬁcation

MongoDB data type

Double

double and document.double

Long

String

int，long，document.int and document.
long
string，array，document.string，
document.array and combine

Date

date and document.date

Boolean

bool and document.bool

Bytes

bytes and document.bytes

Parameter description
Attribute
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Description

RequiredDefault

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
data source name added. Adding data source is

Yes

collection
Name

Yes

supported in script mode.

The collection name of MongoDB.

value
N/AN/A
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

column

An array of multiple column names of a document
in MongoDB.

Yes

value
N/A

• name: Column name.
• type: Column type.

• splitter: MongoDB supports array, but the CDP

query

framework does not. Therefore, the data items
read from MongoDB in an array format are joined
into a string using this delimiter.

Used to deﬁne the range of returned MongoDB
data. For example, if you set it to" query ":"{'
operationT

No

N/A

ime ':{'$ gte ': ISODate ('${

last_day } T00 : 00 : 00 . 424 + 0800

')}}", only the data with an operationTime later

than or equal to 00:00 of ${last_day} is returned.
${last_day} is DataWorks scheduling parameter
of in the format of $[yyyy-mm-dd]. You can use
conditional operators ($gt, $lt, $gte, $lte), logical
operators (and, or), and functions (max, min, sum,
avg, ISODat) supported by MongoDB as needed. For
details, see the query syntax of MongoDB.
Development in wizard mode

Currently, development in wizard mode is unavailable.

Development in script mode

To conﬁgure a job to extract data locally from MongoDB, please refer to the above
parameter descriptions for details.
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ":" 2 . 0 ",
" steps ":[
" reader ": {
" plugin ": " mongodb ",
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": " datasource Name ",
" collection Name ": " tag_data ",
" query ":"",
" column ": [
{
" name ": " unique_id ",
" type ": " string "
},
{
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},
{

" name ": " sid ",
" type ": " string "

},
{

" name ": " user_id ",
" type ": " string "

},
{

" name ": " auction_id ",
" type ": " string "

},
{

" name ": " content_ty
" type ": " string "
" name ": " pool_type ",
" type ": " string "

},
{

" name ": " frontcat_i
" type ": " array ",
" splitter ": ""

},
{

d ",

" name ": " categoryid ",
" type ": " array ",
" splitter ": ""

},
{

" name ": " gmt_create ",
" type ": " string "

},
{

" name ": " taglist ",
" type ": " array ",
" splitter ": " "

},
{

" name ": " property ",
" type ": " string "

},
{

" name ": " scorea ",
" type ": " int "

},
{

" name ": " scoreb ",
" type ": " int "

},
{

" name ": " scorec ",
" type ": " int "

},

{

pe ",

" name ": " a . b ",
" type ": " document . int "

},
{

]
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" name ": " a . b . c ",
" type ": " document . array ",
" splitter ": " "
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},
{

}

}
"
"
"
"

stepType ":" stream ",
parameter ":{},
name ":" Writer ",
category ":" writer "

}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ":{
" record ":" 0 "
},
" speed ":{
" throttle ": false ,
" concurrent ": 1 ,
" dmu ": 1
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}

2.3.2.8 Conﬁgure DB2 reader

The DB2 Reader plug-in enables data reading from DB2. At the underlying

implementation level, the DB2 Reader connects to a remote DB2 database through

JDBC and runs corresponding SQL statements to select data from the DB2 database.
Speciﬁcally, DB2 Reader connects to a remote DB2 database through the JDBC

connector. The SELECT SQL query statements are generated and sent to the remote

DB2 database based on your conﬁgurations. Then, the SQL statements are run and the
returned results are assembled into abstract datasets using the custom data types of
data integration. Datasets are passed to the downstream writer for processing.

• DB2 Reader concatenates the conﬁgured table, column, and WHERE information
into SQL statements and sends them to the DB2 database.

• DB2 Reader directly sends conﬁgured query SQL information to the DB2 database.

DB2 Reader supports most DB2 data types. Check whether the data type is supported.
DB2 Reader converts DB2 data types as follows:
Type classiﬁcation
Integer
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Type classiﬁcation

DB2 data type

String

char, character, varchar, graphic, vargraphic, long varchar,
clob, long vargraphic, or dbclob

Floating point

Date and time
Boolean
Binary

decimal, real, or double

Date, time, and timestamp
—

blob

Parameter description

Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

datasourceThe data source name. It must be identical to the added
data source name. Adding data source is supported in

Yes

None

Information of the JDBC connection to the DB2 database Yes
. In accordance, with the DB2 oﬃcial speciﬁcation,

None

jdbcUrl

script mode.

jdbcUrl in the DB2 format is jdbc:db2://ip:port/database
, and you can enter the connection accessory control
information.

username User name for the data source.

Yes

None

The table you select for synchronization. Each operation Yes
only supports one table synchronization.

None

password Password corresponding to the speciﬁed data source
user name.
table
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Value

Yes

None
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Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

column

Yes

None

No

Null

The conﬁgured table requires a collection of column
names synchronized with a JSON array to describe the

Value

ﬁeld information. By default, all column conﬁgurations,
such as [*] are used.
• Column pruning is supported, which means you can
select columns for export.

• Changing column order is supported, which means
the column export order can be diﬀerent from the
table schema order.

• Constant conﬁguration is supported. You must follow
the DB2 SQL syntax format. For example:[" id ", "
1 ", "' const

name '", " null ", " upper

(' abc_lower ')", " 2 . 3 " , " true "],

- where id refers to the ordinary column name.
- 1 is an integer numeric constant

- 'const name' is a String constant (requires a pair of
single quotes)
- null is a null pointer

- upper ('abc _ down') is a function expression
- 2.3 is a ﬂoating point number
- True is a Boolean Value

SplitPk

• The column must contain the speciﬁed column set for
synchronization and it cannot be blank.
If you specify the SplitPk when using the RDBMSReader
to extract data, it means ﬁelds represented by
SplitPk are used for data sharding. Then DataX starts
concurrent tasks to synchronize data, which greatly
improves the data synchronization eﬃciency.

• We recommend you use the table primary keys for
SplitPk because the primary keys are generally even
and less likely to generate data hot spots during data
sharding.

• Currently, SplitPk only supports data sharding for
integer data types. Other types such as ﬂoating point
, string, and date are not supported. If you specify an
unsupported data type, the DB2 Reader reports an
error.
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Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

WHERE

No

None

No

None

No

1,024

A ﬁltering condition. The DB2 Reader concatenates an
SQL command based on the speciﬁed column, table,

Value

and WHERE clauses. It extracts data according to the
SQL statement. In business scenarios, data from the
current day are usually required for synchronization.
You can specify the where condition as gmt_create > $
bizdate. The WHERE clauses can be used to synchronize
incremental business data eﬀectively. If the value is null
, it will synchronize all information in the table.

QuerySQL In some business scenarios, the WHERE clause is
insuﬃcient for ﬁltering. In this case, you can customize

a ﬁlter SQL using QuerySQL. When QuerySQL is
conﬁgured, the data synchronization system ﬁlters data
with QuerySQL instead of other conﬁguration items,
such as tables and columns.
For example, data synchronization after multi-table
join, can use select
join

table_b

a , b

on

from

table_a

table_a . id

=

table_b . id . When query SQL is conﬁgured, DB2

Reader ignores table, column, and WHERE clause
conﬁgurations.

Fetchsize Deﬁnes the batch data pieces that the plug-in and
database servers can fetch each time. The value

determines the number of network interactions
between the data synchronization system and the server,
which greatly improves data extraction performance.
Note:

A value greater than 2048 may cause out-of-memory
(OOM) during data synchronization.
Development in wizard mode

Currently, development in wizard mode is unavailable.
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Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to synchronously extract data from a DB2 database:
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ":" 2 . 0 ", // Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ":" DB2 ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" password ":"",// Password
" jdbcUrl ":"",// DB2
database ' s
JDBC
connection
informatio n
" column ":[
" id "
],
" where ": "", // Filtering
condition
" splitPk ": "", // the
field
represente d
by /
splitpk
makes
a
data
slice
" table ": "",// The
name
of
the
target
table
" username ": "// User
Name
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "
},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
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}
Additional instructions

Active/standby synchronous data recovery problem

Active/standby synchronization means that DB2 uses an active/standby disaster

recovery mode in which the standby database continuously restores data from the

active database through binlog. Because of time diﬀerences in active/standby data

synchronization, especially in situations, such as network latency. The restored data
in the standby database after synchronization are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the

active database data. That is to say, the data synchronized in the standby database is
not a full image of the current active database.
Consistency limits

In data storage, DB2 is a RDBMS system that can provide strong data consistency

APIs for querying. For example, if another user writes data to the database during

a synchronization task, DB2 Reader does not obtain the newly written data because
of the database snapshot features. For the databases snapshot features, see MVCC
Wikipedia.

The following are data synchronization consistency features in the single-threaded
model of the DB2 Reader. Robust data consistency cannot be guaranteed because

DB2 Reader uses concurrent data extraction based on conﬁgured information. After

DB2 Reader completes data sharding based on SplitPk, multiple concurrent tasks are
successively enabled to synchronize data. Because multiple concurrent tasks belong
to diﬀerent read transactions, time intervals exist between concurrent tasks. As a

result, the data is incomplete and the data snapshot information is inconsistent.

Currently, consistency snapshot demands in multi-threaded model can only be solved
from an engineering perspective. The engineering approaches has both advantages
and disadvantages. The following are suggested solutions:

• Use single-threaded synchronization without data sharding. This is slow but can
ensure robust data consistency.

• Disable other data writers to ensure the current data is static. For example, you can
lock the table or disable standby database synchronization. Note: Disabling the

data writer may aﬀect your online business.

Database encoding
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The DB2 Reader extracts data using JDBC at the underlying level. JDBC is applicable

to all encoding types and can complete transcoding at the underlying level. Therefore
, DB2 Reader can identify the encoding and automatically complete transcoding
without specifying the encoding.
Incremental synchronization

Since Oracle Reader extracts data using JDBC SELECT statements, you can extract

incremental data using SELECT...WHERE... statement in either of the following ways:
• When online database applications write data into the database, the modify ﬁeld
enters the modiﬁcation timestamp, including addition, update, and deletion (

logical deletion). For this type of application, DB2 Reader only requires the WHERE
condition followed by the timestamp of the last synchronization phase.

• For new streamline data, DB2 Reader requires the WHERE statement followed by
the maximum auto-increment ID of the last synchronization phase.

In the case that no ﬁelds are provided for the business to identify added or modiﬁed

data, the DB2 Reader cannot perform incremental data synchronization and can only
perform full data synchronization.
SQL security

The DB2 Reader provides query SQL statements for you to SELECT data. The DB2
Reader does not perform security veriﬁcation on query SQL.

2.3.2.9 Conﬁgure MySQL Reader

This topic describes how to conﬁgure a MySQL Reader. The MySQL Reader connects

to a remote MySQL database through the JDBC connector. The SQL query statements
are generated and sent to the remote MySQL database based on your conﬁguration.
Then, the SQL statements are run and the returned results are assembled into

abstract datasets using the custom data types of data synchronization. Datasets are
then passed to the downstream writer for processing.

In short, MySQL Reader reads data from the MySQL database underlying level

by using the JDBC connector to connect the MySQL Reader to the remote MySQL
database, and runs SQL statements to select data from the MySQL database.

MySQL Reader supports table and view reading. In the table ﬁeld, you can specify all

columns in sequence, specify certain columns, adjust column order, specify constant
ﬁelds, and conﬁgure MySQL functions, such as now().
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MySQL Reader supports the following MySQL data types.
Type classiﬁcation

MySQL data type

Floating point

ﬂoat, double, decimal

Integer
String

Date and time
Boolean
Binary

int, tinyint, smallint, mediumint, int, bigint
varchar, char, tinytext, text, mediumtext, longtext
date, datetime, timestamp, time, year
bit, bool

tinyblob, mediumblob, blob, longblob, varbinary

Note:

• Only the ﬁeld types listed in the preceding table are supported.
• MySQL Reader classiﬁes tinyint(1) as the integer type.

Type conversion list

MySQL Writer converts the MySQL data types as follows:
Type classiﬁcation

MySQL data type

Float

Float, Double, Decimal

Integer

String type
Date and time type
boolean
Binary

Int, Tinyint, Smallint, Mediumint, Bigint
Varchar, Char, Tinytext, Text,
Mediumtext, LongText

Date, Datetime, Timestamp, Time, Year
Bool

Tinyblob, Mediumblob, Blob, LongBlob,
Varbinary

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
added data source name . Adding data source is

RequiredDefault
Yes

value
N/A

supported in script mode.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

table.

You select a table name that requires synchroniz
ation, and a data integration Job can only

Yes

The column name set to be synchronized in the
conﬁgured table. Field information is described

Yes

column

synchronize one table.

value
N/A
N/A

with JSON arrays . [ * ] indicates all columns by
default.

• Column pruning is supported, which means you
can select some columns to export.
• Change of column order is supported, which
means you can export the columns in an order
diﬀerent from the schema order of the table.

• Constant conﬁguration is supported. You must
follow the MySQL SQL syntax format, for example
[" id ", " table ", " 1 ", "' mingya .
wmy '", "' null '", " to_char ( a

+

1

)", " 2 . 3 ", " true "].

- ID is a normal column name

- Table is a column name that contains Reserved
Words
- 1 for plastic digital Constants

- 'mingya. wmy' is a String constant (note that a
pair of single quotes is required)
- Null is a null pointer

- CHAR_LENGTH(s) is the computed String
Length Function
- 2.3 is a ﬂoating point number
- true is a Boolean Value

• The column must contain the speciﬁed column
set for synchronization and it cannot be blank.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

SplitPk

If SplitPk is speciﬁed when using MySQL Reader
to extract data, it means the ﬁelds are represented

No

value
N/A

by SplitPk for data sharding. Data synchronization
starts using concurrent tasks to synchronize data,
which greatly improves data synchronization
eﬃciency.

• We recommend you use the table primary keys
for SplitPk because the primary keys are usually
even and less likely to generate data hot spots
during data sharding.

• Currently, SplitPk only supports data sharding
for integer data types. Other types such as string,
ﬂoating point, and date are not supported. If you
specify an unsupported data type, the SplitPk
is ignored and the data is synchronized using a
single channel.

• If the SplitPk is unspeciﬁed the table data
is synchronized using a single channel. For

WHERE

example, when SplitPk is not provided or when
the SplitPk value is null.

In actual business scenarios, the current day data
is usually required for synchronization. You can

No

N/A

specify the WHERE clause as gmt_create > $bizdate.

• The WHERE clause can be eﬀectively used for
incremental synchronization. Full synchroniz
ation is performed when the WHERE clause is not
speciﬁed, for example, when the WHERE key or
value is not provided.
• You cannot specify limit 10 as the WHERE clause
, because it does not conform to MySQL WHERE
clause requirements.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

querySQL
(only

querySQL is used for customizing a ﬁlter SQL in
business scenarios, where the WHERE clause is an

No

value
N/A

available in insuﬃcient ﬁlter. When this item is conﬁgured, the
advanced data synchronization system ﬁlters data with this
mode)
conﬁguration item directly, instead of conﬁguration
items, such as tables and columns. For example,
for data synchronization after multi-table join, use
select
a , b
from
table_a
join
table_b

on

table_a . id

=

table_b .

id . When querySQL is conﬁgured, MySQL Reader

directly ignores the conﬁguration of table, column,
WHERE, and SplitPk conditions. The querySQL
priority is higher than the table, column, WHERE,
and SplitPk. The datasource uses querySQL to parse
information, such as a user name and password.

singleOrMu Represents a sharded table or sharded databases,
lti (applies and the wizard mode is converted into Script
only to
hardedshar
ded tables
and
sharded
databases)

Issue: 20190818

Yes

multi

Mode to actively generate this conﬁguration
" singleOrMu lti ": " multi ".This

conﬁguration is not automatically generated
by the script task template, and must be added
manually, or only the ﬁrst data source is recognized.
singleOrMulti is just the frontend, and the back-end
does not use this for sharded table judgment.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁgure the data source and destination of the synchronization task.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source: The data source in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
conﬁgured data source name .

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Data ﬁltering: The data synchronization ﬁltering criteria. Currently, keyword

ﬁltering limits are not supported. The SQL syntax is consistent with the selected
data source.

• Shard keys: You can use a column in the source data table as a shard key. We

recommend that you use a primary key or an indexed column as the shard key,
and only Integer type ﬁelds are supported.

The data shard is based on conﬁgured ﬁelds during data reading to achieve
concurrent reading, and improve data synchronization eﬃciency.
Note:

The shard key conﬁguration is related to the source selection in data

synchronization. The shard key conﬁguration item is displayed only when you
conﬁgure the data source.
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2. The ﬁeld mapping is the column in the above parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are one-toone correspondence, click Add row to add a single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete
the current ﬁeld.

• Peer mapping: Click peer mapping to establish a corresponding mapping
relationship in the peer, and take special note of the data type match.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

• Manually edit source table ﬁeld: Manually edit ﬁelds, where each line indicates a
ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and end blank lines are ignored.

The function of adding a row is as follows:

• You can enter constants. The value must be enclosed by a pair of single quotes,
such as 'abc' and '123'.

• Use this function with scheduling parameters, such as ${bizdate}.

• You can enter functions supported by relational databases, such as now() and
count(1).

• If the value entered cannot be parsed, the type is displayed as unidentiﬁed.
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3. Control the tunnel

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources including CPU, memory, and

network bandwidth consumed during data integration. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently

read or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task Resource Group: The machine on which the task runs, if the number

of tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource.

We recommend that you add a Custom Resource Group. Currently, only East

China 1 and East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups. For more
information, see Add scheduling resources.

Development in script mode

A script sample for a single-library and single-table, for example, can be found in the
above parameter descriptions.
{
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" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 "} // Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " mysql ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" Column ": [// column
name
" id ",
],
" connection ": [
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join

join2

{

d

" querysql ":[" select
a , b
from
on
c . id = d . id ;"],
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" table ": [// table
name
" xxx "
]

}
],
" where ": "", // Filtering
condition
" Splitpk ": " ID ", // cut
key
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 ", // encoding

},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "

join1

format

},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ":{}
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false , // false
stands
for
open
current , the
speed
of
the
lower
limit
does
not
work
, and
true
stands
for
current
limit
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.2.10 Conﬁgure Oracle Reader

This topic describes how to conﬁgure an Oracle Reader. The Oracle Reader plug-in

provides the capability to read data from Oracle. At the underlying implementation
level, Oracle Reader connects to a remote Oracle database through JDBC and runs
SELECT statements to extract data from the database.

On the public cloud, RDS or DRDS does not provide the Oracle storage engine.

Currently, Oracle Reader is mainly used for private cloud data migration and Data
Integration projects.
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In short, Oracle Reader connects to a remote Oracle database through the JDBC

connector. The SELECT SQL query statements are generated and sent to the remote

Oracle database based on your conﬁguration. Then, the SQL statements are run and

returned results are assembled into abstract datasets using the data synchronization
custom data types. Datasets are passed to the downstream writer for processing.

• Oracle Reader concatenates conﬁgured table, column, and WHERE information
into SQL statements and sends them to the Oracle database.

• Oracle sends the querySQL information you conﬁgured to the Oracle database.

Type conversion list

Oracle Reader supports most data types in DB2. Check whether your data type is
supported.

Oracle Reader converts Oracle data types as follows:
Type classiﬁcation
Integer
Float

Oracle data type

Number, rawd, integer, Int, and smallint
Numeric, decimal, ﬂoat, double
precision, real

String type

Long, Char, NChar, Varchar, Varchar2,
NVar2, Clob, NClob, character, character

Date and time type
Boolean
Binary

varying, char varying, national character
, National char, National Character
varying, national char varying and nchar
varying
Timestamp and Date
Bit and Bool

Blob, BFile, Raw, and Long Raw

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
added data source name . Adding data source is

Default

RequiredValue
Yes

N/A

supported in script mode.
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Attribute

Description

table

The name of the selected table that needs to be
synchronized.

column

The column name set to be synchronized in the
conﬁgured table. Field information is described

Default

RequiredValue
Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

with JSON arrays. [" ***"] indicates all columns by
default.

• Column pruning is supported, which means you
can select export columns.

• Change column order is supported, which means
you can export columns in an order diﬀerent
from the table schema order.
• Constant conﬁguration is supported, and you
need to conﬁgure in JSON format.

[" id ", " 1 ", "' mingya . wmy '", "
null ", " to_char ( a + 1 )", " 2 . 3
" , " true "]
- ID is normal column name

- 1 is an integer numeric constant

- 'Mingya.wmy' is a String constant (note that a
pair of single quotes is required)
- Null is a null pointer

- to_char(a + 1) is an expression
- 2.3 is a ﬂoating point number
- True is a Boolean Value

• Column is required and cannot be blank.
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Attribute

Description

Default

SplitPk

If you specify the SplitPk when using RDBMSReader No
to extract data, it means the ﬁelds are represented

RequiredValue
N/A

by SplitPk for data sharding. Then, the DataX starts
concurrent tasks to synchronize data, which greatly
improves t data synchronization eﬃciency.

• If you are using SplitPk, we recommend that you
use table primary keys because the primary keys
are generally even and less likely to generate data
hot spots during data sharding.
• The data types supported by SplitPk include the
integer, string, ﬂoating point, and date.

WHERE

• If SplitPk is left blank, it indicates that no
table sharding is required and Oracle Reader
synchronizes full data through a single channel.

The ﬁltering condition. Oracle Reader concatenates
an SQL command based on speciﬁed column, table,
and WHERE clauses and extracts data according
to the SQL command. For example, you can set
the WHERE clauses as row_number() during a
test. In actual service scenarios, the incremental
synchronization typically synchronizes data
generated on the current day. You can specify the
WHERE clauses as id
.

>

2

and

sex

=

No

N/A

1

• The WHERE clauses can be eﬀectively used for
incremental synchronization.
• The WHERE clauses can be eﬀectively used for
incremental synchronization.
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Attribute

Description

Default

querySQL
(only

In some service scenarios, the WHERE clauses is
insuﬃcient for ﬁltering. In such cases, you can

RequiredValue
No

N/A

No

1,024

available in customize a SQL ﬁlter using this parameter. When
advanced this item is conﬁgured, the data synchronization
mode)
system ﬁlters data using this conﬁguration item
directly instead of conﬁguration items, such as table
and column. For example, data synchronization
after multi-table join, uses select
a , b
from

table_a

table_a . id

fetchSize

join

=

table_b

on

table_b . id . When

querySQL is conﬁgured, Oracle Reader directly
ignores the conﬁguration of tables, columns, and
WHERE clauses.

It deﬁnes the pieces of batch data that the plug-in
and database server can fetch each time. The value

determines the number of network interactions
between the DataX system and the server, which can
greatly improve data extraction performance.
Note:

The fetchsize value (> 2048) may cause out of
memory (OOM) during the data synchronization
process .
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁgure the source and destination of the synchronization task data.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
data source name conﬁgured.

• Table:The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Data ﬁltering: You are about to synchronize the data ﬁltering criteria, and

limit keyword ﬁltering is not supported for the time being. The SQL syntax is
consistent with the selected data source.

• Shard key: You can use a column in the source data table as a shard key, it is

recommended you use a primary key or an indexed column as a shard key, and
that only Integer type ﬁelds are supported.

The read data is sharded based on the conﬁgured ﬁelds to achieve concurrent
reading, and improve data synchronization eﬃciency.
Note:

The shard key conﬁguration is related to the source selection in data

synchronization. The shard key conﬁguration item is displayed only when you
conﬁgure the data source.
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2. The ﬁeld mapping is the column in the above parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are one-toone correspondence, click Add row to add a single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete
the current ﬁeld.

• Peer mapping: Click Enable Same-Line Mapping to establish a corresponding
mapping relationship in the peer, note the data type match.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

• Manually edit source table ﬁeld: Manually edit ﬁelds, where each line indicates a
ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and end blank lines are ignored.

The function of adding a row is as follows:

• You can enter constants. The value must be enclosed by a pair of single quotes,
such as 'abc' and '123'.

• Use this function with scheduling parameters, such as ${bizdate}.

• You can enter functions supported by relational databases, such as now() and
count(1).

• If the value you entered cannot be parsed, the type is displayed as not identiﬁed.
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3. Control the tunnel

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources, including CPU, memory, and

network bandwidth consumed during data integration. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: Maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task Resource Group: The machine on which the task runs, if the number of
tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource. We

recommend that you add a Custom Resource Group. Currently only East China

1, East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups. For more information,
see#unique_22.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to synchronously extract data from an Oracle database:
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 "} // Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ":" oracle ",
" parameter ": {
" fetchSize : 1024 , // The
configurat ion
item
defines
the
number
of
plug - ins
and
database
server
- side
data
acquisitio n
lines
per
volume
" datasource ": "", // fill
in
the
added
Data
Source
Name
" column ": [// column
name
" id ",
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" name "
],
" where ": "", // Filtering
condition
" splitPk ": "", // cut
key
" table ": "// table
name

},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "

},
{// Below
is
a
stream
example , if
it
is
the
other
plug - in , you
can
find
the
correspond ing
plug
- in , fill
in
the
correspond ing
content .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ":{}
" name ": " writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Maximum
number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
} " to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}
Additional instructions

Active/standby synchronous data recovery problem

Active/standby synchronization means that Oracle uses an active/standby disaster

recovery mode in which the standby database continuously restores data from the
active database through binlog. Because of time diﬀerence in active/standby data

synchronization, especially in situations such as network latency, the restored data

in the standby database after synchronization is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the data
of the active database. That is to say, the data synchronized in the standby database

currently are not a full image of the active database.
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Consistency limits

Oracle is an RDBMS system in terms of data storage, which can provide APIs for

strong consistency data querying. For example, if another user writes data to the

database during a synchronization task, Oracle Reader does not obtain the newly

written data because of the database snapshot features. For more information on the
database snapshot features, see MVCC Wikipedia.

The preceding are characteristics of data synchronization consistency under the

Oracle reader single-threaded model, since Oracle reader can use Concurrent Data

Extraction based on your conﬁguration information, data consistency is not strictly
guaranteed. When the Oracle reader shards are based on the SplitPk data, multiple

concurrent tasks are initiated to complete the data synchronization. Since multiple

concurrent tasks do not belong to the same read transaction and time intervals exist

between the concurrent tasks, the data is incomplete and data snapshot information
is inconsistent .

Multi-thread consistent snapshot requirements can only be solved from an

engineering perspective. The following are suggested engineering solutions, and you
can choose according to your circumstances.

• Use single-threaded synchronization without data sharding. This is slow but can
ensure robust data consistency.

• Close other data writers to ensure the current data is static. For example, you can
lock the table or close standby database synchronization. The disadvantage is it

may aﬀect online businesses.

Database coding problem

The Oracle Reader extracts data using JDBC at the underlying level. JDBC is applicable
to all types of encodings and can complete transcoding at the underlying level.

Therefore, the Oracle Reader can obtain the encoding and complete transcoding
automatically without the need to specify the encoding.

The Oracle Reader cannot identify inconsistencies between the encoding written in

the underlying layer of the Oracle system and the conﬁgured encoding, nor provides a
solution. Due to this issue, **the exported codes may contain junk codes**.

Incremental synchronization
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Since Oracle Reader extracts data using JDBC SELECT statements, you can extract

incremental data using the SELECT and WHERE clauses using either of the following
methods:

• When online database applications write data into the database, the modify ﬁeld is

entered with the modiﬁcation timestamp, including addition, update, and deletion
(logical deletion). For this type of applications, Oracle Reader only requires the

WHERE clauses followed by the last synchronization phase timestamp.

• For new streamline data, the Oracle Reader requires the WHERE clauses followed
by the maximum auto-increment ID of the last synchronization phase.

In case no ﬁeld is provided for the business to identify added or modiﬁed data, the
Oracle Reader cannot perform incremental data synchronization and can only

perform full data synchronization.
SQL security

The Oracle Reader provides querySQL statements for you to SELECT data. The Oracle
Reader does not perform security veriﬁcation on querySQL.

2.3.2.11 Conﬁgure OSS Reader

The OSS Reader plug-in provides the ability to read data from OSS data storage. In

terms of underlying implementation, OSS Reader acquires the OSS data using oﬃcial

OSS Java SDK, converts the data to the data synchronization protocol, and passes it to
Writer.

• If you want to learn more about OSS products, see the OSS product overview.
• For details about OSS Java SDKs, see Alibaba Cloud OSS Java SDK.

• For details on processing non-structured data such as the OSS data, see Process
non-structured data.

The OSS Reader provides the capability to read data from a remote OSS ﬁle and
convert data to the Data Integration and datax protocol. OSS ﬁle itself is a nonstructured data storage. For Data Integration and datax, OSS Reader currently
supports the following features:

• Only supports reading TXT ﬁles and the schema in the TXT ﬁle must be a twodimensional table.

• Supports CSV-like format ﬁles with custom delimiters.
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• Supports reading multiple types of data (represented by String) and supports
column pruning and column constants.

• Supports recursive reading and ﬁltering by File Name.

• Supports text compression. The available compression formats include gzip, bzip2,
and zip.

Note:

Multiple ﬁles cannot be compressed into one package.

• Supports concurrent reading of multiple objects.
The following are not supported currently:

• Multi-thread concurrent reading of a single object (ﬁle).

• Technically, the multi-thread concurrent reading of a single compressed object is
not supported.

OSS Reader supports the following data types of OSS: BIGINT, DOUBLE, STRING,
DATATIME, and BOOLEAN.

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
data source name added. Adding data source is

RequiredDefault
Yes

Value
N/A

supported in script mode.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

Object

The object information for the OSS, where you can
support ﬁlling in multiple objects. For example, if

Yes

Value
N/A

the bucket of xxx contains a yunshi folder that has
ll.txt ﬁle, the object is directly speciﬁed as yunshi/
ll.txt.
• If a single OSS object is speciﬁed, OSS Reader
only supports single-threaded data extraction
. We are planning to provide the function to
concurrently read a single non-compressed
object with multiple threads.

• If multiple OSS objects are speciﬁed, OSS Reader
can extract data with multiple threads. The
number of concurrent threads is speciﬁed based
on the number of channels.
• - If a wildcard is speciﬁed, OSS Reader attempts

to traverse multiple objects. For details, see OSS
product overview.
Note:

> Data synchronization system identiﬁes all
objects synchronized in a job as a same data table.
You must ensure that all objects are applicable to
the same schema information.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

column

It refers to the list of ﬁelds read, where the type
indicates the source data type. The index indicates

Yes

the column in which the current column locates
(starts from 0), and the value indicates the current
type is constant. The data is not read from the
source ﬁle, but the corresponding column is
automatically generated according to the value.

Value

Read all
according
to string
type

By default, you can read data by taking the String as
the only type. The conﬁguration is as follows:
json
" column ": ["*"]
You can conﬁgure the column ﬁeld as follows:
json
" column ":
{
" type ": " long ",
" index ": 0 // Retrieves
the
int
field
from
the
first
column
of
the
local
file
text
},
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " alibaba " // HDFS
Reader
internally
generates
the
alibaba
string
field
as
the
current
field
}
Note:

ﬁeldDelim
iter

compress

For the speciﬁed column information, you must
enter the type and choose one from index or value.

The read ﬁeld separator.

,

Note:

The OSS reader needs to specify a ﬁeld partition
when reading data, if you do not specify a default
of ';', the interface conﬁguration also defaults ','.

The compression ﬁle type. It is left empty by default No
, which means no compression is performed.
Supports the following compression types: gzip,
bzip2, and zip.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

encoding

Encoding of the read ﬁles.

No

nullFormat Deﬁning null (null pointer) with a standard string
is not allowed in text ﬁles. Data synchronization

No

Value

UTF-8
N/A

system provides nullFormat to deﬁne which strings
can be expressed as null. For example, if the source
data is "null", if you conﬁgure the nullformat
= " null

", the data synchronization system is

treated as a null ﬁeld.

Skipheader The header of a ﬁle in CSV-like format is skipped
if it is a title. Headers are not skipped by default.

No

false

csvReaderC Reads the parameter conﬁgurations of CSV ﬁles. It
onﬁg
is the Map type. This reading is performed by the

No

N/A

skipHeader is not supported for ﬁle compression.

CsvReader for reading CSV ﬁles and involves many
conﬁguration items, whose defaults are used if they
are not conﬁgured.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁgure the source and destination of the data for the synchronization task.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
data source name you conﬁgured.

• Object preﬁx: Object in the preceding parameter description.
Note:
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If your OSS ﬁle name has a section named according to the time of day, such

as aaa/20171024abc.txt, about the object system parameters, aaa /${ bdp .
system . bizdate } abc . txt can be set.

• Column delimiter: ﬁeldDelimiter in the preceding parameter description, which
defaults to ",".

• Encoding format: Encoding in the preceding parameter description, which
defaults to utf-8.

• null value: nullFormat in the preceding parameter description. Enter the ﬁeld to

be expressed as null into a text box. If source end exists, the corresponding ﬁeld
is converted to null.

• Compression format: Compress in the preceding parameter description, which
defaults to "no compression".

• Whether to include the table header: skipHeader in the preceding parameter
description, which defaults to "No".

2. The ﬁeld mapping which is the column in the above parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are one-toone correspondence, click Add row to add a single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete
the current ﬁeld.

• Peer mapping: Click Enable Same-Line Mapping to establish a corresponding
mapping relationship in the peer, note that match the data type.

• Manually edit source table ﬁeld: Manually edit the ﬁelds. Each line indicates a
ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and end blank lines are ignored.
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3. Control the tunnel

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources, including CPU, memory, and

network bandwidth consumed during data integration. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: Maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

Development in script mode

The following is a script conﬁguration sample. For details about parameters, see the
preceding parameter description:
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",// Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " oss ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" nullFormat ": "", // nullformat
defines
which
strings
can
be
expressed
as
null ?
" compress ": "", // text
compressio n
type
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ": [// Field
{
" index ": 0 , // column
sequence
number
" type ": " string " // data
type
},
{
" index ": 1 ,
" type ": " long "
},
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{
},
{
},
{
", //

file
to

time

may
skip

format

" index ": 2 ,
" type ": " double "
" index ": 3 ,
" type ": " boolean "
" format ":" yyyy - MM - dd
" index ": 4 ,
" type ": " date "

}
],
" skipHeader ":"",//
have
a
header
as
"
"
"
"

HH : mm : ss

the
class
a
header

CSV
format
condition , need

encoding ":"",// encoding
format
fieldDelim iter ":",",// Separator
fileFormat ": "",// File
type
object ": []// object
prefix

},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "

},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": ""// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.2.12 Conﬁguring FTP Reader

FTP Reader provides the capability to read data from a remote FTP ﬁle system. At

the underlying implementation level, FTP Reader acquires the remote FTP ﬁle data,
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converts data to the data synchronization and transmission protocol, and transmits it
to Writer.

What is saved to the local ﬁle is a two-dimensional table in a logic sense, for example,
text information in a CSV format.

FTP Reader allows you to read data from a remote FTP ﬁle and convert the data to the
data synchronization protocol. Remote FTP ﬁle itself is a non-structured data storage
ﬁle. For data synchronization, FTP Reader currently supports the following features:
• Only supports reading TXT ﬁles and the schema in the TXT ﬁle must be a twodimensional table.

• Supports CSV-like format ﬁles with custom delimiters.

• Supports reading multiple types of data (represented by String) and supports
column pruning and column constants.

• Supports recursive reading and ﬁltering by File Name.

• Supports text compression. The available compression formats, include gzip, bzip2
, zip, lzo, and lzo_deﬂate.

• Supports concurrent reading of multiple ﬁles.

The following two features are not supported currently:

• Multi-thread concurrent reading of a single ﬁle. This feature involves the internal
splitting algorithm of a single ﬁle (under planning).

• Technically, the multi-thread concurrent reading of a single compressed ﬁle is not
supported.

The remote FTP ﬁle itself does not provide data types, which are deﬁned by DataX
FtpReader:

Internal DataX type Data type of a remote FTP ﬁle
Long

Long

String

String

Double
Boolean
Date
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Double
Boolean
Date
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Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
data source name added. Adding data source is

Yes

path

Yes-

supported in script mode.

The path of the remote FTP ﬁle system. Multiple
paths can be speciﬁed.

value
N/A
N/A

• If a single remote FTP ﬁle is speciﬁed, FTP
Reader only supports single-threaded data
extraction. We are planning to provide the
function to concurrently read a single noncompressed ﬁle with multiple threads.

• If multiple remote FTP ﬁles are speciﬁed, FTP
Reader can extract data with multiple threads.
The number of concurrent threads is speciﬁed
based on the number of channels.

• If a wildcard is speciﬁed, FTP Reader attempts
to traverse multiple ﬁles. For example, when /
is speciﬁed, FTP Reader reads all the ﬁles under
the / directory. When /bazhen/ is speciﬁed,
FTP Reader reads all the ﬁles under the bazhen

directory. Currently, FTP Reader only supports *
as the ﬁle wildcard.
Note:

• The data synchronization system identiﬁes
all text ﬁles synchronized in a job as a same
data table. You must ensure that all ﬁles are
applicable to the same schema information.

• You must ensure that the ﬁle to be read is in CSV
-like format, and the read permission must be
granted to the data synchronization system.
• If no matching ﬁle exists for extraction in the
path speciﬁed by Path, an error may occur in
the synchronization task.
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Description
It refers to the list of ﬁelds read, where the type
indicates the type of source data. The index

RequiredDefault
Yes

value

Read all
according
to string
type

indicates the column in which the current column

locates (starts from 0), and the value indicates that
the current type is constant. The data is not read

from the source ﬁle, but the corresponding column
is automatically generated according to the value.

By default, you can read data by taking String as the
only type. The conﬁguration is as follows: " column
": ["*"]. You can conﬁgure the column ﬁeld as

follows:
{

" type ": " long ",
" index ": 0 // Read
the
int
field
from
the
first
column
of
the
remote
FTP
file
text
},
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " alibaba " // FtpReader
internally
generates
the
alibaba
string
field
as
the
current
field
}

For the speciﬁed column information, you must
ﬁeldDelim
iter

enter type and choose one from index/value.

The delimiter used to separate the read ﬁelds.

Yes

,

Skipheader The header of a ﬁle in CSV-like format is skipped
if it is a title. Headers are not skipped by default.

No

False

encoding

No

utf-8

Note:

Note that a ﬁeld delimiter must be speciﬁed when
FTP Reader reads data. By default, if commas (,)
are not speciﬁed, it is entered in the interface
conﬁguration.
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skipHeader is not supported for ﬁle compression.
Encoding of the read ﬁles.
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Description

nullFormat Deﬁning null (null pointer) with a standard string
is not allowed in text ﬁles. Data synchronization

RequiredDefault
No

value
N/A

provides nullFormat to deﬁne which strings can be
expressed as null.
For example, when nullFormat :“ null ”,
is conﬁgured, if the source data is "null", it is

considered as a null ﬁeld in data synchronization.

markDoneFi The name of the ﬁle marked as "done". Check
leName
MarkDoneFile before data synchronization. If the

No

N/A

MaxRetryTi The number of attempts made to check MarkDoneFi No
me
le. The default value is 60. Try every minute for a

600

csvReaderC Reads the CSV ﬁles parameter conﬁgurations. It
onﬁg
is the Map type. This reading is performed by the

No

N/A

ﬁleFormat

No

N/A

ﬁle does not exist, wait for a while and check again.
If the ﬁle exists, start the data synchronization task.
duration of 60 minutes.

CsvReader for reading CSV ﬁles and involves many
conﬁguration items. Not conﬁgured items will use
default settings.
The read ﬁle type. By default, the ﬁle is read as a
CVS ﬁle and the ﬁle content is parsed to a logical

two-dimensional table for processing. If you set this
ﬁle to binary, the ﬁle is copied and transmitted in
the binary format. Such setting is applicable for
peer-to-peer copy of directories between FTP and
OSS ﬁles. Generally, you do not need to conﬁgure
this item.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁgure the data source and destination for the synchronization task.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
conﬁgured data source name.

• File path: The path in the above parameter description.

• Column delimiter: The ﬁeldDelimiter in the preceding parameter description,
which defaults to a comma (,).

• Encoding format: Encoding in the preceding parameter description, which
defaults to utf-8.

• null value: nullFormat in the preceding parameter description to deﬁne a string
that represents the null value.

• Compression format: Compress in the preceding parameter description, which
defaults to "no compression".

• Whether to include the table header: skipHeader in the preceding parameter
description, which defaults to "No".
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are one-to-

one correspondences, click Add row to add a single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete
the current ﬁeld.

• In-row mapping: You can click Enable Same-Line Mapping to create a mapping
for the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

• Manually edit source table ﬁeld: Manually edit the ﬁelds, and each line indicates
a ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and end blank lines are ignored.

3. Channel control

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources, including CPU, memory, and

network bandwidth consumed during data integration. It represents a unit of
data synchronization processing capability given limited CPU, memory, and

network resources.

• Concurrent job count: Maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
data from or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization
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task. In wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the

wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs. If the number of
tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource, it is
recommended that you add a Custom Resource Group currently only East

China 1 and East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups. For more
information, see Add scheduling resources.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a synchronous Extraction Data job from the FTP database.
{
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" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 "} // Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " ftp ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" path ":[],// File
path
" nullFormat ": "", // Null
Value
" compress ": "", // compressio n
format
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ": [// Field
{
" index ": 0 , // serial
number
" type ": "// Field
Type
}
],
" skipHeader ": "", // contains
a
header ?
" fieldDelim iter ": "," // Delimiter
of
each
column
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 ", // encoding
format
" fileFormat ": " csv "// File
type
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "
},
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ":{}
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
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speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}
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the

traffic

concurrent

is
tasks

2.3.2.13 Conﬁgure Table Store (OTS) Reader

This topic describes data types and parameters supported by OTS Reader and how to
conﬁgure Reader in script mode.

The OTS Reader plug-in provides the ability to read data from Table Store (OTS),

which allows incremental data extraction within the speciﬁed data extraction range.
Currently, the following three extraction methods are supported:
• Full table extraction

• Speciﬁed range extraction

• Speciﬁed partition extraction

Table Store is a NoSQL database service built on Alibaba Cloud's Apsara distributed

system, enabling you to store and access massive structured data in real time. Table
Store organizes data into instances and tables. Using data partition and Server Load
Balancing (SLB) technology to provide seamless scaling.

In short, OTS Reader connects to OTS server by using the oﬃcial Table Store Java SDK
. It reads and transfers data to data synchronization ﬁeld information, according to

oﬃcial data synchronization protocol standard, and then transmits the information to
downstream Writer side.

Based on the Table Store table range, the OTS Reader divides the range into multiple
tasks according to the number of data synchronization concurrencies. Each task is

implemented with an OTS Reader thread.

Currently, OTS Reader supports all Table Store types. The Table Store conversion
types in the OTS Reader is as follows:
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Category

MySQL data type

Float

Double

Integer

Integer

String type

String

Boolean

Boolean

Binary

Binary

Note:

Table Store does not support "date" type. The long value is generally used as Unix
TimeStamp at application layer when an error is reported.

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

endpoint

The OTS server (service address) endpoint.

Yes

accessId

The accessId of the Table Store.

Yes

N/A

The Table Store instance name. The instance is an
entity for using and managing OTS services.

Yes

N/A

accessKey
Instance
name

For more information, see Endpoint.
The accessKey of the Table Store.

Yes

value
N/A

N/A

After you enable the Table Store service, you can
create an instance in the console to create and

manage tables.

The instance is the basic unit for Table Store

resource management. All access control and

resource measurements performed by the Table

Store for applications are completed at the instance
table.

level.

The name of the extracted table. Only one table can
be entered. The multi-table synchronization is not

Yes

N/A

required for Table Store.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

column

The column name set for synchronization in the
conﬁgured table. The ﬁeld information is described

Yes

value
N/A

with JSON arrays because the Table Store is a NoSQL
system. The corresponding ﬁeld name must be
speciﬁed when the OTS Reader extracts data.
• Reading of ordinary columns is supported, for
example, {"name":"col1"}.
• Reading of partial columns is supported. OTS
Reader does not read unconﬁgured columns.

• Reading of constant columns is supported, for
example, {"type":"STRING", "value" : "DataX"}.
The "type" is used to describe constant types.
Currently, supported types include STRING, INT
, DOUBLE, BOOL, BINARY (where the entered
value is encoded with Base64), INF_MIN (the

minimum system limit value for Table Store. You
cannot enter the attribute value if this value is
speciﬁed, otherwise an error may occur), and

INF_MAX (maximum system limit value for Table
Store. You cannot enter the value attribute if this

value is speciﬁed, otherwise an error may occur).

• Function or custom expression is not supported

because the Table Store does not provide
functions or expressions similar to SQL, and OTS
Reader does not provide function or expression
either.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

begin/end

This conﬁguration item that must be used in pairs
allows data to be extracted from the OTS table

Yes

value

Blank

range. The "begin/end" describes the distribution
of OTS PrimaryKeys within the range, which must
cover all PrimaryKeys. The PrimaryKeys range
under the OTS table requires to be speciﬁed. For
the range with inﬁnite limit, use {"type":"INF_MIN"}
and {"type":"INF_MAX"}. For example, if you want

to extract data from an OTS table with the primary
keys [DeviceID, SellerID], begin/end is conﬁgured as
follows:

" range ":{
" begin ":[
{" Type ": " inf_min "}, //
specify
the
minimum
value
of
ergonomic
ID
],
" end ":[
{" type ": " INF_MAX "}, //
specify
the
maximum
value
for
ergonomic
ID
Extraction
}

]

To extract data from the entire table, use the
following conﬁguration:

" range ":{
" begin ":[
{" type ": " INF_MIN "}, //
specify
the
minimum
value
of
ergonomic
ID
],
" end ":[
{" type ": " INF_MAX "}, //
specify
the
maximum
value
for
ergonomic
deviceID
Extraction
}
split

]

This is an advanced conﬁguration item for custom
splitting, which we generally do not recommend.

No

N/A

The custom splitting rule is generally applied when
OTS Reader's auto splitting policy is invalid in the
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"split" speciﬁes a splitting point between Begin and

End, and only the information of splitting point for
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Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to extract data synchronously from the entire Table Store table to
local machine.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 ", // Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " ots ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ": [// Field
{
" name ": " columnn1 " // field
name
},
{
" name ": " column2 "
},
{
" name ": " column3 "
},
{
" name ": " column4 "
},
{
" name ": " column5 "
}
],
" range ":{
" split ":[
{
" type ": " INF_MIN "
},
{
" type ": " STRING ",
" value ": " splitPoint 1 "
},
{
" type ": " STRING ",
" value ": " splitPoint 2 "
},
{
" type ": " STRING ",
" value ": " splitPoint 3 "
},
{
" type ": " INF_MAX "
}
],
" end ":[
{
" type ": " INF_MAX "
},
{
" type ": " INF_MAX "
},
{
" type ": " STRING ",
" value ": " end1 "
},
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{

" type ": " INT ",
" Value ":" 100 "

}
],
" begin ":[
{
" type ": " INF_MIN "
},
{
" type ": " INF_MIN "
},
{
" type ": " STRING ",
" value ": " begin1 "
},
{
" type ": " INT ",
" value ": " 0 "
}
]

},
" table ": "//

table
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "

name

},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ": " writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
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}

2.3.2.14 Conﬁguring PostgreSQL Reader

In this topic we will describe the data types and parameters supported by PostgreSQL
Reader and how to conﬁgure the Reader in both wizard and script mode.

The PostgreSQL Reader plug-in reads data from PostgreSQL databases. At the

underlying implementation level, the PostgreSQL Reader connects to a remote

PostgreSQL database through JDBC and runs SELECT statements to extract data from
the database. On the public cloud, RDS provides a PostgreSQL storage engine.

Speciﬁcally, PostgreSQL Reader connects to a remote PostgreSQL database through

the JDBC connector. The SELECT SQL query statements are generated and sent to the
remote PostgreSQL database based on your conﬁguration. Then, the SQL statements
are run and the returned results are assembled into abstract datasets using the

custom data types of data integration. Datasets are passed to the downstream writer
for processing.

• PostgreSQL Reader concatenates the table, column, and WHERE information you
conﬁgured into SQL statements, and sends them to the PostgreSQL database.

• PostgreSQL directly sends the conﬁgured querySQL information to the PostgreSQL
database.

Type conversion list

PostgreSQL Reader supports most data types in PostgreSQL. Check whether your data
type is supported.

The PostgreSQL reader has a list of Type transformations for PostgreSQL, as shown
below.

Category

PostgreSQL data type

Floating point

double precision, money, numeric, and
real

Integer

String

Date and time
Boolean
Binary
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varchar, char, text, bit, and inet
date, time, and timestamp
bool

bytea
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Note:

• Except the preceding ﬁeld types, other types are not supported.

• For "money", "inet", and "bit", you need to use syntaxes, such as "a_inet::varchar"
to convert data types.

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
data source name added. Adding data source is
table.
column

Default

RequiredValue
Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Field information is described with JSON arrays. [ * ] Yes
indicates all columns by default.

N/A

supported in script mode.

The column name set to be synchronized in the
conﬁgured table.

• Column pruning is supported which means you
can select some columns to export.
• Change of column order is supported, which
means you can export the columns in an order
diﬀerent from the table schema order.

• Constant conﬁguration is supported. You must
follow the MySQL SQL syntax format, for example
[[" id ", " table "," 1 ", "' mingya .
wmy '", "' null '", " to_char ( a + 1
)", " 2 . 3 " , " true "] .

- ID is normal column name

- Table is a column name that contains Reserved
Words
- 1 For plastic digital Constants

- 'mingya.wmy' is a String constant (note that a
pair of single quotes is required)
- Null is a null pointer

- Char_length (s) is the computed String Length
Function
- 2.3 is a ﬂoating point number
- True is a Boolean Value

• Column must contain the speciﬁed column set to
be synchronized and it cannot be blank.
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Attribute

Description

Default

SplitPk

- If you specify the SplitPk when using
No
PostgreSQLReader to extract data, it means that you

RequiredValue
N/A

want to use the ﬁelds represented by the SplitPk
for data sharding. In this case, the Data Integration
initiates concurrent jobs to synchronize data,
which greatly improves the data synchronization
eﬃciency.

• If you are using SplitPk, we recommend that you
use the tables primary keys because the primary
keys are generally even and data hot spots are
less prone to split data fragments.

• Currently, SplitPk only supports data sharding
for integer data types. Other types such as string,
ﬂoating point, and date are not supported. If you
specify an unsupported data type, the SplitPk
is ignored and the data is synchronized using a
single channel.

• If the SplitPk is not speciﬁed, the table data is

where

synchronized using a single channel,for example
, SplitPk is not provided or SplitPk value is null.

PostgreSQLReader concatenates an SQL statement
based on the speciﬁed column, table, and WHERE

No

N/A

statement and extracts data, according to the SQL
statement. For example, you can set the WHERE
statement during a test. In actual service scenarios,
the data on the current day are usually required
to be synchronized, in which case you can set the
WHERE statement as id > 2 and sex = 1.

• The WHERE statement can be eﬀectively used for
incremental synchronization.
• If the WHERE statement is not set or is left null,
the full table data synchronization is applied.
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Attribute

Description

Default

querySQL
(only

In business scenarios, where the WHERE statement
is insuﬃcient for ﬁltering. In such cases, the user

RequiredValue
No

N/A

No

512 MB

available in can customize a ﬁlter SQL using this conﬁguration
advanced item. When this item is conﬁgured, the data
mode)
synchronization system ﬁlters data using this
conﬁguration item directly instead of conﬁguration
items as tables, columns, and SplitPk. For example,
for data synchronization after multi-table join, use
select

a , b

table_b

on

from

table_a

table_a . id

=

join

table_b .

id . When querySQL is conﬁgured, PostgreSQL

Fetchsize

Reader directly ignores the conﬁguration of table,
column, and WHERE conditions.
It deﬁnes batch data pieces that the plug-in and
database server can fetch each time. The value

determines the number of network interactions
between the DataX system and the server, which can
greatly improve data extraction performance.
Note:

The fetchsize value (> 2048) may cause the data
synchronization process Out of Memory (OOM).
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁgure the source and destination of the data for the synchronization task.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
data source name you conﬁgured.

• Table: Table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Data ﬁltering: You are about to synchronize the ﬁltering criteria for data, and
limit keyword ﬁltering is not supported for the time being. The SQL syntax is
consistent with the selected data source.

• Shard key: You can use a column in the source data table as a shard key. It is

recommended that you use a primary key or an indexed column as a shard key,
and that only ﬁelds of type Integer are supported.

During data reading, the data split is based on conﬁgured ﬁelds to achieve
concurrent reading, and improving data synchronization eﬃciency.
Note:
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The shard key conﬁguration is related to the source selection in data

synchronization. The shard key conﬁguration item is displayed only when you
conﬁgure the data source.

2. The ﬁeld mapping which is the column in the above parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are one-to-

one relationships, click Add row to add a single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete the
current ﬁeld.

• Peer mapping: Click Enable Same-Line Mapping to establish a corresponding
mapping relationship in the peer, note that match the data type.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

• Manually edit source table ﬁeld: Manually edit the ﬁelds where each line
indicates a ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and end blank lines are ignored.

The function of adding a row is as follows:

• You can enter constants. The value must be enclosed by a pair of single quotes,
such as 'abc' and '123'.

• Use this function with scheduling parameters, such as ${bizdate}.

• You can enter functions supported by relational databases, such as now() and
count(1).

• If the value you entered cannot be parsed, the type is displayed as unidentiﬁed.
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3. Control the tunnel

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources, including CPU, memory, and

network bandwidth consumed during data integration. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently

read or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs, if the task number
is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource. It is

recommended that you add a Custom Resource Group. For more information,
see Add scheduling resources.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to synchronously extract data from a PostgreSQL database.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 "} // Indicates
the
version
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " postgresql ",/ plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ": [// Field
" col1 ",
" col2 "
],
" where ": "", // Filtering
condition
" splitPk ": "",/ using
the
fields
represente d
by
splitpk
for
Data
Division , data
Synchroniz ation
thus
starts
concurrent
tasks
for
Data
Synchroniz ation
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" table ": "// table
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "

name

},
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat ions
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}
Additional instructions

Active/standby synchronous data recovery problem

Active/standby synchronization means that PostgreSQL uses an active/standby

disaster recovery mode in which the standby database continuously restores data

from the active database through binlog. Because of time diﬀerences in the active/

standby data synchronization, especially in some situations, such as network latency
. The restored data in the standby database after synchronization is signiﬁcantly

diﬀerent from the primary database data, that is to say, the data synchronized from

the backup database is not a full image of the primary database of the current time.

If the data integration system synchronizes RDS data provided by Alibaba Cloud, the
data can be directly read from the primary database without data restoration issues

. However, this may cause issues on the master database load. Conﬁgure the data
integration system properly for throttling.
Consistency constraints
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PostgreSQL is an RDBMS data storage system, which can provide APIs for querying
strong consistency data. For example, if another data writer writes data to the

database during a synchronization task, PostgreSQL Reader does not obtain the

newly written data because of the database snapshot features. For database snapshot
characteristics, see MVCC Wikipedia.

The preceding paragraph lists all characteristics of data synchronization consistency

under the PostgreSQL reader single-threaded model. Because PostgreSQL reader can
use Concurrent Data Extraction based on your conﬁguration information, therefore

, data consistency cannot be strictly guaranteed. When the PostgreSQL reader is split
based on the splitPk data, multiple concurrent tasks are initiated to complete the

data synchronization. Since multiple concurrent tasks do not belong to the same read
transaction, there are time intervals for multiple concurrent tasks at the same time,

therefore, this data is an incomplete and inconsistent data snapshot .

Multi-threaded consistent snapshot requirements can only be solved from an

engineering perspective. The following are engineering methods and solutions for
diﬀerent application scenarios.

• Single-threaded synchronization without data sharding. This method is slow but
can ensure robust data consistency.

• Close other data writers to ensure the current data is static. For example, you can
lock the table or close standby database synchronization. The disadvantage with

this method is it may aﬀect online businesses .

Database coding problem

PostgreSQL supports EUC_CN and UTF-8 encoding for simpliﬁed Chinese. PostgreSQL
Reader extracts data using JDBC at the underlying level. JDBC is applicable for

all types of encodings and can complete the transcoding at the underlying level.

Therefore, PostgreSQL Reader can acquire the encoding and complete transcoding
automatically without the need to specify the encoding.

PostgreSQL Reader cannot identify the inconsistency between the encoding written
to the underlying layer of PostgreSQL and the conﬁgured encoding, nor provides a

solution. Due to this issue, the exported codes may contain junk codes.
Incremental synchronization

PostgreSQL Reader uses a JDBC select statement for data extraction, so you can use
select... WHERE... in either of the following ways:
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• When online database applications write data into the database, the modify ﬁeld is
ﬁlled with the modiﬁcation timestamp, including addition, update, and deletion (

logical deletion). For this type of applications, PostgreSQL Reader only requires the
WHERE statement followed by the timestamp of the last synchronization phase.

• For new streamline data, PostgreSQL Reader requires the WHERE statement

followed by the maximum auto-increment ID of the last synchronization phase.

In the case that no ﬁelds are provided for the business to identify the addition
or modiﬁcation of data, PostgreSQL Reader cannot perform incremental data
synchronization, and can only perform full data synchronization.
SQL Security

PostgreSQL Reader provides querySQL statements for you to SELECT data.
PostgreSQL Reader does not perform security veriﬁcation on querySQL.

2.3.2.15 Conﬁguring SQL server Reader

This topic describes data types and parameters supported by the SQL server Reader
and how to conﬁgure Reader in both wizard mode and script mode.

The SQL Server Reader plug-in provides the ability to read data from the SQL Server.
At the underlying implementation level, the SQL Server Reader connects to a remote
SQL Server database through JDBC and runs SELECT statements to extract data from
the database.

Speciﬁcally, the SQL Server Reader connects to a remote SQL Server database through
the JDBC connector. The SELECT SQL query statements are generated and sent to the
remote SQL Server database based on your conﬁguration. Then, the SQL statements
are runned and the returned results are assembled into abstract datasets using the

custom data types of data integration. Datasets are passed to the downstream writer
for processing.

• SQL Server Reader concatenates the table, column, and the WHERE information
you conﬁgured into SQL statements and sends them to the SQL Server database.

• SQL Server directly sends the querySQL information you conﬁgured to the SQL
Server database.

SQL Server Reader supports most data types in SQL Server. Check whether your data
type is supported.

SQL Server Reader converts SQL Server data types as follows:
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Category

SQL server data type

Float

ﬂoat, decimal, real, and numeric

Integer

bigint, int, smallint, and tinyint

String type

char, nchar, ntext, nvarchar, text,
varchar, nvarchar (MAX), and varchar (

Date and time type
Boolean

Binary, varbinary, varbinary (MAX), and
timestamp

MAX)

date, datetime, and time
bit

Binary, varbinary, varbinary (max), and
timestamp

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
data source name added. Adding data source is

Yes

table.

Yes
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The table selected for synchronization. One job can
only synchronize one table.

Value
N/A
N/A
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

column

The column name set to be synchronized in the
conﬁgured table. Field information is described

Yes

Value
N/A

with JSON arrays. [""] indicates all columns by
default.

• Column pruning is supported, which means you
can select some columns to export.

• Change column order is supported, which means
you can export the columns in an order diﬀerent
from the table schema order.

• Constant conﬁguration is supported. You must
follow the MySQL SQL syntax format, for example
[" id ", " table ", " 1 ", "' mingya .
wmy '", "' null '", " to_char ( a
)", " 2 . 3 " , " true "] .

+

1

- ID is normal column name

- Table is a column name that contains Reserved
Words
- 1 For plastic digital Constants

- 'mingya.wmy' is a String constant (note that a
pair of single quotes is required)
- null refers to the null pointer

- to_char(a + 1) is a function expression
- 2.3 is a ﬂoating point number
- true is a Boolean value

• Column must contain the speciﬁed column set to
be synchronized and it cannot be blank.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

splitPk

If you specify the splitPk when using SQL Server
Reader to extract data, it means the ﬁelds are

No

Value
N/A

represented by splitPk for data sharding. Then, the
data synchronization system starts concurrent tasks
to synchronize data, which greatly improves the
data synchronization eﬃciency.
• We recommend that splitPk users use the tables
primary keys because the primary keys are
generally even and the data hot spots are less
prone to split data fragments.

where

• Currently, splitPk only supports data sharding
for integer data types. Other types such as ﬂoat
point, string, and date are not supported. If you
specify an unsupported data type, SQL Server
Reader reports an error.
The ﬁltering condition. The SQL Server Reader
concatenates an SQL command based on the

No

N/A

speciﬁed column, table, and WHERE statement and
extracts data according to the SQL command. For
example, you can specify the WHERE statement as
limit 10 during a test. In actual business scenarios,
the data on the current day is usually required
to be synchronized. You can specify the WHERE
statement as gmt_create > $bizdate.

• The WHERE statement can be eﬀectively used for
incremental synchronization.
• The WHERE statement can be eﬀectively used for
incremental synchronization. If the value is null
, it means synchronizing all the information in
the table.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

querySQL

In some business scenarios, the WHERE statement
is insuﬃcient for ﬁltering. In such cases, you

No

Value
N/A

can customize a ﬁlter SQL statement using this
conﬁguration item. When this item is conﬁgured,
the data synchronization system ﬁlters data
using this conﬁguration item directly instead of
conﬁguration items, such as table and column.
For example, for data synchronization after
multi-table join, use select
table_a
. id

fetchSize

=

join

table_b

a , b
on

from

table_a

table_b . id . When querySQL is

conﬁgured, SQL Server Reader directly ignores
the conﬁguration of table, column, and WHERE
statements.

It deﬁnes the pieces of batch data that the plug-in
and database server can fetch each time. The value

No

1,024

determines the number of network interactions
between the data synchronization system and the
server, which can greatly improve data extraction
performance.
Note:

A value greater than 2048 may lead to Out of
Memory (OOM) for data synchronization.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Data source and destination

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source: The data source in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
data source name you conﬁgured.

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Filtering condition: You should synchronize the data ﬁltering conditions. Limit
keyword ﬁlter is not supported yet. SQL syntaxes vary with data sources.

• Shard key: You can use a column in the source table as the shard key. It is

recommended to use a primary key or an indexed column as the shard key.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are one-to-

one relationships, click Add row to add a single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete the
current ﬁeld.

• Peer mapping: Click Enable Same-Line Mapping to establish a corresponding
mapping relationship in the peer that matches the data type.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

• Manually edit source table ﬁeld: Manually edit the ﬁelds where each line
indicates a ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and end blank lines are ignored.

The function of adding a row is as follows:

• You can enter constants. Each constant must be enclosed in a pair of single
quotes, such as 'abc' and '123'.

• Use this function with scheduling parameters, such as ${bizdate}.

• Enter functions supported by relational databases, such as now() and count(1).

• If the value you entered cannot be parsed, the type is displayed as 'Not Identiﬁed
'.
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3. Channel control

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources consumed during data integration
, including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.-

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs. If the number of
tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource. We

recommend that you add a Custom Resource Group. For more information, see
Add scheduling resources.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to synchronously extract data from an SQL Server database:
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 "} // Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " SQL
Server ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ": [// column
name
" id ",
" name "
],
" where ": "", // Filtering
condition
" splitPk ": "", // If
split
PK
is
specified
, indicates
that
you
want
to
slice
the
data
using
the
fields
represente d
by
splitpk
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" table ": "// Data
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " Reader "

Sheet

},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ":{}
" name ": " writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}
Additional instructions

Active/standby synchronous data recovery problem

Active/standby synchronization means the SQL Server uses a active/standby disaster
recovery mode in which the standby database continuously restores data from the

master database through binlog. Due to the time diﬀerence in the primary/backup

data synchronization, especially in situations such as network latency, the restored

data in the backup database after synchronization is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the

primary database data, that is to say, the data synchronized from the backup database
is not a full image of the primary database at the current time.

If the data integration system synchronizes RDS data provided by Alibaba Cloud, the
data is directly read from the primary database without data restoration concerns

. However, this may cause concerns on the master database load and conﬁgure it
properly for throttling.
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Consistency constraints

SQL Server is an RDBMS system in terms of data storage, which can provide APIs for
querying strong consistency data. For example, if another data writer writes data to
the database during a synchronization task, SQL Server Reader does not obtain the

newly written data because of the database snapshot features. For more information
on the database snapshot features, refer to the MVCC Wikipedia.

The preceding paragraph lists the characteristics of data synchronization consistenc
y under the SQL Server reader single-threaded model. Data consistency cannot be

guaranteed because the SQL Server reader can use Concurrent Data Extraction based
on your conﬁguration information. When the SQL Server reader is split based on the

splitPk data, multiple concurrent tasks are initiated to complete the synchronization
of data. Since multiple concurrent tasks do not belong to the same read transaction ,

and time intervals for multiple concurrent tasks exist at the same time, therefore, this
data is an incomplete and inconsistent snapshot of the data.

Multi-threaded consistent snapshot can only be solved from an engineering

perspective. The following are engineering method and solutions for diﬀerent
application scenarios.

• - Use single-threaded synchronization without data sharding. This is slow but can
ensure robust data consistency.

• - Close other data writers to ensure the current data is static. For example, you

can lock the table or close the standby database synchronization. However, the
disadvantage is online businesses may be aﬀected.

Database coding problem

The SQL Server Reader extracts data using JDBC at the underlying level. JDBC is

applicable to all types of encodings and can complete transcoding at the underlying
level. Therefore, SQL Server Reader can identify the encoding and complete

transcoding automatically without the need to specify the encoding.
Incremental synchronization

SQL Server reader uses a JDBC SELECT statement for data extraction, so you can use
select... Where... in either of the following ways:

• When online database applications write data into the database, the modify ﬁeld is
ﬁlled with the modiﬁcation timestamp, including addition, update, and deletion (
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logical deletion). For this type of applications, SQL Server Reader only requires the
WHERE statement followed by the timestamp of the last synchronization phase.

• For new streamline data, SQL Server Reader requires the WHERE statement

followed by the maximum auto-increment ID of the last synchronization phase.

In case no ﬁeld is provided for the business to identify the addition or modiﬁcation of
data, SQL Server Reader cannot perform incremental data synchronization and can

only perform full data synchronization.
SQL security

SQL Server Reader provides querySQL statements for you to SELECT data. The SQL

Server Reader conducts no security veriﬁcation on querySQL. The security during use
is ensured by the data synchronization users.

2.3.2.16 Conﬁgure LogHub Reader

In this topic we will describe the data types and parameters supported by LogHub
Reader and how to conﬁgure Reader in both wizard and script mode.

Honed originally by the Big Data demands of Alibaba Group, Log Service (or "LOG" for
short, formerly “SLS”) is an all-in-one service for real-time data. With its capabiliti

es to collect, consume, deliver, query, and analyze log-type data, Log Service allows

you to process and analyze massive amounts of data much more eﬃciently. LogHub

Reader uses the Java SDK of the Log Service to consume real-time log data in LogHub
, and convert the log data to the Data Integration transfer protocol and sends the
converted data to Writer.

Implementation

LogHub Reader consumes real-time log data in LogHub by using the following version
of Log Service Java SDK:

< dependency >
< groupId > com . aliyun . openservic es </ groupId >
< artifactId > aliyun - log </ artifactId >
< version > 0 . 6 . 7 </ version >
</ dependency >
Logstore is a component of the Log Service for collecting, storing, and querying log
data. Logstore read and write logs are stored on a shard. Each log library consists

of several partitions, each consists the left closed right open interval of MD5, each

interval range is not covered by each other, and the range of all the intervals is the
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entire MD5 range of values, each partition can provide a certain level of service
capability.

• Writing: 5 MB/s, 2000 times/s.
• Read: 10 MB/s, 100 times/s.

LogHub Reader consumes logs in shards, and the detailed consumption process
(GetCursor and BatchGetLog-related APIs) is as follows:
• Obtains a cursor based on the interval range.

• Reads logs based on the cursor and step parameters and returns the next cursor.
• Moves the cursor continuously to consume logs.
• Splits tasks by shard for concurrent execution.

LogHub Reader supports LogHub type conversion, as shown in the following table:
Datax internal type
String

Loghub data type
String

Parameter description
Attribute
endpoint

Description
The Log Service endpoint is a URL for accessing a

project and its internal log data. It is associated with

RequiredDefault
Yes

value
N/A

the Alibaba Cloud region and name of the project.
accessId
accessKey
project

logstore

Service entry for each region, see service entry.

It refers to an AccessKey for accessing the Log
Yes
Service, which is used to identify the accessing user.

N/A

Yes

N/A

It refers to the project name of the target Log
Service, which is the resource management

Yes

N/A

It refers to the name of the target Logstore. Logstore Yes
is a component of the Log Service for collecting,

N/A

It refers to another AccessKey for accessing the Log
Service, which is used to verify the user's key.
component in the Log Service for isolating and
controlling resources.
storing, and querying log data.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

batchSize

It refers to the number of data entries queried from
the Log Service at a time.

No

column

Column names in each data entry. Here, you can
set a metadata item in the Log Service as the

Yes

value
128

N/A

synchronization column. Supported metadata
items include "Topic", "MachineUUID", "HostName",
"Path", and "LogTime", which represents the log
topic, unique identiﬁer of the collection machine,
host name, path, and log time, respectively.
The sub-table represents the log theme, the

acquisition machine uniquely identiﬁed, the host
name, path, log time, and so on.
Note:

Begindatet
ime

The values of ﬁelds in the format are case
insensitive.

Start time of data consumption. The parameter
deﬁnes the left border of a time range (left

closed and right open) in the format of
yyyyMMddHHmmss (such as 20180111013000), and
can work with the scheduling time parameter in
DataWorks.
Note:

The maid and enddatetime combinations are used
together.

Enddatetim The end time of the data consumption. The
e
parameter deﬁnes the right border of a time

RequiredBlank
: Select
either
this
parameter
or
endTimesta
mpMillis
.

No

N/A

range (left closed and right open) in the format of
yyyyMMddHHmmss (such as 20180111013010) and
can work with the scheduling time parameter in
DataWorks.
Note:

The combination of enddatetime and maid is used
together.
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Description

Begintimes It refers to the start time of data consumption in
tampmillis milliseconds and is the left boundary of the time
range (left-closed and right-open).
Note:

Begintimestampmillis and endtimestampmillis
combination for use.
1 represents the beginning of the log service

RequiredDefault
value

RequiredN/A
: Select
either
this
parameter
or
beginDateT
ime.

cursor cursormode. Begin. The beginDateTime
mode is recommended.

Endtimesta It refers to the end time of data consumption in
mpmillis
milliseconds and is the right boundary of the time
range (left-closed and right-open).
Note:

Endtimestampmillis and begintimestampmillis
combination for use.
-1 represents the last location of the log service

RequiredN/A
: Select
either
this
parameter
or
endDateTim
e.

cursor, cursormode.End. The endDateTime mode
is recommended.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁgure the source and destination of the data for the synchronization task.

Conﬁgurations:

• Data source: The data source in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
data source name you conﬁgured.

• Log start time: The start time of data consumption. It deﬁnes the left border of
a time range (left closed and right open) in the format of yyyyMMddHHmmss

, such as 20180111013000 and can work with the scheduling time parameter in
DataWorks.

• Log end time: The end time of data consumption. It deﬁnes the right border of
a time range (left closed and right open) in the format of yyyyMMddHHmmss

, such as 20180111013010 and can work with the scheduling time parameter in
DataWorks.
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2. The ﬁeld mapping which is the column in the above parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are one-to-

one relationships, click Add row to add a single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete the
current ﬁeld.

• Peer mapping: Click Enable Same-Line Mapping to establish a corresponding
mapping relationship in the peer, note that match the data type.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

• Manually edit source table ﬁeld: Manually edit the ﬁelds where each line
indicates a ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and end blank lines are ignored.

The function of adding a row is as follows:

• You can enter constants. The value must be enclosed by a pair of single quotes,
such as 'abc' and '123'.

• Use this function with scheduling parameters, such as ${bizdate}.

• You can enter functions supported by relational databases, such as now() and
count(1).

• If the value you entered cannot be parsed, the type is displayed as Not identiﬁed.
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3. Control the tunnel

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources consumed during data integration
, including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently

read or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs. If the number of
tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource. We

recommend you add a Custom Resource Group (currently only East China 1,

East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups). For more information,
see#unique_22.

Development in script mode

The following is a script conﬁguration sample. For details about parameters, see the
preceding Parameter Description.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 "} // Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " loghub ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ": [// Field
" col0 ",
" col1 ",
" col2 ",
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"
"
"
"
"
"

col3 ",
col4 ",
topic ", // log
theme
hostname ", // host
name
path ", // path
logtime " // log
time

],
" beginDateT ime ":"", // start
time
of
data
consumptio n
" batchSize ": "", // number
of
data
lines
to
query
from
the
log
service
at
once
" endDateTim e ": ",",/ end
time
of
data
consumptio n
" fieldDelim iter ": "," ,// Delimiter
of
each
column
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 ", // encoding
format
" logstore ": "//: name
of
the
target
log
Library
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " Reader "
},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat ions
.
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ":{}
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// false
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.2.17 Conﬁgure OTSReader-Internal

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by OTSReader-Internal
and how to conﬁgure Reader in script mode.

Table Store (originally known as OTS) is a NoSQL database service built upon

Alibaba Cloud's Apsara distributed system, enabling you to store and access massive
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structured data in real time. Table Store organizes data into instances and tables

. Using data partition and Server Load Balancing (SLB) technology, it provides
seamless scaling.

OTSReader-Internal is used to export table data for Table Store Internal model, while
OTS Reader is used to export data for OTS Public model.

Table Store Internal model supports multi-version columns, so OTSReader-Internal
also provides two data export modes:

• Multi-version mode: A version mode that exports data in multiple versions. Table
Store supports multiple versions.

Export solution: The Reader plug-in expands a cell of Table Store into a

one-dimensional table consisting of four tuples: PrimaryKey (column 1-4),

ColumnName, Timestamp, and Value (the principle is similar to the multi-version
mode of HBase Reader). The four tuples are passed in to the Writer as four

columns in Datax record.

• Normal mode: Consistent with the normal mode of the hbase reader, export the
latest version of each column in each row of data. For more information, see

#unique_70the normal mode content that is supported by the hbase reader in.

In short, OTS Reader connects to Table Store's server and reads data through Table

Store oﬃcial Java SDK. OTS Reader optimizes the read process using features, such as
read timeout retry and exceptional read retry.

Currently, OTS Reader supports all Table Store types. The conversion of Table Store
types in the OTSReader-Internal is as follows:
Data integration internal types

Table Store data model

Double

Double

Long

String

Boolean
Bytes
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Integer
String

Boolean
Binary
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Parameter description
Attribute

Description

mode

The plug-in operation mode, supporting normal
Yes
and multiVersion, which refers to normal mode and

endpoint
accessId

accessKey
Instance
name

multi-version mode respectively.

RequiredDefault
Value
N/A

The EndPoint of Table Store Server.

Yes

N/A

The access key for Table Store.

Yes

N/A

The access ID for Table Store.

The Table Store instance name . The instance is an
entity for using and managing Table Store service.

Yes
Yes

N/A
N/A

After you enable the Table Store service, you can
create an instance in the Console to create and

manage tables. The instance is the basic unit for
Table Store resource management. All access

control and resource measurement performed by

the Table Store for applications are completed at the
table
Range

instance level.

The name of the table to be extracted. Only one
table can be ﬁlled in. Multi-table synchronization is

Yes

N/A

The export range: [begin,end).

No

Reads
from the

not required for Table Store.

• When begin is less than end, reads data in
positive sequence.

• When begin is greater than end, reads data in
inverted sequence.
• Begin and end cannot be equal.

• The following types are supported: string,
int, and binary. The binary data is passed in
as Base64 strings in binary format. INF_MIN
represents an inﬁnitely small value and INF_MAX
represents an inﬁnitely large value.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

range: {"
begin "}

The starting range that is exported. The value can
be an empty array, a PK preﬁx, or a complete PK.

No

When reading the data in positive order, the default
ﬁll PK suﬃx is inf_min, and the reverse order is
inf_max, as shown in the example as follows.
If your table has two PrimaryKeys in the type of

string and int, the table data can be entered using

Value
Read
data

from the
beginning
of the
table

the following three methods:

• [] Indicates that it is read from the beginning of
the table.

• [{"type": "string", "value ": "a"}] means from [{"

type": "string ", "value": "a"}, {"type": "INF_MIN"}].

• [{“type”:”string”, “value”:”a”},{“type”:”
INF_MIN”}]

PrimaryKey column in binary type is special.
JSON does not support directly passing in

binary data, so the following rules are deﬁned:
To pass in binary data, you must use (Java)

Base64.encodeBase64String method to convert

binary data into a visualized string and then enter

the string in value. The example is as follows (Java):
• byte []

bytes

= " hello ". getBytes

(); :Create binary data. Here the byte value of

string hello is used.

• String

inputValue

encodeBase

=

Base64 .

64String ( bytes ): Calls

Base64 method to convert binary data into
visualized strings.

Run the preceding code, and then the inputValue of
"aGVsbG8=" can be obtained.

Finally, write the value into the conﬁguration: {"
238

type":"binary","value" : "aGVsbG8="}.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

range: {"
end "}

The end range that is exported. The value can be
an empty array, a PK preﬁx, or a complete PK.

No

When reading data in positive order, the default
population PK suﬃx is INF_MAX, and the reverse
order is INF_MIN.

Value

Read to
end of
table

If your table has two PKs in the type of string

and int, the table data can be entered using the
following three methods:

• [] Indicates that it is read from the beginning of
the table.

• [{“type”:”string”, “value”:”a”}] means

from [{“type”:”string”, “value”:”a”},{“
type”:”INF_MIN”}].

• [{“type”:”string”, “value”:”a”},{“type”:”
INF_MIN”}].

PrimaryKey column in binary type is special.
JSON does not support directly passing in
binary data, so the following rules are deﬁned:
To pass in binary data, you must use (Java)
Base64.encodeBase64String method to convert
binary data into a visualized string and then enter
the string in value. The example is as follows (Java):
• byte []

bytes

= " hello ". getBytes

();: Create binary data. Here the byte value of

string hello is used.

• String

inputValue

encodeBase

=

Base64 .

64String ( bytes ): Call Base64

method to convert binary data into visualized
strings.

Run the preceding code, and then the inputValue of
"aGVsbG8=" can be obtained.

Finally, write the value into the conﬁguration: {"
type":"binary","value" : "aGVsbG8="}.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

range: {"
split "}

If too much data needs to be exported, you can
enable concurrent export. Split can split the data

No

in the current range into multiple concurrent tasks
according to split points.

Value

Empty
cut point

Note:

• The value entered in the split must be in the
ﬁrst column of PrimaryKey (partition key) and
the value type must be consistent with that of
the PartitionKey.
• The values range must be between begin and
end.

column

• The value within the split must increase or
decrease progressively depending on the
positive and inverted relationship between
begin and end.

Speciﬁes the columns to export, supporting
common and constant columns.
Format (multi-version mode is supported)

Regular column format: {"name":"{your column
name}"}

timeRange The time range of the request data. The read range
(only multi is [begin,end).
-version
mode is
supported)
timeRange
:{"begin"} (

only multi
-version
mode is
supported)
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No

Note:

Begin must be smaller than end.

The start time of the time range of request data. The No
value range is 0-LONG_MAX.

Read all
versions
by
default
10 by
default
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

timeRange
:{"end"} (

The end time of the time range of request data. The
value range is 0-LONG_MAX.

No

maxVersion The request speciﬁed version. The value range is 1(only
INT32_MAX.

No

only multi
-version
mode is
supported)

multiversion
mode is
supported)

Value

- Default
value

: Long
Max(
9223372036
854775806L
)
Reads all
versions
by
default

Development in wizard mode

Currently, development in wizard mode is not supported.

Development in script mode
Multi-version mode
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 ",
" configurat ion ": {
" reader ": {
" plugin ": " otsreader - internalre ader
" parameter ": {
" mode ": " multiversi on ",
" endpoint ": "",
" accessId ": "",
" accessKey ": "",
" instanceNa me ":"",
" table ":"",
" range ":{
" begin ":[
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " a "
},
{
" type ": " INF_MIN "
}
],
" end ":[
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " g "
},
{
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}

" type ": " INF_MAX "

],
" split ":[
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " b "
},
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " c "
}
]

}

}

}

},
" column ": [
{
" name ": " attr1 "
}
],
" timeRange ": {
" begin ": 1400000000 ,
" end ": 1600000000
},
" maxVersion ": 10

},
" writer ": {

Normal mode
{

242

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 ",
" configurat ion ": {
" reader ": {
" plugin ": " otsreader - internalre ader
" parameter ": {
" mode ": " normal ",
" endpoint ": "",
" accessId ": "",
" accessKey ": "",
" instanceNa me ":"",
" table ":"",
" range ":{
" begin ":[
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " a "
},
{
" type ": " INF_MIN "
}
],
" end ":[
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " g "
},
{
" type ": " INF_MAX "
}

",
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],
" split ":[
{
" type ": "
" value ":
},
{
" type ": "
" value ":
}
]

}

}

}

string ",
" b "
string ",
" c "

},
" column ": [
{
" name ": " pk1 "
},
{
" name ": " pk2 "
},
{
" name ": " attr1 "
},
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ":""
},
{
" type ": " int ",
" value ": ""
},
{
" type ": " double ",
" value ":""
},
{
" type ": " binary ",
" value ": " aGVsbG8 ="
}
]

},
" writer ": {}

2.3.2.18 Conﬁgure OTSStream Reader

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by OTSStream Reader
and how to conﬁgure Reader in script mode.

OTSStream Reader plug-in is mainly used for exporting Table Store incremental data
. Incremental data can be seen as operation logs which include data and operation
information.

Diﬀerent from full export plug-in, incremental export plug-in only has multi-version
mode and it does not support speciﬁed columns. This is related to the principle of

incremental export. See the following for more information about export format.
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Before using the plug-in, ensure that the Stream feature is enabled. You can enable
the feature when creating the table or enable it using SDK UpdateTable API.
How to enable Stream:

Syncclient
client = new
syncclient ("","","","");
Enable
Stream
when
you
create
the
table :
CreateTabl eRequest
createTabl eRequest = new
CreateTabl
eRequest ( tableMeta );
createTabl eRequest . setStreamS pecificati on ( new
StreamSpec
ification ( true , 24 )); // 24
means
that
the
incrementa
l
data
is
retained
for
24
hours
client . createTabl e ( createTabl eRequest );
If
Stream
is
not
enabled
when
the
table
is
created
, you
can
enable
it
with
UpdateTabl e :
UpdateTabl eRequest
updateTabl eRequest = new
UpdateTabl
eRequest (" tableName ");
createTabl eRequest . setStreamS pecificati on ( new
StreamSpec
ification ( true , 24 )); // 24
means
that
the
incrementa
l
data
is
retained
for
24
hours
client . updateTabl e ( updateTabl eRequest );
Implementation

You can enable Stream and set expiration time by using SDK UpdateTable feature to

enable incremental feature. When incremental feature is enabled, Table Store server
saves your operation logs additionally. Each partition has a sequential operation log

queue. Each operation log is moved by garbage collection after a period of time which
is the expiration time you speciﬁed.

Table Store SDK provides several stream-related APIs for reading these operation logs
. The incremental plug-in also obtains incremental data with Table Store SDK API,

transforms incremental data into multiple 6-tuples (pk, colName, version, colValue,
opType, sequenceInfo), and imports them into MaxCompute.

The format of the export data

In Table Store multi-version mode, the table data format is in three-level mode,

namely row > column > version. One row can have multiple columns. The column

name is not ﬁxed, and each column can have multiple versions. Each version has a
speciﬁc timestamp (version number).

You can perform read/write operations with Table Store API. Table Store records
incremental data by recording your recent write operations to the table (or data
change operation). Therefore, incremental data can also be seen as a series of

operation records.
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Table Store has three types of data change operations: PutRow, UpdateRow, and
DeleteRow:

• PutRow: Write a row. If the row already exists, it is overwritten.

• UpdateRow: Updates a row without changing other data of the original row. Update

may include adding or overwriting (if the corresponding version of the correspond

ing column already exists) some column values, deleting all the versions of a
column, and deleting a version of a column.

• DeleteRow: Delete a row.

Table Store generates corresponding incremental data records according to each

type of operation. Reader plug-in reads the records and exports data in the format of
Datax.

Because Table Store has the feature of dynamic column and multi-version, a row

exported by Reader plug-in does not correspond to a row in Table Store, but a version
of a column in Table Store. A row in Table Store can be exported as multiple rows

. Each row includes primary key value, the column name, the timestamp of the

version under the column (version number), the version value, and operation type. If
isExportSequenceInfo is set as true, the time sequence information is also included.

When the data is transformed into Datax format, we deﬁne four types of operations as
follows:

• U (UPDATE): Writes a version of a column.

• DO (DELETE_ONE_VERSION): Deletes a version of a column.

• DA (DELETE_ALL_VERSION): Deletes all the versions of a column. Delete all

versions of the corresponding column according to the primary key and column
name.

• DR (DELETE_ROW): Deletes a row. Deletes all data of the row according to primary
key.

Assuming that the table has two primary key columns. The names of the two primary
key columns are pkName1 and pkName2. The example is as follows:
pkName1

pkName2

columnName timestamp

columnValu

opType

pk1_V1

pk2_V1

col_a

col_val1

U
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pkName1

pkName2

columnName timestamp

columnValu

opType

pk1_V1

pk2_V1

col_a

col_val2

U

pk1_V1

pk2_V1

col_b

col_val3

U

pk1_V2

pk2_V2

col_a

1441803688
003

—

Do

pk1_V2

pk2_V2

col_b

1441803688
000
—

pk2_V3

col_a

1441803688
005

—

Da

pk1_V3

—

—
col_val1

U

pk1_V3

pk2_V3

—

1441803688
002

e

Dr

Assuming that the export data has seven rows as shown in the preceding example,

corresponding to the three rows in Table Store table. The primary keys are (pk1_V1,
pk2_V1), (pk1_V2, pk2_V2), and (pk1_V3, pk2_V3).

• For the row whose primary key is (pk1_V1, pk2_V1), three operations are required,

respectively writing two versions of col_a column and one version of col_b column.

• For the row whose primary key is (pk1_V2, pk2_V2), two operations are required,

respectively deleting one version of col_a column and all versions of col_b column.

• For the row whose primary key is (pk1_V3, pk2_V3), two operations are required,
respectively deleting the whole row and writing one version of col_a column.

Currently OTSStream Reader supports all OTS types. The conversion list for Table
Store types is as follows:
Type classiﬁcation

OTSstream data type

Float

Double

Integer

String type
Boolean
Binary
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Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault
value

dataSource The data source name. It must be identical to the
data source name added. Adding data source is

Yes

dataTable

Yes

N/A

statusTable The name of the table used by the Reader plug-in to Yes
record the status, these States can be used to reduce

N/A

supported in script mode.

The table name from which the incremental data
is exported. The table needs to enable the Stream

feature. You can enable the feature when creating
the table or enable it using UpdateTable API.

N/A

scanning of data in non-target ranges to speed up
export. statusTable is the table for recording status
in Reader. If the table does not exist, Reader creates
the table automatically. When an oﬄine export task
is completed, you must not delete the table. The
statuses recorded in the table can be used for the
next export task.

• You only have to name the table, and do not
have to create the table. Reader plug-in tries to
create the table under your instance. If the table
does not exist, it is created. If the table already
exists, it judges whether the Meta of the table is
consistent with expectation. If it is inconsistent,
an exception is thrown.

• When an export is completed, you must not
delete the table. The statuses of the table can be
used for the next export task.

• The table enables TTL and data expire

automatically, therefore, we can consider that
the data volume is small.

• For the Reader conﬁgurations of diﬀerent
dataTables under one instance, you can use the

same statusTable. The status messages recorded
are independent of each other.

In conclusion, you must conﬁgure a name such as
TableStoreStreamReaderStatusTable. Note that the
name must not be a duplicate with that of businessrelated tables.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

startTimes
tampMillis

The left boundary of the time range of the
incremental data (left closed right) in milliseconds.

No

value
N/A

• Reader ﬁnds the point corresponding to
startTimestampMillis in statusTable, and reads
and exports data from that point.

• If the corresponding point is not found in
statusTable, the system reads from the ﬁrst entry
of the incremental data retained in the system
and skips the data whose write time is earlier
than startTimestampMillis.

endTimesta The right border of the time range (left closed and
mpMillis
right open) of incremental data in milliseconds.

No

N/A

No

N/A

isExportSe Determines whether to export the time sequence
quenceInfo information. Time sequence information includes

No

N/A

maxRetries The maximum number of retries of each request
when incremental data is read from TableStore.

No

N/A

• After exporting data from the point of startTimes
tampMillis, Reader ﬁnishes data export at the
ﬁrst entry of data whose timestamp is later than
endTimestampMillis.

date

• When all the incremental data are read, the read
is completed, even if endTimestampMillis is not
reached.
The data format is yyyyMMdd, for example
20151111. If you do not specify a date, you must

specify a startTimestampMillis and endTimesta
mpMillis, and also reversed. For example, Alibaba
Cloud Data Process Center scheduling only supports
day level. Therefore, the conﬁguration function is
similar to startTimestampMillis and endTimesta
mpMillis.
the data write time. The default value is false, which
means not to export data.
The default value is 30. There are intervals between
retries. The total time of 30 retries is approximat
ely 5 minutes, which generally does not require
changes.
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Description

RequiredDefault

startTimeS The left border of the time range (left closed and
tring
right open) of incremental data, in milliseconds (in

No

endTimeStr The right border of the time range (left closed and
ing
right open) of incremental data, in millisecond (in

No

the format of yyyymmddhh24miss).

value
N/A
N/A

the format of yyyymmddhh24miss).

Development in wizard mode

Currently, development in wizard mode is not supported.

Development in script mode

The following is a script conﬁguration sample. For details about parameters, see the
preceding Parameter Description.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 "} // Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " otdsstream ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" statusTabl e ": " TableStore StreamRead
erStatusTa ble ",// The
name
of
the
table
for
recording
the
status .
" maxRetries ": 30 , // when
you
read
incrementa l
data
from
the
tablestore , maximum
number
of
retries
per
request , by
default
30
" isExportSe quenceInfo ": false , // do
you
want
to
export
timing
informatio n ?
" datasource ": "$ srcdatasou rce ", // Data
Source
" startTimeS tring ": "$ { starttime }", // The
left
boundary
of
the
time
range
of
the
incrementa l
data ( left
closed
right
on )
" table ": " ok ",// Target
table
name
" endTimeStr ing ": "$ { endtime }" // time
range
of
incrementa l
data ( left
closed
right ) right
Border
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " Reader "
},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ":{}
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " Writer "
}
],
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" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.2.19 Conﬁgure RDBMS Reader

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by RDBMS Reader and
how to conﬁgure Reader in script mode.

The RDBMS Reader plug-in allows you to read data from RDBMS (distributed RDS). At
the underlying implementation level, RDBMS Reader connects to a remote RDBMS

database through JDBC and runs corresponding SQL statements to SELECT data from
the RDBMS database. Currently, it supports reading data from databases including
DM, DB2, PPAS, and Sybase. Currently, the RDBMS plug-in is only adapted to the

MySQL engine. RDBMS is a distributed MySQL database, and most of the communicat
ion protocols are applicable to MySQL use cases.

Speciﬁcally, RDBMS Reader connects to a remote RDBMS database through the JDBC
connector. The SELECT SQL query statements are generated and sent to the remote

RDBMS database based on your conﬁguration. Then, the SQL statements are run and

the returned results are assembled into abstract datasets using the custom data types

of data synchronization. Datasets are passed to the downstream writer for processing.
RDBMS Reader concatenates the table, column, and WHERE information you

conﬁgured into SQL statements and sends them to the RDBMS database. For the

querySQL information that you conﬁgure, the RDBMS sends it directly to the RDBMS
database.
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RDBMS Reader supports the most generic rational database types, such as numbers

and characters. Check whether your data type is supported and select a reader based
on a speciﬁc database.
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Parameter description

Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

jdbcUrl

Yes

Information of the JDBC connection to the oppositeend database. The format of jdbcUrl is in accordance

Value

N/A

with the RDBMS oﬃcial speciﬁcation, and the URL
attachment control information can be entered. Note
that JDBC formats vary with databases and DataX selects
an appropriate database driver for data reading based
on a speciﬁc JDBC format.
• DM: jdbc:dm://ip:port/database

• DB2 jdbc:db2://ip:port/database

• PPAS jdbc:edb://ip:port/database

RDBMS Writer adds new database support in the
following ways.

• Enter the corresponding directory of RDBMSWriter.

${DATAX_HOME} is the main directory of DataX, that
is, ${DATAX_HOME}/plugin/writer/rdbmswriter.

• Under the RDBMS Reader directory, you can ﬁnd the

plugin.json conﬁguration ﬁle. Use this ﬁle to register
your speciﬁc database driver, which is placed in the

drivers array. The RDBMS Reader plug-in dynamicall
y selects the appropriate database driver to connect
to the database when executing the job.
{
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" name ": " RDBMS
Reader ",
" class ": " com . alibaba . datax .
plugin . reader . RDBMS
Reader . RDBMS
Reader ",
" descriptio n ": " useScene : prod
. mechanism : Jdbc
connection
using
the
database , execute
select
sql
, retrieve
data
from
the
ResultSet
. warn : The
more
you
know
about
the
database , the
less
problems
you
encounter .",
" developer ": " alibaba ",
" drivers ": [
" dm . jdbc . driver . DmDriver ",
" com . ibm . db2 . jcc . DB2Driver
",
" com . sybase . jdbc3 . jdbc .
SybDriver ",
" com . edb . Driver "
]

}
```
The
RDBMS
the
libs

Reader
directory
sub - directory ,

contains
under
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Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

password The password corresponding to the speciﬁed username
for the data source.

Yes

N/A

column

Yes
Yes

N/A

table.

The selected table that needs to be synchronized.

The conﬁgured table requires a collection of
column names that are synchronized, using a JSON

Value

N/A

array to describe the ﬁeld information, all column
conﬁgurations, such as [*], are used by default.

• Column pruning is supported, which means you can
select some columns to export.

• Change of column order is supported, which means
you can export the columns in an order diﬀerent from
the schema order of the table.
• Constant conﬁguration is supported, and you need to
follow the JSON format [" id "," 1 ", "' bazhen
. csy '", " null ", " to_char ( a

+

1 )",

" 2 . 3 " , " true "].

- ID is normal column name

- 1 For plastic digital Constants

- 'Bazarn. CSY 'is a String constant
- Null is a null pointer

- To_char (a + 1) is a function expression
- 2.3 is a ﬂoating point number
- True is a Boolean Value

• Column must contain the speciﬁed column set to be
synchronized and it cannot be blank.
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Attribute Description
splitPk

If you specify the splitPk when using RDBMS Reader

to extract data, it means that you want to use the ﬁelds

RequiredDefault
Value

No

Blank

No

N/A

represented by splitPk for data sharding. Then, the
DataX starts concurrent tasks to synchronize data,

which greatly improves data synchronization eﬃciency.
• If you are using splitPk, we recommend that you use

the tables primary keys because the primary keys are
generally even and data hot spots are less prone to

split data fragments.

• Currently, splitPk only supports data sharding for

integer data types. Other types such as ﬂoating point

, string, and date are not supported. If you specify an

unsupported data type, DB2 Reader reports an error.

• If you do not ﬁll in splitPk, you will be treated as if

you do not split the single table, RDBMS reader uses a

where

single channel to synchronize full data.

The ﬁltering condition. RDBMS Reader concatenates
an SQL command based on speciﬁed column, table,

and WHERE statements and extracts data according
to the SQL. For example, you can specify the WHERE
statement as limit 10 during a test. In actual business
scenarios, the data on the current day is usually
required for synchronization. You can specify the
WHERE statement as gmt_create > $bizdate.
• The WHERE statement can be eﬀectively used for
incremental synchronization.

• If the WHERE statement is not set or is left null, full
table data synchronization is applied.
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Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

querySql In some business scenarios, the WHERE statement is
insuﬃcient for ﬁltering. In such cases, the user can

No

N/A

No

1,024

Value

customize a ﬁlter SQL using this conﬁguration item.
When you conﬁgure this, the data synchronization
system ignores the Table, column, and so on, ﬁlter the
data directly using the contents of this conﬁguration
item.
For example, you need to synchronize data after a
multi-table join, using select
table_a
=

join

table_b

a , b

on

from

table_a . id

table_b . id . When querySQL is conﬁgured,

RDBMS Reader directly ignores the conﬁguration of
table, column, and WHERE statements.

It deﬁnes the pieces of batch data that the plug-in
fetchSize and database server can fetch each time. The value

determines the number of network interactions
between the DataX system and the server, which can
greatly improve data extraction performance.
Note:

The fetchsize value (> 2048) may cause the data
synchronization process Out of Memory (O).
Development in wizard mode

Development in wizard mode is not supported currently.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to synchronously extract data from an RDBMS database:
{

" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
},
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "
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},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": 1 ,
" dmu ": 1 ,
" throttle ": false
}

},
" steps ": [
{
" category ": " reader ",
" name ": " Reader ",
" parameter ": {
" column ": [
{
" type ": " string ",
" value ": " field "
},
{
" type ": " long ",
" value ": 100
},
{
" dateFormat ": " yyyy - MM - dd
HH : mm :
ss ",
" type ": " date ",
" value ": " 2014 - 12 - 12
12 : 12 : 12 "
},
{
" type ": " bool ",
" value ": true
},
{
" type ": " bytes ",
" value ": " byte
string "
}
],
" sliceRecor dCount ": " 10 "
},
" stepType ": " stream "
},
{
" category ": " writer ",
" name ": " Writer ",
" parameter ": {
" connection ": [
{
" jdbcUrl ": " jdbc : dm :// ip : port /
database ",
" table ": [
" table "
]
}
],
" username ": " username ",
" password ": " password ",
" table ": " table ",
" column ": [
"*"
],
" preSql ": [
" delete
from
XXX ;"
]
},
" stepType ": " rdbms "
256
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}
],
" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 "

2.3.2.20 Conﬁgure Stream Reader

This topic describes data types and parameters supported by Stream Reader and how
to conﬁgure Reader in script mode.

The Stream Reader plug-in provides the ability to automatically generate data from

memory. It is mainly applicable to performance testing for data synchronization and
basic functional testing.

The data types supported by stream reader are shown below.
Data type

Type description

long

Long Integer

string
date

bool

bytes
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Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

column

The column data and type of generated source
data. Multiple columns can be conﬁgured. You

Yes

value
N/A

can set to generate random strings and specify the
corresponding range. The example is as follows:
" column ": [
{
" random ": " 8 , 15 "
},
{
" random ": " 10 , 10 "
}
]
Conﬁgurations:

• "random": "8,15":means to generate a random
string with a length of 8-15 bytes.

• "random": "10,10":means to generate a random
sliceRecor
dCount

string with a length of 10 bytes.

Represents the number of copies that the loop
generates column.

Yes

N/A

Development in wizard mode

Development in wizard mode is not supported currently.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a synchronization job to read data from memory:
{
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" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 "} // Indicates
the
version .
" steps ":[
{
" stepType ": " stream ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" column ": [// Field
{
" type ": " string ", // Value
Type
" value ": " field " // Value
},
{
" type ": " long ",
" value ": 100
},
{
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ss ", // time

format
},
{

" type ":" bool ",
},
{

number

" dateFormat ": " yyyy - MM - dd
" type ": " date ",
" value ":" 2014 - 12 - 12

HH : mm :

12 : 12 : 12 "

" value ": true
" type ":" bytes ",
" value ": " byte
string "

}
],
" sliceRecor dCount ":" 100000 "// Represents
column
generated
by
the
loop .

of
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "

the

},
{// The
following
is
a
writer
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
writer
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" Parameter ":{}
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false , // false
stands
for
open
current , the
speed
of
the
lower
limit
does
not
work
, and
true
stands
for
current
limit
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.2.21 Conﬁgure HybridDB for MySQL Reader

HybridDB for MySQL Reader can read tables and views. For table ﬁelds, you can

specify all columns in sequence, specify certain columns, adjust the column order,

specify constant ﬁelds, and conﬁgure HybridDB for MySQL functions such as now().
HybridDB for MySQL Reader connects to a remote HybridDB for MySQL database
through a JDBC connector, generates SELECT SQL statements based on your
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conﬁguration, and sends the statements to the remote database. Then, HybridDB for

MySQL Reader assembles SQL execution results into abstract datasets in custom data
types of Data Integration, and passes the datasets to the downstream writer. At the

same time, HybridDB for MySQL Reader runs a SELECT statement to read data from
the HybridDB for MySQL database.

Type conversion list

HybridDB for MySQL Reader converts the data types in HybridDB for MySQL as
follows:

Type classiﬁcation

HybridDB for MySQL data type

Float

Float, Double, and Decimal

Integer

String
Date and time
Boolean

Int, Tinyint, Smallint, Mediumint, and
Bigint
Varchar, Char, Tinytext, Text,
Mediumtext, and Longtext

Date, Datetime, Timestamp, Time, and
Year
Bit and Boolean

Binary

Tinyblob, Mediumblob, Blob, Longblob,
and Varbinary

Parameter description

Attribute Description

Required Default

datasourceThe data source name. It must be identical to the
data source name added. Adding data sources is

Yes

table
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supported in script mode.

The name of the source table. A Data Integration job Yes
can synchronize only one table.

value
None
None
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Attribute Description

Required Default

column

Yes

An array of columns to be synchronized from the
conﬁgured table, in JSON format. The default value

value
None

is [ * ], which indicates all columns.

• Column pruning is supported, which means that
you can select and export speciﬁc columns.
• Change of column order is supported, which
means that you can export the columns in an
order diﬀerent from the schema order of the
table.

• Constant conﬁguration is supported. Constants
must be conﬁgured by using the SQL syntax, for
example,
[" id "," table "," 1 ","' mingya . wmy
'","' null '"," to_char ( a + 1 )"," 2
. 3 "," true "]
- id: A common column name.

- table: A column name that contains a reserved
word.
- 1: An integer constant.

- 'mingya.wmy': A string constant enclosed in
single quotation marks.
- null: A null pointer.

- CHAR_LENGTH(s): A function used to
calculate the string length.
- 2.3: A ﬂoating-point number.
- true: A Boolean value.

• The column attribute must explicitly specify a set
of columns to be synchronized. It cannot be left
blank.
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Attribute Description

Required Default

splitPk

No

The ﬁeld used for data sharding when HybridDB
for MySQL Reader extracts data. If you specify

value
None

splitPk, Data Integration initiates concurrent tasks
to synchronize data, which greatly improves the
eﬃciency of data synchronization.

• We recommend that you set the splitPk attribute
to the primary key of the table. Based on primary
keys, data can be well distributed to diﬀerent
shards, but not intensively distributed to certain
shards.

• Currently, the splitPk attribute supports data
sharding only for integers but not for other data
types such as String, Float, and Date. If you
specify an unsupported data type, Data Integratio
n ignores the splitPk attribute and synchronizes
data through a single task.

• If you do not provide the splitPk attribute or
leave it blank, Data Integration synchronizes the
where

table data through a single task.

The ﬁlter condition. In actual business scenarios,
the data on the current day is usually synchronized.

No

None

In this case, you can set the where attribute to
gmt_create>$bizdate.

• The where attribute can be used to synchroniz
e incremental business data eﬀectively. If the
where attribute is not speciﬁed (for example
, the key or value of the where attribute is not
provided), full synchronization is performed.

• You cannot set the where attribute to limit 10,
which does not conform to the constraints of
HybridDB for MySQL on the SQL WHERE clause.
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Attribute Description

Required Default

querySql The custom ﬁlter SQL statement used in some
(an
business scenarios where the ﬁlter condition

No

advanced
attribute
, which
is not
available
in
wizard
mode)

value
None

speciﬁed by the where attribute is insuﬃcient. After
this attribute is set, Data Integration ignores the
table, column, and splitPk attributes, but directly
ﬁlters data based on this attribute. For example, to
synchronize data after joining multiple tables, set
the querySql attribute to select
a , b
from
table_a

id

=

join

table_b

on

table_a .

table_b . id . The priority of querySql

is higher than those of table, column, where, and
splitPk. When querySql is set, HybridDB for MySQL
Reader directly ignores the conﬁguration of the
table, column, where, or splitPk attribute. The data
source uses querySql to parse out information such
as the username and password.

singleOrMuIndicates whether to perform database and table
lti (
sharding. When you switch from the wizard mode

Yes

multi

applicable to script mode, the following conﬁguration is
only to
automatically generated:" singleOrMu lti ": "
database
multi ". However, the task script conﬁguration
and table template does not automatically generate this
sharding conﬁguration. You need to add it manually.
)
Otherwise, only the ﬁrst data source is recognized.

The singleOrMulti attribute is used only at the front
end. The back end does not use this attribute to
determine whether to perform database and table
sharding.

Development in wizard mode

Conﬁgure the source and destination of data for a synchronization task.
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Description

The datasource attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Select the data source that you have
conﬁgured.

The table attribute in the preceding parameter description
. Select the source table.
The ﬁlter condition for the data to be synchronized.
Currently, ﬁltering based on the limit keyword is not
supported. SQL syntaxes vary with data sources.

The shard key. You can use a column in the source
table as the shard key. We recommend that you use the

primary key or an indexed column. Only integer ﬁelds
are supported. If data sharding is performed based on the
conﬁgured shard key, data can be read concurrently to
improve data synchronization eﬃciency.
Note:

The Shard Key parameter is displayed only when you
conﬁgure the source of data for a synchronization task.
Conﬁgure mappings of ﬁelds (the column attribute in the preceding parameter
description).

Each source table ﬁeld on the left maps a destination table ﬁeld on the right. You can
click Add to add a mapping or move the cursor over a line and click Delete to delete
the current mapping.
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Description

Click Map Fields with the Same Name to establish a
mapping between ﬁelds with the same name. Note that the
data type must be consistent.

Map Fields in the Same
Line

Click Map Fields in the Same Line to establish a mapping
for the same row. Note that the data type must be

Remove Mappings

Click Remove Mappings to remove mappings that have
been established.

Auto Layout

consistent.

The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on speciﬁed
rules.

Change Fields in Source You can manually edit ﬁelds in the source table. Each
Table
ﬁeld occupies a row. The ﬁrst and the last blank rows are
Add

included, while other blank rows are ignored.
Click Add to add a mapping.

• You can enter constants. Each constant must be

enclosed in single quotation marks, such as 'abc' and '
123'.

• You can use scheduling parameters, such as ${bizdate}.
• You can enter functions supported by relational
databases, such as now() and count(1).

• If the value you entered cannot be parsed, the type is
displayed as Unidentiﬁed.
Conﬁgure channel control
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Parameter
DMU

Concurrent Jobs

Dirty Data Records
Allowed

Task Resource Group

Description

The unit that measures the resources (including CPU,
memory, and network resources) consumed by Data

Integration. A DMU represents the minimum operating
capability of a Data Integration task, that is, the data
synchronization processing capability given limited CPU,
memory, and network resources.

The maximum number of threads used to concurrently
read data from the source or write data into the data storage
media in a data synchronization task. In wizard mode, you
can conﬁgure the concurrency for a task on the wizard page
.
The maximum number of errors or dirty data records
allowed.

The machines on which tasks are run. If a large number
of tasks are run on the default resource group, some tasks
may be delayed due to insuﬃcient resources. In this case,
we recommend that you add a custom resource group.
Currently, a custom resource group can be added only
in China (Hangzhou) and China (Shanghai). For more
information, see <xref>.#unique_22

Development in script mode

The following code is an example of conﬁguration for a single table in one database.
For more information about attributes, see the preceding parameter description.
{
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" type ": " job ",
" steps ": [
{
" parameter ": {
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source

.

" datasource ": " px_aliyun_ hymysql ",// The
data
name .
" column ": [// The
source
table
columns .
" id ",
" name ",
" sex ",
" salary ",
" age ",
" pt "
],
" where ": " id = 10001 ",// The
filter
condition
" splitPk ": " id ",// The
" table ": " person "// The

},
{

},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "

shard
key .
source
table

name .

" parameter ": {}
],
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",// The
version
number .
" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
},
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {// The
maximum
number
of
errors
allowed .
" record ": ""
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": 7 ,// The
number
of
concurrent
threads .
" throttle ": true ,// Indicates
whether
to
throttle
the
transmissi on
rate .
" mbps ": 1 ,// The
maximum
transmissi on
rate .
" dmu ": 5 // The
DMU
value .
}
}
}

2.3.2.22 Conﬁgure AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by AnalyticDB for
PostgreSQL Reader and how to conﬁgure it in both wizard and script modes.

AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader reads data from a AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL

database. At the underlying implementation level, AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader
connects to a remote AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL database through JDBC and runs
SELECT statements to extract data from the database. On the public cloud, RDS

provides the AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL storage engine.
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In short, AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader connects to a remote AnalyticDB for

PostgreSQL database through a JDBC connector, generates SELECT statements based
on your conﬁguration, and sends the statements to the remote database. Then,

AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader assembles SQL execution results into abstract
datasets in custom data types of Data Integration, and passes the datasets to the

downstream writer.

• AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader concatenates the conﬁgured table, column, and

where information into SQL statements and sends the statements to the AnalyticDB
for PostgreSQL database.

• AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader sends the conﬁgured querySql information
directly to the AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL database.

Type conversion list

AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader supports most data types in AnalyticDB for

PostgreSQL. Check whether a data type is supported before conﬁguring AnalyticDB
for PostgreSQL Reader.

AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader converts the data types in AnalyticDB for
PostgreSQL as follows:
Type classiﬁcation

AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL data type

Float

Double precision, Money, Numeric, and Real

Integer
String

Date and time
Boolean
Binary

Parameter description

Varchar, Char, Text, Bit, and Inet
Date, Time, and Timestamp
Boolean
Bytea

Attribute

Description

Required Default

datasource

The data source name. It must be
identical to the data source name added

Yes

The name of the source table.

Yes

table
268

Bigint, Bigserial, Integer, Smallint, and Serial

. Adding data sources is supported in
script mode.

value
None

None
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Attribute

Description

Required Default

column

An array of columns to be synchronized
from the conﬁgured table, in JSON

Yes

value
None

format. The default value is [ * ], which
indicates all columns.

• Column pruning is supported, which

means that you can select and export
speciﬁc columns.

• Change of column order is supported,
which means that you can export the
columns in an order diﬀerent from the
schema order of the table.

• Constant conﬁguration is supported.
Constants must be conﬁgured by using
the SQL syntax, for example, [" id ",
" table "," 1 ", "' mingya . wmy

'", "' null '", " to_char ( a +
1 )", " 2 . 3 " , " true "].

- id: A common column name.

- table: A column name that contains
a reserved word.
- 1: An integer constant.

- 'mingya.wmy': A string constant
enclosed in single quotation marks.
- null: A null pointer.

- CHAR_LENGTH(s): A function used
to calculate the string length.
- 2.3: A ﬂoating-point number.
- true: A Boolean value.

• The column attribute must explicitly
specify a set of columns to be
synchronized. It cannot be left blank.
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Attribute

Description

Required Default

splitPk

The ﬁeld used for data sharding when
AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL Reader

No

value
None

extracts data. If you specify splitPk,
Data Integration initiates concurrent
tasks to synchronize data, which
greatly improves the eﬃciency of data
synchronization.

• We recommend that you set the
splitPk attribute to the primary key of
the table. Based on primary keys, data
can be well distributed to diﬀerent
shards, but not intensively distributed
to certain shards.
• Currently, the splitPk attribute
supports data sharding only for

integers but not for other data types

such as String, Float, and Date. If you
specify an unsupported data type,
Data Integration ignores the splitPk
attribute and synchronizes data
through a single task.

• If you do not provide the splitPk

attribute or leave it blank, Data
Integration synchronizes the table

where

data through a single task.

The ﬁlter condition. AnalyticDB for
PostgreSQL Reader concatenates the

No

None

speciﬁed column, table, and where
information into an SQL statement and
uses the SQL statement to extract data.
For example, you can set the where
attribute to id>2 and sex=1 during a test.
In actual business scenarios, the data on
the current day is usually synchronized.
• The where attribute can be used to
synchronize incremental business
data eﬀectively.

• If you do not provide the where
attribute or leave it blank, the data of
the entire table is synchronized.
270
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Attribute

Description

Required Default

querySql (an
advanced attribute

The custom ﬁlter SQL statement used
in some business scenarios where the

No

, which is not
available in wizard
mode)

value
None

ﬁlter condition speciﬁed by the where
attribute is insuﬃcient. After this
attribute is set, Data Integration ignores
the table, column, and splitPk attributes,
but directly ﬁlters data based on this
attribute. For example, to synchronize
data after joining multiple tables, set the
querySql attribute to select
a , b
from
on

fetchSize

table_a

join

table_a . id

=

. [DO NOT TRANSLATE]

table_b

table_b . id

The number of data records that the
plug-in can fetch from the database

No

512

server each time. The value determines
the frequency of interaction between
Data Integration and the server on the
network, and therefore can be used
to greatly improve data extraction
performance.
Note:

A value greater than 2048 may lead to
OOM during the data synchronization
process.
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Development in wizard mode

1. Specify data sources.

Conﬁgure the source and destination of data for a synchronization task.

Parameter

Data Source
Table
Filter
Shard Key

Description

The datasource attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Select the data source that you have
conﬁgured.

The table attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Select the source table.

The ﬁlter condition for the data to be synchronized.
Currently, ﬁltering based on the limit keyword is not
supported. SQL syntaxes vary with data sources.

The shard key. You can use a column in the source
table as the shard key. We recommend that you use

the primary key or an indexed column. Only integer
ﬁelds are supported. If data sharding is performed
based on the conﬁgured shard key, data can be
read concurrently to improve data synchronization
eﬃciency.
Note:

The Shard Key parameter is displayed only
when you conﬁgure the source of data for a
synchronization task.
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2. Conﬁgure mappings of ﬁelds (the column attribute in the preceding parameter
description).

Each source table ﬁeld on the left maps a destination table ﬁeld on the right. You

can click Add to add a mapping or move the cursor over a line and click Delete to
delete the current mapping.

Conﬁguration

Map Fields with
the Same Name
Map Fields in the
Same Line

Remove Mappings
Auto Layout

Change Fields in
Source Table
Add

Description

Click Map Fields with the Same Name to establish a mapping
between ﬁelds with the same name. Note that the data type
must be consistent.

Click Map Fields in the Same Line to establish a mapping for
the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.
Click Remove Mappings to remove mappings that have been
established.
The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on speciﬁed rules.
You can manually edit ﬁelds in the source table. Each
ﬁeld occupies a row. The ﬁrst and the last blank rows are
included, while other blank rows are ignored.

• You can enter constants. Each constant must be enclosed
in single quotation marks, such as 'abc' and '123'.
• You can use scheduling parameters, such as ${bizdate}.

• You can enter functions supported by relational databases
, such as now() and count(1).
• If the value you entered cannot be parsed, the type is
displayed as Unidentiﬁed.
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3. Conﬁgure channel control
Parameter

Concurrent Jobs

Description

The maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
data from the source or write data into the data storage

media in a data synchronization task. In wizard mode, you
can conﬁgure the concurrency for a task on the wizard page.

Dirty Data Records The maximum number of errors or dirty data records
Allowed
allowed.
Task Resource
Group

Development in script mode

The machines on which tasks are run. If a large number
of tasks are run on the default resource group, some tasks
may be delayed due to insuﬃcient resources. In this case,
we recommend that you add a custom resource group.
Currently, a custom resource group can be added only
in China (Hangzhou) and China (Shanghai). For more
information, see #unique_22.

{

" type ": " job ",
" steps ": [
{
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": " test_004 ",// The
data
source
name .
" column ": [// The
source
table
columns .
" id ",
" name ",
" sex ",
" salary ",
" age ",
],
" where ": " id = 1001 ",// The
filter
condition
.
" splitPk ": " id ",// The
shard
key .
" table ": " public . person "// The
source
table
name .
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "
},
{
" parameter ": {},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",// The
version
number .
" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
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]

}

},
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {// The
maximum
number
of
errors
allowed .
" record ": ""
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": 6 ,// The
number
of
concurrent
threads .
" throttle ": false ,// Indicates
whether
to
throttle
the
transmissi on
rate .
}
}
}

2.3.2.23 Conﬁgure POLARDB Reader

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by POLARDB Reader
and how to conﬁgure it in both the wizard and script modes.

POLARDB Reader connects to a remote POLARDB database through a JDBC connector

, generates SELECT statements based on your conﬁguration, and sends the statements

to the remote database. Then, POLARDB Reader assembles SQL execution results into
abstract datasets in custom data types of Data Integration, and passes the datasets to

the downstream writer.

In short, POLARDB Reader connects to a remote POLARDB database through a JDBC
connector and runs SELECT statements to extract data from the remote database at

the underlying layer. POLARDB Reader can read tables and views. For table ﬁelds, you
can specify all or some of the columns in sequence, adjust the column order, specify

constant ﬁelds, and conﬁgure POLARDB functions, such as now().

Type conversion list

POLARDB Reader converts the data types in POLARDB as follows:
Type classiﬁcation

POLARDB data type

Float

Float, Double, and Decimal

Integer
String

Date and time
Boolean
Binary
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Int, Tinyint, Smallint, Mediumint, and Bigint
Varchar, Char, Tinytext, Text, Mediumtext, and Longtext
Date, Datetime, Timestamp, Time, and Year
Bit and Boolean

Tinyblob, Mediumblob, Blob, Longblob, and Varbinary
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Note:

• Except the preceding ﬁeld types, other types are not supported.
• POLARDB Reader classiﬁes tinyint(1) as the integer type.

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

Required Default

datasource

The data source name. It must be
identical to the data source name added

Yes

The name of the source table. A Data
Integration job can synchronize only one

Yes

table

. Adding data sources is supported in
script mode.

value
None

None

table.
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Attribute

Description

Required Default

column

An array of columns to be synchronized
from the conﬁgured table, in JSON

Yes

value
None

format. The default value is [ * ], which
indicates all columns.

• Column pruning is supported, which

means that you can select and export
speciﬁc columns.

• Change of column order is supported,
which means that you can export the
columns in an order diﬀerent from the
schema order of the table.

• Constant conﬁguration is supported.
Constants must be conﬁgured by using
the SQL syntax, for example, [" id ",
" table "," 1 ", "' mingya . wmy

'", "' null '", " to_char ( a +
1 )", " 2 . 3 " , " true "].

- id: A common column name.

- table: A column name that contains
a reserved word.
- 1: An integer constant.

- 'mingya.wmy': A string constant
enclosed in single quotation marks.
- null: A null pointer.

- CHAR_LENGTH(s): A function used
to calculate the string length.
- 2.3: A ﬂoating-point number.
- true: A Boolean value.

• The column attribute must explicitly
specify a set of columns to be
synchronized. It cannot be left blank.
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Attribute

Description

Required Default

splitPk

The ﬁeld used for data sharding when
POLARDB Reader extracts data. If you

No

value
None

specify splitPk, Data Integration initiates
concurrent tasks to synchronize data,
which greatly improves the eﬃciency of
data synchronization.
• We recommend that you set the
splitPk attribute to the primary key of
the table. Based on primary keys, data
can be well distributed to diﬀerent
shards, but not intensively distributed
to certain shards.
• Currently, the splitPk attribute
supports data sharding only for
integers but not for other data types

such as String, Float, and Date. If you
specify an unsupported data type,
Data Integration ignores the splitPk
attribute and synchronizes data
through a single task.

• If you do not provide the splitPk
attribute or leave it blank, Data

where

Integration synchronizes the table
data through a single task.

The ﬁlter condition. In actual business
scenarios, the data on the current day

No

None

is usually synchronized. In this case,
you can set the where attribute to
gmt_create>$bizdate.

• The where attribute can be used to
synchronize incremental business
data eﬀectively. If the where attribute
is not speciﬁed (for example, the key
or value of the where attribute is not
provided), full synchronization is
performed.
• You cannot set the where attribute to
limit 10, which does not conform to
the constraints on the SQL WHERE
clause.
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Attribute

Description

Required Default

querySql (an
advanced attribute

The custom ﬁlter SQL statement used
in some business scenarios where the

No

, which is not
available in wizard
mode)

value
None

ﬁlter condition speciﬁed by the where
attribute is insuﬃcient. After this
attribute is set, Data Integration ignores
the table, column, and splitPk attributes,
but directly ﬁlters data based on this
attribute. For example, to synchronize
data after joining multiple tables, set the
querySql attribute to select
a , b
from
on

table_a

join

table_a . id

=

table_b

table_b .

id . The priority of querySql is higher

than those of table, column, where, and

splitPk. When querySql is set, POLARDB

singleOrMulti (
applicable only to

database and table
sharding)

Reader directly ignores the conﬁguration
of the table, column, where, or splitPk
attribute. The data source uses querySql
to parse out information such as the
username and password.
Indicates whether to perform database
and table sharding. When you switch

Yes

multi

from the wizard mode to script
mode, the following conﬁguration is
automatically generated: " singleOrMu
lti ": " multi ". However, the

task script conﬁguration template
does not automatically generate this
conﬁguration. You need to add it
manually. Otherwise, only the ﬁrst data
source is recognized. The singleOrMulti
attribute is used only at the front end.
The back end does not use this attribute
to determine whether to perform
database and table sharding.
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Development in wizard mode

1. Specify data sources.

Conﬁgure the source and destination of data for a synchronization task.

Parameter

Data Source
Table
Statements Run Before
Import
Statements Run After
Import
Primary Key Violation

280

Description

The datasource attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Select the data source that you have
conﬁgured.

The table attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Select the source table.

The preSql attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Enter the SQL statement that is run
before the data synchronization task is run.

The postSql attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Enter the SQL statement that is run
after the data synchronization task is run.

The writeMode attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Select the expected write mode.
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2. Conﬁgure mappings of ﬁelds (the column attribute in the preceding parameter
description).

Each source table ﬁeld on the left maps a destination table ﬁeld on the right. You

can click Add to add a mapping or move the cursor over a line and click Delete to
delete the current mapping.

Conﬁguration

Map Fields with
the Same Name
Map Fields in the
Same Line

Remove Mappings
Auto Layout

Issue: 20190818

Description

Click Map Fields with the Same Name to establish a mapping
between ﬁelds with the same name. Note that the data type
must be consistent.

Click Map Fields in the Same Line to establish a mapping for
the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.
Click Remove Mappings to remove mappings that have been
established.
The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on speciﬁed rules.
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3. Conﬁgure channel control

Parameter
DMU

Concurrent Jobs

Description

The unit that measures the resources (including CPU,
memory, and network resources) consumed by Data

Integration. A DMU represents the minimum operating
capability of a Data Integration task, that is, the data
synchronization processing capability given limited CPU,
memory, and network resources.

The maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
data from the source or write data into the data storage

media in a data synchronization task. In wizard mode, you
can conﬁgure the concurrency for a task on the wizard page.

Dirty Data Records The maximum number of errors or dirty data records
Allowed
allowed.
Task Resource
Group

Development in script mode

The machines on which tasks are run. If a large number
of tasks are run on the default resource group, some tasks
may be delayed due to insuﬃcient resources. In this case,
we recommend that you add a custom resource group.
Currently, a custom resource group can be added only
in China (Hangzhou) and China (Shanghai). For more
information, see Add task resources.

The following code is an example of conﬁguration for a single table in one database.
For more information about attributes, see the preceding parameter description.
{
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" type ": " job ",
" steps ": [
{
" parameter ": {
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" datasource ": " test_005 ",//

The

data

source

" column ": [// The
source
table
columns .
" id ",
" name ",
" age ",
" sex ",
" salary ",
" interest "
],
" where ": " id = 1001 ",// The
filter
condition
" splitPk ": " id ",// The
shard
key .
" table ": " polardb_pe rson "// The
source

name .
},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "
},
{
" parameter ": {}

],
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",// The
version
number .
" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
},
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {// The
maximum
number
of
errors
allowed .
" record ": ""
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": 6 ,// The
number
of
concurrent
threads .
" throttle ": false ,// Indicates
whether
to
throttle
the
transmissi on
rate .
" dmu ": 6 // The
DMU
value .
}
}
}

2.3.3 Conﬁgure writer plug-in

2.3.3.1 Conﬁgure AnalyticDB(ADS) Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by AnalyticDB(ADS)
Writer and how to conﬁgure Writer in both wizard and script mode.

AnalyticDB Writer allows you to write data to AnalyticDB in the following two modes:
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• Load Data (batch import): Transfers and loads data from the data source to
AnalyticDB.

- Advantage: Imports a large volume of data (more than 10 million data records)
at a high speed.

- Disadvantage: Authorization from the third party is required.

• Insert Ignore (real-time insertion): Directly writes data to AnalyticDB.

- Advantage: Writes a small volume of data (less than 10 million data records) at a
high speed.

- Disadvantage: Unsuitable for writing a large volume of data due to a low speed.

You must conﬁgure the data source before conﬁguring the AnalyticDB Writer plug-in.
For more information, see #unique_56.

AnalyticDB Writer supports the following data types in AnalyticDB:
Type

AnalyticDB data type

Floating point

ﬂoat and double

Integer

String type

Date and time
Boolean

int, tinyint, smallint, int, bigint
varchar
date

bool

Prerequisites

• Before importing data in Load Data mode with a MaxCompute table as the data

source, you must grant the Describe and Select permissions for the table to the
import account of AnalyticDB in MaxCompute.

Public cloud accounts are garuda_build@aliyun.com and garuda_data@aliyun
.com. Authorization is required for both accounts. For the import accounts of
private clouds, see the conﬁguration documents of relevant private clouds.

Generally, the import account of a private cloud is test1000000009@aliyun.com.
Command for granting permissions:
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USE
projectnam e ;-- The
MaxCompute
project
to
which
the
table
belongs .
ADD
USER
ALIYUN $ xxxx @ aliyun . com ;-- Enter
a
correct
cloud
account ( when
adding
the
account
for
the
first
time ).
GRANT
Describe , Select
ON
TABLE
table_name
TO
USER
ALIYUN $ xxxx @ aliyun . com ; – Enter
the
table
on
which
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permission
.

s

are

granted

and

a

correct

cloud

account

To ensure your data security, only the data from the MaxCompute Project in which
the operator is the project owner or MaxCompute table owner can be imported to

AnalyticDB. Most of private clouds have no such restriction.

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

url

ADS connection information in the form ip:port.

Yes

username

The user name of the AnalyticDB account, which is
the current AccessID.

Yes

schema.

password

The schema name of the ADS.

N/A
N/A
N/A

Yes

N/A

datasource The data source name. The name entered here must Yes
be the same as the added data source. You can add a

N/A

table

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

The list of ﬁelds in the target table. The value can be Yes
["*"] or a list of speciﬁc ﬁelds, such as ["a", "b", "c"].

N/A

partition

The password of the AnalyticDB account, which is
the current AccessKey.

Yes

Value

data source in script mode.

The name of the target table.

The partition name of the target table. If the target
table is partitioned, this ﬁeld is required. If the

No

None

Reader is MaxCompute, and AnalyticDB Writer
imports data in Load Data mode, the partitions
of MaxCompute only support the following three
conﬁgurations (take two-level partitions as an
example):

• "partition" :[" pt=\*, ds=\*"] (reads data from all
partitions under the table)

• "partition":["pt=1,ds=*"] (reads data from all the
secondary partitions under the primary partition
pt=1 under the table)

writeMode
column
Issue: 20190818

• "partition":["pt=1,ds=hangzhou"] (reads data
from the secondary partition ds=hangzhou under
the primary partition pt=1 under the table)
Insert mode. If the record with the same primary
key already exists, the old record is discarded.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

overWrite

Speciﬁed whether to overwrite the current target
table when writing data to AnalyticDB. True means

Yes

lifeCycle
suﬃx

opIndex

the table is overwritten, and False means that the
table is not overwritten and the data is appended.
This value takes eﬀect only if the writeMode is Load.

The life cycle of an AnalyticDB temporary table.
Yes
This value takes eﬀect only if the writeMode is Load.
The AnalyticDB URL is in the format of ip:port,
No
which changes to a JDBC database connection string

N/A
None

Subscript of the Operation Type column of ADS peer RequiredN/A
storage, which starts from 0. This value takes eﬀect : It is

Number of data items of each batch committed
to AnalyticDB. This value takes eﬀect only if the
writeMode is Insert.
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N/A

upon access to AnalyticDB. This parameter is a
custom connection string and is optional. See the
JDBC control parameters supported by MySQL.
For example, conﬁgure the suﬃx to autoReconn
ect=true&amp;failOverReadOnly=false&amp;
maxReconnects=10. Required: No
only if the writeMode is stream.

batchSize

Value

required
if the
writeMode
is
Stream
.

RequiredN/A
: It is
required
if the
writeMode
is
Insert.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

buﬀerSize

Size of the DataX data buﬀer. The buﬀers are
aggregated to form a large buﬀer. The data from the

RequiredDefault
: It is
value

source is collected to this buﬀer for sorting before
being committed to AnalyticDB. The data is sorted
by the AnalyticDB partition column so that data is
organized in an order that is more friendly for the
AnalyticDB server to improve the performance.
The data in the buﬀer with a size of BuﬀerSize is

Value

required: This
if the feature is
writeMode
disabled
is
by
Insert. default.

committed to AnalyticDB in batches with a size of
batchSize. The buﬀerSize value must be set to a

multiple of batchSize. This value takes eﬀect only if
the writeMode is insert.
Introduction to wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁgure the source and destination of the data for the synchronization task.

Conﬁguration item descriptions:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
conﬁgured data source name.

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Import mode: The writeMode in the preceding parameter description. Load

Data (batch import) and Insert Ignore (real-time insertion) modes are supported
.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are one-to-

one relationships, click Add row to add a single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete the
current ﬁeld.

• Peer mapping: Click peer mapping to establish a corresponding mapping
relationship in the peer that matches the data type.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

3. Channel control

Conﬁgurations:

• DMU: A unit that measures the resources consumed during data integration,

including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. It represents a unit of data

synchronization processing capability given limited CPU, memory, and network
resources.

• Concurrent count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• Number of error records: The maximum number of dirty data records.
288
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Development in script mode
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ":" 2 . 0 ",
" steps ":[// below
is
the
template
for
reader , you
can
find
the
appropriat e
read
plug - in
documentat ion
.
{
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ":" ads ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" partition :" ", // partition
name
of
the
target
table
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ":[// Field
" id "
],
" writeMode ":" insert ",// Write
mode
" batchSize ":" 1000 ", // number
of
records
submitted
in
one
batch
size
" table ":"",// The
name
of
the
target
table
.
" overWrite ": " true " // ADS
write
whether
or
not
to
override
the
currently
written
table , true
is
an
overlay
write , and
false
is
a
non - override (
append ) Write . This
value
takes
effect
only
if
the
writeMode
is
Load .
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ":" 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ":" 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
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}

2.3.3.2 Conﬁgure DataHub Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by DataHub Writer and
how to conﬁgure Writer in script mode.

DataHub is a real-time data distribution and streaming data processing platform. It
can publish, subscribe, and distribute streaming data. It allows you to easily create
analysis programs and applications based on streaming data.

Based on Alibaba Cloud's Apsara platform, DataHub delivers high availability, low

latency, high scalability, and high throughput. Seamlessly connect to Alibaba Cloud's
stream computing engine, StreamCompute, DataHub allows you to easily use SQL

statements to analyze streaming data. DataHub provides the function to distribute
streaming data to cloud products, currently including MaxComputer and Object
Storage System (OSS).
Note:

The string can only be UTF-8 encoded and the maximum length of a single string
column is 1 MB.

Parameter conﬁguration

The source is connected to the sink through a channel. The channel type at the

writer must be consistent with that at the Reader. Two types of channels are provided

generally: memory channel and ﬁle channel. The following example describes how to
conﬁgure a ﬁle channel.

" agent . sinks . dataXSinkW

rapper . channel ": " file "

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

accessId

The accessId of the Datahub.

Yes

accessKey
endpoint

The accessKey of the DataHub.

For an access request to a DataHub resource, select
the correct domain name based on the service that

Yes
Yes

Value
N/A
N/A
N/A

the resource belongs.
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Description

RequiredDefault

maxRetryCo The maximum number of retries for task failure.
unt

No

parseConte Parses the content.
nt

Yes

Value
N/A

mode

The write mode when the value type is string.

Yes

N/A

project

Project is the basic unit of DataHub data that
contains multiple topics.

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

maxCommitSTo improve writing eﬃciency, DataX-On-Flume
ize
collects the buﬀer data and submits it to the target

No

1 MB

batchSize

No

1,024

No

30

N/A

Note:

topic

DataHub projects are independent from
MaxCompute projects. Projects you created in
MaxCompute cannot be used in DataHub.
Topic is the smallest unit of the DataHub subscripti
on and publication, you can use topic to represent
one type or one type of streaming data.

end in batches when the collected data size reaches
maxCommitSize (in MB). The maxCommitSize is 1
MB by default.
To improve writing eﬃciency, DataX-On-Flume
collects the buﬀer data and submits it to the target

end in batches when the number of collected data
entries reaches batchSize (in entry). The batchSize
is 1024 entries by default.

maxCommitITo improve writing eﬃciency, DataX-On-Flume
nterval
collects buﬀer data and submits it to the target

end in batches when the number of collected
data entries reaches the limit of maxCommitS
ize and batchSize. If the data collection source
does not produce data for extensive periods, the
maxCommitInterval parameter (the maximum
time allowed for the buﬀer data preservation,

beyond which the data is compulsively delivered
in milliseconds) is increased to ensure the timely
delivery of data( . The maxCommitInterval is 30000 (
30 seconds) by default.
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Description

parseMode Log parsing mode includes non-parsing default
mode and CSV mode. In the non-parsing mode, one

RequiredDefault
No

Value

default

collected log line is written directly as a column of
DataX Record. The CSV mode supports conﬁguring
one column separator, which separates one log line
into multiple columns of DataX Record.

Development in wizard mode

Development in wizard mode is not supported currently.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a synchronization job to read data from memory:
{
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" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",// version
size
" steps ": [
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ":" datahub ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" datasource ":"", // Name
of
the
data
source
" topic ": "", // Topic
is
the
smallest
unit
of
DataHub
subscripti on
and
publishing . You
can
use
Topic
to
represent
a
class
or
a
kind
of
streaming
data .
" maxRetryCo unt ": 500 ,// Number
of
retries
" maxCommitS ize ": 1048576 // data
to
be
saved
to
buffer
size
reaches
maxrefersi ze
size ( in
MB ) when , batch
submitted
to
the
destinatio n
},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": ""// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": 20 ,// Number
of
concurrent
jobs
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" dmu ": 20 // DMU
values
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}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}

",

2.3.3.3 Conﬁgure DB2 Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by DB2 Writer and how
to conﬁgure Writer in script mode.

The DB2 Writer plug-in can write data into the target tables of DB2 databases. At the
underlying implementation level, DB2 Writer connects to a remote DB2 database
through JDBC, and runs the insert

... SQL statement to write data into

into

DB2. The data is submitted and written into the database in batches in DB2.

DB2 Writer is designed for ETL developers to import data from data warehouses to

DB2. The DB2 Writer can also be used as a data migration tool by DBA and other users
.

DB2 Writer acquires the protocol data generated by Reader by means of the Data
Integration framework. When the insert

into ... SQL statement is run, if

the primary key conﬂicts with the unique index, data cannot be written into the
conﬂicting lines. To improve performance, we use PreparedSt
Batch and conﬁgure rewriteBat

chedStatem

atement

+

ents = true to buﬀer data to

the thread context buﬀer. A write request is submitted only when the amount of data
in the buﬀer reaches the threshold.
Note:

The task should at least have the insert into... permission. Whether other

permissions are required depends on the statements speciﬁed in PreSQL and
PostSQL when you conﬁgure the task.

DB2 Writer supports most data types in DB2. Check whether your data type is
supported.

DB2 Writer converts DB2 data types as follows:
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Category

DB2 data types

Float

Decimal, real, and double

Integer

SMALLINT

String
Date and time type
Boolean
Binary

char, character, varchar, graphic, vargraphic, long varchar,
clob, long vargraphic, or dbclob
decimal, real, and double
—

blob

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

jdbcUrl

Information of the JDBC connection to the DB2
database. According to the DB2 oﬃcial speciﬁcat

Yes

The user name of the data source.

Yes

N/A

The table selected for synchronization.

Yes

N/A

The SQL statement that is run before the data
synchronization task is run. Currently, you can run

No

N/A

The SQL statement that is run after the data
synchronization task is run. Currently, you can run

No

N/A

username
password
table

column

preSql
postSql

ion, jdbcUrl in the DB2 format is jdbc:db2://ip:
port/database, and the URL attachment control
information can be entered.

Password corresponding to the speciﬁed user name
for the data source.
The ﬁelds of the target table into which data is
required to be written. These ﬁelds are separated

by commas (,). For example: "column": ["id", "name
", "age"]. Use if it is required to write data into all
columns in sequence. For example: "column": ["*"].
only one SQL statement, for example, clear old data.

Yes

Yes

Value
N/A

N/A

None

only one SQL statement in wizard mode, and more
than one SQL statement in script mode. For example
, add a timestamp.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

batchSize

The quantity of records submitted in batches at
a time. This parameter can greatly reduce the

No

Value
1,024

interactions between Data Integration and DB2 over
the network, and increase the overall throughout.
However, the running process of Data Integration
may become out of memory (OOM) if the value is
too large.
Development in wizard mode

Development in wizard mode is not supported currently.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure the data synchronization job to write data to DB2:
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{}
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ":" db2 ",// plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" postSql ":[], // SQL
statement
that
was
first
executed
before
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
was
executed
" password ":", // Password
" jdbcUrl ":" jdbc : db2 :// ip : port / database ",//
JDBC
connection
informatio n
for
DB2
database
" column ":[
" id ",
],
" batchSize ": 1024 ,// number
of
records
submitted
in
one
batch
size
" table ":",// table
name
" username ":"",// User
Name
" preSql ": []// SQL
statement
executed
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
executed
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ":{
" record ":" 0 "// Number
of
error
records
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},
" speed ":{
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ":" 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.3.4 Conﬁgure DRDS Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by DRDS Writer and
how to conﬁgure Writer in both wizard and script mode.

The DRDS Writer plug-in provides the ability to write data to DRDS tables. At the
underlying implementation level, the DRDS Writer connects to the proxy of a

remote DRDS database through JDBC, and writes data into DRDS by running the
corresponding SQL statement replace
data to the DRDS.

into ..... The SQL statement writes the

Note:

Note that the SQL statement you run is replace into, and your table must have a

primary key or a unique index to avoid data duplication. You must conﬁgure the

data source before conﬁguring the DRDS Writer plug-in. For more information, see
#unique_44.

DRDS Writer is designed for ETL developers to import data from data warehouses to

DRDS. DRDS Writer can also be used as a data migration tool by DBA and other users.
DRDS Writer acquires the protocol data generated by Reader by means of the

CDP framework, and writes data into DRDS by running the statement replace

into .... If the primary key does not conﬂict with the unique index, the system

performs the same action with insert into. When a conﬂict exists, all the ﬁelds in the
original line are replaced with the ﬁelds in the new line. DRDS Writer commits the

accumulated data to DRDS's proxy, which then determines whether the data is written
296
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into one table or multiple tables, and how to route the data when it is written into
multiple tables.
Note:

The entire task should at least have the permission replace into.... Whether other
permissions are required depends on the statements you speciﬁed in PreSQL and
PostSQL when you conﬁgure the task.

Similar to MySQL Writer, the DRDS Writer currently supports most data types in
MySQL. Check whether your data type is supported.
DRDS Writer converts DRDS data types as follows:
Type Classiﬁcation

DRDS data type

Floating point

ﬂoat, double, and decimal

Integer
String

Date and time
Boolean
Binary

int, tinyint, smallint, mediumint, int, bigint, and year
varchar, char, tinytext, text, mediumtext, and longtext
date, datetime, timestamp, and time
bit, and bool

tinyblob, mediumblob, blob, longblob, and varbinary

Parameter description

Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

datasourceThe data source name. It must be identical to the data
source name added. Adding data source is supported in

Yes

None

table

Yes

None

script mode.

The table selected for synchronization.

writeModeSelect an import mode. The replace mode and insert
ignore mode are supported.

• replace: If the primary key does not conﬂict with
the unique index, the system performs the same
operation with insert into. When a conﬂict exists, all
the ﬁelds in the original line are replaced with the
ﬁelds in the new line.

No

Value

Insert
ignore

• insert ignore: If the primary key conﬂicts with the
unique index, Data Integration ignores and discards
the updated data with no logs.
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Attribute Description

RequiredDefault

column

The ﬁelds of the target table in which data is required
to be written. These ﬁelds are separated by commas.

Yes

None

The SQL statement that is run before the data
synchronization task is run. Currently, you can run only

No

None

The SQL statement that is run after the data synchroniz
ation task is run. Currently, you can run only one SQL

No

None

No

1,024

preSql

postSql

For example: "column": ["id", "name", "age"]. Use * if it is
required to write data into all columns in sequence. For
example: "column": ["*"].
one SQL statement in wizard mode, and more than one
SQL statement in script mode. For example, clear old
data.

statement in wizard mode, and more than one SQL
statement in script mode. For example, add a timestamp
.

batchSize The quantity of records submitted in one operation.
This parameter can greatly reduce the interactions

Value

between Data Integration and MySQL over the network
, and increase the overall throughput. However, the
running process of Data Integration may become out of
memory (OOM) if the value is too large.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Data source:

Conﬁguration item descriptions:

Parameters:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
data source name you conﬁgured.

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Prepared statement before import: preSQL in the preceding parameter

description, namely, the SQL statement run before the data synchronization task
.

• Post-import completion statement: postSQL in the preceding parameter

description, which is the SQL statement that is run after the data synchroniz
ation task is run.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description.

The Source Table Field on the left maps with the Target Table Field on the right.

Click Add Line, and then a ﬁeld is added. Hover the cursor over a line, click Delete,
and then the line is deleted.

• In-row mapping: You can click Enable Same-Line Mapping to create a mapping
•

for the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

3. Channel control

Parameters:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources consumed during data integration
, including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• Number of error records: The maximum number of dirty data records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs, if the number of

tasks is large. The default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource, it is
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recommended that you add a Custom Resource Group (currently only East

China 1 and East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups). For more
information, see#unique_22.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to write data into DRDS:
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{}
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ":" drds ",// plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" postSql ": [], // SQL
statement
executed
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
executed
" datasource ":"", // Data
Source
" column ":[// column
name
" id ",
],
" writeMode ":" insert
ignore ",
" batchSize ":" 1024 ", // number
of
records
submitted
in
one
batch
size
" table ":" test ",// table
name
" postSql ":[], // SQL
statement
executed
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
executed
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ":{
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ", // Number
of
concurrenc y
" dmu ": 1 // Number
of
DMU
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
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}

2.3.3.5 Conﬁgure FTP Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by FTP Writer and how
to conﬁgure Writer in both wizard mode and script mode.

FTP Writer is used to write one or more ﬁles in CSV format to a remote FTP ﬁle. At

the underlying implementation level, FTP Writer converts the data under the Data
Integration transfer protocol to CSV ﬁles and writes these ﬁles to the remote FTP
server using FTP-related network protocols. You must conﬁgure the data source
before conﬁguring the FTP Writer plug-in.
Note:

For more information, see#unique_64.

What is written and saved to the FTP ﬁle is a two-dimensional table in a logic sense,
for example, text information in CSV format.

FTP Writer provides the function to convert the Data Integration protocol to a FTP
ﬁle. The FTP ﬁle is a non-structured data storage ﬁle. FTP Writer supports the
following features:

• Only supports writing text ﬁles (BLOB, for example, video data is not supported)
and schema in the text ﬁle must be a two-dimensional table.

• Supports CSV and text ﬁles with custom delimiters.
• Does not support text compression during writing.

• Supports multi-thread writing, with diﬀerent subﬁles written using diﬀerent
threads.

The following two features are not supported for the time being.
• FTP does not provide data types.

• FTP Writer writes data of String type to FTP ﬁle.

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
data source name added. Adding data source is

RequiredDefault
Yes

Value
None

supported in script mode.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

timeout

Time-out period in milliseconds of the connection
to the FTP server.

No

The ﬁle name written by FTP Writer. A random
suﬃx is appended to the ﬁle name to form the

Yes

None

The mode in which FTP Writer clears existing data
before writing data. Options include:

Yes

None

Yes. A
single

None

No

Do
Compress

path
FileName
writeMode

The FTP ﬁle system path. The FTP Writer writes
multiple ﬁles under the path directory.
actual ﬁle name written with each thread.

Yes

Value

60000 (1
minute)
None

• truncate: Clear all the ﬁles preﬁxed by ﬁleName
in the directory before writing.
• append: The ﬁle is not processed before writing
, and Data Integration FTP Writer writes data
directly using ﬁleName without conﬂict of ﬁle
names.

ﬁeldDelim
iter

compress
encoding

• nonConﬂict: An error is reported if a ﬁle preﬁxed
by ﬁleName exists under the path directory.
The delimiter used to separate the written ﬁelds.

The gzip and bzip2 compression modes are
supported.
Encoding of the read ﬁles.

character
is
used.

No

nullFormat Deﬁning null (null pointer) with a standard string is No
not allowed in text ﬁles. Data Integration provides

UTF-8
None

nullFormat to deﬁne which strings can be expressed
as null.
For example, if you conﬁgure nullFormat =" null

", then if the source data is null, data integration is

considered a null ﬁeld.

dateFormat The format in which the data of Date type is
serialized into ﬁle, for example, "dateFormat": "yyyy

No

None

-MM-dd".
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Attribute

Description

ﬁleFormat

The format written by the ﬁle includes both CSV and No
text, and the CSV is a strict CSV format. If you want

header

to write data that includes the column separator
, it is escaped in the escape syntax of the CSV. The
escape symbol is double quotes. The text format
is a simple division of the data to be written using
the column separator, do not escape for data to be
written, including column separator.
The header used when a txt ﬁle is written, for
example, 'id', 'name', 'age'].

Markdoneﬁ The name of the ﬁle marked as "done". After a
lename
synchronization task is completed, a MarkDoneFile

RequiredDefault
Value
text

No

None

No

None

is generated, based on whether the task is executed
successfully is determined.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁguration item descriptions:

Parameters:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Select the
FTP data source.

• File path: The path in the preceding parameter description.

• Column delimiter: The ﬁeldDelimiter in the preceding parameter description,
which defaults to a comma (,).

• Encoding format: The encoding in the preceding parameter description, which
defaults to utf-8.

• Null value: The nullFormat in the preceding parameter description, which is
used to deﬁne a string that represents the null value.

• Compression format: The compress in the preceding parameter description,
which defaults to "no compression".

• Whether to include the table header: The **skipHeader** in the preceding
parameter description, which defaults to "No".

• Preﬁx conﬂict: The writemode in the above parameter description deﬁnes a
string that represents a null value.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are one-to-

one relationships, click Add Line to add a single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete the
current ﬁeld.

In-row mapping: You can click In-row mapping to create a mapping for the same
row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

3. Channel control

Parameters:

• DMU: A unit which measures the resources consumed during data integration
, including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: Maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
or write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

wizard mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors means the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs. If the number of
tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource. We

recommend you add a Custom Resource Group (currently only East China 1 and
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East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups). For more information,
see Add scheduling resources.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure synchronization jobs written to the FTP database.
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ":" 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " ftp ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" path ":""// File
path
" fileName ": "",// File
name
" nullFormat ": " null ", // Null
Value
" dateFormat ":" yyyy - MM - dd
HH : mm : ss ", //
time
format
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" writeMode ": "",// Write
mode
" fieldDelim iter ": "," // Delimiter
of
each
column
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 ", // encoding
format
" fileFormat ": "",// File
type
},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ":{
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ":{
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
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}

2.3.3.6 Conﬁgure HBase Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by Stream Writer and
how to conﬁgure Writer in script mode.

The HBase Writer plug-in provides the function to write data into HBase. At the

underlying implementation level, HBase Writer connects to a remote HBase service
through the HBase Java client, and writes data into HBase in put mode.

Supported features

• HBase0.94.x and HBase1.1.x versions are supported

- If you use HBase 0.94.x, choose HBase094x as the Writer plug-in. For example:
" writer ": {
" hbaseVersi
}

on ": " hbase094x "

- If you use HBase 1.1.x, choose HBase11x as the Writer plug-in. For example:
" writer ": {
" hbaseVersi
}

on ": " hbase11x "

• Multiple ﬁelds in the source end can be concatenated into a rowkey

Currently, HBase Writer can concatenate multiple ﬁelds in the source end into the
rowkey of an HBase table. For details, see the rowkeyColumn conﬁguration.

• Support to versions of data written into HBase

Supported timestamps (versions) for data written into HBase include:
- Current time

- Speciﬁed source column
- Speciﬁed time

HBase Reader supports HBase data types and converts HBase data types as follows:
Data integration internal types

Hbase data type

ﬂoat,double

ﬂoat,double

Long

String

Boolean
308
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Note:

Apart from the ﬁeld types listed here, other types are not supported.

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

haveKerber If haveKerberos is True, the HBase cluster needs to
os
be authenticated using kerberos.

RequiredDefault
No

Value
false

Note:

• If this value is conﬁgured as true, the following
ﬁve parameters related to kerberos authentica
tion must be conﬁgured: kerberosKeytabFilePa
th, kerberosPrincipal, hbaseMasterKerberosP
rincipal, hbaseRegionserverKerberosPrincipal,
and hbaseRpcProtection.

• If the HBase cluster is not authenticated using
kerberos, these six parameters are not required.

hbaseConﬁ Conﬁguration required for connecting to the HBase
g
cluster in JSON format. The required item is hbase.

Yes

None

mode

The mode in which data is written into HBase.
Currently, only the normal mode is supported. The

Yes

None

Name of the HBase table to be written. The name is
case sensitive.

Yes

None

No

UTF-8

table
encoding

zookeeper.quorum, which means the URL of HBase
ZK. In addition, more HBase client conﬁgurations
can be added. For example, you can conﬁgure the
cache and batch of scan to optimize the interaction
with servers.
dynamic column mode is still under development.

The encoding method is UTF-8 or GBK, which is
used when data in string is converted to HBase byte
[].
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

column

The HBase ﬁeld to be written.

Yes

• index: Speciﬁes the index of the column that
corresponds to the column of the Reader,
starting from 0.

Value
N/A

• name: Speciﬁes the column in the HBase table,
which must be in column family:column name
format.

• type: Speciﬁes the type of data to be written,
which is used to convert HBase byte[].

maxVersion Speciﬁes the number of versions of data to be read
by HBase Reader in multi-version mode, which can
only be -1 (to read all versions) or a number larger
than 1.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

range

Speciﬁes the rowkey range that the hbase reader
reads.

No

Value
N/A

• startRowkey: Speciﬁes start rowkey.
• endRowkey: Speciﬁes end rowkey.

• isBinaryRowkey: Speciﬁes the way in which

the conﬁgured startrowkey and endrowkey are
converted to byte, the default is false. If it is
true, Bytes.toBytesBinary(rowkey) is called for
conversion. If it is false, Bytes.toBytes(rowkey) is
called. The conﬁguration format is as follows:
"
"
"
"
}

range ": {
startRowke y ":" aaa ",
endRowkey ":" ccc ",
isBinaryRo wkey ": false

The format of the conﬁguration ﬁle is as follows:
" column ":
{
"
"
"
},
{
"
"
"
}
］

[
index ": 1 ,
name ": " cf1 : q1 ",
type ": " string ",
index ": 2 ,
name ": " cf1 : q2 ",
type ": " string ",

rowkeyColu Rowkey column of the hbase to write.
mn
• index: Specify the column index that correspond
s to the Reader column, starting from 0. If it is a
constant, index is-1.

Yes

None

• type: Speciﬁes the data type to be written, which
is used to convert HBase byte[].

• value: A conﬁguration constant, which is usually
used as the concatenation operator of multiple
ﬁelds. HBase Writer concatenates all columns
of the rowkeyColumn into a rowkey in the
conﬁguration sequence to write data into HBase.
The rowkey cannot contain constants only.
The format of the conﬁguration ﬁle is as follows:
Issue: 20190818
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

walFlag

When committing data to the RegionServer in the
cluster (Put/Delete operation), the HBase client

No

Value
false

writes the WAL (Write Ahead Log, which is an HLog
shared by all Regions on a RegionServer). The
HBase client writes data into MemStore only after
it successfully writes data into WAL. In this case
, the client is notiﬁed that the data is successful
ly committed. In case of failure to write the WAL

, HBase Client is notiﬁed that the commit failed.
Disable walFlag (false) to stop writing the WAL so as
writeBuﬀe
rSize

to improve the data writing performance.

Set the buﬀer size (in byte) of the HBase client. Use
it with autoﬂush.

No

8 MB

autoﬂush:

• autoﬂush: If it is set to true, the HBase client
performs an update operation for each PUT

request.

• If it is set to false, the HBase client initiates a
write request to the HBase server only when

the client write buﬀer is entered with the PUT
requests.
Development in wizard mode

Currently, development in wizard mode is not supported.

Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to write data from a local machine into hbase1.1.x:
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
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" stepType ":" hbase ", plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" mode ":" normal ", // mode
written
to
hbase
" walFlag ":" false ", // close ( false ) give
up
writing
Wal
log
" hbaseVersi on ": " 094x ", // Hbase
version
" rowkeyColu mn ": [// The
rowkey
column
of
the
hbase
to
write .
{
" index ": 0 , // serial
number
" type ": " string " // data
type
},
{
" index ":"- 1 ",
" type ":" string ",
" value ":" _ "
}
],
" nullMode ":" skip ",// How
do
I
handle
null
values
read
by " Skip ?
" column ": [// The
hbase
field
to
write .
{
" name ": " columnFami lyName1 : columnName
1 ", // field
name
" index ": " 0 ", // Index
Number
" type ": " string " // data
type
},
{
" name ":" columnFami lyName2 : columnName 2
",
" index ":" 1 ",
" type ":" string "
},
{
" name ":" columnFami lyName3 : columnName 3
",
" index ":" 2 ",
" type ": " string ",
}
],
" writeMode ": " api ", // write
mode
is
" encoding ": " utf - 8 ", // encoding
format
" table ": ", // table
name
" hbaseConfi g ":{// configurat ion
informatio
n
required
to
connect
to
the
hbase
cluster , JSON
format .
" hbase . zookeeper . quorum ":" hostname ",
" hbase . rootdir ":" hdfs : // ip : port /
database ",
" hbase . cluster . distribute d ":" true "
}
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ":{
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ":{
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
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speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
}
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the

traffic

concurrent

is
tasks

2.3.3.7 Conﬁgure HBase11xsql Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by HBase11xsql Writer
and how to conﬁgure Writer in script mode.

HBase11xsql Writer provides the function to import data in batch to an SQL table (

Phoenix) in HBase. The rowkey has been encoded by Phoenix. Therefore, you need to
manually convert the data when you directly use HBase APIs for data writing, which
is troublesome and error-prone. This plug-in provides a method for you to import

data to a single SQL table.

At the underlying implementation level, the JDBC drive of Phoenix executes the
UPSERT statement to write data to HBase.

Supported functions

The writer supports importing data from an indexed table and simultaneously
updating all indexed tables.

Limits

The limitations of the glaswriter plug-in are shown below.
• Only HBases of the 1.x version are supported.

• Only tables created by Phoenix are supported. Native HBase tables are not
supported.

• Data with a timestamp cannot be imported.

Implementation principles

The JDBC drive of Phoenix executes the UPSERT statement to write data in batch

to a table. Because an upper-layer API is used, the indexed tables can be updated
simultaneously.
314
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Parameter description
Attribute

Description

Required Default

plugin

The plug-in name, which must be hbase11xsql.

Yes

None

Yes

None

Yes

None

No

256

table

column

The table name to be imported. The name is case
sensitive and the Phoenix tables name is generally
in upper case.

The column name . The name is case sensitive and
the name of Phoenix tables is generally in upper

Yes

Value

None

case.

Note:

• The column sequence must exactly correspond
to the sequence of columns output by the reader
.
• The data type does not need to be entered, and
the column metadata is automatically retrieved
from Phoenix.

hbaseConﬁ The address of the HBase cluster in the format of
g
ip1,ip2,ip3. The zk is required.
Note:

• Separate multiple IP addresses by commas (,).

batchSize
nullMode

• znode is optional and the default value is /hbase
.

The maximum number of rows written in bulk.

Speciﬁes the processing mode when the column
No
value read is null. There are currently two methods:

skip

• - skip: Skip this column. This column is not
inserted. If this column of the row already exists,
the column is deleted.
• - empty: Insert a null value. 0 is inserted for the
numeric type value and a null string is inserted
for a varchar value.
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Development in script mode

The script conﬁguration example is as follows.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 ",
" configurat ion ": {
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "
},
" speed ": {
" mbps ": " 1 ",
" concurrent ": " 1 "
}
},
" reader ": {
" plugin ": " odps ",
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": "",
" table ": "",
" Column ":[
" partition ": ""
}
},
" plugin ": " hbase11xsq
" parameter ": {
" table ": " Name
of
is
case
sensitive ",
" hbaseConfi g ": {
" hbase . zookeeper .
server
of
the
target
address ",
" zookeeper . znode .
server
of
the
target
znode "
},
" column ": [
" columnName "
],
" batchSize ": 256 ,
" nullMode ": " skip "
}
}
}

l ",
the

target

HBase

table ,

which

quorum ": " Address
of
the
ZK
HBase
cluster . Ask
PE
for
the
parent ": " znode
HBase
cluster .

of
Ask

the
PE

ZK
for

the

Limits

The column sequence in the Writer must match that in the Reader. The Reader

column sequence deﬁnes the sequence of columns in each row. The column sequence

in the Writer deﬁnes the column sequence of the received data that is expected by the
Writer. For example:

If the column sequence in the Reader is c1, c2, c3, c4, and the column sequence in

the Writer is x1, x2, x3, x4, the Reader outputs column c1 to column x1 in the Writer
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. If the Writer column sequence is x1, x2, x4, x3, then x4 is assigned to c3 , and c4 is
FAQ

assigned to x3.

Q: How many concurrent settings are appropriate? Can I increase the concurrency to
accelerate the import speed?

A: The default JVM stack size for the data import process is 2 GB, and the concurrenc
y (number of channels) is realized by multiple threads. Too many threads sometimes

cannot accelerate the import speed, but may result in performance deterioration due
to frequent GC. A recommended concurrency (number of channels) is 5 to 10.
Q: What should the batchSize value be?

A: The default value is 256. You should set an appropriate batchSize according to

the data volume in each row. Generally, the data volume at one operation is about 2
MB to 4 MB. You should divide this value by the data volume in the row and set the

batchSize accordingly.

2.3.3.8 Conﬁgure HDFS Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by HDFS Writer and
how to conﬁgure the Writer in Script Mode.

The HDFS Writer is used to write TextFile, ORCFile, and ParquetFile to the speciﬁed
path in HDFS. The ﬁles can be associated with Hive tables. You must conﬁgure the

data source before conﬁguring the HDFS Writer plug-in. For more information, see
#unique_64.

How to implement HDFS Writer

The implementation process for HDFS Writer as follows:

1. Create a temporary directory that does not exist in HDFS based on the speciﬁed
path.

Naming rule: path_random

2. Write ﬁles that have been read to this temporary directory.

3. When all ﬁles are written to the temporary directory, move these ﬁles to the
directory you speciﬁed. The ﬁle names should be unique.
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4. Delete the temporary directory. If you are unable to connect to HDFS because of
network interruptions or other reasons, delete the temporary directory and the

ﬁles written to it manually.
Note:

For data synchronization, admin account, and read/write permissions for the ﬁles
are required.

As shown in the preceding ﬁgure:

• Create an admin user and home directory, specify a user group and additional
group, and grant the ﬁles permissions.
useradd

- m

- G

supergroup

- g

hadoop

- p

admin

admin

- - G

supergroup : Speciﬁes the additional group to which the user belongs.

- - p

admin

- - g

hadoop : Speciﬁes the user group to which the user belongs.
admin : Add a password to the admin user.

• View the ﬁles contents in this directory.
hadoop
fs - ls
tner_nativ e

/ user / hive / warehouse / hive_p_par

When using Hadoop commands, the format is hadoop
command represents the command.
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• Copy the ﬁle part-00000 to the local ﬁle system.
hadoop
fs - get / user / hive / warehouse / hive_p_par
tner_nativ e / part - 00000
• Edit the copied ﬁle.
vim

part - 00000

• Exit the current user.
exit
• Connect to the host from the list and create an admin account for each attached
host.

pssh - h / home / hadoop / slave4pssh
useradd
supergroup - g
hadoop - p
admin
admin
-

pssh

- h

manifest ﬁle.
useradd

- m

- G

/ home / hadoop / slave4pssh : Connect to the host from the

- m

- G

supergroup

: Create an admin account.

- g

hadoop

- p

admin

admin

Functional restrictions

• HDFS Writer only supports TextFile, ORCFile, and ParquetFile formats. Content
stored in the ﬁle must be a two-dimensional table in a logic sense.

• HDFS is a ﬁle system with no schema. Therefore, it does not support writing
columns partially.

• Only the following Hive data types are supported:

- Numeric: TINYINT, SMALLINT, INT, BIGINT, FLOAT, and DOUBLE
- String: STRING, VARCHAR, and CHAR
- Boolean: BOOLEAN

- Time type: date, timestamp.

• Currently, Hive data types such as Decimal, Binary, Arrays, Maps, Structs, and
Union are not supported.

• For Hive partition tables, the data can only be written to one partition at a time.

• For the TextFile format, ensure delimiters in the ﬁles written to HDFS are identical

to those used in the tables created in Hive, so the data written to HDFS is associated
with the Hive table ﬁelds.
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• In the current plug-in, the Hive version is 1.1.1 and the Hadoop version is 2.7.1

. Apache is compatible with JDK1.7. Data can be written normally in the testing

environments of Hadoop 2.5.0, Hadoop 2.6.0, and Hive 1.2.0. For other versions,
further tests are needed.

Data type conversion

Currently, HDFS Writer supports most Hive data types. Check whether the Hive type
is supported.

HDFS Writer converts Hive data types as follows:
Data Integration

HDFS/Hive data type

long

TINYINT,SMALLINT,INT,BIGINT

string

STRING,VARCHAR,CHAR

category
double

FLOAT,DOUBLE

boolean

BOOLEAN

date

DATE,TIMESTAMP

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

defaultFS

The namenode address in Hadoop HDFS, for
example: hdfs :// 127 . 0 . 0 . 1 : 9000 .

Yes

value
None

The default resource group does not support the
ﬁleType

conﬁguration of the advanced Hadoop parameter
HA.

The ﬁle type. Currently, only text, orc, and parquet
are supported.

Yes

None

• text: Indicates the TextFile.
• orc: Indicates the ORCFile.

• parquet: Indicates the ParquetFile.
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Description
The path in which the ﬁles are written to Hadoop

HDFS. The HDFS Writer writes multiple ﬁles under

RequiredDefault
Yes

value
None

the path based on the concurrent writing conﬁgurat
ions.

To associate a Hive table, enter the path of the Hive
table stored in HDFS. For example, if the path to

the data warehouse set in Hive is / user / hive /

warehouse /and the created database test table is

named hello, the Hive table path is / user / hive
FileName

/ warehouse / test . db / hello .

The ﬁle name written by HDFS Writer. A random
suﬃx is appended to the ﬁle name to form the

Yes

None

actual ﬁle name written with each thread.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

column

The ﬁelds of the written data. Some columns cannot Yes.
be written.
If the
To associate a Hive table, you must specify all ﬁeld
names and table types, and specify name and type
of the ﬁeld name and type respectively.

You can conﬁgure the column ﬁeld as follows:
" column ":
[
{
" name
" type
},
{
" name
" type
}
]
writeMode

value
None

ﬁletype
is
parquet
, this
entry
is not

required
.

": " userName ",
": " string "
": " age ",
": " long "

The mode in which the HDFS Writer clears existing
data before writing data:

Yes

None

Yes.
If the

None

• append: The ﬁle is not processed before writing,
and the Data Integration HDFS Writer writes data
directly using ﬁleName without conﬂict in ﬁle
names.
• nonConﬂict: An error is reported, if a ﬁle
preﬁxed by ﬁleName exists under the path
directory.
Note:

ﬁeldDelim
iter

322

Parquet ﬁles only support nonConﬂict mode, and
does not support the Append mode.

The ﬁeld delimiter used for the ﬁelds written by
HDFS Writer. Ensure the ﬁeld delimiter is identical

to the one used in the Hive table created. Otherwise
, you are unable to locate data in the Hive table.

ﬁletype
is
parquet
, it is
optional
.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

compress

The compression type of HDFS ﬁles. By default,
it is left empty , which means no compression is

No

value
None

performed.

Text ﬁles support gzip and bzip2 compression

types. Orc ﬁles support SNAPPY compression and
encoding

requires SnappyCodec.

The encoding conﬁguration for the Write File.

No

No
compressio
n
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Description

RequiredDefault

parquetSch This parameter is required for parquet format ﬁles
No
ema
and is used to specify the structure of the target ﬁle.

value
N/A

This parameter takes eﬀect only when the ﬁleType
is parquet. The format is as follows:
message
MessageTyp e {
Required , data
type , column
;
...................... ;
}

name

Parameters:

• MessageType: Any supported value.

• Required: Required or Optional. Optional is
recommended.

• Data Type: Parquet ﬁles support the following

data types: BOOLEAN, Int32, Int64, Int96, FLOAT,

DOUBLE, BINARY (select binary if the data type is
string), and ﬁxed_len_byte_array.
Note:

All conﬁguration rows and columns, including the
last one must end with a semicolon.

Example:

}

message
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional

m {
int64
int64
binary
int32
int32
int32
int64
int64
int64

id ;
date_id ;
datetimest ring ;
dspId ;
advertiser Id ;
status ;
bidding_re q_num ;
imp ;
click_num ;

Development in Wizard Mode

Currently, development in Wizard Mode is not supported.
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Development in Script Mode

The script conﬁguration example is as follows, please refer to the above parameter
descriptions for details.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ": [
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ": {},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " hdfs ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" path :"", // path
informatio n
stored
to
hadoop
HDFS
File
System
" fileName :" ",/ HDFS
writer
file
name
when
writing
" compress ": "", // HDFS
File
compressio n
type
" datasource ": "", // Name
of
the
data
source
" column ":[
{
" name ": " col1 ", // field
name
" type ": " string " // Field
Type
},
{
" name ": " col2 ",
" type ": " int "
},
{
" name ": " col3 ",
" type ": " double "
},
{
" name ": " col4 ",
" type ": " boolean "
},
{
" name ": " col5 ",
" type ": " date ",
}
],
" writeMode ": " insert ",// Write
mode
" fieldDelim iter ": "," // Delimiter
of
each
column
" Encoding ": " UTF - 8 ", // encoding
format
" fileType ": " text " // text
type
},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
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" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": " 3 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.3.9 Conﬁgure MaxCompute Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by MaxCompute Writer
and how to conﬁgure Writer in both wizard and script modes.

The MaxCompute Writer plug-in is designed for ETL developers to insert or update

data in MaxCompute and has the capability to import business data to MaxCompute.
This plug-in is suitable for TB and GB-level data transmission.
Note:

Before you start conﬁguring the MaxCompute writer plug-in, ﬁrst conﬁgure the data
source. For more information, see#unique_50.

For more information on MaxCompute, see Introduction to MaxCompute.

At the underlying implementation level, MaxCompute Writer writes data into

MaxCompute by using Tunnel based on the source project, table, partition, table
ﬁeld, and other conﬁgured information. For more information on common, see
Tunnel Command Operations.

Supported data type

MaxCompute Writer supports the following data types in MaxCompute:
Data

MaxCompute data

Float

Double and decimal

Integer
String type
326

Bigint

String
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Data

MaxCompute data

Boolean

Boolean

Date and time

Datetime

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault
value

datasource The data source name. The name must be identical
to the added data source name. Adding data source

Yes

table

The data table name to write data into is caseinsensitive. Writing data into multiple tables is not

Yes

The data table partition information must be
written. Specify the parameter until the last-level

RequiredNone
if the

partition

is supported in script mode.
supported.

partition. For example, to write data in a three-level
partition table, you must conﬁgure to the last-level
partition, for example, pt=20150101, type=1, biz=2.
• This parameter is not required for non-partition
tables, this results in the data directly imported
to the target table.
• MaxCompute Writer does not support writing
data by routing. For partition tables, always
ensure data is written through to a last-level
partition.
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None

table
is a
partition
table
. This
can
be left
empty

in nonpartition
tables.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

column

A list of ﬁelds that need to be imported, which
can be conﬁgured as " column ": ["*"] when

Yes

value
None

all ﬁelds are imported ": ["*"] When you need to

insert a partial MaxCompute column, enter a partial
column, for example, " column ": [" id ","
name "].

• MaxCompute writer supports Column Filtering,
column switching, for example, there are three
ﬁelds in a table, A, B, and C. You can conﬁgure to
" column ": [" c "," b "] by synchronizing

only the C and B ﬁelds. During the import
process, ﬁeld A is automatically empty, and set to
null.

truncate

• Column must contain the speciﬁed column set to
be synchronized and it cannot be blank.
" truncate ": " true " is conﬁgured to ensure
the idempotent of write operations. When a
reattempt is made after a failed write attempt,

Yes

None

MaxCompute Writer cleans up this data and imports
new data. This ensures the data is consistent after
each rerun.
The option truncate is not an atomic operation.

SQL cannot be atomic because MaxCompute SQL is
used for data cleansing. Therefore, when multiple
tasks clean up a Table/Partition at the same time,

the concurrency and timing problem may occur. So
proceed with caution.

To avoid this problem, we recommend that you

do not operate on one partition with multiple job

DDLs at the same time, or that you create partitions
before starting multiple concurrent jobs.
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁguration item descriptions:

Parameters:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description. Enter the
conﬁgured data source name.

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Partition information: If all columns are speciﬁed, you can conﬁgure them in

column, for example, "column ": [""]. Partition supports conﬁguration methods
that conﬁgure multiple partitions and wildcard characters.

- " partition ":" pt = 20140501 / ds =*" Represents all partitions in DS.
- " partition ":" pt = top ?" In? indicates whether the character in front
of it exists. This conﬁguration speciﬁes the two partitions with pt=top and
pt=to.

You can enter the partition columns for synchronization, such as partition

columns with pt. For example: Assume the value of each MaxCompute partition
is pt=${bdp.system.bizdate}, add the partition name pt to a ﬁeld in the source
table, ignore the unrecognized mark if any, and proceed to the next step. To
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synchronize all partitions, conﬁgure the partition value to pt=${*}. To synchroniz
e a speciﬁc partition, select a time value for the partition.

• Clearance rules:

- Clear Existing Data Before Import: All data in the table or partition is cleared
before import, which is equivalent to insert overwrite.

- Keep Existing Data Before Writing: No data is cleared before data import. New
data is always appended with each run, which is equivalent to "Insert into".

• Compression: Default selection is not compressed.

• Whether the empty string is null: The default setting is yes.

2. The ﬁeld mapping is the column in the above parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right have a oneto-one relationships, click Add row to Add a Single ﬁeld and click Delete to delete
the current ﬁeld.

• In-row mapping: You can click In-row Mapping to create a mapping for the same
row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.
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3. Control the tunnel

Parameters:

• DMU: A unit that measures the resources consumed during data integration

, including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently
read/write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

Wizard Mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the Wizard page
.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs. If there is a large

number of tasks, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource, it
is recommended that you add a Custom Resource Group (currently only East

China 1 and East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups). For more
information, see Add scheduling resources.

Development in Script Mode

The following example is a script conﬁguration. Please refer to the preceding
parameter descriptions for details.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// You
can
locate
the
correspond
- in
documentat ion
among
the
following
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
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},
{

compress ?

" stepType ":" odps ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" partition ": "",// Shard
informatio n
" truncate ": true , // write
Rule
" compress ": false , // do
you
Want
to

name .

is

null ?

" datasource ": " odps_first ",// The

data

" column ": [// column
name
"*"
],
" emptyAsNul l ": false , if

empty

" table ": ""// table
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "

the

source

string

name

}
],
" Setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Maximum
number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false , // do
you
want
to
limit
the
flow ?
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
}
Additional instructions

Questions about Column Filtering

MaxCompute does not support column ﬁltering, reordering, and null ﬁlling, but

MaxCompute Writer does. For example, a list of ﬁelds that need to be imported can be
conﬁgured as " column ": ["*"] when all ﬁelds are imported ": ["*"].

The MaxCompute table has three ﬁelds, A, B, and C. You can conﬁgure the column
as " column ": [" c "," b "] by synchronizing only C and B ﬁelds ": ["C", "B"],

indicates the ﬁrst and second columns of reader will be imported into the C and B

ﬁelds of MaxCompute. The newly inserted a ﬁeld in the MaxCompute table is set to
null.
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Column conﬁguration error handling

To ensure data is written in a reliable manner, data loss from redundant columns

must be prevented to avoid data quality failure. When redundant columns are written
, MaxCompute Writer produces an error. For example, the MaxCompute Writer

will generate an error when the MaxCompute table has ﬁelds A, B, and C, but the
MaxCompute Writer writes more than three ﬁelds.
Partition conﬁguration

MaxCompute Writer only provides the write through to a last-level partition function,
and does not support partition routing of writing based on a speciﬁc ﬁeld. For a table
that has three levels of partition, you must specify writing data to a level-3 partition

. For example, write data to the level-3 partition of a table. You can conﬁgure it to pt=
20150101, type=1, biz=2, but not pt=20150101, type=1 or pt=20150101.
Task rerun and failover

In MaxCompute Writer, " truncate ":

true is conﬁgured to ensure the

idempotent of write operations. When a reattempt is made after a failed write

attempt, MaxCompute Writer cleans up this data and imports new data. This ensures

data is consistent after each rerun. If the task is interrupted by any exceptions during

the run process, the data atomicity cannot be guaranteed, nor will data be rolled back
or rerun automatically. It is required that you use this idempotent to rerun the task to
ensure data integrity.
Note:

Setting "truncate" to "true" cleans up all data of the speciﬁed partition or table, so
proceed with caution.

2.3.3.10 Conﬁgure Memcache (OCS) Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by Memcache (OCS)
Writer and how to conﬁgure Writer in script mode.

ApsaraDB for Memcache (formerly known as OCS) is a seamless scalable distributed

memory database service with high performance and reliability. Based on the Apsara
distributed system and high performance storage, ApsaraDB for Memcache provides

a complete set of solutions for active/standby hot standby, disaster recovery, business
monitoring, data migration, and other scenarios.
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ApsaraDB for Memcache supports out-of-the-box deployment mode, and alleviates

database load for dynamic web applications using the cache service, thus accelerati
ng the overall website response.

Similar to local Memcache databases, ApsaraDB for Memcache is compatible with

the Memcached protocol. You can use it directly in the operating environment. The
diﬀerence is that the hardware and data of ApsaraDB for Memcache are deployed
in the cloud, providing complete infrastructure, network security, and system

maintenance services. All these services are billed on a Pay-As-You-Go basis.

Memcache Writer writes data into Memcache channels based on the Memcached
protocol.

Currently, Memcache Writer supports only one write mode. Data types written in
diﬀerent modes are converted diﬀerently:

• text: Memcache Writer serializes source data to the String type, and uses your
ﬁeldDelimiter as the delimiter.

• Binary: Data type is not supported.

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
added data source name . Adding data source is

Yes

writeMode

Yes

supported in script mode.

Memcache Writer writes data in the following
modes:

value
None
None

• set: Stores the data.

• add: Stores the data only when the key does not
exist (currently is not supported).

• replace: Stores the data only when the key exists (
currently is not supported).
• append: Stores data after the existing key and
ignores exptime (currently is not supported).

• prepend: Stores data before the existing key and
ignores exptime (currently is not supported).
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Description

writeForma Currently, Memcache Writer supports writing data
t
in only TEXT format

RequiredDefault
No

value
None

TEXT: Serializes the source data to the text format
with the ﬁrst ﬁeld being the key written into
Memcache, and all subsequent ﬁelds to the

String type. Use the speciﬁed ﬁeldDelimiter as

the delimiter to concatenate the text data into a
complete string and write it into Memcache.
For example, the source data is:

| ID | NAME | COUNT |
| ---- |:------|:-----|
| 23 | " AMC " | 100 |
If ﬁeldDelimiter is speciﬁed as \^, the data format
written into Memcache is:

| KEY ( OCS ) | VALUE ( OCS ) |
| --------- |:---------- |
| 23 | CDP \^ 100 |
ExpireTime The Memcache invalidation time. Currently,
MemCache supports two types of invalidation time.

• Unix time (expressed in number of seconds since
January 1, 1970) indicates the data is invalid at a
certain time point in the future.

No

0. 0
permanentl
y valid

• The relative time (in seconds) starting from the
current time point, which indicates the time
length from the current time before data is
invalid.
Note:

If the invalidation time is greater than
60\*60\*24*30 (30 days), the server identiﬁes the
invalidation time as the Unix time.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

batchSize

The quantity of records submitted in one operation. No
Setting this parameter can greatly reduce interactio

value
1,024

ns between CDP and Memcache over the network,
and increase the overall throughput. However, an
excessively large value may cause the CDP running
processes to become Out of Memory (OOM). (The
current Memcache version does not support writing
in batches.)
Development in Wizard Mode

Currently, development in Wizard Mode is not supported.

Development in Script Mode

Use the data generated from memory and imported into Memcache.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " Oss ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" Writeforma t ": " text ", // memcache
writer
writes
data
format
" expireTime ": 1000 , // memcache
value
cache
failure
time
" indexes ": 0 ,
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" writeMode ": " insert ",// Write
mode
" batchSize ": " 1000 ", // number
of
records
submitted
in
one
batch
size
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" Setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
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speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" To ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

the

traffic

concurrent

is
tasks

2.3.3.11 Conﬁgure MongoDB Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by MongoDB Writer
and how to conﬁgure Writer in Script Mode.

The MongoDB Writer plug-in uses MongoClient, the Java client of MongoDB, to write
data into MongoDB. The latest version of Mongo has reduced the granularity of DB

locks from the DB level to the document level, with powerful indexing capabilities of

MongoDB. Data sources are basically able to meet the requirements of writing data to

MongoDB. The data update requirements can also be implemented by conﬁguring the
business primary key.
Note:

• Before you start conﬁguring the MongoDB Writer plug-in, conﬁgure the data
source ﬁrst. For more information, see#unique_72.

• If you are using ApsaraDB for MongoDB, a root account is provided by default.

• To ensure security, Data Integration only supports using the relevant account of

MongoDB for connection. Avoid using the root account as an access account when
adding and using the MongoDB data source.

MongoDB Writer acquires the protocol data generated by Reader through the Data
Integration framework, and converts data types supported by Data Integration to

those supported by MongoDB separately. Data integration does not support array

types, but MongoDB does support array type. The index of the array type is strong.

To use the MongoDB array type, you must convert the string to the array in MongoDB
by using special parameter conﬁgurations before writing data into MongoDB.
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Type conversion list

MongoDB Writer supports most data types in MongoDB. Check whether your data
type is supported before using it.

MongoDB Writer converts the MongoDB data types as follows:
Type classiﬁcation

MongoDB data

Float

Double

Integer

String type

Date and time
Boolean
Binary

INT and Long

String and array
Date
bool

Bytes

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault
value

datasource The data source name. It must be identical to the
added data source name. Adding data source is

Yes

Collection
name

The collection name of MongoDB.

Yes

None

An array of multiple column names of a document
in MongoDB.

Yes

None

column

supported in Script Mode.

None

• name: The column name.
• type: The column type.

• splitter: A special delimiter that is only used
when the processed string is split into character
arrays by delimiters. Strings are split using the
speciﬁed delimiter by this parameter and stored
into MongoDB arrays.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

Writemode The parameter that speciﬁes whether to overwrite
data during transmission.

No

value
None

• isReplace: If this parameter is set to True, the
data of the same replaceKey is overwritten. If it is
set to False, the data is not overwritten.

preSql

• replaceKey: This parameter speciﬁes the
business primary key for each record entry and
is used to overwrite data (ReplaceKey must
be unique and is generally the primary key in
Mongo).
You can use "preSql":{"type":"remove"} to remove
the collection.

No

None

Development in Wizard Mode

Currently, development in Wizard Mode is unavailable.

Development in script mode

To conﬁgure data synchronization jobs written to MongoDB, please refer to the above
parameter descriptions for details.
{

" type ":
" version
" steps "
{
"
"
"
"
},
{
"
"
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" job ",
": " 2 . 0

version

stepType ": " stream ",
parameter ": {},
name ": " Reader ",
category ": " reader "
stepType ": godb ",
parameter ": {
" date ": "",
" column ": [
{
" name ": " name ",
" type ": " string "
},
{
" name ": " age ",
" type ": " int "
},
{
" name ": " id ",
" type ": " long "
},
{
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},
{

},
{
},
{

}

],

" name ": " wealth ",
" type ": " double "
" name ": " hobby ",
" type ": " array ",
" splitter ": " "
" name ": " valid ",
" type ": " boolean "
" name ": " date_of_jo in ",
" format ": " yyyy - MM - dd
" type ": " date "

HH : mm : ss ",

" writeMode ": {
" isReplace ": " true ",
" replaceKey ": " id "
" collection Name ": " datax_test "

},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "

],
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "
},
" speed ": {
" jvm
" throttle ":
": 1 ,
" mbp
}
},
" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

true ,

" concurrent

2.3.3.12 Conﬁgure MySQL Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by MySQL Writer and
how to conﬁgure the Writer in both Wizard and Script mode.

The MySQL Writer plug-in can write data into a target table of a MySQL database. At
the underlying implementation level, MySQL Reader connects to a remote MySQL
database through the JDBC, and runs the insert

into ... or replace

into

... SQL statement to write data into MySQL. Data is written into the database in

batches within MySQL, and the database must use InnoDB engine.
340
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Note:

You must conﬁgure the data source before conﬁguring the MySQL Writer plug-in. For
more information, see #unique_32.

MySQL Writer is designed for ETL developers to import data from data warehouses

to MySQL. MySQL Writer can also be used as a data migration tool by DBA and other
users. MySQL Writer acquires the protocol data generated by the Reader based on
writeMode through the Data Synchronization framework.
Note:

The entire task requires at least the insert / replace

into ... permission.

Whether other permissions are required depends on the statements speciﬁed in the
PreSQL and PostSQL when you conﬁgure the task.

Type conversion list

Similar to MySQL Reader, MySQL Writer currently supports most data types in MySQL
. Check whether your data type is supported.

MySQL Writer converts the MySQL data types as follows:
Category

MySQL data type

Floating point

ﬂoat, double, and decimal

Integer

String

Date and time
Boolean
Binary

varchar, char, tinytext, text, mediumtext
, and longtext
date, datetime, timestamp, and time
bool

tinyblob, mediumblob, blob, longblob,
and varbinary

Parameter description
Attribute

int, tinyint, smallint, mediumint, int,
bigint, and year

Description

RequiredDefault

datasource The data source name. The name entered here must Yes
be the same as the added data source. You can add a

value
N/A

data source in script mode.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

table

The table selected for synchronization.

Yes

writeMode

Selects an import mode. The insert/replace mode is
supported.

No

value
None

insert

• replace into... If the primary key does not conﬂict
with the unique index, the system performs
insert into. When a conﬂict exists, all ﬁelds in the
original line are replaced with the ﬁelds in the
new line.

• insert into...If the primary key conﬂicts with the
unique index, data cannot be written into the
conﬂicting lines and is classiﬁed as dirty data.
• INSERT INTO table (a,b,c) VALUES (1,2,3) ON
DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE…;If the primary key
does not conﬂict with the unique index, the
system performs the same action as insert into.
When a conﬂict exists, the speciﬁed ﬁeld in the

original line is replaced with the ﬁeld in the new

column

line.

The target table ﬁelds in which data is required to
be written. These ﬁelds are separated by commas

Yes

None

No

None

(,). For example: " column ": [" id ", " name ",
" age "]. Use * if it is required to write data into all
columns in sequence. For example, " column ":
["*"].
preSql

The SQL statement that runs before running the
data synchronization task. Currently, you can

run only one SQL statement in Wizard Mode, and
more than one SQL statement in Script Mode. For
example: clear old data.
Note:

If multiple SQL statements exist, the transaction is
not supported.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

postSql

The SQL statement that runs after running the data
synchronization task. Currently, you can run only

No

value
None

one SQL statement in Wizard Mode, and more than
one SQL statement in Script Mode. For example: add
a timestamp.
Note:

batchSize

If multiple SQL statements exist, the transaction is
not supported.

The number of records submitted in a single
No
operation. Setting this parameter can greatly reduce

1,024

interaction between Data Synchronization and
MySQL, and increase the overall throughput.
However, an excessively large value may cause the
running process of Data Synchronization to become
Out of Memory (OOM).
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

Conﬁguration item descriptions:

Parameters:

• Data source: The datasource in the parameter description section. Enter the
data source name you conﬁgured.

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Prepared statement before import: The preSQL in the preceding parameter
description, namely, the SQL statement that runs before running the data

synchronization task.

• Post-import completion statement: The postSQL in the preceding parameter
description, which is the SQL statement that runs after running the data

synchronization task.

• Primary key conﬂict: The writeMode in the preceding parameter description.
You can select the import mode.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the parameter description section.

The Source Table Field on the left maps with the Target Table Field on the right.
Click Add Line to add a ﬁeld. To delete the line, move the cursor over a line, and
click Delete.

• In-row mapping: You can click Enable Same-Line Mapping to create a mapping
for the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

3. Channel control

Parameters:

• DMU: A unit that measures the resources consumed during data integration

, including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrent

ly read /write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task.

Go to the Wizard page under Wizard mode to conﬁgure a concurrency for the
speciﬁed task.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs, if the number of

tasks is large. The default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource, it is
recommended that you add a Custom Resource Group (currently only East
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China 1 and East China 2 support adding custom Resource Groups). For more
information, see#unique_22.

Development in Script Mode

The following is an example of Script conﬁguration. For relevant parameters, see
Parameter Description.
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ": [// below
is
the
template
for
reader , you
can
find
the
appropriat e
read
plug - in
documentat ion
.
{
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " mysql ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" postSql ": [],// Post - import
preparatio n
statement
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ": [// column
name
" id ",
" value "
],
" writeMode ": " insert ",// Write
mode
" batchSize ": " 1024 ", // number
of
records
submitted
in
one
batch
size
" table ": ", // table
name
" preSql ": [],// Pre - import
preparatio n
statement
},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {// Number
of
error
records
" record ": " 0 "
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false , // do
you
want
to
limit
the
flow ?
" concurrent ": " 1 ", // Number
of
concurrenc y
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" name ":" Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
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}

2.3.3.13 Conﬁguring Oracle Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by Oracle Writer and
how to conﬁgure Writer in both Wizard and Script mode.

The Oracle Writer plug-in provides the capability to write data into the target tables of
the primary Oracle database. At the underlying implementation level, Oracle Writer
connects to a remote Oracle database through JDBC, and runs the insert
... SQL statement to write data into the Oracle database.

into

Note:

You must conﬁgure the data source before conﬁguring the Oracle Writer plug-in. For
more information, see#unique_41.

Oracle Writer is designed for Extract, transform, load (ETL) developers to import data
from data warehouses to Oracle. Oracle Writer can also be used as a data migration

tool by Database Administrator (DBA) and other users.

Oracle Writer uses the data synchronization framework to obtain protocol data
generated by the Oracle Reader. Then it connects to a remote Oracle database

through JDBC, and runs the insert into... The SQL statement to write data into Oracle.

Type conversion list

Oracle Writer currently supports most Oracle data types. Check whether your data
type is supported.

Oracle Writer converts the data types in Oracle as follows:
Type classiﬁcation

Oracle data type

Floating point

NUMERIC, DECIMAL, FLOAT, DOUBLE
PRECISION, and REAL

Integer
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Type classiﬁcation
String

TIMESTAMP and DATE
Boolean
Binary

Oracle data type

LONG, CHAR, NCHAR, VARCHAR,
VARCHAR2, NVARCHAR2, CLOB,

NCLOB, CHARACTER, CHARACTER
VARYING, CHAR VARYING, NATIONAL
CHARACTER, NATIONAL CHAR,
NATIONAL CHARACTER VARYING,
NATIONAL CHAR VARYING, and NCHAR
VARYING
Timestamp and date
BIT and BOOL

BLOB, BFILE, RAW, and LONG RAW

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault
value

datasource The data source name. The name must be identical
to the added data source name. Adding data source

Yes

table

The target table name. If the table schema
information is inconsistent with the user name

Yes

N/A

The required target table ﬁelds into which data is
written, where each ﬁeld is separated by commas

Yes

None

The SQL statement that runs before running the
data synchronization task. Currently, you can

No

None

The SQL statement that runs after running the data
synchronization task. Currently, you can run only

No

None

column

is supported in script mode.

in the preceding conﬁguration, enter the table
information in schematable format.

None

(,). For example:" column ": [" id ”,” name

”,” age ”]. Use asterisks (*) to write data into all

columns in sequence. For example: " column ":
["*"].
preSql

postSql
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

batchSize

The number of records submitted in a single
No
operation. Setting this parameter can greatly reduce

value
1,024

interactions between CDP and Oracle over the
network, and increase the overall throughput.
However, an excessively large value may cause the
running process of CDP to become Out of Memory (
OOM).
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Development in wizard mode
1. Choose source

The following are conﬁguration item descriptions:

Parameters:

• Data source: The datasource from the preceding parameter description. Enter
the conﬁgured data source name .

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description. Select the table for
synchronization.

• Prepared statement before import: The preSQL parameter in the preceding

parameter description. The SQL statement that is run before running the data
synchronization task.

• Post-import completion statement: postSQL in the preceding parameter

description, which is the SQL statement that runs after running the data
synchronization task.

• Primary key conﬂict: writeMode in the preceding parameter description. You
can select the expected import mode.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description.

The Source Table Field on the left maps with the Target Table Field on the right. To

add a ﬁeld, click Add Line, . To delete the line, move the cursor over a line and click
Delete.

• In-row mapping: You can click Enable Same-Line Mapping to create a mapping
for the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

3. Channel control

Parameters:

• DMU: A unit measures the resources consumed during data integration,

including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently
read/write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. In

Wizard Mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on wizard page.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs. If the number of
tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource We

recommend you add a Custom Resource Group (currently only East China 1 and
East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups). For more information,
see#unique_22.
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Development in script mode

Conﬁgure a job to write data into Oracle:
{

" type ":" job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " oracle ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" postSql ": [], // SQL
statement
executed
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
executed
" datasource ":"",
" session ": [], // database
connection
session
parameters
" column ": [// Field
" id ",
" name "
],
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 ", // encoding
format
" batchSize ": " 1024 ", // number
of
records
submitted
in
one
batch
size
" table ":"", // table
name
" postSql ": []// SQL
statement
executed
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
executed
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ":{
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ":{
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ", // Number
of
concurrenc y
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
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}

2.3.3.14 Conﬁgure OSS Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by OSS Writer and how
to conﬁgure Writer in both Wizard and Script mode.

OSS Writer allows you to write one or more table ﬁles in formats similar to CSV into
OSS.

Note:

You must conﬁgure the data source before conﬁguring the OSS Writer plug-in. For
more information, see #unique_58.

What is written and saved to the OSS ﬁle is a two-dimensional table in a logic sense.
For example, the text information can be written in CSV format.

• For more information about OSS products, seeOSS Product Overview.

OSS Writer allows you to convert the data synchronization protocol to a text ﬁle in
OSS, which is a non-structured data storage. Currently, OSS Writer supports the
following features:

• Only writing text ﬁles is supported. The schema in the text ﬁle must be a twodimensional table.

• File formats similar to CSV with custom delimiters is supported.

• Multi-thread writing with diﬀerent subﬁles written using diﬀerent threads is
supported.

• File rollover is supported. A ﬁle exceeding a speciﬁc size value must be switched. A
ﬁle that contains lines that exceed a speciﬁc number of lines must be switched.

Currently, OSS Writer does not support the following features:
• Concurrent writing for a single ﬁle is not supported.

• OSS does not provide data types, but OSS Writer writes String type data to OSS.
OSS does not provide data types, which are deﬁned by DataX OSS Writer.
Type classiﬁcation

OSS data type

Float

Double

Integer
String
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Type classiﬁcation

OSS data type

Date and time

Date

Boolean

bool

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

datasource The data source name. The name entered here must Yes
be the same name as the added data source. You
Object

can add a data source in Script Mode.

The ﬁle name written by OSS Writer. The object
enables the simulation of directories with ﬁle

Yes

value
None
None

names in OSS.

For example, if the data is synchronized into the
OSS bucket is the test folder of test118, you only
need to specify test for the object, and you do not
have to specify the bucket name. The ﬁle name
synchronized to the OSS end must be identical with
the source end.

If the value "object": "test/DI" is used to specify the

object, the object written in OSS starts with test/DI

. In this command, test is the folder, DI is the ﬁle

name preﬁx (the suﬃx is a random string), and the
forward slash (/) is the delimiter of the simulated

OSS directory.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

writeMode

The write mode in which the OSS Writer clears
existing data before writing data.

Yes

value
None

• truncate: Clears all objects with the speciﬁed
Object preﬁx before writing. For example, all
objects with the preﬁx abc will be cleared, if the
speciﬁed object preﬁx is" object ":" abc "

• append: This parameter setting will not run any
processes before writing data. Data Integration
OSS Writer writes data directly with the object
name, and appends a random UUID suﬃx name
to ensure there are no conﬂicts in the ﬁle names
. For example, if the object name you speciﬁed is
Data Integration, the name entered is DI_xxxxxx_
xxxx_xxxx.
• nonConﬂict: This parameter will report an error,
if an object with the speciﬁed preﬁx exists in
the speciﬁed path. For example, if the speciﬁed
preﬁx is " object ":" abc ", an error is
ﬁleFormat

ﬁeldDelim
iter
encoding

reported when an object starts with abc123.

The written ﬁle format, includes CSV and text. If
the written data in CSV format contains column

No

Text

The delimiter for separating read ﬁelds.

No

,

Encodes written ﬁles.

No

UTF-8

delimiters, the column delimiters are escaped
into double quotation marks (") by the CSV escape
syntax. For text format, the data written is separated
by column delimiters without being escaped.

nullFormat You cannot deﬁne null (null pointer) with
a standard string in text ﬁles. The Data

No

None

Synchronization system provides nullFormat
to deﬁne strings that can be expressed as null.
For example,if nullFormat =" null " is

conﬁgured, and the source data is null, the Data
Syncrhonization system will classify it as a null
ﬁeld.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

header
(only

The header used when a ﬁle is written in OSS. For
example: ['id', 'name', 'age'].

No

available in
advanced
conﬁgurat
ion)

maxFileSiz By default, the maximum size of an object ﬁle
e (only
written in OSS is 10,000 x 10 MB. This parameter
available in
advanced
conﬁgurat
ion)

is similar to log rotation based on the log size in
log4j log printing. Each part of a multipart upload
in OSS is 10 MB in size, which is the minimum ﬁle
granularity for log rotation. For maxFileSize with a
size smaller than 10 MB are classiﬁed as 10 MB, and
the maximum number of parts supported for each

No

value
None

100,000
MB

OSS InitiateMultipartUploadRequest is 10,000.

When rotation occurs, the object naming rule is the
original object preﬁx + a random UUID + a suﬃx,

such as _1, _2, _3.
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Development in Wizard Mode
1. Choose source

The following is a conﬁguration item descriptions:

Parameters:

• Data source: The datasource from the parameter description section. Enter the
conﬁgured data source name.

• Object preﬁx: The object from the parameter description section. Enter a path to
the OSS folder without the bucket name.

• Column delimiter: The ﬁeldDelimiter in the preceding parameter description
section. By default, the delimiter are commas (,).

• Encoding format: The encoding in the preceding parameter description section.
By default, the encoding format is UTF-8.

• null value: The nullFormat in the preceding parameter description section.
Deﬁnes a string that represents the null value.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description section.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right have a one-

to-one relationship. To add a single ﬁled, click Add Row. To delete the current ﬁeld,
click Delete.

In-row mapping: You can click Enable Same-Line Mapping to create a mapping for
the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

3. Channel control

Parameters:

• DMU: A unit that measures resources consumed during data integration,

including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently

read/write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. You
can conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task under Wizard Mode.

• The maximum number of errors, which means the maximum number of dirty
data records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs. If the number

of tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource.

We recommend that you add a Custom Resource Group (currently only East
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China 1 and East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups). For more
information, see#unique_22.

Development in Script Mode

The following is an example of script conﬁguration. For details about the parameters,
see the preceding Parameter Description section.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " oss ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" nullFormat ":"", // The
data
synchroniz ation
system
provides
a
nullformat
to
define
which
strings
can
be
expressed
as
null .
" dateFormat ": "", // Date
Format
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" writeMode ": "",// Write
mode
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 ", // encoding
format
" fieldDelim iter ":",",// Separator
" fileFormat ": "",// File
type
" object ": "// object
prefix
},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
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}

2.3.3.15 Conﬁgure PostgreSQL Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by PostgreSQL Writer
and how to conﬁgure Writer in both Wizard Mode and Script Mode.

The PostgreSQL Writer plug-in reads data from PostgreSQL. At the underlying

implementation level, PostgreSQL Writer connects to a remote PostgreSQL database
through Java DataBase Connectivity (JDBC) and runs corresponding SQL statements

to select data from the PostgreSQL database. On the public cloud, Relational Database
Service (RDS) provides a PostgreSQL storage engine.
Note:

Conﬁgure the data source before conﬁguring a PostgreSQL Writer plug-in. For
details, see #unique_38.

In short, PostgreSQL Writer connects to a remote PostgreSQL database through
a JDBC connector, and generates SELECT SQL query statements based on your

conﬁgurations, and then sends the statements to the remote PostgreSQL database.

The PostgreSQLWriter then assembles returned results of the executed SQL statement
into abstract datasets through the custom CDP data types, and passes the datasets to

the downstream writer.

• PostgreSQL Writer concatenates the conﬁgured table, column, and WHERE

information into SQL statements and sends them to the PostgreSQL database.

• PostgreSQL directly sends the conﬁgured querySQL information to the PostgreSQL
database.

Type conversion list

PostgreSQL Writer supports most PostgreSQL data types. Check whether the data type
you are using is supported.

PostgreSQL Writer converts PostgreSQL data types as follows:
Data integration internal types
Long

Double

360

String

PostgreSQL data type

Bigint, Bigserial, Integer, Smallint, and
Serial

Double Precision, Money, Numeric, and
Real
Varchar, Char, Text, Bit, and Inet
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Data integration internal types

PostgreSQL data type

Date

Date, Time, and Timestamp

Bytes

Bytea

Boolean

Bool

Note:

• Only the preceding ﬁeld types are supported.

• To convert data types including "money", "inet", and "bit", you need to use syntaxes
, such as "a_inet::varchar".

Parameter description
Parameter

Description

datasource The data source name. Adding data source is
supported in Script Mode, the data source name
table
writeMode

must be the same as the added data source. .

The selected table name that requires synchroniz
ation.
The speciﬁed import mode, which allows data
insertion.

Default

Requiredvalue
Yes

None

Yes

None

No

insert

Yes

None

No

None

insert: If the primary key conﬂicts with the unique

index, Data Integration determines the data as dirty
column

data, but retains the original data.

The target table ﬁelds into which data is required to
be written. These ﬁelds are separated by commas
(,). For example: " column ":[" id "," name ","
age "]. To write all columns subsequently, use

the asterisk (*) for representation. For example: "
column ":["*"]

preSQL

The SQL statement that runs before running the
data synchronization task. Currently, you can

run only one SQL statement in Wizard Mode, and
multiple SQL statement in Script Mode. For example
: clear old data.
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Parameter

Description

postSQL

The SQL statement that runs after running the data
synchronization task d. Currently, you can run only

batchSize

one SQL statement in Wizard Mode, and multiple
SQL statements in Script Mode. For example: add a
timestamp.
The number of records submitted in an operation
. This parameter can greatly reduce interactions

Default

Requiredvalue
No

None

No

1,024

between Data Integration and PostgreSQL over
the network, and increase the overall throughput.
However, an excessively large value may cause the
running process of Data Integration to become Out
of memory (OOM).
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Development in Wizard Mode
1. Choose source

The following is conﬁguration item descriptions:

Parameters:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description section.
Enter the conﬁgured data source name.

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description section. Select the table
for synchronization.

• Before import: The preSQL in the preceding parameter description section,

namely, the SQL statement that runs before running the data synchronization
task.

• After import: The postSQL in the preceding parameter description section,

which is the SQL statement that runs after running the data synchronization
task.
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2. Field mapping: The column in the preceding parameter description section.

The Source Table Field on the left maps with the Target Table Field on the right. To
add a ﬁeld, click Add Line. To delete a line, move the cursor over a line, and click
Delete.

• In-row mapping: To create a mapping for the same row, click Enable Same-Line
Mapping. Note the mapped data type must be consistent.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.
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3. Control the tunnel

Parameters:

• DMU: The unit that measures the resources consumed during data integratio

n, including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently

read /write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. You
can conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task under Wizard Mode.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs. If the number of
tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource. We

recommend that you add a Custom Resource Group. (Currently, only 1 East

China and East China 2 regions support adding custom resource groups). For
more information, see#unique_22.

Development in Script Mode

The following is a script conﬁguration sample. For details about parameters, see
Parameter Description.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ": [// below
is
the
template
for
can
find
the
appropriat e
read
plug - in
ion .
{
" stepType ":" stream ",
" Parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
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{

" stepType ": " postgresql ",/ plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" postSQL ": [], // SQL
statement
that
was
first
executed
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
was
executed
" datasource ": "// Data
Source
" col1 ",
" col2 ",
],
" table ": ", // table
name
" postSQL ": [], // SQL
statement
that
was
first
executed
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
was
executed
},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" name ":" Reader ",
" To ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.3.16 Conﬁgure Redis Writer

This topic describes how to conﬁgure a Redis Writer. The Redis Writer is a Redis

writing plug-in based on the Data Integration framework. It can import data from a

data warehouse or other data source to a Redis instance. The Redis Writer interacts

with the Redis Server through Jedis, which is a preferred Java client development kit
provided by Redis that nearly has all Redis features.

Remote Dictionary Server (Redis) is a high-performance log-based key-value storage
system that supports both persistent or memory-based network storage. . Redis

can be used as a database, high-speed cache, and message queue (MQ) proxy. Redis

supports diﬀerent types of storage values, including string, list, set, zset (sorted set),
and hash. For more information about Redis, see redis.io.
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Note:

• For more information on how to conﬁgure the data source before conﬁguring a
Redis Writer plug-in, see #unique_81.

• If the value are lists when writing data to a Redis instance through the Redis

Writer, the rerun synchronization task result is not idempotent. If the value type is
list, you must clear the related data on Redis when rerunning the synchronization
task.

Parameter description
Parameter

Description

RequiredDefault
value

datasource The data source name. The data source name must
be the same as the added data source. Script Mode

Yes

keyIndexes The keyIndexes indicates which columns of the
source table are used as key (starts with 0 in the

Yes

None

keyFieldDe Writes a key delimiter to Redis. For example, if the
limiter
keyFieldDelimiter is key=key1\u0001id, multiple

No

\u0001

batchSize

No

1,000

supports adding data source.

None

ﬁrst column). If the key is the group of the ﬁrst and
second columns, the value of keyIndexes is [0,1].
Note:

When keyIndexes are conﬁgured, the Redis Writer
will list the remaining columns as value. You can
specify the column on the Reader plug-in side for
column ﬁltering to synchronize a few columns in
the source table as key and a few columns as value.
You do not need to synchronize all ﬁelds.

keys need to be concatenated and requires the value
. If only one key exists, this conﬁguration item can
be ignored.
The number of records submitted in an operation.
batchSize can greatly reduce interactions between

Data Integration and PostgreSQL over the network
, and increases the overall throughput. However,
an excessively large value may cause the running
process of Data Integration to become Out of
memory (OOM).
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Description

RequiredDefault

expireTime The Redis value cache expiration time is permanent No
validity if this conﬁguration item is left empty.
• seconds: The current time (in seconds)that
speciﬁes the time period in which the data
expires..

• unixtime: The Unix time calculated in number
of seconds from January 1, 1970, and speciﬁes a
future time point in which data expires.

value

0 (0
means

the
value is
permanent
validity)

Note:

timeout

If the expiration time is greater than
60*60*24*30 (30 days), the server identiﬁes the
expiration time as the Unix time.

The time-out (in milliseconds) that was written to
Redis.

dateFormat The time when data is written into Redis in date
format: "yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss".
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30,000
(This

value
covers 30
seconds
of
network
breakdown
No

time)

None
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Parameter
Descriptio Parameter type Description
n

type-

writeMode
The Redis String (string)
write
" writeMode
mode.
":{
" type
Redis
":
"
supports
string ",
diﬀerent
" name
":
" set
value
",
types,
"
valueField
including
Delimiter
string,
": "\
list, set
u0001 "
}
, zset,

mode

Valueﬁeld

Value The write
mode when

The
delimiter

data in each
row (this

conﬁgurat
ion item can

Required
Yes

Default-

following
types

conﬁgure
Redis

Required
: Yes.

be ignored
if only two
columns
of source
data exist
: "key" and
"value"),
for example
, value1\
u0001value2
\u0001value
3.
No

Available
value: set
(store the
data, and
overwrite
this data if

only one
of the
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when you

No String

two columns
of source

as
follows,

can be
selected

value

type the value
between
:
type is string values when
string.
values are
strings if
there are
more than

and hash
. Redis

Writer
can write
these
data
types into
a Redis
instance
. The
conﬁgurat
ion of
writeMode
varies
slightly
based on
the value
type. The
writeMode
is
conﬁgured

delimiter

Required
Default

List of strings
" writeMode
":{
" type

value

it already
exists)
-

Value The write
mode when
Type the value
:
type is list.

\u0001

The

delimiter
between
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- Redis supports diﬀerent types of values, including string, list, set, zset, and
hash. Redis Writer can also write these data types into Redis. However, the

writeMode conﬁguration is slightly diﬀerent from the value type. Only one of the
following ﬁve data types can be conﬁgured for Redis Writer:
■ String (string)

" Writemode ":{
" type ": " string ",
" mode ": " set ",
" valueField Delimiter ": "\ u0001 "
}
Parameters:

■ type

■ Description: value type: string
■ Required: Yes

■ mode

■ Description: The write mode when the value type is string.

■ Required: Yes. Available value: set (stores data, and overwrites existing
data)

■ valueFieldDelimiter

■ Description: The delimiter between values when the values are strings. If

there are more than two columns of source data in each row, the delimiter
for example is: value1\u0001value2\u0001value3. This conﬁguration item

can be ignored if only two columns of source data exist: "key" and "value".

■ Required: No

■ Default value: \u0001

■ List of strings

" writeMode ":{
" type ": " list ",
" mode ": " lpush | rpush ",
" Maid ": \ u0001 "
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}
Parameters:
■ type

■ Description: value type: List
■ Required: Yes

■ mode

■ Description: The write mode when the value type is list.

■ Required: Yes. Available value: lpush (stores data on the far left of list) |
rpush (stores data on the far right of list)

■ valueFieldDelimiter

■ Description: The delimiter between value types that are string. For
example: value1\u0001value2\u0001value3.

■ Required: No

■ Default value: \u0001

■ String collection (set)

" writeMode ":{
" type ": " set ",
" name ": " set ",
" valueField Delimiter ": "\ u0001 "
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}
Parameters:
■ type

■ Description: value type: set
■ Required: Yes

■ mode

■ Description: The write mode when the value type is set.

■ Required: Yes. Available value: sadd (stores data into set, and overwrites
existing data)

■ valueFieldDelimiter

■ Description: The delimiter between values when the value type is string
. For example: value1\u0001value2\u0001value3.

■ Required: No

■ Default value: \u0001

■ StringCollection (SET)
Note:

If values are Zset data, each row of data source records must follow this rule:
With the exception of key, each row can only contain one set of Score and

Value. The Score must be located before Value, so the Redis Writer can parse
the Score column and Value column.
" writeMode ":{
" type ": " zset ",
" mode ": " zadd "
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}
Conﬁguration item descriptions:
■ type

■ Description: value type: zset
■ Required: Yes;

■ mode

■ Description: The write mode when values are Zset data.

■ Required: Yes. Available value: zadd (stores data in the Zset sorted set,
and overwrites existing data.)

■ Hash (hash)

Note:

If values are hashed, each row of data source records must follow this rule:

With the exception of key, each row only contains one set of parameter and

value. The parameter must be located before value, so that Redis Writer can
parse the parameter column and the value column.
" writeMode ":{
" type ": " hash ",
" mode ": " hset "
}
Parameters:
■ type

■ Description: value type: hash
■ Required: Yes

■ mode

■ Description: The write mode when values are hashed.

■ Required: Yes. Optional value: hmset (stores values in the hash sorted
set, and overwrites existing data)

You need to specify one of the data types. If the data type is left empty, the
default data type is "string".

- Required: No

- Default value: string
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Development in Wizard Mode

Currently, development in Wizard Mode is not supported.

Development in Script Mode

Conﬁgure Data Synchronization jobs written to Redis. For more information, see
parameter descriptions.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " redis ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" expireTime ": {// redis
value
cache
failure
time
" seconds ": 1000 "
},
" keyFieldDe limiter ": u0001 ", // key
separator
written
to
redis .
" dateFormat ": " yyyy - MM - dd
HH : mm : ss ", //
time
format
of
date
when
redis
is
written
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" writeMode ": {// write
mode
" mode :" ", // alue
is
the
mode
of
writing
for
a
type
" valueField Delimiter ": ", the
separator
between // Value
" type ": "// Value
Type
},
" Keyindexes ": [// primary
key
index
0 ,
1 ],
" batchSize ": " 1000 ", // number
of
records
submitted
in
one
batch
size
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
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}

" dmu ":

1

//

DMU

Value

},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
} Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.3.17 Conﬁgure SQL Server Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by SQL Server Writer
and how to conﬁgure Writer in both Wizard and Script mode.

The SQL Server Writer plug-in can be used to write data in target tables of the

primary SQL Server database. At the underlying implementation level, the SQL Server
Writer connects to a remote SQL Server database through Java Database Connectivity
(JDBC), and runs the insert

into ... to write data in an SQL Server instance.

The data is submitted to the database in batch within the instance.

The SQL Server Writer is designed for Extract, transform, load (ETL) developers to

import data from data warehouses to the SQL Server. The SQL Server Writer can also
be used as a data migration tool by DBA and other users.
The SQL Server Writer obtains protocol data ( insert

into ...) generated

by Reader through the Data Integration framework. If the primary key conﬂicts

with the unique index, the data cannot be written in conﬂicting lines. To improve
performance, use PreparedSt
chedStatem

atement

+

Batch and conﬁgure rewriteBat

ents = true to buﬀer data to the thread context buﬀer. Write

requests are initiated only when the data volume in the buﬀer reaches the threshold.
Note:

• Data can be written into a target table only when the target table resides in the
primary database.

• The task must have the insert into... permission. Other permission requirements
depend on statements speciﬁed in PreSQL and PostSQL when you conﬁgure the

task.
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Type conversion list

The SQL Server Writer supports most data types in the SQL Server. Check whether the
data type is supported before using the SQL Server Writer.

The SQL Server writer converts the list of types for SQL Server, as follows:
Type classiﬁcation
Integer

SQL server data types

Bigint, Int, Smallint, and Tinyint

Float point

Float, Decimal, Real Numeric

String type

Char, Nchar, Ntext, Nvarchar, Text,

Varchar, Nvarchar (MAX), and Varchar (

Date and time type
Boolean
Binary

MAX)

Date, Time, and Datetime
Bit

Binary, Varbinary, Varbinary (max), and
Timestamp

Parameter description
Attribute

Description

datasource The data source name. The data source must be
identical to the added data source. Adding data

table
column

source is supported in Script Mode.

The name of the selected table that must be
synchronized.

The required ﬁelds of the target table into which
data is written. These ﬁelds are separated by

RequiredDefault
Yes

value
None

Yes

None

Yes

None

No

None

commas (,). For example, " column ":[" id ","

name "," age "]. If you want to write all columns

preSql

in turn, use the asterisk (*) representation. For
example: " column ": ["*"].

The SQL statement runs before running the data
synchronization task. Currently, you can run only

one SQL statement in Wizard Mode, and multiple
SQL statements in Script Mode. For example: clear
old data.
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Attribute

Description

RequiredDefault

postSql

The SQL statement that runs after running the data
synchronization task. Currently, you can run only

No

The speciﬁed import mode that allows data
insertion.

No

Insert

No

1,024

writeMode

one SQL statement in Wizard Mode, and more than
one SQL statement in Script Mode. For example: add
a timestamp.

value
None

insert: If the primary key conﬂicts with the unique
index, the Data Integration determines the data as

batchSize

dirty data, but retains the original data.

The number of records submitted in batch at a
time can greatly reduce interactions between Data
Integration and SQL Server over the network,
and increase the overall throughput. However,
an excessively large value may cause the running
process of Data Integration to become Out of
memory (OOM).
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Development in Wizard Mode
1. Choose source

The following is the conﬁguration item descriptions:

Parameters:

• Data source: The datasource in the preceding parameter description section.
Enter the conﬁgured data source name.

• Table: The table in the preceding parameter description section. Select the table
for synchronization.

• Before import: The preSQL in the preceding parameter description section,

namely, the SQL statement that runs before the data synchronization task run.

• After import: The postSQL in the preceding parameter description section,

which is the SQL statement that runs after running the data synchronization
task.

• Primary key conﬂict: The writeMode in the preceding parameter description
section. You can select the expected import mode.
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2. The ﬁeld mapping is the column in the above parameter description.

The source table ﬁeld on the left and the target table ﬁeld on the right are in one-

to-one relationships, click Add row to Add A Single ﬁeld. To delete the current ﬁeld,
click Delete.

• In-row mapping: You can click Enable Same-Line Mapping to create a mapping
for the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.

• Automatic formatting: The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on correspond
ing rules.

3. Control the tunnel

Parameters:

• DMU: A unit that measures the resources consumed during data integration

, including CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. One DMU represents the
minimum amount of resources used for a data synchronization task.

• Concurrent job count: The maximum number of threads used to concurrently

read/write data into the data storage media in a data synchronization task. You
can conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task in Wizard mode.

• The maximum number of errors indicates the maximum number of dirty data
records.

• Task resource group: The machine on which the task runs. If the number

of tasks is large, the default Resource Group is used to wait for a resource.

We recommend that you add a Custom Resource Group (currently only East

China 1 and East China 2 supports adding custom resource groups). For more
information, see Add scheduling resources.
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Development in Script Mode

For more information on how to conﬁgure jobs written to SQL Server, see speciﬁc
parameter completion in the preceding parameter description section .
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":{// The
following
is
a
reader
template .
You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat ions .
{
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " sqlserver ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" postSql ": [], // SQL
statement
that
was
first
executed
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
was
executed
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ": [// Field
" id ",
" name "
],
" table ":”", // table
name
" preSql ": [] // SQL
statement
that
was
first
executed
before
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
was
executed
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
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}

2.3.3.18 Conﬁgure Elasticsearch Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by Elasticsearch Writer
and how to conﬁgure Writer in both Wizard and Script mode.

The Elasticsearch is a Lucene-based search and data analysis tool that provides

distributed service. Elasticsearch is an open source product based on Apache's open
source terms, and is currently a mainstream enterprise-class search engine. The

Elasticsearch core concept that corresponds to core database concepts as follows.
Relational
DB ( Instance )-> databases ( database )-> tables (
table ) -> rows ( one
row
of
data )-> Columns ( one
row
of
data )
Innissearc h -> index -> types -> documents -> Fields
There can be multiple indexes (INDEX)/(database) in Elasticsearch, where each index
can contain multiple types (type)/(table). Each type can contain multiple document
rows, and each document can contain multiple ﬁelds (columns). The Elasticsearch

Writer plug-in uses Elasticsearch REST API interface to write data that is read from
the reader in bulk to Elasticsearch.

Parameter description
Parameter

Description

RequiredDefault

endpoint

The Elasticsearch URL in the format of http ://

No

accessId

The Elasticsearch user name, which is used for
authorizing an Elasticsearch connection.

No

None

The password of the Elasticsearch instance.
The index name in Elasticsearch.

No

The index type name in Elasticsearch.

No

N/A

No

Elasticsea
rch

accessKey
index

indexType
cleanup

batchSize
Issue: 20190818

xxxx . com : 9999 .

The parameter that determines if a data exists in
an index or has been deleted. The method used to

No

The number of data entries imported in bulk each
time.

No

clean data is to delete and rebuild the correspond
ing index. By default, the value is False which
means data in the existing index is retained.

value
None

None

False

1,000
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Parameter

Description

RequiredDefault

trySize

The number of retries after task failure.

No

discovery

When this Node Discovery parameter is enabled,
the server list in the client is polled and regularly

No

timeout-

The client timeout.
updated.

No

value
30

600,000
False

compressio The parameter that speciﬁes whether compression
n
is enabled for HTTP requests.

No

True

multiThrea The HTTP request that speciﬁes if the request is
d
multiple threads.

No

True

ignoreWrit
eError

No

False

ignorePars
eError

This parameter ignores writing errors and writes
without retries.

No

True

alias

The Elasticsearch's alias is similar to the database
view mechanism, and creates an alias name for the

No

N/A

This parameter ignores parsing data format errors
and continues writes.
index my_index. This operation is similar to the
my_index operation.

Conﬁguring the alias means that after completing

the data import, an alias is created for the speciﬁed
aliasMode
settings

index.

The modes for adding an alias after data is imported No
. The modes are append and exclusive.
If you insert an array type target-side data column,
use the speciﬁed delimiter (-, -) to separate the data

No

No
-,-

source. For example:

The source column data type is a string a -,- b

-,- c -,- d that uses the delimiter (-,-). When

the string is split into an array [" a ", " b ", "
c ", " d "], it is written into the Elasticsearch

corresponding to the Filed column.
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Parameter

Description

RequiredDefault

column

The column used to conﬁgure multiple document
ﬁelds. Each speciﬁc ﬁeld item can conﬁgure

Yes

value
N/A

basic conﬁgurations, such as name, type, and
more. Available column extension conﬁgurations,
include Analyzer, Format, and Array. The speciﬁc
instructions are as follows:
The ﬁeld types supported by Elasticsearch are as
follows.

- id
- string
- text
- keyword
- long
- integer
- short
- byte
- double
- float
- date
- boolean
- binary
- integer_ra
- float_rang
- long_range
- double_ran
- date_range
- geo_point
- geo_shape
- ip
- completion
- token_coun
- array
- Object
- nested

nge
e
ge

t

If the column type is text, you can conﬁgure the
analyzer, norms, and index_options parameters as
follows.
{

}

" name ": " col_text ",
" type ": " text ",
" analyzer ": " ik_max_wor

d "

If the column type is date, you can conﬁgure

the Format and Timezone parameters. These

represent a date serialization format and a time
Issue: 20190818

zone, respectively, as follows.
{

" name ": " col_date ",
" type ": " date ",
" format ": " yyyy - MM - dd
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Development in Script Mode

The following is an example of a script conﬁguration. For details about the parameter
conﬁgurations, see the preceding Parameter Description.
{

" job ": {
" setting ": {
...
},
" content ": [
{
" reader ": {
...
},
" writer ": {
" name ": " Elasticsea rchwriter ",
" parameter ": {
" endpoint :" " http :// xxxx . com : 9999 "",
" accessId ": " xxxx ",
" accessKey ": " yyyy ",
" index ": " test - 1 ",
" type ": " default ",
" cleanup ": true ,
" settings ": {" index " :{" number_of_ shards ": 1 , "
number_of_ replicas ": 0 }},
" discovery ": false ,
" batchSize ": 1000 ,
" splitter ": ",",
" column ": [
{" name ": " pk ", " type ": " id "},
{ " name ": " col_ip "," type ": " ip " },
{ " name ": " col_double "," type ": " double " },
{ " name ": " col_long "," type ": " long " },
{ " name ": " col_intege r "," type ": " integer " },
{ " name ": " col_keywor d ", " type ": " keyword " },
{ " name ": " col_text ", " type ": " text ", " analyzer
": " ik_max_wor d "},
{ " name ": " col_geo_po int ", " type ": " geo_point
" },
{ " name ": " col_date ", " type ": " date ", " format
": " yyyy - MM - dd
HH : mm : ss "},
{ " name ": " col_nested 1 ", " type ": " nested " },
{ " name ": " col_nested 2 ", " type ": " nested " },
{ " name ": " col_object 1 ", " type ": " object " },
{ " name ": " col_object 2 ", " type ": " object " },
{ " name ": " col_intege r_array ", " type ":" integer
", " array ": true },

}

}

]

}

}

}

]

Note:
384
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Currently, Elasticsearch for the VPC environment can only use custom scheduling
resources. If you run the default Resource Group, the network connection will
breakdown. For more information on how to add a custom resource group,
see#unique_22.

2.3.3.19 Conﬁgure LogHub Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by the LogHub Writer
and how to conﬁgure the Writer in both Wizard and Script mode.

LogHub Writer uses Java SDK in Log Service (SLS) to push data in DataX Reader to the
speciﬁed SLS LogHub for other program consumption.
Note:

LogHub cannot realize idempotence. Re-executing the task after FailOver may result
in data duplication.

Implementation principles

LogHub Writer uses DataX framework to obtain data generated by the Reader and

converts the data types supported by DataX into string data type. When the data size
reaches the speciﬁed batchSize value, the LogHub Writer uses SLS Java SDK to push
all data to LogHub in one batch. By default, 1024 data entries are pushed, and the

maximum batchSize value is 4096.

LogHub Writer supports LogHub type conversion as shown in the following table:
Internal DataX type

LogHub data type

Double

String

Long

String

String
String

Date

String

Boolean

String

Bytes

String

Parameter description
Parameter

Description

endpoint

The Log Service address.
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None
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Parameter

Description

accessKeyI
d

The accessKeyId for accessing the Log Service
instance.

project

The project name of the target Log Service.

topic

Default

Requiredvalue
Yes

None

accessKeyS The accessKeySecret for accessing the Log Service
ecret
instance.

Yes

None

logstore

The LogStore name of the target Log Service
instance.

Yes

Yes

None

Select a topic.

No

The number of data entries that can be pushed at a
time.

This is
not a

Null
string

batchSize

None

None

required
parameter
. The
default
value

column

The column name in each data entry.

is 1024
.
Yes

None

Introduction to Script Mode

Currently, Wizard Mode conﬁguration is not supported. You can click on the link to
convert to Script Mode or select import Script Template for development.

Introduction to Script Mode

The following is a script conﬁguration example. For more information about
parameters, see the preceding Parameter description section.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ":" 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ": [
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ": " stream ",
" parameter ": {},
" name ": " Reader ",
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},
{

source

" category ": " reader "
" stepType ": " loghub ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": "", // Name
of
the
data
" column ": [// Field
" col0 "
" col1 ",
" col2 ",
" col3 ",
" col4 ",
" col5 "
],
" topic ":"", // select
topic
" batchSize ": " 1000 ", // number
of
in
one
batch
size
" logstore ": "// The
name
of
the

submitted
logstore

records
target

LOL

},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "

}
],
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": ""// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": " 3 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.3.20 Conﬁgure OpenSearch Writer

This topic describes data types and parameters supported by OpenSearch Writer and
how to conﬁgure Writer in both Wizard and Script mode.

The OpenSearch Writer plug-in is designed to insert or update data in OpenSearch.

Data developers can use it to import processed data in OpenSearch and output data

by searching. How fast data can be transmitted depends on the account Queries per
second (QPS) that corresponds to the OpenSearch table.
Implementation
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At the underlying implementation level, OpenSearch Writer provides the publicly
available OpenSearch API through OpenSearch.

• OpenSearch v3 uses internal dependent databases, with the following POM: com.
aliyun.opensearch aliyun-sdk-opensearch 2.1.3.
Note:

• To use the OpenSearch Writer plug-in, you must use JDK 1.6-32 or later versions.
You can view the Java version through java-version.

• Currently, the default resource group does not support connections to the VPC
environment because of potential network problems.

Plug-in features

Column order

Because the columns in OpenSearch are unordered,you need to use OpenSearch
Writer to write data in strict compliance with the speciﬁed column order. If the
number of speciﬁed columns are less than those in OpenSearch, the redundant

columns are set to the default value or null.

For example, if the imported ﬁeld list contains ﬁelds b and c, but the OpenSearch

table contains the ﬁelds a, b, and c. You can conﬁgure the column to "column": ["c","b
"]. The ﬁrst two columns in Reader are imported to ﬁelds c and b in OpenSearch, and
the ﬁeld a, in which new records are inserted is set to the default value or null.
• How to handle column conﬁguration errors

To ensure data written is reliable, OpenSearch Writer prevents data loss caused
by redundant columns that can lead to data quality failure. OpenSearch Writer

reports an error when redundant columns are written.- If the OpenSearch table

contains ﬁelds a, b, and c, the OpenSearch Writer generates an error when more
than three ﬁelds are written by OpenSearch Writer.

• Table conﬁguration precautions

The OpenSearch Writer can only write data from one table at a time.

• Rerun task and failover:

After the task is rerun, the data is automatically overwritten by the ID. Therefore,

OpenSearch must contain one ID column. The ID uniquely identiﬁes a record line
in OpenSearch. The data is the same as the overwritten unique ID.
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• Rerun task and failover:

After a task is rerun, the data is automatically overwritten by the IDs.

OpenSearch Writer supports most OpenSearch data types. Check whether the data

type is supported. OpenSearch Writer converts data types in OpenSearch as follows:
Category

Opensearch data type

Float point

Double/Float

Integer

Int

String type

Date and time type
Boolean

TEXT/Literal/SHORT_TEXT
Int

Literal

Parameter description
Parameter

Description

accessId

The Logon ID for Alibaba Cloud.

accessKey
host

The Logon Key for Alibaba Cloud.

indexName The name of the OpenSearch project.
table

column

The table for which the data is written into. You
cannot enter more than one table because DataX
does not support importing multiple tables
simultaneously.

The list of imported ﬁelds. If you need to import
all ﬁelds, it can be conﬁgured to "column": ["*"].

Default

Requiredvalue
Yes

None

Yes

None

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

None
None
None

None

Enter the speciﬁed columns, if you need to insert
OpenSearch columns. For example: "column": ["id
", "name"]. OpenSearch supports column ﬁltering
and column order changes. For example, you can
conﬁgure the ﬁelds to ["c, b"], if a table has three
ﬁelds: a, b, and c, and only ﬁelds c and b must be

synchronized. . The ﬁeld a is automatically inserted
with null values and set to null during import.
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Parameter

Description

batchSize

The number of data lines written in a single entry
. Data is written into OpenSearch in batches.

Typically, the advantage of OpenSearch is query,
but has low write Transactions per seconds (TPS
) performance. Proceed with the conﬁguration
based on the resources applied to your account. For
OpenSearch, a single data item size is generally less
than 1 MB, and the size of each written data entry is
less than 2 MB.

Default

Requiredvalue
This
300
ﬁeld is
required
for a
partition
table
, but
is not
required
if the
target
table is

a nonpartition
writeMode

In OpenSearch Writer, "writeMode": "add/update"
is conﬁgured to ensure the idempotence of write

table.

Yes

None

operations.

• -"add": When a reattempt is made after a failed
write attempt, OpenSearch Writer clears the data
and imports new data (atomic operation).
• -"update": It indicates the data is inserted in a
modiﬁed manner (atomic operation).
Note:

Because batch insert is not an atomic operation
in OpenSearch, it may be partially successful

. Therefore, writeMode is a key option and

currently OpenSearch with version=v3 does not
support update**.
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Parameter

Description

ignoreWrit
eError

This parameter ignores write errors.

The following is an example of the conﬁguration

Default

Requiredvalue
No

False

: "ignoreWriteError": true. OpenSearch performs
batch write operations . When ignoreWriteError
is enabled, all write failures are ignored, but
continues other write operations. When this

parameter is disabled, an error is returned when
a write failure occurs and the task ends. We

recommend you use the default value: False, for
version

conﬁguration.

The OpenSearch version information. The following No
is a conﬁguration example: "version": "v3".

v2

OpenSearch v3 is more preferable because
OpenSearch v2 has multiple push operation
limitations.
Development in Script Mode

Conﬁgure the data synchronization job to write data to OpenSearch:
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 ",
" configurat ion ": {
" reader ": {},
" writer ": {
" plugin ": " opensearch ",
" parameter ": {
" accessId ": "*********",
" accessKey ": "********",
" host ": " http :// yyyy . aliyuncs . com ",
" indexName ": " datax_xxx ",
" table ": " datax_yyy ",
" column ": [
" appkey ",
" id ",
" title ",
" gmt_create ",
" pic_defaul t "
],
" batchSize ": 500 ,
" writeMode ": add ,
" version ":" v2 ",
" ignoreWrit eError ": false
}
}
}
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}

2.3.3.21 Conﬁgure Table Store (OTS) Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by Table Store (OTS)
Writer and how to conﬁgure Writer in both Wizard and Script mode.

Table Store (formerly known as OTS) is a NoSQL database service built-on Alibaba
Cloud ApsaraDB Distributed Operating System that allows storage and real-time
access of massive structured data. Table Store organizes data into instances and

tables. Table Store provides seamless scaling by using data partition and Server Load
Balancing (SLB) technology.

In short, the Table Store Writer-Internal connects to the Table Store server through
the oﬃcial Table Store Java Software Development Kits (SDKs), and writes data in

the Table Store server through the SDKs. The Table Store Writer has optimized the

writing process to include retry upon writing timeout, retry upon writing exception,
batch submissions, and other features.

Currently, the Table Store Writer-Internal supports all types of Table Store data and
converts data types for Table Store as follows:

• PutRow: The PutRow for Table Store API, which is used to insert data in a speciﬁed
row. If this row does not exist, a new row is added. Otherwise, the original row is

overwritten.

• UpdateRow: The UpdateRow for Table Store API, which is used to update the data
of a speciﬁed row. If the row does not exist, a new row is added. Otherwise, the

speciﬁed column values are added, modiﬁed, or deleted based on the request.

Currently, Table Store Writer supports all Table Store data types and converts the
Table Store data types as follows:
Type classiﬁcation

Table store data type

Float

Double

Integer
String

Boolean
Binary

Integer
String

Boolean
Binary

Note:
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The Integer category must be conﬁgured to Int in Script Mode for it to be converted
to Integer type in Table Store. You cannot conﬁgure the Integer type in Table Store,
an error will occur in the log and lead to task failure.

Parameter description
Parameter

Description

RequiredDefault
value

datasource The data source name. The name must be identical
to the added data source name. Script Mode

Yes

endPoint

The table store server endpoint. For more
information, see Access control.

Yes

None

The AccessKey required for accessing Table Store
service.

Yes
Yes

None

Yes

None

Yes

None

accessId

accessKey

supports adding data source.

The AccessId of a Table Store instance.

instanceNa The name of the Table Store instance.
me
An instance is an object for using and managing

None

None

the Table Store. After Table Store is activated, you

need to create an instance through the console, and
then create and manage tables in the instance. An
instance is the basic unit for Table Store resource
management. The Table Store controls access to

applications and measures resources on an instance
-level.

table

Selects the table name for extraction. You can enter
only one table name. Multi-table synchronization is
not required for Table Store.

• primaryKey

- Primary key information of the Table Store. The ﬁeld information is described

with JSON arrays. The Table Store is a NoSQL system, so the corresponding ﬁeld
name must be speciﬁed when the Table Store Writer imports data.

- Required: Yes.

- The PrimaryKey of Table Store only supports String and Int data types, therefore
only these two data types can be entered in Table Store Writer.
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Data synchronization system supports data type conversions, so Table Store Writer
can convert the non-String and non-Int data source. Conﬁguration example:
" primaryKey " : [
{" name ":" pk1 ", " type ":" string "},
],
• column

- Description: The column name set for synchronization in the conﬁgured table.
The ﬁeld information is described with JSON arrays.

- Required: Yes.

- By default, this ﬁeld is not speciﬁed.

The format is as follows:

{" name ":" col2 ", " type ":" INT "},
The parameter "name" speciﬁes the Table Store column name to be written, and "

type" speciﬁes the data type to be written. The data types supported by Table Store,
include String, Int, Double, Bool, and Binary.

Constants, functions, or custom statements are not supported during writing.
• writeMode

- Description: The write mode. The following three modes are supported:

• Single row operation

GetRow : Read
data
from
a
single
row .
PutRow : PutRow
for
Table
Store
API , which
is
used
to
insert
data
to
a
specified
row . If
this
row
does
not
exist , a
new
row
is
added . Otherwise , the
original
row
is
overwritte n .
UpdateRow : UpdateRow
for
Table
Store
API , which
is
used
to
update
the
data
of
a
specified
row . If
the
row
does
not
exist , a
new
row
is
added .
Otherwise , the
values
of
the
specified
columns
are
added , modified , or
deleted
as
request .
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DeleteRow :

Delete

a

row .

• Batch operation
BatchGetRo

w :

Read

data

from

multiple

rows .

• Read range
GetRange :

Read

table

data

within

a

certain

range .

- Required: Yes

- By default, this ﬁeld is not speciﬁed.

Development in Wizard Mode

Currently, development in Wizard Mode is not supported.

Development in Script Mode

Conﬁgure a job to write data to Table Store as follows:
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " ots ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" datasource ": "", // Data
Source
" column ": [// Field
{
" name ": " columnname 1 ", // field
name
" type ": " INT " // data
type
},
{
" name ": " columnname 2 ",
" type ": " STRING "
},
{
" name ": " columnname 3 ",
" type ": " double "
},
{
" name ": " columnname 4 ",
" type ": " BOOLEAN "
},
{
" name ": " columnname 5 ",
" type ": " BINARY "
}
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],
" writeMode ": " insert ",// Write
mode
" table ": ", // table
name
" primaryKey ": primary
key
informatio
table
store
{
" name ":" pk1 ",
" type ":" STRING "
},
{
" name ":" pk2 ",
" type ":" INT "
}
]
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}

n

for

],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ":{
" record ": " 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ": {
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
]
}
}

2.3.3.22 Conﬁgure RDBMS Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by the RDBMS Writer.
The RDBMS Writer plug-in provides the capability to write data into the target table

of the master RDBMS database. At the underlying implementation level, the RDBMS
Writer connects to a remote RDBMS database through JDBC, and runs the SQL

statement insert into...to write data into RDBMS. The RDBMS Writer is a relational
database write plug-in for generic purposes, allowing you to add any relational

database write support by registering database drivers or other methods.

RDBMS Writer is designed for Extract, transform, load (ETL) developers to import

data from data warehouses to RDBMS. The RDBMS Writer can also be used as a data
migration tool by DBA and other users.
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Implementation principles

RDBMS Writer uses the DataX framework to obtain the protocol data generated by the
Reader. Then it connects to a remote RDBMS database through JDBC, and runs the

SQL statement insert into... to write data into RDBMS.

Function description

Conﬁguration sample

• Conﬁgure a job for writing data into RDBMS as follows.
{

" job ": {
" setting ": {
" speed ": {
" channel ",
}
},
" content ": [
{
" reader ": {
" name ": " streamread er ",
" parameter ": {
" Column ":[
{
" value ": " DataX ",
" type ": " string ",
},
{
" value ": 19880808 ,
" type ": " long "
},
{
" value ": " 1988 - 08 - 08
08 : 08
: 08 ",
" type ": " date ",
},
{
" doc_value ": true ,
" type ": " bool "
},
{
" value ": " test ",
" type ": " bytes "
}
],
" sliceRecor dCount ": 1000
}
},
" writer ": {
" name ": " RDBMS
Writer ",
" parameter ": {
" connection ": [
{
" jdbcUrl ": " jdbc : dm :// ip : port
/ database ",
" table ": [
" table "
]
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}

}

]

}

}

}

}
],
" username ": " username ",
" password ": " password ",
" table ": " table ",
" column ": [
"*"
],
" preSql ": [
" delete
from
XXX ;"
]

Parameter description
• jdbcUrl

- Description: The JDBC connection information of the opposite-end database.

The jdbcUrl format is based on the RDBMS oﬃcial speciﬁcation, which allows

you to enter the URL attachment control information. Note that databases have
diﬀerent JDBC formats, and DataX selects the appropriate database driver for
data reading based on a speciﬁc JDBC format.
■ DM: jdbc:dm://ip:port/database

■ DB2 format: jdbc:db2://ip:port/database

■ PPAS format: jdbc:edb://ip:port/database

How to add database support using RDBMS Writer:

• Enter the corresponding directory of the RDBMS Writer. This ${DATAX_HOME} is

the main directory of DataX, that is, ${DATAX_HOME}/plugin/writer/RDBMS Writer
.

• Go to the plugin.json ﬁle under the RDBMS Writer directory and register your

database driver into the ﬁle, which will keep the database driver in the drivers

array. The RDBMS Writer plug-in will dynamically select an appropriate database
driver to connect the database during task execution.
{

" name ": " RDBMS
Writer ",
" class ":" com . alibaba . datax . plugin . reader . RDBMS
Writer . RDBMS
Writer ",
" descriptio n ": " useScene : prod . mechanism : Jdbc
connection
using
the
database , execute
select
sql ,
retrieve
data
from
the
ResultSet . warn : The
more
you
know
about
the
database , the
less
problems
you
encounter .",
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" developer ": " alibaba ",
" Drivers ":[
" dm . jdbc . driver . DmDriver ",
" com . ibm . db2 . jcc . DB2Driver ",
" com . sybase . jdbc3 . jdbc . SybDriver ",
" com . edb . Driver "
]

• Go to libs subdirectory under the directory of RDBMS Writer and keep your
database driver in the libs subdirectory.

$ tree
.
|-- libs
| |-- Dm7JdbcDri ver16 . jar
| |-- commons - collection s - 3 . 0 . jar
| |-- commons - io - 2 . 4 . jar
| |-- commons - lang3 - 3 . 3 . 2 . jar
| |-- commons - math3 - 3 . 1 . 1 . jar
| |-- datax - common - 0 . 0 . 1 - SNAPSHOT . jar
| |-- datax - service - face - 1 . 0 . 23 - 20160120 . 024328 - 1 .
jar
| |-- db2jcc4 . jar
| |-- druid - 1 . 0 . 15 . jar
| |-- edb - jdbc16 . jar
| |-- fastjson - 1 . 1 . 46 . sec01 . jar
| |-- guava - r05 . jar
| |-- hamcrest - core - 1 . 3 . jar
| |-- jconn3 - 1 . 0 . 0 - SNAPSHOT . jar
| |-- logback - classic - 1 . 0 . 13 . jar
| |-- logback - core - 1 . 0 . 13 . jar
| |-- plugin - rdbms - util - 0 . 0 . 1 - SNAPSHOT . jar
| `-- slf4j - api - 1 . 7 . 10 . jar
|-- plugin . json
|-- plugin_job _template . json
`-- RDBMS
Writer - 0 . 0 . 1 - SNAPSHOT . jar
- Required: Yes

- By default, this ﬁeld is not speciﬁed.

Parameters

Description

Required

Default value

password

The password
corresponding to

Yes

None

username

The data source
user name.

Yes

None

the speciﬁed user
name for the data
source.
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Description

The target table
name. If the table

Required

Default value

Yes

None

No

None

Yes

None

schema informatio
n is inconsistent
with the user name
in the preceding
conﬁguration,
enter the table
information in
the schema.table
column

format.

The column
name set to be

synchronized in
the conﬁgured
table is separated
by commas (,).
We
strongly
do

not

recommend
use
default

you

the
column

configurat
ion .
PreSQL

The SQL statement
that runs before

the data synchroniz
ation task run.
Currently, you can
run only one SQL
statement. For
example: clear old
data.
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Description

The SQL statement
that runs before

Required

Default value

No

1024

No

None

the data synchroniz
ation task run.
Currently, you can
run only one SQL
statement. For
example: add a
batchSize

timestamp.

The number of
records submitted

in one operation
. Setting this
parameter can
greatly reduce
interaction between
DataX and RDBMS
over the network
, and increase the

overall throughput
. However, an

excessively large
value may cause the
running process of
DataX to become
Out of Memory (
OOM).
Type conversion

RDBMS Reader supports most generic relational database types, such as numbers and
characters. Check whether the data type is supported and select a reader based on

the speciﬁed database.

2.3.3.23 Conﬁgure Stream Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by Stream Writer and
how to conﬁgure Writer in Script Mode.

The Stream Writer plug-in allows you to read data from the Reader and print data
on the screen or discard data. It is primarily applied to testing, such as for data

synchronization performance and basic functions.
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Parameter description
• Print

- Description: Whether to print the output data on the screen.
- Required: No

- Default value: True

Development in Wizard Mode

Currently, development in Wizard Mode is not supported.

Development in Script Mode

Conﬁgure a job to read data from the Reader and print data on the screen as follows:
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": 2 . 0 ", // version
number
" steps ":[
{// The
following
is
a
reader
template . You
can
find
the
correspond ing
reader
plug - in
documentat
ions .
" stepType ":" stream ",
" parameter ":{},
" name ":" Reader ",
" category ":" reader "
},
{
" stepType ": " stream ", // plug - in
name
" parameter ":{
" print ": false , // do
you
want
to
print
output
to
the
screen ?
" fieldDelim iter ": "," // Delimiter
of
each
column
},
" name ":" Writer ",
" category ":" writer "
}
],
" setting ":{
" errorLimit ": {
" record ":" 0 "// Number
of
error
records
},
" speed ":{
" throttle ": false ,// False
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
not
throttled
and
the
following
throttling
speed
is
invalid . True
indicates
that
the
traffic
is
throttled .
" concurrent ":" 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" dmu ": 1 // DMU
Value
}
},
" order ":{
" hops ":[
{
" from ":" Reader ",
" to ":" Writer "
}
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}

]

2.3.3.24 Conﬁgure HybridDB for MySQL Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by HybridDB for
MySQL Writer and how to conﬁgure it in both Wizard and Script modes.

HybridDB for MySQL Writer writes data into a HybridDB for MySQL database. At the
underlying implementation level, HybridDB for MySQL Writer connects to a remote
HybridDB for MySQL database through JDBC, and runs the INSERT
REPLACE

INTO … or

INTO … SQL statement to write data into the database. Internally, data

is submitted to the database in batches, and therefore the database must use the
InnoDB engine.
Note:

You must conﬁgure a data source before conﬁguring HybridDB for MySQL Writer. For
more information, see Conﬁgure a HybridDB for MySQL data source.

HybridDB for MySQL Writer is designed for ETL developers to import data from data
warehouses to HybridDB for MySQL. HybridDB for MySQL Writer can also be used

as a data migration tool by DBA and other users. HybridDB for MySQL Writer obtains
protocol data generated by a reader through the Data Integration framework. The

generated protocol data varies with the writeMode attribute that you have conﬁgured.
Note:

The task must have the INSERT

INTO ...

or

REPLACE

INTO … permission.

Whether other permissions are required depends on the SQL statements speciﬁed in
the preSql and postSql attributes in the conﬁgured task.

Type conversion list

Similar to HybridDB for MySQL Reader, HybridDB for MySQL Writer supports most

data types in HybridDB for MySQL. Before conﬁguring HybridDB for MySQL Writer,
check whether the data type is supported .

HybridDB for MySQL Writer converts the data types in HybridDB for MySQL as follows
:
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Type classiﬁcation

HybridDB for MySQL data type

Float

Float, Double, and Decimal

Integer
String

Date and time
Boolean
Binary

Parameter description

Int, Tinyint, Smallint, Mediumint, Bigint, and Year
Varchar, Char, Tinytext, Text, Mediumtext, and Longtext
Date, Datetime, Timestamp, and Time
Boolean

Tinyblob, Mediumblob, Blob, Longblob, and Varbinary

Parameter

Description

Required Default

datasource

The data source name. The name must
be identical to the added data source

Yes

The destination table name.

Yes

None

Yes

None

table

writeMode

name. Script Mode supports adding data
sources.
The Write Mode, which can be set to
insert or replace.

No

value
None

Insert

• REPLACE INTO…: When there are no
primary key or unique index conﬂicts
, the action is the same as that of
INSERT INTO. If a conﬂict occurs, the
ﬁelds in new rows replace all ﬁelds in
original rows.

column

• INSERT INTO...: If a primary key or
unique index conﬂict occurs, data
cannot be written into the conﬂicting
rows, and is classiﬁed as dirty data.

The required destination table ﬁelds into
which data is written. These ﬁelds are
separated with commas (,). For example,
" column ": [" id "," name "," age
"]. If you want to write all columns in

turn, use the asterisk (*). For example: "
column ": ["*"].
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Parameter

Description

Required Default

preSql

The SQL statement that runs before
running the data synchronization task

No

The SQL statement that runs after
running the data synchronization task.

No

None

The number of records submitted at a
time. This parameter can greatly reduce

No

1024

postSql

batchSize

. For example, you can clear old data
before data synchronization. Currently
, you can run only one SQL statement
in Wizard Mode, and multiple SQL
statements in Script Mode.
For example, you can add a timestamp
after data synchronization. Currently
, you can run only one SQL statement
in Wizard Mode, and multiple SQL
statements in Script Mode.

value
None

the interaction frequency between Data
Integration and HybridDB for MySQL
on the network, and increase the overall
throughput. However, an excessively
large value may lead to OOM during the
data synchronization process.
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Development in Wizard Mode

1. Specify data sources

Conﬁgure the source and destination of data for a synchronization task as follows.

Parameter

Data Source
Table
Statements Run Before
Import
Statements Run After
Import
Primary Key Violation

Description

The datasource parameter in the preceding
parameter description. Select the conﬁgured data
source.

The table parameter in the preceding parameter
description. Select the destination table.

The preSQL parameter in the preceding parameter
description. Enter the SQL statement that runs
before running the data synchronization task.

The postSql parameter in the preceding parameter
description. Enter the SQL statement that runs after
running the data synchronization task.

The writeMode parameter in the preceding
parameter description. Select the expected write
mode.
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2. Conﬁgure mappings of ﬁelds (the column parameter in the preceding parameter
description).

Each source table ﬁeld on the left maps a destination table ﬁeld on the right. To add
a mapping, and click Add. To delete the current mapping, move the cursor over a
line and click Delete.

Conﬁguration

Map Fields with
the Same Name
Map Fields in the
Same Line

Remove Mappings
Auto Layout

Issue: 20190818

Description

Click Map Fields with the Same Name to establish a mapping
between ﬁelds with the same name. Note that the data type
must be consistent.

Click Map Fields in the Same Line to establish a mapping for
the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.
Click Remove Mappings to remove established mappings.

The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on speciﬁed rules.
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3. Conﬁgure channel control

Parameter
DMU

Concurrent Jobs

Description

The unit that measures the resources, including CPU
, memory, and network resources consumed by Data

Integration. A DMU represents the minimum operating
capability of a Data Integration task, that is, the data
synchronization processing capability given to the limited
CPU, memory, and network resources.

The maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
data from the source or write data into the data storage

media in a data synchronization task. In Wizard Mode, you
can conﬁgure the concurrency for a task on the wizard page.

Dirty Data Records The maximum number of errors or dirty data records
Allowed
allowed.
Task Resource
Group

Development in Script Mode

The machines on which tasks are run. If a large number
of tasks run on the default resource group, some tasks

may be delayed due to insuﬃcient resources. In this case,
we recommend that you add a custom resource group.
Currently, a custom resource group can be added only
in China (Hangzhou) and China (Shanghai). For more
information, see#unique_22.

The following code is an example of conﬁguration in Script Mode. For more
information about parameters, see the preceding parameter description.
{
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" type ": " job ",
" steps ": [
{
" parameter ": {},
{
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" parameter ": {
" postSql ": [],// The
SQL
statement
to
be
run
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
run .
" datasource ": " px_aliyun_ hymysql ",// The
data
source
name .
" column ": [// The
destinatio n
table
columns
.
" id ",
" name ",
" sex ",
" salary ",
" age ",
" pt "
],
" writeMode ": " insert ",// The
write
mode .
" batchSize ": 256 ,// The
number
of
records
submitted
at
a
time .
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 ",// The
encoding
format
.
" table ": " person_cop y ",// The
destinatio n
table
name .
" preSql ": [],// The
SQL
statement
to
be
run
before
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
run .
},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",// The
version
number .
" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
},
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {// The
maximum
number
of
errors
allowed .
" record ": ""
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": 7 ,// The
number
of
concurrent
threads .
" throttle ": true ,// Indicates
whether
to
throttle
the
transmissi on
rate .
" mbps ": 1 ,// The
maximum
transmissi on
rate .
" dmu ": 5 // The
DMU
value .
}
}
}

2.3.3.25 Conﬁgure HybridDB for PostgreSQL Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by HybridDB for
PostgreSQL Writer and how to conﬁgure it in both Wizard and Script modes.

HybridDB for PostgreSQL Writer writes data into a HybridDB for PostgreSQL database
. At the underlying implementation level, HybridDB for PostgreSQL Writer connects
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to a remote HybridDB for PostgreSQL database through JDBC, and runs SELECT

statements to extract data from the database. On the public cloud, RDS provides the
HybridDB for PostgreSQL storage engine.
Note:

You must conﬁgure a data source before conﬁguring HybridDB for PostgreSQL

Writer. For more information, see Conﬁgure a HybridDB for PostgreSQL data source.

In short, HybridDB for PostgreSQL Writer connects to a remote HybridDB for

PostgreSQL database through a JDBC connector, generates SELECT statements

based on the conﬁguration, and sends the statements to the remote database. Then
, HybridDB for PostgreSQL Writer assembles SQL execution results into abstract
datasets in custom data types of Data Integration, and passes the datasets to the
downstream writer.

• HybridDB for PostgreSQL Writer concatenates the conﬁgured table, column, and
WHEREundefinedinformation into SQL statements, and sends the statements to

the HybridDB for PostgreSQL database.

• HybridDB for PostgreSQL Writer sends the conﬁgured querySQL information to
HybridDB for PostgreSQL database.
Note:

Type conversion list

HybridDB for PostgreSQL Writer supports most data types in HybridDB for

PostgreSQL. Check whether a data type is supported before conﬁguring HybridDB for
PostgreSQL Writer.

HybridDB for PostgreSQL Writer converts the data types in HybridDB for PostgreSQL
as follows:

Type classiﬁcation

HybridDB for PostgreSQL data type

Double

Double precision, Money, Numeric, and Real

Long

String
Date

Boolean
410

Bigint, Bigserial, Integer, Smallint, and Serial
Varchar, Char, Text, Bit, and Inet
Date, Time, and Timestamp
Boolean
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Type classiﬁcation
Bytes

HybridDB for PostgreSQL data type
Bytea

Note:

• Only the preceding ﬁeld types are supported.

• To convert Money, Inet, and Bit data types, you need to use syntax, such as a_int::
varchar.

Parameter description
Parameter

Description

Required

Default

datasource

The data source name. The name
must be identical to the added data

Yes

None

The name of the destination table.

Yes

None

Yes

None

No

None

table

writeMode

column

source name. Script Mode supports
adding data sources.
The Write Mode, which can be set
to insert data. insert: If a primary

key conﬂict or unique index conﬂict
occurs, Data Integration determines
the data as dirty data, and retains the
original data.
The destination table ﬁelds into
which data needs to be written.

No

value

Insert

These ﬁelds are separated with
commas (,). For example, " column
": [" id "," name "," age "].

preSql

If you want to write all columns
in turn, use the asterisk (*). For
example: "column": ["*"].

The SQL statement that runs before
running the data synchronization

task. For example, you can clear old
data before data synchronization
. Currently, you can run only one
SQL statement in Wizard Mode, and
multiple SQL statements in Script
Mode.
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Parameter

Description

Required

Default

postSql

The SQL statement runs after
running the data synchronization

No

None

The number of records submitted in
a batch. This parameter can greatly

No

batchSize

task. For example, you can add a
timestamp after data synchroniz
ation. Currently, you can run only
one SQL statement in Wizard Mode
, and multiple SQL statements in
Script Mode.

value

1024

reduce the interaction frequency
between Data Integration and
HybridDB for PostgreSQL on the
network, and increase the overall
throughput. However, an excessively
large value may lead to OOM during
the data synchronization process.
Development in Wizard Mode

1. Specify data sources.

Conﬁgure the data source and destination for a synchronization task.

Parameter

Data Source
Table

412

Description

The datasource parameter in the preceding
parameter description. Select the conﬁgured data
source.

The table parameter in the preceding parameter
description. Select the destination table.
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Parameter

Description

Before Import

The preSQL parameter in the preceding parameter
description. Enter the SQL statement that runs
before running the data synchronization task.

After Import

The postSQL parameter in the preceding parameter
description. Enter the SQL statement that runs after
running the data synchronization task.

2. Conﬁgure mappings of the ﬁelds (the column parameters in the preceding
parameter description).

Each source table ﬁeld on the left maps a destination table ﬁeld on the right. To add
a mapping, click Add.To delete the current mapping, move the cursor over a line
and click Delete.

Conﬁguration

Description

Map Fields in the
Same Row

Click Map Fields in the Same Row to map the same row. Note
that the data type must be consistent.

Map Fields with
the Same Name

Remove Mappings
Auto Layout

Click Map Fields with the Same Name to map ﬁelds with the
same name. Note that the data type must be consistent.

Click Remove Mappings to remove established mappings .

The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on speciﬁed rules.

3. Conﬁgure channel control
Conﬁguration

Concurrent Jobs

Description

The maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
data from the source or write data into the data storage

media in a data synchronization task. In Wizard Mode, you
can conﬁgure the concurrency for a task on the wizard page.

Dirty Data Records The maximum number of errors or dirty data records
Allowed
allowed.
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Description

The machines on which tasks are run. If a large number of
tasks are run on the default resource group, some tasks may

be delayed due to insuﬃcient resources. In this case, we
recommend that you add a custom resource group. For more
information, see #unique_22.

{

" type ": " job ",
" steps ": [
{
" parameter ": {},
" name ": " Reader ",
" category ": " reader "
},
{
" parameter ": {
" postSql ": [],// The
SQL
statement
to
be
run
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
run .
" datasource ": " test_004 ",// The
data
source
name .
" column ": [// The
destinatio n
table
columns
.
" id ",
" name ",
" sex ",
" salary ",
" age "
],
" table ": " public . person ",// The
destinatio n
table
name .
" preSql ": [],// The
SQL
statement
to
be
run
before
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
run .
},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",// The
version
number .
" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
},
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {// The
maximum
number
of
errors
allowed .
" record ": ""
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": 6 ,// The
number
of
concurrent
threads .
" throttle ": false ,// Indicates
whether
to
throttle
the
transmissi on
rate .
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}

}

2.3.3.26 Conﬁgure POLARDB Writer

This topic describes the data types and parameters supported by POLARDB Writer
and how to conﬁgure it in both wizard and script modes.

POLARDB Writer writes data into a POLARDB database. At the underlying

implementation level, POLARDB Writer connects to a remote POLARDB database
through JDBC, and runs the INSERT

INTO ... or REPLACE

INTO ... SQL

statement to write data into the database. Internally, data is submitted to the database
in batches, and therefore the database must use the InnoDB engine.
Note:

You must conﬁgure a data source before conﬁguring POLARDB Writer. For more
information, see Conﬁgure a POLARDB data source.

POLARDB Writer is designed for ETL developers to import data from data warehouses
to POLARDB. POLARDB Writer can also be used as a data migration tool by DBA
and other users. POLARDB Writer obtains protocol data generated by a reader

through the Data Integration framework. The generated protocol data varies with the
writeMode attribute that you have conﬁgured.
Note:

The task shall at least have the INSERT

INTO ...

or

REPLACE

INTO ...

permission. Whether other permissions are required depends on the SQL statements
speciﬁed in the preSql and postSql attributes when you conﬁgure the task.

Type conversion list

Similar to POLARDB Reader, POLARDB Writer supports most data types in POLARDB.
Check whether a data type is supported before conﬁguring POLARDB Writer.
POLARDB Writer converts the data types in POLARDB as follows:
Type classiﬁcation

POLARDB data type

Float

Float, Double, and Decimal

Integer
String
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Int, Tinyint, Smallint, Mediumint, Bigint, and Year
Varchar, Char, Tinytext, Text, Mediumtext, and Longtext
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Type classiﬁcation

POLARDB data type

Boolean

Boolean

Date and time
Binary

Parameter description

Date, Datetime, Timestamp, and Time
Tinyblob, Mediumblob, Blob, Longblob, and Varbinary

Attribute

Description

Required Default

datasource

The data source name. It must be
identical to the data source name added

Yes

The name of the destination table.

Yes

table

writeMode

. Adding data sources is supported in
script mode.
The write mode, which can be set to
insert or replace.

No

value
None

None

insert

• REPLACE INTO...: If no primary key
conﬂict or unique index conﬂict
occurs, the action is the same as that
of INSERT INTO. If a conﬂict occurs,
the ﬁelds in new rows replace all ﬁelds
in original rows.

• INSERT INTO...: If a primary key
conﬂict or unique index conﬂict
occurs, data cannot be written into the
conﬂicting rows and is regarded as
dirty data.
• INSERT INTO table (a,b,c) VALUES (1
,2,3) ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE...:
If no primary key conﬂict or unique

index conﬂict occurs, the action is
the same as that of INSERT INTO. If a

conﬂict occurs, the ﬁelds in new rows
replace the speciﬁed ﬁelds in original
rows.
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Attribute

Description

Required Default

column

The ﬁelds of the destination table into
which data needs to be written. These

Yes

value
None

ﬁelds are separated with commas. For
example, " column ": [" id "," name
"," age "]. If you want to write all

preSql

postSql

batchSize

columns in turn, use the asterisk (*), for
example, " column ": ["*"].
The SQL statement to be run before the
data synchronization task is run. For

No

None

The SQL statement to be run after the
data synchronization task is run. For

No

None

The number of records submitted at a
time. This attribute can greatly reduce

No

1024

example, you can clear old data before
data synchronization. Currently, you can
run only one SQL statement in wizard
mode, and multiple SQL statements in
script mode.
example, you can add a timestamp after
data synchronization. Currently, you can
run only one SQL statement in wizard
mode, and multiple SQL statements in
script mode.
the frequency of interaction between
Data Integration and POLARDB on
the network, and increase the overall
throughput. However, an excessively
large value may lead to OOM during the
data synchronization process.
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Development in wizard mode

1. Specify data sources

Conﬁgure the source and destination of data for a synchronization task.

Parameter

Data Source
Table
Statements Run Before
Import
Statements Run After
Import
Primary Key Violation

418

Description

The datasource attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Select the data source that you have
conﬁgured.

The table attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Select the destination table.

The preSql attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Enter the SQL statement that is run
before the data synchronization task is run.

The postSql attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Enter the SQL statement that is run
after the data synchronization task is run.

The writeMode attribute in the preceding parameter
description. Select the expected write mode.
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2. Conﬁgure mappings of ﬁelds (the column attribute in the preceding parameter
description).

Each source table ﬁeld on the left maps a destination table ﬁeld on the right. You

can click Add to add a mapping or move the cursor over a line and click Delete to
delete the current mapping.

Conﬁguration

Map Fields with
the Same Name
Map Fields in the
Same Line

Remove Mappings
Auto Layout
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Description

Click Map Fields with the Same Name to establish a mapping
between ﬁelds with the same name. Note that the data type
must be consistent.

Click Map Fields in the Same Line to establish a mapping for
the same row. Note that the data type must be consistent.
Click Remove Mappings to remove mappings that have been
established.
The ﬁelds are automatically sorted based on speciﬁed rules.
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3. Conﬁgure channel control

Parameter
DMU

Concurrent Jobs

Description

The unit that measures the resources (including CPU,
memory, and network resources) consumed by Data

Integration. A DMU represents the minimum operating
capability of a Data Integration task, that is, the data
synchronization processing capability given limited CPU,
memory, and network resources.

The maximum number of threads used to concurrently read
data from the source or write data into the data storage

media in a data synchronization task. In wizard mode, you
can conﬁgure the concurrency for a task on the wizard page.

Dirty Data Records The maximum number of errors or dirty data records
Allowed
allowed.
Task Resource
Group

Development in script mode

The machines on which tasks are run. If a large number
of tasks are run on the default resource group, some tasks
may be delayed due to insuﬃcient resources. In this case,
we recommend that you add a custom resource group.
Currently, a custom resource group can be added only
in China (Hangzhou) and China (Shanghai). For more
information, see Add task resources.

The following code is an example of conﬁguration in script mode. For more
information about attributes, see the preceding parameter description.
{
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" type ": " job ",
" steps ": [
{
" parameter ": {},
" name ": " Reader ",
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},
{

" category ": " reader "

" parameter ": {
" postSql ": [],// The
SQL
statement
to
be
run
after
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
run .
" datasource ": " test_005 ",// The
data
source
name .
" column ": [// The
destinatio n
table
columns
.
" id ",
" name ",
" age ",
" sex ",
" salary ",
" interest "
],
" writeMode ": " insert ",// The
write
mode .
" batchSize ": 256 ,// The
number
of
records
submitted
at
a
time .
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 ",// The
encoding
format
.
" table ": " POLARDB_pe rson_copy ",// The
destinatio n
table
name .
" preSql ": []// The
SQL
statement
to
be
run
before
the
data
synchroniz ation
task
is
run .
},
" name ": " Writer ",
" category ": " writer "
}
],
" version ": " 2 . 0 ",// The
version
number .
" order ": {
" hops ": [
{
" from ": " Reader ",
" to ": " Writer "
}
]
},
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {// The
maximum
number
of
errors
allowed .
" record ": ""
},
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": 6 ,// The
number
of
concurrent
threads .
" throttle ": false ,// Indicates
whether
to
throttle
the
transmissi on
rate .
" dmu ": 6 // The
DMU
value .
}
}
}

2.3.4 Optimizing conﬁguration

This topic describes how to adjust DMU and concurrent conﬁguration of

synchronization jobs for optimized maximum synchronization speed. The data
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synchronization speed is inﬂuenced by factors, including diﬀerences between speedlimit jobs and not-speed-limit jobs, and precautions for custom resource groups.

DataWorks Data Integration supports real-time, oﬄine data interconnection between

any data sources in any location and network environment. It is a comprehensive full

-stack data synchronization platform allows you to copy dozens of TBs data between
various cloud and local data storage media.

The super fast data transmission performance and interconnection between more

than 400 pairs of heterogeneous data sources that helps users focus on core big data
issues. The service can be used to design advanced analysis solutions with deep

insight in all data.

Factors aﬀecting data synchronization speed

The factors that aﬀect data synchronization speed as follows.
• Source-side data sources

- Database performance: The performance of CPU, memory module, SSD,
network, and hard disk.

- Concurrency: A high data source concurrency results in a high database
workload.

- Network: The bandwidth (throughput) and network speed. Typically, a database
with better performance can tolerate a higher concurrency. Therefore, the data

synchronization job can be conﬁgured for high-concurrency data extraction.

• Synchronous task conﬁguration for Data Integration

- Synchronization speed: Determines whether a synchronization speed limit is set
.

- DMU: The resources used for running the synchronization task.

- Concurrency: The maximum number of threads that can be used to read/write
data from the data source to the target data source at the same time in one

synchronization task.

- The wait resource.

- Bytes setting: If the Bytes limit is set to 1,048,576, and the network is slow, the

data transmission times out before completion. We recommend you set a lower
Bytes value.

- Whether to create an index for query statements.
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• Objective to end Data Source

- Performance: The performance of the CPU, memory module, SSD, network, and
hard disk.

- Load: The high database load that aﬀects data write eﬃciency.
- Network: The bandwidth (throughput) and network speed.

You need to monitor and optimize the performance, load, and network of the original
data source and destination databases. The following mainly describes how to set

DMU

core conﬁgurations of a synchronization task in Data Integration.
• Conﬁguration

A data synchronization task can run with single or multiple DMUs. In Wizard

mode, you can conﬁgure a maximum of 20 DMUs for a task. The following is an
example of how to set the number of DMUs in Script mode:
" Setting ":{
" Speed ":{
" dmu ": 10
}
}
Note:

Although, you can conﬁgure more than 20 DMUs with a script, the system still

has certain resource limitations. We recommend that you do not assign too many
resources.

• DMU writing synchronization speed factors

The DMU represents the resource capability, and the synchronization task is

conﬁgured with a higher DMU. You can allocate more resources without increasing
the synchronization task speed. Speed optimization requires combining the
concurrency with the DMU ratio. For example, a synchronization task that

conﬁgures 3 concurrencies requires 3 DMU, and the synchronization speed is 10
Mb/s. Currently, the number of 3 concurrent resources required is 3 DMU, and

the task does not require more resources. Increasing the DMU does not, therefore,
increase the synchronization task speed.
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Concurrency

• Conﬁguration

In Wizard Mode, conﬁgure a concurrency for the speciﬁed task on the wizard page.
The following is an example of conﬁguring the number of concurrency with Script
Mode.

" Setting ":{
" Speed ":{
" concurrent ":
}
}
}

10

• The relationship between concurrency and DMU

A higher concurrency requires more DMUs. When network conditions and data

source performances are good, more DMUs and higher concurrency will result in
better synchronization speed.

- To ensure that a task in Wizard mode can be successfully executed in high

concurrency , the maximum concurrency allowed cannot exceed the number of
DMUs set. For example, we do not recommend that you conﬁgure more than 10

concurrency threads when the number of DMUs is set to 10.

- When a high concurrency is set, you need to consider data source capabilities
in the reading and writing ends. Excessive concurrency may aﬀect the source
database performance. Therefore, you need to tune the database.

- In Script Mode you can set a high concurrency. However, the number of

DMUs that are provided for a task are limited. Do not set an excessively high
concurrency.

Speed limit

By default, throttling is disabled after the Beta phase of Data Integration ends. In
a synchronization task, data is synchronized at the maximum speed supported

by the concurrency and DMUs conﬁgured for that task. Because extremely fast

synchronization may overstress the database and aﬀect production, Data Integration

allows you to limit synchronization speed and optimize conﬁguration as required. We
recommend that the maximum conﬁgured speed limit cannot exceed 30 MB/s when

this option is enabled. The following is an example for conﬁguring the speed limit in
Script Mode, when the transmission bandwidth is 1 MB/s:
" Setting ":{
" Speed ":{
424
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}

}

" throttle ":
" mbps ": 1 ,

true // Throttling
// Synchroniz ation

enabled .
speed

Note:

• Throttling is disabled when it is set to False. You do not need to conﬁgure the
mbps parameter.

• The traﬃc measured value is a Data Integration metric that does not represent
actual NIC traﬃc. Generally, the NIC traﬃc is two to three times that of the

channel traﬃc, which depends on the serialization of data storage system.

• A semi-structured Single ﬁle does not have shard key concept. Multiple ﬁles can
set the maximum job rate to increase the synchronization speed, however, the
maximum job rate is related to the number of ﬁles. For example, there are n

ﬁles with maximum job rate limit set to n Mb/s, then if you set n + 1 Mb/s or sync
at n Mb/s speed. If you set the speed to n-1 Mb/s, then the synchronization is

performed at n-1 Mb/s speed.

• The table splitting can be performed at the set maximum job rate, only when

a maximum job rate and a shard key are conﬁgured for a relational database.

Relational databases only supports numeric shard keys, but Oracle databases
support both Numeric and String shard keys.

Cases of slow data synchronization

Synchronization tasks remain in the waiting status when using public scheduling (
WAIT) resources

• Related examples are as follows

When you test synchronization tasks in DataWorks, multiple tasks remain in the
waiting status and an internal system error occurs.

It takes 800 seconds to synchronize a task from RDS to MaxCompute using default

resource groups, but the log shows that the task runs for only 18 seconds and stops
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. Other synchronization tasks with hundreds of data entries also remain in the
waiting status.

The waiting log is displayed as follows:
2017 - 01 - 03
07 : 16 :
0r
0b | speed : 0r / s
: 0 . 0 %

54 : State : 2 ( wait ) |
0b / S | error : 0r
0b

Total :
| stage

• Solution

In this case, public scheduling resources are used. The capability is limited

because they share many projects instead of two or three tasks of a single user. A
10-second task is extended to 800 seconds because the required resources were

insuﬃcient and must be waited when you run the task.

If you have strict requirements for synchronization speed and waiting time, we
recommend starting synchronization tasks during non-busy hours. Typically,

synchronization tasks are concentrated between 00:00 and 03:00. You can perform
synchronization tasks in other time except from the aforesaid period to avoid

resource waiting.

Accelerate tasks of synchronizing data in multiple tables to the same table
• Related examples are as follows:

Synchronization tasks are serialized to synchronize the tables of multiple data

sources to the same table, but the synchronization duration can take a long time.

• Solution

To start multiple write data tasks in the same database simultaneously, pay
attention to the following:

- Ensure the load capacity of the destination database is suﬃcient to prevent
improper runs.

- When you conﬁgure workﬂow tasks. Select a single task node and conﬁgure

database or table shard tasks, or set multiple nodes to run concurrently in the
same workﬂow.

- If the synchronization tasks encounter resource waiting (WAIT) during runs,
run them during non-rush hours for high execution priority.

No index added while using the SQL WHERE clause
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• Related examples are as follows:

The executed SQL statement as follows:
select
bid , inviter , uid , createTime
from ` relatives `
where
createTime >=' 2016 - 10 - 2300 : 00 : 00 ' and
reateTime
<' 2016 - 10 - 24
00 : 00 : 00 ';
If the query statement execution started at 2016-10-25 11:01:24.875 Beijing Time
(UTC+8), then the return query result started at 2016-10-25 11:11:05.489 Beijing

Time (UTC+8). The synchronization program waited the database to return the SQL
query result, and MaxCompute waited for a long time to start.

• Cause analysis:

When the WHERE statement was executed, the createTime column was not
indexed and full-table scanning was enforced.

• Solution

We recommend that you add an index to the scan column, if you want to use the
SQL WHERE clause.

2.4 Common conﬁguration
2.4.1 Add security group

This topic describes how to add a corresponding security group when you use
DataWorks (formerly known as Data IDE) in diﬀerent regions.

To ensure the databases security and stability, you must add IP addresses or IP

segments for accessing the database to #unique_87 or security group of the target

instance before using certain database instances. This article describes how to add

a corresponding security group when you are using DataWorks (formerly known as
Data IDE) in diﬀerent regions.

Add a security group

• If the data synchronization tasks runs on your ECS resource group, you must

authorize the ECS resource group by adding the private/public IP address and port
to the ECS security group.

• If the data synchronization tasks run on the default resource group, you should
add the security group based on the ECS machine region. For example, if your

ECS is in the North China 2 region, you should add the security group of North
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China 2 (Beijing): 2ze3236e8pcbxw61o9y0 and 1156529087455811, as shown in the
following table.
Region

Authorization object

Account ID

China (Shanghai)

sg-uf6ir5g3rlu7thymywza

1156529087455811

China (Hangzhou)
China (Shenzhen)
Asia Paciﬁc SE 1(
Singapore)

sg-bp13y8iuj33uqpqvgqw2
sg-wz9ar9o9jgok5tajj7ll

sg-t4n222njci99ik5y6dag

1156529087455811
1156529087455811
1156529087455811

China(Hong Kong)

Sg-j6c28uqpqb27yc3tjmb6

1156529087455811

US East 1

sg-0xienf2ak8gs0puz68i9

1156529087455811

US West 1 (Silicon
Valley)
China (Beijing)

sg-rj9bowpmdvhyl53lza2j

sg-2ze3236e8pcbxw61o9y0

1156529087455811

1156529087455811

Note:

The ECS in the VPC environment does not support adding the preceding security
groups.

Add an ECS security group

1. Log on to the Administration Console of the cloud server ECS.

2. Select the Network and Security > Groups in the left-hand navigation pane.
3. Select the target region.

4. Locate the security group for conﬁguring authorization rules, and click the
Conﬁguration Rule that is listed in action.

5. Click Security Groups, and click Add Rules.
6. Sets the parameters in dialog box.
7. Click Conﬁrm.

2.4.2 Add whitelist

This topic describes how to add a corresponding whitelist and security group when
you use DataWorks in diﬀerent regions.

To ensure the database security and stability, you can add IP addresses or IP segments
for database access to the whitelist or #unique_86 of the target instance before using
certain database instances.
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Note:

You can only add whitelists for Data Integration tasks. Adding whitelists in other
types of tasks are not supported.

Add whitelist

1. Enter the DataWorks management console as a developer and go to the Project List
page.

2. Select a project region.

Currently, the supported regions are China East 2 (Shanghai), China South 1

(Shenzhen), Hong Kong, and Asia Paciﬁc SOU 1 (Singapore). The default region is

China East 2, and you can switch to other regions where your project is located, as
shown in the following ﬁgure.

3. Select the whitelist for your project region.

Some data sources have whitelist restrictions and require adding Data Integration
IP addresses to whitelists. Common data sources, such as RDS, MongoDB, and
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Redis, require adding IP addresses to whitelists in their consoles. The following are
two scenarios for adding a whitelist:

• When a sync task is running on the custom resource group, you must authorize
machines for the custom resource group, and add the machine intranet IP

addresses and Internet IP addresses to the data source whitelist.

• Each region has diﬀerent whitelist entries, and select the region whitelist from
the following table.
Region

China East 1(
Hangzhou)
China East 2 (
Shanghai)

China South 1 (
Shenzhen)
Hong Kong
Asia Paciﬁc SE 1 (
Singapore)

Asia Paciﬁc SE 2 (
Sydney)
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Whitelist

100.64.0.0/8,11.193.102.0/24,11.193.215.0/24,11.194.110.0/
24,11.194.73.0/24,118.31.157.0/24,47.97.53.0/24,11.196.23.0
/24,47.99.12.0/24,47.99.13.0/24,114.55.197.0/24,11.197.246.
0/24,11.197.247.0/24

11.193.109.0/24,11.193.252.0/24,47.101.107.0/24,47.100.129
.0/24,106.15.14.0/24,10.117.28.203,10.117.39.238,10.143.32.

0/24,10.152.69.0/24,10.153.136.0/24,10.27.63.15,10.27.63.38
,10.27.63.41,10.27.63.60,10.46.64.81,10.46.67.156,11.192.97
.0/24,11.192.98.0/24,11.193.102.0/24,11.218.89.0/24,11.218.
96.0/24,11.219.217.0/24,11.219.218.0/24,11.219.219.0/24,11
.219.233.0/24,11.219.234.0/24,118.178.142.154,118.178.56.
228,118.178.59.233,118.178.84.74,120.27.160.26,120.27.160.
81,121.43.110.160,121.43.112.137,100.64.0.0/8

100.106.46.0/24,100.106.49.0/24,10.152.27.0/24,10.152.28.0
/24,11.192.91.0/24,11.192.96.0/24,11.193.103.0/24,100.64.0.
0/8,120.76.104.0/24,120.76.91.0/24,120.78.45.0/24

10.152.162.0/24,11.192.196.0/24,11.193.11.0/24,100.64.0.0/
8,11.192.196.0/24,47.89.61.0/24,47.91.171.0/24,11.193.118.0
/24,47.75.228.0/24

100.106.10.0/24,100.106.35.0/24,10.151.234.0/24,10.151.238
.0/24,10.152.248.0/24,11.192.153.0/24,11.192.40.0/24,11.
193.8.0/24,100.64.0.0/8,100.106.10.0/24,100.106.35.0/24,10
.151.234.0/24,10.151.238.0/24,10.152.248.0/24,11.192.40.0
/24,47.88.147.0/24,47.88.235.0/24,11.193.162.0/24,11.193.
163.0/24,11.193.220.0/24,11.193.158.0/24,47.74.162.0/24,47
.74.203.0/24,47.74.161.0/24,11.197.188.0/24

11.192.100.0/24,11.192.134.0/24,11.192.135.0/24,11.192.184
.0/24,11.192.99.0/24,100.64.0.0/8,47.91.49.0/24,47.91.50.0/
24,11.193.165.0/24,47.91.60.0/24
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Region

China North 2 (
Beijing)
US West 1
US East 1
Asia Paciﬁc SE 3 (
Malaysia)
EU Central 1 (
Germany)

Asia Paciﬁc NE1 (
Japan)
Middle East 1 (
Dubai)

Asia Paciﬁc SE 1 (
Mumbai)
UK

Asia Paciﬁc SE 5 (
Jakarta)
Add an RDS whitelist

Whitelist

100.106.48.0/24,10.152.167.0/24,10.152.168.0/24,11.193.50.
0/24,11.193.75.0/24,11.193.82.0/24,11.193.99.0/24,100.64.0.
0/8,47.93.110.0/24,47.94.185.0/24,47.95.63.0/24,11.197.231.
0/24,11.195.172.0/24,47.94.49.0/24,182.92.144.0/24
10.152.160.0/24,100.64.0.0/8,47.89.224.0/24,11.193.216.0/
24,47.88.108.0/24

11.193.203.0/24,11.194.68.0/24,11.194.69.0/24,100.64.0.0/8,
47.252.55.0/24,47.252.88.0/24

11.193.188.0/24,11.221.205.0/24,11.221.206.0/24,11.221.207
.0/24,100.64.0.0/8,11.214.81.0/24,47.254.212.0/24,11.193.
189.0/24

11.192.116.0/24,11.192.168.0/24,11.192.169.0/24,11.192.170
.0/24,11.193.106.0/24,100.64.0.0/8,11.192.116.14,11.192.116
.142,11.192.116.160,11.192.116.75,11.192.170.27,47.91.82.
22,47.91.83.74,47.91.83.93,47.91.84.11,47.91.84.110,47.91.
84.82,11.193.167.0/24,47.254.138.0/24

100.105.55.0/24,11.192.147.0/24,11.192.148.0/24,11.192.149
.0/24,100.64.0.0/8,47.91.12.0/24,47.91.13.0/24,47.91.9.0/24,
11.199.250.0/24,47.91.27.0/24

11.192.107.0/24,11.192.127.0/24,11.192.88.0/24,11.193.246.
0/24,47.91.116.0/24,100.64.0.0/8
11.194.10.0/24,11.246.70.0/24,11.246.71.0/24,11.246.73.0/
24,11.246.74.0/24,100.64.0.0/8,149.129.164.0/24,11.194.11.
0/24

11.199.93.0/24,100.64.0.0/8

11.194.49.0/24,11.200.93.0/24,11.200.95.0/24,11.200.97.0/
24,100.64.0.0/8,149.129.228.0/24,10.143.32.0/24,11.194.50.
0/24

The RDS data source can be conﬁgured with the following two methods:
• RDS instance

In this case, a data source is created using an RDS instance. Currently, the

connectivity test including the RDS in the VPC environments are supported. If the
connectivity test fails, you can try adding the data source with JDBC URL.
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• JDBC URL

For the IP address in the JDBC URL, enter either an intranet IP address or an

Internet IP address (if the intranet IP address is unavailable). The intranet IP

address features faster synchronization because the address is relevant to Alibaba
Cloud data centers, while the Internet IP address synchronization speed depends

on the bandwidth.

RDS whitelist conﬁguration

When Data Integration is connected to the RDS for data synchronization, the database
standard protocol must be connected to the database. By default, the RDS allows all

IP address connections. If you specify an IP whitelist during RDS conﬁguration, you

must add an IP whitelist of the Data Integration execution nodes. If no whitelists are
speciﬁed then none are provided for Data Integration.

If you have conﬁgured an IP whitelist for your RDS, go to the RDS Management

Console, and go to Security Control to conﬁgure the whitelist settings based on the
preceding Whitelist conﬁgurations.
Note:

If you use a custom Resource Group to schedule the RDS data synchronization task,
you must add the IP address of the computer host of the custom Resource Group to
the RDS whitelist.

2.4.3 Add task resources

This topic explains how to add task resources. Project administrators can create

and modify scheduled resources on the Data Integration > Synchronous Resource
Management > Resource Group page.

When the default scheduling resource is unable to connect the complex network
environment with the deployed Data Integration agent, you can enable data

transfer synchronization between any network environment. For more information,
see#unique_23undeﬁnedand #unique_24.
Note:

• Scheduling resources added in the Data Integration can only be used for data
integration.
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• Admin permission is required for customizing ﬁles running on a resource group
. For example, calling shell ﬁles, SQL on custom ECS in a shell script task for
writing documents, and others.

Purchase the ECS cloud server

Purchase the ECS cloud server.
Note:

• We recommend you use centos6, centos7, or AliOS.

• If the added ECS instance must run MaxCompute or synchronization tasks, verify

whether the current ECS instance Python version is 2.6 or 2.7. (The Python version
of CentOS 5 is 2.4, while those of other operating systems are later than 2.6.)

• Ensure that the ECS instance has a public IP address.

• The ECS conﬁguration is recommended for 8-core processor with 16G RAM.

View the ECS host name and the internal network IP address

You can go to theCloud Server ECS > Instance page to view the ECS host name and
purchased IP address.

Provision 8000 port to read log
Note:

If you are using a VPC network type, you do not require a provision 8000 port.

1. Add security group rules

Go to the Cloud Server ECS > Network and Security > Security Group page, and
click Conﬁguration Rules , and then enter the conﬁguration rules page.

2. Go to the Security Group Rules > Intranet Entry Direction page, and click Add
Security Group Rules in the upper right corner.

3. Complete the conﬁguration information in the Add Security Group Rule dialog box,
and conﬁgure the IP address to 10.116.134.123, and access port 8000.

Add scheduling resources

1. Enter the DataWorks management console as a developer, and click Enter
Workspace in the corresponding project action bar.

2. Click Data Integration in the top menu bar to go to Resource Management > New
Resource Groups.
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3. Click Next to Add Purchased ECS cloud server to the Resource Group in the Add
Server dialog box.
Conﬁgurations:

• Network type

- Classic network: The IP addresses are allocated in a uniform manner by

Alibaba Cloud that is easy to conﬁgure. This network type is suitable for
usersthat require high operation usability and need to use ECS quickly.

- This type refers to logically isolated private networks. Users can customize
network topology and IP addresses, and the network supports leased line

connections. VPC is suitable for users familiar with network management.

• Server name

- Alibaba Cloud Classic Network: To obtain the return value, log in to ECS, and
execute the hostname command.

- Private Network: To obtain the return value, log in to ECS and execute
dmidecode

|

grep

• Maximum concurrency

UUID .

- Count concurrency: The concurrency count calculator is based on the CPU
number and memory size.

- Add server: The content is related to the selected network type from the
preceding table. If you select classic networks, you can only add classic
networks. If you select a VPC network, the VPC network type content is

displayed.
Note:

• To conﬁgure an ECS as the server in a VPC, you should enter the ECS UUID as
the server name. Log on to the ECS machine to execute dmidecode
UUID to obtain the return result.

• For example, to execute dmidecode

|

grep

|

grep

UUID , the return result is

UUID: 713f4718-8446-4433-a8ec-6b5b62d75a24, the corresponding UUID is
713F4718-8446-4433-A8EC-6B5B62D75A24.
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4. Install Agent and initialize.

If you are adding a new server, follow these steps:
a. Logon to the ECS server as a root user.
b. Execute the following command:

chown
admin : admin / opt / taobao
wget
https :// alisaproxy . shuju . aliyun . com / install . sh
-- no - check - certificat e
sh
install . sh -- user_name = xxxxxxxxxx 19d -- password =
yyyyyygh1b m -- enable_uui d = false
c. On the Add Server Page, click Refresh to see if the service status becomes
Available.

d. Provision port 8000 of the server.
Note:

If an error occurs while executing install.sh an Sh or a re-execution is required,
and the same directory of SH runs rm

– rf

install . sh to delete

ﬁles that have been generated then execute install . sh . The preceding

initialization interface is diﬀerent from each user command, please execute the
relevant commands according to your initialization interface.

The following problems may occur, if the service status has been Stopped after
performing this operation:

The error shown in the preceding ﬁgure indicates that no host was bound. To ﬁx the
errors, follow these steps:

1. Switch to the admin database.
2. Execute hostname

- i to see how the host is bound.

3. Execute vim / etc / hosts and add the IP address and host name.

4. Refresh the page service status if the CS Server registration is successful.
Note:
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• If the service status is still Stop after you click refresh, you can restart the alias
command.

Switch to the admin account and execute the following command:
/ home / admin / alisataskn
serverct1
restart

ode / target / alisataskn

ode / bin /

• If the command contains your AccessKey information, please do not reveal it to
others.

2.5 Full-database migration

2.5.1 Full-database migration overview

This topic describes the Full-Database Migration features, including its functions and
limits.

Full-Database Migration is a convenient tool that can improve user eﬃciency and

reduce user cost. It can quickly upload all tables in a MySQL database to MaxCompute
simultaneously, which reduces time spent on creating batch tasks for the initialcloud
migration.

For example, if a database contains 100 tables, the conventional method would
require you to conﬁgure 100 data synchronization tasks. With Full-Database

Migration, you can upload all tables at the same time. Because of the normalization
design of the database tables, Full-Database Migration is subject to limitations and
cannot guaranteeall tables synchronized can be completedsimultaneouslyto meet

your business demands.

Task generation rules

After you complete Full-Database Migration conﬁguration, the MaxCompute tables

are created and data synchronization tasks are generated based on the selected tables
for synchronization.

The MaxCompute table names, ﬁeld names, and ﬁeld types are generated according
to advanced settings. If no advanced settings are set, the MaxCompute table

structures are the same to that of MySQL tables. The partition of these tables is pt,
and in the format of yyyymmdd.

The generated data synchronization tasks are cyclic tasks scheduled on a daily

basis. They run automatically in the morning the next day with a transfer rate of
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1 MB/s. The actual synchronization task performances varies with the selected

synchronization mode and concurrency settings. To customize generated tasks,
clickclone_database > Data Source Name > mysql2odps_table name in the
synchronization task directory tree.
Note:

We recommend that you perform a smoke test on the data synchronization tasks.

You can ﬁnd all synchronization tasks generated by a data source in project_etl_start
> Full-Database Migration > Data Source Name under O&M Center > Task
Management, and then right-click the test's corresponding task nodes.

Limits

Full-Database Migration is subject to certain limitations, due to the normalization
design of the database tables. The limitations include:

• Currently, only Full-Database Migration from the MySQL data source to

MaxCompute is supported.The migration feature for Hadoop/Hive and Oracle data
sources are under development.

• Only daily incremental data load and full load modes are available.

In case you need to synchronize historical data at a certain time period, and this
feature cannot meet your requirements. The following are a few recommended
solutions:

- You can conﬁgure daily tasks instead of synchronizing historical data .You can
call the provided supplementary data to trace historical data, which removes
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the need to run temporary SQL tasks to split data after the historical data is fully
synchronized.

- If you need to synchronize historical data, you can conﬁgure a task on the task
development page, and click Run. Then convert the data with SQL statements.
These are both one-time operations.

In case the daily incremental data load has a special business logic and cannot be
identiﬁed by a date ﬁeld, the following are some recommended solutions:.

- The incremental data load can be achieved either through binlog (available in
the DTS product) , or by modifying the data date ﬁeld in the database.

Currently, Data Integration supports the latter method, thus your database must
contain the date ﬁeld of the modiﬁeddata .The system can detect if the data is

modiﬁed on the same day as the business date with this ﬁeld. If yes, all modiﬁed
data is synchronized.

- To facilitate incremental data load, we recommend that you include the
gmt_create and gmt_modify ﬁelds when creating the database tables.

Meanwhile, you can set the id ﬁeld as the primary key to improve the table
eﬃciency.

• Full-Database Migration supports Upload in Batches and Upload All.

Upload in Batches is conﬁgured with time intervals. Currently, the connection
pool protection function for data sources is not supported, and is still under
development.

- To prevent the database from being overloaded, the Full-Database Migration

provides an Upload inBatches mode, which allows you to split tables in batches
at a time interval and prevents database overload from compromising service
functionality. The following are two recommended solutions:

■ If you haveprimary and standby databases, we recommend that you
synchronize the standby database data.

■ In batch tasks, each table has a database connection with the maximum

speed of 1 Mbit/s. If you runsynchronization tasks for 100 tables simultaneo
usly, it will establish 100 database connections. We recommend that you
select a number of concurrencies based on business conditions.

- This feature does not support setting a speciﬁc task transfer rate, and the
maximum speed of any generated task is 1 Mbit/s.
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• Only the mapping of all table names, ﬁeld names, and ﬁeld types are supported.

During Full-Database Migration, the MaxCompute tables are created automatically.
The table partition ﬁeld is pt, the ﬁeld type is string, and the format is yyyymmdd.
Note:

When you select tables for synchronization, all ﬁelds cannot be edited and must
be synchronized.

2.5.2 Conﬁgure MySQL full-database migration

This topic describes how to migrate a Full-MySQL Database to MaxCompute with the
Full-Database Migration feature.

The Full-Database Migration is a fast tool for improving user eﬃciency and

reducing user usage costs, it can quickly upload all tables in the MySQL database
to MaxCompute. For more information about Full-Database Migration, see FullDatabase migration.

Procedure

1. Log on to DataWorks>Data Integration console, and click Oﬄine Sync > Data
Source on the left to enter the data source management page.

2. Click Add-In Data source in the upper-right corner to add a MySQL Data Source
database for the entire database migration.

3. After you click Test Connectivity, verify the data source is accessed correctly,
conﬁrm and save the data source.
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4. After the successful addition, the newly added MySQL data source clone_database
is displayed in the data source list. ClickEntire Library Migration to migrate the

corresponding MySQL data sourcefeatures page for the corresponding data source.
The entire library migration page mainly has three functional areas.

• Filter table region for migration: The ﬁlter lists all database tables under the
MySQL data source clone_database. You can select database tables for batch

migration.

• Advanced settings: The settings of the conversion rules of table names, column
names, and column types between MySQL and MaxCompute data tables.

• Control area of the migration mode and concurrency: You can select either the

Full-Database Migration mode (full or incremental) and the concurrency (batch
upload or full upload), and check the progress for submitting migration tasks.

5. Click Advanced Settings to select conversion rules based on the speciﬁc

requirements. For example, the preﬁx ods_ is added consistently when the
MaxCompute table is built.

6. In the control area of the migration mode and concurrency, select Daily

Incremental as the synchronization mode and set gmt_modiﬁed to the incremental
ﬁeld. By default, Data Integration generates a WHERE clause of the incremental

extraction for each task based on the selected incremental ﬁeld, and deﬁnes a daily

data extraction condition by working with a DataWorks scheduling parameter, such
as ${bdp.system.bizdate}.

Data Integration is used to extract data from a MySQL library table to connect to a
remote MySQL database by JDBC, and execute the corresponding SQL statement
to select data from the MySQL library. Because it is a standard SQL extraction

statement, you can conﬁgure the WHERE clause to control the data scope. Here
you can view the WHERE clause for incremental extraction as follows:

STR_TO_DAT E ('${ bdp . system . bizdate }', '% Y % m % d ') <=
gmt_modifi ed
AND
gmt_modifi ed < DATE_ADD ( STR_TO_DAT
E ('${ bdp . system . bizdate }', '% Y % m % d '), interval
1
day )
To protect the MySQL data source from being overloaded by too many data

synchronization jobs started at the same time point, Batch Upload can be selected.
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You can set start synchronization three database tables every hour starting from 00
:00 everyday.

Finally, click Submit Task, where you can view the migration progress information
and the migration task status for each table.

7. Click the migration task for table a1 to go to the Data Integration task development
page.

As shown in the preceding ﬁgure, the table odsa1 in MaxCompute corresponds

to the successfully created source table a1, and the column name and type also

matches the previously set conversion rules. The entire library migration tasks,

and the task naming rule is the source table name can be found under the left-hand
clone_database directory tree, as shown in the preceding red box section.

Once you complete migrating the full MySQL data source clone_database to

MaxCompute, these tasks are scheduled to run according to the set scheduling

cycle (daily scheduling by default). Also, you can transmit historical data by using
the data completion feature in DataWorks. The Data Integration > Whole Library

Migrationfunction can greatly reduce the conﬁguration and migration costs of the
initial cloud.

The whole library migration A1 table task performs a successful log as shown in the
following ﬁgure:

2.5.3 Conﬁgure Oracle full-database migration

This article demonstrates how to migrate a full Oracle database to MaxCompute using
the Full-Database Migration feature.

The Full-Database Migration is a fast tool for improving user eﬃciency and

reducing user usage costs, it can quickly upload all tables in the Oracle database to

MaxCompute. For more information about Full-Database Migration, see #unique_180.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks management console and select DataIntegration in the top
menu bar.

2. Select Oﬄine Synchronization > Data Source in the left-navigation pane and go to
the Data Source Management Page.

3. Click Add-in Data Source in the upper-right corner to add an Oracle Data Source
hub for the Full-database migration.
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4. After you click Test Connectivity, verify the data source is accessed correctly, and
save the data source after conﬁrmation.

5. After successful addition, the newly added Oracle data source clone_database
is displayed in the data source list. Click the entire library migration that

corresponds to the Oracle data source, you can go to the Full-Database Migration
features page for the corresponding data source.

The Full-Database Migration page has three main functions.

• Filter migration table area: Lists all database tables under the Oracle data source
clone_database. You can select database tables for batch migration.

• Advanced settings: The settings provide conversion rules of table names,

column names, and column types between Oracle and MaxCompute data tables.

• Control area of the migration mode and concurrency: You can select the full
-database migration mode (full or incremental) and the concurrency (batch
upload or full upload), and check the submitted migration task progress.

6. Click Advanced Settings to select conversion rules based on speciﬁc requirements.
7. In the control area of the migration mode and concurrency, select the
synchronization mode Daily Full.
Note:

If the date ﬁeld exists in your table, you can select the synchronization mode

Daily Incremental, and set the incremental ﬁeld as the date ﬁeld. Data Integration
generates a WHERE clause for incremental extraction. By default, each task

is based on the selected incremental ﬁeld, and deﬁnes a daily data extraction
condition by working with a DataWorks scheduling parameter, such as
${bdp.system.bizdate}.

You can select Batch Upload to protect the Oracle data source from being

overloaded by too many data synchronization jobs that start at the same time point
. You can set to start synchronizing three database tables every one hour starting
from 00:00 every day.

Click Submit Taskto view the migration progress information and the migration
task status for each table.
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8. Click View Task corresponding to the table to go to the Task Development page for
Data Integration, where you can view the task run details.

After completing the full migration of the Oracle data source clone_database to
MaxCompute, these tasks are scheduled to run according to the set scheduling

cycle. By default, the daily scheduling is the set scheduling cycle. Also, you can
transmit historical data using the data completing feature for DataWorks. The
Data Integration > Full-Database Migration function can greatly reduce the
conﬁguration and migration costs of the initial cloud.

2.6 Bulk sync

2.6.1 Bulk Sync

This topic describes how to Bulk Sync.

Bulk Sync is a tool that can improve data upload eﬃciency and reduce costs. It

allows you to quickly upload all tables in MySQL, Oracle, SQL Server databases to

MaxCompute in bulk, which greatly reduces time spent on creating the bulk task for
data migration initialization.

You can ﬂexibly conﬁgure the following items to meet your business requirements:

table name conversion, ﬁeld name conversion, ﬁeld data type conversion, sink table

add-on ﬁled, sink table ﬁeld value, data ﬁlter, sink table name preﬁx rules, and others
.

In The Data Integration > Sync Resources > Bulk Sync Page, you can check the
conﬁgured cloud migration tasks.
Note:

• The Log and View Rules options under the Actions column in the Bulk Sync list,
are read-only and cannot be modiﬁed.

• The submitted conﬁguration rule becomes invalid, if the task is not submitted.

Procedure

1. Select the data source for synchronization.

Select the successfully added synchronous data source. You can select multiple

data sources with the same data source type, for example MySQL, Oracle, or SQL
Server. For more information, see #unique_184.
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2. Conﬁgure synchronization rules.

Currently, nine conﬁguration rules are supported. You can select the rule

conﬁguration based on your needs, and execute the rule, and then check DDLs and
synchronous Scripts to conﬁrm the conﬁguration rule eﬀect.
Note:

• You can try Script Mode, if the rules in the interface do not meet your
requirements.

• After the rules are conﬁgured , you must Execute Rules and Submit Tasks,
otherwise the rules you conﬁgure will not be recorded after refreshing or
closing the browser.

Action

Add rule

Conﬁguration

Target table partition
ﬁeld rules

Description

Displays the partition content, based on
the schedule parameter conﬁguration.
For more information about parameter
conﬁguration, see #unique_28.

Table name conversion Selects any word in the database table
rules
name to convert into the required
Field name conversion
rules
Type conversion rules
Create new ﬁeld in
target table rule
Assignment in target
table rule
Data ﬁltering rule

Target table name
preﬁx rule
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content.

Select any word from the ﬁeld name
in the table to convert the required
content.

Select the data type in your source
database to convert into the required
data type.

You can add a column to the
MaxCompute table based on the name
you speciﬁed.

Assign a value in the newly added ﬁeld.
Filter data in the table from the selected
source database.
Add a preﬁx to the table name.
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Conﬁguration

Description

When this action is conﬁgured, it can perform conversions under
Script Mode conﬁguration. Compared to the UI Mode, each rule
in Script Mode can be speciﬁed with an action scope. However
, when the UI Mode is converted to Script Mode, and cannot
berevertedto UI Mode conﬁguration.

The script can only be reset after it is converted to Script Mode.
When you click this icon, the uniﬁed script template will pop-up
.

Click Execution Rules to view the rules eﬀect on the DDL script
and the synchronization script. This action does not create tasks,
and provides only a preview of the DDL and synchronization
scripts.

You can select a part of the table to check the corresponding DDL
, and synchronization scripts to see if it complies with the rules.

3. Select the tables for synchronization and commit.

You can select multiple tables for bulk commit, and the MaxCompute table will be
created based on the preceding conﬁguration rules. If the execution fails, you can

move the mouse over to the execution result and the system will prompt the cause
of failure.

Conﬁguration
DDL

Descriptions

You can only view related table creation statements, and
cannot modify them after clicking DDL.

Sync conﬁguration Click Sync conﬁguration to view conﬁgured tasks, which are
displayed in Script Mode.
View table

4. View tasks.

Go to the data management console page to view details of
the created MaxCompute table.

After a task is submitted successfully, you can enter Data Development > Business
Processes Page to view bulk cloud migration task.

The number of business processes is the same as the number of selected source

databases . The general naming rule is clone_database _ `data source name`. Each
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table generates a synchronization task, and the naming rule is the `data source

name`2odps_`table name`.

a. Task conﬁguration: Synchronize the MySQL generated by bulk cloud migration

to MaxCompute synchronize task, where the data ﬁlter condition is generated by
the Data Filtering Rule.

b. Field mapping: The mapping target ﬁeld output is based on the relevant ﬁeld
rule, and you can view the output based on the conﬁguration rule.

c. Tunnel conﬁguration: You can conﬁgure synchronization task DMU, job
concurrency, number of error records in Tunnel Conﬁguration. This
conﬁguration is closely related to the task running speed.
Note:

Please go to Conﬁgure Reader plug-in and Conﬁgure Writer plug-in for task
conﬁguration instructions.

5. Run the task.

Click Runto immediately run the synchronization task. Alternatively, you can

submit the synchronization task to the scheduling system by clicking Submit. The
scheduling system periodically runs the task based on the task conﬁgurations

starting from the second day. For more information about run task, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.
Note:

• Simple Mode: The task takes eﬀect in the production environment immediately
after submission.

• Standard Mode:The task is submitted in the development environment, and then
published to the production environment.

2.6.2 Add data sources in Bulk Mode

This topic describes how to add data sources in Bulk Mode.
Note:

• Currently, fast cloud only supports three types of data sources: MySQL, Oracle,
and SQL Server.
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• Currently, add data sources in Bulk Mode is only available in Data Sources With
Public Network IP Address.

• Bulk Connectivity Test is required, after adding MySQL, Oracle, and SQL Server

data sources. Only when the Connected State is Successcan the speciﬁc bulk data
source become an available data source option for Bulk Sync.

1. Log on to the DataWorks Console as a Project Administrator.
2. ClickThe Data Integration in a speciﬁc Workspace.

3. InData Integration > Sync Resource > Data Source Page, click Add Data Source.
4. In the Add Data Source window, you can select MySQL,Oracle, or SQL Server.
Conﬁguration

Descriptions

Conﬁguration

Select Bulk Mode as the conﬁguration.

Data source type
The script upload

Select thedata source typeWithPublic Network IPAddress.
Click Template to download the template ﬁle,enter the data
source name, data source description, link address, user
name, and password inthe downloaded template ﬁle.
Note:

Select a ﬁle
Start new

Typically, there is a default data source mysql_001_di_test.
You can delete this default data source, and add a new data
source.

Click Select AFile to choose an edited template.

After the ﬁle is uploaded, click Start New. The uploaded
datainformation is displayed in the text box, such as the
number of successes, failures, cause of the failures, and
others.

5. Click Finishafter completing the upload process.

6. In the Data Source Page, select the speciﬁc data source, and click Bulk Connectivity
Test.

Note:

Only if the Connected Status of the data source is Success, you can operate the
Bulk Sync.

7. Select the data sources that you want to upload then click Bulk Sync.
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2.7 Best practice

2.7.1 Data Integration when one side of the data source is
disconnected

This topic describes how to migrate a full MySQL database to MaxCompute with the
Full-Database Migration feature.

Scenario

The following are complex network environment featuresunder the following two
scenarios:

• When either the data source or the data target is in the private network
environment.

- VPC environment (with the exception of RDS) <-> Public network environment
- Financial Cloud environment <-> Public network environment

- Local user-created environment without the public network <-> Public network
environment

• When both the data source and target are in the private network environment.

- VPC environment (with the exception of RDS) <-> VPC environment (with the
exception of RDS)

- Financial Cloud environment <-> Financial Cloud environment

- Local user-created environment without the public network lt;-> Local usercreated environment without public network

- Local user-created environment without the public network <-> VPC
environment (with the exception of RDS)

- Local user-created environment without the public network <-> Financial Cloud
environment

Data Integration provides the network penetration capability in complex network

environments. By deploying Data Integration agents, the synchronous data transmissi
on can be implemented between any network environments. The following describes
the speciﬁc implementation logic and procedures under the assumption that both

ends of the data source network cannot be connected.
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Implementation logic

In complex network environments, where either the data source or the data target
is in the private network environment, deploy the Data Integration Agent on the

machine in the same network environment as that in the network end. In the private
environment, connectthe external public network through the agent, where the

private network environments characteristics meet the following two conditions:

• The database built on ECS is purchased without public IP address or anassigned
public elastic IP address .

ECS

• Type: Data source without a public IP address.
The data synchronization method in this scenario is shown in the following ﬁgure:

• Because ECS2 server cannot access the public network, an ECS1 machine in the
same network segment as ECS2 with the capability to access public network is

required foragent deployment.

• Set ECS1 as the resource group, and run the synchronization task on the machine.
Note:
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You need to grant database permissions on the ECS2 server to access relevant
database to read the data of the database in ECS1. The command for granting
permissions is as follows:

grant
all
privileges
on *.* to ' demo_test '@'%'
identified
by '' Password '; --> % means
granting
permission s
to
any
IP
addresses < br >.
The user-created data source synchronization task on ECS2 runs in the custom

resource group. To authorize the machine of the custom resource group, you must
add internal and external IP addresses and the port of ECS2 to the ECS1 security
group. For more information, see #unique_86.

Local IDC without public IP address

The data synchronization method in this scenario is shown in the following ﬁgure:

• Because machine 1 cannot access the public network, a machine 2 in the

same network segmentwith access to the public network is required for agent
deployment.

• Set machine 2 as the scheduling resource group, and runs the synchronization task
on the machine.

Procedure

Conﬁgure the Data Source

1. Enter the DataWorks management console as a developer, and click Enter
Workspace in the project Action column.
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2. Click Data Integration in the top menu pane and go to the Data Source page.
3. Click Add Data Source to display the supported data source types.

4. Select the data source without a public IP address from the data sources of the
relational database MySQL.

• The data source (without public IP address).
The conﬁguration items are as follows:

- Data source type: The data source without a public IP address.

- Data source name: The name can contain letters, numbers, and underscore
s (_) It must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length.

- Data source description: A brief description of the data source that cannot
exceed 80 characters in length.

- Resource group: The machine in which the target agent is deployed to

connect to the public network. The synchronization task of the data source

in the special network environment can run in the resource group. For more
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information on how to add a resource group, seeAddschedulingresources. For
more information on adding a resource groups, see #unique_22.

- JDBC URL: The JDBC URL in theformat: jdbc:mysql://ServerIP:Port/database.
- User name/Password: The user name and password used to connect to the
database.

- Test connectivity: The data source for public network IP address does not
support test connectivity, click Finish.

- Target data source (with a public network IP address).
Parameters:

■ Data source name: The name can contain letters, numbers, and underscore
s (_). It must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length.

■ Data source description: The brief description of the data source that does
not exceed 80 characters in length.

■ MaxCompute endpoint: By default, the endpoint is read-only. The value is
automatically read from the system conﬁguration.

■ MaxCompute project name: The corresponding MaxCompute project
indicator.

■ Access ID: The Access ID of the MaxCompute project owner account.

■ Access Key: The Access Key of the MaxCompute project owner account

that is used with the Access ID. The Access Key is equivalent to the logon
password.

■ Connectivity test: The connectivity test is supported.

Conﬁgure a synchronization task
1. Select the data source.

Because the data source does not have a public IP address, you must run the
synchronization task in Script Mode. Click Switch Script.
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2. Import a template.

Parameter description:

• Source type: The data source name is automatically selected based on the
selected data source fromWizard Mode.

• Target type: You can select a target data source from the drop-down menu.
Note:

If adding data sources on the page is supported by the database, you can select
data sources from the template. If you cannot select a data source from the

template, you must edit the relevant data source information in the JSON code
section of the template, and then click Add Data Source.

3. An example of how to switch the Script Mode.

Conﬁgure the resource groups:You can edit and view the Resource Groups for the
synchronization task, which by default is collapsed.

{
" type ": " job ",
" configurat ion ": {
" setting ": {
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" mbps ": " 1 "// Maximum
task
speed
},
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Maximum
number
of
error
records
}
},
" reader ": {
" parameter ": {
" Splitpk ": " ID ", // cut
key
" column ": [// Target
column
name
" name ",
" tag ",
" age ",
" balance ",
" gender ",
" birthday "
],
" table ": " source ", // source
name
" where ": " ds = ' 20171218 "", // filter
criteria
" datasource ": " private_so urce "// Data
source
name ,
which
must
be
consistent
with
the
name
of
the
added
data
source
},
" plugin ": " mysql "
},
" writer ": {
" parameter ": {
" partition ": " pt =${ bdp . system . bizdate }",// The
partition
informatio n .
" truncate ": true ,
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" column ": [// Target
column
name
" name ",
" tag ",
" age ",
" balance ",
" gender ",
" birthday "
],
" table ": " random_gen erated_dat a ",// Table
name
of
the
target
end
" datasource ": " odps_mrtes t2222 "// Data
source
name
, which
must
be
consistent
with
the
name
of
the
added
data
source
},
" plugin ": " odps "
}
},
" version ": " 1 . 0 "
}
Run a synchronization task

You can run the synchronization task using the following methods:
• Click Run on the Data Integration page.

• Schedule the task. For more information on the related scheduling conﬁguration,
see Scheduling conﬁguration.

2.7.2 Data sync when both ends of the data source network is
disconnected
Scenario

The following are characteristics of the complex network environment in the
following two scenarios:

• When the data source or the data target is in the private network environment.

- VPC environment (with the exception of RDS) <->Public network environment
- Financial Cloud environment <-> Public network environment

- Local user-created environment without public network <-> Public network
environment
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• When both the data source and target are in the private network environment.

- VPC environment (with the exception of the RDS) <-> VPC environment (with the
exception of the RDS)

- Financial Cloud environment <-> Financial Cloud environment

- Local user-created environment without public network <-> Local user-created
environment without the public network

- Local user-created environment without public network <-> VPC environment (
with the exception of the RDS)

- Local user-created environment without public network <-> Financial Cloud
environment

Data Integration provides network penetration capabilityin complex network
environment. By deploying Data Integration agents, the synchronous data

transmission can be implemented between any network environment. The following
describes the speciﬁc implementation logic and proceduresassumes that the

data source network on both ends cannot be connected. For more information on
scenarios where one end is unreachable, see #unique_24.

Implementation logic

For complex network environments where both ends of the data source are in the

private network environment, you must deploy the Data Integration agent for both

ends in the same network environment. In this case, the source agent is used to push
data to the Data Integration server, and the target agent is for pulling the data to the

local device. Data transmission timeliness and security are ensured by data blocking,
compression, and encryption during data transmission.

Procedure

Conﬁgure the Data Source

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as a developer, and click Enter Project to enter the
project management page.

2. Click Data Integration from the upper menu and go to the Oﬄine Sync > Data
Sources page.

3. Click New Source to show the supported data source types.
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4. Select the data source without a public IP address from the FTP data sources.
Add a data source.

Conﬁguration item description:

• Type: The data source without a public IP address.

• Name:The name can contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_). It must start
with a letter or an underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60 characters in length.

• Description: The brief description of the data source that cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

• Select resources group:The machine on which the agent is deployed. The

resource agent to push data to the Data Integration server. For more information
on how to add the resource group, see #unique_22.

• Protocol: FTP or SFTP.

• *Host: The default FTP port is port 21, while the default SFTP port is port 22.
• Username/Password: The username and password used for connectingthe
database.

• Test connectivity: The data sources with public IP addresses do not support
connectivity tests. Click Finish to complete the source-end conﬁguration.

Add a target data source

Resource group: The machine on which the target agent is deployed. The target

agent is used for pulling data to the local device. For more information on how to
add the resource group, see #unique_22.

Select the Script Mode

1. Click Data Integration from the upper menu, and go to Sync Tasks page.
2. Choose New > Script Mode on the page.

On the Script Mode page, select a template that contains the key parameters for
synchronization tasks, and enter the required information. Note that the Script
Mode cannot be switched to Wizard Mode.
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3. Select the FTP to FTP import template.

• Source type: The data source name is automatically selected based on the data
source selected in Guide Mode.

• Target type: You can select a target data source from the drop-down menu.
Note:

If the database supports adding data sources on the page, you can select data
sources from the template.Otherwise, you must edit relevant data source

information in the JSON code section of the template, and then click Add Data
Source.

4. Conﬁgure a synchronization task.

• Because machine 1 cannot access the public network, the agent deployment

requires machine 2to belong in the same network segment and have access to
the public network.

• Set machine 2 as the scheduling resource group, and run the synchronization
Procedure

task on the machine.

Conﬁgure the Data Source

1. Enter the DataWorks management console as a developer, and click Enter
workspace in the corresponding project Action column.

2. Click Data Integration in the top menu bar and go to the Data Source page.
3. Click Add Data Source to display the supported data source types.
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4. Select the data source without a public IP address from the data sources from the
relational database MySQL.

• The data source (without public IP address).
The conﬁguration items are as follows:

- Data source type: The data source without a public IP address.

- Data source name: The name must contain letters, numbers, and underscore
s (_). It must start with a letter or underscore(_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length.

- Data source description:A brief description of the data source that cannot
exceed 80 characters in length.

- Resource group: The machine in which the target agent is deployed to

connect to theexternal public network. The synchronization task of the data

source in the special network environment can run in the resource group. To
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add a resource group, see Add Scheduling Resources. For more information
about adding resource groups, see #unique_22.

- JDBC URL: The JDBC URL in the format: jdbc:mysql://ServerIP:Port/Database.
- User name/Password: The user name and passwordused to connect to the
database.

- Test Connectivity: The data source for public network IP address that does
not support test connectivity, and click Finish.

- Target data source (with a public network).
Parameters:

■ Data source name:The name containsletters, numbers, and underscore
s (_). It must start with a letter or underscore (_) and cannot exceed 60
characters in length.

■ Data source description: A brief description of the data source that cannot
exceed 80 characters in length.

■ MaxCompute endpoint: By default, the endpoint is read-only. The endpoint
value is automatically read from the system conﬁguration.

■ MaxCompute project name: The MaxCompute project indicator.

■ Access Id: The Access ID of the MaxCompute project owner account.

■ Access Key: The Access Key of the MaxCompute project owner accounttha
t is used with the Access ID. The access key is equivalent to the logon
password.

■ Connectivity test: The connectivity test is supported.

Conﬁgure a synchronization task
1. Select the source.

Because the data source has no public IP address, the data source network is

unavailable. You must run the synchronization task in Script Mode. Click Switch
Script.
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2. Import a template.

Parameter description:

• Source type: The data source name is automatically selected based on the
selected data source in Wizard Mode.

• Target type: You can select a target data source from the drop-down menu.
Note:

If the database supports adding data sources on the page, you can select data
sources from the template. Otherwise, you must edit relevant data source

information in the JSON code section of the template, andclick Add Data Source.

3. An example of how to switch the Script Mode.

Conﬁgure the resource groups: You can edit and view resource groups for the

synchronization task. The default source and target groups are the resource groups
you selected when adding the data source.

{
" configurat ion ": {
" setting ": {
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": " 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
tasks
" mbps ": " 1 "// Maximum
task
speed
},
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "// Maximum
number
of
error
records
}
},
" reader ": {
" parameter ": {
" fieldDelim iter ": ",",// Delimiter
" encoding ": " UTF - 8 ",// Encoding
format
" column ": // Data
source
column
{
" index ": 0 ,
" type ": " string ",
},
{
" index ": 1 ,
" type ": " string ",
}
],
" path ": // File
path
"/ home / wb - zww354475 / ww . txt "
],
" datasource ": " lzz_test3 "// Data
source
name , which
must
be
consistent
with
the
name
of
the
added
data
source
},
" plugin ": " ftp "
},
" writer ": {
" parameter ": {
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" writeMode ": " truncate ",// Writing
mode
" fieldDelim iter ": ",",// Delimiter
" fileName ": " ww ",// File
name
" path ": "/ home / wb - zww354475 / ww_test ",// File
path
" dateFormat ": " yyyy - MM - dd
HH : mm : ss ",
" datasource ": " lzz_test4 ",// Data
source
name , which
must
be
consistent
with
the
name
of
the
added
data
source
" fileFormat ": " csv "// File
type
},
" plugin ": " ftp "
}
},
" Type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 "
}
Run a synchronization task

You can run the synchronization task using the following methods:
• Click Run on the page of Data Integration.

• Schedule the task. For more information on how to conﬁgure related scheduling,
see Scheduling conﬁguration.

2.7.3 Incremental data synchronization
The two data types for synchronization

Based on whether the data is edited after writing, the data for synchronization is

classiﬁed as unedited data (generally the log data), and edited data, such as changes
in the personnel status in the personnel table.

Example

You must specify diﬀerent synchronization policies for each data entry. The following
example shows how to synchronize the RDS database data with MaxCompute, the

method is applicable to other data sources.

According to idempotence policies, the same task operation performed multiple

times will consistently generate the same result. In this way, the task supports re-

running scheduling and can easily clear dirty data when an error occurs. The data

is imported to a separate table or partition, or overwrites the historical data in the
existing table or partition.

In the example, the task test date is 11/14/2016, and full synchronization is performed
on the same day. The historical data is synchronized to the partition ds=20161113.

For the incremental synchronization scenario, the automatic scheduling is conﬁgured
to synchronize the incremental data to the partition ds=20161114createdon
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November 15, 2016. The time ﬁeld optime indicates the modiﬁed data time, which is
used to determine whether the data is incremental or not.

Incremental synchronization of unchanged data

This scenario allows you to easily partitionthe data generation pattern because the

data remains unchanged after generation. Typically, you can partition by date, such
as creating one partition each day.
Data preparation

drop
table
if
exists
oplog ;
create
table
if
not
exists
oplog (
optime
DATETIME ,
uname
varchar ( 50 ),
action
varchar ( 50 ),
status
varchar ( 10 )
);
Insert
into
oplog
values ( str_to_dat e (' 2016 - 11 - 11 ','%
Y -% m -% d '),' LiLei ',' SELECT ',' SUCCESS ');
Insert
into
oplog
values (" 2016 - 11 - 12 ', '% Y -% m -%
d ''),' hanmm ', ' desc ', " success ');
The two data entries in the historical data are available. You must perform full data

synchronization before synchronizing the historical data to the partition created from
yesterday.

Procedure

1. Create a MaxCompute table.
Create
a
good
maxcompute
table
and
partition
day
create
table
if
not
exists
ods_oplog (
optime
datetime ,
uname
string ,
action
string ,
status
string
) partitione d
by ( ds
string );

by

2. Conﬁgure a task to synchronize the historical data.

Only one test is required because the task is performed one-time only. After

the test is complete, change the task statusto Pause (in the far-right scheduling
conﬁguration) submit, and release the task again in the “Data Development”

module to prevent the task from being scheduled automatically.

3. Write more data to the RDS source table as incremental data.

Insert
into
oplog
values ( current_da te , " Jim ", "
Update ", " success ');
insert
into
oplog
values ( CURRENT_DA TE ,' Kate ',' Delete
',' Failed ');
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insert
into
',' Failed ');

oplog

values ( CURRENT_DA

TE ,' Lily ',' Drop

4. Conﬁgure a task to synchronize the incremental data.
Note:

If you conﬁgure“Data Filtering”, all data added to the source table on November
14 is retrieved and synchronized to the incremental partition in the target table
during synchronization the next dayon November 15.

5. View synchronization results.

If you set the task scheduling cycle as daily scheduling, the task is scheduled

automatically the next day after the task is submitted and released.The following

are data changes in the MaxCompute target table, once the task runs successfully.

Incremental synchronization of edited data

For data in personnel or order tables that are subject to changes, the full data

synchronization on a daily basis is recommended based on the time variant collection
feature of the data warehouse. In other words, you store full data daily. In this way,

both historical and current data can be retrieved easily.

In actual scenarios, daily incremental synchronization may be required. Because
MaxCompute does not support editing data with the Update statement, you must

implement synchronization with other measures. The following describes how to
implement incremental and full synchronization.
Data preparation

drop
table
if
exists
user ;
create
table
if
not
exists
user (
uid
int ,
uname
varchar ( 50 ),
deptno
int ,
gender
VARCHAR ( 1 ),
optime
DATETIME
);
-- Historical
data
insert
into
user
values ( 1 ,' LiLei ', 100 ,' M ',
str_to_dat e (' 2016 - 11 - 13 ','% Y -% m -% d '));
insert
into
user
values ( 2 ,' HanMM ', null ,' F ',
str_to_dat e (' 2016 - 11 - 13 ','% Y -% m -% d '));
insert
into
user
values ( 3 ,' Jim ', 102 ,' M ', str_to_dat
e (' 2016 - 11 - 12 ','% Y -% m -% d '));
insert
into
user
values ( 4 ,' Kate ', 103 ,' F ', str_to_dat
e (' 2016 - 11 - 12 ','% Y -% m -% d '));
insert
into
user
values ( 5 ,' Lily ', 104 ,' F ', str_to_dat
e (' 2016 - 11 - 11 ','% Y -% m -% d '));
Incrementa l
data
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update
user
set
deptno = 101 , optime = CURRENT_TI ME
where
uid = 2 ; -- Change
null
to
non - null
update
user
set
deptno = 104 , optime = CURRENT_TI ME
where
uid = 3 ; -- Change
non - null
to
non - null
update
user
set
deptno = 104 , optime = CURRENT_TI ME
where
uid = 4 ; -- Change
non - null
to
null
delete
from
user
where
uid = 5 ;
insert
into
user ( uid , uname , deptno , gender , optime )
values ( 6 ,' Lucy ', 105 ,' F ', CURRENT_TI ME );
Daily full synchronization

1. Create a MaxCompute table
Daily
full
synchroniz ation
is
relatively
create
table
ods_user_f ull (
uid
bigint ,
uname
string ,
deptno
bigint ,
gender
string ,
Optime
datetime
) partitione d
by ( ds
string ); ring );

simple .

2. Conﬁgure full synchronization tasks.
Note:

Set the task scheduling cycle as the daily scheduling because daily full
synchronization is required.

3. Test the task and view the synchronized MaxCompute target table.

When full synchronization is performed on a daily basis, no incremental

synchronization is performed, you can view the following data results after the
task is automatically scheduled the next day.
To query data results, set where

Daily incremental synchronization

ds

= ' 20161114 ' to retrieve the full data.

This mode is not recommended except in speciﬁc scenarios. Because the delete

statement is not supported in speciﬁc scenarios, deleted data cannot be retrieved by

ﬁltering SQL statement conditions. Generally, enterprise codes are deleted logically,

in which the update statement is applied instead of the delete statement. In scenarios

where this method is inapplicable, using this sync method may cause data inconsiste

ncy when a special condition is encountered. Another drawback is that you must
merge new and historical data after the synchronization.
Data preparation
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Create two tables, in which one is for writing the latest data and the other is for
writing incremental data.

-- Result
table
create
table
dw_user_in
uid
bigint ,
uname
string ,
deptno
bigint ,
gender
string ,
optime
DATETIME
);
-- Incrementa l
record
create
table
ods_user_i
uid
bigint ,
uname
string ,
deptno
bigint ,
gender
string ,
optime
DATETIME
)

c (

nc (

1. Conﬁgure a task to write full data directly to the result table.
Note:

Run this task only once and set the task as Paused in the Data Development
module after the task runs successfully.

2. Conﬁgure a task to write incremental data to the incremental record.
3. Merge the data.

insert
overwrite
table
dw_user_in c
select
case
when
b . uid
is
not
null
then
. uid
end
as
uid ,
Case
when
B . uid
is
not
null
then
A . uname
end
as
uname ,
case
when
b . uid
is
not
null
then
a . deptno
end
as
deptno ,
case
when
b . uid
is
not
null
then
a . gender
end
as
gender ,
case
when
b . uid
is
not
null
then
a . optime
end
as
optime
from
dw_user_in c
a
full
outer
join
ods_user_i nc
b
on
a . uid = b . uid ;

b . uid
B .

else

uname

a

else

b . deptno

else

b . gender

else

b . optime

else

As you can see in the preceding ﬁgure, the deleted data entries cannot be synchroniz
ed.

The daily incremental synchronization is diﬀerent from the daily full synchronization
in that the daily incremental synchronization synchronizes only a small amount of

incremental data, but with data inconsistency risks, an extra computing workload for
data merging is required..
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If it is unnecessary, change the data volume synchronized throughout the day.

In addition, you can set a lifecycle for the historical data, which can be deleted
automatically after a certain period.

2.7.4 Import data into ElasticSearch with Data Integration
This topic describes how to import data oﬄine into Elasticsearch using Data
Integration.

Data Integration is an Alibaba Group data synchronization platform. Data Integration
is a reliable, secure, cost-eﬀective, elastic, scalable data synchronization platform.

Data Integration can be used across heterogeneous data storage systems and provides
oﬄine (full/incremental) data synchronization channels in diﬀerent network

environments for more than 20 types of data sources. For more information about
data source types, see Supported data sources.

Prerequisites

Before importing data with Data Integration, complete the following steps:

• Prepare Alibaba Cloud accountSign up for an Alibaba Cloud account and create
AccessKeys for this account.

• Activate MaxCompute, and then a default MaxCompute data source is automatica
lly created.

• Create a project with the Alibaba Cloud account.

To use DataWorks, ﬁrst create a project. Then, you can complete the workﬂow and
maintain data and tasks through collaboration within the project.
Note:

You can grant RAM users the permissions to create Data Integration tasks. For
more information, see Create a sub-account and Member management.

• Conﬁgure data sources. For more information, see Data source conﬁg.

Procedure

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as a developer, ﬁnd the project, and then click
Data Integration.

2. Right click Business Flow and select Create Business Flow.

3. Right click Data Integration under the created business ﬂow and choose Create
Data IntegrationNode ID > Data Sync.
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4. Set up conﬁgurations in the Create Node dialog box and click Submit.
Conﬁguration

Description

Node name

The node name.

Node type

Destination folder

By default, the node type is Data Sync.
By default, the node is located in the corresponding
process.

5. Click Switch to Script Mode in the navigation bar and click OK.

6. Click Import Template in the toolbar and set up conﬁgurations in the Import
Template dialog box.
Conﬁguration

Description

Data source

Select a conﬁgured data source.

Source type

Destination type

In this example, select MySQL.

In this example, select Elasticsearch as the destination type.

7. Click OK to generate an initial script and set up conﬁgurations as needed.

{
" configurat ion ": {
" setting ": {
" speed ": {
" concurrent ": " 1 ", // Number
of
concurrent
jobs
" mbps ": " 1 " // Maximum
transmissi on
rate
}
},
" reader ": {
" parameter ": {
" connection ": [
{
" table ": [
"` es_table `" // Source
table
name
],
" datasource ": " px_mysql_O K " // Data
source
name .
We
recommend
you
use
the
same
data
source
name
as
the
one
you
added .
}
],
" column ": [ // Column
names
in
the
source
table
" col_ip ",
" col_double ",
" col_long ",
" col_intege r ",
" col_keywor d ",
" col_text ",
" col_geo_po int ",
" col_date "
],
" where ": "", // Filtering
condition
},
" plugin ": " mysql "
},
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" writer ": {
" parameter ": {
" cleanup ": true , // Whether
to
clear
the
original
data
when
importing
the
data
to
Elasticsea rch
each
time . Set
to
true
when
performing
full
import
or
when
rebuilding
indexes . Set
to
false
when
synchroniz ing
incrementa l
data . For
the
data
synchroniz ation
in
this
example , set
it
to
false .
" accessKey ": " nimda ", // In
this
example , the
password
is
required
because
the
X - Pack
plugin
is
used . If
the
plugin
is
not
used , set
it
to
an
empty
string .
" index ": " datax_test ", // Index
name
of
Elasticsea
rch . If
it
is
unavailabl e , the
plugin
will
create
one
automatica lly .
" alias ": " test - 1 - alias ", // The
alias
to
which
the
data
is
written
after
the
data
is
imported .
" settings ": {
" index ": {
" number_of_ replicas ": 0 ,
" number_of_ shards ": 1
}
},
" batchSize ": 1000 , // The
number
of
data
entries
per
batch .
" accessId ": " default ", // If
the
X - PACK
plug - in
is
used , enter
the
username
here , and
if
not ,
enter
an
empty
string . Because
the
X - PACK
plug in
is
used
for
Alibaba
Cloud
Elasticsea rch , a
username
is
required
here .
" endpoint ": " http :// example . com : port ", // The
address
to
Elasticsea rch , which
can
be
found
on
the
console .
" splitter ": ",", // Specify
a
delimiter
if
arrays
are
inserted .
" indexType ": " default ", // The
type
name
under
the
correspond ing
index
in
Elasticsea rch .
" aliasMode ": " append ", // The
mode
of
adding
an
alias
after
the
data
is
imported : append
and
exclusive .
" column ": [ // Column
names
in
Elasticsea rch , whose
order
is
the
same
as
that
of
columns
in
Reader
.
{
" name ": " col_ip ",// Correspond s
to
the
property
column “ name ” in
TableStore .
" type ": " ip "// Text
type , the
default
analyzer
is
used .
},
{
" name ": " col_double ",
" type ": " string ",
},
{
" name ": " col_long ",
" type ": " long "
},
{
" name ": " col_intege r ",
" type ": " integer "
},
{
" name ": " col_keywor d ",
" type ": " keyword "
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},
{
"
"
},
{
"
"
},
{
"
"
}

name ": " col_text
type ": " text "

",

name ": " col_geo_po int ",
type ": " geo_point "
name ": " col_date
type ": " date "

",

],
" discovery ": false // Set
to
true
to
enable
automatic
discovery .
},
" plugin ": " elasticsea rch "// Name
of
the
Writer
plugin : ElasticSea rchWriter , leave
it
as
the
default
.
}
},
" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 "
}
8. Click Save and Run.
Note:

• ElasticSearch only supports importing data in Script Mode.

• If you want to use a new template, click Import Template in the toolbar. The
existing content is overwritten once the script is reset.

• After saving the synchronization task, click Run to immediately run the task.

Alternatively, click Submit to submit the synchronization task to the scheduling

system. The scheduling system periodically runs the task starting from the next
Reference

day based on the task conﬁgurations.

For more information about how to conﬁgure synchronization tasks, see the
following documents.

• Conﬁgure the Reader plug-in.
• Conﬁgure the Writer plug-in.

2.7.5 Use Data Integration to ship log data collected by LogHub
This topic describes how to use Data Integration to ship data collected by LogHub to
supported destinations, such as MaxCompute, Object Storage Service (OSS), Table
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Store, Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs), and DataHub. In this
topic, we use MaxCompute as an example.
Note:

This feature is available inthe following regions: China (Beijng), China (Shanghai),
China (Shenzhen), China(Hong Kong), US (Silicon Valley), Singapore, Germany

(Frankfurt), Australia (Sydney), Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur), Japan (Tokyo), and India
(Mumbai).

Scenarios

• Synchronize cross-region databetween diﬀerent data source types, such as LogHub
and MaxCompute data sources.

• Synchronize data using diﬀerent Alibaba Cloud accounts between diﬀerent data
source types, such as LogHub and MaxCompute data sources.

• Synchronize data using one Alibaba Cloud account between diﬀerent data source
types, such as LogHub and MaxCompute data sources.

• Synchronize data with a public cloud account and an Alibaba Finance Cloud

account between diﬀerent data source types, such as LogHub and MaxCompute
data sources.

Note on cross-account data synchronization

If you want to create a Data Integration task with Account B to synchronize LogHub
data underAccount A to MaxCompute data source under Account B.

1. Create a LogHub data source with the Access ID and the Access Key of Account A.

Account B has permissions to access all Log Service projects created by Account A.

2. Create a LogHub data source with the Access ID and the Access Key of RAM user
A1.

• Use Alibaba Cloud account A to grant pre-deﬁned Log Service permissions (
AliyunLogF
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ullAccess and AliyunLogR

eadOnlyAcc

ess ) to RAM user
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A1. For more information, see Grant RAM user accounts permissions to access
Log Service.

• Use Alibaba Cloud account A to assign custom Log Service permissions to RAM
user A1.

Choose RAM Console > Policies and choose Custom Policy > Create
Authorization Policy > Blank Template.

For more information about authorization, see Access control RAM and RAM
user account access.

If the following policy is applied to RAM user A1, thenAccount B can only read
project_name1 and project_name2 data in Log Service through RAM user A1.
{
" Version ": " 1 ",
" Statement ": [
{
" Action ": [
" log : Get *",
" log : List *",
" log : CreateCons umerGroup ",
" log : UpdateCons umerGroup ",
" log : DeleteCons umerGroup ",
" log : ListConsum erGroup ",
" log : ConsumerGr oupUpdateC heckPoint ",
" log : ConsumerGr oupHeartBe at ",
" log : GetConsume rGroupChec kPoint "
],
" Resource ": [
" acs : log :*:*: project / project_na me1 ",
" acs : log :*:*: project / project_na me1 /*",
" acs : log :*:*: project / project_na me2 ",
" acs : log :*:*: project / project_na me2 /*"
],
" Effect ": " Allow "
}
]
}
Add a data source

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as a developer with Account B or a RAM user of
Account B, and ﬁnd the project, and then click Data Integration.

2. Choose Sync Resources > Data Source, and click Add Data Source in the upper-right
corner.
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3. Select LogHub as the data source type, and then conﬁgure the data source in the
Add Data Source LogHub dialog box.

Conﬁguration

Data source name
Description
LogHub endpoint
Project
Access ID and Access Key

4. Click Test Connectivity.

Description

The name can contain letters, numbers, and
underscores (_). It must start with a letter, and
cannot exceed 60 characters in length.

The data source description cannot exceed 80
characters in length.

The endpoint of the LogHub data source in the
format of http://example.com.
For more information, see Service endpoints.

The logon credential, similar to the account name
and the password. You may enter the Access ID and
the Access Key of an Alibaba Cloud account or a
RAM user account.

5. When the connection test is passed, click OK.

Conﬁgure a synchronization task in GuideMode

1. Choose Business Flow > Data Integration and click Create Integration Node in the
upper-left corner.

2. Set up conﬁgurations in the Create Node dialog box and click Submit. Then, the
conﬁguration page of the data synchronization task appears.
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3. Select a source.

Conﬁguration

Description

Logstore

The table name from which incremental data is exported. You
must enable the Stream feature on the table when creating the

Data source

Start time

End time

Select LogHub and enter the LogHub data source name.

table or using the UpdateTable operation after creation.

The start (includes) the selected time range for ﬁltering log
entries by log time. The format is yyyyMMddHHmmss, for

example: 20180111013000. These parameters correspond to the
scheduling time of DataWorks tasks.
The end (excluded) of the selected time range for ﬁltering log
entries by log time. The format is yyyyMMddHHmmss, for

example: 20180111013000. These parameters correspond to the
scheduling time of DataWorks tasks.
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Conﬁguration
Number of
records read

Description

Number of data entries read each time. The default value is 256.

per batch

You can click the Data preview button to preview data.
Note:

Data Preview allows you to view a small number of LogHub data entries in a

preview box, which may be diﬀerent from the synchronized data. The data that
you synchronize is determined by the Start Time and End Time.

4. Select a destination.

Select a MaxCompute destination and select a table. In this example, select the OK
table.

Conﬁguration

Description

Table

Select the table for synchronization.

Data source

Partition
information
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Select MaxCompute and enter a destination name.
The table for synchronization is a non-partitioned table.
Therefore, no partition information is displayed.
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Description

• Clear Existing Data Before Writing (Insert Overwrite): All data
in the table or partition is cleared before import.

• Retain Existing Data (Insert Into): No data is cleared before
import. New data is always appended with each run.
The default value is Disable.
The default value is No.

as null

5. Set ﬁeld mappings.

Map ﬁelds in source and destination tables. Fields in the source table (left) have a
one-to-one correspondence with ﬁelds in the destination table. Select theEnable
Same Line Mapping.

6. Conﬁgure the channel control policies.

Conﬁgure the maximum transmission rate and dirty data check rules.

Conﬁguration
DMU

Description

The Data Integration billing unit.
Note:

Number of
concurrent jobs

Issue: 20190818

The DMU value limits the maximum number of concurrent
jobs. Set the DMU value to a valid value.

When you conﬁgure Synchronization Concurrency, the data
records are split into several tasks based on the speciﬁed

reader shard key. These tasks run simultaneously to improve
transmission rates.
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Conﬁguration

Transmission rate

If there are more
than

Taskresource
group

Description

Setting a transmission rate protects the source database
from excessive read activity and heavy load. We recommend
that you throttle the transmission rate and conﬁgure the
transmission rate based on the source database conﬁgurat
ions.

The number of dirty data entries. For example, if varchar
type data in the source is written into a destination column

of the int type, a data conversion exception occurs, and the
data cannot be written into the destination column. You can
set an upper limit for the dirty data entries to control the
synchronized data quality. Set an upper limit based on your
business requirements.

The resource group used for running synchronization tasks.
By default, the task runs with the default resource group.
When the project has insuﬃcient resources, you can add a
custom resource group and run the synchronization task
with the custom resource group. For more information
about how to add custom resource groups, see Add
scheduling resources.

Choose aresource group based on your data source network
7. Run the task.

conditions, project resources, and business importance.

You can run the task using either of the following methods:
• Directly run the task (one-time running).

Click Run in the tool bar to run the task. After setting certain parameters, you
can run the task on the DataStudio page.

• Schedule the task.

Click Submit to submit the synchronization task to the scheduling system. The

scheduling system periodically runs the task starting from the next day,based on
the task conﬁgurations.

Conﬁgure a synchronization task in Script Mode

To conﬁgure this task in Script Mode, click Switch to Script Mode in the tool bar, and
click OK.
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Script Mode allows you to set up conﬁgurations as needed. The following isan
example script:

{
" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 ",
" Configurat ion ":{
" reader ": {
" plugin ": " loghub ",
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": " loghub_lzz ",// Data
source
name . Use
the
name
of
the
data
resource
that
you
have
added .
" logstore ": " logstore - ut2 ",// Source
Logstore
name . A
Logstore
is
a
log
data
collection , storage , and
query
unit
in
LogHub .
" beginDateT ime ": "${ startTime }",// Start ( included ) time
for
filtering
log
entries
by
log
time .
" endDateTim e ": "${ endTime }",// End ( included ) time
for
filtering
log
entries
by
log
time .
" batchSize ": 256 ,// The
number
of
data
entries
that
are
read
each
time . The
default
value
is
256 .
" splitPk ": "",
" column ": [
" key1 ",
" key2 ",
" key3 "
]
}
},
" writer ": {
" plugin ": " odps ",
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": " odps_first ",// Data
source
name . Use
the
name
of
the
data
resource
that
you
have
added .
" table ": " ok ",// Destinatio n
table
name
" truncate ": true ,
" partition ": "",// Partition
informatio n
" column ": [// Destinatio n
column
name
" key1 ",
" key2 ",
" key3 "
]
}
},
" Setting ":{
" Speed ":{
" mbps ": 8 ,// Maximum
transmissi on
rate
" concurrent ": 7 // Number
of
concurrent
jobs
}
}
}
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}

2.7.6 Import data into DataHub using Data Integration

This topic explains how to import data into oﬄine DataHub by using Data Integration.
Data Integration is a data synchronization platform provided by Alibaba Group. Data
Integration is a reliable, secure, cost-eﬀective, elastic, scalable data synchronization
platform. Data Integration can be used across heterogeneous data storage systems
and provides oﬄine (full/incremental) data synchronization channels in diﬀerent

network environments for more than 20 types of data sources. For more information
about data source types, see Supported data sources.

Before you begin

1. Go to Prepare Alibaba Cloud accountand log on to Alibaba Cloud account with
AccessID and AccessKey credentials.

2. After you activate MaxCompute, and a MaxCompute data source is automatically

created by default. Log on to DataWorks console using the Alibaba Cloud account.

3. Go to Create a projectin DataWorks to create a project. You can complete the

workﬂow and maintain data and tasks through collaboration within the project.
Note:

If you want to create Data Integration tasks with a RAM user, you must grant

required permissions for it. For more information, see Create a sub-account and
Member management.

Procedure

In the following example, the Stream data is synchronized to DataHub and the
synchronization task is conﬁgured in Script Mode:

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as a developer, and ﬁnd the project. Then click
Data Integration.

2. Choose Overview > Tasks, and click Create Task in the upper-right corner.

3. Complete the conﬁgurations in the Create Node dialog box and click Submit. The
conﬁguration page of the data synchronization task appears.

4. Click Switch to Script Mode in the toolbar and click OK to switch to Script Mode.
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5. Click Import Template in the toolbar and set up conﬁgurations in the Import
Template dialog box.
Conﬁguration

Description

Destination type

Select DataHub as the destination type.

Source type

Data source

Select Stream as the source type.

Select a conﬁgured data source as the destination.
Note:

Click Add Data Source to conﬁgure a data source, if no data
source is conﬁgured.

6. Click OK to generate an initial script. Then, complete the conﬁgurations as
required.

{
" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 ",
" configurat ion ": {
" setting ": {
" errorLimit ": {
" record ": " 0 "
},
" speed ": {
" mbps ": " 1 ",
" concurrent ":" 1 ",// Number
of
concurrent
jobs
" dmu ": 1 ,// Data
migration
unit ( DMU ) is
a
measuremen t
unit , which
measures
the
resources (
including
CPU , memory , and
network
bandwidth ) consumed
by
Data
Integratio n .
" throttle ": false
}
},
" reader ": {
" plugin ": " stream ",
" parameter ": {
" column ": [// Column
name
of
the
source
{
" value ": " field ",// Column
properties
" type ": " string "
},
{
" value ": true ,
" type ": " bool "
},
{
" value ": " byte
string ",
" type ": " bytes "
}
],
" sliceRecor dCount ": " 100000 "
}
},
" writer ": {
" plugin ": " datahub ",
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" parameter ": {
" datasource ": " datahub ",// Data
source
name
" topic ": " xxxx ",// Topic
is
the
minimum
unit
of
DataHub
subscripti on
and
publishing , which
can
be
used
to
represent
a
type
of
streaming
data .
" mode ": " random ",// Random
write .
" shardId ": " 0 ",// Shard
represents
a
concurrent
channel
for
data
transmissi on
of
a
topic , and
each
shard
has
a
correspond ing
ID .
" maxCommitS ize ": 524288 ,// To
improve
writing
performanc e , configure
the
system
to
write
data
to
the
destinatio n
in
batches
when
the
size
of
the
collected
data
reaches
maxCommitS ize ( in
MB ). The
default
value
is
1048576 ( 1
MB ).
" maxRetryCo unt ": 500
}
}
}
}
7. Click Save and Run.
Note:

• DataHub only supports importing data in Script Mode.

• To use a new template, click Import Template in the toolbar. The existing
content is overwritten when the script is imported.

• After saving the synchronization task, click Run to immediately run the task.

Alternatively, click Submit to submit the synchronization task to the scheduling

system. The scheduling system periodically runs the task starting from the next
Reference

day according to task conﬁgurations.

For more information about how to conﬁgure synchronization tasks, see the
following topics:

• Conﬁgure the Reader plug-in.
• Conﬁgure the Writer plug-in.

2.7.7 Conﬁgure OTSStream data synchronization tasks

This topic describes how to conﬁgure OTSStream plugin data synchronization for

exporting Table Store incremental data. The incremental data can be classiﬁed as
operation logs that contain data and operation information.

Diﬀerent from full export plugins, the incremental export plugin only has multi-

version mode that does not allow you to specify columns. This limit is related to how
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incremental export works. For more information, see Conﬁgure OTSStream Reader.
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Note:

When conﬁguring OTSStream data synchronization tasks, note the following:

• The system can only read data generated ﬁve minutes ago from the past 24 hours.
• The end time cannot be later than the current system time. Therefore, the end
time must be at least ﬁve minutes earlier than the task start time.

• Scheduling a task to run daily may cause data loss.

• Scheduling periodic and monthly tasks are not supported.
Example:

The start time and the end time must cover the time period for operating Table Store
tables. For example, if you insert two data entries in Table Store at 20171019162000

, the start time and the end time can be set to 20171019161000 and 20171019162600
respectively.

Add a data source

1. Log on to the DataWorks console as a Project Administrator, and ﬁnd the project,
and then click Data Integration.

2. Choose Sync Resources > Data Source and click Add Data Source in the upper-right
corner.

3. Select Table Store (OTS) as the data source type and set up the conﬁgurations in the
displayed dialog box.
Conﬁguration
Data source
name
Description
Endpoint

Table Store
instance ID
AccessId/
AccessKey

Description

The name must contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).
It must start with a letter, and cannot exceed 60 characters in
length.

The data source description.

The LogHub data source endpoint in the format of http ://
example . com .

The instance ID corresponding to the Table Store service.
The logon credential that is similar to the account name and the
password.

4. Click Test Connectivity.

5. When the connection test is passed, click Complete.
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Conﬁgure a synchronization task in Guide Mode

1. Choose Overview > Tasks, and click Create Task in the upper-right corner.

2. Set up conﬁgurations in the Create Node dialog box, and click Submit. Then, the
conﬁguration page of the data synchronization task is displayed.

3. Select a data source.
Conﬁguration

Description

Table

The table name from which incremental data is exported. You
must enable the Stream feature on the table when creating the

Data source

Start time
End time
State table
Maximum
retries
Export
sequence

information

Select OTSStream and enter the OTSStream data source name.
table or using the UpdateTable operation after creation.

The start time (included) in milliseconds of the incremental data
in the format yyyyMMddHHmmss.
The end time (excluded) in milliseconds of the incremental data
in the format yyyyMMddHHmmss.
The table name for recording states.

The maximum number of retries for each request of reading
incremental data from Table Store. The default value is 30.

The setting for exporting the time-series information. The timeseries information includes the time when the data is written.

4. Select a destination.

Select a MaxCompute destination and table.
Conﬁguration

Description

Table

Select the table for synchronization.

Data source

Partition
information

Clearance rule

Compression
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Select MaxCompute and enter a destination name.
The table for synchronization is a non-partitioned table.
Therefore, no partition information is displayed.

• Clear Existing Data Before Writing (Insert Overwrite): All data
in the table or partition is cleared before import.
• Retain Existing Data (Insert Into): No data is cleared before
importing data. New data is always appended with each run.
By default, the value is Disable.
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Description

By default, the value is No.

as null

5. Set ﬁeld mappings.

Maps the ﬁelds in the source and destination tables. Fields in the source table (left
) have a one-to-one correspondence with ﬁelds in the destination table.

6. Conﬁgure channel control policies.

Conﬁgure the maximum transmission rate and dirty data check rules.
Conﬁguration
DMU

Description

The Data Integration billing unit.
Note:

The DMU value limits the maximum number of
concurrent jobs. Make sure that DMU is set to an
appropriate value.

Number of concurrent
jobs

When you conﬁgure Synchronization Concurrency, the
data records are split into several tasks based on the

Transmission rate

Setting a transmission rate protects the source database
from excessive read activity and heavy load. We

If there are more than

speciﬁed reader shard key. These tasks run simultaneo
usly to improve the transmission rate.

recommend that you throttle the transmission rate and
conﬁgure the transmission rate properly based on the
source database conﬁgurations.
The number of dirty data entries. For example, if
varchar type data in the source is written into a

destination column of the int type, and a data conversion
exception occurs and the data cannot be written into
the destination column. You can set an upper limit for
the dirty data entries to control the synchronized data
quality. Set an appropriate upper limit based on your
business requirements.
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Description

The resource group for running the synchronization
task. By default, the task runs with the default resource

group. When the project has insuﬃcient resources,
you can add a custom resource group and run the
synchronization task with the custom resource group.
For more information about how to add custom resource
groups, see Add scheduling resource.
Choose an appropriate resource group based on your
data source network conditions, project scheduling

7. Click Save and Run.

resources, and business importance.

Click Run in the preceding task panel to run tasks on the Data Integration page.
You need to set the custom parameters before running the task.

Conﬁgure a synchronization task in Script code

To conﬁgure this task in Script Mode, click Switch to Script Mode in the toolbar and
click OK.

Script Mode allows you to set up conﬁgurations as required with the following
example script as follows.
{

" type ": " job ",
" version ": " 1 . 0 ",
" Configurat ion ":{
" reader ": {
" plugin ": " otsstream ",
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": " otsstream ",// Data
source
name . Use
the
name
of
the
data
resource
that
you
have
added .
" dataTable ": " person ",// Name
of
the
table
from
which
the
incrementa l
data
is
exported . You
must
enable
the
Stream
feature
on
the
table
when
creating
the
table
or
using
the
UpdateTabl e
operation
after
the
creation .
" startTimeS tring ": "${ startTime }",// The
start
time
( included ) in
millisecon ds
of
the
incrementa l
data
. The
format
is
yyyyMMddHH mmss .
" endTimeStr ing ": "${ endTime }",// The
start
time (
excluded ) in
millisecon ds
of
the
incrementa l
data .
The
format
is
yyyyMMddHH mmss .
" statusTabl e ": " TableStore StreamRead erStatusTa ble
",// The
name
of
the
table
for
recording
the
states .
" maxRetries ": 30 ,// The
maximum
number
of
retries
of
each
request .
" isExportSe quenceInfo ": false ,
}
},
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" writer ": {
" plugin ": " odps ",
" parameter ": {
" datasource ": " odps_first ",// Data
source
name
" table ": " person ",// Destinatio n
table
name
" truncate ": true ,
" partition ": " pt =${ bdp . system . bizdate }",// Partition
informatio n
" column ": [// Destinatio n
column
name
" id ",
" colname ",
" version ",
" colvalue ",
" optype ",
" sequencein fo "
]
}
},
" Setting ":{
" Speed ":{
" mbps ": 7 ,// Maximum
transmissi on
rate
" concurrent ": 7 // Number
of
concurrent
jobs
}
}

Note:
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• You can conﬁgure the time range of the incremental data using either of the
following methods.
- " startTimeS

tring ": "${ startTime }"

The start time (included) in milliseconds of the incremental data. The format is
yyyyMMddHHmmss.

" endTimeStr

ing ": "${ endTime }"

The end time (excluded) in milliseconds of the incremental data. The format is
yyyyMMddHHmmss.

- " startTimes

tampMillis ":""

The start time (included) in milliseconds of the incremental data.

The Reader plugin ﬁnds a point corresponding to startTimestampMillis from
the statusTable, and starts to read and export data from this point.

If the Reader plugin cannot ﬁnd the corresponding point, it starts to read

incremental data retained by the system from the ﬁrst entry, and skips data
which is written later than startTimestampMillis.
" endTimesta

mpMillis ":" "

The end time (included) in milliseconds of the incremental data.

The Reader plugin exports data from the startTimestampMillis and ends data
with the timestamp later than or equal to the endTimestampMillis.

When the Reader plugin ﬁnishes reading all incremental data, the reading
process ends even if it does not reach the endTimestampMillis.
This is a timestamp value measured in milliseconds.

• If isExportSequenceInfo is set to true (“isExportSequenceInfo”: true), the system
exports an extra column for time-series information. The time-series informatio

n contains data writing time. The default value of isExportSequenceInfo is false,
which means no time-series information is exported.
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2.7.8 Add a preﬁx to target table names when migrating
multiple tables to the cloud

This topic describes how to add a preﬁx to target table names when migrating
multiple tables to the cloud.

1. Add a data source. For more information, see #unique_198.

2. Click Create Batch Sync Task and select the data source you created.

3. Click Add Rule, select Rules for Transforming Table Names, and enter the regular
expression for transforming table names. In this example, (. +) is used to match

all table headers, and ( ods_ $ 1 ) indicates that the ods_ preﬁx is added to the
table headers.

4. After the conﬁguration is completed, click Implementation Rules. You can see that
the table names have been transformed in the Tables to Synchronize area.

5. Select a table to be synchronized and click Submit Task.

2.8 FAQ

2.8.1 How do I solve Data Integration problems?

To troubleshoot any Data Integration operation problems, you must identify relevant
information, such as: theserver for running tasks, the data sources information, and

the region in which the synchronization tasks are conﬁgured.

View runningresources

• Running on Alibabaserver:

Running in Pipeline[basecommon_ group_xxxxxxxxx]

• Running on the on-premise server:

Running in Pipeline[basecommon_xxxxxxxxx]

Viewthe data sources information

When Data Integration fails, youmust view the following data sources information:
• Check the data sources in which the synchronization tasks are run.
• Check the data sources environment.

For example: The Alibaba Cloud database, data sources with or without public IP
addresses or VPC network environment (RDS and other sources), and Financial

Cloud (VPC and classic nCtwork).
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• Check if the data source connectivity test is successful.

Compared tothe Data Source Conﬁguration documents: Check if the entereddat
a source information is incorrect. Common mistakes include mixing multiple

databases, adding spaces, or special characters when entering the information
, orconnectivity test is not supported. (The data source from database without
public IP addresses or a VPC environment except RDS.)

Check the region in which synchronization tasks are conﬁgured

You can view regions in the DataWorks console, such as East China 2, North China

1, China(Hong Kong), Southeast Asia Paciﬁc 1, Central Europe 1, and Southeast Asia
Paciﬁc 2. Typically, the default region isEast China 2. You can view the region after
purchasing MaxCompute.

Copy the troubleshooting code when interface pattern errors are reported

When the interface pattern errors are reported, copy the troubleshooting code for the
relevant personnel.

Log report exceptions

The log reports an error while running the SQL statement (the column contains the
keyword)

2017 - 05 - 31
14 : 15 : 20 . 282 [ 33881049 - 0 - 0 - reader ]
ERROR
ReaderRunn er - Reader
runner
Received
Exceptions :
com . alibaba . datax . common . exception . DataXExcep tion : Code
:[ DBUtilErro rCode - 07 ]
Error details:

Failed to read database data. Check your column, table, WHERE, querySQL conﬁgurat
ion, or ask the DBA for help.

The executed SQL statement is as follows:
select ** index **, plaid , plarm , fget , fot , havm , coer , ines
, oumes
from
xxx
The error details are shown as follows:
You
have
an
error
in
your
SQL
syntax ; check
the
manual
that
correspond s
to
your
MySQL
Server
version
for
the
right
syntax
to
use
near
Index , plaid ,
plarm , fget , fot , havm , coer , Ines , oums
from
XXX
Troubleshooting:
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• Then, run another SQL statement:
select ** index **, plaid , plarm , fget , fot , havm , coer ,
ines , oumes
from
xxx
If you view the results, there will also be corresponding errors.

• If the ﬁeld contains the keyword index, you can add single quotes or modify the
ﬁeld to solve the problem.

The log reports an error occurred, while running the SQL statement. (The table name
is in single quotes within double quotes.)

com . alibaba . datax . common . exception . DataXExcep
:[ DBUtilErro rCode - 07 ]

tion :

Code

Error details:

Failed to read database data. Check your column,table, WHERE, querySQL conﬁgurat
ion or ask DBA for help.

The executed SQL statement is as follows:
select / _ + read_consi stency ( weak ) query_time out (
100000000 ) _ / _
from ** ' ql_ddddd_ [ 0 - 31 ]’ ** where

1 = 2

The error details are shown as follows:
You
have
an
error
in
your
SQL
syntax ; check
the
manual
that
correspond s
to
your
MySQL
server
version
for
the
right
syntax
to
use
near ‘‘ ql_live_sp eaks
[ 0 - 31 ]’ where
1 = 2 ’ at
line
1 - com . mysql . jdbc .
exceptions . jdbc4 . Mysqlsynta xerrorexce ption : You
have
an
error
in
your
SQL
syntax ; check
the
manual
that
correspond s
to
your
MySQL
Server
version
for
the
right
syntax
to
use
near **' ' ql
_
ddddd
_ [ 0 - 31
] ' where
1 = 2 '**
Troubleshooting

If the table name is in single quotes within double quotes, you can delete the single
quotes directly in the conﬁguration constant "table":["'qlddddd[0-31]'"].

The data source connectivity test fails (the exception message "Access denied for..." is
reported)

An error occurred while connecting to the database. The database connection string:
jdbc:mysql://xx.xx.xx.x:3306/t_demo. User name: fn_test. Exception message: Access
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denied for user 'fn_test’@’%’ to database 't_demo'. Make sure you have added a

whitelist in RDS.

Troubleshooting:

• When the exception message Access denied for... is reported, it generally indicates
exceptions of the entered information. Check the information.

• Check whether the whitelist or your account has permission to access the database
. You can add the required whitelist and permissions in the RDS console.

When the routing policy encounters problems, and the running pool are OXS and ECS
clusters.

2017 - 08 - 08
15 : 58 : 55 : Start
Job [ xxxxxxx ], traceId
** running
in
Pipeline [ basecommon _group_xxx _cdp_oxs ]**
ErrorMessa ge : Code :[ DBUtilErro rCode - 10 ]
Error details:

An error occurred while connecting to the database. Check your account, password
, database name, IP address and port or ask DBA for help (note the network

environment). An error occurred while connecting to the database because not

connecting JDBC URL can be found from jdbc:oracle:thin:@xxx.xxxxx.x.xx:xxxx:prod
. Check and modify your conﬁgurationsto make changes.

The error message "java.lang.Exception: DataX" indicates that the corresponding
database cannot be connected for the following reasons:

• The IP address, port, database, and JDBC you conﬁgured is incorrect and cannot be
connected.

• The user name or password you conﬁgured is incorrect, and the authentication
is unsuccessful. Conﬁrm whether the DBA database connection information is

correct.

Troubleshooting:
Scenario 1:

• To synchronize RDS-PostgreSQL data sources from Oracle, and you can click Run
. The tasks cannot be performed by the scheduler because diﬀerent pools are
required.

• You can add data sources in the form of JDBC to RDS then the RDS-PostgreSQL data
sources can be synchronized from Oracle.
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Scenario 2:

• RDS-PostgreSQL data sources in the VPC environment cannot run on a Custom
Resource Group. The RDS in the VPC environment provides reverse proxy

capability, leading to network problems for the Custom Resource Group. Therefore
, RDS in VPC environment can directly run on Alibaba Cloud server. If our server

cannot meet your requirements, and you want to run tasks on the server. You must
add data source in the form of JDBC to RDS in the VPC environment, and purchase

the ECS in the same network segment.

• - The "jdbc:mysql://100.100.70.1:4309/xxx,100" mapped out by the RDS in the VPC
environment often starts with an IP address mapped out by the background. If it

starts with adomain, the RDS is not in a VPC environment.

HBase Writer does not support the Date type

Hbase synchronization to hbase: 2017-08-15 11: 19: 29: State: 4 (fail) | Total: 0r 0b |
speed: 0r/s 0b/S | error: 0r 0b | stage: 0.0% errormessage: Code: [ﬁg]
Error details:

The parameter value you entered is invalid.

Hbase writer does not support the type: Date. The data types currently supported are:
[string, boolean, short, int, long, ﬂoat, double].
Troubleshooting:

• HBase Writer does not support the Date type, and you cannot conﬁgure any data in
the Date type of the Writer.

• You can conﬁgure the data in string type because HBase has no limit in terms of
data type. The bottom layer of the HBase is generally the byte array.

JSON format conﬁguration error
Column conﬁguration error

Based on DataX analysis, the most likely error cause is as follows:
com . alibaba . datax . common . exception . DataXExcep

tion :

Code :

[ Framework - 02 ]
Error details:
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The DataX engine encountered an error while running. For more information about
the errors, see the error diagnostic information after DataX stops running

java.lang.ClassCastException: com.alibaba.fastjson. Jsonobject cannot be cast to java.
lang.String

Troubleshooting:

When JSON is conﬁgured incorrectly.

Writer :
" column ":[
{
" name ":" busino ",
" type "": " string "
}
]
Write
the
statement
" column ":[
{
" Busino "
}
]

as

follows :

• The JSON list is written less []

Common errors found using DataX smart analysis include:
com . alibaba . datax . common . exception . DataXExcep

tion :

Code

:[ Framework - 02 ]
Error details:

The DataX engine encountered an error while running. For more information
about an error diagnostic information after DataX stops running.

java . lang . String
cannot
be
cast
to
java . util . List
- java . lang . String
cannot
be
cast
to
java . util .
List
at
com . alibaba . datax . common . exception . DataXExcep tion
. asDataXExc eption ( DataXExcep tion . java : 41 )
Troubleshooting:

When the brackets([]) is missing, the list type changes into other formats. You can
resolve this by enteringthe brackets ([]) in the missing location.

Permission issues
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• Permission issues (no "delete"permission)

For MaxCompute to RDS-MySQL synchronization, the error message is: Code:
DBUtilErrorCode-07
Error details:

An error occurred while reading the database data. Check your column,table,
WHERE, and querySQL conﬁguration or ask DBA for help.
The executed SQL statement is as follows:
delete

from

fact_xxx_d

where

sy_date = 20170903

The error details are shown as follows:
** DELETE
command
denied ** to
user ‘ xxx_odps ’@‘[ xx .
xxx . xxx . xxx ]( http :// xx . xxx . xxx . xxx )’ for
table
‘ fact_xxx_d ’ - com . mysql . jdbc . exceptions . jdbc4 .
MySQLSynta xErrorExce ption : DELETE
command
denied
to
user ‘ xxx_odps ’@‘[ xx . xxx . xxx . xxx ]( http :// xx . xxx .
xxx . xxx )’ for
table ' fact_xxx_d ’
Troubleshooting:

The error message "DELETE command denied to" indicates that you have no

permission to delete the table, and you must grant permissions required in the
corresponding database.

• Permission issues (no "drop" permission)
Code:DBUtilErrorCode-07
Error details:

An error occurred while reading the database data. Check your column,table,
WHERE, querySQL conﬁguration or ask DBA for help.
The executed SQL: truncate table be_xx_ch
The error details are shown as follows:

** DROP
command
denied
to
user ** ‘ xxx ’@‘[ xxx . xx . xxx
. xxx ]( http :// xxx . xx . xxx . xxx )’ for
table ‘ be_xx_ch
’ - com . mysql . jdbc . exceptions . jdbc4 . MySQLSynta
xErrorExce ption : DROP
command
denied
to
user ‘ xxx
’@‘[ xxx . xx . xxx . xxx ]( http :// xxx . xx . xxx . xxx )’ for
table ' be_xx_ch ’
Troubleshooting:
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The preceding error is reported when the prepared statement "Truncate" is

performed before the MySQLWriter conﬁguration execution is performed to delete
the table data because you have no "drop" permission.
ADS permission issues

2016 - 11 - 04
19 : 49 : 11 . 504 [ job - 12485292 ] INFO
OriginalCo nfPretreat mentUtil - Available
jdbcUrl : jdbc :
mysql :// 100 . 98 . 249 . 103 : 3306 / ads_rdb ? yearIsDate Type =
false & zeroDateTi meBehavior = convertToN ull & tinyInt1is Bit =
false & rewriteBat chedStatem ents = true .
2016 - 11 - 04
19 : 49 : 11 . 505 [ job - 12485292 ] warn
maid
There are column conﬁguration risksin your conﬁguration ﬁle. Because you have not
conﬁgured columns to read database tables, when there are changes in the number
and table ﬁeld types, may aﬀect task correctness or even run errors. Check your

conﬁgurations and make changes.
2016 - 11 - 04

19 : 49 : 11 . 528

[ job - 12485292 ]

INFO

Writer

$ Job
You must complete the following authorizations for MaxCompute > ADS data
synchronization:

• The ADS oﬃcial account must have "describe" and "select" permissions for the

tablessynchronization because the ADS system requires the table structure and
data information to be synchronized from MaxCompute.

• The account AccessKey you conﬁgured to access the ADS data source must have

permission to initiate a request to load data to the speciﬁed ADS database. You can
add authorization in the ADS system.

2016 - 11 - 04

19 : 49 : 11 . 528

[ job - 12485292 ]

INFO

Writer

$ Job
If the data synchronization is between RDSor other non-MaxCompute data sources

and ADS, the implementation logic is to ﬁrst load data to the MaxCompute temporary
table, and then synchronize data from the MaxCompute temporary table to ADS (

set the temporary MaxCompute project as cdp_ads_project, and set the temporary
project account to cloud- data-pipeline@aliyun-inner.com).
Permissions:
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• The ADS oﬃcial account must have at least "describe" and "select" permissions for
the tables (MaxCompute temporary table) to be synchronized because the ADS

system requires the table structure and data information to be synchronized from
MaxCompute (the authorization was completed at deployment).

• The account cloud-data-pipeline@aliyun-inner.com of the temporary MaxCompute
must have permission to initiate a request to load data to the speciﬁed ADS

database.You can add the authorization in the ADS.

Troubleshooting:

This problem is caused because of the lack of load data permission.

The temporary project account is cloud-data-pipeline@aliyun-inner.com. The ADS

oﬃcial account must have at least "describe" and "select" permissions for the tables (
MaxCompute temporary table) forsynchronization because the ADS system requires
the table structure and data informationto be synchronized from MaxCompute.The
authorization has been completed at deployment. Log on to the ADS console and

grant the "load data" permission to ADS.
Whitelist issues

• The whitelist has not been added, and the data source connectivity test failed.
The test connection failed and thedata source connectivity test failed:

error
message : Timed
out
after
5000
ms
while
waiting
for
a
server
that
matches
ReadPrefer
enceServer Selector { readPrefer ence = primary }. Client
view
of
cluster
state
is { type = UNKNOWN , servers
=[{[ address : 3717 = dds - bp1afbf47f c7e8e41 . mongodb . rds
. aliyuncs . com ]( http :// address : 3717 = dds - bp1afbf47f
c7e8e41 . mongodb . rds . aliyuncs . com ), type = UNKNOWN ,
state = CONNECTING , exception ={ com . mongodb . MongoSocke
tReadExcep tion : Prematurel y
reached
end
of
stream
}}, {[ address : 3717 = dds - bp1afbf47f c7e8e42 . mongodb . rds
. aliyuncs . com ]( http :// address : 3717 = dds - bp1afbf47f
c7e8e42 . mongodb . rds . aliyuncs . com ), type = UNKNOWN ,
state = CONNECTING ,** exception ={ com . mongodb . MongoSocke
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tReadExcep
**}}]

tion :

Prematurel

y

reached

end

of

stream

Troubleshooting

When adding the data source to MongoDB in a non-VPC environment, if the

error message Timed Out after 5000 is reported, it means that the whitelist has a
problem.

Note:

If you are using ApsaraDB for MongoDB, a root account is provided by default.

To ensure security, Data Integration only supports using the relevant MongoDB

account for connection. Avoid using the root account as the access account when
adding and using the MongoDB data source.

• Whitelist is incomplete

for Code:[DBUtilErrorCode-10]
Error details:

An error occurred while connecting to the database. Check your account,

password, database name, IP address and port or ask DBA for help (note the
network environment).

The error details are shown as follows:
java . sql . SQLExcepti on : Invalid
authorizat ion
specificat ion , message
from
server : "#** 28000ip
not
in
whitelist , client
ip
is
xx . xx . xx . xx ". **
2017 - 10 - 18
11 : 03 : 00 . 673 [ job - Newfoundla nd ]
Error
retryutil - exception
when
calling
callable
Troubleshooting:

The whitelist you added is incomplete. You have not added the server to the
whitelist.

The data source information is invalid

• When conﬁguring the Script Mode, the corresponding data source information
(cannot be left blank) and is missing.

2017 - 09 - 06
12 : 47 : 05
INFO
Success
to
fetch
meta
data
for
table
with
projectId
43501
project
ID
and
instance
ID
mongodbdat a
source
name . **
2017 - 09 - 06
12 : 47 : 05 [ INFO ] Data
transport
tunnel
is
CDP .
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2017 - 09 - 06
12 : 47 : 05 [ INFO ] Begin
alisa
account
info
for
3DES
encrypt
account : [ zz_683cdbc efba143b7b 709067b362

to
fetch
with
parameter
d4385 ].

2017 - 09 - 06
12 : 47 : 05 [ INFO ] Begin
to
fetch
alisa
account
info
for
3DES
encrypt
with
parameter
account : [ zz_683cdbc efba143b7b 709067b362 d4385 ].
[ Error ] exception
when
running
task , message : **
configurat ion
property [ adord ] is
generally
the
informatio n
to
be
filled
in
by
ODPS
data
source
could
not
be
blank ! **
Troubleshooting:

The error message shows that the corresponding AccessId information is blank.

This is generally because ofScript Mode issues. Check the conﬁgured JSON code to
see whether the corresponding data source name is missing.

• Data source is not conﬁgured

2017 - 10 - 10
10 : 30 : 08
INFO
===================================================
File “/ home / admin / synccenter / src / Validate . py ”, line
16 , in
notNone
raise
Exception (“ Configurat ion
property [% s ] could
not
be
blank !” % ( Context ))
** Exception : configurat ion
property [ username ] could
not
be
blank ! **
Troubleshooting:

- Check with the normal logs:
[ 56810 ] and
instanceId ( instanceNa me ) [ spfee_test
_mysql ]…
2017 - 10 - 09
21 : 09 : 44 [ INFO ] Success
to
fetch
meta
data
for
table
with
projectId [ 56810 ] and
instanceId [ spfee_test _mysql ].
- Typically, this information shows that an error occurred while calling the data

source. If the empty user name is reported, it shows that the data source has not
been conﬁgured or the data source location has not been conﬁgured correctly.

In this case, the user has conﬁgured an incorrect data source position.
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• DRDS data connection time-out

When synchronizing data from MaxCompute to DRDS, the frequent common
errors as follows:

[ 2017 - 09 - 11
16 : 17 : 01 .
] warn
maid $ task

729

[ 49892464 - 0 - 0 - writer

Roll back the data written this time and write a single data row each time and
submit again. The reasons are as follows:

com . mysql . jdbc . exceptions . jdbc4 .
Communicat
ion : ** Communicat ions
link
failure **
The
last
packet
successful ly
received
from
server
was
529
millisecon ds
ago .
The
last
packet
sent
successful ly
to
the
was ** 528
millisecon ds
ago **.

ionsExcept
the
server

Troubleshooting:

DataX client timeouts can be added while adding DRDS data sources ?
useUnicode = true & characterE
3600000 timeout Parameter.

ncoding = utf - 8 & socketTime

out =

Example:

jdbc : mysql :// 10 . 183 . 80 . 46 : 3307 / ae_coupon ?
useUnicode = true & characterE ncoding = utf - 8 & socketTime
= 3600000

out

• System internal problems
Troubleshooting:

Typically, the system internal problems are reported when the data source in JSON
format is mistakenly modiﬁed and saved in the development environment.When

the page is blank, you can submit the project name and the node name to Alibaba
Cloud development team for background processing.

Dirty data

• Dirty data (the string [""] cannot be converted to long)
2017 - 09 - 21
writer ] ERROR
Exceptions :
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WriterRunn er -

[ 51659198 - 0 - 26 Writer
Runner
Received
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com . alibaba . datax . common . exception . DataXExcep
Code :[ Common - 01 ]

tion :

Error details:

The business dirty data generated during data synchronization that is caused by
incorrect data type conversion. The string [""] cannot be converted to long.
Troubleshooting:

The String [""] cannot be converted to long: The statements for table creation in

the two tables are the same. The preceding error is reported because the ﬁeld type
empty cannot be converted to long. You can directly conﬁgure it as a String.

• Dirty data (out of range value)

2017 - 11 - 07
13 : 58 : 33 . 897 [ 503 - 0 - 0 - writer ]
ERROR
StdoutPlug inCollecto r
Dirty
data :
{" exception ":" Data
truncation : Out
of
range
value
for
column ' id ' at
row
1 "," record ":{" byteSize ": 2 ,"
index ": 0 ," rawData ":- 3 ," type ":" LONG "},{" byteSize ": 2 ,"
index ": 1 ," rawData ":- 2 ," type ":" LONG "},{" byteSize ": 2 ,"
index ": 2 ," rawData ":" other "," type ":" STRING "},{" byteSize
": 2 ," index ": 3 ," rawData ":" other "," type ":" STRING "},"
type ":" writer "}
Troubleshooting:

When the source data type of mysql2mysql is set as smallint(5), and the target

data type is int(11) unsigned, dirty data is generated because the smallint(5) data

contains negative numbers, and the data in the type of unsigned cannot be negative
.

• Dirty data (store emoj)

The data table is conﬁgured to store emoj and dirty data is reported during data
synchronization.

Troubleshooting:

By default, data integration is supported by utf 8. When you add a data source in
JDBC format, you need to modify the settings, such jdbc:mysql://xxx.x.x.x:3306

/database? characterEncoding=utf8&com.mysql.jdbc.faultInjection.serverChar

setIndex=45, so that you can set the emojis in the data source for synchronization.

• Dirty data caused by empty ﬁelds

{“ exception ”:“ Column ‘ xxx_id ’ cannot
be
null ”,“ record
”:[{“ byteSize ”: 0 ,“ index ”: 0 ,“ type ”:“ LONG ”},{“ byteSize
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”: 8 ,“ index ”: 1 ,“ rawData ”:- 1 ,“ type ”:“ LONG ”},{“ byteSize
”: 8 ,“ index ”: 2 ,“ rawData ”: 641 ,“ type ”:“ LONG ”}
Based on DataX analysis, the most likely cause of error is as follows:

com.alibaba.datax.common.exception.DataXException: Code:[Framework-14]
Error details:

The dirty data transmitted by DataX exceeds the user expectations. This error often
occurs when a lot of dirty business data exists within the data source. Please check
carefully the dirty data log information reported by DataX, or adjust the dirty data

threshold accordingly.

The check on the number of dirty data entries failed. The number of dirty data
entries is limited to 1, but seven are captured.
Troubleshooting:

The dirty data is generated because the ﬁeld "Column 'xxx_id' cannot be null" must
be speciﬁed, and empty data is used during data synchronization. You can modify

those empty data or modify the ﬁeld.

• The ﬁeld "data too long for column 'ﬂash'" is too short and dirty data is generated.
2017 - 01 - 02
17 : 01 : 19 . 308 [ 16963484 - 0 - 0 - writer
] ERROR
StdoutPlug inCollecto r
Dirty
data :
{" exception ": " Data
updatation : data
Too
long
for
column ' Flash ' at
Row
1 , " record ": [{" bytesize ": 8 ,
" Index ": 0 , " rawdata ": 1 , " type ": " long "}, {" bytesize
": 8 , " Index ": 3 , " rawdata ": 2 , " type ": " long "}, {"
bytesize ": 8 , " Index ": 4 , " rawdata ": 1 , " type ": " long
"}, {" bytesize ": 8 , " Index ": 5 , " rawdata ": 1 , " type
": " long "}, {" bytesize ": 8 , " Index ": 6 , " rawdata ": 1
, type : " Long "}
Troubleshooting:

When the ﬁeld "data too long for column 'ﬂash'" is too short, but the synchronized
data is too long. Therefore, dirty data is generated. You can modify the data or the
ﬁeld.

• Read-only permission to database settings
2017 - 11 - 07
13 : 58 : 33 . 897
503 - 0 - 0 - writer
ERROR
StdoutPlug inCollecto r
Dirty
data :
{" exception ": " the
MySQL
server
is
running
with
the
-- read - only
option
so
it
cannot
execute
this
statement ", " record ": [{" bytesize ": 3 , " Index ": 0 ,
rawdata : 201 , type : Long }, { bytesize ": 8 , " Index ": 1
, " rawdata ": 1474603200 000 , " type ": " date "}, {" bytesize
500
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": 8 , " Index ": 2 , rawdata : September
23 , " 12 ", " type
": " string "}, {" bytesize ": 5 , " Index ": 3 , " rawdata ":
" 12 ", " type ": " string "}
Troubleshooting:

When the read-only mode is set, you can change the "read-only" mode of the
database to "writable" mode, if all data synchronized is dirty data.

• Logs generated when partition error occurs

An error message is reported when the parameter is conﬁgured as $yyyymm. The
log is generated as follows:
[ 2016 - 09 - 13
689

17 : 00 : 43 ]

[ job - 10055875 ]

Error

2016 - 09 - 13

16 : 21 : 35 .

Engine

Based on the analysis by DataX, the most likely cause of this error is as follows:
com . alibaba . datax . common . exception . DataXExcep

tion :

Code

:[ OdpsWriter - 13 ]
Error details:

You can try again if an exception occurs while running MaxCompute SQL. If the

MaxCompute target table throws an exception when executing MaxCompute SQL,
contact the MaxCompute administrator. The SQL content is as follows:
alter

table
db_rich_gi ft_record
add
partition ( pt =’${ thismonth }’);

IF

NOT

EXISTS

Troubleshooting:

The single quotes added causes invalid scheduling parameter replacing. Solution:
Remove the single quotes of '${thismonth}'.

• When the column is not conﬁgured in the array format.
Run
Command
failed .
com . alibaba . cdp . sdk . exception . CDPExcepti on : com .
alibaba . fastjson . JSONExcept ion : syntax
error , ** expect
{,** actual
error , pos
0
at
com . alibaba . cdp . sdk . exception . CDPExcepti on .
asCDPExcep tion ( CDPExcepti on . java : 23 )
Troubleshooting:

JSON has the following problem:
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" plugin ": “ mysql ”,**
" parameter ":{
" Datasource ": " XXXXX ",
** “ column ”: “ uid ”,**
“ where ”: “”,
“ splitPk ”: “”,
“ table ”: “ xxx ”
}
“ column ”: “ uid ”,----- has
array
form

not

been

configured

as

the

• JDBC formatting error
Troubleshooting:

The JDBC format is invalid. The valid format is: jdbc:mysql://ServerIP:Port/
Database.

• Test connectivity failed
Troubleshooting:

- Check whether the ﬁrewall limits the IP address and port used by your account.
- Check the port development of the security group.

• uid[xxxxxxxx] is reported in the logs

Run
Command
failed .
com . alibaba . cdp . sdk . exception . CDPExcepti on : RequestId
[ F9FD049B - xxxx - xxxx - xxx - xxxx ] Error : there
was
an
exception
in
the
network
informatio n
for
the
obtained
instance , please
check
the
RDS
buyer
ID
and
the
RDS
Instance
name , UID [ Newfoundla nd ],
instance [ rm - bp1cwz5886 rmzio92 ] serviceuna vailable : the
request
has
failed
due
to
a
maid
failure
of
the
server .
RequestIdF 9FD049B - xxxx - xxxx - xxx - xxxx
Error :
Troubleshooting:

Typically, when you synchronize data from RDS to MaxCompute.If the preceding

error is reported, you can directly copy the RequestId:F9FD049B-xxxx-xxxx-xxx-

xxxx to the RDS personnel.
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• The query parameter in MongoDB is incorrect

When the following error is reported as synchronizing data from MongoDB to

MySQL, if you ﬁnd that it is caused by incorrect JSON, it means that the JSON query
parameter is incorrectly conﬁgured.

Exception
in
thread “ taskGroup - 0 ” com . alibaba . datax .
common . exception . DataXExcep tion : Code :[ Framework - 13 ]
Error details:

The DataX plug-in encountered an error while running. For more information

about how to identify the speciﬁc causes,see the error diagnostic information after
DataX stops running.

org . bson . json . JsonParseE
. Position : 34 . Character

xception :
:'.'.

Invalid

JSON

input

Troubleshooting:

- Negative example: "query":"{‘update_date’:{’$gte’:new Date().valueOf()/
1000}}". The parameter in the form of "new Date() " is not supported.

- Correct example: "query":"{‘operationTime’{’$gte’:ISODate(’${last_day}
T00:00:00.424+0800’)}}"

• Cannot allocate memory

2017 - 10 - 11
20 : 45 : 46 . 544 [ taskGroup - 0 ] INFO
TaskGroupC ontainer - taskGroup [ 0 ] taskId [ 358 ]
attemptCou nt [ 1 ] is
started
Java
HotSpot ™ 64 - Bit
Server
VM
warning : INFO : os ::
commit_mem ory ( 0x00007f15 ceaeb000 , 12288 , 0 ) failed ;
error =‘** Cannot
allocate
memory ’** ( errno = 12 )
Troubleshooting:

The memory is insuﬃcient. If it occurs on your server, you must add extra memory
.If it occurs on Alibaba's server, directly contact the technical support personnel.

• max_allowed_packet parameter

The error details are shown as follows:
Packet
for
query
is
too
large ( 70 >- 1 ). You
can
change
this
value
on
the
server
by
setting
the
max_allowe d_packet ’ variable . ** com . mysql . jdbc
. PacketTooB igExceptio n : Packet
for
query
is
too
large ( 70 > - 1 ). You
can
change
this
value
on
the
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server
**

by

setting

the

max_allowe

d_packet ’

variable .

Troubleshooting:

The max_allowed_packet parameter is used to deﬁne the maximum length of the

communication buﬀer. MySQL may limit the receiveddata packet size by the server
based on the conﬁguration ﬁle. Occasionally, large size insertions and updates

may fail because of the limitation of the max_allowed_packet parameter.

• If the value Max_allowed_packet parameter is too large, you can change it into a
smaller one. 10 MB = 10_1024_1024.

• "HTTP Status 500" is reported and an error occurred while reading the logs.
Unexpected
Error :
Response
is
com . alibaba . cdp . sdk . util . http . Response
@ 382db087 [ proxy = HTTP / 1 . 1
500
Internal
Server
Error
[ Server : Tengine , Date : Fri , 27
Oct
2017
16 : 43 :
34
GMT , Content - Type : text / html ; charset = utf - 8 ,
Transfer - Encoding : chunked , Connection : close ,
** HTTP
Status
500 ** - Read
timed
out ** type **
Exception
report ** message **++ Read
timed
out ++**
descriptio n **++ The
server
encountere d
an
internal
error
that
prevented
it
from
fulfilling
this
request
.++** exception **
java . net . SocketTime outExcepti on : Read
timed
out
Troubleshooting:

When "HTTP Status 500" is reported while your tasks are running, if an error

occurred during log reading of the tasks running on Alibaba's server, contact

technical support personnel. If you are running tasks on your own server restart
Alisa.

Note:

If the service status remains Stopped after refreshing, restart the following Alisa
command to switch to the admin account: /home/admin/alisatatasknode/target/
alisatatasknode/bin/serverct1 restart.

• hbasewriter parameter: hbase.zookeeper.quorum conﬁguration error
2017 - 11 - 08
09 : 29 : 28 . 173 [ 61401062 - 0 - 0 - writer
] INFO
ZooKeeper - Initiating
client
connection ,
connectStr ing = xxx - 2 : 2181 , xxx - 4 : 2181 , xxx - 5 : 2181
, xxxx - 3 : 2181 , xxx - 6 : 2181
sessionTim eout = 90000
watcher = hconnectio n - 0x528825f5 0x0 , quorum = node - 2 :
2181 , node - 4 : 2181 , node - 5 : 2181 , node - 3 : 2181 , node 6 : 2181 , baseZNode =/ hbase
Nov
08 , 2017
9 : 29 : 28
AM
org . apache . hadoop . hbase
. zookeeper . Recoverabl eZooKeeper
checkZk
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WARNING : ** Unable

to

create

ZooKeeper

Connection **

Troubleshooting:

- Error example: "hbase. zoolokeeper. quorum: "xxx-2, xxx-4, xxx-5, xxxx-3, xxx-6
"

- "Hbase.zookeeper.quorum":"your zookeeper IP address"

• No relevant ﬁles are found

Based on the analysis by DataX, the most common cause of errors as follows:

com.alibaba.datax.common.exception.DataXException: Code:[HdfsReader-08]
Error details:

The ﬁle directory you are trying to read is empty. Failed to locate the read ﬁle,
check your conﬁguration items.

Path :/ user / hive / warehouse / maid /*
at
com . alibaba . datax . common . exception . DataXExcep
. asDataXExc eption ( DataXExcep tion . java : 41 )

tion

Troubleshooting:

Find the corresponding location using the path to check the ﬁle. If the ﬁle is not
found, perform the necessary operations on the ﬁle.
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• The table does not exist

Based on the DataX analysis, the most likely cause of error is as follows:

com.alibaba.datax.common.exception.DataXException: Code:[MYSQLErrCode-04]
Error details:

The table does not exist. Check the table name or contact DBA to conﬁrm whether
the table exists.

Table name: xxxx.

The SQL executed is: Select

*

from

Newfoundla

nd

where

1

=

2

;

The error details are shown as follows:
Table ‘ darkseer - test . xxxx ’ doesn ’ t
exist - com .
mysql . jdbc . exceptions . jdbc4 . MySQLSynta xErrorExce ption
: Table ‘ darkseer - test . xxxx ’ doesn ’ t
exist
Troubleshooting:

Select * from xxxx where 1=2 and check if the table xxxx has a problem. Take
actions if any problem exists.

2.8.2 How to handle synchronous tasks waiting for slots?
Issue description

The task is not functioning properly, and the log prompts the current instance that
has not generated log information yet from waiting for the slot.

Root cause

The preceding prompts occur because the conﬁgured task schedule uses a custom
resource, however, there are currently no custom resources available.

Solution

1. You can go to the DataWorks > Operations Center > Task Operations page, and

right-click tasks that are not scheduled as expected, and then select View Node
Properties to view the resource groups used by the task.

2. Go to the Project Management > Scheduling Resource Management page, locate the
Scheduling Resource used by the task, and click Server Administration. Check to
see if the server status is stopped or occupied by other tasks.
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3. If the above troubleshooting does not resolve the issue, you can restart the service
by running the following command.
su - admin `
/ home / admin / alisataskn
serverctl
restart `

ode / target / alisataskn

ode / bin /

2.8.3 How do I solve encoding formatting issues?

This topic describes diﬀerent encoding format issues after formatting the

synchronization task, including synchronization failure that may result in dirty data,
or garbled data after successful synchronization.

Synchronization failed and generated dirty data
Issue description

The data integration task failed and generated dirty data because of encoding issues.
The error log is shown as follows:

016 - 11 - 18
14 : 50 : 50 . 766
13350975 - 0 - 0 - writer
ERROR
StdoutPlug inCollecto r - Dirty
data :< br >
{" exception ":" Incorrect
string
value : '\\ xF0 \\ x9F \\ x98 \\
x82 \\ xE8 \\ xA2 ...' for
column ' introducti on ' at
row
1 "," record ":[{" byteSize ": 8 ," index ": 0 ," rawData ": 9642 ,"
type ":" LONG "},
{" byteSize ": 33 ," index ": 1 ," rawData ":" Hello
world ! ( http
:// docs - aliyun . cn - hangzhou . oss . aliyun - inc . com / assets
/ pic / 56134 / cn_zh / 1498728641 169 /% E5 % 9B % BE % E7 % 89 %
877 . png )
"," type ":" STRING "},
{" byteSize ": 8 ," index ": 4 ," rawData ": 0 ," type ":" LONG "}],"
type ":" writer "}
2016 - 11 - 18
14 : 50 : 51 . 265 [ 13350975 - 0 - 0 - writer
] warn
maid $ task - roll
back
this
write , commit
by
writing
one
row
at
a
time . Because : Java . SQL .
batchupdat eexception : incorrect
string
value : '\ xq0 \
x9f \ x88 \ xB6 \ XeF \ xb8 ... ' For
column ' introducti
on ' at
Row
1
Root cause

The user did not perform the relative database encoding formatting, or did not set
the encoding to utf8mb4 while adding a data source because only chain encoding

supports synchronous emojis.
Solution

• When you add a data source in JDBC format, you need to modify the scanner

settings, for example: jdbc:mysql://xxx.x.x.x:3306/database? Com. mySQL. JDBC
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. faultinjection. servercharsetindex = 45, so that you can set emojis on the data
source for synchronization.

• Change the data source encoding format to utf8mb4. For example, you can modify
the database encoding format of the RDS on the RDS console.

Synchronization succeeded with garbled data
Issue description

The data synchronization task succeeded, but data is garbled.
Root cause

Three causes for garbled data:

• The source-side data is out of order.

• The encoding for the database and the client are not the same.

• The browser encoding is not the same, resulting in preview failure or garbled data.
Solution

The following are solutions corresponding to the preceding three causes for garbled
data.

• For the ﬁrst reason, you must process the original data before starting the
synchronization task.

• For the second reason, you must modify the encoding format.

• For the third reason, you must unify the encoding format before previewing the
data.

2.8.4 Full-database migration data type

Currently, full-database migration only supports synchronizing data from MySQL

databases, including MySQL databases on the RDS server to MaxCompute. You can
enter the full-database migration page from the added MySQL data source.

The following is a description of data types set at the advanced level in the fulldatabase migration.

The data source types supported by MySQL for the full-database migration source
, include tinyint, smallint, mediumint, Int, bigint, varchar, Char, tinytext, text,

mediumtext, longtext, year, ﬂoat, double, decimal, date, datetime, timestamp, time,
and LOL.
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The data source types supported by the target-side MaxCompute are bigint, String,
double, datetime, and Boolean.

All the preceding MySQL-supported data types support converting MaxCompute data
source types.
Note:

Bit in MySQL, if it is more than bit (2), conversion with bigint, String, double,

datetime, and Boolean are currently not supported. If it is bit (1), it is converted to a
Boolean.

2.8.5 RDS synchronization failed to convert to JDBC format
Issue description

When synchronizing data from RDS (MySQL, SQL Server, and PostgreSQL) to the

user-created MySQL, SQL Server, PostgreSQL, and the error message "DataX cannot
connect to the corresponding database" is displayed.

Solution

Taking data synchronization from RDS (MySQL) to the user-created SQL Server as an
example, you must complete the following operations:

1. Create a data source, and conﬁgure the data source in MySQL->JDBC format.

2. Use the new data source to conﬁgure synchronization tasks and re-execute them.
Note:

For data synchronization between RDS (MySQL) -> RDS (SQL Server) and other

cloud products, we recommend that you select RDS (MySQL) -> RDS (SQL Server)
data source to conﬁgure synchronization tasks.

2.8.6 What do I do when the synchronous table column name is
a key and the task fails?
Issue description

When you execute a synchronization task, and the task fails when the column name
of the synchronized table is a keyword.

Solution

For example, when you use the MySQL data source:
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1. Create a new table in Alibaba Cloud with the following table creation statement::
create

table

aliyun

(` table `

int

, msg

varchar ( 10 ));

2. Create a view and give the table column an alias.
create
view
v_aliyun
as
as
col2
from
aliyun ;

select

` table `

as

col1 , msg

Note:

• The table is the MySQL keyword, and the mosaic code is wrong when the data is
synchronized. You can bypass this restriction by creating a view and assigning

an alias to the table column.

• We do not recommend that you use keywords as column names for tables.

3. The above statement generates an alias to a column that has a keyword, so when
you conﬁgure a Data Synchronization task, you can choose the v_aliyun view

instead of the Alibaba Cloud table.
Note:

• The Escape Character for MySQL is 'key '.

• The Escape Characters for Oracle and PostgreSQL are "keywords ".
• The Escape Character for SQL Server is the [Key].

2.8.7 How do I customize the table name of the data
synchronization task?
Data backdrop

Data Background: The tables are identiﬁed by days in a single table on a daily basis
with the same table structure, such as orders_20170310, orders_20170311, and

orders_20170312.

Achieving demand

Requirement: Create one data synchronization task to import table data from the

previous day read from the source database into MaxCompute with a custom table

name every morning, for example, on March 15, 2017, orders_20170314 table data is
read automatically from the source database and imported, and more.

Implementation
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2. Create a Data Synchronization task in Guide Mode, and select a table name as the

data source table name when you conﬁgure it. Conﬁgure and save the synchroniz
ation task after the normal procedure.

3. Click Convert Script to convert from Guide Mode to Script Mode.

4. Use a variable as the source table name in the Script Mode, such as orders_
${tablename}.

Assign the variable "tablename" a value in the task parameter settings. Since the

table names in "Data Background" are identiﬁed by days, which requires reading
the table from the previous day, and the assigned value is $yyyymmdd-1.
Note:

Or you can use orders_${bdp.system.bizdate} as the variable to name the source
table.

Save and submit the completed conﬁgurations before continuing with further
operations.

2.8.8 How do I solve an error that occurred, while using the
username root to add the MongoDB data source?
Issue description

An error occurred when using the user name root to add the MongoDB data source.

Root cause

When adding the MongoDB data source, you must use the user name created by the
database and the table you are required to synchronize resides instead of the root.

Solution

For example, to import a table name in the test database, enter test as the database
name.

Enter the user name created in a speciﬁc database instead of the root. For example,

when the test database is speciﬁed then use the account created in the test database
as the user name.
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3 Data development
3.1 Solution

This topic describes how to operate the data development mode. The data

development mode has been upgraded to the three-level structure comprising of
project, solution, and business ﬂow. This data development mode abandons the
conventional directory organization mode.

Project-solution-business ﬂow

In the latest version of DataWorks , the data development mode is upgraded to

integrate diﬀerent node task types based on business types. This structure improves
the facilitation of code development by businesses, and allow the development to

be implemented across multiple business ﬂows from a wider perspective. The three
-level structure of the project-solution-business ﬂow redeﬁnes the development
process and improves the users' development experience.

• Project: The basic unit for the permission organization that is used for controllin
g user permissions, such as development and O&M permissions. In the same

project, all project member codes can be developed and managed in a collaborat
ive manner.

• Solution: Users can customize a solution by combining some business ﬂows. The
following are the solution advantages:

- A solution contains multiple business ﬂows.

- The same business ﬂow can be reused in diﬀerent solutions.

- The immersion development can be implemented for a combined solution.
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• Business ﬂow: An abstract entity of the business, which allows users to organize
data code development from the business perspective. A business ﬂow can be

reused by multiple solutions. The following are the business ﬂow advantages:

- The business ﬂow helps users to organize codes from the business perspective
. It provides the task type-based code organization mode. It supports multiple
levels of sub-directories (preferentially up to four-levels).

- The entire business ﬂow can be viewed and optimized from the business
perspective.

- The business ﬂow dashboard is provided to improve the development eﬃciency.
- The release and O&M can be organized based on the business ﬂow.

Immersion development experiences

You can double-click any created solution to switch from the development area to

the solution area. The directory displays only the current solution content, which
provides a clean environment, that is not aﬀected by other project codes that are

unrelated to the current solution.

1. Go to the DataStudio page and create a solution.
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2. Select the business ﬂow for viewing from the created solution.

3. Right-click View All Business Flows to view nodes of the selected business ﬂow or
modify the solution.

4. Go to another page.

• Click Publish to go to the Task Publish page. Nodes in the To Be Released status
under the current solution are displayed on this page.

• Click O&M to go to the O&M Center > Periodic Instances page. By default,

periodic instances of all nodes under the current solution are displayed on this
page.

A business ﬂow can be reused by multiple solutions, which allows you to focus on
solution development. Other users can edit your referenced business ﬂows, or

business ﬂows in other solutions, and implement collaborative development.
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3.2 SQL code encoding principles and standards

Short Description: This topic describes the basic SQL code encoding principles and
standards.

Encoding principles

The SQL code is encoded as follows:

• The code is comprehensive and healthy.

• The code lines are clear, neat, and orderly.

• The code lines are well arranged and have a good hierarchical structure.
• The comments must be provided to improve the code's readability.

• The principle requires no constraint conventions for developers coding behavior
. In practice, the general requirement preconditions are not violated, rational
deviations from this convention are acceptable. If they are beneﬁcial to code

development then this convention can be continuously improved and supplement
ed.

• All keywords and reserved words used in SQL codes are in lowercase, such as the

following: Select, From, Where, And, Or, Union, Insert, Delete, Group, Having, and
Count.

• Keywords and reserved codes used in SQL codes, and other codes including ﬁeld
names and table alias must be in lowercase.

• Four spaces are equivalent to an indention unit. All indentions must be the integer
multiples of an indention unit and aligned according to the code hierarchy.

• You are not allowed to use the select asterisk (*) operation. The column name must
be speciﬁed in all operations.

• The corresponding brackets must be on the same column.

SQL coding speciﬁcation

The SQL code speciﬁcation is as follows:
• Code header

The code header must have the following information such as: subject, function

description, author, and date. The log and title bars must be reserved so that other
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users can edit records. Note that each line must not exceed 80 characters in length.
The following is a template:

-- MaxCompute ( ODPS ) SQL
-**************************************************************************
-- Subject : Transactio n
-- Function
descriptio n : Transactio n
refund
analysis
-- Author : With
code
-- Create
time : 20170616
-- Change
log :
-- Modified
on
Modified
by
Content
-- yyyymmdd
name
comment
-- 20170831
Without
code
Add
a
judgment
on
the
transactio n
biz_type = 1234
-**************************************************************************
• Field arrangement requirements:

- Each selected ﬁeld for the SELECT statement occupies one line.

- One indention next to the word "select" is followed by the ﬁrst selected ﬁeld.
That is, the ﬁeld is two indentions away from the line start .

- Each alternating ﬁeld starts with two indentions, followed by a comma (,) and
then the ﬁeld name.

- The comma (,) between two ﬁelds come before the second ﬁeld.

- The as statement must be in the same line as the related ﬁelds. We recommend
that the "as" statements with multiple ﬁelds must be aligned in the same
column.

• INSERT sub-statement arrangement requirements

The INSERT sub-statement must be written in the same row. You are not allowed to
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• SELECT sub-statement arrangement requirements

Sub-statements used by the SELECT statements, include From, Where, Group by,
Having, Order by, Join, and Union, must conform to the following requirements:
- The line feed.

- The sub-statements must be left-aligned with the SELECT statement.

- You must reserve two indentions between the ﬁrst letter of a sub-statement and
its subsequent code.

- The logical operators, such as "AND" and "OR" in a "WHERE" sub-statement
must be left-aligned with WHERE.

- If the length of a sub-statement exceeds two indentions, add a space to the substatement, and write the subsequent code. For example: "order by" and "group
by"

• The spacing requirements before and after an operator as follows: A space must
be reserved before and after an arithmetic operator or a logical operator, and

operators must be written on the same line unless the line exceeds 80 characters in
length.
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• Compiling the "CASE" statement

In a "SELECT" statement, the "CASE" statement is used to judge or assign ﬁeld

values. The correct compiling of the "CASE" statement is critical for enhancing the
code lines readability.

The following conventions are stipulated for compiling the "CASE" statement:
- The "WHEN" sub statement is in the same line as the "CASE" statement and
starts after one indention.

- Each "WHEN" sub statement occupies one line. The line feed is acceptable if the
statement is too long.

- A "CASE" statement must contain the "ELSE" sub statement. The "ELSE" sub
statement must be aligned with the "WHEN" sub statement.

• Nesting query compiling speciﬁcation

The nesting sub-query is often used in Extract, transform, load (ETL) development
of the data warehouse system. Therefore, it is important to arrange codes in a
hierarchical manner. For example:

• Table alias deﬁnition convention

- The alias must be added to all tables. Once an alias is deﬁned for an operation
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statement references. To facilitate the code compiling, the alias must be simple
and concise whenever possible and keywords must be avoided.

- The table alias is deﬁned with simple characters. We recommend that aliases are
deﬁned in alphabetical order.

- The hierarchy must be shown before using the multi-layered nesting sub-

query of an alias. The SQL statement alias is deﬁned by the layer. Layer 1 to 4

are represented by P (Part), S (Segment), U (Unit), and D (Detail), respectively.

Alternatively, Layer 1 to 4 can be represented by a, b, c, and d. Sub-statements

in the same layer are diﬀerentiated from each other by numbers, such as 1, 2, 3,
and 4 behind the letter that represents the layer. A comment can be added for a
table alias.
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• Comments within the SQL statement

- The comment must be added for each SQL statement.

- The comment for each SQL statement exclusively occupies a single line, and is
placed in front of the statement.

- The ﬁeld comment must be added behind the ﬁeld.

- Comments must be added to branch condition expressions that are diﬃcult to
understand.

- Comments must be added to describe important calculation functions.

- If a function is too long, the statement must be segmented based on the

implemented functions, and comments must be added to describe each segment
.

- Comments must be added to a constant or variable to explain the saved value,
but comments are optional for a valid value range.

3.3 Console functions

3.3.1 Introduction to console

The interface function points are described below:
No.
1
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Feature

Show my ﬁles

Description

View nodes under your account in the current
column.
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No.

Feature

Description

3

[+]

Creates a solution, business ﬂow, folder, node,
table, resource, or function entry.

2

Code search

4

Reload

6

Import

5

Locate

7

Filter

9

Save as query ﬁle

8

Save

10

Submit

12

Steal lock

14

Run after setting
parameters

11

13

15
16
17
18
19
20

Submit and unlock

Run

Precompile
Stop run
Reload

Run smoke test
in development
environment

Refreshes the current directory tree.
Locates the selected ﬁle position.

Imports local data to an online table. Note: The
encoding format.
Filter nodes based on the speciﬁed conditions.
Saves the current code.

Saves the current code as a temporary ﬁle, which
is displayed in the temporary query column.
Submits the current node.

Submits the current node and unlocks the node to
edit the code.
Edits a node that you do not have ownership over.
Runs the current node code.

Runs the code of the current node with the
conﬁgured parameters.
Edit and test the current node parameters.
Stops the run code.

Refreshes the page and returns to the previously
saved page.
Tests the current node code in the development
environment.

View smoke test ;
og in development

Views the run log of a node in the development
environment.

Go to scheduling
system of

Goes to the O&M center of the development
environment.

environment

development
environment
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No.

Feature

21

Format

22

Publish

23

O&M

24

Scheduling
Conﬁguration

25

Relationship

26

Version

27

Structure

3.3.2 Version

Description

The sequence codes of the current node. It is
often used when the code on a single line is too
long.

Publishes the submitted code. After the code
is published, the code is under the production
environment.

Goes to the O&M center of the production
environment.

Conﬁgures the scheduling attributes, parameters
, and Resource Groups of a node.
View the relationship between tables used by the
code.
View the submission and publish records of the
current node.

View the code structure of the current node. If
the code is too long, you can quickly locate a code
segment based on the key information in the
structure.

A version is a submission and release record of the current node, where each

submission generates a new version. You can check the related status, change type,
and release remarks as required to facilitate operations on the node.
Note:

Only a submitted node has the version information.
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• File ID: The current node ID.

• Version: A new version is generated for each release. The ﬁrst release is V1, the
second modiﬁcation is V2, and so on.

• Submitter: The operator who submits and releases the node.

• Submission time: The version release time. If a version is submitted and then

released, the release time covers the submission time. By default, the last release
time of the operation is recorded.

• Change type: The operation history of the current node. It is set to Added if the
node is ﬁrst released, and set to Modiﬁed if the node is modiﬁed.

• Status: The operation status record of the current node.

• Remarks: Changes the description of the current node when submitted. It facilitate
s other personnel to locate the related version when operating the node.

• Action: You can select Code and Roll Back in this column.

- View code: Click it to view the version code and precisely search for a record
version to be roll back.

- Roll back: Click it to roll back the current node to a previous version as required
. You must submit the node for release again after roll back.
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• Compare: Click it to compare the code and parameters of two versions.

Click View Details to go to the details page and compare the code and scheduling
attribute changes.
Note:

Only two versions can be compared. You cannot compare only one or more than
three nodes.

3.3.3 Structure

The structure is based on the current Code, which parses the process diagram that

runs under SQL, helps users quickly review the edited SQL situation, so that it can be
easily modiﬁed and viewed.

Structure

As shown in SQL:
INSERT
OVERWRITE
TABLE
dw_user_in fo_all_d
='${ bdp . system . bizdate }')
SELECT
COALESCE ( a . uid , b . uid ) AS
uid
, b . gender
, b . age_range
, B . flavdiac
, a . region
, a . device
, a . identity
, a . method
, a . url
, a . referer
, a . time
FROM (
VALUES
From
fig
WHERE
dt = ${ bdp . system . bizdate }
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) a
LEFT
OUTER
JOIN (
VALUES
FROM
ods_user_i nfo_d
WHERE
dt = ${ bdp . system . bizdate }
) b
on
a . uid = b . uid ;
According to this Code, the structure is parsed:

When the mouse is placed in a circle, the corresponding explanation is displayed:
1. Source table: The target table for the SELECT query.

2. Filter: Filters the speciﬁc partitions in the table that you want to query.
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3. In the ﬁrst part of the intermediate table (query view): Place the query data results
into a temporary table.

4. Join: The mosaic of the results in the two-part query through join.

5. In the second section, the intermediate table (the query view): Summarizes the

results of join in a temporary table. This temporary table exists for three days and
is automatically cleared three days later.

6. Target table (insert): Inserts data obtained in the second part of the table in insert
override.

3.3.4 Relationship

This topic describes relationships that displays the relations between the current

node and other nodes. This relationship displays two parts: The dependency diagram
and the internal relationship diagram.

Dependency graph

Depending on the node dependency, the dependency graph shows whether the

current node dependency meets expectations. If the dependency graph does not meet
expectations, you can return to the schedule conﬁguration interface to reset.

Internal relationship diagram

The internal relationship diagram is parsed based on the node code, for example:
INSERT
OVERWRITE
TABLE
dw_user_in fo_all_d
='${ bdp . system . bizdate }')
SELECT
COALESCE ( a . uid , b . uid ) AS
uid
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, b . gender
, b . age_range
, B . flavdiac
, a . region
, a . device
, a . identity
, a . method
, a . url
, a . referer
, a . time
FROM (
VALUES
From
fig
WHERE
dt = ${ bdp . system . bizdate }
) a
LEFT
OUTER
JOIN (
VALUES
FROM
ods_user_i nfo_d
WHERE
dt = ${ bdp . system . bizdate }
) b
on
a . uid = b . uid ;
According to the preceding SQL, the parsed internal relationship map join "
dw_user_info_all_d" with "ods_log_info_d", and export table as follows :

3.4 Business ﬂow

3.4.1 Business ﬂow

A business ﬂow integrates diﬀerent node task types by business type, such a structure
improves business code development facilitation. The system organizes data

development centered by the business ﬂow, and provides container dashboards of

various types of development nodes. In this way, tools, optimization operations, and
Issue: 20190818
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management operations are arranged based on data dashboards objects, making

development and management more convenient and intelligent.

DataWorks code structure

A work project supports multiple types of computing engines. A work project

contains multiple business ﬂows, each of which is a collection of various types

of objects that are systematically associated with each other. You can view each

business ﬂow in the automatically generated ﬂowcharts. Objects in a process can

be any of the following types: data integration task, data development task, table,
resource, function, algorithm, and operation ﬂow.

Each object type corresponds to an independent folder, in which sub-folders can be
created. To facilitate management, we recommend that you create a maximum of

four layers of sub-folders. The planned business ﬂow structure becomes too complex
when more than four layers of sub-folders are created. We recommend that you split
the business ﬂow into one or more business ﬂows and manage the related business

ﬂows in one solution. This business ﬂow organization method is more eﬃcient.

Business ﬂow composition

1. Data Integration: For more information about Data Integration, see #unique_218.

2. Data Development: For more information about Data Integration, see #unique_219.
3. Table: For more information about Data Integration, see #unique_220.

4. Resources: For more information about Data Integration, see Introduction to
resources.

5. Functions: For more information about Data Integration, see Introduction to
functions.
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Double-click the name of a Business Flow node to view the relationship between
nodes of the business ﬂow in a workﬂow chart.

Business ﬂow dashboard

You can check all business ﬂows under a project on the business ﬂow dashboard.
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Business ﬂow object dashboard

An object set dashboard is created for each object type in a business ﬂow, and

each object corresponds to an object card on the dashboard. You can attach the

operation and optimization suggestions to the corresponding object, so that the
object management is intelligent and convenient.

For example, on the object card of the data development task, the baseline strong

protection and custom reminder icons are displayed, facilitating you to understand

the current task protection status. You can double-click the icon of each object under
the Business Flow to open the dashboard of the object type.
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Data Integration task dashboard

Data Development task dashboard

Note:

The number of nodes in a single business ﬂow cannot exceed 100.

Create a business ﬂow

Right-click Business Flow under Data Development, select Create Business Flow.
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3.4.2 Resource

This topic describes how to create, upload, reference, and download resources.
If you want to use .jar, you need to upload the ﬁle to the project resource. You
can upload text ﬁles, MaxCompute tables, and various compressed package

formats, including .zip, .tgz, .tar.gz, .tar, and .jar as diﬀerent types of resources to
MaxCompute. Then, you can read or use these resources while running UDFs or

MapReduce.

MaxCompute provides APIs for reading and using resources. The following types of
MaxCompute resources are available:
• File

• Archive: The compression type is identiﬁed by the extension in the resource name.
The following compressed ﬁle types are supported: .zip, .tgz, .tar.gz, .tar, and .jar.

• JAR: The compiled Java jar packages.

In DataWorks, to create a resource you need to add a resource. Currently, DataWorks
supports adding three resource types in a visual manner, including the .jar and ﬁle

resources. The newly created entries are the same, but the diﬀerences are as follows:
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• JAR resource: You need to compile the Java code in the oﬄine Java environment,

compress the code into a JAR package, and upload the package as the JAR resource
to ODPS.

• Small ﬁles: These resources are directly edited on DataWorks.

• File resource: Select a large ﬁle when you create ﬁle resources. You can also upload
local resource ﬁles.
Note:

The resource package for upload cannot exceed 30 MB.

Create a resource instance

1. Right-click Business Flow under Data Development, and select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Right-click Resource, and select Create Resource > JAR.
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3. The Create Resource dialog box is displayed. Enter the resource name according to

the naming convention, and set the resource type to JAR. Select a local JAR package
for upload, and click OK to submit the package in the development environment.

Note:

• If this JAR package has been uploaded to the MaxCompute client, you must

deselect Upload to ODPS . Otherwise, an error will occur during the upload
process.

• The resource name is not always the same as the uploaded ﬁle.

• The naming convention for a resource name: A string can contain 1 to 128

characters, including letters, numbers, underscores (_), and periods (.). The

name is case insensitive. If the resource is a JAR resource, the extension is .jar.
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4. Click OK to submit the resource to the development scheduling server.

5. Release a node task.

For more information about operations, see #unique_224.

3.4.3 Register the UDFs

Currently, the Python and Java APIs support UDFs implementation. To compile a UDF
program, you can upload the UDF code by Adding resources and then register the
UDF.

UDF registration procedure:

1. Right-click Business Flow under Data Development, and select Create Business
Flow.
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2. In the oﬄine Java environment, edit the program, compress the program into a
JAR package, create a JAR resource, submit and release the program. For more
information about the Java environment, see Create resources.

3. Create a function.

Right-click Function, select Create Function, and enter the new function
conﬁguration.

4. Edit the function conﬁguration.

• Class name: The main class name that implements the UDF.

• Resource list: The resource name in the second step. If there are multiple
resources, separate them with commas (,).

• Description: The UDF description. It is optional.
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5. Submit the task.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper-left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to Submit (and Unlock) the node in the development environment.

6. Release a task

For more information about the operation, see #unique_224.

3.5 Node type

3.5.1 Node types overview

This topic describes how to apply the seven diﬀerent node types in DataWorks in
diﬀerent scenarios.

Virtual node

A virtual node is a control node that does not generate any data. The virtual node is
generally used as the root node for planning the overall node workﬂow. For more
information about virtual nodes, see #unique_228.
Note:

The ﬁnal workﬂow output table contains multiple branch input tables. Virtual nodes
are usually used if these input tables do not have any dependencies between them.

ODPS SQL node

An ODPS SQL task allows you to edit and maintain the SQL code on the Web, and
easily implement code runs, debug, and collaboration. DataWorks also provides
code version management, automatic resolution of upstream and downstream

dependencies, and other features. For more information about the examples, see
#unique_229.

By default, DataWorks uses the MaxCompute project as the space for development

and production, so that the code content of the MaxCompute SQL node follows the
MaxCompute SQL syntax . MaxCompute SQL syntax is similar to Hive, which can

be considered a subset of the standard SQL. However, MaxCompute SQL cannot be

equated with a database because it does not possess the following database features:
transactions, primary key constraints, and indexes.

For more information about MaxCompute SQL syntax, see SQL overview.
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ODPS MR node

MaxCompute supports MapReduce programmed APIs, whose Java APIs can be used to
compile the MapReduce program for data processing in MaxCompute. You can create
MaxCompute MR nodes and use them for task scheduling. For more information
about the examples, see #unique_230.

PyODPS node

The Python SDKin MaxCompute can be used to operate MaxCompute.

The PyODPS node in DataWorks can be integrated with MaxCompute Python SDK. You
can edit the Python code to operate MaxCompute on a PyODPS node in DataWorks.
For more information, see #unique_231.

SQL component node

An SQL component node is an SQL code process template that contains multiple input
and output parameters. To handle an SQL code process, you need to import, ﬁlter,

join, and aggregate one or more data source tables to form a target table required for
new business. For more information, see#unique_232.

Data integration node

A data integration node is a stable, eﬃcient, and automatically scalable external

data synchronization cloud service provided by the Alibaba Cloud DTplus platform.

With the data synchronization node, you can easily synchronize data in the business
system to MaxCompute. For more information, see #unique_218.

3.5.2 Data integration node

Currently, the data integration task supports the following data sources:

MaxCompute, MySQL, DRDS, SQL Server, PostgreSQL, Oracle, MongoDB, DB2, OTS,
OTS Stream, OSS, FTP, Hbase, LogHub, HDFS, and Stream. For details about more
supported data sources, see #unique_17.

Conﬁgure a integration task

For more information, see #unique_18/unique_18_Connect_42_section_tfn_1kc_p2b

Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Scheduling Conﬁguration on the right of the node task editing area to go
to the node scheduling conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.
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Submit the node

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper left corner of the page or
press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

Publish a node task

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_234.

3.5.3 MaxCompute SCRIPT node

1. On the DataStudio page, move the cursor over the Create icon and select Business
Flow. The Create Business Flow dialog box appears.

2. On the DataStudio page, move the cursor over the Create icon and choose Data
Analytics > ODPS SCRIPT.
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3. Edit the MaxCompute SCRIPT node.

You can edit the script code of the node. For more information, see #unique_236.

4. Set scheduling parameters of the node.

Click Schedule on the right of the node editing area to go to the node scheduling
conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling conﬁguration.

5. Submit the node.

After the scheduling conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper-left corner
of the page to submit and unlock the node to the development environment.

6. Publish the node.

For more information, see Publish management.

7. Test the node in the production environment.
For more information, see #unique_234.

3.5.4 ODPS SQL node

This topic describes the ODPS SQL node functions. The ODPS SQL node syntax is

similar to SQL, and is suited for distributed scenario with massive data volume at
the TB-level, but has low real-time requirements. The ODPS SQL node is an OLAP

application oriented throughput. We recommend you use ODPS SQL if your business
needs to handle tens of thousands transactions because it requires a long period to
complete the job process from preparation to submission.
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1. Create a business ﬂow.

Right-click Business Flow under Data Development, and select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Create ODPS SQL node.

Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node > ODPS
SQL.

3. Edit the node code.

For more information about the SQL syntax statements, see MaxCompute SQL
statements.
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4. Query result display

DataWorks query results are connected to the spreadsheet function, making it
easier for users to operate the data results.

The query results are displayed in spreadsheet style. Users can perform operations

in DataWorks, open it in a spreadsheet, or freely copy content stations in local excel
ﬁles.

• Hide column: Select one or more columns to hide the column.

• Copy row: Select one or more rows that need to be copied to the left side, and
click Copy Row.

• Copy column: The top column selects a column or more points that need to be
copied to the selected column.

• Copy: You can freely copy the selected content.

• Search: The search bar is displayed in the upper-right corner of the query
results for facilitating data search in the table.
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5. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click Schedule on the right of the node task editing area to go to the Node

Scheduling Conﬁguration page. For more information about node scheduling
conﬁguration, see Scheduling conﬁguration.

6. Submit the node.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper-left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

7. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

8. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_234.
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Procedure

1. Right-click the Business Flow under Data Development, and select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node > SQL
Component Node.
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3. To improve the development eﬃciency, the data task developers can use

components contributed by project and tenant members to create data processing
nodes.

• Components created by members of the local project are under Project
Components.

• Components created by tenant members are located under Public Components.

When you create a node, set the node type to SQL Component node, and specify the
node name.

Specify parameters for the selected component.

Enter the parameter name, and set the parameter type to Table or String.
Specify the three get_top_n parameters in sequence.

Specify the following input table for the Table type: test_project.test_table
parameters.
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4. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Scheduling Conﬁguration on the right of the node task editing area to go

to the Node Scheduling Conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.

5. Submit a node.

After completing the conﬁguration, click Save in the upper-left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node in the development environment.

6. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Publish management.

7. Test in a production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_234.

Upgrade the SQL component node version

After the component developer releases a new version, the component users can

choose whether to upgrade the used instance of the existing component to the latest
used component version.

With the component version mechanism, developers can continuously upgrade

components and component users can continuously enjoy the improved process

execution eﬃciency and optimized business eﬀects after upgrading the components.
For example, user A uses the v1.0 component developed by user B, and user B

upgrades the component to V.2.0. User A can still use the v1.0 component after the

upgrade, but will receive an upgrade reminder. After comparing the new code with

the old code, user A ﬁnds that the business eﬀects of the new version are better than

that of the old version, and therefore can determine whether to upgrade to the latest
version of the component.

You can easily upgrade an SQL component node based on the component template,
by selecting Upgrade. After checking whether the SQL component node parameter
settings are eﬀective in the new version, and then make some adjustments based

on the new version component instructions, and then submit and release the node
similar to a common SQL component node.
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Interface functions

The interface features are described below:
No.

Feature

Description

2

Steal lock edit

Steals lock edit of the node if you are not the
owner of the current component.

1

3

Submit

4

Publish component

5
6

Resolve input and
output parameters
Precompilation

7

Run

8

Stop run

10

Parameter settings

9

11
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Save

Format

Version

Saves the current component settings.

Submit the current component in the developmen
t environment.
Publish a universal global component to the
entire tenant, so that all users in the tenant can
view and use the public component.

Resolve the input and output parameters of the
current code.

Edit the custom and component parameters of the
current component.
Run the component locally in the development
environment.
Stop a running component.

Sort the current component code by keyword.
View the component information, input
parameter settings, and output parameter
settings.

View the submission and release records of the
current component.
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No.

Feature

12

Reference records

3.5.6 Virtual node

Description

View the usage record of the component.

A virtual node is a control node that does not generate any data. Generally, it is used
as the root node for the overall workﬂow node planning.
Note:

The ﬁnal workﬂow output table contains multiple branch input tables. The virtual
nodes are usually used if these input tables do not have any dependencies.

Create a virtual node task

1. Right-click Business Flow under Data Development, and select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node > Virtual
Node.

3. Set the node type to Virtual Node, and enter the node name. Select the target folder,
and click Submit.

4. Edit the node code: You do not need to edit the virtual node code.
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5. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule on the right-side of the node task editing area to go to the

Node Scheduling Conﬁguration page. For more information about scheduling
conﬁguration, see Scheduling conﬁguration.

6. Submit the node.

After completing the conﬁguration, click Save in the upper-left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

7. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Publishmanagement.

8. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_234.

3.5.7 ODPS MR node

This topic describes the ODPS MR node functions. The MaxCompute supports

MapReduce programming APIs. You can use the Java API provided by MapReduce to

write MapReduce programs for processing data in MaxCompute. You can create ODPS
MR nodes and use them in Task Scheduling.

For more information about how to edit and use the ODPS MR, see the examples in
the MaxCompute documentation WordCount examples.

To use an ODPS MR node, you must upload and release the resource for usage, and
then create the ODPS MR node.
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Create a resource instance

1. Right-click Business Flow under Data Development, and select Create Business
Flow.

2. Right-click Resource, and select Create Resource > JAR.
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3. Enter the resource name in Create Resource according to the naming convention,
and set the resource type to JAR, and then select a local JAR package.

Note:

• If this JAR package has been uploaded to the ODPS client, you must deselect
Upload to ODPS. Otherwise, an error will be reported during the upload
process.

• The resource name is not always the same as the uploaded ﬁle name.

• The resource name can be 1 to 128 characters in length, and include letters,

numbers, underscores (_), and periods (.). It is case insensitive. The resource
ﬁle extension is .jar if the resource is a JAR resource, and .py for a python

resource.
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4. Click Submit to submit the resource to the development scheduling server.

5. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.
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Create an ODPS MR node

1. Right-click the Business Flow under Data Development, and select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node > ODPS
MR.
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3. Edit the node code. Double click the new ODPS MR node and enter the following
interface:

The node code editing example as follows:
jar - resources
base_test . jar - classpath ./ base_test . jar
com . taobao . edp . odps . brandnorma lize . Word . NormalizeW
ordAll
The code description as follows:
• The code - resources

referenced JAR resource.

base_test . jar indicates the ﬁle name of the

• The code - classpath is the JAR package path.

• The code com . taobao . edp . odps . brandnorma
NormalizeW

lize . Word .

ordAll indicates the main class in the JAR package is called

during execution. It must be consistent with the main class name in the JAR
package.

When one MR calls multiple JAR resources, the classpath must be written as
follows: - classpath

./ xxxx1 . jar ,./ xxxx2 . jar , that is, two paths

must be separated by a comma (,).

4. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule on the right of the node task editing area to go to the Node

Scheduling Conﬁguration page. For more information about node scheduling
conﬁguration, see Scheduling conﬁguration.
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5. Submit the node.

After completing the conﬁguration, click Save in the upper-left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node in the development environment.

6. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

7. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_234.

3.5.8 SHELL node

This topic describes the SHELL node. The SHELL node supports standard SHELL

syntax but not the interactive syntax. The SHELL task can run on the default resource
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group. If you want to access an IP address or a domain name, add the IP address or
domain name to the whitelist by choosing Project Conﬁguration.

Procedure

1. Right-click Business Flow under Data Development, and select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node > SHELL.

3. Set the node type to SHELL, and enter the node name. Select the target folder, and
then click Submit.

4. Edit the node code.

Go to the SHELL node code editing page and edit the code.

If you want to call the System Scheduling Parameters in a SHELL statement, then
compile the SHELL statement as follows:
echo

"$ 1

$ 2

$ 3 "

Note:
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Separate multiple parameters by spaces, for example: Parameter 1 Parameter

2... For more information about the usage of system scheduling parameters, see
#unique_28.

5. Schedule node conﬁguration.

Click the Scheduling Conﬁguration on the right of the node task editing area to

go to the Node Scheduling Conﬁguration page. For more information about Node
Scheduling Conﬁguration, see Scheduling conﬁguration.

6. Submit the node.

After completing the conﬁguration, click Save in the upper-left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

7. Release a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

8. Test the production environment.

For more information about the production environment, see #unique_234.

Use cases

Connect to a database with SHELL

• If the database is built on Alibaba Cloud and the region is China (Shanghai), you

must open the database with the following whitelisted IP addresses to connect to
the database.

10.152.69.0/24,10.153.136.0/24,10.143.32.0/24,120.27.160.26,10.46.67.156,120.27.

160.81,10.46.64.81,121.43.110.160,10.117.39.238,121.43.112.137,10.117.28.203,118
.178.84.74,10.27.63.41,118.178.56.228,10.27.63.60,118.178.59.233,10.27.63.38,118.
178.142.154,10.27.63.15,100.64.0.0/8
Note:

If the database is built on Alibaba Cloud, but the region is not China (Shanghai).
We recommend that you use the Internet or buy an ECS instance in the same

database region, as the scheduling resource to run the SHELL task on a custom
resource group.
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• If the database is built locally, we recommend that you use the Internet connection
and open the database in the preceding whitelisted IP addresses.
Note:

If you are using a Custom Resource Group to run the SHELL task, you must add
the IP addresses of machines in the Custom Resource Group to the preceding
whitelist.

3.5.9 PyODPS node

This topic describes the PyODPS node functions. The PyODPS node type in DataWorks
can be integrated with the Python SDK of MaxCompute. You can edit the Python code
to operate MaxCompute on a PyODPS node of DataWorks.

The Python SDK provided in MaxCompute can be used to operate MaxCompute.
Note:

The Python 2.7 is used in the underlying layer. The data size of the PyODPS node
process cannot exceed 50 MB, while the memory occupied cannot exceed 1 GB.
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Create a PyODPS node

1. Right-click the Business Flow under Data Development, and select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node >
PyODPS.

3. Edit the PyODPS node.

a. MaxCompute portal

On DataWorks, the PyODPS node contains a global variable odps or o, which

is the MaxCompute entry. You do not need to manually deﬁne a MaxCompute
entry.

print ( odps . exist_tabl

e (' PyODPS_iri

s '))

b. Run the SQL statements

PyODPS supports MaxCompute SQL query and can read the execution result.

The return value of the execute_sql or run_sql method is the running instance.
Note:

Not all commands that can be executed on the MaxCompute console are SQL
statements accepted by MaxCompute. You need to use other methods to call

non-DDL/DML statements. For example, use the run_security_query method to
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call the GRANT or REVOKE statements, and use the run_xﬂow or execute_xﬂow
method to call PAI commands.

o . execute_sq l (' select * from
dual ') # Run
the
SQL
statements
in
synchronou s
mode . Blocking
continues
until
execution
of
the
SQL
statement
is
completed .
instance = o . runsql (' select * from
dual ') # Run
the
SQL
statements
in
asynchrono us
mode .
print ( instance . getlogview _address ()) # Obtain
the
logview
address .
instance . waitforsuc cess () # Blocking
continues
until
execution
of
the
SQL
statement
is
completed .
c. Conﬁgure the runtime parameters

The runtime parameters must be set sometimes. You can set the hints
parameter with the dict parameter type.

o . execute_sq l (' select * from
PyODPS_iri
={' odps . sql . mapper . split . size ': 16 })

s ',

hints

After you add sql.settings to the global conﬁguration, the related runtime
parameters are added upon each running.python.

from
odps
import
options
options . sql . settings = {' odps . sql . mapper . split . size
': 16 }
o . execute_sq l (' select * from
PyODPS_iri s ') # "
hints " is
added
based
on
the
global
configurat ion
.
d. Read the SQL statement execution results

The instance that runs the SQL statement can perform the open_reader

operation. In this case, the structured data is returned as the SQL statement
execution result.

with
o . execute_sq l (' select * from
dual ').
open_reade r () as
reader :
for
record
in
reader : # Process
each
record .
In another case, desc may be executed in an SQL statement. In this case, the
original SQL statement execution result is obtained through the reader.raw

attribute.

with
o . execute_sq l (' desc
reader :
print ( reader . raw )

dual '). open_reade

r ()

as

Note:
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The user-deﬁned scheduling parameters are used in data development. If a
PyODPS node is triggered on the page, and the time must be speciﬁed. The
PyODPS node time cannot be directly replaced by an SQL node.

You can conﬁgure system parameters as following:

You can conﬁgure user-deﬁned parameters as following.

4. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule on the right of the node task editing area to go to the

Node Scheduling Conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.

5. Submit the node.

After completing the conﬁguration, click Save in the upper-left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node in the development environment.

6. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.
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7. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_234.

3.5.10 for-each node

This topic describes how to use a for-each node to repeat a loop twice and display the
loop count.

Create a workﬂow

1. On the DataStudio page, click Data Analytics in the left-side navigation pane. Move
the pointer over the Create icon and choose Control > for-each.

2. In the Create Node dialog box that appears, set the parameters and click Commit.
3. In the created workﬂow, create an assignment node as the parent node of the foreach node.

The assignment node is a SHELL node. The sample code for the node is as follows:
echo

' this

is

name , ok ';

The outputs parameter is the default output parameter of the assignment node.

Edit the for-each node
Note:

• The start and end nodes of the for-each node have ﬁxed logic and cannot be edited
.

• After modifying the code for the SHELL node of the for-each node, save the

modiﬁcation. You are not prompted to save the modiﬁcation when submitting the
node. If you do not save the modiﬁcation, the latest code cannot be updated in

time.

The code for the SHELL node is as follows:
echo

${ dag . loopTimes } ---- Displays

the

loop

count .

A for-each node supports the following environment variables:
• ${dag.foreach.current}: the current data row.
• ${dag.loopDataArray}: the input dataset.

• ${dag.oﬀset}: the oﬀset of the loop count to 1.
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• ${dag.loopTimes}: the loop count, whose value equals to the value of ${dag.oﬀset}
plus 1.

//

Compare
the
code
of
the
SHELL
node
with
that
of
a
common
for
loop .
data =[] // It
is
equivalent
to ${ dag . loopDataAr ray }.
// i
is
equivalent
to ${ dag . offset }.
for ( int
i = 0 ; i < data . length ; i ++) {
print ( data [ i ]); // data [ i ] is
equivalent
to ${ dag
. foreach . current }.
}
The ${dag.loopDataArray} parameter is the default input parameter of the for-each

node. Set this parameter to the value of the outputs parameter of the parent node. If
you do not set this parameter, an error occurs when you submit the node.

Click the Submit icon. On the O&M page that appears, check the running result.

3.5.11 do-while node

You can deﬁne mutually dependent nodes, including a loop decision node named

"end", on a do-while node. DataWorks repeatedly runs the nodes and exits the loop
only when the end node returns False.
Note:

A loop can be repeated for a maximum of 128 times. If the loop count exceeds this
limit, an error occurs.

The do-while node supports the MaxCompute SQL, SHELL, and Python languages.

If you use MaxCompute SQL, you can use a case statement to evaluate whether the

speciﬁed condition for exiting the loop is met. The following ﬁgure shows the sample
code for the end node.

Simple example

This section describes how to use a do-while node to repeat a loop ﬁve times and
display the loop count each time the loop runs.

1. On the DataStudio page, click Data Analytics in the left-side navigation pane. Move
the pointer over the Create icon and choose Control > do-while.

2. In the Create Node dialog box that appears, set the parameters and click Commit.
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3. Double-click the created do-while node and deﬁne the loop body.
The do-while node consists of the start, sql, and end nodes.

• The start node marks the startup of a loop and does not have any business eﬀect.
• DataWorks provides the sql node as a sample business processing node. You
need to replace the sql node with your own business processing node, for

example, a SHELL node named "Display loop count." The following ﬁgure shows
the sample code for the SHELL node.

• The end node marks the end of a loop and determines whether to start the loop
again. In this example, it deﬁnes the condition for exiting the loop for the dowhile node.

The end node only assigns values True and False, indicating whether to start a

loop again or exit the loop. The following ﬁgure shows the sample code for the
end node.

The ${dag.loopTimes} variable is used in both the "Display loop count" node and
the end node. It is a reserved variable of the system. It indicates the loop count
and increments from 1. The internal nodes of the do-while node can directly

reference this variable.

The value of the ${dag.loopTimes} variable is compared with 5 in the code,

limiting the total number of times the loop runs. The value is 1 for the ﬁrst run,
2 for the second run, and so on. When the loop runs for the ﬁfth time, the value

is 5. In this case, the conditional statement ${dag.loopTimes}<5 is False, and the
do-while node exits the loop.
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4. Run the do-while node.

You can conﬁgure the scheduling settings for the do-while node as needed and
submit it to O&M for running.

• do-while node: The do-while node is displayed as a whole node in O&M. To view
the loop details about the do-while node, right-click the node and select View
Internal Nodes.

• Internal loop body: This view is divided into three parts.

- The left pane of the view lists the rerun history of the do-while node. A record
is generated for each run of the whole do-while instance.

- The middle pane of the view shows a loop record list. Each record correspond
s to each run of the do-while node. The running status of the node for each
run is also displayed.

- The right pane of the view shows the details about the do-while node each

time the loop runs. You can click a record in the loop record list to view the
running status of the corresponding instance.

5. Check the running result.

Access the internal loop body. In the loop record list, click the record correspond
ing to the third run. The loop count is 3 in the run logs.

You can also view the run logs of the end node that are generated when the loop
runs for the third time and for ﬁfth time, respectively.

The conditional statement 3<5 is True when the loop runs for the third time,

while the conditional statement 5<5 is False when the loop runs for the ﬁfth time.
Therefore, the do-while node exits the loop after the ﬁfth run.

Based on the preceding simple example, the do-while node works in the following
process:

1. Run from the start node.

2. Run nodes in sequence based on the deﬁned node dependencies.
3. Deﬁne the condition for exiting a loop for the end node.

4. Run the conditional statement of the end node after the loop ends for the ﬁrst time.
5. Record the loop count as 1 and start the loop again if the conditional statement
returns True in the run logs of the end node.
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6. Exit the loop if the conditional statement returns False in the run logs of the end
node.

Complex example

Besides the preceding simple scenarios, do-while nodes can also be used in complex
scenarios where each row of data is processed in sequence by using a loop. Before

processing data in such scenarios, make sure that:

• You have deployed a parent node that can export queried data to the do-while node
. You can use an assignment node to meet this condition.

• The do-while node can obtain the output of the parent node. You can conﬁgure the
context and dependencies to meet this condition.

• The internal nodes of the do-while node can reference each row of data. In this

example, the existing node context is enhanced and the system variable ${dag.

oﬀset} is assigned to help you reference the context of the do-while node.

This section describes how to use the do-while node to respectively display records 0
and 1 in two rows of the tb_dataset table each time the loop runs.

1. On the DataStudio page, click Data Analytics in the left-side navigation pane. Move
the pointer over the Create icon and choose Control > do-while.

2. In the Create Node dialog box that appears, set the parameters and click Commit.
3. Double-click the created do-while node and deﬁne the loop body.

a. Create a parent node named "Initialize dataset" for the do-while node. The
parent node generates a test dataset.

b. Click Schedule in the upper-right corner to conﬁgure a dedicated context for the
do-while node. Set Parameter Name to input and Value Source to the output of

the parent node.

c. Type the code for the business processing node named "Print each data row."
• ${ dag . offset }: a reserved variable of DataWorks. This variable

indicates the oﬀset of the loop count to 1. The oﬀset is 0 for the ﬁrst run, 1 for
the second run, and so on. The oﬀset equals to the loop count minus 1.

• ${ dag . input }: the context that you conﬁgure for the do-while node. As

mentioned above, the do-while node is conﬁgured with the input parameter,
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with Value Source set to the output of the parent node named "Initialize
dataset."

The internal nodes of the do-while node can directly use ${dag.${ctxKey}} to
reference the context. In this example, ${ctxKey} is set to input. Therefore,

you can use ${dag.input} to reference the context.

• ${ dag . input [${ dag . offset }]}: The node "Initialize dataset"

exports a table. DataWorks can obtain a row of data in the table based on the
speciﬁed oﬀset. The value of ${dag.oﬀset} increments from 0. Therefore, the
displayed results are ${dag.input[0]}, ${dag.input[1]}, and so on until all data
in the dataset is displayed.

d. Deﬁne the condition for exiting the loop for the end node. As shown in the
following ﬁgure, the values of ${dag.loopTimes} and ${dag.input.length}
are compared. If the value of ${dag.loopTimes} is smaller than that of

${dag.input.length}, the end node returns True and the do-while node continues
the loop. Otherwise, the end node returns False and the do-while node exits the
loop.

Note:

The system automatically sets the ${dag.input.length} variable to the number
of rows in the array speciﬁed by the input parameter based on the context
conﬁgured for the do-while node.
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4. Run the nodes and view the running result.

• The node "Initialize dataset" generates data rows 0 and 1.

• The following ﬁgures show the running result of the node "Print each data row."
Figure 3-1: Display the ﬁrst row of data

Figure 3-2: Display the second row of data
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• The following ﬁgures show the running result of the end node.
Figure 3-3: Run logs generated when the loop runs for the ﬁrst time

Figure 3-4: Run logs generated when the loop runs for the second time

As shown in the preceding ﬁgures, the loop count is smaller than the number of
the rows when the loop runs for the ﬁrst time. Therefore, the end node returns
True and the loop continues. The loop count equals to the number of the rows

when the loop runs for the second time. Therefore, the end node returns False
Summary

and the loop stops.

• Compared with the while, foreach, and do...while statements, a do-while node:
- Contains a loop body that runs a loop before evaluating the conditional

statement, providing the same function as the do...while statement. A do-while
node can also use the system variable ${dag.oﬀset} and the node context to

implement the function of the foreach statement.

- Cannot achieve the function of the while statement because a do-while node
runs a loop before evaluating the conditional statement.
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• The do-while node works in the following process:

1. Run nodes in the loop body starting from the start node based on node
dependencies.

2. Run the code deﬁned for the end node.

- Run the loop again if the end node returns True.
- Stop the loop if the end node returns False.

• Method to use the context: The internal nodes of the do-while node can use ${dag.
${ctxKey}} to reference the context deﬁned for the do-while node.

• System parameters: DataWorks automatically issues the following system variables
for the internal nodes of the do-while node:

- ${dag.loopTimes}: the loop count, starting from 1.

- ${dag.oﬀset}: the oﬀset of the loop count to 1, starting from 0.

3.5.12 Cross-tenant nodes

This topic describes cross-tenant nodes that are typically used to associate nodes

from diﬀerent tenants. The cross-tenant nodes are divided into sender and recipient
nodes.

Prerequisites

A sender node and the recipient node must use the same Cron expression. You can
choose Schedule > Scheduling Mode to view the Cron expression, as shown in the
following ﬁgure.
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Create a node

1. On the Data Studio page, right-click Control, and choose Create Control Node >
Cross-Tenant Node.

Enter a name in the dialog box and click Submit.

2. Complete the node conﬁguration. Set the node type to Sendor Receive. Authorize
a target workspace and a target Alibaba Cloud account. This example sets the

node type to Send. Therefore, you need to enter the workspace and account that is
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authorized by the recipient node. Save and submit the node after completing the
node conﬁguration.

Follow the same procedure to create a control node under the recipient's account
and workspace. Set the node type to Receive. Afterward, the information about
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the available sender nodes will appear. You must also set the timeout timer. The
timeout timer restarts when the recipient node starts running.

The sender node sends a message to the message center, and starts running the

message after it is successfully delivered. The recipient node continuously pulls
messages from the message center. The recipient node starts running when it

successfully pulls a message within the timeout period.

If the recipient node will not be created when it does not receive a message within

the timeout period. The timeout of a message can be set to a maximum of 24 hours.
Example:

On October 8, 2018, a periodically created instance was successfully run and a

message was sent to the message center. The recipient node is displayed, if you

create a retroactive instance for the recipient node with the business date set to
October 7, 2018.
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This topic describes the merge node concept, and how to create a merge node

and deﬁne the merging logic. It also shows you the scheduling conﬁguration and
operation details of the merge node through a practical case.

Concept

• The merge node is a type of logical control family nodes in DataStudio.

• The merge node can merge the running states of upstream nodes, and aims to solve
the issues of dependency mounting and running trigger of downstream nodes of

branch nodes.

• The current logical deﬁnition of merge node does not support selecting nodes that
are in the running state, but supports merging multiple downstream nodes of the

branch nodes, so that more downstream nodes can be mounted to the merge node
as a dependency.

For example, the branch node C deﬁnes two logically exclusive branches C1 and C2.

Diﬀerent branches use diﬀerent logic to write to the same MaxCompute table. If the

downstream node B depends on the output of this MaxCompute table, and must use
the merge node J to merge branches ﬁrst. Then add merge node J to the upstream
dependency of B. If B is mounted directly under C1 and C2, at any given time one

of the branch nodes will fail to run because it does not meet branch conditions. B
cannot be triggered by the schedule to run.

Create a merge node

Merge Node is located in the Control class directory of the new node menu, as shown
in the following ﬁgure.
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Deﬁne the merge logic

To add a merge branch, click Add. You can enter the output name or the parent node
output table name, and view records under the merge condition,. The execution

results will display the running status. Currently, there are only two running states:
Successful, Branch Not Running, as shown in the following ﬁgure.
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The scheduling attribute of the merge node is shown in the following ﬁgure.

An example of the merge node

In the downstream node, you can deﬁne the branch direction under diﬀerent

conditions by selecting the corresponding branch node output after adding the

branch node as the upstream node. For example, in the business process shown in the
ﬁgure below,Branch_1 and Branch_2 are both downstream nodes of the branch node.
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Branch_1 depends on the output of 'autotest.fenzhi121902_1', as shown in the
following ﬁgure.

Branch_2 depends on the output of 'autotest.fenzhi121902_2', as shown in the
following ﬁgure.

The scheduling attribute of the merge node is shown in the following ﬁgure.
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Run the task

When the branch meets the speciﬁed condition, select the downstream node of the
branch to run. You can view the run details in the Running Log.

When the branch does not meet the condition and does not select the downstream

node of the branch to run. You can view the node that is set to 'skip' in the Running
Log.

The downstream node of the merge node is running normally.

3.5.14 Branch node

The branch node is a logical control family nodes provided in DataStudio. The branch
node can deﬁne the Branch Logic and the direction of downstream branches under
Diﬀerent Logical Conditions.

Create a branch node

The branch node is located in the Control class directory of the new node menu, as
shown in the following ﬁgure.
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Deﬁne the branch logic

1. After creating the branch node, go to the Branch Logic Deﬁnition page, as shown in
the following ﬁgure.
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2. In the Branch Logic Deﬁnition page, you can use Add Branch button to deﬁne the

Branch Conditions, Associated to Node Output, and the Branch Describe, as shown
in the following ﬁgure.

The parameters are as follows:
• Branch conditions

- The branch condition only supports deﬁning logical judgment condition
according to Python comparison operators.

- If the value of the running state expression is true, it means the correspond
ing branching condition is satisﬁed. Otherwise, the branching condition is
unsatisfactory.

- If a parsing error of the running state expression occurs, the running state of
the whole branch node is set to failure.

- The branching conditions supports using global variables, and parameters
deﬁned in the node context, such as ${Input} in the ﬁgure. This can be a
node input parameter deﬁned in the branching node.

• Associated to node output

- The node output is used to mount dependencies for the downstream node of
the branch node.

- When the branch does not meet conditions, the downstream node mounted

on the associated node output is selected for running. This also refers to the
status of other upstream nodes that the node depends on.
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- When the branch does not meet the condition, the downstream node

mounted on the associated node output will not run. The downstream node is
placed in a not running state because it does not meet the branch condition.

• Branch description: The description of the branch deﬁnition.

Deﬁne two branches as follows: ${Input}==1 and ${Input}>2, as shown in the
following ﬁgure.

- Edit: Click the Edit button to modify the setting branches. The related
dependencies will also be updated.

- Delete: Click the Delete button to delete the setting branches. The related
dependencies will also be updated.

Scheduling conﬁguration

After deﬁning the branch condition, the output name is automatically added to the
node Output of the Schedule, and the downstream node can depend on the output
name mount. As shown in the following ﬁgure:

Note:
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You need to enter output records and context dependencies established by the

connection manually if there are no output records in the scheduling conﬁguration
for context dependencies.

Output case - downstream node mounted to a branch node

You can deﬁne the branch direction under diﬀerent conditions by selecting the

corresponding branch node output in the downstream node, after adding the branch
node as the upstream node. For example, in the business process shown in the ﬁgure
below,Branch_1 and Branch_2 are both downstream nodes of the branch node.

Branch_1 depends on the output of 'autotest.fenzhi121902_1', as shown in the
following ﬁgure.
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Branch_2 depends on the output of 'autotest.fenzhi121902_2', as shown in the
following ﬁgure.

Submit scheduling operation

Submit the dispatch to the operation center to run, and the branch node satisﬁes the
condition that is dependent on 'autotest.fenzhi121902_1' .Therefore, the print result
of the log is as follows.

• When the branch meets the condition, select the downstream node of the branch
to run. You can see the details of the run in Running Log.

• When the branch does not meet the condition, do not select the downstream node
of the branch run. You can view the node set to 'skip' in the Running Log.

Addition: supported Python comparison operators

In the following table, we assume that variable a is 10 and variable b is 20.
Comparison

Description

Example

==

Equal - Compares objects for
equality.

（a==b）returns 'false'

Not equal - Compares whether
two objects are not equal.

（a<>b）returns 'true'. This
operator is similar to '!='.

operators

!=
<>
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Not equal - Compares whether
two objects are not equal.

（a!=b）returns 'true'
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Comparison

Description

>

Greater than - Returns whether （a>b）returns 'false'
x is greater than y.

operators

<

>=
<=

Example

Less than - Returns whether x
is less than y. All comparison

（a<b）returns 'true'

Greater than or equal to Returns whether x is greater

（a>=b）returns 'false'

Less than or equal to - Returns
whether x is less than or equal

（a<=b）returns 'true'

operators return 1 for true, and
0 for false. This is equivalent to
the special variables True and
False, respectively.
than or equal to y.
to y.

3.5.15 Assignment node

This topic describes the functions of the Assignment Node. The Assignment Node is
a special node type that supports the assignment of output parameters by writing
code in the node. The Assignment Node transfers the integrated node context to
downstream nodes for reference, which in turn is used as values.

Create an assignment node

Go to Control and click the Assignment Node that is located in the class directory of
the new node menu, as shown in the following ﬁgure.
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Write the logic value of the assignment node

The assignment node has a ﬁxed output parameter that names outputs in the Node
Context. It supports the usage of MaxCompute, Shell, and Python to write code to

assign parameters, whose values are the operation and calculation results of the node
code. Only one language can be selected for a single assignment node.

Note:
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• The value of the output parameter takes only the output from the last line of code
as follows:

- The output of the SELECT statement on the last line of MaxCompute SQL.
- The data from the ECHO statement on the last line of shell.

- The output of the PRINT statement on the last line of Python.

• The maximum transfer value of the output parameter is 2M. If the assignment

statement output value exceeds this limit, the assignment node will fail to run.

Use the assignment node output on the downstream node

Add an Assignment Node as an upstream dependency in the downstream node, and

deﬁne the Assignment Node output as an input parameter for the node through node

context. Then reference the node in code to obtain the speciﬁc values of the upstream
assignment node output parameters. For more information, seeNode context.
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An example of assignment node

1. Create the business ﬂow, and then create the following nodes as shown in the
ﬁgure, respectively.

2. By default, the system will display an Outputs parameter when the assignment
node is conﬁgured. After the task is run, you can ﬁnd the relevant parameter
results in the related Operation Center > Properties > Context page.
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3. The upstream Outputs parameter is used as the downstream input parameter, as
shown in the ﬁgure below.

Run the assignment node task
Note:

Typically, you can supplement data running in the above conﬁguration parameters
in O&M. The above conﬁguration parameters can be validated through patch data
operation, but the test operation parameters cannot be validated.

1. When the task is conﬁgured and scheduled, a run instance is generally generated
the next day. The following ﬁgure is an example of running supplementary data.

2. You can view the context input and output parameters, and click the next link to
view the input or output results during runtime.

3. In the Running Log, you can view the ﬁnal code output through 'ﬁnalResult'.
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Machine Learning Platform for Artiﬁcial Intelligence (PAI) nodes are used to

call tasks created on PAI and schedule production activities based on the node

conﬁguration. PAI nodes can be added to DataWorks only after PAI experiments are
created on PAI.

Create a PAI experiment

Only experiments that can be found on PAI can be loaded into PAI nodes.

Create a PAI node

Follow the instructions in the preceding section to create a PAI experiment. In this

example, the experiment name is Heart Disease Prediction_4294. Then, create a PAI
node in DataWorks. The procedure is as follows:

1. Select a Business ﬂow you created, right-click Algorithm and choose Create
Algorithm Node > PAI.

2. Enter the node name.

3. Select a PAI experiment you created on PAI and load it.

After the experiment is loaded, click Edit in PAI Console or directly submit the
experiment.

3.5.17 Custom node type

3.5.17.1 Overview of custom node types

DataStudio supports default node types such as ODPS SQL and Shell. You can create
custom node types to meet your special requirements.

To create a custom node type, you need to create a custom wrapper and use it to
deﬁne a custom node type.

Open the Node Conﬁg page

1. Go to the DataStudio page.

2. Click Node Conﬁg in the upper-right corner to go to the Node Conﬁg page.
Note:

Only the workspace owner and administrators can access the Node Conﬁg page.
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View the list of wrappers

The Wrappers page displays all the wrappers you have created. You can click Create in
the upper-right corner to create a custom wrapper.

• If a node type is created and has not been deployed, Not Deployed is displayed
in both the Version in Development Environment and Version in Production
Environment columns.

• If a node type has been deployed, the version and the deployment time are
displayed in these columns.

• If a node type is under deployment, Deploying is displayed as the version.

You can click Settings, View Versions, or Delete in the Actions column of each
wrapper.
Action

Settings

View Versions

Description

You can click Settings to conﬁgure the wrapper. The page
that appears depends on the wrapper status. The Deploy in

Production Environment page appears if the wrapper has been
deployed in the production environment.
You can click View Versions to view all historical versions of
the wrapper.
• View: you can click this button to view the settings of the
selected version.

• Roll Back: you can click this button to roll back to the
selected version. After you click this button, the system
creates a new version for the wrapper, and in the new
version, the wrapper uses the basic settings and the
resource ﬁle of the selected version. The new version equals
the latest version among all the versions plus 1.

Delete

• Download: you can click Download to download the
resource ﬁle of the selected version.

If an error occurs while a node type is using the wrapper, you
need to delete the node type.
Note:

Before deleting a wrapper, ensure that no node type is
associated with the wrapper.
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Create a custom wrapper

A wrapper is the core processing logic of a node type. For example, after you write

SQL statements in an ODPS SQL node, the system calls the corresponding wrapper to

parse and run the statements. You need to create a wrapper before creating a custom
node type. Currently, only the Java programming language is supported.

The procedure of creating a wrapper includes four steps: specify settings for the
wrapper, deploy the wrapper in the development environment, test the wrapper
in the development environment, and deploy the wrapper in the production
environment. For more information, see #unique_254.

View default node types

The Default Node Types page is for demonstration purpose only, and conﬁgurations
displayed on this page cannot be modiﬁed. The value of the Tabs column is ﬁxed to
Data Analytics.

View the list of custom node types

The Custom Node Types page displays all custom node types in the workspace.
You can click Create to create a custom node type. For more information, see
#unique_255.

The workspace owner or node type creator can change and delete existing node types.
• Change: you can click Change to edit the settings for the node type.

• Delete: you need to delete a node type if an error occurs while the node type is
using the wrapper.
Note:

Before deleting a wrapper, ensure that no node type is associated with the
wrapper.

Use a custom node type

After a custom node type is created, go to the DataStudio page and click the Create

button. The created custom node type is displayed in the cascading menu. Similar to
default node types, you can create nodes of the custom type.

3.5.17.2 Create a wrapper

The procedure of creating a wrapper includes four steps: specify settings for a
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in the development environment, and deploy the wrapper in the production
environment.

Specify settings for a wrapper

1. Go to the Wrappers page, click Create in the upper-right corner.
2. Specify the parameters on the Settings page.
Parameter

Description

Owner

You can select an owner from the workspace members. You
are not allowed to edit wrappers owned by other members

Name

Resource Type
Resource File

A wrapper name must start with a letter and can only
contain letters, numbers, and underscores (_).

even if you are an administrator. Only the workspace owner
can edit the wrappers of other members.

Two types are supported: JAR and Archive. Archive indicates
the ZIP ﬁle format.
You can either upload a local ﬁle or enter the path of a ﬁle
stored in an OSS bucket.
Note:

Class Name
Parameter
Example
Version

Description

The size of a local ﬁle can be up to 50 MB, and the size of a
ﬁle that is stored in an OSS bucket can be up to 200 MB.

Enter the full path of the class in user wrapper implementa
tion.
Design parameters based on the package you upload.

Select Create Version if you are creating a new version.
Select Overwrite Version if you are editing and rolling back a
version.

Enter a description for the wrapper version.

3. Click Save and then click Next.
Note:

The settings are updated to the database after you click Save.

• If you only modify basic settings of a wrapper without changing the resource
ﬁle, the modiﬁcation takes immediate eﬀect after you click Save.

• If you change the resource ﬁle, the change only applies after deployment.
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Deploy the wrapper in the development environment

After you specify the parameters on the Settings page and click Next, the information
on the Deploy in Development Environment page is updated accordingly. You can
identify the changes by checking the ﬁle name and MD5 checksum.

Click Deploy in Development Environment. You can view the deployment progress in
real time. After the wrapper is deployed, click Next.

Test the wrapper in the development environment

Specify arguments for testing, and click Test to send the arguments to the wrapper.

This step is to validate deployment and logic of the wrapper. You can also locally test
the wrapper before upload it for deployment.

After the test, review the output logs in the Test Results section on the right to

determine whether the test is passed. If the test is passed, select Test Passed and click
Next.

Deploy the wrapper in the production environment

After you click Deploy in Production Environment, the wrapper is deployed in the
production environment. You can view the deployment progress in real time.
Note:

The wrapper to be deployed in the production environment must be the latest

version that has been deployed in the development environment and have passed the

test. Otherwise, a message appears, indicating that the deployment in the production
environment fails.

Click Complete. You can view and edit your wrappers on the Wrappers tab.

3.5.17.3 Create a custom node type

The Conﬁgure Custom Node Type page consists of three sections: Basic Information,
Interaction, and Wrapper.

1. On the DataStudio page, choose Node Conﬁg > Custom Node Types.
2. Click Create in the upper-right corner.
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3. Specify the parameters in the Basic Information section.
Parameter
Name

Tabs
Folder

Description

Name the node type. The name cannot be changed after the
node type is created. Each node type has a unique name

within the workspace. The name is up to 20 characters in
length, and can only contain letters, spaces, and underscore
s (_).
You can select Ad-Hoc Query, Data Analytics, and Manually
Triggered Workﬂows.
You can select Data Integration or Data Analytics.

4. Specify the parameters in the Interaction section.
Parameter

Shortcut Menu

Tool Bar

Editor Type
Right-Side Bar

Auto Parse Option

Description

• The following options are selected by default:
Rename, Move, Clone, Steal Lock, View Versions
, Locate in Operation Center, Delete, and Submit
for Review.
• You can also select Send to DataWorks Desktop (
Shortcut).
• The following options are selected by default
: Save, Commit, Commit and Unlock, Steal
Lock, Run, Show/Hide, Run with Arguments,
Stop, Reload, Run Smoke Test in Developmen
t Environment, View Smoke Test Log in
Development Environment, Run Smoke Test,
View Smoke Test Log, Go to Operation Center of
Development Environment, and Format.
• You can also select Precompile.

You can select Editor Only or Data Source Selection
Section and Editor.

• The Properties and Versions options are selected
by default.
• You can also select Lineage and Code Structure.

If you enable Auto Parse Option, the Auto Parse
option is displayed in the Properties tab. Otherwise

, it is not displayed. If you set Auto Parse to Yes for a
node, the input and output of the node is automatica
lly parsed from the code.
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5. Specify the parameters in the Wrapper section.

• The following table describes the parameters you need to specify if you set the
editor type to Editor Only.
Parameter

Description

Editor Language

You can select JSON or ODPS SQL.

Wrapper

Use MaxCompute as
Engine

Select a wrapper that has been deployed.
Select Yes if your wrapper uses MaxCompute as
the compute engine. Select No in other scenarios.
This parameter is set to Yes by default.

• The following table describes the parameters you need to specify if you set the
editor type to Data Source Selection Section and Editor.
Parameter

Description

Editor Language

You can select JSON or ODPS SQL.

Wrapper

Connection Type

Select a wrapper that has been deployed.
Select the type of connections.

6. Click Save and Exit to create the custom node type. Then, you can use the custom
node type that is created.
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You can create an AnalyticDB for MySQL node in DataWorks to build an online ETL
process.

1. Go to the DataStudio page, and choose Create > Data Analytics > AnalyticDB for
MySQL.

Note:

You can also select a workﬂow, right-click Data Analytics, and then choose Create
Data Analytics Node > AnalyticDB for MySQL.
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2. In the Create Node dialog box, enter the Node name, select the Destination folder,
and then click Commit. The Location ﬁeld is optional. You can specify this ﬁeld to
classify and manage nodes.
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3. Edit the AnalyticDB for MySQL node.

You can select a connection and edit SQL code on the node editing tab.
a. Select a connection.

Select a target connection for the node. If you cannot ﬁnd the required

connection in the drop-down list, click Add Connection to open the Add

Connection page. You can add the connection on the Data Integration page. For
more information, see Conﬁgure a connection.

b. Edit SQL statements.

After selecting a connection, you can write SQL statements based on the syntax

supported by AnalyticDB for MySQL. You can write DML and DDL statements in
the code editor.

c. Save and run the SQL statements.

After you ﬁnish editing the SQL statements, click the Save button to save the
settings of the node to the server. Then, click the Run button to run the SQL
statements you have saved.
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4. Set properties of the node.

Click Properties on the right of the node editing tab to go to the Properties page.
For more information, see Properties.

5. Commit the node.

After you set the properties, click Save in the tool bar to commit the node to

the development environment. After you commit the node to the development
environment, the node is unlocked.

6. Deploy the node.

For more information, see Deploy a node.

7. Test the node in the production environment.
For more information, see #unique_234.
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You can create a Data Lake Analytics node in DataWorks to build an online ETL
process.

1. Go to the DataStudio page, and choose Create > Data Analytics > Data Lake
Analytics.

Note:

You can also select a workﬂow, right-click Data Analytics, and then choose Create
Data Analytics Node > Data Lake Analytics.
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2. In the Create Node dialog box, enter the Node name, select the Destination folder,
and then click Commit. The Location ﬁeld is optional. You can specify this ﬁeld to
classify and manage nodes.
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3. Edit the Data Lake Analytics node.

You can select a connection and edit SQL code on the node editing tab.
a. Select a connection.

Select a target connection for the node. If you cannot ﬁnd the required

connection in the drop-down list, click Add Connection to open the Add

Connection page. You can add the connection on the Data Integration page. For
more information, see Conﬁgure a connection.

b. Edit SQL statements.

After selecting a connection, you can write SQL statements based on the syntax

supported by Data Lake Analytics. You can write DML and DDL statements in the
code editor.

c. Save and run the SQL statements.

After you ﬁnish editing the SQL statements, click the Save button to save the
settings of the node to the server. Then, click the Run button to run the SQL
statements you have saved.
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4. Set properties of the node.

Click Properties on the right of the node editing tab to open the Properties tab. For
more information, see Properties.

5. Commit the node.

After you set the properties, click Save in the tool bar to commit the node to

the development environment. After you commit the node to the development
environment, the node is unlocked.

6. Deploy the node.

For more information, see Deploy a node.

7. Test the node in the production environment.
For more information, see #unique_234.
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You can create an AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL node in DataWorks to build an online
ETL process.

1. Go to the DataStudio page, and choose Create > Data Analytics > AnalyticDB for
PostgreSQL.

Note:

You can also select a workﬂow, right-click Data Analytics, and then choose Create
Data Analytics Node > AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL.
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2. In the Create Node dialog box, enter the Node name, select the Destination folder,
and then click Commit. The Location ﬁeld is optional. You can specify this ﬁeld to
classify and manage nodes.
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3. Edit the AnalyticDB for PostgreSQL node.

You can select a connection and edit SQL code on the node editing tab.
a. Select a connection.

Select a target connection for the node. If you cannot ﬁnd the required

connection in the drop-down list, click Add Connection to open the Add

Connection page. You can add the connection on the Data Integration page. For
more information, see Conﬁgure a connection.

b. Edit SQL statements.

After selecting a connection, you can write SQL statements based on the

PostgreSQL syntax. You can write DML and DDL statements in the SQL code
editor.

c. Save and run the SQL statements.

After you ﬁnish editing the SQL statements, click the Save button to save the
settings of the node to the server. Then, click the Run button to run the SQL
statements you have saved.
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4. Set properties of the node.

Click Properties on the right of the node editing tab to open the Properties tab. For
more information, see Properties.

5. Commit the node.

After you set the properties, click Save in the tool bar to commit the node to

the development environment. After you commit the node to the development
environment, the node is unlocked.

6. Deploy the node.

For more information, see Deploy a node.

7. Test the node in the production environment.
For more information, see #unique_234.

3.6 Scheduling conﬁguration
3.6.1 Basic attributes

The ﬁgure below shows the basic attribute conﬁguration interface:
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• Node Name: The node name of the created workﬂow node. To modify the node
name, right-click the node on the directory tree and choose Rename from the
short-cut menu.

• Node ID: The unique node ID generated when a task is submitted and cannot be
modiﬁed.

• Node Type: The node type that you select when creating a workﬂow node and
cannot be modiﬁed.

• Owner: The node owner. By default, the owner of a newly created node is the

current logon user. To modify the owner, click the input box, and enter the owner
name or select another user.
Note:

When you select another user, the user must be a member of the current project.

• Description: Generally used to describe the business and node purpose.

• Parameter: A parameter used to assign value to a variable in the code during task
scheduling.

For example, when a variable "pt=${datetime}" is used to indicate the code time
, you can assign a value to the variable here. The assigned value can use the
scheduling built-in time parameter "datetime=$bizdate".

Parameter value assignment formats for various node types
• ODPS SQL, ODPS PL, ODPS MR types: Variable
Variable

spaces.

name

2 = Parameter

• SHELL type: Parameter
parameters with spaces.

1

name

1 = Parameter

1

2 ..., separate multiple parameters with

Parameter

2 ..., separate multiple

Some frequently-used time parameters are provided as built-in scheduling

parameters. For more information about these parameters, see #unique_28.
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3.6.2 Parameter conﬁguration

To ensure tasks can dynamically adapt to environment changes when running

automatically at the scheduled time, DataWorks provides the parameter conﬁguration
feature. Pay special attention to the following two issues before conﬁguring
parameters:

• No space can be added on either side of the equation mark "=" of a parameter. For
example: bizdate=$bizdate

• Multiple parameters (if any) must be separated by spaces.

System parameters

DataWorks provides two system parameters, which are deﬁned as follows:

• ${bdp.system.cyctime}: It is deﬁned as the scheduled run time of an instance.
Default format: yyyymmddhh24miss.

• ${bdp.system.bizdate}: It is deﬁned as the business date on which an instance is
calculated. Default business data is one day before the running date, which is

displayed in default format: yyyymmdd.

According to the deﬁnitions, the formula for calculating the runtime and business
date is as follows: Runtime

=

Business

date

+

1 .

To use the system parameters, directly reference '${bizdate}' in the code without
setting system parameters in the editing box, and the system will automatically
replace the reference ﬁelds of system parameters in the code.
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Note:

The scheduling attribute of a periodic task is conﬁgured with a scheduled runtime.
Therefore, you can backtrack the business date based on the scheduled runtime of
an instance and retrieve the values of system parameters for the instance.

Example

Set an ODPS_SQL task that runs every hour between 00:00 and 23:59 every day. To use
system parameters in the code, perform the following statement.
insert
overwrite
table
tb1
select
c1 , c2 , c3
from (
select * from
tb2
where
ds ='${ bizdate }');

partition ( ds

=' 20180606 ')

Conﬁgure scheduling parameters for a non-Shell node
Note:

The name of a variable in the SQL code can contain only a-z, A-Z, numbers, and
underlines. If the variable name is "date", the value "$bizdate" is automatically

assigned to this variable, and you do not need to assign the value in the scheduling
parameter conﬁguration. Even if another value is assigned, this value is not used
in the code because the value "$bizdate" is automatically assigned in the code by
default.

For a non-Shell node, you need to ﬁrst add ${variable name} (indicating that the

function is referenced) in the code, then input a speciﬁc value to assign the value to
the scheduling parameter.

For example, for an ODPS SQL node, add ${variable name} in the code, and then

conﬁgure the parameter item "variable name=built-in scheduling parameter" for the
node.
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1. For a parameter referenced in the code, you must add the resolved value during
scheduling.

2. Values must be assigned to variables referenced in the code. The value assignment
rule is variable name=parameter.

Conﬁgure scheduling parameters for a Shell node

The parameter conﬁguration procedure of a Shell node is similar to that of a non-

Shell node except that rules are diﬀerent. For a Shell node, variable names cannot be
customized and must be named '$1,$2,$3...'.

For example, for a Shell node, the Shell syntax declaration in the code is: $1, and the

node parameter conﬁguration in scheduling is: $xxx (built-in scheduling parameter).
That is, the value of $xxx is used to replace $1 in the code.

1. For a parameter referenced in the code, you must add the resolved value during
scheduling.

Note:
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For a Shell node, when the number of parameters reaches 10, ${10} should be used
to declare the variable.

2. Values must be assigned to variables referenced in the code. The value assignment
rule is parameter 1 parameter 2 parameter 3....( Replaced variables are resolved
based on the parameter location, for example, $1 is resolved to parameter 1).

The variable value is a ﬁxed value

Take an SQL node for example. For ${variable name} in the code, conﬁgure the
parameter item "variable name="ﬁxed value"" for the node.
Code: select xxxxxx type=’${type}’

Value assigned to the scheduling variable: type="aaa"

During scheduling, the variable in the code is replaced by type='aaa'.

The variable value is a built-in scheduling parameter

Take an SQL node for example. For ${variable name} in the code, conﬁgure the
parameter item "variable name=scheduling parameter"" for the node.
Code: select xxxxxx dt=${datetime}

Value assigned to the scheduling variable: datetime=$bizdate

During scheduling, if today is July 22, 2017, the variable in the code is replaced by dt=
20170721.

Built-in scheduling parameter list

$bizdate: business date in the format of yyyymmdd NOTE: This parameter is widely
used, and is the date of the previous day by default during routine scheduling.

For example, In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter

conﬁguration of the node, datetime=$bizdate. Today is July 22, 2017. When the node is
executed today, $bizdate is replaced by pt=20170721.
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For example, In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter

conﬁguration of the node, datetime=$gmtdate. Today is July 22, 2017. When the node
is executed today, $gmtdate is replaced by pt=20170722.

$cyctime: scheduled time of the task. If no scheduled time is conﬁgured for a daily

task, cyctime is 00:00 of the current day. The time is accurate to hour, minute, and
second, and is generally used for a hour-level or minute-level scheduling task.

Example: cyctime=$cyctime.
Note:

Pay attention to the diﬀerence between the time parameters conﬁgured using $[]

and ${}. $bizdate: business date, which is one day before the current time by default.
$cyctime: It is the scheduled time of the task. If no scheduled time is conﬁgured for
a daily task, the task is executed on 00:00 of the current day. The time is accurate to
hour, minute, and second, and is generally used for an hour-level or minute-level

scheduling task. If a task is scheduled to run on 00:30, for example, on the current

day, the scheduled time is yyyy-mm-dd 00:30:00. If the time parameter is conﬁgured

using [], cyctime is used as the benchmark for running. For more information about
the usage, see the instructions below. The time calculation method is the same with
that of Oracle. During data population, the parameter is replaced by the selected
business date plus 1 day. For example, if the business date 20140510 is selected
during data population, cyctime will be replaced by 20140511.

$jobid: ID of the workﬂow to which a task belongs. Example: jobid=$jobid.
$nodeid: ID of a node. Example: nodeid=$nodeid

$taskid: ID of a task, that is, ID of a node instance. Example: taskid=$taskid.
$bizmonth: business month in the format of yyyymm.

• If the month of a business date is equal to the current month, $bizmonth = Month
of the business date - 1; otherwise, $bizmonth = Month of the business date.

• For example: In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter
conﬁguration of the node, datetime=$bizmonth. Today is July 22, 2017. When the
node is executed today, $bizmonth is replaced by pt=201706.

$gmtdate: current date in the format of yyyymmdd. The value of this parameter is the
current date by default. During data population, gmtdate that is input is the business
date plus 1.
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Custom parameter ${…} Parameter description:

• Time format customized based on $bizdate, where yyyy indicates the 4-digit year,

yy indicates the 2-digit month, mm indicates the month, and dd indicates the day.
The parameter can be combined as expected, for example, ${yyyy}, ${yyyymm}, ${
yyyymmdd}, and ${yyyy-mm-dd}.

• $bizdate is accurate to year, month, and day. Therefore, the custom parameter
${……} can only represent the year, month, or day.

• Methods for obtaining the period before or after a certain duration:
Next N years: ${yyyy+N}

Previous N years: ${yyyy-N}

Next N months: ${yyyymm+N}

Previous N months: ${yyyymm-N}
Next N weeks: ${yyyymmdd+7*N}

Previous N weeks: ${yyyymmdd-7*N}
Next N days: ${yyyymmdd+N}

Previous N days: ${yyyymmdd-N}

${yyyymmdd}: business date in the format of yyyymmdd. The value is consistent with
that of $bizdate.

• This parameter is widely used, and is the date of the previous day by default during
routine scheduling. The format of this parameter can be customized, for example,

the format of ${yyyy-mm-dd} is yyyy-mm-dd.

• For example: In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter
conﬁguration of the node, datetime=${yyyymmdd}. Today is July 22, 2013. When

the node is executed today, ${yyyymmdd} is replaced by pt=20130721.

${yyyymmdd-/+N}: yyyymmdd plus or minus N days
${yyyymm-/+N}: yyyymm plus or minus N month
${yyyy-/+N}: year (yyyy) plus or minus N years
${yy-/+N}: year (yy) plus or minus N years
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yyyymmdd indicates the business date and supports any separator, such as yyyy-

mm-dd. The preceding parameters are derived from the year, month, and day of the
business date.
Example:

• In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter conﬁguration
of the node, datetime=${yyyy-mm-dd}. Today is July 22, 2018. When the node is

executed today, ${yyyy-mm-dd} is replaced by pt=2018-07-21.

• In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter conﬁguration
of the node, datetime=${yyyymmdd-2}. Today is July 22, 2018. When the node is

executed today, ${yyyymmdd-2} is replaced by pt=20180719.

• In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter conﬁgurat

ion of the node, datetime=${yyyymm-2}. Today is July 22, 2018. When the node is
executed today, ${yyyymm-2} is replaced by pt=201805.

• In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter conﬁguration

of the node, datetime=${yyyy-2}. Today is July 22, 2018. When the node is executed
today, ${yyyy-2} is replaced by pt=2018.

In the ODPS SQL node conﬁguration, multiple parameters are assigned values, for

example, startdatetime=$bizdate enddatetime=${yyyymmdd+1} starttime=${yyyy-mm
-dd} endtime=${yyyy-mm-dd+1}.

Example: (Assume $cyctime=20140515103000)

• $[yyyy] = 2014, $[yy] = 14, $[mm] = 05, $[dd] = 15, $[yyyy-mm-dd] = 2014-05-15, $[
hh24:mi:ss] = 10:30:00, $[yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss] = 2014-05-1510:30:00

• $[hh24:mi:ss - 1/24] = 09:30:00

• $[yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss -1/24/60] = 2014-05-1510:29:00
• $[yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss -1/24] = 2014-05-15 09:30:00
• $[add_months(yyyymmdd,-1)] = 20140415

• $[add_months(yyyymmdd,-12*1)] = 20130515
• $[hh24] =10
• $[mi] =30

Method for testing the parameter $cyctime:

After the instance runs, right-click the node to check the node attribute. Check

whether the scheduled time is the time at which the instance runs periodically.
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Result after the parameter value is replaced by the scheduled time minus one hour.
• Q: The table partition format is pt=yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss, but spaces are not

allowed in scheduling parameters. How should I conﬁgure the format of $[yyyymm-dd hh24:mi:ss]?

A: Use the custom variable parameters datetime=$[yyyy-mm-dd] and hour=$[hh24

:mi:ss] to acquire the date and time, respectively. Then, join them together to form
pt="${datetime} ${hour}" in code. (The two custom parameters are separated by

space).

• Q: The table partition is pt="${datetime} ${hour}" in code. To acquire the data

for the last hour during execution, the custom variable parameters datetime=

$[yyyymmdd] and hour=$[hh24-1/24] can be used to acquire the date and time,
respectively. However, for an instance running at 0:00, the calculation result is
23:00 of the current day, instead of 23:00 of the previous day. What measures
should be taken in this case?

A: Modify the formula of datetime to $[yyyymmdd-1/24] and remain the formula of
hour $[hh24-1/24]. The calculation result is as follows:

- For an instance with the scheduled time of 2015-10-27 00:00:00, the values of $[
yyyymmdd-1/24] and $[hh24-1/24] are 20151026 and 23, respectively, because
the scheduled time minus one hour is a time value belonging to yesterday.

- For an instance with the scheduled time of 2015-10-27 01:00:00, the values of $[
yyyymmdd-1/24] and $[hh24-1/24] are 20151027 and 00, respectively, because

the scheduled time minus one hour is a time value belonging to the current day.

Dataworks provides four ways to run.

• Running on data development pages: Temporary value assignment is needed on
the parameter conﬁguration page to ensure the proper running. However, the

assignment is not saved as the task attribute, and does not take eﬀect in other three
running modes.

• Automatic run at an interval: No conﬁguration is needed in the parameter editing
box, and the scheduling system automatically replaces the parameters with the

scheduled runtime of the current instance.
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• Test run/data supplement run: A business date needs to be speciﬁed when the run
is triggered, and the scheduled runtime is derived from the formula described

earlier to get the two system parameter values of each instance.

3.6.3 Time attributes

Short Description: This topic describes how to conﬁgure time attributes, including
scheduling cycles and dependencies. You can select whether you want to use the
dependency from the previous week.

The time attribute conﬁguration page is shown in the following ﬁgure:

Node states

• Normal: Nodes are normally scheduled based on the following scheduling cycle.
This option is selected by default.

• Zero-load: After this option is selected, nodes are conﬁgured and scheduled based
on the following scheduling cycle. However, once this task is scheduled, a success
is directly returned without executing the task.

• Error retries: the node has encountered an error, and the node can be rerun.
Default error automatically retries 3 times, time interval 2 minutes.

• Suspend scheduling: After this check box is selected, nodes are conﬁgured and
scheduled based on the following scheduling cycle. However, once this task is

scheduled, a failure is directly returned without executing the task. It is used when
a task is suspended but will be executed later.
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Scheduling interval

In DataWorks, when a task is successfully submitted, the underlying scheduling

system generates an instance every day starting from the next day based on the time
attributes of the task, and runs the instances based on the running results and time

points of the depended upstream instances. For a task that is successfully submitted
after 23:30, the instances are generated starting from the third day.
Note:

If a task needs to run on every Monday, the task runs only when the runtime is

Monday. If the runtime is not Monday, the task (which is directly set to successful
) runs pretendedly. For this reason, select Business date = Runtime -1 for weekly
scheduled tasks during test or data supplement run.

For a task that runs cyclically, the priority of its dependency is higher than that of
its time attribute. This means that, when the time speciﬁed by its time attribute

reaches, the task instance does not run immediately but ﬁrst checks whether all the
upstream instances have run successfully.

• If not all the depended upstream instances run successfully and the scheduled
runtime is reached, the instance remains in the not running status.

• If not all the depended upstream instances run successfully and the scheduled
runtime is reached, the instance remains in the not running status.

• If all the depended upstream instances run successfully and the scheduled

runtime is reached, the instance enters the waiting for resource status to be ready
for running.

Daily scheduling

Daily scheduled tasks run automatically once every day. When you create a cyclic task
, the task is set to run at 00:00 every day by default. You can specify another runtime

as needed. For example, you can specify the runtime as 13:00 every day, as shown in
the following ﬁgure.

1. If Regular Scheduling is deselected, the scheduled time of instances of the daily

task is the date of the current day in YYYY-MM-DD and the default scheduling time
that is randomly generated between 0:00 and 0:30.

2. If Regular Scheduling is selected, the scheduled time of instances of the daily task

is the date of the current day in YYYY-MM-DD and the scheduled time in HH:MM:
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SS. A scheduled task can run only when the upstream task successfully runs, and

the scheduled time is reached. If either condition is not met, the task cannot run.
The conditions do not have the order.

Use cases:

Import, statistical processing, and export tasks are all daily tasks with the runtime
of 13:00, as shown in the preceding ﬁgure. Statistical processing tasks depend on

import tasks, and export tasks depend on statistical processing tasks. The following
ﬁgure shows the conﬁguration of their dependencies(In the dependency attribute

conﬁguration for the statistical processing tasks, the upstream task is set to import
task).

Based on the conﬁguration in the preceding ﬁgure, the scheduling system
automatically generates instances for the tasks and runs them as follows:
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Weekly scheduling

Weekly scheduled tasks automatically run at speciﬁc time points of speciﬁc days each
week. When an unspeciﬁed date reaches, the system also generates instances and

directly sets them as successfully running without running any logic or consuming
any resource to ensure the proper running of downstream instances.
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As shown in the preceding ﬁgure, instances generated on every Monday and Friday
run as scheduled, and other instances generated on every Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday are directly set as successfully running.

Based on the conﬁguration in the preceding ﬁgure, the scheduling system
automatically generates instances for the tasks and runs them as follows:

Monthly scheduling

Monthly scheduled tasks run automatically at speciﬁc time points of speciﬁc days

each month. When an unspeciﬁed date reaches, the system also generates instances

every day and directly sets them as successfully running without running any logic or
consuming any resource to ensure the proper running of downstream instances.

As shown in the preceding ﬁgure, instances generated on the ﬁrst day of each month
run as scheduled, and instances generated every day for the rest days of the month

are directly set as successfully running.
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Based on the conﬁguration in the preceding ﬁgure, the scheduling system
automatically generates instances for the tasks and runs them as follows:

Hourly scheduling

Hourly scheduled tasks run every N x 1 hours in a speciﬁc period each day, such as
running every one hour every day from 1:00 to 4:00.
Note:

The running interval is calculated based on the left-close and right-close principle.
For example, if an hourly scheduled task is conﬁgured to run every one hour

between 0:00 and 3:00, it indicates that the time period is [00:00, 03:00], and the
interval is one hour. The scheduling system generates four instances every day,
which run at 0:00, 1:00,2:00 and 3:00.

As shown in the preceding ﬁgure, an automatic scheduling is triggered every six

hours every day from 00:00 to 23:59. Therefore, the scheduling system automatically
generates instances for the task and runs them as follows:
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By-minute scheduling

By-minute scheduled tasks run every N x 1 minutes in a speciﬁc period each day, as
shown in the following ﬁgure:

The task is scheduled every 30 minutes from 00:00 to 23:00 each day.

Currently, by-minute scheduling supports the granularity of at least ﬁve minutes. The
time expression must be selected and cannot be manually modiﬁed.
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Q: If my upstream task A is an hourly scheduled task and downstream task B is a

daily scheduled task, and task B needs to be executed once each day after task A is
completed, can tasks A and B be mutually dependent?

A: A daily task can depend on an hourly task. If task A is conﬁgured as an hourly
scheduled task, task B is conﬁgured as a daily task that is irregularly scheduled,

and tasks A and B are mutually dependent, task B can run after task A successfully

runs instances for 24 hours each day. (For more information about the dependency

conﬁguration, see the scheduling dependency description). Therefore, tasks of each

cycle can depend on each other, and the scheduling cycle of each task is determined
by the time attribute of the task.

Q: I want my task A to run once each hour and task B to run once each day, and task B
starts to run after the ﬁrst time that task A successfully runs. How can I conﬁgure it?

A: When conﬁguring task A, you need to select Previous Cycle Dependent and Current
Node, and set the scheduled time of task B to 0:00. In this way, instances of task B in
the automatically scheduled instances each day only depend on the 0:00 instance of

task A, that is, the ﬁrst instance of task A.
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Q: If task A runs on every Monday and task B depends on task A, how can I conﬁgure
to enable task B to run on every Monday?

A: You can set the time attribute of task B the same as that of task A, that is, you need
to set the scheduling cycle to Weekly Scheduling and Monday.

Q: Are the instances of a task aﬀected when the task is deleted?

A: When a task is deleted after running for a period, its instances are remained

because the scheduling system still generates one or more instances for the task

according to the time attribute. For this reason, when the instances are triggered
after the task is deleted, the following error message is displayed because the

required code cannot be found:

Q: What can I do if I want to calculate monthly data on the last day of each month?

A: Currently, the system does not support setting the runtime as the last day of each

month. Therefore, if the task is set to run on the 31st day of each month, scheduling is
triggered on one day for the month having 31 days, and instances are generated and

directly set as successfully running on other days.

For monthly statistics, we recommend that you calculate the data for the previous
month on the ﬁrst day of each month.

3.6.4 Dependencies

Scheduling dependency is the foundation for building orderly business process. Only
by correctly conﬁguring dependencies between tasks can business data be produced
eﬀectively and timely.

DataWorks V2.0 provides three dependency conﬁguration modes: automatic
recommendation, automatic parsing, and custom conﬁguration. For more

information about operation dependency examples, see Best practices for setting
scheduling dependencies.
Note:
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You can watch videos to learn more about dependencies: DataWorks V2.0 FAQs and
Diﬃculty Analysis.

The scheduling dependency conﬁguration page is shown in the following ﬁgure:

Overall scheduling logic: The downstream scheduling can be started only when
the upstream scheduling is successfully implemented. Therefore, all workﬂow

nodes must have at least one parent node. Scheduling dependency is used to set the

parent-child relationship. The principle and conﬁguration of scheduling dependency
conﬁguration are described in detail as follows.
Note:

If there is a need for interdependence between standard mode and simple mode
projects, please apply for a bill of lading.

Introduction to standardized R&D scenarios
• Concept preparation

- DataWorks Task: See Concepts for details.

- Output Name: See Concepts for details. The system will assign a default output
name ending with '.out' for each node, and you can also add a custom output
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name, but note that the node output name is not allowed to repeat within the
tenant.

- Output table: refers to the table after the INSERT or CREATE in the SQL
statement of a node.

- Input table: refers to the table after the FROM in the SQL statement of a node.
- SQL statement: refers to MaxCompute SQL.

In practice, a DataWorks task can contain a single SQL statement or multiple SQL
statements.

Each task that forms an upstream and downstream relationship is associated by an
output name, and the root node of the project (node name: projectname_root) can

be conﬁgured as the upstream node of the most upstream node created.
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• Introduction to the standard development process

In the normalized development process, multiple SQL tasks are established to

form a dependency between upstream and downstream, and we recommended to
follow:

- The input table for the downstream task must be the output table for the
upstream task.

- The same table is output by only one task.

The purpose is to quickly conﬁgure complex dependencies through "Auto Parse"
when business processes are inﬂated.

In the ﬁgure above, each task and its code are as follows.

- The task code of Task_1 is as follows. The input data of this task comes from the
table "ods_raw_log_d", and the data is output to the table "ods_log_info_d".

INSERT
OVERWRITE
TABLE
ods_log_in fo_d
PARTITION ( dt =
${ bdp . system . bizdate })
SELECT …… // Refers
to
your
select
operation
FROM (
SELECT …… // Refers
to
your
select
operation
FROM
ods_raw_lo g_d
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)

WHERE
a ;

dt

= ${ bdp . system . bizdate }

- The task code of Task_2 is as follows. The input data of this task comes from the
table "ods_user_info_d" and table "ods_log_info_d", and the data is output to the
table "dw_user_info_all_d".

INSERT
OVERWRITE
TABLE
dw_user_in fo_all_d
PARTITION
dt ='${ bdp . system . bizdate }')
SELECT …… // Refers
to
your
select
operation
FROM (
SELECT *
FROM
ods_log_in fo_d
WHERE
dt = ${ bdp . system . bizdate }
) a
LEFT
OUTER
JOIN (
SELECT *
FROM
ods_user_i nfo_d
WHERE
dt = ${ bdp . system . bizdate }
) b
ON
a . uid = b . uid ;

(

- The task code of Task_3 is as follows. The input data of this task comes from the
table "dw_user_info_all_d", and the data is output to the table "rpt_user_info_d".
INSERT
OVERWRITE
TABLE
rpt_user_i nfo_d
PARTITION
='${ bdp . system . bizdate }')
SELECT …… // Refers
to
your
select
operation
FROM
dw_user_in fo_all_d
WHERE
dt = ${ bdp . system . bizdate }
GROUP
BY
uid ;

( dt

Depended upstream node

Upstream node: Speciﬁes the parent node that the current node depends on.

Here, it is required to enter the output name of upstream node (one node may have
multiple output names at the same time, only enter one), rather than the upstream

node name. You can manually search for the output name of upstream node to add, or
you can parse it through the SQL blood code.
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Note:

If added by search, the searcher searches according to the output name of the node
that has been submitted to the scheduling system.

• Search by entering output name of the parent node

You can construct a dependency by searching for the output name of a node and
conﬁguring it as the upstream dependency of the current node.
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• Search by entering the table name of the parent node's output name

This method must ensure that one of the output names of the parent node is

the table name after INSERT or CREATE in the SQL code of the node, such as

"projectname.tablename" (such output name can generally be obtained through
automatic parsing).

After the submission is executed, the output name can be searched by other nodes
by searching the table name.

Current node output

Output: Speciﬁes output of the current node.

Each node is assigned a default output name ending with ".out", and you can also add
a custom output name or get an output name through automatic parsing.
Note:
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The name of the output node is globally unique and no duplication is allowed in the
entire Alibaba Cloud account system.

Auto-parsing dependencies

DataWorks can parse diﬀerent dependencies according to the actual SQL content
in the task node. The output names of the parent node and the current node that
obtained by parsing are as follows.

• Output name of the parent node: the table name after projectname.INSERT.
• Output names of the current node:

- the table name after projectname.INSERT.

- the table name after projectname.CREATE (Generally used for temporary tables
).

Note:

If you upgrade from DataWorks V1.0 to DataWorks V2.0, the output name of the
current node is "projectname.nodename".

If multiple INSERT and FROM statements are displayed, multiple output and input
names will be parsed.

If you construct multiple tasks with dependencies, and these tasks satisfy the

condition that all input tables of downstream tasks come from the output tables of

upstream tasks, the fast conﬁguration of full workﬂow dependencies can be achieved
by automatic parsing.
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Note:

• To increase the ﬂexibility of task, we recommended that a task contain only

one output point, so that you can ﬂexibly assemble SQL business processes for
decoupling purpose.

• If a table name in an SQL statement is both an output table and a referenced table
(a dependent table), it will only be parsed as an output table.

• If a table name in an SQL statement is referenced or output many times, only one
scheduling dependency is parsed.

• If there is a temporary table in the SQL code (for example, a table beginning with
"t_" is speciﬁed as a temporary table in the Project conﬁguration), the table will
not be resolved to a scheduling dependency.
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Under the premise of automatic parsing, you can avoid/increase the characters in

some SQL statements to be automatically parsed into output name/input name by
manually setting add/delete and input/output.

Selecting the table name and right-clicking, you can add or delete the output and

input of all the table names that appear in the SQL statement. After the operation, the
characters added to be input will be parsed as the output name of parent node , and
the characters added to be output will be parsed as the output of the corrent node,

otherwise the deletion of the operation will not be resolved.
Note:

In addition to right-clicking the characters in the SQL statement, you can also modify
the dependencies by adding comments. The speciﬁc code is as follows.
--@ extra_inpu
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--@ extra_outp ut = table
name -- Add
an
output
--@ exclude_in put = table
name -- Delete
an
input
--@ exclude_ou tput = table
name -- Delete
an
output
Customize Adding Dependencies

When the dependencies between nodes cannot be accurately resolved through the

SQL blood relationship, you can choose "no" in the following ﬁgure to self-conﬁgure
dependencies.

When auto-parsing column is set to "No", you can click Automatic recommended

to enable the auto-recommended upstream dependency function. The system will

recommend all other SQL node tasks that output the current node input table for you
based on the SQL blood relationship of the project. You can select one or more tasks
in the recommended list on demand and conﬁgure as the current node's upstream
dependency tasks.
Note:

The recommended nodes need to be submitted to the scheduling system the day

before, and can be recognized by the automatic recommendation function after the
data output on the second day.

Common scenarios:

• The current task's input table is not equal to the upstream task's output table.

• The current task's output table is not equal to the downstream task's input table.
In custom mode, you can conﬁgure dependencies in two ways.
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• Manually add dependent upstream nodes

1. Create three new nodes and the system will conﬁgure one output name for each
of them by default.
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2. Conﬁgure the upstream node task_1 to depend on the root node of the project,
and click Save.

3. Conﬁgure task_2 to depend on the output name of task_1, and click Save.

4. Conﬁgure task_3 to depend on the output name of task_2, click Save.
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5. After the conﬁguration is complete, click Submit to determine whether

the dependency relationship is correct. If the submission is successful, the
dependency conﬁguration is correct.
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• Construct dependencies by dragging and dropping

1. Create three nodes: task_1, task_2, task_3, and conﬁgure the upstream task_1 to
depend on the root node, then click Save.

2. Connect the three tasks by dragging and pulling.

3. Check the dependency conﬁguration of task_2 and task_3, you can see the

dependent parent node output name that has been automatically generated.
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4. After the conﬁguration is complete, click Submit to determine whether

the dependency relationship is correct. If the submission is successful, the
dependency conﬁguration is correct.

FAQ

Q: After automatic parsing, the submission fails. Error: Dependent parent node

output MaxCompute_DOC.tb_3 does not exist and cannot submit this node. Please
submit parent node task_2 ﬁrst.
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A: This can be caused by the following e are two reasons for this.

• The upstream node is not submitted, and you can try again after submission.

• The upstream node has been submitted, but the output name of the upstream node
is not MaxCompute_DOC.tb_3.
Note:

Usually, the parent node output name and the current node output name that
automatically parsed are obtained according to the table name after INSERT/
CREATE/FROM. Make sure that the conﬁguration is consistent with the way
described in the section "Auto-parsing dependencies".

Q: In the output of the current node, the downstream node name and downstream
node ID are all empty and cannot be entered.

A: If there is no sub-node for downstream of the current node, there is no content.

After the sub-node is conﬁgured for downstream of the current node, the content is
automatically parsed.

Q: What is the node's output name used for?

A: The node's "output name" is used to establish dependencies between nodes. For

example, If the output name of node A is "ABC" and node B takes "ABC" as its input,
the upstream and downstream relationship is established between nodes A and B.
Q: Can a node have multiple "output names"?

A: Yes. If a downstream node references an output name from the current node (as

the "parent node output name" of the downstream node), it establishes a dependency
with the current node.

Q: Can multiple nodes have the same "output name"?
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A: No. The "output name" of each node must be unique in Alibaba Cloud account

system. If multiple nodes output data to the same MaxCompute table, we recommend
that you use "table name_partition ID" as the output of these nodes.

Q: How do I not parse to an middle table when using auto-parsing dependencies?

A: Select the middle table name in the SQL code and right-click the Remove Input

or Remove Output, and then perform the automatic parsing of the input and output
again.

Q: How do I conﬁgure dependencise of the most upstream task?

A: In general, you can choose to depend on the root node of this project.

Q: Why did I search for the output name of the node B that does not exist when
searching for the upstream node output name on the node A?

A: Because the search function is based on the submitted node information. If the

output name of node B is deleted after the successful submission of node B and not

submitted to the scheduling system, then the deleted output name of node B can still
be found on node A.

Q: If I have three tasks A, B, and C, how do I implement the task ﬂow of A->B->C once
an hour (After A is completed, execute B, after B is completed, execute C)?

A: The dependency of A, B, and C is set to the output of A as the input of B, the output
of B is the input of C, also the scheduling periods of A, B, and C are set to hours.

3.6.5 Resource attribute

The resource attribute conﬁguration page is shown in the following ﬁgure:

Resource Group: The machine resources bound to task scheduling. By default, the
system contains a resource group. Other resource groups are added only when
custom machines are required in special cases.

3.6.6 Node context

This topic describes the node context functions. The node context is used to transfer
the parameter between upstream and downstream nodes. The basic method uses
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the node context function as the ﬁrst deﬁned output parameters, and their values

on the upstream node. Then the deﬁned input parameter on the downstream node.
The value references the output parameters of the upstream node. You can use this
parameter in the downstream node to obtain values, which is transferred from the
upstream node.

Node context parameter can be conﬁgured at Schedule > Node Context in a speciﬁc
node, as shown in the following ﬁgure.

Output parameters

The Node Output Parameters can be deﬁned in Node Context. The two types of Output
Parameter values are the Constant and Variable. The Constant is a ﬁxed string and the
Variable are global variables supported by the system. The output parameter can be

reused in the downstream node as an input parameter value, after the upstream node
is submitted with the output parameter.
Note:

The assigned value to the deﬁned Output parameter on the current node through
internal code writing, for example the PyODPS node is not supported.
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The ﬁelds are described as follows.
Field
No.

Parameter name
Type
Value

Description

The value of No
. is generated by
the system and
automatically
increased.

The deﬁned output
parameter name.

The parameter type.
The source value.

Note
N/A

N/A
There are two types of output
parameter values, which are the
Constant and Variable .

1. The string can be entered when the
selected Type is Constant .
2. When the selected type is
Variable , the following

parameters are supported:
System variables, Schedule
built-in parameters, Customized

Description
Action
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parameters $ {...}and $ […] .

A brief description of N/A
the parameters.
Edit and Delete can
be selected

Edit and Delete are not supported
when a downstream node dependency
exists. Before adding references to the
upstream nodes, please ensure the
upstream output is deﬁned correctly.
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Input parameters

The Node Input Parameters are used for deﬁning a reference to the output of the

upstream node which it is dependent on, and it can be used inside the node similar to
that as other parameters.

• The deﬁnition of The Node Input Parameters

1. Add a dependent upstream node on the Scheduling Dependencies.

2. Add an input parameter deﬁnition with value, which references the upstream
node, in the Node Context > The Node Input Parameters.

The ﬁelds are described as follows.
Field
No.

Parameter
name

Value of the
source
Description
Parent Node
ID
Action
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Description

The value of No. is generated
by the system and is
automatically increased.

Note
N/A

The deﬁned input parameter

N/A

The parameter value source
that is a reference to the

The speciﬁc parameter value
when the upstream node is

A brief description of the
parameters.

Automatically parsed from the
upstream node.

name.

upstream node value.

Parent Node ID

Edit and Delete can be
selected

running.

Automatically parsed from the
upstream node.
N/A
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• Use of input parameters

The reuse format deﬁned input parameter is similar to that as to other systems.
The format is ${ input

parameter

name }. For example, a reference in a

shell node is shown in the following ﬁgure.

Global variables supported by the system
• System variable

$ { projectid }: Project
ID
$ { project
name }: MaxCompute
project
name
$ { nodeid }: Node
ID
$ { gmtdate }: 00 : 00 : 00
at
the
instance
date , format :
' yyyy - mm - dd
00 : 00 : 00 '.
$ { taskid }: Instance
Task
ID
$ { seq }: Task
instance
sequence
number , represents
the
instance ' s
sequence
number
in
the
same
node
on
current
day .
$ { cyctime }: instance
time
$ { status }: Status
of
instance - Success , Failure
$ { bizdate }: Business
Date
$ { finishtime }: Instance
End
Time
$ { taskType }: Instance
Status —— NORMAL , MANUAL , PAUSE , SKIP
, UNCHOOSE , SKIP_CYCLE
$ { nodeName }: Node
name
• For more information about additional parameter settings, see #unique_28.

Examples

The node test22 is the upstream node of node test223. Please conﬁgure the Node
Context > The Node Output Parameters on node test22. In this example, the

parameter name is date1 and the value is ${ yyyymmdd }, click Run as shown in
the following ﬁgure.
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After node test22 is submitted conﬁgure the downstream node test223.
Note:

Please ensure the Dependencies > Upstream Node Output Name in test223 similar to
Dependencies > Output Name in test22.

Enter the parameter name of test22 date1 in the Node Context > The Node Input

Parameter > Parameter Name, and there will be options available in theValue of the
drop-down menu. Choose the speciﬁc source and click Save.
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This topic describes how to immediately create instances from a published node. You
can view the instance dependency relationships in the O&M center.

Instance creation methods

You can choose the following methods to create instances from a published node.
• Next day

If you choose this method, the nodes published before 23:30 create instances the
following day. The nodes published after 23:30-00:00 create instances three days
later.

• Immediately after publishing

If you choose this method, the nodes create instances immediately after they are
published.
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Creating an instance for creating nodes after the node is published
1. On the DataStudio page, create a Business Flow.
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2. Create a node in the created business ﬂow. The following example uses an ODPS
SQL node.
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3. Double-click the node, edit the code, and click Schedule on the right-navigation
pane of the page. Then set the instance creation method to Immediately After
Publishing.

Note:

• You can publish the node any time. However, both unpublished and published
nodes will not create instances during the time period 23:30 to 24:00.

• After an Immediately After Publishing Node is published, you must wait 10
minutes to create instances.

• If you change the instance creation method from Next Day to Immediately After
Publishing to republish the node. Only the instances that have been run are

retained. After the node is republished, it will pend 10 minutes before deleting
instances that have not been run, and then create now instances.

• An Immediately After Publishing node determines whether to create new

instances based on the CRON Expression. If the expression changes, the node
then creates new instances. Therefore, if you need to republish Immediately
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After Publishing node to create a new instance, you must change the CRON
Expression of the node.

Scenarios

The Immediately After Publishing method typically uses the following scenario: The

predecessor node uses the Next Day method to create instances. The successor nodes
all use the Immediately After Publishing method to create instances. The following
ﬁgure shows the dependency relationships between these nodes:

This scenario includes the following situations:

1. If the upstream and downstream nodes are new nodes added to today, this means
the upstream node must wait until the following day to create the ﬁrst instance:

• Daily run upstream nodes: The instance created by the daily run upstream node
today does not have an upstream node. If the dependency type is set to custom,
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the instance created by the upstream node will depend on an instance created
by another node.

• Once a minute or hourly run upstream nodes: If the dependency type is set to

upstream-downstream dependency and the upstream node is not once a minute
or hourly run node, only the ﬁrst created instance will not have an upstream
node.

• Weekly or monthly run upstream nodes: If the node dependency type is selfdependent, only the ﬁrst instance created by this node does not have an
upstream node.
Note:

A daily run upstream node will not create the ﬁrst instance until the following

day. Therefore, instances created by the downstream nodes today will become
independent instances without upstream nodes and cannot be run. If the
dependency type of the downstream nodes is set to self-dependent, the

instances created the next day will depend on those independent instances. As
a result, the task is isolated and cannot be run.

• Conclusion: When the upstream and downstream nodes are new nodes added to
the current day and the dependency type is set to self-dependent, the instance

created ﬁrst will not have an upstream instance. As a result, the task cannot run
successfully.

2. If the upstream node has created a predecessor instance, and the successor nodes
are added Immediately After Publishing nodes:

• Daily run downstream nodes: The instance created by this node today will

depend on the existing upstream instance. If the dependency type is set to selfdependent, all instances created by this node will have an upstream instance.

• Once a minute or hourly run downstream nodes:The instance created by this

node on the current day will depend on the existing upstream instance. If the

dependency type is set to self-dependent, only the ﬁrst instance does not have an
upstream instance.

• Weekly or monthly run downstream nodes: Despite of the set dependency type,

the instance created by this node will depend on the existing upstream instance.

• Conclusion:To successfully run a self-dependent node , make sure the node can
successfully run on the day before.
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3. If the daily run upstream node has a created instance, and an hourly run upstream
node is changed to a daily run node that uses the Immediately After Publishing

method:

• Nodes before modiﬁcation: Both the upstream and downstream nodes are
hourly run nodes that use the Next Day method.

• Update: The hourly run node that depends on the upstream node is changed to a
daily run node that uses the Immediately After Publishing method.

• Instance creation and dependencies after modiﬁcation: The dotted line in
the preceding ﬁgure indicates the time when the node is submitted and

republished. The node will delete all instances that are created 10 minutes after
the node is republished, and create a new daily run instance. The hourly run

successor nodes of the republished node will depend on the newly created daily
run instance. If the republished node dependency type is set to self-dependent,
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the newly created instance will depend on the instance created by the Next Day
node.

• Instances after modiﬁcation: Before the node is published, it creates hourly run
instances. After the node is republished, it creates daily run instances.

• Conclusion: The dependencies of the republished node remain unchanged. Only
the instance created on the current day is aﬀected.

3.7 Conﬁguration management

3.7.1 Overview of conﬁguration management

Conﬁguration management can conﬁgure the DataStudio interface, including code

, folder, theme, add and delete modules, and more. You can enter the conﬁguration

management page by clicking the option in the lower-left corner of data development
.
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Conﬁguration management is separated into ﬁve modules. For more information, see
the following documents:
• #unique_275
• #unique_269
• #unique_276
• #unique_277
• #unique_278

3.7.2 Conﬁguration center

The conﬁguration center sets the common features, including module management
and editor management.
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Module management

Module management can add and delete modules in the left-side navigation pane

function module of the DataStudio interface, you can click ﬁlter to display functional
modules on the left-side, you can also sort the module functions by dragging and

dropping.

When you move the cursor over the module you want to add, the module turns blue
and displays Add.

When the cursor moves over the module that needs to be removed, the module turns
red and displays Remove.
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Note:

The template management ﬁltering takes eﬀect immediately in the current project, if
you want it to take eﬀect for all projects, click Apply Settings To All Projects.

Editor management

The editor is the setting for code and keywords, and the settings takes eﬀect in real
time without the need to refresh the interface.
• Thumbnail view

The current interface code is displayed on the right side of the code, and the

shaded area in the ﬁgure is in the displayed area. When the code is longer, you can
move the cursor up and down to switch the displayed code area.
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• Check for errors

Check the error statement in the current code. When the cursor is placed in the red
error code area, an error-speciﬁc ﬁeld condition is displayed.

• Auto save

Automatically cache the currently edited code to avoid the page from crashing

and losing edited code that has not been saved. You can choose Use Server-Saved

Code in the left-side navigation pane or Use Locally Cached Code in the right-side
navigation pane.
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• Code style

You can select a favorite code style of either uppercase or lowercase. You can enter
keywords or use the keyword association shortcut to enter the required keywords.

• Code font size

The code font size supports a minimum font size of 12 and a maximum font size of
18. You can change the setting based on your code writing habits and volume.

• Code Hint

Code prompts are used during code entry, and intelligent prompt displays are
separated into the following sections.

- Space Smart Tip: Add a space after selecting associated keywords, tables, and
ﬁelds.

- Keywords: The prompt code supports the keywords entered.
- Syntax templates: The syntax templates are supported.
- Project: The associated project name.

- Table: The required table for association.
- Field: The smart prompt for table ﬁelds.
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• Theme

The theme style is the DataStudio interface style setting, which currently supports
both black and white.

• Application

Apply the above template management and editor management settings to all
currently existing projects.

3.7.3 Project conﬁguration

Project conﬁguration includes the following four conﬁguration items: partition date

format, partition ﬁeld naming, temporary table preﬁx, and upload table (import table
) preﬁx.

• Partition Date Format: By default, this is the display format of the code parameters
. You can modify the parameters format based on requirements.

• Partition ﬁeld naming: The default ﬁeld name of the partition.

• Temporary table preﬁx: The ﬁelds that begin with "t_" are identiﬁed as temporary
tables by default.

• Upload table (import table) preﬁx: The table name preﬁx when the DataStudio
interface uploads the table.

3.7.4 Templates

By default, the template management is the content that is displayed in front of the
code after the node is created. The project administrator can modify the template
display style as required.

Currently, the title is set for the ODPS SQL template, the ODPS MR template, the ODPS
PL template, the PERL template, and the SHELL template.
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The following is an example of the SQL node template display style:

3.7.5 Theme management

This topic is an overview of theme management. There are many tables in table
management, where the tables are stored under the second-level sub-Folder

according to the selected topics. These folders are summarized in the table, which is

the theme. The administrator can add multiple themes based on project requiremen
ts, classify and organize the tables according to their purpose and name.

3.7.6 Table levels

This topic is a description of table levels. Table levels is the physical level design of
a table. Based on the importance of the table in the project, the table is separated

to prevent issues from when a problem occurs in a table, the impact on the project
cannot be accurately located, which aﬀects normal online operation.
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There is no default hierarchy for the project. The project owner or administrator
needs to be added manually according to the purpose and project requirements.

3.7.7 Back up and restore data

This topic describes how to back up and restore data. When you back up your data,
your resources are also backed up at the same time. For more information about
resources, see Resource.
Note:

• Only workspace administrators can export backups and restore data from

backups on the Conﬁg Center page. For more information about how to open the
Conﬁg Center page, see Overview of conﬁguration management.

• Workﬂows of earlier versions cannot be backed up. We recommend that you use
the latest version for data analytics.

You can create both full backups and incremental backups for a workspace. You can
select Alibaba Cloud Version 2, Apsara Stack Version 3.6.1 or Later, or Apsara Stack

Version 3.6 or Earlier as the version of each backup.
Note:

• You can download backup ﬁles in XML format.

• You can restore a workspace from backup ﬁles. However, errors may occur during
restoration. We recommend that you use full backups whenever possible.
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3.8 Publish management
3.8.1 Publish a task

In a full data development process, developers develop code, debug processes,

conﬁgure dependencies, conﬁgure scheduled tasks, and then submit tasks to the
production environment for execution.

The standard mode of DataWorks can process data seamlessly from development
to production stages in a project. We recommend that you use this mode for data
development, production, and publishing.

Publish a task in standard mode

Each DataWorks project in the standard mode corresponds to two MaxCompute

projects that are associated with one another, one for the development environment,

and the other for the testing environment. You can submit and release a project to the
production environment from the development environment.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Click Submit after the code and task is debugged and conﬁgured. The system will
automatically check for dependencies between code objects.

2. When the submission is completed, click Publish.
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3. Go to the To Publish page and select the target objects. Click Add To Publish, and
the Publish List page appears.

On the displayed Publish List page, you can ﬁlter the objects by publisher, node

type, change type, publish date, and task name or ID. If you click Publish Selected
Items, the objects are released to the production environment for scheduling
immediately.

4. Click Open For Publish > Publish Allto release the objects to the production
environment.
Note:

The standard mode strictly prohibits operating the table data in the production
environment. You can obtain a stable, secure, and reliable production

environment. We strongly recommend that you use this mode to publish and
schedule a task.

Cross-project clone in simple mode

A simple mode project (for development) cannot publish tasks. To develop data and
isolate the production environment, you must clone and then submit a task to a

production project. This creates a simple mode project (for production).

As shown in the following ﬁgure, Simple Mode Project A is created for development

and Simple Mode Project B for production. You can use Cross-Project Cloning to clone
a task from Project A to Project B, and submit the clone to the scheduling engine for
scheduling.
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Note:

• Permission requirements: A RAM user account that is not the project owner
requires administrative permissions, such as creating a clone package and

publishing a clone task to run the operation and complete the process.

• Supported subject types: Only tasks of a simple mode project can be cloned to
other projects. The standard mode projects do not support this operation.

• Prerequisites: The source project A (a simple mode project), and target project B (
a standard mode project).

1. Submit a task

Select and submit the source task after it is edited.

2. Click Cross-Project Cloning.

3. Select the source task name in the list of submitted tasks and the target project
name, click Add For Clone.

4. Run a clone

Click For Cloning . Check whether the source task information is correct and click
Clone All.Click Conﬁrm to run the operation and complete the clone process.
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5. View a cloned task

You can view the successful tasks on the Clone List of source project ANote: View
target project B to check whether the source task is cloned to the business ﬂow.

3.8.2 Delete a node

In some scenarios, you need to delete a node from the development or production
environment.

Delete a node from the development environment

1. Log on to the DataWorks console and go to the Data Analytics page.
2. Search by node type and keyword for the node to be deleted.

3. Right-click the node and select Delete. The node is deleted from the development
environment.

Delete a node from the production environment

To delete a node from the production environment, you need to delete the node from
the development environment and deploy the deletion of the node.
Note:

Before deleting a node from the production environment, you need to remove its

dependencies with child nodes. Otherwise, a message appears, indicating that the
node to be deleted has child nodes and cannot be deleted.

To remove dependencies between a node and its child nodes, follow these steps:

1. Find each child node of the target node. You can view the dependencies of the
target node in the workﬂow kanban.

2. On the conﬁguration tab of a child node, click Properties on the right-side bar,
and change the parent node. Alternatively, delete the child node.

If a message appears indicating that the child node has next-level child nodes, repeat
these steps to remove the dependencies.

1. Delete a node from the development environment.

For more information, see the section provided above.

2. Create a deploy task for the deleted node.
Note:
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Only administrators and administration experts can deploy nodes. If you are using
an account with another role, contact an administrator or administration expert
to deploy the nodes.

a. After deleting the node, click Deploy in the upper-right corner.
b. On the Create Deploy Task page, select the node.
c. Click Deploy Selected.

3. Start the deploy task.

On the Deploy Tasks page, click the Deploy button in the upper-right corner. In the
Start Task dialog box that appears, click Deploy to deploy the node deletion.

3.8.3 Cross-project cloning

After you successfully clone a task using the Cross-Project Cloning feature, the

system will automatically alter the output name of each task to replicate or maintain
dependencies between two nodes. This allows the system to distinguish diﬀerent
projects under the same Alibaba Cloud account.

A comprehensive business ﬂow cloning process

The output name project_1.task_1_out of task_A in Project_1 will be renamed as
project_2.task_out after it is cloned to Project_2.

Cross-project dependencies cloning

By default, task_ B in Project_1 is dependent on task_A in Project_3. After you clone
task_B in Project_1 to Project_2, the dependencies between task_B in Project_1

and task_A in Project_3 are also cloned, which means task_B in Project_2 is still
dependent on task_A in Project_3.
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3.8.4 Clone nodes across workspaces

This topic describes how to clone nodes across workspaces.

Scenarios

You can clone nodes across workspaces in the following scenarios:

• Clone nodes from a basic workspace to another basic workspace.
• Clone nodes from a basic workspace to a standard workspace.

Procedure

1. Create a workﬂow on the Data Analytics page.

2. Click Cross-project cloning in the upper-right corner. On the Create Clone Task

page that appears, select a target workspace. Search for nodes to be cloned, and
click Add to List in the Actions column of each node that is found.

3. Click To-Be-Cloned Node List. In the right pane that appears, click Clone All.

4. View the clone results in the target workspace. The directory tree of each node is
cloned, including the workﬂow.
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3.9 Manual business ﬂow

3.9.1 Manual business ﬂow overview

In a Manual Business Flow, all created nodes must be manually triggered and cannot
be executed by scheduling. Therefore, it is unnecessary to conﬁgure the parent node
dependency and local node output for nodes in a manual business ﬂow.

The functions of the manual business ﬂow interface are described below:
No.

Function

Description

2

Run

Runs all nodes in the current manual business
ﬂow. Because the dependency does not exist

1

3
4
5
6
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Submit

Stop run
Publish

Go to O&M
Reload

Submits all nodes in the current manual business
ﬂow.
among manual tasks, these tasks will run
concurrently.
Stops a running node.

Goes to the task publish interface, where you can
publish some or all submitted nodes , but does
not publish to the production environment.
Goes to the O&M center.

Reloads the current manual business ﬂow
interface.
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No.

Function

Description

8

Zoom-in

Zoom-in the interface.

10

Query

7

9

Auto layout

Zoom-out

11

Full screen

12

Parameters

13

Operation records

14

Version

3.9.2 Resource

Automatically sequence the nodes in the current
manual business ﬂow.
Zoom-out the interface.

Query a node in the current manual business ﬂow
.
Shows nodes in the current manual business ﬂow
in full-screen mode.

Conﬁgures the parameters. The priority of a ﬂow
parameter is higher than that of a node parameter
. If a parameter key matches a parameter, the
business ﬂow parameter is conﬁgured preferenti
ally.
Views the operation history of all nodes in the
current manual business ﬂow.

Views the submission and published records of all
nodes in the current manual business ﬂow.

This topic is an overview of resource in Manual Business Flow. Resource is a unique
concept in MaxCompute, which supports uploading and submitting the Manual
Business Flow, and must be available if you want to use MaxCompute UDFs or
MaxCompute MR.

• ODPS SQL UDF: After compiling a UDF, you must upload the compiled JAR package
to ODPS. When running this UDF, ODPS automatically downloads the JAR package

, extracts the user code, and runs the UDF. The process of uploading the JAR

package is creating a resource in ODPS. The JAR package is a type of ODPS resource
.

• ODPS MapReduce: After compiling a MapReduce program, you must upload the

compiled JAR package as a resource to ODPS. When running a MapReduce job, the
MapReduce framework automatically downloads this JAR resource and extracts

the user code.
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Similarly, you can upload text ﬁles, ODPS tables, and various compressed packages,
such as .zip, .tgz, .tar.gz, .tar, and .jar as diﬀerent types of resources to ODPS. Then,
you can read or use these resources when running UDFs or MapReduce.

The ODPS provides reading and using resources for APIs. The following types of ODPS
resources are available:
• File

• Archive: The compression type is identiﬁed by the extension in the resource name.
The following compressed ﬁle types are supported: .zip, .tgz, .tar.gz, .tar, and .jar.

• JAR: The compiled Java JAR packages.

In DataWorks, you can add a resource by creating a resource. Currently, DataWorks

supports the addition of three types of resources in a visual manner, including JAR,

Python, and ﬁle resources. The created new entries are the same, but the diﬀerences
are as follows:

• JAR resource: You need to compile the Java code in the oﬄine Java environment,

compress the code into a JAR package, and upload the package as the JAR resource
to MaxCompute.

• Small ﬁles: These resources are edited on DataWorks.

• File resource: When creating ﬁle resources, you need to select big ﬁles. You can
also upload local resource ﬁles.
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Create a resource instance

1. Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, and select Create
Business Flow.

2. Right-click Resource, and select Create Resource > JAR.
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3. The Create Resource dialog box is displayed. Enter the resource name according to
the naming convention, set the resource type to JAR, select a local JAR package to

upload, and click Submit to submit the package in the development environment.

Note:

• If this JAR package has been uploaded to the ODPS client, you must deselect

Upload to ODPS resource. Otherwise, an error will be reported during upload.

• The resource name is not necessarily the same as the uploaded ﬁle name.
• Naming convention for a resource name: A string of 1 to 128 characters,

including letters, numbers, underscores (_), and periods (.). The name is case

insensitive. If the resource is a ()wewweJAR resource, the ﬁle extension is .jar.
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4. Click Submit to submit the resource to the development scheduling server.

5. Release a node task

For more information about the operation, see #unique_224.

3.9.3 Function
Register the UDF

MaxCompute supports UDFs. For more information, see UDF overview.

DataWorks provides the visual GUI to register functions for replacing the
MaxCompute command line add

function .

Currently, the Python and Java APIs supports the implementation of UDF. To compile
a UDF program, you can upload the UDF code by Adding resources and then register
the UDF.
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UDF registration procedure

1. Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, select Create Business
Flow.

2. In the oﬄine Java environment, you can edit the program, and compress the

program into a JAR package. Then create a JAR resource, submit and publish the
program.

You can also create a Python resource. You can compile and save the Python code,

and submit the code, and then publish the code. For more information, see Create
Resources.

3. Select Function > Create Function, and enter the new function conﬁguration, and
then click Submit.
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4. Edit the function conﬁguration.

• Class Name: The name of the main class that implements the UDF. When the
resource is Python, the typical writing style is: Python resource name.Class

name ('.py' is not required in the resource name).

• Resources: The name of the resource in the second step. If there are multiple
resources, separate them with commas (,).

• Description: The UDF description. It is optional.

5. Submit the job.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper-left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

6. Publish a node task

For more information about publishing a node task, see #unique_224.
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Create a table

1. Click Manual Business Flow, and select Create Business Flow.

2. Right-click Table, and select Create Table.
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3. Set basic attributes.

• Chinese Name: The Chinese name of the created table.

• Level-1 Topic: The name of the level-1 target folder of the created table.
• Level-2 Topic: The name of the level-2 target folder of the created table.
• Description: The description of the created table.

• Click Create Topic. On the displayed Topic Management page, create level-1 and
level-2 topics.
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4. Create a table in DDL mode

Click DDL Mode. In the displayed dialog box, enter the standard table creation
statements.

After editing the table creation SQL statements, click Generate Table Structure to
automatically enter information in the Basic Attributes, Physical Model Design,
and Table Structure Design areas.
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5. Create a table on the GUI

If creating a table in DDL mode is not applicable, you can create the table on the
GUI by performing the following settings.
• Physical model design

- Partition Type: It can be set to Partitioned Table or Non-partitioned Table.
- Life Cycle: The life cycle function of MaxCompute. Data in the table (or

partition) that is not updated within a period speciﬁed by the Life Cycle (unit:
day) will be cleared.

- Level: It can be set to DW, ODS, or RPT.

- Physical Category: It can be set to Basic Business Layer, Advanced Business

Layer, or Other. Click Create Level. On the displayed Level Management page,
create level.

• Table structure design

- English Field Name: The English name of a ﬁeld can contain letters, numbers
, and underscores (_).

- Chinese Name: The abbreviated Chinese name of a ﬁeld.

- Field Type: The MaxCompute data type, which can only be String, Bigint,
Double, Datetime, or Boolean.

- Description: The detailed description of a ﬁeld.

- Primary Key: Select this parameter to indicate the ﬁeld is the primary key or a
ﬁeld in the joint primary key.

- Click Add Field to add a column for a new ﬁeld.
- Click Delete Field to delete a created ﬁeld.
Note:

If you delete a ﬁeld from the created table and submit the table again,

you must drop the current table and create one with the same name. This
operation is not allowed in the production environment.

- Click Move Up to adjust the ﬁeld order of the created table. However, to adjust
the ﬁeld order of a created table, you must drop the current table and create
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one with the same name. This operation is not allowed in the production
environment.

- Click Move Down, so the operation is the same as that of Move Up.

- Click Add Partition to create a partition for the current table. To add a

partition to the created table, you must drop the current table and create
one with the same name. This operation is not allowed in the production
environment.

- Click Delete Partition to delete a partition. To delete a partition from a created
table, you must drop the current table and create one with the same name.
This operation is not allowed in the production environment.

- Action: You can conﬁrm to submit a new ﬁeld, delete a ﬁeld, and edit more
attributes.

More attributes include information related to the data quality, which is

provided for the system to generate the veriﬁcation logic. They are used in
scenarios, such as data proﬁling, SQL scan, and test rule generation.

■ 0 Allowed: If it is selected, the ﬁeld value can be zero. This option is
applicable only to Bigint and Double ﬁelds.

■ Negative value allowed: If it is selected, the ﬁeld value can be a negative
number. This option is applicable only to Bigint and Double ﬁelds.

■ Security level: It can be set to Non-sensitive, Sensitive, or Conﬁdential.
C : Customer
data , B : Company
data , S : Business
data
C1 — C2 , B1 , and
S1
are
non - sensitive
data .
C3 , B2 – B4 , S2 , and
S3
are
sensitive
data .
C4 , S4 , and
B4
are
confidenti al
data .
■ Unit: The amount unit, which can be in dollars or cents. This option is not
required for ﬁelds unrelated to the amount.

■ Lookup table name/key value: It is applicable to enumerated value-type
ﬁelds, such as the member type and status. You can enter the name

of the dictionary table (or dimension table) corresponding to the ﬁeld
. For example, the name of the dictionary table corresponding to the

member status is dim_user_status. If you use a globally unique dictionary
table, enter the corresponding key_type of the ﬁeld in the dictionary
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table. For example, the corresponding key value of the member status is
TAOBAO_USER_STATUS.

■ Value range: The maximum and minimum values of the current ﬁeld. It is
applicable only to Bigint and Double ﬁelds.

■ Regular expression veriﬁcation: The regular expression used by the

current ﬁeld. For example, if a ﬁeld is a mobile phone number, the value

can be limited to an 11-digit number through regular expression (or more
strict limitations).

■ Maximum length: The maximum number of characters of the ﬁeld value. It
is applicable only to string ﬁelds.

■ Date precision: The precision of the date, which can be set to Hour, Day,

Month, or others. For example, the precision of month_id in the monthly
summary table is Month, although, the ﬁeld value is 2014-08-01 (it seems

that the precision is Day). It is applicable to date values of the datetime or
string type.

■ Date format: The format is applicable only to the date values of the string

type. The format of the date value stored in the ﬁeld is similar to yyyy-mmdd hh:mm:ss.

■ KV primary separator/secondary separator: It is applicable to a large ﬁeld
(of the string type) combined with KV pairs. For example, if a product

expansion attribute has a value similar to "key1:value1;key2:value2;key3
:value3;...", the semicolon (;) is the primary separator of the ﬁeld that

separates the KV pairs, and the colon (:) is the secondary separator that
separates the key and value in a KV pair.

• Partition ﬁeld design: This option is displayed only when the Partition Type in
the Physical Model Design area is set to Partitioned Table.

• Field type: We recommend that you use the string type for all ﬁelds.

• Date partition format: If a partition ﬁeld is a date (although its data type may be
string), and select or enter a date format, such as yyyymmmdd.

• Date partition granularity: For example, Day, Month, or Hour.

Submit a table

After editing the table structure information, submit the new table to the
development environment and production environment.
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• Click Load from Development Environment. If the table has been submitted to the
development environment, this button is highlighted. After you click the button,
the information of the created table in the development environment overwrites
the information on the current page.

• Click Submit to Development Environment, the system checks whether all required
items on the current editing page are completely set. If any omission exists, an
alarm is reported to prevent you from submitting the table.

• Click Load from Production Environment, to submit the detailed information of

the table to the production environment. Information on the current page will be
overwritten.

• Click Create in Production Environment, to create the table in the project of the
production environment.

3.10 Manual task node type
3.10.1 ODPS SQL node

The ODPS SQL adopts a syntax similar to that of SQL, and is applicable to a

distributed scenario, where the amount of data is massive (TB-level) with low realtime requirement. It is an OLAP application oriented to throughput. ODPS SQL

is recommended if a business needs to handle thousands or tens of thousands of

transactions because it takes a long time to complete the process from preparation to
submission of a job.
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1. Create a business ﬂow.

Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, and select Create
Business Flow.

2. Create ODPS SQL node.

Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node > ODPS
SQL.
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3. Edit the node code.

For more information about the syntax of the SQL statements, see MaxCompute
SQL statements.

4. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule on the right of the node task editing area to go to the

Node Scheduling Conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.

5. Submit the node.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper-left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

6. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

7. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_299.

3.10.2 PyODPS node

This topic describes the PyODPS node functions. DataWorks provides the PyODPS task
type and integrates the Python SDK of MaxCompute. You can edit the Python code to
operate MaxCompute on a PyODPS node of DataWorks.

Create a PyODPS Node

MaxCompute provides the Python SDK, which can be used to operate MaxCompute.
To create a PyODPS node, perform the following steps:
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1. Create a business ﬂow

Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, and select Create
Business Flow.

2. Create a PyODPS node.

Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node >
PyODPS.
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3. Edit the PyODPS node.
a. ODPS portal

On DataWorks, the PyODPS node contains a global variable odps or o, which is
the ODPS entry. You do not need to manually deﬁne an ODPS entry.
print ( odps . exist_tabl

e (' PyODPS_iri

s '))

b. Run the SQL statements

PyODPS supports ODPS SQL query and can read the execution result. The return
value of the execute_sql or run_sql method is the running instance.
Note:

Not all commands that can be executed on the ODPS console are SQL

statements that are accepted by ODPS. You need to use other methods to call

non DDL/DML statements. For example, use the run_security_query method to

call the GRANT or REVOKE statements, and use the run_xﬂow or execute_xﬂow
method to call PAI commands.

o . execute_sq l (' select * from
dual ') # Run
the
SQL
statements
in
synchronou s
mode . Blocking
continues
until
execution
of
the
SQL
statement
is
completed .
instance = o . runsql (' select * from
dual ') # Run
the
SQL
statements
in
asynchrono us
mode .
print ( instance . getlogview _address ()) # Obtain
the
logview
address .
instance . waitforsuc cess () # Blocking
continues
until
execution
of
the
SQL
statement
is
completed .
c. Conﬁgure the runtime parameters

The runtime parameters must be set sometimes. You can set the hints
parameter with the parameter type of dict.

o . execute_sq l (' select * from
PyODPS_iri
={' odps . sql . mapper . split . size ': 16 })

s ',

hints

After you add sql.settings to the global conﬁguration, related runtime
parameters are added upon each running.python.

from
odps
import
options
options . sql . settings = {' odps . sql . mapper . split . size
': 16 }
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o . execute_sq
" is
added

l (' select
based
on

* from
PyODPS_iri s ') # " hints
the
global
configurat ion .

d. Read the SQL statement execution results

The instance that runs the SQL statement can directly perform the open_reader
operation. In one case, the structured data is returned as the SQL statement
execution result.

with
odps . execute_sq l (' select *
open_reade r () as
reader :
for
record
in
reader : # Process

from

dual ').

each

record .

In another case, desc may be executed in an SQL statement. In this case, the
original SQL statement execution result is obtained through the reader.raw

attribute.

with
odps . execute_sq
as
reader :
print ( reader . raw )

l (' desc

dual '). open_reade

r ()

Note:

User-deﬁned scheduling parameters are used in data development. If a PyODPS
node is directly triggered on the page, the time must be clearly speciﬁed. The
time of a PyODPS node cannot be directly replaced like that of an SQL node.

4. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule on the right of the node task editing area to go to the

node scheduling conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.

5. Submit the node.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

6. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

7. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_299.

3.10.3 Manual data intergration node

Currently, the data intergration task supports the following data sources:
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Store, OTSStream, OSS, FTP, Hbase, LogHub, HDFS, and Stream. For details about
more supported data sources, see #unique_17.

1. Create a business ﬂow

Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Create a data intergration node

Right-click Data Integration, and select Create Data Data Integration Node > Data
Integration.

3. Conﬁgure a intergration task

You can enter the source table name and target table name to complete a simple
task conﬁguration.

After you enter a table name, a list of objects that match the table name is

automatically displayed(Currently, only exact match is supported. Therefore, you

must enter the correct and complete table name), Some objects are not supported
by the current intergration center and are marked Not supported. You can move
the mouse over an object. The detailed information about the object, such as

the database, IP address, and owner of the table, is automatically displayed. The

information helps you select an appropriate table object. After selecting an object,
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click the object. The column information is automatically ﬁlled in. You can edit
columns, for example, moving, deleting, or adding column.
a. Conﬁgure intergration tables.

b. Edit the data source.

Generally, you do not need to edit the content of the source table unless
necessary.

• Click Insert on the right of a column to insert a new column.
• Click Delete on the right of a column to delete the column.

c. Edit the data destination.

Generally, you do not need to edit the ﬁeld information of the destination table

unless necessary (for example, you need to import data of only some columns).
Note:

If the destination is an ODPS table, columns cannot be deleted. In conﬁguration
of a intergration task, the ﬁeld settings of the source table matches those of the
destination table in one-to-one relationship by page instead of by ﬁeld name.

d. Incremental intergration and full intergration.

• Shard format for incremental intergration: ds=${bizdate}
• Shard format for full intergration: ds=*
Note:

If multiple shards need to be synchronized, the intergration center supports
simple regular expressions.
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• For example, if you need to synchronize multiple shards, but it is diﬃcult to
write regular expressions, use the following method: ds = 20180312
ds = 20180313

|

|

ds = 20180314 ;

• If you need to synchronize shards in the same range, the intergration center
supports an extended syntax similar to the following: /* query */ ds >=
20180313

query/.

and

ds < 20180315 ; If this method is used, you must add /

• The variable bizdate must be deﬁned in the following parameter: - p "Dbizdate =$ bizdate

- Denv_path =$ env_path

- Dhour =$ hour

". If you need to customize a variable, for example, pt =${ selfVar },

also deﬁne the variable in the parameter, for example, - p "- Dbizdate =$
bizdate

- Denv_path =$ env_path

- Dhour =$ hour

- DselfVar =

xxxx ".

e. Field mapping.

Fields are mapped based on the locations of ﬁelds in the source table and
destination table, instead of based on the ﬁeld names and types.

Note:
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If the source table is an ODPS table, ﬁelds cannot be added during data

intergration. If the source table is not an ODPS table, ﬁelds can be added during
data intergration.

f. Tunnel control.

Tunnel control is used to control the speed and error rate when you select a
intergration task.

• DMU: Data migration unit, which measures the resources (including the CPU,
memory, and network) consumed during data integration.

• Concurrent job count: Maximum number of threads used to concurrently

read data from or write data into the data storage media in a data intergration
task.

• intergration speed: Maximum speed of the intergration task.

• Maximum error count: It is used to control the amount of dirty data, and is set
by yourself based on the amount of synchronized data when the ﬁeld types of
the source table do not match those of the destination table. It indicates the

maximum dirty data count allowed. If it is set to 0, no dirty data is allowed; if
it is not speciﬁed, dirty data is allowed.

• Task resource group: To select a resource group where the current intergrati
on node is located, you can add or modify the resource group on the data
integration page.

4. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule on the right of the node task editing area to go to the

node scheduling conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.

5. Submit a node task.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

6. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

7. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_234.
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MaxCompute supports MapReduce programming APIs. You can use the Java API
provided by MapReduce to write MapReduce programs for processing data in

MaxCompute. You can create ODPS MR nodes and use them in Task Scheduling.
For how to edit and use the ODPS MR, see the examples in the MaxCompute
documentation WordCount examples.

To use an ODPS MR node, you must ﬁrst upload and release the resource to be used,
and then create the ODPS MR node.

Create a resource instance

1. Create a business ﬂow

Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Right-click Resource, and select Create Resource > jar.
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3. Enter the resource name in the Create Resource according to the naming

convention, set the resource type to jar, select a local jar package to the uploaded.

Note:

• If this jar package has been uploaded on the ODPS client, you must deselect
Uploaded as the ODPS resource. In this upload, the resource will also be

uploaded to ODPS. Otherwise, an error will be reported during the upload
process.

• The resource name is not necessarily the same as the name of the uploaded ﬁle.
• Naming convention for a resource name: a string of 1 to 128 characters,

including letters, numbers, underlines, and dots. The name is case insensitive.

If the resource is a jar resource, the extension is .jar. If the resource is a Python
resource, the extension is .py.
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4. Click Submit to submit the resource to the development scheduling server.

5. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

Create an ODPS MR node

1. Create a business ﬂow

Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Create an ODPS MR node.

Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node > ODPS
MR.
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3. Edit the node code.Double click the new ODPS MR node and enter the following
interface.

Node code editing example:
jar - resources
base_test . jar - classpath ./ base_test . jar
com . taobao . edp . odps . brandnorma lize . Word . NormalizeW
ordAll
The code is described below:
• - resources
resource.

base_test . jar : indicates the ﬁle name of the referenced jar

• - classpath : jar package path, you can right-click the Reference resource and
obtain this path.
Note:

Double click the new ODPS MR node and enter the jar resource after entering
the ODPS MR node interface.

• com . taobao . edp . odps . brandnorma

lize . Word . NormalizeW

ordAll : indicates the main class in the jar package that is called during

execution. It must be consistent with the main class name in the jar package.

When one MR calls multiple jar resources, classpath must be written as follows:
- classpath

./ xxxx1 . jar ,./ xxxx2 . jar , that is, two paths must be

separated by a comma.
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4. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule on the right of the node task editing area to go to the

node scheduling conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.

5. Submit the node.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

6. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

7. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_299.

3.10.5 SQL component node
Procedure

1. Create Business Flow

Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Create an SQL component node

Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node > SQL
Component Node.
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3. To improve the development eﬃciency, data task developers can use components
contributed by project members and tenant members to create data processing
nodes.

• Components created by members of the local project are located under Project
Components.

• Components created by tenant members are located under Public Components.
When create a node, set the node type to the SQL component node type, and
specify the name of the node.

Specify parameters for the selected component.

Enter the parameter name, and set the parameter type to Table or String.
Specify three get_top_n parameters in sequence.

Specify the following input table for the parameters of the Table type: test_project.
test_table.
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4. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule Conﬁguration on the right of the node task editing area to go

to the node scheduling conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.

5. Submit a node.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

6. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

7. Test in a production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_299.

Upgrade the version of an SQL component node.

After the component developer release a new version, the component users can

choose whether to upgrade the use instance of the existing component to the latest
version of the used component.

With the component version mechanism, developers can continuously upgrade

components and component users can continuously enjoy the improved process

execution eﬃciency and optimized business eﬀects after upgrade of components.
For example, user A uses the v1.0 component developed by user C, and the

component owner C upgrades the component to V.2.0. After the upgrade, user A can

still use the v1.0 component, but will receive the upgrade reminder. After comparing
the new code with the old code, user A ﬁnds that the business eﬀects of the new

version are better than those of the old version, and therefore can determine whether
to upgrade the component to the latest version.

To upgrade an SQL component node developed based on the component template
, you only need to select Upgrade, check whether parameter settings of the SQL

component node are still eﬀective in the new version, make some adjustments based
on the instructions of the new version component, and then submit and release the

node like a common SQL component node.
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Interface functions

The interface features are described below:
No.

Feature

Description

2

Submit

Click it to submit the current component to the
development environment.

1

Save

3

Submit and Unlock

4

Steallock Edit

5

Run

6

Advanced Run (with
Parameters)

Click it to save settings of the current component.

Click it to submit the current node and unlock the
node to edit the code.

Click it to steallock edit the node if you are not the
owner of the current component.
Click it to run the component locally in the
development environment.

Click it to run the code of the current node using
the parameters conﬁgured for the code.
Note:

7
8

Stop Run
Re-load

Advanced Run is unavailable to a Shell node.

Click it to stop a running component.

Click it to refresh the interface and restore the
last saved status. Unsaved content will be lost.
Note:

If cache is enabled in the conﬁguration center,
after the interface is refreshed, you are notiﬁed
of the code that is cached but not saved. In this
case, select the version that you need.
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Feature

Parameter Settings

10

Attributes

11

Kinship

12

Version

3.10.6 Virtual node

Description

Click it to view the component information,
input parameter settings, and output parameter
settings.

Click it set the owner, description, parameters,
and resource group of the node.

Click it to view the map of kinship between SQL
component nodes and the internal kinship map of
each SQL component node.

Click it to view the submission and release
records of the current component.

A virtual node is a control node that does not generate any data. Generally, it is used
as the root node for overall planning of nodes in the workﬂow.

Create a virtual node task

1. Create a business ﬂow

Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, select Create Business
Flow.
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2. Create a virtual node. Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data
Development Node > Virtual Node.

3. Set the node type to Virtual Node, enter the node name, select the target folder, and
click Submit.

4. Edit the node code: You do not need to edit the code of a virtual node.
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5. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule on the right of the node task editing area to go to the

node scheduling conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.

6. Submit the node.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

7. Publish a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

8. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_299.

3.10.7 SHELL Node

SHELL tasks support standard SHELL syntax but not interactive syntax. SHELL

task can run on the default resource group. If you want to access an IP address or a
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domain name, add the IP address or domain name to the whitelist by choosing Project
Conﬁguration.

Procedure

1. Create Business Flow

Click Manual Business Flow in the left-side navigation pane, select Manual
Business Flow.
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2. Create a SHELL node.

Right-click Data Development, and select Create Data Development Node > SHELL.

3. Set the node type to SHELL, enter the node name, select the target folder, and click
Submit.
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4. Edit the node code.

Go to the SHELL node code editing page and edit the code.

If you want to call the System Scheduling Parameters in a SHELL statement,
compile the SHELL statement as follows:
echo

"$ 1

$ 2

$ 3 "

Note:

Parameter 1 Parameter 2... Multiple parameters are separated by spaces. For more
information on the usage of system scheduling parameters, see #unique_28.

5. Node scheduling conﬁguration.

Click the Schedule on the right of the node task editing area to go to the

node scheduling conﬁguration page. For more information, see Scheduling
conﬁguration.

6. Submit the node.

After the conﬁguration is completed, click Save in the upper left corner of the page
or press Ctrl+S to submit (and unlock) the node to the development environment.

7. Release a node task.

For more information about the operation, see Release management.

8. Test in the production environment.

For more information about the operation, see #unique_299.

Use cases

Connect to a database using SHELL
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• If the database is built on Alibaba Cloud and the region is China (Shanghai), you

must open the database to the following whitelisted IP addresses to connect to the
database.

10.152.69.0/24,10.153.136.0/24,10.143.32.0/24,120.27.160.26,10.46.67.156,120.27.

160.81,10.46.64.81,121.43.110.160,10.117.39.238,121.43.112.137,10.117.28.203,118
.178.84.74,10.27.63.41,118.178.56.228,10.27.63.60,118.178.59.233,10.27.63.38,118.
178.142.154,10.27.63.15,100.64.0.0/8
Note:

If the database is built on Alibaba Cloud but the region is not China (Shanghai), we
recommend that you use the Internet or buy an ECS instance in the same region
of the database as the scheduling resource to run the SHELL task on a custom
resource group.

• If the database is built locally, we recommend that you use the Internet connection
and open the database to the preceding whitelisted IP addresses.
Note:

If you are using a custom resource group to run the SHELL task, you must add the

IP addresses of machines in the custom resource group to the preceding whitelist.

3.11 Manual task parameter settings
3.11.1 Basic Attributes

The ﬁgure below shows the basic attribute conﬁguration interface:

• Node Name: It is the node name that you enter when creating a workﬂow node. To

modify a node name, right-click the node on the directory tree and choose Rename
from the short-cut menu.
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• Node ID: It is the unique node ID generated when a task is submitted, and cannot
be modiﬁed.

• Node ID: It is the unique node ID generated when a task is submitted, and cannot
be modiﬁed.

• Owner: It is the node owner. The owner of a newly created node is the current
logon user by default. To modify the owner, click the input box, and enter the
owner name or directly select another user.
Note:

When you select another user, the user must be a member of the current project.

• Description: It is generally used to describe the business and purpose of the node.
• Parameter: It is used to assign value to a variable in the code during task
scheduling.

For example, when a variable "pt=${datetime}" is used to indicate the time in the
code, you can assign a value to the variable here. The assigned value can use the
scheduling built-in time parameter "datetime=$bizdate".

• Resource Group: It speciﬁes the resource group for running the node.

Parameter value assignment formats for various node types

• ODPS SQL, ODPSPL, ODPS MR, and XLIB types: Variable
Parameter

1

Variable

name

parameters are separated by spaces.

• SHELL type: Parameter
separated by spaces.

1

2 = Parameter

Parameter

name

1 =

2 ..., Multiple

2 ..., Multiple parameters are

Some frequently-used time parameters are provided as built-in scheduling

parameters. For more information about these parameters, see #unique_28.

3.11.2 Conﬁgure manual node parameters

To ensure that tasks can dynamically adapt to environment changes when running

automatically at the scheduled time, DataWorks provides the parameter conﬁguration
feature. Pay special attention to the following issues before conﬁguring parameters.
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• No space can be added on either side of the equation mark "=" of a parameter.
Correct: bizdate=$bizdate

• Multiple parameters (if any) must be separated by spaces.

System parameters

DataWorks provides two system parameters, which are deﬁned as follows:

• ${bdp.system.cyctime}: It is deﬁned as the scheduled run time of an instance.
Default format: yyyymmddhh24miss.

• ${bdp.system.bizdate}: It is deﬁned as the business date on which an instance is
calculated. Default business data is one day before the running date, which is

displayed in default format: yyyymmdd.

According to the deﬁnitions, the formula for calculating the runtime and business
date is as follows: Runtime

=

Business

date

-

1 .

To use the system parameters, directly reference '${bizdate}' in the code without
setting system parameters in the editing box, and the system will automatically
replace the reference ﬁelds of system parameters in the code.
Note:

The scheduling attribute of a periodic task is conﬁgured with a scheduled runtime.
Therefore, you can backtrack the business date based on the scheduled runtime of
an instance and retrieve the values of system parameters for the instance.
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Example

Set an ODPS_SQL task that runs every hour between 00:00 and 23:59 every day. To use
system parameters in the code, perform the following statement.
insert
overwrite
table
tb1
select
c1 , c2 , c3
from (
select * from
tb2
where
ds ='${ bizdate }');

partition ( ds

=' 20180606 ')

Conﬁgure scheduling parameters for a non-Shell node
Note:

The name of a variable in the SQL code can contain only a-z, A-Z, numbers, and
underlines. If the variable name is "date", the value "$bizdate" is automatically

assigned to this variable, and you do not need to assign the value in the scheduling
parameter conﬁguration. Even if another value is assigned, this value is not used
in the code because the value "$bizdate" is automatically assigned in the code by
default.

For a non-Shell node, you need to ﬁrst add ${variable name} (indicating that the

function is referenced) in the code, then input a speciﬁc value to assign the value to
the scheduling parameter.

For example, for an ODPS SQL node, add ${variable name} in the code, and then

conﬁgure the parameter item "variable name=built-in scheduling parameter" for the
node.

For a parameter referenced in the code, you must add the parsed value during
scheduling.
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Conﬁgure scheduling parameters for a Shell node

The parameter conﬁguration procedure of a Shell node is similar to that of a non-

Shell node except that rules are diﬀerent. For a Shell node, variable names cannot be
customized and must be named '$1,$2,$3...'.

For example, for a Shell node, the Shell syntax declaration in the code is: $1, and the

node parameter conﬁguration in scheduling is: $xxx (built-in scheduling parameter).
That is, the value of $xxx is used to replace $1 in the code.

For a parameter referenced in the code, you must add the parsed value during
scheduling.

Note:

For a Shell node, when the number of parameters reaches 10, ${10} should be used to
declare the variable.

The variable value is a ﬁxed value

Take an SQL node for example. For ${variable name} in the code, conﬁgure the
parameter item "variable name="ﬁxed value"" for the node.
Code: select xxxxxx type=’${type}’

Value assigned to the scheduling variable: type="aaa"

During scheduling, the variable in the code is replaced by type='aaa'.

The variable value is a built-in scheduling parameter

Take an SQL node for example. For ${variable name} in the code, conﬁgure the
parameter item variable name=scheduling parameter for the node.
Code: select xxxxxx dt=${datetime}

alue assigned to the scheduling variable: datetime=$bizdate

During scheduling, if today is July 22, 2017, the variable in the code is replaced by dt=
20170721.
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Built-in scheduling parameter list

$bizdate: business date in the format of yyyymmdd NOTE: This parameter is widely
used, and is the date of the previous day by default during routine scheduling.

For example: In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter

conﬁguration of the node, datetime=$bizdate. Today is July 22, 2017. When the node is
executed today, $bizdate is replaced by pt=20170721.

For example, In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter

conﬁguration of the node, datetime=$gmtdate. Today is July 22, 2017. When the node
is executed today, $gmtdate is replaced by pt=20170722.

For example, In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter

conﬁguration of the node, datetime=$bizdate. Today is July 1, 2017. When the node is
executed today, $bizdate is replaced by pt=20130630.

For example, In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter

conﬁguration of the node, datetime=$gmtdate. Today is July 1, 2017. When the node is
executed today, $gmtdate is replaced by pt=20170701.

$cyctime: scheduled time of the task. If no scheduled time is conﬁgured for a daily

task, cyctime is 00:00 of the current day. The time is accurate to hour, minute, and
second, and is generally used for a hour-level or minute-level scheduling task.

Example: cyctime=$cyctime.

Note:

Pay attention to the diﬀerence between the time parameters conﬁgured using $[]

and ${}. $bizdate: business date, which is one day before the current time by default.
$cyctime: It is the scheduled time of the task. If no scheduled time is conﬁgured for
a daily task, the task is executed on 00:00 of the current day. The time is accurate to
hour, minute, and second, and is generally used for an hour-level or minute-level

scheduling task. If a task is scheduled to run on 00:30, for example, on the current

day, the scheduled time is yyyy-mm-dd 00:30:00. If the time parameter is conﬁgured

using [], cyctime is used as the benchmark for running. For more information about
the usage, see the instructions below. The time calculation method is the same with
that of Oracle. During data population, the parameter value after replacement will
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be the business date + 1 day. For example, if the date of 20140510 is selected as the
business date, the cyctime will be replaced by 20140511.

$jobid: ID of the workﬂow to which a task belongs. Example: jobid=$jobid.
$nodeid: ID of a node. Example: nodeid=$nodeid.

$taskid: ID of a task, that is, ID of a node instance. Example: taskid=$taskid.
$bizmonth: business month in the format of yyyymm.

• If the month of a business date is equal to the current month, $bizmonth = Month
of the business date - 1; otherwise, $bizmonth = Month of the business date.

• For example: In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter
conﬁguration of the node, datetime=$bizmonth. Today is July 22, 2017. When the
node is executed today, $bizmonth is replaced by pt=201706.

$gmtdate: current date in the format of yyyymmdd. The value of this parameter is the
current date by default. During data population, gmtdate that is input is the business
date plus 1.

Custom parameter ${…} Parameter description:

• Time format customized based on $bizdate, where yyyy indicates the 4-digit year,

yy indicates the 2-digit month, mm indicates the month, and dd indicates the day.
The parameter can be combined as expected, for example, ${yyyy}, ${yyyymm}, ${
yyyymmdd}, ${yyyy-mm-dd}.

• $bizdate is accurate to year, month, and day. Therefore, the custom parameter
${……} can only represent the year, month, or day.

• Methods for obtaining the period plus or minus certain duration:
Next N years: ${yyyy+N}

Previous N years: ${yyyy-N}

Next N months: ${yyyymm+N}

Previous N months: ${yyyymm-N}
Next N weeks: ${yyyymmdd+7*N}

Previous N weeks: ${yyyymmdd-7*N}
Next N days: ${yyyymmdd+N}

Previous N days: ${yyyymmdd-N}
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${yyyymmdd}: business date in the format of yyyymmdd. The value is consistent with
that of $bizdate.

• Note: The value is consistent with that of $bizdate. This parameter is widely used
, and is the date of the previous day by default during routine scheduling. The

format of this parameter can be customized, for example, the format of ${yyyy-mm
-dd} is yyyy-mm-dd.

• For example: In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter
conﬁguration of the node, datetime=${yyyymmdd}. Today is July 22, 2013. When

the node is executed today, ${yyyymmdd} is replaced by pt=20130721.

${yyyymmdd-/+N}: yyyymmdd plus or minus N days
${yyyymm-/+N}: yyyymm plus or minus N month
${yyyy-/+N}: year (yyyy) plus or minus N years
${yy-/+N}: year (yy) plus or minus N years

NOTE: yyyymmdd indicates the business date and supports any separator, such as

yyyy-mm-dd. The preceding parameters are derived from the year, month, and day of
the business date.

Example:

• In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter conﬁguration
of the node, datetime=${yyyy-mm-dd}. Today is July 22, 2018. When the node is

executed today, ${yyyy-mm-dd} is replaced by pt=2018-07-21.

• In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter conﬁguration
of the node, datetime=${yyyymmdd-2}. Today is July 22, 2018. When the node is

executed today, ${yyyymmdd-2} is replaced by pt=20180719.

• In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter conﬁgurat

ion of the node, datetime=${yyyymm-2}. Today is July 22, 2018. When the node is
executed today, ${yyyymm-2} is replaced by pt=201805.

• In the code of the ODPS SQL node, pt=${datetime}. In the parameter conﬁguration

of the node, datetime=${yyyy-2}. Today is July 22, 2018. When the node is executed
today, ${yyyy-2} is replaced by pt=2018.

In the ODPS SQL node conﬁguration, multiple parameters are assigned values, for

example, startdatetime=$bizdate enddatetime=${yyyymmdd+1} starttime=${yyyy-mm
-dd} endtime=${yyyy-mm-dd+1}.
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Example: (Assume $cyctime=20140515103000)

• $[yyyy] = 2014, $[yy] = 14, $[mm] = 05, $[dd] = 15, $[yyyy-mm-dd] = 2014-05-15, $[
hh24:mi:ss] = 10:30:00, $[yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss] = 2014-05-1510:30:00

• $[hh24:mi:ss - 1/24] = 09:30:00

• $[yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss -1/24/60] = 2014-05-1510:29:00
• $[yyyy-mm-dd hh24:mi:ss -1/24] = 2014-05-1509:30:00
• $[add_months(yyyymmdd,-1)] = 2014-04-15

• $[add_months(yyyymmdd,-12*1)] = 2013-05-15
• $[hh24] =10
• $[mi] =30

Method for testing the parameter $cyctime:

After the instance runs, right-click the node to check the node attribute. Check

whether the scheduled time is the time at which the instance runs periodically.

Result after the parameter value is replaced by the scheduled time minus one hour.

3.12 Component management
3.12.1 Create components
Deﬁnition of components

A component is an SQL code process template containing multiple input and output
parameters. To handle an SQL code process, one or more source data tables are

imported, ﬁltered, joined, and aggregated to form a target table required for new
business.

Value of components

In actual businesses, many SQL code processes are similar. The input and output

tables in a process have the same or compatible structures but diﬀerent names. In

this case, component developers can abstract such SQL process to an SQL component
node, and variable input and output tables in the SQL process to input and output

parameters to reuse the SQL code.
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When using SQL component nodes, component users only need to select components
like their own business ﬂows from the component list, conﬁgure speciﬁc input and

output tables in their own businesses for these components, and generate new SQL
component nodes without repeatedly copying the code. This greatly improves the

development eﬃciency and avoids repeated development. Publishing and scheduling
of the SQL component nodes after generation is the same as those of common SQL

nodes.

Composition of components

Like a function deﬁnition, a component consists of the input parameters, output
parameters, and component code processes.

Component input parameters

A component input parameter contains the attributes such as the name, type,
description, and deﬁnition. The parameter type can be table or string.

• A table-type parameter speciﬁes tables to be referenced in a component process.

When using a component, the component user can set the parameter to the table
required for the speciﬁc business.

• A string-type parameter speciﬁes variable control parameters in a component

process. For example, if a result table of a speciﬁc process only outputs the sales

amount of top N cities in each region, the value of N can be speciﬁed by the stringtype parameter.

If a result table of a speciﬁc process needs to output the total sales amount of
a province, a province string-type parameter can be set to specify diﬀerent

provinces and obtain the sales amount of the speciﬁed province.

• Parameter description speciﬁes the role of a parameter in a component process.
• Parameter deﬁnition is a text deﬁnition of the table structure, which is required
only for table-type parameters. When this attribute is speciﬁed, the component

user must provide an input table that is compatible with the ﬁeld names and types
deﬁned by the table parameter so that the component process can run properly

. Otherwise, an error is reported when the component process runs because the
speciﬁed ﬁeld in the input table cannot be found. The input table must contain
the ﬁeld names and types deﬁned by the table parameter. The ﬁelds and types

can be in diﬀerent orders, and the input table can also contain other ﬁelds. The
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deﬁnition is for reference only. It provides guidance for users and does not need to
be immediately and forcibly checked.

• The recommended deﬁnition format of the table parameter is as follows:
Field
Field
Field

1
2
n

name
name
name

Field
Field
Field

1
2
n

type
type
type

Field
Field
Field

1
2
n

comment
comment
comment

Example:
area_id
string ‘ Region
ID ’
city_id
string ‘ City
ID ’
order_amt
double ‘ Order
amount ’
Component output parameters

• A component output parameter contains the attributes such as the name, type,

description, and deﬁnition. The parameter type can only be table. A string-type
output parameter does not have the logical meaning.

• A table-type parameter: speciﬁes tables to be generated from a component process

. When using a component, the component user can set the parameter to the result
table that the component process generates for the speciﬁc business.

• Parameter description: speciﬁes the role of a parameter in a component process.
• Parameter deﬁnition: it is a text deﬁnition of the table structure. When this

attribute is speciﬁed, the component user must provide the parameter with an

output table that has the same number of ﬁelds and compatible type as deﬁned by
the table parameter so that the component process can run properly. Otherwise

, an error is reported when the component process runs because the number of
ﬁelds does not match or the type is incompatible. The ﬁeld names of the output

table do not need to be consistent with those deﬁned by the table parameter. The

deﬁnition is for reference only. It provides guidance for users and does not need to
be immediately and forcibly checked.

• The recommended deﬁnition format of the table parameter is as follows:
Field
Field
Field

1
2
n

name
name
name

Field
Field
Field

1
2
n

type
type
type

Field
Field
Field

1
2
n

comment
comment
comment

Example:
area_id
string ‘ Region
ID ’
city_id
string ‘ City
ID ’
order_amt
double ‘ Order
amount ’
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rank

bigint

‘ Rank ’

Component process bodies

The reference format of the parameters in a process body is as follows: @@{
parameter name}

By compiling an abstract SQL working process, the process body controls the

speciﬁed input tables based on the input parameters and generates output tables with
business value.

Certain skills are required for the development of a component process. Input

parameters and output parameters must be well used for the component process

code so that diﬀerent values of input parameters and output parameters can generate
correct and runnable SQL code.

Example of creating a component

You can create a component as shown in the following ﬁgure.

Source table schema deﬁnition

The source MySQL schema deﬁnition of the sales data is described in the following
table:

Field Name

Field type

Field description

report_date

datetime

Order date

order_id

customer_name
730

varchar
varchar

Order ID

Customer Name
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Field Name

Field type

Field description

order_number

double

Order quantity

order_level
order_amt

back_point

shipping_type
proﬁt_amt
price

shipping_cost
area

province
city

product_type

product_sub_type
product_name
product_box

shipping_date

varchar
double
double

varchar
double
double
double

varchar
varchar
varchar
varchar
varchar
varchar
varchar

Datetime

Order grade

Order amount
Discount

Transportation mode
Proﬁt amount
Unit price

Transportation cost
Region

Province
City

Product Type

Product subtype
Product Name

Product packing box
Transportation date

Business implication of components
Component name: get_top_n
Component description:

In the component process, the speciﬁed sales data table is used as the input

parameter (table type), the number of the top cities is used as the input parameter (
string type), and the cities are ranked by sales amount. In this way, the component
user can easily obtain the rank of the speciﬁed top N cities in each region.

Deﬁnition of component parameters
Input parameter 1:

Parameter name: myinputtable type: table
Input parameter 2:

Parameter name: topn type: string
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Input parameter 3:

Parameter name: myoutput type: table
Parameter deﬁnition:
area_id string
city_id string

order_amt double
rank bigint

Table creation statement:
CREATE
TABLE
IF
NOT
EXISTS
company_sa les_top_n
(
area
STRING
COMMENT ' Region ',
city
STRING
COMMENT ' City ',
sales_amou nt
DOUBLE
COMMENT ' Sales
amount ',
rank
BIGINT
COMMENT ' Rank '
)
COMMENT ' Company
sales
ranking '
PARTITIONE D
BY ( pt
STRING
COMMENT '')
LIFECYCLE
365 ;
Deﬁnition of component process bodies
INSERT
OVERWRITE
TABLE @@{ myoutput } PARTITION ( pt ='${
bizdate }')
SELECT
r3 . area_id ,
r3 . city_id ,
r3 . order_amt ,
r3 . rank
from (
SELECT
area_id ,
city_id ,
rank ,
order_amt_ 1505468133 993_sum
as
order_amt ,
order_numb er_1505468 133991_sum ,
profit_amt _150546813 4000_sum
FROM
( SELECT
area_id ,
city_id ,
ROW_NUMBER () OVER ( PARTITION
BY
r1 . area_id
ORDER
BY
r1 . order_amt_ 1505468133 993_sum
DESC )
AS
rank ,
order_amt_ 1505468133 993_sum ,
order_numb er_1505468 133991_sum ,
profit_amt _150546813 4000_sum
FROM
( SELECT
area
AS
area_id ,
city
AS
city_id ,
SUM ( order_amt ) AS
order_amt_ 1505468133 993_sum ,
SUM ( order_numb er ) AS
order_numb er_1505468 133991_sum
,
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SUM ( profit_amt ) AS
profit_amt _150546813 4000_sum
FROM
@@{ myinputtab le }
WHERE
SUBSTR ( pt , 1 , 8 ) IN ( '${ bizdate }' )
GROUP
BY
area ,
city )
r1 ) r2
WHERE
r2 . rank >= 1
AND
r2 . rank <= @@{ topn }
ORDER
BY
area_id ,
rank
limit
10000 ) r3 ;
Sharing scope of components

There are two sharing scopes: project component and public component.

After a component is published, it is visible to users within the project by default. The
component developer can click the Publish Component icon to publish a universal

global component to the entire tenant, allowing all users in the tenant to view and use
the public component. Whether a component is public depends on whether the icon

in the following ﬁgure is visible:

Use of components

How can users use a developed component? For more information, see #unique_311

Reference records of components

The component developer can click the Reference Records tab to view the reference
record of a component.
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3.12.2 Use components

To improve the development eﬃciency, data task developers can use components
contributed by project and tenant members to create data processing nodes.

• Components created by members of the local project are located under Project
Components.

• Components created by tenant members are located under Public Components.
For more information about how to use the components, see #unique_232.

Interface functions
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The interface functions are described below:
No.

Function

Description

2

Steallock Edit

Click it to steallock edit the node if you are not the
owner of the current component.

1

Save

3

Submit

4

Publish Component

5
6

Resolve Input and
Output Parameters
Pre-compile

7

Run

8

Stop Run

10

Parameter settings

9

Format

11

Version

12

Reference Records

Click it to save settings of the current component.

Click it to submit the current component to the
development environment.

Click it to publish a universal global component
to the entire tenant, so that all users in the tenant
can view and use the public component.
Click it to resolve the input and output
parameters of the current code.

Click it to edit custom and component parameters
of the current component.
Click it to run the component locally in the
development environment.
Click it to stop a running component.

Click it to sort the current component code by
keyword.

Click it to view the component information,
input parameter settings, and output parameter
settings.

Click it to view the submission and release
records of the current component.

Click it to view the use record of the component.

3.13 Queries

Temporary query facilitates you to use the editing code, test whether the actual
conditions of the local code meets the expectations, and check the code status.

Therefore, temporary query does not support submitting, releasing, and setting the
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scheduling parameters. To use the scheduling parameters, create a node in Data
development or Manual business ﬂow.

Create a folder

1. Click the Queries in the left-hand navigation bar, select folder.

2. Enter the folder name, select the folder directory, and click Submit.

Note:

A multi-level folder directory is supported. Therefore, you can store the folder in
another folder that has been created.

Create a node

Temporary query only supports the SHELL and SQL nodes.
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Take the new ODPS SQL node as an example, right-click the folder name and select
Create Node > ODPS SQL.

No.

Function

Description

2

Steallock Edit

A user other than the node owner can click it to
edit the node.

1

Save

3

Run

4

Advanced Run (with
Parameters)

Click it to save the entered code.

Click it to run the code locally (in the developmen
t environment).
Click it to run the code of the current node using
the parameters conﬁgured for the code.
Note:

Advanced Run is unavailable to a Shell node.
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No.

Function

Description

6

Reload

Click it to refresh the page, reload, and restore the
last saved status. Unsaved content will be lost.

5

Stop Run

Click it to stop the code that is being run.

Note:

7

Format

If the cache has been enabled in the
conﬁguration center, a message is displayed
after page refreshing, indicating that the
unsaved code has been cashed. Select a required
version.

Click it to sort the current node code by keyword
format. It is often used when a row of code is too
long.

3.14 Running log

The Running Log page displays the record of all tasks that have locally run in the past
three days. You can click it to view the task history and ﬁlter the running records by
task status.

Note:

The Running Log is only retained for three days.
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View the Running Log

1. Click to switch to the Running Log page (tasks in all status are displayed by
default).
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2. Click the drop-down list box and select the task ﬁlter criterion.

3. Click the target running record. The Running Log page displays the log of the
running record.

Save the log to a temporary ﬁle

To save the SQL statements in the running record, click the Save icon to save the SQL
statements that have run to a temporary ﬁle.

Enter the ﬁle name and directory, and click Submit.

3.15 Public Tables

In the Public Table area, you can view tables created in all projects under the current
tenant.
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• Project: Project name. The preﬁx "odps." is added to each project name. For
example, if a project name is "test", "odps.test" is displayed.

• Table Name: Name of the table in the project.

Click a table name to view the column and partition information of the table, and
preview the table data.

• Column Information: Click it to view the ﬁeld quantity, ﬁeld type, and ﬁeld
description of the table.

• Partition Information: Click it to view the partition information and partition

quantity of the table. A maximum of 60,000 partitions are allowed. If you have set
the life cycle, the actual number of partitions depends on the life cycle.

• Data Preview: Click it to preview data in the current table.
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Environment switchover

Similar to Table Management, Public Table supports the development and production
environments. The current environment is displayed in blue. After you click an

environment to be queried, the corresponding environment is displayed.

3.16 Table Management
Create a table

1. Click Table Management in the upper left corner of the page.
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2. Select the + icon to create a table.

3. Enter the table name, only MaxCompute tables are supported currently, click
Submit.
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4. Set basic attributes.

• Chinese Name: Chinese name of the table to be created.

• Level-1 Topic: Name of the level-1 target folder of the table to be created.
• Level-2 Topic: Name of the level-2 target folder of the table to be created.
• Description: Description of the table to be created.

• Click Create Topic. On the displayed Topic Management page, create level-1 and
level-2 topics.

5. Create a table in DDL mode.

Click DDL Mode. In the displayed dialog box, enter the standard table creation
statements.

After editing the table creation SQL statements, click Generate Table Structure.

Information in the Basic Attributes, Physical Model Design, and Table Structure
Design areas is automatically entered.
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6. Create a table on the GUI

If creating a table in DDL mode is not applicable, you can create the table on the
GUI by performing the following settings.
• Physical model design

- Table type: It can be set to Partitioned Table or Non-partitioned Table.

- Life Cycle:Life cycle function of MaxCompute. Data in the table (or partition)
that is not updated within a period speciﬁed by Life Cycle (unit: day) will be
cleared.

- Level: It can be set to DW, ODS, or RPT.

- Physical Category: It can be set to Basic Business Layer, Advanced Business

Layer, or Other. Click Create Level. On the displayed Level Management page,
create a level.

• Table structure design

- English Field Name: English name of a ﬁeld, which may contain letters, digits
, and underscores (_).

- Chinese Name: Abbreviated Chinese name of a ﬁeld.

- Field Type: MaxCompute data type, which can only be String, Bigint, Double,
Datetime, or Boolean.

- Description: Detailed description of a ﬁeld.

- Primary Key: Select it to indicate the ﬁeld is the primary key or a ﬁeld in the
joint primary key.

- Click Add Field to add a column for a new ﬁeld.
- Click Delete Field to delete a created ﬁeld.
Note:

If you delete a ﬁeld from a created table and submit the table again, you must
drop the current table and create one with the same name. This operation is
not allowed in the production environment.

- Click Move Up to adjust the ﬁeld order of the table to be created. However,

to adjust the ﬁeld order of a created table, you must drop the current table
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and create one with the same name. This operation is not allowed in the
production environment.

- Click Move Down, the operation is the same as that of Move Up.

- Click Add Partition to create a partition for the current table. To add a

partition to a created table, you must drop the current table and create

one with the same name. This operation is not allowed in the production
environment.

- Click Delete Partition to delete a partition. To delete a partition from a created
table, you must drop the current table and create one with the same name.
This operation is not allowed in the production environment.

- Action: You can conﬁrm to submit a new ﬁeld, delete a ﬁeld, and edit more
attributes.

More properties mainly contain information related to data quality, which
is provided for the system to generate validation logic. They are used in
scenarios such as data proﬁling, SQL scan, and test rule generation.

■ 0 Allowed: If it is selected, the ﬁeld value can be zero. This option is
applicable only to bigint and double ﬁelds.

■ Negative Value Allowed: If it is selected, the ﬁeld value can be a negative
number. This option is applicable only to bigint and double ﬁelds.

■ Security Level：The security level is 0-4. The higher the number, the

higher the security requirement. If your security level does not meet the
digital requirements, you cannot access the corresponding ﬁelds in the

form.

■ Unit: Unit of the amount, which can be dollar or cent. This option is not
required for ﬁelds unrelated to the amount.

■ Lookup Table Name/Kay Value: It is applicable to enumerated value-

type ﬁelds, such as the member type and status. You can enter the name
of the dictionary table (or dimension table) corresponding to the ﬁeld

. For example, the name of the dictionary table corresponding to the

member status is dim_user_status. If you use a globally unique dictionary
table, enter the corresponding key_type of the ﬁeld in the dictionary
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table. For example, the corresponding key value of the member status is
AOBAO_USER_STATUS.

■ Value Range: The maximum and minimum values of the current ﬁeld. It is
applicable only to bigint and double ﬁelds..

■ Regular Expression Veriﬁcation: Regular expression used by the current
ﬁeld. For example, if a ﬁeld is a mobile phone number, its value can

be limited to an 11-digit number by regular expression (or more strict
limitation).

■ Maximum Length: Maximum number of characters of the ﬁeld value. It is
applicable only to string ﬁelds.

■ Date Precision: Precision of the date, which can be set to Hour, Day,

Month, or others. For example, the precision of month_id in the monthly
summary table is Month, although the ﬁeld value is 2014-08-01 (it seems

that the precision is Day). It is applicable to date values of the Datetime or
String type.

■ Date Format: It is applicable only to date values of the string type. The

format of the date value actually stored in the ﬁeld is similar to yyyy-mmdd hh:mm:ss.

■ KV Primary Separator/Secondary Separator: It is applicable to a large

ﬁeld (of the string type) combined by KV pairs. For example, if a product

expansion attribute has a value similar to "key1:value1;key2:value2;key3

:value3;...", the semicolon (;) is the primary separator of the ﬁeld that

separates the KV pairs, and the colon (:) is the secondary separator that
separates the key and value in a KV pair.

• Partition Field Design: This option is displayed only when Partition Type in the
Physical Model Design area is set to Partitioned Table.

• Field Type: We recommend that you use the string type for all ﬁelds.

• Date Partition Format: If a partition ﬁeld is a date (although its data type may be
string), select or enter a date format, such as yyyymmmdd.

• Date Partition Granularity: For example, Day, Month, or Hour. Conﬁgure

the partition granularity as per your needs. By default, if multiple partition

granularities are required, the greater the granularity is, the higher the partition
level is. For example, if three partitions (hour, day, and month) exist, the

relationship among the multiple partitions is: level-1 partition (month), level-2
partition (day), and level-3 partition (hour).
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Submit a table

After editing the table structure information, submit the new table to the
development environment and production environment.

• Click Load from Development Environment. If the table has been submitted to the
development environment, this button is highlighted. After you click the button,
the information of the created table in the development environment overwrites
the information on the current page.

• Click Submit to Development Environment. The system checks whether all

required items on the current editing page are completely set. If any omission
exists, an alarm is reported, forbidding you to submit the table.

• Click Load from Production Environment. The detailed information of the table
submitted to the production environment overwrites the information on the
current page.

• Click Create in Production Environment. The table is created in the project of the
production environment.

Query tables by type

On the Table Management page, you can select Development Environment or

Production Environment to query tables. The query results are sorted by folder of
topics.

• If you select Development Environment, you can only query tables in the
development environment.

• If you select Production Environment, you can query tables in the production

environment. Be cautious when operating the tables in the production environmen
t.

3.17 External tables
External table overview

Before you use external tables, you need to understand the following concepts.
Name
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OSS supports Standard, Infrequent Access, and Archive
storage types. It is applicable to service scenarios that involve

diﬀerent requirements for data storage and access. Additional
ly, OSS supports seamless integration with Apache Hadoop, EMapReduce, BatchCompute, MaxCompute, Machine Learning
Platform for AI (PAI), Data Lake Analytics, Function Compute,
and other Alibaba Cloud services.
The big data computing service is a fast and fully-managed
data warehousing solution. When used in conjunction with

OSS, it enables you to eﬀectively analyze and process largescale data with reduced costs. Forrester names MaxCompute
as one of the world's leading cloud-based data warehouses
because of its processing performance.

This function is based on the new generation of the computing
framework of MaxCompute v2.0. It allows you to directly

query data that is stored in OSS without loading data into the
internal tables of MaxCompute. This not only saves time and
eﬀort for data migration but also saves costs for storage of
duplicate data. You can use the external tables of MaxCompute
to query data that is stored in Table Store in a similar way.

The following ﬁgure shows the processing architecture of the external tables.

Currently, MaxCompute supports processing external tables in the storage of

unstructured data such as OSS and Table Store. Based on the ﬂow of data and the

processing rules, you can understand that the main function of the unstructured data
processing framework is to import and export data and connect the input and output
of MaxCompute. The following example describes the processing rules applied to

external tables in OSS.

1. Data stored in OSS is converted through the unstructured data processing

framework and passed to user-deﬁned interfaces using the InputStream Java class
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. To implement the extracting rules, you need to read, parse, convert, and calculate
the input streams. The data must be returned in the record format, which is the

general format in MaxCompute.

2. These records can be used in structured data processing based on the SQL engine
built into MaxCompute to generate new records.

3. You can perform further calculations before the data of records are output through
the OutputStream Java class and are imported into OSS by MaxCompute.

You can create, search, query, conﬁgure, process, and analyze external tables in GUI
through DataWorks, which is powered by MaxCompute.

Network and access authorization

Since MaxCompute is separate from OSS, network connectivity between them on

diﬀerent clusters may aﬀect the ability of MaxCompute to access the data stored in
OSS. We recommend that you use the private endpoint (it ends with - internal .
aliyuncs . com ) to access the data stored in OSS through MaxCompute.

Authorization is required for MaxCompute to access data stored in OSS. MaxCompute
guarantees secure access to data using Resource Access Management (RAM) and

Security Token Service (STS) provided by Alibaba Cloud. You request the STS token
for MaxCompute as the table creator. Therefore, MaxCompute and OSS must be

under the same Alibaba Cloud account. A similar authorization process applies when
accessing data stored in Table Store.
1. STS authorization

If MaxCompute requires direct access to data stored in OSS, you need to grant the
OSS access to RAM users ﬁrst. Security Token Service (STS) is a security token

management service provided by Alibaba Cloud. It is a product based on Resource
Access Management (RAM). Authorized RAM users can issue tokens with custom
validity and access through STS. Applications can use tokens to directly call

Alibaba Cloud APIs to manipulate resources. For more information, see OSS STS
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mode authorization. You can choose either of the following methods to grant
access.

• If MaxCompute and OSS are under the same Alibaba Cloud account, log on and

perform Authorize. You can click Data Development and Create Table to jump to
the Authorize page as shown in the following ﬁgure.

• Custom authorization. First, you need to grant MaxCompute access to OSS

through RAM. Log on to the RAM console (if MaxCompute and OSS are under

diﬀerent Alibaba Cloud accounts, use the account for OSS to log on). Go to the
Role Management page and click Create Role. Set the value of Role Name to
AliyunODPSDefaultRole or AliyunODPSRoleForOtherUser.
Conﬁgure Role Details.

-- When
MaxCompute
and
OSS
Alibaba
Cloud
account .
{
" Statement ": [
{
" Action ": " sts : AssumeRole ",
" Effect ": " Allow ",
" Principal ": {
" Service ": [
" odps . aliyuncs . com "
]
}
}
],
" Version ": " 1 "
}
Issue: 20190818
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-- When
MaxCompute
and
OSS
Alibaba
Cloud
accounts .
{
" Statement ": [
{
" Action ": " sts : AssumeRole ",
" Effect ": " Allow ",
" Principal ": {
" Service ": [
" Alibaba
Cloud
account
for
com "
]
}
}
],
" Version ": " 1 "
}

are

under

different

MaxCompute @ odps . aliyuncs .

Conﬁgure Role Authorization Policies. Search for the AliyunODPSRolePolicy

policy that is required for granting OSS access. Attach the AliyunODPSRolePolicy
policy to the role. If you can not ﬁnd this policy through Search and Attach,
authorize the role through Input and Attach. The policy content of the
AliyunODPSRolePolicy policy is shown as follows.
{
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" Version ": " 1 ",
" Statement ": [
{
" Action ": [
" oss : ListBucket s ",
" oss : GetObject ",
" oss : ListObject s ",
" oss : PutObject ",
" oss : DeleteObje ct ",
" oss : AbortMulti partUpload ",
" oss : ListParts "
],
" Resource ": "*",
" Effect ": " Allow "
},
{
" Action ": [
" ots : ListTable ",
" ots : DescribeTa ble ",
" ots : GetRow ",
" ots : PutRow ",
" ots : UpdateRow ",
" ots : DeleteRow ",
" ots : GetRange ",
" ots : BatchGetRo w ",
" ots : BatchWrite Row ",
" ots : ComputeSpl itPointsBy Size "
],
" Resource ": "*",
" Effect ": " Allow "
}
]
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}
2. Using OSS data sources in Data Integration

You can directly use the OSS data sources that have already been created in Data
Integration.

Create external tables

1. Use DDL statements to create tables

Go to the Data Development page. See Table Management and use DDL statements
to create tables. You need to follow the ODPS syntax (See Table Operations). If you
have STS authorization, then you do not need to include the odps . properties

. rolearn attribute. The following example shows how to use DDL statements to

create a table. The EXTERNAL keyword in the statement indicates that this table is
an external table.

CREATE
EXTERNAL
TABLE
IF
NOT
EXISTS
ambulance_
data_csv_e xternal (
vehicleId
int ,
recordId
int ,
patientId
int ,
calls
int ,
locationLa titute
double ,
locationLo ngtitue
double ,
recordTime
string ,
direction
string
)
STORED
BY ' com . aliyun . odps . udf . example . text .
TextStorag eHandler ' -- The
STORED
BY
clause
specifies
the
StorageHan dler
for
the
correspond ing
file
format . This
clause
is
required .
with
SERDEPROPE RTIES (
' delimiter '='\\|', -- The
SERDEPROPE RITES
clause
specifies
the
parameters
used
when
serializin g
or
deserializ
ing
data . These
parameters
are
passed
into
the
code
of
Extractor
through
DataAttrib utes . This
clause
is
optional .
' odps . properties . rolearn '=' acs : ram :: xxxxxxxxxx xxx :
role / aliyunodps defaultrol e '
)
LOCATION ' oss :// oss - cn - shanghai - internal . aliyuncs . com
/ oss - odps - test / Demo / SampleData / CustomTxt / AmbulanceD
ata /'
-- The
LOCATION
clause
specifies
the
location
of
the
external
tables . This
clause
is
optional .
USING ' odps - udf - example . jar '; -- The
USING
clause
specifies
the
Jar
files
that
store
the
user - defined
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classes . This
clause
is
optional , depending
whether
you
use
user - defined
classes .
The parameters following STORED

BY

on

that are corresponding to the built-in

storage handlers for csv or tsv ﬁles are shown as follows:
• The com . aliyun . odps . CsvStorage

Handler

parameter is for

CSV format. It deﬁnes how to read and write data in CSV format. The format

has columns separated by the comma (,) and rows terminated by the newline
character (\n). For example, STORED
CsvStorage

BY ' com . aliyun . odps .

Handler ' is a sample parameter.

• The com . aliyun . odps . TsvStorage

Handler

parameter is for TSV

format. It deﬁnes how to read and write data in TSV format. The format has

columns separated by the tab character (\t) and rows terminated by the newline
character (\n).

The parameters following STORED

BY also support specifying the storage

handlers for the open-source ﬁle formats such as TextFile, SequenceFile, RCFile,

AVRO, ORC, and Parquet. For TextFile formats, you can specify the SerDe class. For
example, org . apache . hive . hcatalog . data . JsonSerDe .

• org.apache.hadoop.hive.serde2.lazy.LazySimpleSerDe -> stored as textﬁle
• org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.io.orc.OrcSerde -> stored as orc

• org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.io.parquet.serde.ParquetHiveSerDe -> stored as
parquet

• org.apache.hadoop.hive.serde2.avro.AvroSerDe -> stored as avro

• org.apache.hadoop.hive.serde2.lazy.LazySimpleSerDe -> stored as sequenceﬁle
For external tables that are in the open-source formats, the statements to create
tables are as follows.

CREATE
EXTERNAL
TABLE [ IF
NOT
EXISTS ] (< column
schemas >)
[ PARTITIONE D
BY ( partition
column
schemas )]
[ ROW
FORMAT
SERDE '']
STORED
AS
[ WITH
SERDEPROPE RTIES ( ' odps . properties . rolearn '='${
roleran }'
[,' name2 '=' value2 ',...]
) ]
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LOCATION

' oss ://${ endpoint }/${ bucket }/${ userfilePa

th }/';

Attributes of the SERDEPROPERTIES clause are shown in the following table.

Currently, for gzip-compressed data from CSV and TST ﬁles in OSS, MaxCompute

only supports reading through the built-in extractor. You can choose whether the
ﬁle is gzip-compressed. Attribute settings are diﬀerent based on ﬁle formats.
Attribute

odps.text.option.gzip.
input.enabled

Value

Default value

true/false

false

odps.text.option.gzip.
output.enabled

true/false

odps.text.option.
header.lines.count

N (a non-negative
integer)

odps.text.option.null.
indicator

false

String

odps.text.option.
ignore.empty.lines

true/false

odps.text.option.
encoding

UTF-8/UTF-16/USASCII

Description

Enables or disables
the reading of
compressed data.

Enables or disables
the writing of
compressed data.

0

Skip the ﬁrst N
lines of the ﬁle.

""

Replaces NULL
with the value of

true
UTF-8

the string.

Speciﬁes whether
to ignore blank
lines.

Speciﬁes the
encoding set of the
ﬁle.

The LOCATION clause speciﬁes the storage address of the external table

in the format of oss://oss-cn-shanghai-internal.aliyuncs.com/BucketName/

DirectoryName. You can select the directory in OSS through the dialog boxes. Do
not select the ﬁles.

You can ﬁnd tables that are created using DDL statements in the node directorie
s in the Tables tab. You can modify Level 1 Topic or Level 2 Topic to change the
directories for the tables.

2. External tables in Table Store

The statements to create external tables in Table Store are as follows.
CREATE
EXTERNAL
TABLE
IF
external (
odps_order key
bigint ,
odps_order date
string ,
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odps_custk ey
bigint ,
odps_order status
string ,
odps_total price
double
)
STORED
BY ' com . aliyun . odps . TableStore StorageHan dler
'
WITH
SERDEPROPE RTIES (
' tablestore . columns . mapping '=': o_orderkey ,: o_orderdat e ,
o_custkey , o_ordersta tus , o_totalpri ce ', -- ( 3 )
' tablestore . table . name '=' ots_tpch_o rders '
' odps . properties . rolearn '=' acs : ram :: xxxxx : role /
aliyunodps defaultrol e '
)
LOCATION ' tablestore :// odps - ots - dev . cn - shanghai . ots internal . aliyuncs . com ';
Description:

• com . aliyun . odps . TableStore

StorageHan

dler is the

MaxCompute built-in storage handler to process data in Table Store.

• SERDEPROPE

RITES provides options for parameters. You must specify

tablestore.columns.mapping and tablestore.table.name when using
TableStoreStorageHandler.
-

tablestore . columns . mapping : This parameter is required. It

describes the columns of the table in Table Store that MaxCompute accesses,
including the primary key columns and property columns. A primary
key column is indicated with the colon sign (:) at the beginning of the

column name. In this example, primary key columns are p:o_orderkey

and :o_orderdate. The others are property columns. Table Store supports
up to four primary key columns. The data types include String, Integer

and Binary. The ﬁrst column of the primary key is the partition key. You
must specify all primary key columns of the table in Table Store when

specifying the mapping. You only need to specify the property columns that
-

MaxCompute accesses instead of specifying all property columns..

tablestore . table . name : The name of the table to access in Table

Store. If the table name does not exist in Table Store, an error is reported.
MaxCompute does not create a table in Table Store.

• LOCATION : Speciﬁes the name and the endpoint of the Table Store instance.
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3. Create a table in GUI

Go to the Data Development page, see Table Management to create a table in GUI.
An external table has the following attributes.
• Basic attributes

- Table name (Create a table and enter the name)
- Table alias

- Level 1 Topic and Level 2 Topic
- Description

• Physical model

- Table type: Select External table.

- Partition: External tables in Table Store do not support partitioning.

- Select the memory address: Specify the LOCATION clause. You can specify
the LOCATION clause in the Physical model section. Select an option the

storage location of the external table in the dialog box. Then you can perform
Authorize.

- Select storage format: Select the ﬁle format as required. CSV, TSV, TextFile,
SequenceFile, RCFile, AVRO, ORC, and Parquet, and custom ﬁle formats
are supported. If you select a custom ﬁle format, you need to select the
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corresponding resource. The classes are parsed from the resources
-

automatically when you submit the resources. You can select the class name.
rolearn : If you have STS authorization, you do not need to specify the

rolearn attribute.

• Table structure design

- Data type: MaxCompute 2.0 supports INYINT, SMALLINT, INT, BIGINT,
VARCHAR and STRING types for ﬁelds.

- Actions: You can create, modify, and delete the ﬁelds.

- Length/Set: You can set the maximum length of the VARCHAR type columns.
For composite data types, you can ﬁll in the deﬁnitions for them.

Supported data type

Basic data types that are supported by external tables are shown in the following
table.

Data type

New

Examples

Description

SMALLINT

Yes

32767S， -100S

INT

Yes

1000, -15645787

A signed 16-bit integer in the
range -32,768 to 32,767.

BIGINT

No

100000000000L, -1L

FLOAT

Yes

None

TINYINT

758

Yes

1Y，-127Y

A signed eight-bit integer in
the range -128 to 127.

A signed 32-bit integer in the
range -231 to 231-1.
A signed 64-bit integer in the
range -263 + 1 to 263 - 1.

A 32-bit binary ﬂoating point
number.
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No

No

Yes

STRING

No

BINARY

Yes

DATETIME

No

TIMESTAMP

Yes

3.1415926 1E+7

64-bit binary ﬂoating point
number).

3.5BD， 9999999999 A decimal exact numeric.
9.9999999BD
Precision can range from None
“abc”，’bcd
’，”alibaba”
None

DATETIME ‘201711-11 00:00:00’

No

1036 + 1 to 1036 -1, scale from
10 to 18.
A variable-length character
string. The length is n that is
in the range 1 to 65535.

A string. Currently, the
maximum length is 8M.

A binary number. Currently,
the maximum length is 8M.
The data type for dates and
times. UTC‒8 is used as the

standard time of the system.
The range is from 0000-01- 01
to 9999-12-31, accurate to a
millisecond.

TIMESTAMP ‘2017 TIMESTAMP data type, which
-11-11 00:00:00.
is independent of time zones
123456789’

BOOLEAN

An eight-byte double precision
ﬂoating-point number (a

TRUE，FALSE

. The range is from 0000-0101 to 9999-12-31, accurate to a
nanosecond.

Logical Boolean (TRUE/FALSE)

Composite data types supported by external tables are shown in the following tables.
Type

Deﬁnition

Constructor

MAP

map< string, string >; map
< smallint, array< string>>

map(“k1”, “v1”, “k2”,
“v2”); map(1S, array(‘a

ARRAY
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array< int >; array< struct< array(1, 2, 3); array(array(1
a:int, b:string >>
, 2); array(3, 4))
’, ‘b’), 2S, array(‘x’,
‘y))
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struct< x:int, y:int>; struct named_struct(‘x’, 1, ‘
< ﬁeld1:bigint, ﬁeld2:array y’, 2); named_struct(‘
< int>, ﬁeld3:map< int, int
>>

ﬁeld1’, 100L, ‘ﬁeld2’,
array(1, 2), ‘ﬁeld3’, map
(1, 100, 2, 200)

If you need to use data types newly supported by MaxCompute 2.0 (TINYINT,

SMALLINT, INT, FLOAT, VARCHAR, TIMESTAMP, BINARY or composite data types),
you need to include set

odps . sql . type . system . odps2 = true ;

before the statements to create a table. Submit and execute the statements to create

a table with the set statement. If compatibility with HIVE is required, we recommend
that you include the odps . sql . hive . compatible = true ; statement.

View and process external tables

You can ﬁnd the external tables in the Tables view.

The processing of external tables is similar to that of internal tables. For more
information about external tables, see #unique_220 and #unique_320.

3.18 Functions

The function list provides the currently available functions, function classiﬁcation,
function usage description, and instances.

The function list contains six parts, including other functions, string processing

functions, mathematical functions, date functions, window functions, and aggregate
functions. These functions are provided by the system. You can view the description

and example of a function by dragging the function.
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3.19 Editor shortcut list

Common shortcuts for code editing.

Windows chrome version
Ctrl

+

Ctrl

+

Ctrl

+

Ctrl

+

Ctrl

+

S Save

Z Undo

Y Redo

D Select the same word
X Cut a row

Ctrl + Shift + K Delete a row
Ctrl

+
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Select a row

Ctrl + i

Shift + Alt + Dragging

with

modifying all the contents in this part
Alt

mouse Click multi-column mode edit, multi-line indents

+

Ctrl

+

Shift

Ctrl

+

F Find

Ctrl

+

Ctrl

+

changes

Alt

L Add a cursor for all the identical string instances, batch

+

H Replace

G Locate to a speciﬁed row

Enter Select all the matching keywords in search

+

Alt ↓ /

Alt ↑ Move the current row down/up

+

Alt

Shift

+

Ctrl

+

K Delete the current row

Enter

/

Shift

Shift

+
+

+ ↓ /

Shift

+

+ ↑ Copy the current row down/up

Shift

Ctrl

+

Alt

Ctrl

Enter Move the cursor down/up

+

+ \ Jump the cursor to the matching brackets

Ctrl

+ ] /

Home

/

End Move to the beginning/end of the current row

Ctrl

+

Home

Ctrl

+ → / Ctrl

cursor

+

Ctrl

+ [Increase/decrease indent

Ctrl

Shift

Ctrl

/

Ctrl

+

End Move to the beginning/end of the current ﬁle

+ ← Move the cursor right/left by words
+ [ /

Shift

+

+

Ctrl

+ [ /

Ctrl

+

K

+

Ctrl

+

Ctrl

+ / Write/Cancel comments for the row or code block where the cursor stays

areas

Ctrl

K

+

+

K

Ctrl

+ ] Hide/Show subblock

K

/

+

+ ] Hide/Show block pointed by

+

0

Ctrl

Ctrl

Ctrl

pointed by cursor
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mouse Column mode editing,

the

+

Ctrl

+

j Fold/unfold all
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MAC chrome version
cmd

+

cmd

+

cmd

+

S Save

Z Undo
Y Redo

cmd + D Select the same word
cmd

+

X Cut a row

cmd

+

shift

cmd

+

C Copy the current row

cmd

+ i Select the current row

cmd

+

F Find

cmd

+

alt

+

K Delete a row

F Replace

+

alt ↑Move the current row down/up

alt ↓ /
+

alt

+ ↓ /

shift

+

cmd

+

K Delete the current row

Enter

/

shift

cmd

+

shift
` cmd

+

+

+

alt

cmd

Enter Move the cursor down/up

+

+ \ Jump the cursor to the matching brackets

cmd

+ ] /

shift

+ ↑ Copy the current row down/up

shift

+ [ Increase/decrease indent

cmd

+ → Move to the beginning/end of the current row

cmd

+ ← /

cmd

cmd

+ ↑ /

cmd

alt

+ → / alt

alt

+

cmd

cmd

+

K

cmd

+

K

cmd

+ /Write/Cancel comments for the row or code block where the cursor stays

+ ← Move the cursor right/left by words

+ [ /

alt

+

cmd

+ [ /

+

cmd

+

pointed by cursor
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+ ↓ Move to the beginning/end of the current ﬁle

0

+

cmd

/

+ ] Hide/Show block pointed by cursor

cmd

cmd

+

K

+

+

K

cmd

+

cmd

+ ] Hide/Show subblock
+

j Fold/unfold all areas
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Multiple cursors/select
+

Clicking

alt

+

cmd

cmd

+

U Undo the last cursor operation

shift

+

block
cmd

+

cmd

+

shift

with

the

mouse Insert the cursor

alt

+ ↑/↓ Insert the cursor up/down

alt

+

G ∕ shift

I Insert a cursor to the end of each row of the selected code
+

cmd

+

G Find the next/previous item

F2 Select all the characters that the mouse has chosen
+

cmd

+

L Select all the parts that the mouse has chosen

alt + Enter Select all the matching keywords in search
+

alt

+

Dragging

shift

+

alt

+

cmd

+ ↑ / ↓ Move the cursor up/down to select multi-

shift

+

alt

+

cmd

+ ← / → Move the cursor right/left to select multi-

editing

columns for editing
columns for editing

with

the

mouse Select multi-columns for

shift

3.20 Recycle Bin

DataWorks has its own recycle bin, click Recycle Bin in the upper left corner of the
page.

On the Recycle Bin page, you can check all deleted nodes in the current project. You
can also right-click a node to restore or permanently delete it.

Click Show My Files on the right of the Recycle Bin page to view your deleted nodes.
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Note:

If a node is permanently deleted from the recycle bin, it cannot be restored.
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4 O&M Center
4.1 O&M center overview

The O&M center four modules described as follows:
• O&M overview

Overview generates a task running status report.

• Task list

The Task List displays all submitted scheduling system tasks , which are classiﬁed
as Cyclic Tasks and Manual Tasks.

• Task maintenance

This module displays the list of instances generated after a task is submitted to

the scheduling system and then it is either triggered by the scheduling system or

carried out manually. The instances are classiﬁed as Cyclic Tasks, Test Instances,
and Data Completion Instances.

• Alarm

Alarm monitors the running task status. If a monitored task does not run as

scheduled or an error occurs, an alarm is generated, and a notiﬁcation is sent to
the added contact.

Use cases

• The O&M Center is where tasks and instances are displayed and operated. You can
view all your tasks in the Task List and perform operations on the displayed tasks,
such as testing tasks and completing.

• In Task Maintenance, you can view the instances of all tasks and terminate, re-run
, or unfreeze the displayed instances.
Note:

An instance is generated when a task in the scheduling system is triggered by the

system or manually. An instance is a task snapshot at a certain time period, which
includes the running time, status, and log of the task.
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4.2 O&M overview
Task completion status

This module compares and generates statistical data of the completed normal cyclic
scheduling tasks for today, yesterday, and the average history level. When sharp
misalignmentsoccur between the three curves, it indicates exceptions within a
certain period of time, which requires further checks and analyses.

The preceding line statistic ﬁgure shows three diﬀerent colored lines that display

the statistics of all the completed task types on the same day from 0: 00 to 24:00. The
three colored lines represent tasks completed today, yesterday, and the historical

average.

Task running status

This section displays the number of currently running tasksby time. You can view the

maximum concurrent tasks at a certaintime period, and adjust the scheduled running
time to avoid the maximum concurrency.
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Ranking of running tasks duration

This section displays the ranking of running task durations within the business

period in the current project space. By default, the top ten tasks are displayed in

descending order. The displayed task information include the name, owner, and
running duration.

Error rankings in the last month

This section displays the top ten task errors in the last month in descending order.
You can view the task name, the owner, and the occurrence of errors.

You can click a task name to jump to the details page of the task error history.

The number of scheduling tasks trend

This section displays the total number of current tasks and the changes in task count

compared with yesterday, last week, and last month, as shown in the following ﬁgure.
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Task type distribution

Move the pointerover a section of the pie chart to display the task number and ratio.

4.3 Task list

4.3.1 Cyclic task

Cyclic Task: Tasks automatically triggered by the scheduling system.

Click the Cycle Task, default display the current landing responsibility person node.
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As shown in the ﬁgure above, task nodes can be ﬁltered, providing name search,
responsible person, baseline and other conditional search.

Default displays the name of the current task, modiﬁcation date, task type, responsibl
e person, scheduling type, resource group, alarm settings, operations. The operation
button contains the following functions:

• DAG diagram: the DAG diagram of this node is displayed.

• Test: to test the current node.

• Data complement: data complement for the current node, see Data completion
instances .

• More: including node status modiﬁcation and more functions.
More functions:

• Pause (freeze): Set the current node to a pause (freeze) state and stop scheduling.
When the node state is paused, the

770

icon appears after the node name.
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• Restore (thaw): restore the suspend (frozen) node to schedule.
• View instances: view the cycle instance of this node.
• Add alarm: conﬁgure alarm for node

• Modify the responsible person: modify the person responsible for the node

• Modify resource group: modify the resource group of nodes (if there are multiple
resource groups in the project).

• Conﬁguring quality monitoring: conﬁguring DQC data quality and checking data.
• Look at blood ties: see the kinship map of the node.

• Upstream and downstream: this node in the DAG diagram, the right-click node will
pop up the operable window. The detailed operation is as follows:

• Expanding parent / child nodes: When a workﬂow has three or more nodes,

the operation and maintenance center will automatically hide the nodes when

displaying tasks. Users can see more node dependencies by expanding the parentchild hierarchy. The larger the hierarchy, the more comprehensive the display.

• View node code: You can view the current code of the node.
• Edit nodes: You can jump to the page to edit the node.
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• Testing: A prompt window pops up to edit the instance name and you can select the
business date, which automatically jumps to the test instance page.

• Complement data: you can choose "include this node" and "include this node and
downstream node".

• Pause (freeze): place the current node into a pause (freeze) state and stop
scheduling.

• Restore (thaw): restore the suspend (frozen) node to schedule.
• View instances: view the cycle instance of this node.
• View kinship : see the kinship map of the node.

4.3.2 Cycle instance

Cycle instances are instance snapshots that are automatically scheduled when any
cyclic task reaches the cyclic running time for scheduling.

One instance workﬂow is generated after each scheduling, which allows O&M

management of scheduled instance tasks such as to view the running status and
killing, re-running, and unfreezing tasks.

Instance list

The instance list provides operations and management for the tasks that have been
scheduled in the form of a list. including checking running logs, re-running tasks,
and killing running tasks.
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Description

As the modules in the ﬁgure above, there are abundant
Screening Conditions, the default ﬁltering business date is a

workﬂow task that is a day before the current time. You can
add criteria such as Task Name, run time, owner, and so on for
more precise ﬁltering.
It only applies to the instances in "Waiting" and "Running"
statuses. If you perform this operation on an instance, the
instance becomes "Failed".

You can re-run a certain task. When the task is executed

successfully, the scheduling of its downstream tasks that are
not running can be triggered. This feature is often used for
handling error nodes or missed nodes.
Note:

Only tasks in the state of "Not Running", "Succeeded" and
Rerun Downstream

"Failed" can be re-run.

It allows you to re-run the selected task and its downstream

tasks. When the selected job re-runs successfully, scheduling

can be triggered for its downstream jobs in the "Not Running"
status. It is usually used for data restoration.
Note:

Set as Succeeded

Prerequisite: Only a task in the Not Running, Succeeded, or
Failed state can be selected. Otherwise, a promptAn ineligible
node is selectedis displayed and re-running is prohibited.
It allows you to change the status of the current node to
"Succeeded" and run the downstream tasks in the "Not

Running" status. This feature is often used for handling error
nodes.

Note:

Only tasks in a failed state can be successful, and workﬂow
tasks cannot be successful.
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Description

the freeze in the cycle instance is directed only at the current
instance and is in the running instance, the freeze operation

has no practical eﬀect and does not kill the running instance.
You can unfreeze an instance of the frozen state.

• If the instance is not already running, the upstream task
runs automatically after it has ﬁnished running.

• If the upstream task runs, the task is directly set to fail,
the instance needs to be rerun manually before it can run
Bulk operation

properly.

As in the module above, bulk operation includes: stop running
, run again, make successful, freeze, unfreeze 5 features.

Instance DAG Graph

Click the task name to view the instance DAG.
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• Right-click an instance, you can view the dependencies and details of this instance
and perform speciﬁc actions such as stopping, rerunning, and so on.
Operation

Show Parent Node/
Child Node

View running log
View Code
Edit Node

View Lineage
Terminate
Rerun

Rerun Downstream

Conﬁgured

Freeze

Unfreeze
Issue: 20190818

Description

When a workﬂow has 3 nodes and above, nodes are
automatically hidden when the operations center

displays tasks, and you can expand the parent-child
level, to see the contents of all nodes.

It allows you to view the running logs of the task when
the node is in the status of "Running", "Succeeded" or "
Failed".

It allows you to view the code of the instance task.

You can jump to the data development page to edit the
node.
see the kinship map of the node.

Kill task, valid only for this instance

Failed task or abnormal status task re-run instance.
It allows you to re-run the selected task and its
downstream tasks. When the selected job re-runs

successfully, scheduling can be triggered for its
downstream jobs in the "Not Running" status. It is
usually used for data restoration.

It allows you to change the status of the current node to
"Succeeded" and run the downstream tasks in the "Not

Running" status. This feature is often used for handling
error nodes.
the freeze in the cycle instance is directed only at the
current instance and is in the running instance, the

freeze operation has no practical eﬀect and does not kill
the running instance.
You can unfreeze an instance of the frozen state.
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• Double-click an instance to pop up task properties, run logs, operation logs, code,
and so on.

View content

Description

Running Log

this node is running or running log information.

Properties

Operations Log
Code

Description of instance status

the attributes of this node are described, including schedule
type, status, time, and so on.
The operation log for the node, including the records of node
changes, replenishment data, and so on.
Code edited by the node.

SN

Status

2

Not running

3

Running failed

4

Under running

5

Waiting status

1

6

Running succeeded

State Mark

Frozen status

4.3.3 PatchData

PatchData instances are generated during the completion of data for cyclic tasks,

which allows O&M management of scheduled instance tasks such as viewing running
status and terminating, re-running, and unfreezing tasks.

Patch Data

Right click your Cycle Task, and you can shoose to Patch Data.
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You can choose to patch the data of the Current node or the Current and Child node.
After that, you can choose if you want the Patch Data task can run in parallel.

How to patch data for speciﬁc nodes in Combined Nodes

Combined Node comes from your work ﬂow in DataWorks V1.0 . The following
pictures show how to patch data for speciﬁc nodes in Combined Nodes.
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1. Right click your Combined Node's DAG and click View Internal Nodes.
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2. Right click your upstream Internal Node and copy the Node ID.

3. Search the ID and Patch Data.
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4. You can now patch data for speciﬁc nodes in Combined Nodes.

Instance list

• Instance name/DAG graph: You can open the DAG graph for this node to view the
results of the Instance run.

• Stop running: If the instance is running, click STOP to run the kill task.
• Re-run: re-schedule this instance.

• More: including node status modiﬁcation and more functions.
Introduction to more features:

• Re-run downstream: re-run the downstream task for this node.

• Success: If the node fails to run, the node is successfully activated downstream.
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• Pause (freeze): sets the current node to a pause (freeze) State and stops scheduling,
when the node state is suspended, an icon

appears after the node name.

• Restore (thaw): restore the suspend (frozen) node to schedule.
• Look at blood ties: see the ki-nship map of the node.

DAG graph Introduction

Click the node name or dag map to open the DAG graph interface for this instance,
right-click the node to see the operational features of this node.

• Attributes: the attributes of this node are described, including schedule type,
status, time, and so on.

• Run log: this node is running or running log information.

• Operation Log: The operation log for the node, including the records of node
changes, replenishment data, and so on.

• Code: Code edited by the node.

The right-click node function describes:

• View running logs: Enter the Operations Log interface, where you can see
information such as logview in the Operations Log.

• View node code: You can view the current code of the node.

• Edit nodes: You can jump to the data development page to edit the node.
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• View node impact: Enter the node information interface to view information such
as baseline impact.

• Look at blood ties: see the kinship map of the node.

• Stop operation: Kill task, valid only for this instance

• Re-run: Failed task or abnormal status task re-run instance.

• Rerunning downstream: downstream rerunning instances of the current node, if
there are multiple downstream instances, all of these instances will run again.

• Success: the node status is set to success.

• Emergency Operation: Emergency Operation refers to the operation of the current
instance in a very urgent situation, emergency operations are only valid for the

current node, including removing dependencies, modifying priorities, and forcing
rerunning.

- Remove dependencies: undependency this node, this node is often started when
upstream fails and there is no data relationship to this instance.

- Modify priority: Modify the priority of the current instance when the node is
very important, used when running slowly (not recommended ).

- Force run again: ignores the status of the current instance and forces a restart (
not recommended ).

• Pause (freeze): place the current node into a pause (freeze) state and stop
scheduling.

• Restore (thaw): restore the suspend (frozen) node to schedule.

Description of instance status
SN
Status
State
Mark

1
Running
succeeded

2
Not

running

3
Running
failed
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SN
Status
State
Mark

4
Under
running

5
Waiting
status

6
Frozen
status

4.3.4 Testing instances

When the periodic task reaches the periodic run time conﬁgured to enable the

modulation,, an instance snapshot that is automatically scheduled is a periodic
instance. An instance workﬂow is generated at each scheduling. Daily O&M is

performed for jobs on the started instance as scheduled, such as operations including
viewing run statuses, or stopping, rerunning, or repairing a job,

Instance list

The instance list provides operations and management for the tasks that have been
scheduled in the form of a list. including checking running logs, re-running tasks,
and killing running tasks. The speciﬁc functions are described as follows:
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• Filter Function: As the modules in the ﬁgure above, there are abundant Screening
Conditions, the default ﬁltering business date is a workﬂow task that is a day

before the current time. You can add criteria such as Task Name, run time, owner,
and so on for more precise ﬁltering.

• Kill: It only applies to the instances in "Waiting" and "Running" statuses. If you
perform this operation on an instance, the instance becomes "Failed".

• You can re-run a certain task. When the task is executed successfully, the

scheduling of its downstream tasks that are not running can be triggered. This
feature is often used for handling error nodes or missed nodes.
Note:

Only tasks in the state of "Not Running", "Succeeded" and "Failed" can be re-run.

• Re-run Downstream Tasks: It allows you to re-run the selected task and its

downstream tasks. When the selected job re-runs successfully, scheduling can be

triggered for its downstream jobs in the "Not Running" status. It is usually used for
data restoration.
Note:

You can only check tasks that are not running, completed, or failed. If you check

tasks in other states, the page prompts the selected node to contain nodes that do
not meet the running conditions and prohibits committing to run.

• Set as Succeeded: It allows you to change the status of the current node to

"Succeeded" and run the downstream tasks in the "Not Running" status. This
feature is often used for handling error nodes.
Note:

Only tasks in a failed state can be successful, and workﬂow tasks cannot be
successful.

• Freeze: the freeze in the cycle instance is directed only at the current instance and

is in the running instance, the freeze operation has no practical eﬀect and does not
kill the running instance.
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• Unfreezing: You can unfreeze an instance of the frozen state.

- If the instance is not already running, the upstream task runs automatically
after it has ﬁnished running.

- If the upstream task runs, the task is directly set to fail, the instance needs to be
rerun manually before it can run properly.

• Bulk operation: As in the module above, bulk operation includes: stop running,
run again, make successful, freeze, unfreeze features.

Instance DAG Graph

Click the task name to view the instance DAG. In the instance DAG View:

• Right-click an instance, you can view the dependencies and details of this instance
and perform speciﬁc actions such as stopping, rerunning, and so on.

• Double-click an instance to pop up task properties, run logs, operation logs, code,
and so on, as shown in the following ﬁgure:

• Refresh node instance: If you have modiﬁed the code or schedule parameters

after the instance has been generated, you can click this button to use the latest

code and parameters (bulk operations are not supported ). Use this function with
caution because refreshing node instances is not refreshing the node status.

• Properties: View instance properties, including various time information about the
instance Run, Run Status, and so on.

• View running log: It allows you to view the running logs of the task when the node
is in the status of "Running", "Succeeded" or "Failed".
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• Operational Log: It records the operations performed on the instance, such as
killing and re-running.

• Code: It allows you to view the code of the instance task.

• Expand parent node/child node: When a workﬂow has 3 nodes and above, nodes

are automatically hidden when the operations center displays tasks, and you can
expand the parent-child level, to see the contents of all nodes. As shown in the
following illustration:

• Expand/Close workﬂow: When you have a workﬂow task, you can expand a

workﬂow task, view the Run Status of the internal node task. As shown in the
following illustration:
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Description of instance status
SN
Status
State
Mark

1
Running
succeeded

2
Not

running

3
Running
failed

4
Under
running

5
Waiting
status

6
Frozen
status

4.4 Task O&M

4.4.1 Manual task

Manual Task: Manual tasks do not run unless manually triggered.
Note:

• Manual tasks are submitted to the scheduling system and will not run automatica
lly. Only manual triggers will run.

• The data under manual task is created in the old version of DataWorks. At present,
the manual tasks created by users in the V2.0 version will be displayed under the
Manual Business Flow options.
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• DAG diagram: Click on the node name or DAG diagram, you can open the node's
DAG diagram, DAG diagram click on the node can see the node's properties,
operation log, code and other information.

• Run: run this manual task to generate manual instances.

• View examples: jump to manual instance interface to see the result of manual task
operation.
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• More buttons contain two functions: modify the responsible person, modify the
resource group.

- Modify the responsible person: modify the node responsibility of this manual
task.

- Modify resource group: modify the resource group where this manual task is
located.

In the DAG diagram, the right-click node will pop up the operable window. The
detailed operation is as follows:

• View node code: You can view the current code of the node.
• Edit nodes: You can jump to the page to edit the node.
• View instances: view the cycle instance of this node.
• Look at blood ties: see the kinship map of the node.

• Run: run this manual task to generate manual instances.

4.4.2 Manual instance

Manual instances are generated after a manual task is triggered, which allows

O&amp;M management of scheduled instance tasks such as viewing running status
and killing and re-running tasks.

A manual instance, as the name implies, is an instance of a manual task, and a

manual task is characterized by No scheduling dependency, you only need to trigger
manually.
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• Instance name/DAG graph: You can open the DAG graph for this node to view the
results of the Instance run.

• Stop running: If the instance is running, click STOP to run the kill task.
• Re-run: re-schedule this instance.

Manual tasks have no dependencies, so the DAG graph only displays this instance,

click the instance to see the properties, run log, operation log, code four columns.

Right-click instance to see run log, code, edit node, view blood, terminate run, run
again.

• Attributes: the attributes of this node are described, including schedule type,
status, time, and so on.

• Run log: this node is running or running log information.

• Operation Log: The operation log for the node, including the records of node
changes, replenishment data, and so on.

• Code: Code edited by the node.

Introduction to the right-click node instance function:

• View running logs: Enter the Operations Log interface, where you can see
information such as logview in the Operations Log.

• View node code: You can view the current code of the node.

• Edit nodes: You can jump to the data development page to edit the node.
• Look at blood ties: see the kinship map of the node.

• Stop operation: Kill task, valid only for this instance

• Re-run: Failed task or abnormal status task re-run instance.
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4.5 Alarm

4.5.1 Alarm overview

Alarm is a monitoring and analysis system for the running of DataWorks tasks. Alarm,
according to the monitoring rules and task running situation, determines whether,

when, and how to report an alert as well as the object to which the alert is reported.

Alarm automatically selects the most appropriate alert time, alert method, and alert
object. Alarm aims to:

• Reduce the conﬁguration costs for users.
• Prevent invalid alerts.

• Automatically cover all important tasks (the task quantity is beyond the handling
capacity of users).

Conventional monitoring systems need users to conﬁgure relevant monitoring rules,

which cannot meet the requirements of DataWorks because of the following reasons:
• DataWorks has considerable tasks, and users cannot accurately sort out the tasks
that need to be monitored. Some DataWorks services involve thousands of tasks
and the dependency between tasks is very complex. Even if you know what are

the most important tasks, they have diﬃculties in ﬁguring out all the upstream

nodes of these tasks and putting them under monitoring. In this case, if you need
to monitor all tasks, many invalid alerts may be triggered and valid alerts may be
overlooked, which is equivalent to the absence of monitoring.

• The alert methods of monitored tasks are diﬀerent: An alert is reported for some
monitored tasks after they run for more than one hour, but is reported for other
monitored tasks after they run for more than two hours. Therefore, it is very

tedious to set the monitoring for each task separately, and users have diﬃculties to
estimate the alert threshold of each task.

• The alert time of each monitored task is diﬀerent: For example, an alert is reported
after the work start time in the morning for unimportant tasks but is reported for

important tasks immediately after they experience an exception. The importance
of tasks cannot be diﬀerentiated.

• How to close alerts: If alerts are always present, an entry for closing such alerts
must be available when users respond to the alerts.
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Alarm has a set of alert monitoring logics. You need to only provide the names of

important tasks about concerned services. Then, Alarm is capable of monitoring

the output of all tasks comprehensively and deﬁning a standard and uniﬁed alert
mechanism. In addition, Alarm provides the lightweight self-help conﬁguration
monitoring function, which allows you to deﬁne alert policies based on their

requirements.

Currently, Alarm has undertaken the task monitoring of all important services

of Alibaba Group. The full path monitoring function of Alarm secures the overall
task output links of all important services of Alibaba Group. The upstream and

downstream path analysis function enables Alarm to identify risks in a timely manner
and provide O&M information for the Business Unit. With the analysis system of

Alarm, Alibaba Group maintains high stability of services in the long term.

4.5.2 Function introduction

4.5.2.1 Baseline alarm and Event warning

This topic intuitively describes the logics of the baseline warning and event alarm
functions in terms of the monitoring scope, task capture, alarm object judgment,
alarm time judgment, alarm method judgment, and alarm escalation.

Monitoring scope

Tasks are put under monitoring through baselines (a baseline is the management
unit of a group of nodes, which can be understood as a node group for the ease of
management). After one baseline is put under monitoring, this baseline and all

upstream tasks of the baseline are monitored. Alarm does not monitor all tasks by

default but the downstream node of a monitored task must have tasks incorporated

into a monitoring baseline. If a downstream node of the monitored task does not have

tasks incorporated into a monitoring baseline, Alarm does not report an alarm even if
the task has an error.
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As shown in the above ﬁgure, assume that DataWorks has only six task nodes and Task
D and Task E are incorporated into a baseline. Task D, Task E, and all their upstream

nodes are included in the monitoring scope. That is, exceptions (error or slowdown),

if any, occurring on Task A, Task B, Task D, and Task E can be spot by Alarm, but Task
C and Task F are not monitored by Alarm.

Task capture

After the monitoring scope is determined, Alarm generates an event if any task

within this monitoring scope has an exception. All alarm decisions are based on the
analysis of this event. There are two types of task exceptions, you can select Event
Management > Event Type to view the task exceptions.
• Error: a task running failure.

• Slowdown: The running duration of a task is much longer in comparison with the
average running duration of tasks in a previous time range.
Note:

If a task times out and then encounters an error, two events are generated.

Alarm object judgment

After capturing an abnormal task and generating an event, Alarm determines the
alarm object ﬁrst as follows.
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1. Alarm checks whether the rule of the task has a duty schedule. If yes, Alarm
considers the on-duty operator in the duty schedule as the alarm recipient.

2. If no duty schedule exists, Alarm sets the task owner as the alarm recipient.

In the task rule, on-duty operators in the duty schedule serve as recipients of alarms

using this task rule. Owners of some applications implement the on-duty system and
specify an operator for receiving alarms in a period of time. If the duty schedule is

absent, Alarm determines that the task owner is responsible for the exception.

Alarm time judgment

Alarm time involves a key concept margin in Alarming. Margin indicates the
maximum allowable delay before a task is started.

Latest start time of a task = Baseline time ‒ Average running time. As shown in the

above ﬁgure, in order to meet the baseline time (5:00) of Baseline A, it is required to

calculate the latest start time of Task E backwards. The latest start time of Task E is 5:

00 minus the sum of the running time of Task F (20 min) plus the running time of Task
794
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E (30 min), that is, 4:10, which is also the latest completion time of Task B that meets

Baseline A.

To meet the baseline time (6:00) of Baseline B, it is required to calculate the latest
completion time of Task B backwards. The result is 6:00 minus the running time

of Task D (2 hours), that is, 4:00, which is earlier than 4:10. If both Baseline A and
Baseline B need to be met, the latest completion time of Task B is 4:00. The latest

completion time of Task A is 4:00 minus the running time of Task B (2 hours), that is,

2:00. The latest start time of Task A is 2:00 minus the running time of Task A (10 min),
that is, 1:50. If Task A cannot start at 1:50, it is diﬃcult to meet Baseline A.

Assume that Task A has an error during running at 1:00. The margin time of Task A is

the diﬀerence between 1:50 and 1:00, that is, 50 minutes. This example shows that the
margin reﬂects the alarm level of a task exception.

Baseline alarm

Baseline alarm is an additional function targeted for baselines with the baseline

function enabled, Each baseline must provide the warning margin and commitment

time. When Alarm predicts that the baseline completion time is beyond the warning

margin at a speciﬁc time, it directly notiﬁes the alarm object of the case three times at
an interval of 30 minutes. This is called baseline alarm.

Alarm method

You can set the alarm trigger mode and alarm behavior on the Rule Management
page.

Alarm escalation

If you fail to close an event alarm on Alarm within 40 minutes, the alarm is escalated.
The alarm escalation process is as follows:

1. Alarm checks whether the rule of an abnormal task has a duty schedule. If yes,
Alarm sends the alarm to the on-duty operator speciﬁed in the duty schedule.

2. If no duty schedule exists, Alarm sends the alarm to the supervisor of the task
owner.

You can close an alarm by closing the event on the homepage of Alarm.
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Gantt chart function

The Gantt chart function is embedded in the baseline instance module of Alarm. It
reﬂects the key path of a task.
Note:

A key path is the slowest upstream link that causes the task completion at a time
point.

4.5.2.2 Custom notiﬁcations

Custom notiﬁcation is a lightweight monitoring function of Alarm. Its design idea

complies with the general monitoring system concept. All alert policies are set by you
and the conﬁguration covers the following.

• Monitored object (node, baseline, or project)

• Monitoring trigger condition (error, complete, incomplete, or time-out)
• Alert method (email, SMS)

• Alert object (owner, duty schedule, or others)

• Maximum alert count (maximum number of alerts triggered by an exception, after
which the alert is no longer reported. The default value is 3)

• Minimum alert interval (alert interval, which is 30 minutes by default)
• Alert do-not-disturb time

Monitoring trigger conditions are described as follows.

Error

You can set alerts for errors occurring on tasks, baselines, or projects. Once a task
has an error, an alert is sent to the preset alert object. Then, detailed task error

information is pushed to a relevant user.

Complete

You can set alerts for the completion of tasks, baselines, or projects. Once all tasks
of an object are completed, an alert is sent. If alerts are set for the completion of

baselines, an alert is sent when all tasks of a baseline are completed.

Incomplete

You can set alerts for tasks, baselines, or projects that are not completed at a time

point. For example, when the completion time of a baseline is set to 10:00, if any task
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of the baseline is not completed at 10:00, an alert is sent and the list of incomplete

tasks is pushed to a relevant user.

Time-out

You can set alerts for the time-out of tasks, baselines, or projects. If a monitored task
on a preset object is not completed within speciﬁed time, an alert is sent.

4.5.3 User guide

4.5.3.1 Baseline management and baseline instance

The baseline function involves the Baseline Management and Baseline Instance

pages. On the Baseline Management page, you can create and deﬁne a baseline while
on the Baseline Instance page, you can view baseline-relevant information.

Baseline management

1. On the Baseline Management page, click New Baseline in the upper right corner to
create a baseline.
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2. On the displayed page, set the baseline and click determine in the lower right
corner to complete the creation.

The conﬁguration items are as follows:

• Project: the project to which a task associated with the baseline belongs.

• Baseline Type: determines whether the baseline is detected by day or hour. The
option includes day baseline and hour baseline.

• Support Task: a task node associated with the baseline. Enter the task node

name or ID and then click the icon behind to add the task node. You can add
multiple task nodes.

• Priority: A baseline with a large number is scheduled at a higher priority.

• Estimated ﬁnish time: The expected completion time is estimated based on the
average completion time of task nodes in the previous periodical scheduling.

• Commitment Time: An alert is triggered if the actual completion time is later
than the diﬀerence of the commitment time minus the warning margin time.
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3. After a baseline is created, click Enable in the Operations column to enable the
baseline function.

Baseline instance

After a baseline is created, you need to enable the baseline function so that baseline
instances can be generated. On the Baseline Instance page, you can search for

instances by owner, baseline name, project name, or baseline status, and click

Details, deal with, or Gantt Chart in the Operations column to perform operations.

The baseline status is described as follows.

• Secure: A task is completed prior to the warning time.

• Warning: A task is not completed after the warning time expires but the
commitment time is not reached.

• Breakage: A task is not completed yet after the commitment time expires.

• Other: All tasks of a baseline are paused or the baseline has no task associated.
Operation buttons are described as follows.

• Details: Click this button to go to the Baseline Management page.

• deal with: The baseline that generates an alert stops reporting the alert within the
handling time.

• Gantt Chart: Click this button to view the key path of a task in a Gantt chart.

Gantt chart reﬂects the key path of a task. The chart displays the average running

time of a task, task running status, task running history, and generated exception
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events. As shown in the following ﬁgure, the Gantt chart shows the key path of a task
on the left side, the frame in light green shows the average running time of the task,
and the frame in dark green shows the actual running time of the task.

4.5.3.2 Event Management

The Event Management page lists all slowdown and error events. You can search for

events by owner, name/ID of task node or instance, or event discovery time, as shown
in the following ﬁgure.

In the search results, each row indicates one event (associated with an abnormal

task). The worst baseline indicates a baseline with the minimum margin among the
baselines aﬀected by this event.

• Click Details in the Actions column of an event to view the event details.

• Click deal with to record the event handling operation and pause the alarm in the
operation period.

• Click Ignore to record the event ignorance record and stop the alarm permanently.
As shown in the following ﬁgure, after Details is clicked, the event generation time,

alarm time, clearing event, previous running record of the task, and detailed task logs
are displayed.
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The actual alarm recipient is the person whom an alarm is assigned to. You can

click Alarm Info to redirect to the alarm details page of an event. Baseline inﬂuence
displays all downstream baselines aﬀected by tasks related to the event. You can

check downstream baselines and baseline breaking severity, in combination with task
logs, to investigate causes for the event.

4.5.3.3 Rule Management

This article show you how to customize alarm rules on the Rule Management page.

1. On the Rule Management page, click Create a new custom rule on the right side to
deﬁne alarm policies.
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2. In the displayed Basic information dialog box, enter the policy name, policy object,
trigger method, and alarm behavior, and click determine to generate a policy.

The conﬁguration items are described as follows.

• Object Type: controls the monitoring granularity. A baseline, project, or task
node can be selected as a monitored object.

• Trigger Condition: It can be set to complete, incomplete, error, or time-out.
• Minimum alarm Interval: a time interval between two alarms.

• Maximum alarm Count: maximum number of alarms, after which the alarm is
not reported regardless of the status of the monitored object.

• Recipient: alarm object, which can be set to owner, duty schedule, or others.
• Do-Not-Disturb Time: No alarm is sent within this period of time.

3. After completing the preceding settings, you can click Details in the Operations
column of a policy on the Rule Management page to view rule details.
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On Alarm, all alarms can be queried. You can search for speciﬁc alarms by rule ID/
name, alarm time, or recipient.

Each row indicates an alarm, in which the alarm method and alarm transmission

status are displayed. You can click Details in the Operations column on the right side
to view alarm details.

4.5.4 Intelligent monitor FAQ

4.5.4.1 Why did my alarm report to someone else?

• Check with custom notiﬁcation creators about rules of custom alarms.

• For alarms generated by baselines with the baseline function enabled, check the
speciﬁc event page, on which the alarm transmission cause is provided in the

lower part.

• If the project of a task is associated with a duty schedule, an alarm is sent to the
recipient speciﬁed in the duty schedule ﬁrst. If no duty schedule is available,
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Alarm checks whether a person has an associated duty schedule. If no, Alarm
sends the alarm to the task owner.

4.5.4.2 Task is not important and I do not want to receive
alarm. What should I do?

Click Details on the Event Management page to view downstream baselines aﬀected

by the task. If an error occurs within the range of these baselines, a task alarm may be
triggered. Contact the baseline owners.

4.5.4.3 Baseline is broken. Why not call the alarm?

The monitoring of a baseline with the baseline function enabled is targeted for tasks
. If all tasks of the baseline are normal, no alert is reported even if the baseline is
broken because Intelligent Monitor cannot judge which task has an error.

The possible causes for baseline breakage while tasks are normal are as follows.
• The baseline time is set improperly.

• The task dependency is incorrect, and no alert is reported even if the baseline is
broken.

4.5.4.4 My task is slowing down but I don't want to receive
an alarm.

The following conditions must be met before an alarm is reported for task slowdown:
• The task is on the upstream node of an important baseline.

• The task becomes slow in comparison with its previous running behavior.
If the task slowdown is insigniﬁcant, you can ignore it and check with the

downstream baseline that has monitored tasks (downstream baseline information

is displayed on the Event Management page). If the downstream baseline is aﬀected,
maintain the task properly.

4.5.4.5 Why is the task wrong but I didn't receive an alarm?
An alarm is reported only when a task meets either of the following conditions.

• The task is on the upstream node of a baseline with the baseline function enabled.
• Associated custom notiﬁcation rules are set for the task.
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4.5.4.6 What should I do when receiving an alarm at night?

When you receive an alarm call at night, you can log on to the event page to close the
event alarm for a period of time.

The preceding operations can only close the alarm for a period of time. You should
handle received alarms timely.
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5 Project management
5.1 Project conﬁguration

This topic describes how to conﬁgure projects. You can use the Project Management
page in the administration console to manage and conﬁgure the properties of the
current project space.

Procedure

1. Log in to the DataWorks management console and navigate to the Project List page.
2. Click Conﬁguration after the corresponding project to enter the DataWorks project
conﬁguration page.

3. Conﬁgure your project as required.
• Basic Attributes

- Project name: The name of the current project in DataWorks. The name

can contain letters or numbers, and is not case-sensitive. It is the unique
identiﬁer of the project and cannot be changed once created.

- Project display name: The project display name of the current project in

DataWorks, which is used to label the project, letters, numbers, or Chinese
characters. You can modify the project display name.

- Project owner: The current project owner, who has permission to delete and
disable the project. You cannot change the project owner identity.

- Creation date: The date in which the current project is created. Alibaba Cloud'
s Chinese sites observes the time zone UTC+08:00 and cannot be changed.

- Status: The item is divided into four states: initialization, initialization failure,
normal, and disable.

■ When you create a new project, the project status is initialization.

■ When the creation fails, the new project status will become initialization
failure.

■ When the project status is normal, it can be disabled by the Administrator

. When the project is disabled, all project features become unavailable and
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data is retained. Meanwhile, tasks that have been submitted will perform

normally.

■ The disabled project can be reset to normal by using the restoration
function.

- Description: The description of the current project, which is used as notes for
the project-related information. You can edit the changes. The description

can be 128 characters in length and can contain Chinese characters, letters,
symbols, or numbers.

- Project mode: The simple mode and standard mode of the project.

- Enable scheduling cycle: When this option is enabled, you can schedule tasks
cyclically. When it is disabled, you cannot schedule tasks cyclically.

• Sandbox whitelist (The IP address or domain name that can be accessed by
conﬁguring Shell.)

By conﬁguring the Sandbox whitelist IP address, even if the Shell task runs on
the default Resource Group, you can also access the IP address. (Where the

whitelist can be conﬁgured with IP addresses and domain names).

• Calculation engine information

- Development environment project name: The current DataWorks project, the
project name of the MaxCompute Project Development Environment used
by the underlying layer. This MaxCompute project acts as a resource for

calculation and storage.

- Production environment project name: The project name of the current

DataWorks project, the MaxCompute Project production environment that is
used at the bottom layer.

- Development environment access identity: By default, this is a personal
account and cannot be modiﬁed.

- Production environment system account: By default, this will select the

SYSTEM account. The project owner account execution SQL uses the primary
account AccessKey, and the personal Accounts Execute SQL using the RAM
user AccessKey. The system account has the highest authority to operate

a table with all the items under this account, a personal account can only
operate on a table with permission.
Note:
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When the production environment system account uses a personal account,
the tasks that run in a production environment may fail in large quantities
because of insuﬃcient permissions. Please exercise this operation with
caution.

5.2 User management

This topic describes how to manage and conﬁgure project members on the user

management page. You can manage and conﬁgure current project members on the

user management page under the Project Management module of the Alibaba Cloud
DTplus platform.

Page description

Click Project Member Management in the left-side navigation pane on the Project
Management page to enter the Project User Management page.
Concepts of listed items:

• Member name: The alias or nickname of the member. The member name is the
Alibaba Cloud account currently logged on by default.

• Login name: The Alibaba Cloud account currently logged on.

• Member role: The role of a member in the current DataWorks project (owner,
administrator, development, O&M, deploy, Safety Manager or visitor). Click

Permissions Listfor more information about speciﬁc permissions for diﬀerent
member roles.

• Add members: The system can synchronize all RAM user accounts under the

primary account and provide the search and ﬁlter functions. You can select one or
more matched items in the search results and set roles for them in batches.

• Then, you can add selected members to the project. These members can perform
other data and project operations in the current project. You can select one or

more matched items in the search result and set roles for them in batches. Then,
you can add selected members to the project, and these members can perform
other data and project operations in the current project.
Note:

If the added member account is not found in the Add member list,click Refresh.

After refreshing the RAM user account to the Count Plus, check the option of the
808
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RAM user account to transfer the RAM user account to the column that you added
on the right. Select the role that you want to grant permission to at the bottom of
the column, and click OK to complete add operation.

View permissions

In a MaxCompute_SQL task, you can run the following statements to view your
permissions:

show
grants -- View
the
permission s
of
the
current
user
show
grants
for < username > -- View
the
permission s
of
a
specified
user , which
is
only
available
to
the
project
administra tor .
For more information about permission viewing commands, see Permission check.

5.3 Permission list

DataWorks provides seven roles for users in your organization. This topic describes
the permissions for speciﬁc roles.

Data management

Permission Point

Owner

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor

tion

Delete created tables

√

√

√

View table collection

√

√

Unhide created table

√

√

Table category
settings
New table

Created table
structure changes

√

√
√

√

√
√

Expert Expert

Expert

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

√

√
√

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

View created table

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Hide created tables

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

View the content on
the right you applied

√

Created table lifecycle √
settings
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√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Owner

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor

tion

Expert Expert

Expert

Non-created table
data permission

√

√

√

Update table

√

√

√

Owner

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security

application

Delete table

Release management
Permissions

√

√

√

tor

√

√

√

View the publishing
package list

√

√

Delete package

Perform publish

√

View release package
content

√
√

Permissions

Owner

button-expand/
collapse

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

Expert Expert

N/A

Expert

√

N/A

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

√

N/A

√

√

N/A

N/A

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor

tion

√

√

N/A

√

√

button-save

N/A

√

√
√

√

√

button-Edit

button-Ampliﬁcation

√

N/A

√

√

N/A

N/A

√

button-run

N/A

N/A

√
√

N/A

√

button-stop

button-format

N/A

tion

Create a publishing
package

Button control
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√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

Expert Expert

Expert

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Owner

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor

tion

√

√

√

Owner

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor

√

√

√

Create code

√

√

√

Delete code

View code list
Run code

Modify code

Download ﬁles
Upload ﬁles

Function development
Permissions

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Owner

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

tor
√

√

Query function

√

√

√

Delete function
Node type control

Permissions

node-PAI
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√

Owner

√

N/A

Expert Expert

N/A

Expert

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

√

N/A
√

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

√

N/A
√

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

√

N/A
√

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

tion

√
√

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security

View function details
Create function

N/A

tion

Save submitted code
View code content

Expert Expert

Expert

√
√

√
√

Expert Expert

Expert

√

√

√

N/A

√

√

√

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor
√

tion

√

Expert Expert
N/A

N/A

Expert

N/A

N/A
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Owner

tor

tion

Node -- MR

√

√

√

Node -- sql

√

√

√

node-CDP

Node -- xlib
node-Shell

node-virtual node

√
√
√
√

node-script_seahawks √

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
√

N/A
√

N/A

√

N/A
√

N/A

√

N/A
√

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Node -- pyodps

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Owner

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tion

View resources list

√

√

√

Create resources

√

√

√

Upload JARﬁles

Upload text ﬁles

Upload archive ﬁles
Workﬂow development
Permissions

Run/stop workﬂow
Save workﬂow

√
√
√
√

Owner

√
√

√
√
√
√

N/A

N/A

√

Delete resources

N/A

N/A

√

tor

N/A

N/A

√

Permission

√

N/A

√

Resources management

√

√

Expert Expert

Expert

node-dtboost_an
alytic

Node -- dtboost_re
command
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√
√
√
√

Expert Expert

N/A

Expert

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor
√
√

tion

√
√

Expert Expert
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Expert

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
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Owner

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor

tion

View workﬂow
content

√

√

√

Submitted node code
Modify workﬂow

√

View workﬂow list

√

√

√

√

Modify the owner
property

√

√
√

Expert Expert

Expert

√

√

√

N/A

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

√

√

√

√

N/A

√
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Open node code

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Create workﬂow

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Delete workﬂow
Create folder
Delete folder

Modify folder
Data integration

Permissions

√
√
√
√

Owner

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor

tion

Data integration-node √
edit

√

√

Data integration-node √
view

√

Data integration-node √
delete
Project resources
consumption

Expert Expert

Expert

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Project synchronou
s resources

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Project synchronous
resources group list

√

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

monitoring menu

management menu
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Owner

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor

tion

Project synchronou
s resources group

√

√

√

Project synchronou
s resources group

√

√

Project synchronous
resources group add

√

Project synchronou
s resources group

Expert Expert

Expert

√

√

N/A

N/A

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Project synchronou
s resources group

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Project synchronou
s resources group

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Project synchronou
s resources group

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Project resources
consumption

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

O&MCenter task
modify resources

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Synchronous task list
menu

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Obtain project
members list

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

create

management
machine list
machine

delete machine

modify machine

get resources group
AcessKey
delete

monitoring
group

The task is moved to
script
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Owner

AdministraDeveloper
Administra
Deployment
Visitor Security
tor

tion

New code interface

√

√

√

According to ﬁleId
obtain code Interface

√

√

Get data integrated
node list

√

Search table
interfaces

Expert Expert

Expert

√

√

N/A

N/A

√

√

√

√

N/A

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Search ﬁeld interface

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

New data source
interface

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Query data source
details interface

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Update data source
interface

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Delete data source
interface

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Test connectivity
Data preview

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Check whether it is
open OTSStream

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Save/update code
interface

√

Query data source list √
interface

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Open Table Store

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

New ODPS table

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

Migration database
table

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Query ODPS table
building statement
Query ODPS table
status
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√

√

√

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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5.4 MaxCompute advanced settings

With the Workspace Manage module of DataWorks, you can manage the advanced
settings of MaxCompute for the current workspace.

After logging on to the DataWorks console, click the Workspace Manage icon in the
upper-right corner to go to the DataOS Panel page.

In the left-side navigation pane, click MaxCompute Advanced Settings. The

MaxCompute Advanced Settings page includes two tabs: Basic Settings and Custom
User Roles.

Basic Settings

On the Basic Settings tab, you can conﬁgure security settings for the MaxCompute
project.

MaxCompute Security Settings: you can conﬁgure security settings for the

MaxCompute project in this section. For more information, see #unique_359.
816
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Description

Enabling or disabling this option is
equivalent to running the set
CheckPermi

ssionUsing

ACL = true

/ false command in the MaxCompute

Allow object creators to access objects

project by using the owner account. This
option is enabled by default.
Enabling or disabling this option
is equivalent to running the set
ObjectCrea

ssPermissi

Allow object creators to grant object
permissions

Enabling or disabling this option
is equivalent to running the set
ObjectCrea

Enable policy-based authorization

torHasGran

n = true / false

command in the MaxCompute project by
using the owner account. This option is
enabled by default.
Enabling or disabling this option is
equivalent to running the set
ProjectPro

Enable RAM service

on = true / false

command in the MaxCompute project by
using the owner account. This option is
enabled by default.

tPermissio

Protect workspace data

torHasAcce

tection = true / false

command in the MaxCompute project
by using the owner account. This option
is disabled by default.
RAM users are only allowed to access
the MaxCompute project if this option
is enabled. This option is enabled by
default.

This option indicates whether to use
policies to check access permissions.
Enabling and disabling this option
is equivalent to running the set
CheckPermi

ssionUsing

Policy

= true / false command in the

MaxCompute project by using the owner
account. This option is enabled by
default.
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Option

Enable column-level access control

Description

The label-based access control
mechanism is disabled by default in the

MaxCompute project. The project owner
can enable or disable it as required.
Enabling or disabling this option is
equivalent to running the Set
LabelSecur

ity = true / false

command in the MaxCompute project by
using the owner account.
Custom User Roles

• Role Name: a role name in the MaxCompute project.
• Actions:

- View Details: you can click this button to view the list of members that are

assigned a speciﬁc role and the permissions of the role on tables and projects.

- Members: you can click this button to assign and unassign a role from speciﬁed
members.

- Authorization: you can click this button to manage the permissions of a role on
tables and projects.

- Delete: you can click this button to delete a role.

• Create Role: you can click the Create Role button in the upper-right corner and
specify the conﬁgurations in the dialog box that appears to create a role.
Note:

The union of the permissions speciﬁed for the custom role and the default
permissions applies.
818
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5.5 Project mode upgrade

A standard project model was introduced in DataWorks V2.0. A DataWorks V2.0

project corresponds to two MaxCompute projects that isolate the development and

production environments, and increases the release process of the task to ensure the
correctness of the task code.

Beneﬁts of the standard pattern

In the latest DataWorks V2.0 version, the simple pattern is when a DataWorks project
that corresponds to a MaxCompute project model in the earlier versions. There is a
simple pattern in DataWorksV2.0, where the Simple Mode causes table permission

s to become uncontrollable, for example: only queries some of the table for some of
the students in the project. This scenario cannot be implemented in Simple Mode
because a DataWorks project corresponds to MaxCompute. The development role

permissions of DataWorks contains the operation permissions of all tables under the

MaxCompute project, so it is impossible to control table permissions precisely, and it
is necessary to create a separate DataWorks project to complete data isolation using

the project isolation method.

DataWorks V1.0 for the table permission control scenario, a scenario is derived:

This manually binds two DataWorks projects, and sets Project A as the published

project for Project B. Project A receives tasks published in Project B without having

to develop code, so the project becomes similar to the production environment, and
Project B is similar to the development environment.

Vulnerabilities can also exist in the two DataWorks project binding mode, when

Project A is a normal DataWorks project, it can be in the data development module
of the task development, resulting in (production) the Code Update portal for

the environment is not unique. There is a logical vulnerability throughout the
development process.

In response to the above-mentioned issues, we launched a standard project model.
In a standard project model, there are several beneﬁts for data developers:

1. A DataWorks project corresponds to two MaxCompute projects that can perfectly
separate the development and production computing engines. The project

members have only the development environment permissions, and by default
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does not have permission to operate the Production Project tables, and improves
the production data security.

2. By default, in standard mode the data development interface operates the

development environment. The production environment tasks are published to

production through the publishing function, ensures the uniqueness of production
environment code editing entry, and improves the safety of the production

environment code.

3. By default, in standard mode the development environment cannot perform

periodic scheduling , which can reduce the consumption of computing resources
under the account, and guarantee the resources running in the production

environment task.

Project mode upgrade

In DataWorks V1.0, we create simple schema projects, that is, under simple schema
projects, how can we upgrade to a standard model?

1. In project management, you can view buttons that are upgraded to the standard
mode.

As you can see from the ﬁgure above, the original project will become a production
project in dual project mode, and the user needs to create a new development

environment for MaxCompute. The project name can be selected by itself. When
you click conﬁrm, DataWorks joins members of the original project in the newly

created MaxCompute development project. The members and roles of the original
project are retained, however, and the project member's permissions on the
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Production Project are abolished. Only the project owner has permissions in the
production item.

For example: A company has a project on DataWorks, and after you click project
upgrade, it will create a Development Environment Project. The members,

roles, tables, and resources in the original a project are all created under the

Development Project. (This will only create tables, and will not clone the table

data). The member from A1 (development role) and B1 (O&M role), will also be

added under theA dev project and retains the role permissions. Project A becomes
a production project, and the A1 and B1 users data permissions in Project A will
be revoked. By default, there is no select and drop permission for the table, and
the production item data is directly protected. In the DataStudio interface, the

default operation of the MaxCompute project is A_dev, to query the production

environment data in the data development interface, you need to use the project
name. The table naming method, and the data development interface can only

edit code for the AHA Dev environment. To update the code in Project A, you can
submit a task to the scheduling system only by the A_dev, and to update you can
publish to the production environment. Add a process of task release (Audit) to

ensure the production environment code is correct.

2. When you click on project mode, the following prompt appears, and you need to
enter the project name for the development environment.

Note:

You cannot access the original project data after the project has been upgrade,

and need to apply for role permissions. By default, the tables that you query in the
data development interface are the tables of your development environment. To
Issue: 20190818
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access the production table, you need to apply for the role permission after using
the project name in the same way the table name is accessed.
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6 Data quality
6.1 Data quality overview
Note:

Currently, Data Quality Center service is in the internal beta stage. It can be activated
only in Shanghai, Hangzhou, Shenzhen, Beijing, UK, Malaysia region. Therefore,

if you have related requirements, join DataWorks communication group 0 (group
number is 11718465) to apply for service activation.

DataWorks Data Quality Center (DQC) is a one-stop platform supporting multiple

heterogeneous data sources quality check, notiﬁcations, and management services.

Data Quality monitors DataSet. Currently, Data Quality supports monitoring of

MaxCompute data tables and DataHub real-time data streams. When the oﬄine
MaxCompute data changes, the Data Quality veriﬁes the data, and blocks the

production links to avoid spread of data pollution. Furthermore, Data Quality

provides veriﬁcation of historical results. Thus, you can analyze and quantify data.
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In the streaming data scenario, Data Quality can monitor the disconnections based

on the Datahub data tunnel. For the ﬁrst time, warning is sent to the subscriber. Data
Quality also provides orange and red alarm levels, and supports alarm frequency

settings to minimize redundant alarms.

This article brieﬂy introduces the main interface components of Data Quality. The
interface consists of four function modules, as follows:

• Overview: By default, home page is the overview page that shows MaxCompute
data tables alarms and blockings, DataHub Topic alarms, and current and

historical tasks. Current tasks include personal subscriptions, alarms, and

blockings for all tasks under the project. You can also browse historical tasks for
last seven and last thirty days (date range of up to three months). Additionally, a
quick way to go to the task query page is provided.

• My subscriptions: The page shows the running status of all subscribed tasks. You
can switch between MaxCompute and DataHub data sources to ﬁnd subscribed
tables or Topics. You can also change the notiﬁcation method (currently, email
notiﬁcation, and email and SMS notiﬁcations are supported).

Select MaxCompute data source, click partition expression on the right (or select

the DataHub data source, and click Topic name) to enter the currently selected rule
conﬁguration interface.

• Rule conﬁguration: Rule conﬁguration is the core function module of Data Quality.
Using this module, you can manage the features related to partition expressions
and rule conﬁgurations (template rules and customized rules).

• Mission Inquiries: The task query module mainly queries the rule validation
situation.

6.2 Features

6.2.1 Overview

Data quality home page mainly includes ODPS Division I subscribe to, DataHub Topic
I subscribe to, Current task alarm condition, Current task blocking situation, Task
Alarm Situation Trend and Task Blocking Situation Trend Graph.
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The module is described below:

• ODPS Division I subscribe to: Displays the subscribed MaxCompute partition

alarms, and blocked and normal tasks for the current day. Click this module to

quickly jump to the task query page of The MaxCompute data source for details.

• DataHub Topic I subscribe to: Displays the DataHub data source alarm that I

subscribe to the same day, the normal two situations, click this module to quickly
jump to the task query page of The DataHub data source for details.

• Current task alarm condition: Displays the task alarm status for both the day and
the currently applied MaxCompute and DataHub data sources.

• Current task blocking situation: Displays the day that the task blocking is currently
applied to the MaxCompute data source.

• Task Alarm Situation Trend: Optional 7 days, 30 days, and custom time periods,

supports task alarm trend diagrams for MaxCompute and DataHub data sources for
a date range of nearly three months.

• Task Blocking Situation Trend Graph: Optional 7 days, 30 days, and custom time

periods, supports task blocking for MaxCompute for a date range of nearly three
months.

6.2.2 My subscription

My subscription page shows the current status of all subscribed tasks. You can select

the corresponding data source to ﬁnd your subscription task. You can also change the
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notiﬁcation method (currently email notiﬁcation, and email and SMS notiﬁcations are
supported).

You can select the following two data sources to perform the related operations.
• Select MaxCompute data source

Click the corresponding partition expression on the right to enter the rule
conﬁguration interface.

1. Click Subscribed in the corresponding partition expression action bar to cancel
the subscription.

2. Click Last check results to go to the task query interface. For more information,
see Conﬁgure MaxCompute data source rules. See for details #unique_366.

• Select DataHub data source

1. Select DataHub data source Click Unsubscribe in the corresponding Topic action
bar to cancel the subscription.

2. Click Topic name to enter the rule conﬁguration interface. For more informatio
n, see Conﬁgure DataHub data source rules.

6.2.3 Template rule

Currently, Data Quality Center (DQC) has 36 template rules every of which is
described in this article.

Fluctuation calculation
Fluctuatio

n =( Sample

-

Reference

value )/ Reference

value

Fluctuation variance calculation

(Current sample - historical N-day average values) / standard deviation

Glossary

• Sample: The value of the speciﬁc samples collected per day, such as the number of
rows in the SQL task table, one-day ﬂuctuation detection. Sample is the number of
partitions of the table in the current day.
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• Reference value: Comparison of historical samples.

- For example, rule is the number of rows in the SQL task table and one-day

ﬂuctuation detection, then the reference value is the number of partitions of the
table generated in the previous day.

- For example, rule is the number of rows in the SQL task table and seven-day

ﬂuctuation detection, then the reference value is the average data value in rows
of the table for the previous seven days.

Veriﬁcation logic

Currently, Data Quality only supports Fluctuation detection value and Comparison of
ﬁxed value veriﬁcation methods.

Veriﬁcation method Veriﬁcation logic
Fluctuation
detection value

• If the absolute value of the check value is less than or equal
to the orange threshold, it returns normal.

• If the absolute value of the check value does not meet the
ﬁrst condition and is less than or equal to the red threshold,
orange alarm is triggered.
• If the check value does not meet the second condition, red
alarm is triggered.

• If there is no orange threshold, only two cases are possible:
red alarm and normal.
• If there is no red threshold, only two cases are possible:
orange alarm and normal.

Comparison of
ﬁxed value

• If none of them is ﬁlled, red alert is triggered, as the front
end is not allowed to leave two thresholds blank.

• According to the check expression, calculate s opt expect,
returns Boolean value, opt supports greater than, less than,
equal to, greater than or equal to, less than or equal to, not
equal to.
• According to the preceding formula, if true, it returns
normal, otherwise, red alarm is triggered.

Template rule

Template
level

Issue: 20190818
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The average value of the ﬁeld
, ﬂuctuation compared to
the one day, one week, one
month before.

2

6

7

8
9

The number of unique values
in the ﬁeld.
The number of unique
values in the ﬁeld, volatility

compared to the one day, one
week, one month before.
The number of rows in the
table, ﬂuctuation compared

to the one day, one week, one
month before.
The number of null values in
the ﬁeld.
The number of null values in
the ﬁeld / Total number of
rows.

828

day, one-month period, calculate the
ﬂuctuation. Then compare it with the
threshold, if there is an alarm, it is
triggered.

The maximum value of the
Take the maximum value of this ﬁeld
ﬁeld, ﬂuctuation compared to , compare with the one-day, seventhe one day, one week, one
month before.

5

period, calculate the ﬂuctuation. Then
compare it with the threshold, if there is
an alarm, it is triggered.

The minimum value of the
Take the minimum value of this ﬁeld
ﬁeld, ﬂuctuation compared to , compare with the one-day, seventhe one day, one week, one
month before.

4

day, one-month period, calculate the
ﬂuctuation. Then compare it with the
threshold, if there is an alarm, it is
triggered.

The summary value of the
Take the sum value of this ﬁeld, compare
ﬁeld, ﬂuctuation compared to with the one-day, seven-day, one-month
the one day, one week, one
month before.

3

Take the average value of this ﬁeld
, compare with the one-day, seven-

day, one-month period, calculate the
ﬂuctuation. Then compare it with the
threshold, if there is an alarm, it is
triggered.
Count the number after removing
duplicates, then compare with an

expected number, that is, ﬁxed value
veriﬁcation.

Count the number after removing
duplicates, compare with one day, one
week, one month, that is, ﬁxed value
veriﬁcation.

Compare the number of rows in the
table collected one day, one week, and
one month before, and compare the
ﬂuctuation.

The number of null values in this ﬁeld
compare to the ﬁxed value.

Calculate the number of null values and
the total number of rows to get a rate,
then compare with a ﬁxed value. Note:
The ﬁxed value is a decimal.
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The number of duplications
in the ﬁeld / Total number of

The rate of the number of repeated
values to the total number of rows, then

The number of duplicated
values in the ﬁeld.

The total number of rows minus the
number after removing duplicates (that

rows.

The number of unique values
in the ﬁeld / Total number of
rows.

The average value of the ﬁeld
, ﬂuctuation compared to the
one day before.

14

Calculate the ﬂuctuation, then compare
with a threshold value.
the ﬂuctuation, then compare with a
threshold value.

Calculate the volatility, then compare
with a threshold value.
calculate the ﬂuctuation, then compare
with a threshold value.
the ﬂuctuation. Then compare it with
the threshold, if there is an alarm, it is
triggered.

The minimum value of the
Take the minimum value of this ﬁeld,
ﬁeld, ﬂuctuation compared to compare it with the previous period,
the previous period.
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Take the average value of the ﬁeld,
compare with the previous period.

The summary value of the
Take the sum value of this ﬁeld, compare
ﬁeld, ﬂuctuation compared to it with the previous period, calculate
the previous period.

18

compare with a ﬁxed value.

The maximum value of the
Take the maximum value of this ﬁeld
ﬁeld, ﬂuctuation compared to , compare it to the one day before,
the one day before.

17

The rate of the number of unique values
to the total number of rows, then

The minimum value of the
Take the maximum value of this ﬁeld
ﬁeld, ﬂuctuation compared to , compare it to the one day before.
the one day before.

16

is the number of duplicated values in
the ﬁeld), and the number of duplicated
values compared to the ﬁxed value.

The summary value of the
Take the sum value of this ﬁeld, compare
ﬁeld, ﬂuctuation compared to with the previous period. Calculate
the one day before.

15

compare with a ﬁxed value.

calculate the volatility. Then compare it
with the threshold, if there is an alarm, it
is triggered.
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The maximum value of the
Take the maximum value of this ﬁeld,
ﬁeld, ﬂuctuation compared to compare it with the previous period,
the previous period.

20
21
22
23
24
25

Table size (bytes) is
unchanged, compared to the
previous period.

27
28

29

Table size (bytes) has changed, compared
to the previous period.

The number of rows in the
table has changed, compared

The number of rows in the table has
changed, compared to the previous

previous period.

to the previous period.

period.

The number of rows in the
The number of rows in the table is
table is unchanged, compared unchanged, compared to the previous
to the previous period.

Table size, diﬀerence value
compared to the previous
period (bytes).

period.

Table size, diﬀerence value compared to
the previous period (bytes).

The number of rows in
the table, diﬀerence value

The reference value is the number of
partitions of the table generated in the

The number of rows in the
table.

The number of rows in the table.

previous period. Compare to the number
of table rows collected on the current day
, then compare the diﬀerence value.

Table space size (bytes).

Table space size (bytes).

compared to one day before.

before. Compare to the number of table
rows collected on the current day, then
compare the diﬀerence value.

The number of rows in
the table, diﬀerence value

Table space size, diﬀerence
value compared to one day
before (bytes).
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Table size (bytes) is unchanged,
compared to the previous period.

Table size (bytes) has
changed, compared to the

compared to the previous
period.
26

calculate the ﬂuctuation. Then compare
it with the threshold, if there is an alarm,
it is triggered.

The reference value is the number of
partitions of the table generated one day

Table space size, diﬀerence value
compared to one day before (bytes).
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Table space size, ﬂuctuatio
n compared to the one day
before.

31

Table space size, ﬂuctuation
compared to the one week
before.

32

Table space size, ﬂuctuation
compared to the one month
before.

33

34

The number of rows in the
table, average ﬂuctuation
value compared to the last
seven days.

The number of rows in the
table, average ﬂuctuation
value compared to the last
thirty days.
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The template is the ﬂuctuation of the
table size monitoring. The sample is

compared with the quota sample of the
previous day. If the orange threshold
is 5% and the red threshold is 10%, the
orange alarm is triggered when the
ﬂuctuation is greater than 5% and less
than or equal to 10%. The red alarm is
triggered when the orange threshold is
greater than 10%.
The template is the ﬂuctuation of the
table size monitoring. The sample is

compared with the quota sample of the
previous week. If the orange threshold
is 5% and the red threshold is 10%, the
orange alarm is triggered when the
ﬂuctuation is greater than 5% and less
than or equal to 10%. The red alarm is
triggered when the orange threshold is
greater than 10%.
The template is the ﬂuctuation of the
table size monitoring. The sample is

compared with the quota sample of the
previous month. If the orange threshold
is 5% and the red threshold is 10%, the
orange alarm is triggered when the
ﬂuctuation is greater than 5% and less
than or equal to 10%. The red alarm is
triggered when the orange threshold is
greater than 10%.

The reference value is the average value
of the number of table rows in the last
seven days.

The reference value is the average value
of the number of table rows in the last
thirty days.
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The number of rows in the
table, ﬂuctuation compared

The reference value is the number of
partitions of the table generated one day

The number of rows in the
table, ﬂuctuation compared

The reference value is the number of
partitions of the table generated one

to the one day before.
36

to the one week before.
37

The number of rows in the
table, ﬂuctuation compared
to the one month before.

38

39

The number of rows in the
table, the ﬁrst day of the

current month ﬂuctuation
compared to the one day, one
week, one month before.

41

42

43

The reference value is the number of
partitions of the table generated one

month before. Compare to the number of
table rows collected on the current day,
then compare the ﬂuctuation.
Compare the number of table rows
collected on the ﬁrst day of the current

month to one day, one week, one month
before, and compare the ﬂuctuation.
The reference value is the number of
partitions of the table generated in the

Discrete value monitoring (
number of packets)

The number of packets is compared with
a ﬁxed value.

Discrete value monitoring (
group number ﬂuctuation)
Discrete value monitoring (
state value)
Discrete value monitoring (
state value and ﬂuctuation of
state value)

832

week before. Compare to the number of
table rows collected on the current day,
then compare the ﬂuctuation.

The number of rows in the
table, ﬂuctuation compared
to the previous period.

40

before. Compare to the number of table
rows collected on the day, then compare
the ﬂuctuation.

previous period. Compare to the number
of table rows collected on the current day
, and compare the ﬂuctuation.

The number of divisions for ﬂuctuatio
n detection, one day, seven days, one

month ago that day the number of groups
is the benchmark.
As in select count (*) from table group
by table.id, the value of each group

after grouping is compared to a certain
number.
Like select count (*) from table group
by table. id, it compares the value of

each group after grouping with a certain
number; and if the number of groupings
increases, it will alarm, without alarming
.
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The task query module allows you to query and view rule veriﬁcation results. Rule

run is the task run, where the rule run record can be viewed in the Mission Inquiries
module.

1. Visit the Data Quality Center, click Mission Inquiries, and enter the query page.
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2. Select the ODPS data source and, according to the search box, enter content to
locate exactly the table you want to ﬁnd.

• Display the task running state

You can view the task execution status, number of rules, and number of

exceptional rules in the task list. By clicking the hyperlinks on the right side, you
can go to the relevant pages, and view details and make modiﬁcations.

• View Details of the partition expression

Click the details of the corresponding task to enter the instance details page.

This page shows the running status of all rules created for the current partition
expression.

- Click More to view information about the data source, app name, node ID,
and owner.

- Click view history after the corresponding ﬁeld to view the running records
after each schedule.

• Viewing rule conﬁgurations

Click Rules after the corresponding task to jump to the rule conﬁguration page.
On this page, you can view and modify existing partition expressions and rules.
See for details #unique_366.

• View log

Click the log after the corresponding task to view the running log for the current

834

task.
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• View data distribution

Click data distribution after the corresponding task to view the task from
creation to date, the situation of each run.

6.3 User manual

6.3.1 Rules conﬁguration for DataHub data source
This article describes how to conﬁgure the DataHub data source.

Go to Operation center, you can create new data sources. You can conﬁgure the

Endpoint of DataHub, data source name, AccessKeyID, and AccessKeySecret to create
a connection string. After this, you can query on DQC.

Choose data source

1. Click Rules conﬁguration at the left navigation;

2. Select DataHub data source, you can see all topics in this data source.

Select DataHub data source, you can see all topics in this data source.

Monitor rules conﬁguration

1. Select a speciﬁc topic, click Conﬁgure monitoring rules to enter monitor rules
page.

You can also navigate to My Subscription > DataHub data source > Topic name to
enter the subscribed topic quickly.
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2. Click create rule, and the datahub data source can now only create a template rule
with a data type of cut-oﬀ monitoring.
Conﬁgurations:

• Alarm frequency: You can set how often to alarm, there are 10 minutes, 30
minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours four options.

• Orange threshold: in minutes, you can only enter an integer, and you must be
less than the red threshold.

• Red threshold: in minutes, you can only enter an integer, which must be greater
than the orange threshold.

3. When the settings are complete, click Save to add the rules that you created to the
topic.

6.3.2 Rules Conﬁguration for ODPS data source
This article introduces how to conﬁgure ODPS data source.

Rules conﬁguration is the core function module of Data Quality. Data sources are
divided into ODPS data source and DataHub data source.

Select a data source

1. Click Rules Conﬁguration in the left-side navigation pane to enter the Rules
conﬁguration page.

2. Select MaxCompute to display all the tables in the project you have joined.
Note:

You can use the search box to ﬁnd topics in other data sources quickly.

3. Click Conﬁgure Monitoring Rules on the right side.
Note:

Additionally, you can select ODPS data source in My subscriptions by #unique_372 ,
and click Partition expressions on the right to enter the Rules conﬁguration page.
836
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Conﬁgure the partition expression

A partition expression is a ﬁltering condition used to match a validation rule.

In the Rule Conﬁguration page, click the plus sign+ in the upper left corner to add a
partition expression.

• Expression for new partition: Click + in the upper left corner to pop up Add

a partition, you can edit a syntax-compliant partition expression to suit your

needs. Non-partition table can be directly selected NOTAPARTITIONTABLE in the
recommended partition expressions list.

• Format of the ﬁrst-level partition expressions: Partition name = partition value.
Partition value can be a ﬁxed value or a built-in parameter expression.

• Format of the multi-level partition expressions: First-level partition name =

partition value / second-level partition name = partition value / N-level partition

name = partition value. Partition value can be a ﬁxed value or a built-in parameter
expression.

Built-in parameter expression
• $[ yyyymmddmi

ss - 1 ]

The format is yyyymmddmi

ss - 1 . The previous day’s (year-month-day)

scheduled time of the daily scheduled instance; and is equal to the time (year-

month-day) for the instance of the automatically scheduled daily node, minus 1
day.
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24miss ]

The format is yyyymmddhh

24miss . It speciﬁes the scheduled time (year-month-

date-hour-minute-second) for the routinely scheduled instance.
- Yyyy indicates 4-digit year
- Mm for 2-digit month
- DD for 2-digit days

- Hh24 is a 24-hour system.
- MI 2-digit minutes

- SS for 2-digit seconds

Get +/- period method

The partition expression cycle is determined by the conﬁgured run time, for example
, the conﬁguration run time is the ﬁrst 5 days, the cycle is scheduled every 5 days.
• N days before: ${yyyymmdd-N}

• The 1st day of each month: ${yyyymm01-1}

• The 1st day of N months before: ${yyyymm01-Nm}
• The last day of each month: dt=${yyyymmld-1}

• The last day of N months before: dt=${yyyymmld-Nm}
• One hour ago: $ [hh24miss-1/24]

• Half an hour ago: $ [hh24miss-30/24/60]

• Added partition expressions: Indicates the partition expressions already added to
the table.
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• Recommended partition expressions: Indicates the partition expressions

recommended by Data Quality. In the list of recommended partition expressions,
you can ﬁnd the partition expression that meets your requirements, and select

to add it. When a recommended partition is successfully added to the table, it is
displayed in the Added Partitions section.

If you don't know if the recommended and custom expressions match your

expectations, you can use the partition calculation function for calculations.

• Delete partition expression: Partition expressions that are no longer used can be

deleted. If the partition expression has been conﬁgured with rules, all rules under
the expression are also deleted.
Note:

In the following example, the partition name dt is taken as an example. If the

table is a dynamic partition table, the use of a regular partition expressions is not
recommended.

Partition expression

Description

dt = [[a-zA-Z0-9 _-] *>

The expression is generally used for hours tasks
. If the table partition is an hour partition, it

ALL_PARTITIONS

dt=$[yyyymmdd-N]
dt=$[yyyymm01-1]

dt=$[yyyymm01-Nm]
dt=$[yyyymmld-1]

dt=$[yyyymmld-1m]

dt=$[hh24miss-1/24]

dt=$[hh24miss-30/24/60]

This partition expression can be selected for nonpartition tables.
automatically replaces the regular expression
with the partition expression.
Indicates N days before.

Indicates the 1st day of each month.

Indicates the 1st day of N months before.

Indicates the last day of N months before.
Represents the last day of N months ago.
Represents an hour ago.

Representing half an hour ago.

Click the input expression window, and the recommended partition expressions are
displayed in the drop-down list.

• If an appropriate expression is in the list, click the line to automatically synchroniz
e it to the output window.
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• If none of partition expressions meet your requirements, you can input partition
expressions as needed.

After the operation is complete, click Calculate. Data Quality calculates the value of
partition expressions according to the current time (scheduled time) to verify the
correctness of the partition expressions.
Click Okto complete the operation.

Associated scheduling

To monitor oﬄine data on the production links, you can use Data Quality associated

scheduling function. Please ensure at least one of those three roles , which are Porject
Manager,Development,O&M , has been granted in both projects.
Note:

Please refer to #unique_192for how to check project role.

You can add associated scheduling to existing Task node. After associating with the
schedule, the data quality monitoring task would run automatically. (You can skip

below steps if you do not want to monitor the data quality.)

You can enter Operation Center to set the associated scheduling quality monitoring
conﬁguration.

1. ClickMore > Conﬁgure Quality Monitoring in corresponding task tab.

2. Select speciﬁc Project Name and Table Name , and click Conﬁgurations in the

corresponding partition expression tab (you can also add a partition expression by
yourself ) to conﬁgure this partition expression.

Create rules

Creating rules according the actual needs of the table is the core function module of
Data Quality.

Currently, rules can be created in two ways: Template rules and Customized rules,

speciﬁc usage depends on the actual needs. These two kinds of rules are divided into
Add monitoring rules and Quick add.

After creating the rules, click Save batches, you can save all the rules to the already
created partition expressions.
Template rules
840
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• Add monitoring rules

- Field type: Consists of table-level rules and ﬁeld-level rules. The ﬁeld-level rules
conﬁgure monitoring rules for speciﬁc ﬁelds in the table. The table-level rules
are selected here, and other setting items in the interface correspond to the

table-level rules conﬁguration.

- Intensity: You can conﬁgure the intensity of the rule. For example, when strong
is selected, if the red threshold is triggered while the task is running, the task is
set to fail.

- Template type: The system has a built-in table-level monitoring rules module.

- Tendency: Depending on the type of template selected, tendency can include the
following types: absolute value, increasing, and decreasing.

- Comparison of ﬂuctuation values: Set the orange and red thresholds of the

ﬂuctuation value. You can manually drag the progress bar, or directly input the
threshold value.

• Quick add

- Field name: Can be used only for ﬁeld-level rules. Field-level rules conﬁgure

monitoring rules for speciﬁc ﬁelds in the table. Select speciﬁc ﬁelds to set the
ﬁeld-level rules.

- Rule type: Select the ﬁeld null value or ﬁeld repetition value.
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If the template rules do not meet your requirements for partition expressions quality
monitoring, you can use customized rules to create the custom monitoring rules.
Customized rules

On the Customized rules page, you can select to create table-level rules or custom
SQL.

842
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• Add monitoring rules

- Field Type: Consists of table-level rules, ﬁeld-level rules, and custom SQL. The
table-level rules are selected here, and other settings items in the interface

correspond to the table-level customized rules conﬁguration.

- Intensity: When strong is selected, if the red threshold is triggered while the
task is running, the task is set to fail.

- Statistical functions: Include two types: count and count/table_count.
- Filter conditions: Custom SQL.

- Veriﬁcation method: The built-in veriﬁcation method can be selected. The
veriﬁcation method defaults to a ﬁxed value.

- Tendency: Includes three types: absolute value, increasing, and decreasing. If
the statistical function is set to count/table_count, the tendency defaults to a

ﬁxed value.

- Comparison method: According to the actual needs, there are many options:

greater than, greater than or equal to, equal to, not equal to, less than, less than
or equal to.

- Expected value: The expected target value.

- Description: The detailed description of the customized rule.

• Quick add

- Rule type: Includes two types: Number of rows in the table is greater than null
and Multiple ﬁelds repetition value.

- Field name: When the rule type is Multiple ﬁelds repetition value, the ﬁeld

names that must be added are displayed, and the multiple ﬁeld names can be

Test run

added.

After the rules are conﬁgured, you can perform a test run for all the rules under a
partition expression, and view the test run results.
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1. Select the required scheduling date, and click Test run.

• Test run partition: the actual partition changes with the change of business date.
If NOPARTITIONTABLE, the actual partition is automatically added.

• Scheduling time: The default is the current time.

2. Click test run success! Click Trial Run Success，Click to view the test run results,
and go to the task query page to check the results.

Change the responsible person

When the responsible person leaves or changes job, person in charge of the partition
expressions can be changed with another project member. Place the mouse over the

responsible person, and the hidden button is displayed.

Place the mouse over the responsible person, and the hidden button is displayed.

Click to modify the responsible person, input the name of the new person in charge,
and click Conﬁrm to submit.

844
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More

Option More includes the following options: Partition operations logs, Last
veriﬁcation results, and Copy rules.

• Partition operations logs: Displays a record of all the rule settings for the current
partition expression.

• Last veriﬁcation results: Redirects to the the task query interface where you can
view the running results under the current partition expression. You can also
check the historical results.

• Copy rules: You can copy the currently set rules into the target expression, and the
transmissions can be synchronized.

For more information about template rules supported by ODPS data source, see
#unique_374.
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7 Data management
7.1 Introduction

The Data Management module of the Alibaba Cloud DTplus platform displays the

global data view and metadata details of an organization, and enables operations
such as permission management, data lifecycle management, and approval and

management of data table/resource/function permissions.
such as:

Search for data
#unique_377

Create a table

Collection table modifying Life Cycle
Modify a table structure
Hide a table

Change a table owner
Delete a table

View the table details

Category navigation conﬁguration

7.2 Overview

You can go to the global overview page through Data Management > Overview , the

statistics on this page are measured on the premises of the entire organization, at the
same time, the data information for the entire page is produced oﬄine, that is, the
data information for the page is yesterday's statistics.
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List items description:

• Total project quantity, Total table quantity, Storage used, CPU usage: From an

organizational perspective, the number of project spaces, data tables, data tables

used by the data table, and the storage used by the task runtime. calculation (CPU/
minute or second, etc ).

• Project kinship distribution chart: From an organizational perspective, the

network is used to describe the relationship between project spaces, the arc

represents the project space, and the relationship between the two project spaces
is connected if there is a blood relationship.

• Project kinship distribution table: From an organizational perspective, the left
side is the project space in which the upstream table is located, to the right is

the project space to which the downstream table belongs, with the total amount
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representing the number of blood relationships that exist for the two project

spaces.

• Top projects by storage use: The top ten projects, in terms of storage spaces used in
the organizational perspective.

• Top tables by storage use: From an organizational point of view, the display data
table occupies the top 10 of the storage volume, you can click the speciﬁc table

name to jump to the table details page.

• Popular tables: From an organizational perspective, the list of data tables with the
most cited numbers displays the top 10, you can click the speciﬁc table name to

jump to the table details page.

7.3 Table detail page

On the table detail page you can view the basic information, storage information,

ﬁeld information, partition information, output information, change history, kinship

information, and data preview of the table. To view the table details, click the name of
a data table from the Table Management module lists.

Add tables to favorites

Click Add to favorites in the upper corner of the page to add the table to your favorite
list. You can view such tables in Table Management > My Favorite Tables.
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Application Permissions

You can apply for permissions for the current table on the table details page. The

permissions can be applied for by the user himself/herself, or by someone else on
behalf of the user.

Basic table information

The basic information of a table includes the table name, the Chinese name of the

table, the Alibaba Cloud DTplus platform project name, the owner name, description
, and permission status (oﬄine processed data, lagging by one day).
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Physical storage capacity

The storage information of a table includes the physical storage capacity (data lagging
by one day), lifecycle, whether the table is a partition table, the table creation time,

the last DDL modiﬁcation time, and the last data modiﬁcation time.

Field information

The ﬁeld information of a table includes a ﬁeld name, type, whether the ﬁeld is a

partition ﬁeld, and description. You can also click Generate table creation statement
to generate the DDL statement of the table.
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Partition information

The Partition information module displays the current partition of the table,

including the partition name, creation time, storage capacity, and record quantity.

Output information

The Output information module shows which task outputs the table/partition,

including the running time (in seconds) and the end time of data output in the table

partition. You can select the start time and end time to ﬁlter tasks within the period.
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Change history

The Change history module displays the table change information, including the
change history of the table and partition granularity.

Kinship information

The Kinship information module shows the kinship information of the table data that
ﬂows through MaxCompute. The ﬁeld kinship analysis is supported.
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Data preview of a table

Click preview data to preview the data information of the current table.

7.4 Permission management

The Permission Management module is mainly used to manage the applications
for permissions of tables, resources, and functions. It includes the following

submodules: For my approval, Application record, Already approved, and Revoke
permissions.

For my approval

In the For my approval module, you can view and approve the pending applications
for permissions of tables, resources, and functions in all the projects where the
current access account is as the administrator.

Application record

In the Application record module, you can view the permission application history of
the current access account.
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Already approved

In the Already approved module, you can view the processed applications for

permissions of tables, resources, and functions in all the projects where the current
access account is as the administrator.

Revoke permissions

In the Revoke permissions module, you can view and revoke the approved

applications for permissions of tables, resources, and functions in all the projects
where the current access account is as the administrator.

7.5 Apply for data permissions

Alibaba Cloud DTplus DataWorks provides the following three data types.
• Table: Namely the data tables.

• Function: Namely the UDF, functions that can be used in SQL.

• Resource: For example, the text ﬁles and MapReduce JAR ﬁles.

These three data types have a strict permission control feature. You can use them
after applying for the required permissions.

Apply for table permissions

1. Find the data table that needs to apply for permission by Data Management > All
Data page.

2. Click Application permissions in the Actions column of the data table.
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3. Complete the conﬁgurations in the Apply for authorization dialog box.

Parameters:

• Permission owner: Select Self Apply or Apply as agent.

- Self Apply: With this option selected, the permission is granted to the you,

because you being the current logon user, after the application is approved.

- Apply as agent: With this option selected, enter the account (the logon name
in the upper-right corner of the system) to whom you want to apply the
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permission for. Once the application is approved, the permission is granted
to the speciﬁed account.

• Permission expiration date: The duration of the applied table permission. The
unit is in days. If not speciﬁed, the permission does not expire permanently

by default. When the validity period expires, the permission is automatically
revoked by the system.

• Application reason: Enter a brief application reason for faster approval.

4. Click OK to submit the application and wait for approval. You can check the
application status in Permission Management > Application History.

Apply for function and resource permissions

1. Enter the Data Management > Query Data page.

2. Click Apply for data permission in the upper-right corner of the list.
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3. Complete the conﬁgurations in the Apply for authorization dialog box.
Parameters:

• Application type: Select Function or Resource.

• Permission owner: Select Self Apply or Apply as agent.

- Self Apply: With this option selected, the permission is granted to the you

because you being the current logon user, after the application is approved.

- Apply as agent: With this option selected, enter the account (the logon name
in the upper-right corner of the system) to whom you want to apply the

permission for. Once the application is approved, the permission is granted
to the speciﬁed account.

• Project name: Select the project name (MaxCompute project name) where the
function or resource that you want to apply for permissions resides. Fuzzy

searches within the organization is supported.

• Function name/Resource name: Enter the name of the function or the resource

in the project. Enter the full name of the resource, including the ﬁle suﬃx, such
as my_mr.jar.

• Permission expiration date: The duration of the applied permission. The unit is

in days. If not speciﬁed, the permission does not expire permanently by default
. When the expiration date arrives, the permission is automatically revoked by
the system.

• Application reason: Enter a brief application reason for faster approval.

4. Click OK to submit the application and wait for approval. You can check the
application status in Permission Management > Application History.

7.6 Manage conﬁg

You can conﬁgure the categories of a newly created table on the Category Navigation
Conﬁguration page (organization administrator permission is required for this

operation).

Procedure

1. Enter the DataWorks console as a developer, and click Enter Project to enter the
project management page.

2. Click Data Management from the upper menu and go to the Manage Conﬁg page.
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after the Table category settings to add level 1 category.
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after the level 1 category to add level 2 category.

You can add up to four levels of categories.
and

indicates deleting the category.

indicates editing the category name,

After the conﬁgurations, you can select the conﬁgured categories on the New Table
page, as shown in the following ﬁgure:

The categories of a newly created table are as follows:
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7.7 All data

In the organization, to search for the data tables (of multiple projects) you must log
on to the Data Management > All Data page. Search for the tables by selecting the

ﬁlter conditions and entering the table name in the search box on the All Data page.

You can follow any of the following three ways:

• Select a category to view all the tables under the selected category.

• Select a project name: View all the tables under the selected project. This can be
used with the category ﬁltering condition.

• Search condition: Enter the table name in the search box to for a search (supports
fuzzy search by table name), and search by note is also supported.

7.8 Table management

The Table management module categorizes data tables and helps to manage

information and operations for diﬀerent tables in various categories. This enables
the developers to manage their own data tables. On the Manage Data Tables page,
you can follow these steps on your tables: setting the lifecycle, managing tables

(including modifying the category, description, ﬁeld, and partition of a table), hiding
and unhiding tables, and deleting tables.
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Table category

• My favorite tables

This section lists your favorite data tables. You can also remove the table from your
favorite list.

• My recently used tables

This section displays the tables that you recently used. You can set the table

lifecycle, manage tables (including modifying the category, description, ﬁeld, and
partition of a table), hiding and unhiding tables, and deleting tables. For more

information, see the Manage tables section in this article.

• Individual account table

This section lists the data tables you have created within the organization. In other
words, you are the owner of the tables as you are the current logon user.

You can search for the tables by table names and ﬁlter the tables according to the
projects where the tables belong. The operations available here are the same as
those for My recently used tables.

• Production account table

This section lists the tables with owners conﬁgured as Computing Engine Accounts
(namely, the production account) with a MaxCompute access identity. The

operations available here are the same as those for My recently used tables.
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• My managed tables

If you are the project administrator, all the data tables in the project spaces you

managed are displayed on this page. As an administrator, you can perform various
operations on the tables such as modifying the table owner.

Manage tables

• Add tables to favorites

The Data Management module allows you to add tables to your favorites list.

You can click Add to favorites on the table details page to add the table to your

favorite list. Similarly, to remove a table from favorites list, click remove, on the My
Favorite Tables page.
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• Modify the lifecycle

1. Click the LifeCycle in the actions column of the list.

2. Modify the table lifecycle in the Lifecycle dialog box.
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• Modify table structure

1. Click More in the Actions column of the list and select Table Management to
modify the table structure.

2. Modify the related information on the Table Management page.

3. Click Submit to conﬁrm the changes.
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• Hide a table

The table owner or project administrator can hide a table to make table invisible to
other members.

Click More in the Actions column of the list and select Hide to hide a table. To
unhide the table, select Unhide.

A hidden table is marked with Hidden behind its name.

Note:

The master account hidden table sub-accounts cannot view the hidden table

content, click the appropriate prompt: table is hidden, contact the administrator

or owner, sub-account hidden table master account can query the table contents.
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• Modify table owner

The project administrator can modify the table owner by completing the following
steps:

1. In the My managed tables section, click More in
the Actions column of the list and select Modify
Owner.

2. Enter the cloud account name of the new owner in the Modify table owner
dialog box. Note that the new owner must be a member of the project.

3. After the modiﬁcation is complete, click Submit.
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• Delete a table

1. Click More in the Actions column of the list and select Delete.

2. Click OK to conﬁrm the action. Once a data table is deleted, the table
structure.

Note that once you delete a table, all table data gets deleted and cannot be
recovered. So, proceed with caution.

7.9 Create a table

Generally, you must create tables during data development to store the results of data

synchronization and data processing. The Data Management module of Alibaba Cloud
DTplus platform provides two ways to create a table.
Note:

Statement-based table creation The classiﬁcation can facilitate metadata

management for numerous businesses in the organization. For more information on
creating tables with the maxcompute client, see Create tables.
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Prerequisites

• Real-name registration for cloud accounts to generate the access ID and AccessKey.
The cloud account used to build the table is the current logon account, you must
have access Sid and accesskey to request a table to be built by maxcompute, so

the cloud account must have real name authentication to generate access Sid and
accesskey. For more information, see #unique_20.

• Log on to Alibaba Cloud oﬃcial website using the cloud account.

You must authorize the Alibaba Cloud account before creating tables. MaxCompute
project owners can directly run the authorization statement to authorize the

permissions. Examples are as follows:

use
projectnam e ; -- Open
a
project
add
user
aliyun $ Alibaba
Cloud
account ; -- Add
an
user
Grant
CreateInst ance , CreateTabl e , List
ON
PROJECT
projectnam e
TO
aliyun $ Alibaba
Cloud
account ; -Authorize
the
user
Note:

>The tables are created using the Alibaba Cloud account currently logged on, so
the owner of the tables is the account currently logged on.

Visualization of creating a table

1. Enter the DataWorks management console as a developer, and click Enter
workspace after the corresponding project under the project list.

2. Click Data Management in the upper navigation pane and navigate to Manage Data
Tables page.

3. Click Create table.
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4. Complete the conﬁgurations of the Basic information steps in the Create table
dialog box.

Parameters:

• Project Name: The list shows the MaxCompute projects that the user is currently
in.

• Table Name: It may contain letters, digits, and underscores.
• Alias: Chinese name of the table to be created.

• Category: the current table is in a category that supports a maximum of four
levels. Class navigation, conﬁguration see #unique_381.

• Description: brief description of the table to be created.

• Lifecycle: The lifecycle function of MaxCompute. Data in the table (or partition)
that has not been updated within the period of time speciﬁed by "Lifecycle" (in

days) will be cleared. Five options are available, including 1 day, 7 days, 32 days,
Permanent, and User-deﬁned.

5. Click Next.
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6. Fill in conﬁguration items on the Create a Table > Field and Partition Info. tab
page.

• Add the ﬁeld settings.
• Set the partitions.

Parameters:

- Field English Name: English name of a ﬁeld, which may contain letters, digits
, and underscores.

- - Field type: MaxCompute data type (string, bigint, double, datetime, or
boolean).

- Description: detailed description of a ﬁeld.

- Operation: The options include Move Up, Move Down, and Delete.

- Whether to Set Partitions: If you select "Yes", you need to conﬁgure the

partition key information. The string and bigint data types are supported.

7. Click Submit.

Upon successful commit of the new table, the system will automatically jump back
to the data table management interface, click the tables that I manage to view the

new table.

Statement to create a table

1. Enter the DataWorks management console as a developer, and click Enter
workspace after the corresponding project under the project list.

2. On the top menu bar, choose Data Management. Navigate to Table Management on
the left.

3. Click new table, and then selectDDL build table.
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4. Write DDL statements to create a table. Examples are as follows:
create
table
if
not
exists
table2
(
id
string
comment ' user
ID ',
name
string
comment ' user
name '
) partitione d
by ( dt
string )
LIFECYCLE
7 ;
5. Click Submit and the following page appears:

Except Alias, Category, and Lifecycle, all the other conﬁguration items on the Basic
Information page are automatically ﬁlled in. You need to edit and provide the

names and the security levels of ﬁelds on the Field and Partition Information page.
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6. Fill in the remaining conﬁguration items on the Basic Info. tab page.

7. Click Next step.
8. Click Submit.

After the created table is submitted, the system automatically jumps back to the
Data Table Management page. Click My Tables to view the created table.
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8 Data Map
8.1 Upgrade Data Management to Data Map

This topic describes the latest progress and plan of upgrading Data Management to
Data Map.

First release plan of the Data Map module of DataWorks
• Version: DataWorks Data Map
• Date: May 21, 2019

• Region: China (Shanghai), China (Hangzhou), China (Shenzhen), China(Hong Kong
), and Singapore

• Description: Developed based on Data Management, Data Map provides features
by role and controls permissions such as the data preview permission and table

creation permission. It helps you build an enterprise-level knowledge base.

• Plan:

- May 21, 2019: ﬁrst batch of users in China (Shanghai)

- May 22, 2019: second batch of users in China (Shanghai), and users in China (
Hangzhou) and China (Shenzhen)

- May 23, 2019: third batch of users in China (Shanghai), and users in China(Hong
Kong) and Singapore

Feature comparison between Data Map and Data Management

Compared with Data Management, Data Map improves user experience in terms of

the overall visual interaction and role distinguishing. The following table compares
Data Management and Data Map.
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Item

Data Management

features
with
roles

Data Management
module provides
the following pages:

Associate Based on the
page
feature types, the

• Overview page
• Page for
searching for
data

• Page for
managing tables
• Page for
managing
permissions
• Page for

managing
settings

Data Map

• Based on the relationship

between roles and features,
the Data Map module
provides the following
pages:
- Overview

- Homepage of Data Map
and All Categories:

allows you to search for
data.

- My Tables: allows you to
manage your tables, add

tables to favorites, apply
for permissions, and
approve applications.

- Settings: allows you to
manage workspaces or
categories.

• Data Map enhances the
search capabilities for data
operators and supports
category-based search.
Centralize Diﬀerent pages

personal are provided for

you to manage
operationstables, manage
favorites, manage
permissions, and
apply for resource
and function
permissions.
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• On the My Tables page,
you can apply for resource
and function permissions
and approve applications
for table, resource, and
function permissions.

• On the My Tables page, you
can also operate tables and
add tables to favorites.

Improvement

• Data operators

who account
for the largest
proportion of
users can easily

and quickly ﬁnd
required data.

• Dedicated pages
are provided for
data administra
tors, including
table owners
, workspace
administrators
, and category
administrators
, by role. In
this way, data

administra
tors can easily

understand their
responsibilities
and use required
features.

Data-related

operations are

centralized on
one page for
easy search and
implementation.
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Data Management

Control
Any user can
the table preview tables.

Data Map

• Only the owner of a table

can preview the table.
preview The table owner
Other users must apply
permissionor workspace
for the corresponding
administrator
permission to view the
cannot control the
table.
preview permission • The workspace
.
administrator can turn on
or oﬀ the corresponding
switches to determine
whether to allow other
users to preview tables
in the production or
development environment.

Improvement

• Table owners

can manage
permissions of
their tables in
detail.

• Workspace
administra
tors can easily
control the
data preview
permission of
tables in their
workspaces.

- By default, users
can preview tables
in the development
environment.

Control
You can directly
the table create a table in

creation Data Management
permissionwithout any
permission
restriction.

- By default, users cannot
preview tables in the
production environment.

• No entry is provided for
table creation.

• We recommend that
you create or modify a
table on the Tables or
Ad-Hoc Business Flows
page of DataStudio. You
can reuse the permission
conﬁgurations of the
development or O&M role
in DataStudio.

• Tables must
be created and
modiﬁed in
DataStudio.
Permissions are
controlled by
role.

• Only table
owners can
change the
table structure
. This avoids
• You can choose Data Map >
unauthorized
My Tables to add a table to a
users from
category.
creating tables

or adding tables
to categories.
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Data Map problem feedback

If you have any questions when using Data Map, search for the DingTalk group

number 23182329 to join the DataWorks DingTalk group. We are happy to answer your
questions.

8.2 Overview

Data Map allows you to search for data globally, use a personal account to manage
data, or manage conﬁgurations as an administrator.

In the DataWorks console, click the menu button in the upper-left corner of the top
navigation bar and choose All Products > Data Map. The Data Map page appears.

• If you prefer a powerful search engine, click Data Map in the upper-left corner of
the top navigation bar to go to the homepage for searching.

• If you would like to search for tables by category, click All Categories. Tables are
displayed by category. The number of tables in each category is also displayed.

• If you need to handle personal data, such as modifying your tables or using tools,
click My Tables.

• If you are a category administrator or workspace administrator and need to modify
the workspace conﬁguration or global categories, click Settings.

Currently, if you enter keywords for searching, the search results are more accurate.
Data Map also supports other search objects. For example, you can search for a

workspace to join. If you use Data Map frequently, you can directly select tables in

the Recently Viewed Tables and Recently Read Tables sections. You can also select
tables in the Most Read Tables and Most Viewed Tables sections. These tables are
recommended based on your access records.

8.3 View the overall information

This topic describes how to view the overall information about a workspace on the
Overview page.

Choose Data Map > Overview. Data Map collects data of the previous day for the entire
organization and generates data information on the Overview page oﬄine.
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Description

The total number of projects, total number of data
tables, storage occupied by data tables, and CPU

usage per minute or second for task execution within
the organization.
A chart that shows the relationships between
projects within the organization. An arc represents a
project. Two projects are connected if they have the
lineage relationship.

The lineage relationship between projects within the
organization. The ﬁrst column indicates a project
in which the ancestor table is located, the second
column indicates a project in which the descendant
table is located, and the third column indicates the
number of lineage relationships between the two
projects.
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Item

Description

Top Tables by Occupied
Storage

The top 10 data tables that occupy the most storage
space within the organization. You can click a table

Top Projects by Table Storage The top 10 projects that occupy the most storage
space within the organization.
name to go to the details page of the table.
Note:

The logical storage space occupied by projects and
tables is collected in a T+1 manner. The numbers
next to the project and table names indicate the
sizes of the occupied logical storage space. Besides
the table storage volume, the project storage
volume includes the storage volumes of resources,

Most Frequently Used Tables

data in the recycle bin, and other system ﬁles.
Therefore, the project storage volume is larger than
the table storage volume. The table storage volume
is charged based on the logical storage rather than
the physical storage.

The top 10 data tables that are most frequently
referenced within the organization. You can click a
table name to go to the details page of the table.

8.4 Manage data

This topic describes how to use My Tables of Data Map to manage your data.

Owned by Me and Managed by Me as Workspace Administrator

Both the Owned by Me and Managed by Me as Workspace Administrator pages

provide the search feature. You can search for data based on the table name, project
or database, and visible range.
Parameter

Table Name
Display Name

Description

The name of the table. You can click a
table name to go to the details page of the
table.

The display name of the table. You can
click the icon next to a display name to
modify it.
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Description

The project or database of the table.
Tables have diﬀerent suﬃxes when they
are deployed in diﬀerent environments.
For example, _dev indicates the
development environment.
The environment type, which can be
the development environment or the
production environment.

The amount of data that occupies the
physical storage.

The number of times that users add the
table to favorites.

The time to live (TTL) of the table, which
is the same as that you set when creating
the table.

The operations that you can perform.
You can select Delete, Change Category,

or Hide. If you hide a table, the Request
Permission button is not displayed on the
details page of the table.
Managed by Tenant Account

Features on the Managed by Tenant Account page are similar to those on the Owned
by Me and Managed by Me as Workspace Administrator pages.

My Favorites

If you add a table to favorites, you can view the table information on the My Favorites
page. After you click Remove from Favorites for a table, the table is not displayed on
this page.

Permissions

Choose Data Map > My Tables > Permissions to go to the Permissions page.
• For more information about the Permissions module, see #unique_395.

• You can click Request Permission in the upper-right corner to apply for

permissions on functions or resources. For more information, see #unique_396/
unique_396_Connect_42_section_cjr_fz5_q2b.
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8.5 View table details

This topic describes how to view the details about a table.

On the Data Map page, click a table in any list to go to the details page of the table, as
shown in the following ﬁgure.

On the details page, you can view the basic information, business information,

permission information, technical information, detailed information (including the
ﬁelds, partitions, and change history), output information, lineage information,

reference record, and description of the table. You can also preview the table.

Apply for table permissions

For more information about how to apply for table permissions, see #unique_396.

Add a table to favorites

To add a table to favorites, click Add to Favorites under the table name. After a table

is added to favorites, you can choose Data Map > My Tables > My Favorites to view the
table.

Access DataService Studio

Click Create API in DataService Studio under the table name to go to DataService. For
more information, see #unique_398.

Basic information

In the Basic Information section, you can view the number of reads, favorites, and

views. You can also check the output task, MaxCompute project name, owner name,
creation time, time to live (TTL), storage capacity, description, and tags of the table.
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• You can click the name of the MaxCompute project to go to the project details page.
• You can click

next to Tags to add tags for the table.

Business information

In the Business Information section, you can view the DataWorks workspace name,
environment type, and category.

Permission information

In the Permissions section, you can view your permissions next to My Permissions
and click More to go to Search for data.

Technical information

In the Technical Information section, you can view the technical type, last DDL
change time, last data change time, last data view time, and compute engine

information.
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• The default time format is yyyy - mm - dd

hh : ss : mm .

• Click View next to Compute Engine. A dialog box appears, displaying information
about the compute engine.

Detailed information

On the Content tab, you can view the metadata of the table, including the deﬁnition
, popularity, and security level. You can also check the table structure changes and
whether a ﬁeld is a primary key or foreign key.
• Field information

On the Fields tab, you can view the name, type, description, and popularity of
ﬁelds. You can also check whether a ﬁeld is a primary key or foreign key.

- Edit Field Security Level: You can click this button to go to the corresponding
node. If you do not have the corresponding permission, you are prompted to

apply for it.

- Download Field Information: You can click this button to download the ﬁeld
information.

- View DDL Statement: If you click this button, a dialog box appears, displaying
the related table creation statements.

- Generate SELECT Statement: If you click this button, a dialog box appears,
displaying the related SELECT statements.
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• Partition information

On the Partitions tab, you can view the name, number of records, storage volume,
creation time, and last update time of each partition of the table.

• Change history

On the Change History tab, you can view the change description, change type,
granularity, time, and operator involved in each change. You can also select a
change type from the drop-down list to ﬁlter change records.

Output information

If the table data changes periodically with the corresponding task, you can view the
change status and data that is continuously updated.

Lineage information

On the Lineage tab, you can view data lineage and interaction between tables.
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• Table lineage

On the Table Lineage tab, you can search for the ancestor and descendant tables of
a table based on the GUID, as shown in the following ﬁgure.
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• Field lineage

On the Field Lineage tab, you can specify the ﬁeld name to search for the ancestor
and descendant tables of a table, as shown in the following ﬁgure.

References

• Foreign key references

On the Foreign Key References tab, you can check the number of users who
reference the table.

• References in clauses

The References in Clause tab displays the table reference record by using a line
chart, as shown in the following ﬁgure.
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Data preview

• On the Data Preview tab, you can preview the data information of the current table.

• To preview a table in the production environment, you must have the required

permission. If you do not have the permission, you are prompted to apply for it.

Usage notes

On the Usage Notes tab, you can edit the description for the table and view the related
history versions and Markdown syntax. You can also learn related information based

on the data business description.

8.6 Manage permissions

The Permissions module is used to manage the applications for permissions of tables,
resources, and functions. It includes the Pending My Approval, Submitted by Me, and
Handled by Me submodules.

Pending My Approval

If you log on to the system as an administrator, you can click the Pending My

Approval tab to view and approve the pending applications for permissions of tables,
resources, and functions in all projects.

Submitted by Me

On the Submitted by Me tab, you can view historical permission applications that you
submit.
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Handled by Me

If you log on to the system as an administrator, you can click the Handled by Me tab to
view the processed applications for permissions of tables, resources, and functions in
all projects.

8.7 Apply for data permissions

This topic describes how to apply for data permissions.
DataWorks supports the following types of data:
• Table: data tables.

• Function: user-deﬁned functions (UDFs) that can be used in SQL.
• Resource: such as text ﬁles or MapReduce JAR ﬁles.

DataWorks strictly controls permissions for these three types of data. You must apply
for the required permissions to use them.

Apply for the permission to preview table data

1. Log on to Data Map, locate the target table, and click the table name to go to the
details page of the table.

2. On the details page of the table, click Request Permission to apply for permissions
on the table, as shown in the following ﬁgure.
Note:

If a table is hidden, the Request Permission button is not displayed.
For more information about how to hide a table, see #unique_401/
unique_401_Connect_42_section_6uh_f1o_4n9.

Parameter
Grant To

Description

The user to which the permission is granted. You can select
Current Account or Speciﬁed Account.

• If you select Current Account, the permission is granted to
you after the application is approved.
• If you select Speciﬁed Account, you must set Account to
the logon name of the speciﬁed user. After the application
is approved, the permission is granted to the speciﬁed
user.
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Parameter

Validity Period

Reason

Description

The validity period of the applied permission, in days. If you
do not set this parameter, the permission does not expire.
When the validity period expires, the system automatically
revokes the permission.
The reason for applying for the permission. Enter a brief
reason for faster approval.

3. After completing the conﬁguration in the dialog box, click Submit and wait for
approval. After the application is approved, you can preview the table data.
Note:

After submitting a permission application, you can choose Data Map > My Tables >
Permissions > Submitted by Me to view the application status.

Apply for function and resource permissions

1. Choose Data Map > My Tables > Permissions.

2. Click Request Permission in the upper-right corner.

3. Set all parameters in the Request Permission dialog box.
Parameter

Description

Grant To

The user to which the permission is granted. You can select

Object Type

The type of object for which the permission is applied. You
can select Function or Resource.
Current Account or Speciﬁed Account.

• If you select Current Account, the permission is granted to
you after the application is approved.

Project Name
Function Name or
Resource Name
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• If you select Speciﬁed Account, you must set Account.
After the application is approved, the permission is
granted to the speciﬁed user.

The name of the MaxCompute project that contains the
requested function or resource. The project must belong to
the current organization. Fuzzy match is supported.

The name of the function or resource in the project. Enter
the full name of the resource, including the ﬁle suﬃx, such
as my_mr.jar.
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Parameter

Validity Period

Reason

Description

The validity period of the applied permission, in days. If you
do not set this parameter, the permission does not expire.
When the validity period expires, the system automatically
revokes the permission.
The reason for applying for the permission. Enter a brief
reason for faster approval.

4. After completing the conﬁguration, click Submit and wait for approval. You

can choose Data Map > My Tables > Permissions > Submitted by Me to view the
application status.

8.8 Manage conﬁgurations

This topic describes how to manage conﬁgurations on the Settings page of Data Map.
1. Log on to the DataWorks console as a developer, locate the target workspace, and
click Data Analytics.

2. In DataStudio, click the menu button in the upper-left corner and choose All
Products > Data Map.

3. On the Data Map page, click Settings in the top navigation bar.

The Settings page contains the Manage Categories and Manage Workspaces tabs.

Manage categories

On the Manage Categories page, you can create a category and add tables to the
category. Adding tables to categories facilitates table management.
1. Click + next to Categories to add a level-1 category.

2. Click + next to a level-1 category to add a level-2 category.

A maximum of four category levels are supported. You can rename a category and
delete a category.

3. After conﬁguring a category, you can perform the following operations:

• Add one or more tables: You can only add tables that are not in the category. If
you remove a table from a category, you can add it to the category again.

• Search for tables: You can search for tables by table name or by project or
database.

• Remove one or more tables: You can remove one or more tables from a category.
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Manage workspaces

• In the Manage MaxCompute Tables section, you can turn on or oﬀ the Preview

Table Data in Development Environment and Preview Table Data in Production
Environment switches.

• In the Manage MaxCompute Tables section, you can turn on or oﬀ the Preview

Table Data in Development Environment and Preview Table Data in Production
Environment switches.
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9 DataService studio
9.1 DataService studio overview

DataService Studio aims to build a data service bus to help enterprises centrally

manage private and public APIs. DataService Studio allows you to quickly create APIs
based on data tables and register existing APIs with the DataService Studio platform

for centralized management and release. In addition, DataService Studio is connected
to API Gateway. You can deploy APIs to API Gateway with one-click. DataService

Studio works together with API Gateway to provide a secure, stable, low-cost, and
easy-to-use data sharing service.

DataService Studio adopts the serverless architecture. All you need to care is the

query logic of APIs, instead of the infrastructure such as the running environmen
t. DataService Studio prepares the computing resources for you, supports elastic
scaling, and requires zero O&M cost.

Creation of data APIs

DataService Studio currently supports the use of the visualized wizard to quickly
create data APIs based on tables of the relational database and NoSQL database.

You can conﬁgure a data API in several minutes without writing codes. To meet the
personalized query requirements of advanced users, DataService Studio provides

the custom SQL script mode to allow you compile the API query SQL statements by
yourself. It also supports multi-table association, complex query conditions, and

aggregate functions.

API registration

DataService Studio also supports centralized management of the existing API services
that you register with DataService Studio and the APIs created based on data tables

. Currently only RESTful APIs can be registered. Supported request methods include
GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE. Supported data types include forms, JSON data, and

XML data.

API gateway

API Gateway provides API management services, including API publish, management
, and maintenance, and API subscription duration management. It provides you with
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a simple, fast, low-cost, and low-risk method to implement microservice aggregation,
frontend-backend isolation, and system integration, and opens functions and data to
partners and developers.

DataService Studio has been connected to API Gateway. You can deploy any APIs

created and registered in DataService Studio to API Gateway for management, such as
API authorization and authentication, traﬃc control, and metering.

API Market

The Ali cloud API market is the most comprehensive API trading market in China
, covering ﬁnance, artiﬁcial intelligence, e-commerce, transportation geography

, Living Services, corporate management and the eight main categories of public
aﬀairs, thousands of API products have been sold online.

After your APIs from DataService Studio have been published to API Gateway, you can
then publish them to Alibaba Cloud API Marketplace. This is an easy way to achieve

ﬁnancial gains for your company.

9.2 Glossary

The data services related words are explained below.

• Data sources: database links. Data Service accesses data through data sources. Data
sources can only be conﬁgured in Data Integration.

• Create APIs: create APIs based on data tables.

• Register APIs: register existing APIs to Data Service for central management.

• Wizard: guides you through the procedure of API creation. This method is suitable
for beginners who want to create simple APIs. You do not need to write any code.

• Script: allows you to create APIs by writing SQL scripts. This method supports
table join queries, complex queries, and aggregate functions. This method is

suitable for experienced developers who want to create complex APIs.

• API groups: an API group is a set of APIs for a certain scenario or for consuming a

speciﬁc service. API groups are the smallest group units in Data Service, as well as
the smallest units managed by API Gateway. API groups are published in Alibaba

Cloud API Market as API products.

• API Gateway: a service provided by Alibaba Cloud to manage APIs. API Gateway

supports API subscription duration management, permission management, access
management, and traﬃc control.
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• API Market: Alibaba Cloud API Market is the most complete and integrated
domestic API trading platform established on Alibaba Cloud Market.

9.3 Generate API

9.3.1 Conﬁgure the Data Source

Before you can use the data API to generate a service, you must conﬁgure the data
source in advance. Data Service allows you to obtain schema information of data

tables from data sources and handle API requests.

You can conﬁgure a data source on the data integration > data source page in the

dataworks console, support for diﬀerent data source types and how to conﬁgure them
is shown in the following table.
Data source name

Wizard mode

Script Mode

data API

data API

DRDS

Supported

Supported

PostgreSQL

Supported

Supported

RDS (ApsaraDB for
RDS)
MySQL

SQL Server
Oracle

AnalyticDB(ADS)
Table Store(OTS)
MongoDB

to generate

Supported

Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Yes

Supported

generation

Supported

Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
No
No

9.3.2 Overview of generating API

Conﬁguration method

The RDS includes MySQL,
PostgreSQL, and SQL Server.
#unique_44
#unique_32
#unique_38
#unique_35
#unique_41
#unique_56
#unique_77
#unique_72

The Data Service currently supports faster generation of tables from relational and
neosql databases through a visually conﬁgured wizard mode. data API, you don't

need to have the ability to code to conﬁgure a data API in a matter of minutes. To

meet the personalized query requirements of advanced users, Data Service provides
the custom SQL script mode to allow you compile the API query SQL statements by
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yourself. It also supports multi-table association, complex query conditions, and

aggregate functions.

The functions of the wizard mode and the script mode are listed as follows:
Features

Query object

Filter bar

Features

Wizard mode

Script Mode

Query multiple joined tables
from one data source

No

Supported

Query for an exact number

Query for a range of numbers

Supported

Match an exact string

No

Supported

Supported

Supported

Query a single data table from
one data source

Fuzzy search for strings

Query results

Set required and optional
parameters

Supported

Supported
Supported

Supported

Supported
Supported
Supported

Return the ﬁeld value

Supported

Supported

Return an aggregate calculation
of ﬁeld values

No

Supported

Supported

Supported

Return a mathematical
calculation of ﬁeld values

Display results with pagination

9.3.3 Generate API in Wizard Mode

No

Supported

This article will introduce you to the steps and considerations of the wizard mode
generation API.

Using the wizard mode to generate data, the API is simple and easy to get started
without writing any code, the API can be quickly generated by checking the

conﬁguration from the product interface. We recommend that users who do not

have high requirements for the functions of the API or have little code development
experience use the wizard.
Note:

Before you conﬁgure the API, conﬁgure the data source in the Data integration >
Data Source page of the dataworks console.
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Conﬁgure the API basic information

1. Navigate to the API Service list > Generate API.
2. Click Wizard Mode to ﬁll in the API basics.

Note the settings for the API grouping during conﬁguration. An API group includes
a collection of APIs that are used for a speciﬁc scenario. It is the minimum

management unit in API Gateway. In the Alibaba Cloud API Market, each API group
corresponds to a speciﬁc API product.
Note:

The set up example for API grouping is as follows:

For example, you would like to conﬁgure an API product for weather inquiry,

weather search API by city name weather search API, scenic spot name search

weather API and zip search weather API three kinds of APIS, then you can create
an API group called a weather query, and put the above three APIs in this group.
The API is shown as a weather query product when published to the market.

Of course, if your generated API is used in your own app, you can use grouping as
a classiﬁcation.

Currently, the build API only supports HTTP protocol, GET request mode, and
JSON return type.

3. After providing the API basic information, click Next to go to the API parameter
conﬁguration page.
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Conﬁgure API parameters

1. Navigate to the Data source type > Data source name > Table and select the tables
that you want to conﬁgure.
Note:

You need to conﬁgure the data source in advance in the data set, and the data table
drop-down box supports the table name search.

2. Second, specify request and response parameters.

When a data table has been selected, all ﬁelds of the table are displayed on the left
. Select the ﬁelds to be used as request parameters and response parameters, then
add them to the corresponding parameter list.

3. Finally, edit and complete parameter information.

Click Edit in the upper-right corner of the request and return parameter lists to

enter the parameter information Edit page, sets the name of the parameter, sample
value, default, mandatory, fuzzy match (only string type is supported) settings) and
the description. The optional and description ﬁelds are required.

You need to pay attention to the settings that return result paging during the
conﬁguration process.

• If you do not enable the response pagination, the API outputs up to 500 records by
default.

• If the return result may exceed 500, turn on the response pagination function.

The following public parameters are available only when the response pagination
feature is enabled:
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• Common request parameters

- pageNum: the current page number.

- Pagesize: The page size, that is, the number of records per page.

• Common response parameters

- pageNum: the current page number.

- Pagesize: The page size, that is, the number of records per page.
- totalNum: the total number of records.
Note:

• The request parameter only supports the equivalent query, and the return
parameter only supports the output of the ﬁeld value as is.

• As far as possible, set an indexed ﬁeld to a request parameter.

• You are allowed to specify no request parameters for an API. In that case, the
pagination feature must be enabled.

• To make it easy for API callers to understand the details of an API, we recommend
that you specify the sample value, default value, and description parameters of

the API.

• Click on the conﬁgured API to view a list of the APIs that have been generated in
the current table, avoid generating the same API.

When the conﬁguration of the API parameters is complete, click Next to enter the API
testing section.

API Testing

After completing conﬁguration of API parameters, you can start the API test.
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Set parameters and click Start Test to send the API request online. The API request
details and response are displayed on the right. If the test fails, read the error

message carefully and make the appropriate adjustments to test your API again.

You need to note the settings for the normal return example during the conﬁguration
process. When testing an API, the system automatically generates exception

examples and error codes. However, normal response examples are not automatically
generated. After the test succeeds, you need to click Save as Normal Response Sample
to save the current test result as the normal response sample. If sensitive data is
included in the response, you can manually edit it.

Note:

• Normal response examples provide an important reference value for the API
callers. Specify an example if possible.
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• The API calling delay is the delay of the current API request, which is used to
evaluate the API performance. If the latency is too high, you may consider

optimizing your database.

After completing the API test, click Finish. The data API is successfully created.

API details viewing

Back on the API service list page, click details in the Action column to view the details
of the API. This page displays detailed information about an API from the view of a
caller.

9.3.4 Generate API in Script Mode

This article introduces you to the steps that script mode can take to generate the API.
To meet the needs of high-end users for personalized queries, the Data Service also
provides a script pattern for customizing SQL, allows you to write your own SQL

queries for the API, multi-Table Association, complex query conditions and Aggregate
functions are supported.

Conﬁgure the API basic information

1. Navigate to the API Service list > Generate API.
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2. Click Script Mode to ﬁll in the API basics.

Note the settings for the API grouping during conﬁguration. An API group includes
a collection of APIs that are used for a speciﬁc scenario. It is the minimum

management unit in API Gateway. In the Alibaba Cloud API Marketplace, each API
group corresponds to a speciﬁc API product.
Note:

The set up example for API grouping is as follows:

For example, you would like to conﬁgure an API product for weather inquiry,

weather search API by city name weather search API, scenic spot name search

weather API and zip search weather API three kinds of APIS, then you can create
an API group called a weather query, and put the above three APIs in this group.

The API is shown as a weather query product when published to the marketplace.
Of course, if your generated API is used in your own app, you can use grouping as
a classiﬁcation.

Currently, the build API only supports HTTP protocol, GET request mode, and
JSON return type.

3. After providing the API basic information, click Next to go to the API parameter
conﬁguration page.
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Conﬁgure the API Parameters

1. Select the data source and table.

Navigate to the data source type > data source name > data table, click the

appropriate table name in the data table list, you can view the ﬁeld information for
this table.

Note:

• You need to conﬁgure the data source in advance in the data set formation.

• You must select a data source. Table join queries across data sources are not
supported.

2. Write SQL queries for the API.

You can enter the SQL code in the code box on the right side. The system supports
one-click SQL function, checking ﬁelds in the list of ﬁelds, and clicking Generate
SQL, the SQL statement for SELECT

xxx

generated and inserted at the right cursor.

FROM

xxx is automatically

Note:

• One-click SQL addition is especially useful when the number of ﬁelds is

relatively large, which can greatly improve the eﬃciency of SQL writing.

• The ﬁeld of the SELECT query is the return parameter of the API, the parameter
at the where condition is the request parameter for the API, And the request

parameter is identiﬁed with $.
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3. Finally, edit and complete parameter information.

After writing the API query SQL, click the parameters in the upper-right corner
to switch to the parameter information Edit page, you can edit the type, sample

values, default values, and descriptions of the parameters here, where Type and
description are required.
Note:

To help the caller of the API get a more comprehensive understanding of the API,
please complete the API parameter information as much as possible.

You need to pay attention to the settings that return result paging during the
conﬁguration process.

• If you do not enable the response pagination, the API outputs up to 500 records by
default.

• If the return result may exceed 500, turn on the response pagination function.

The following public parameters are available only when the response pagination
feature is enabled:

• Common request parameters

- pageNum: the current page number.

- Pagesize: The page size, that is, the number of records per page.
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• Common response parameters

- pageNum: the current page number.

- pageSize: The page size, that is, the number of records per page.
- totalNum: the total number of records.
Note:

SQL rule prompt.

• Only one SQL statement is supported, and multiple SQL statements are not
supported.

• Only the `SELECT` clause is supported. Other clauses such as `INSERT`, `UPDATE
`, and `DELETE` are not supported.

• The query ﬁeld for select is the return parameter for the API, the variable Param
in the $ {Param} in the where condition is a request parameter for the API.

• SELECT

\* is not supported, columns of the query must be speciﬁed explicitly.

• Single table queries, table join queries, and nested queries within one data source
are supported.

• If the column name of the SELECT query column has a table name preﬁx (such as
T. name), the alias must be taken as the return parameter name (such as T. name
as name ).

• If you use the aggregate function (min/max/sum/count, etc ), the alias must be
taken as the return parameter name (such as sum (Num) as total \ _ num ).

• In SQL, $ {Param} is uniform when the request parameter is replaced, contains $
{Param} in the string }. When $ {Param} has an escape character \, it does not do
request parameter processing, processed as an ordinary string.

• Putting $ {Param} in quotation marks is not supported, such as '$ {ID}', 'ABC $ {xyz}
123 ', concat ('abc ', $ {xyz}, '123') can be passed if necessary ') implementation.

When the conﬁguration of the API parameters is complete, click Next to enter the API
testing section.

API Testing

After completing conﬁguration of API parameters, you can start the API test.
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Set parameters and click Start Test to send the API request online. The API request
details and response are displayed on the right. If the test fails, read the error

message carefully and make the appropriate adjustments to test your API again.

You need to note the settings for the normal return example during the conﬁguration
process. When testing an API, the system automatically generates exception

examples and error codes. However, normal response examples are not automatically
generated. After the test succeeds, you need to click Save as Normal Response Sample
to save the current test result as the normal response sample. If sensitive data is
included in the response, you can manually edit it.

Note:

• Normal response examples provide an important reference value for the API
callers. Specify an example if possible.
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• The API calling delay is the delay of the current API request, which is used to
evaluate the API performance. If the latency is too high, you may consider

optimizing your database.

After completing the API test, click Finish. The data API is successfully created.

API details viewing

Back on the API service list page, click details in the Action column to view the details
of the API. This page displays detailed information about an API from the view of a
caller.

9.4 Register API

This section describes how to register an API.

You can register currently available APIs in Data Service. These APIs can be managed
and published to API Gateway together with APIs created based on data tables.

Currently, you can only register RESTful APIs supporting GET, POST, PUT, and
DELETE requests and content types form,JSON,and XML.

Conﬁgure the API basic information

1. You can go to the registration API page by selecting the Register API in the API
Service list.
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2. Conﬁgure the API basic information.

Parameters:

• Protocol: Only HTTP is supported.

• Backbround Service Host: Enter the host of the API. The host must start with
http:// or https://, and cannot contain the path.

• Backbround Service Path: Enter the path of the API. Put parameter names in
brackets, for example, /user/[userid].

If a parameter is deﬁned in the path, the system automatically adds the

parameter in the path to the request parameter list in the second step of the API
registration wizard.

• API path: The alias of the background service path. It allows an API for the
background service host and path to register as multiple APIs.

Parameters deﬁned in Backbround Service Path must also be deﬁned in brackets
in API Path.

• Request method: The options include GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE. Diﬀerent
request methods correspond to diﬀerent subsequent conﬁguration items.

• Return Type: Select JSON or XML.

3. After providing the API basic information, click Next to go to the API parameter
conﬁguration page.
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Conﬁgure API parameters

After conﬁguring the basic API information, you can conﬁgure the API parameters.
including the request parameters, response example, and error code of the API.

• Request Parameters:

- Parameter location: The options include Path, Header, Query, and Body.

Diﬀerent request methods support diﬀerent optional parameter locations. You
can select the options as required.

- Constant parameters: The parameters that have the ﬁxed values and are

invisible to callers. The constant parameters do not need to be input during API
calling. However, the background service always receives the deﬁned constant

parameters and their values. Constant parameters are applicable if you want to
ﬁx the value of a parameter or hide the parameters to the callers.

• Request Body is required only when the request mode is POST or PUT. You can
enter the desc The content types of the request body include JSON and XML.
Note:

If the request body is deﬁned in the request body deﬁnition and the body location
parameter is deﬁned in the request parameter deﬁnition, the body location
parameter is invalid. The request body is applied.

• You can enter a normal example or an exception example for API callers to refer to
when writing the return parse code.

• Enter the common errors and solutions in API calling. This enables API callers to
troubleshoot and solve these errors.
Note:

To ensure that the API is easily used by the callers, provide complete API

parameter information if possible, especially the parameter sample values,
default values, and response examples.
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API Testing

After completing conﬁguration of API parameters, you can start the API test.

Set parameters and click Start Test to send the API request online. The API request
details and response are displayed on the right. If the test fails, read the error

message carefully and make the appropriate adjustments to test your API again.

You need to note the settings for the normal return example during the conﬁguration
process. When testing an API, the system automatically generates exception

examples and error codes. However, normal response examples are not automatically
generated. After the test succeeds, you need to click Save as Normal Response Sample
to save the current test result as the normal response sample. If sensitive data is
included in the response, you can manually edit it.

Note:
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• Normal response examples provide an important reference value for the API
callers. Specify an example if possible.

• The API calling delay is the delay of the current API request, which is used to
evaluate the API performance. If the latency is too high, you may consider

optimizing your database.

After completing the API test, click Finish. The data API is successfully created.

9.5 API service test

This article will show you how to test your API.

When creating and registering an API, you can test the API. For more information, see
#unique_413.

The system also provides an independent API service test function for you to perform
routine API tests online. You can choose More > Test in the Actions column of the API
list to go to the API test page. Alternatively, you can click API Service Test in the leftside navigation pane, enter the API test page, and select the corresponding API.

Note:

The API service test page provides only the API online test function and does not

allow update and storage of the API normal response examples. To update an API

normal response example, click Edit in the API list, enter the API editing mode, and
update the content of the normal response example in the API test process.
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9.6 Publish an API

API Gateway is an API hosting service that provides full life cycle management

covering API release, management, O&amp;M, and sales. It provides you with a

simple, fast, low-cost, and low-risk method to implement microservice aggregation,

frontend-backend isolation, and system integration, and opens functions and data to
partners and developers.

API Gateway provides permission management, traﬃc control, access control, and

metering services. The service makes it easy for you to create, monitor, and secure
APIs. Therefore, we recommend that you publish the APIs that have been created
and registered in Data Service to API Gateway. Data Service and API Gateway are

connected, which allows you to publish APIs to API Gateway easily.

Publish APIs to API Gateway
Note:

To release an API, you must ﬁrst activate the API Gateway service.

After activating API Gateway, you can click Publish in the Actions column of the API

service list to release the API to API Gateway. The system automatically registers the
API to API Gateway during the publish process. The system creates a group in API
Gateway with the same name as the API group and releases the API to the group.

After the release, you can go to the API Gateway console to view the API information.
You can also set the throttling and access control functions in API Gateway.

If your API needs to be called by your application, you must create an application
in API Gateway, authorize the API to the application, and encrypt the signature

call using the AppKey and AppSecret. For more information, see API Gateway help
documentation. At the same time, the API gateway also provides the SDK in the

mainstream programming language, you can quickly integrate your API into your

own applications, for more information, please refer to the SDK download and user's
guide.

Publish APIs to Alibaba Cloud API Marketplace

After your APIs from Data Service have been published to API Gateway, you can

then publish them to Alibaba Cloud API Marketplace. This is an easy way to achieve
ﬁnancial gains for your company.
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Before selling the API to the Ali cloud API market, ﬁrst of all, it is necessary to enter
the Ali cloud market as a service provider.
Note:

Select to enter API Marketplace as shown in the following ﬁgure. Note: only
enterprise users are allowed to enter Alibaba Cloud API Marketplace.

Procedure

1. Enter the Ali cloud service provider platform.

2. Click commodity management > publish the merchandise and select the access
type as the API service.

3. Select the API grouping that you want to list (one grouping corresponds to one API
commodity ).

4. Conﬁgure commodity information and submit audit.

Once your product has been successfully published to Alibaba Cloud API Marketplace
, users can purchase it worldwide.

9.7 Delete API

Choose More > Delete in the Actions column of the API service list to delete an API.
Note:

• An API can be deleted only when it is in oﬄine status. If it is online, deprecate the
API and then delete it.

• The delete operation is irreversible. Delete an API with caution.

9.8 Call an API

This section describes how to call an API after this API is released on API Gateway.
API Gateway provides API authorization and the SDK for calling APIs. You can

authorize yourself, your associates, or third parties to use APIs. If you want to call an
API, perform the following operations.
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Three elements for calling an API

To call an API, you need the following three elements:

• API: the API that you are about to call, which is clearly deﬁned by the API
parameters.

• app: Identity that you use to call the API. The AppKey and AppSecret are provided
to authenticate your identity.

• Permission relationship between the API and app: When an app needs to call an
API, the app must have the permission of this API. This permission is granted

through authorization.

Procedure

1. Get the API documentation

The acquisition method varies according to the channel that you use to obtain the
API. It is generally divided into API services purchased from the data market and
not required to purchase, two ways are actively authorized by the provider. For
more information, see get API documentation.

2. Create a project

The app is the identity that you use to call an API. Each app has a set of AppKey
and AppSecret, which are equivalent to an account and a password. For more
information, see creating an application.

3. Get the permission

Authorization means granting an app the permission to call an API. Your app must
be authorized ﬁrst to call an API.

The authorization method varies according to the channel that you use to obtain
the API. For more information, see obtaining authorization.

4. Call API

You can directly use the multi-language call sample provided by API Gateway

Console, or use a self-compiled HTTP or HTTPS request to call the API. For more
information, see calling the API.
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9.9 FAQ

• Q: Do I have to activate the API gateway?

A: API Gateway provides the API hosting service. If you plan to open your APIs to
other users, the API Gateway service must be activated ﬁrst.

• Q: Where can I conﬁgure the data sources?

A: To create a data source, select DataWorks > Data Integration > Data Sources
. After the conﬁguration, Data Service automatically reads the data source
information.

• Q: What is the diﬀerence between a wizard-created API and a script-created API?

A: The script mode provides more powerful functions. For more information, see
#unique_418.

• Q: What is an API group in Data Service? Is it the same as an API group in API
Gateway?

A: An API group contains several APIs in a certain scenario. It is the minimum

unit. In a word, the two are equivalent. When you publish an API group from Data
Service to API Gateway, the gateway automatically creates an API group with the

same name.

• Q: How can I conﬁgure an API group appropriately?

A: Typically, an API group includes APIs that provide similar functions or solve a

speciﬁc issue. For example, the API for querying weather by city name and the API

for querying weather by latitude and longitude can be put into an API group named
"weather query".

• Q: How many API groups can be created?

A: An Alibaba Cloud acocunt can create up to 100 API groups.

• Q: In what situations do I have to enable API response output pagination?

A: By default, an API outputs up to 500 records. To output more records, enable API
response output pagination. When no API request parameters have been set, the

API may output a large number of records, and the API response output pagination
is automatically enabled.

• Q: Do APIs created by Data Source support POST requests?
A: Currently, a created API supports only the GET request.
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• Q: Does Data Service support HTTP?

A: Currently, Data Service does not support HTTP. HTTP may be supported in later
versions.
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10 App Studio
10.1 Overview

App Studio is a tool designed to facilitate your data product development. It comes
with a rich set of frontend components that you can drag and drop to easily and
quickly build frontend apps.

With App Studio, you do not need to download and install a local integrated

development environment (IDE) or conﬁgure and maintain environment variables
. Instead, you can use a browser to write, run, and debug apps and enjoy the same

coding experience as that in a local IDE. App Studio also allows you to publish apps
online.

Beneﬁts

App Studio has the following core advantages:
• Development anytime and anywhere

You do not need to download and install a local IDE or conﬁgure and maintain

environment variables. Instead, you can use a browser to develop data in your
oﬃce, at home, or anywhere you can connect to the network.

• Editor with complete features

App Studio provides a browser-based editor that allows you to easily write, run
, and debug projects. When you enter code, App Studio intelligently displays

code hints, completes the code, highlights syntax errors, and provides error ﬁx

suggestions. You can also search for references and deﬁnitions of methods and use
the code that is automatically generated.

• Online debugging

App Studio comes with all breakpoint types and operations of a local IDE. It

supports thread switching and ﬁltering, variable viewing and watching, remote
debugging, and hot code replacement.
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• Multi-feature terminal

You can directly access the runtime environment, which is currently built based on

CentOS as the base image. The multi-feature terminal supports all bash commands

, including vim and other interactive commands.

• Collaborative coding

You and your team members can use App Studio to share the development

environment for collaborative coding. Currently, App Studio allows a maximum of

eight users to edit the same ﬁle of a project online at the same time, improving the
work eﬃciency. In the future, App Studio will support features such as chatting,

bullet screen messages, code annotations, and videos to make teamwork eﬃcient
and pleasant.

• Plug-in system

App Studio supports business plug-ins, tool plug-ins, and language plug-ins.

- App Studio allows you to customize menus and add business entries based on
your business requirements.

- You can customize project management processes, project types, and templates
dedicated to your business.

- You can develop common tools, such as enhanced Git features, code rule

scanning, keyboard shortcuts, enhanced editing features, and code snippets,
and integrate them into App Studio.

- You can use language plug-ins to enrich the languages supported by App Studio

, enabling App Studio to serve users with more languages while addressing your
own business needs.

• Visual building

App Studio provides rich components and highly integrates with DataService

Studio and DataStudio. You can call some DataWorks APIs in App Studio only. You
can also drag and drop components and conﬁgure them in a visual way to quickly
build frontend web apps without the need to write any code.

• Various templates and ﬂexible project management

App Studio provides various template-based projects, allowing you to develop your
project accordingly with less labor and higher eﬃciency. You can also save your

project as a template for future development and use, or share it with other users.
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10.2 Version history

This topic lists the version history of App Studio.

App Studio V1.0

Released on: April 3, 2019

Content: App Studio provides an IDE that is used to publish apps based on Function
Studio. It has the following core features:

• Language Server Protocol (LSP) based language service

App Studio supports features such as syntax highlighting, code hinting, code

completion, smart diagnosis, deﬁnition search, and reference search, providing
the same experience as editing in a local IDE.

• Debugging

App Studio comes with all breakpoint types and operations of a local IDE. It

supports thread switching and ﬁltering, variable viewing and watching, remote
debugging, hot code replacement, and multi-feature terminal.

• API-based frontend and backend development

In App Studio, you can conﬁgure backend APIs and associate them with frontend
visual components.

• Frontend visual building

You can drag and drop components to ﬂexibly build frontend apps. This feature
is applicable to users who do not have experience in developing frontend apps.

App Studio also supports frontend template management and switching between
the visual mode and code mode to meet the higher development requirements of
developers.

• Code version control

• Online deployment and real-time app preview
• Collaborative coding

Currently, App Studio allows a maximum of eight users to edit the same ﬁle of a
project online at the same time.

• Custom project templates and strong project management capabilities
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• Plug-in development and integration capabilities

You can develop plug-ins and customize business-speciﬁc IDEs. (This feature will
be published in App Studio V1.1 together with Plug-in Market.)

• Support of multiple languages, such as Java, JavaScript, CSS, HTML, and Python
• Automatic generation and running of unit testing (UT) code

• Project sharing through link (This feature will be published in App Studio V1.1
together with Plug-in Market.)

• Online publishing of developed apps (This feature will be published in App Studio
V1.2.)

10.3 Get started

To build a data portal, engineers need to develop data, build backend services, and

develop frontend pages. This topic describes the basic features of App Studio and how
to use App Studio.

Originally, DataWorks is mainly used by data engineers to implement oﬄine or

streaming data development. As DataWorks becomes increasingly easy to use, many

roles such as algorithm engineers, BI analysts, operators, and product managers who
are familiar with SQL can use DataWorks to develop data.

App Studio helps diﬀerent types of users quickly build webpages for data viewing and
apps for data query.

Understand App Studio

• Top navigation bar

- Project

From the Project menu, you can select Create Project, Import Project from

Git, Open Project, Character Set, and Project Information. By selecting Project
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Information, you can view information about a project, including the project ID,
project type, Git repo URL, and creation time.

- File

From the File menu, you can select Create File and Re-Open Most Recent Files.

- Edit

From the Edit menu, you can perform common editing operations. To search all
the code in the project and open the related ﬁle, select Find in Path. For more
information, see #unique_423.

- Version

From the Version menu, you can select Check Out Branch, Pull, Push, View
Edits, Submit, View Log, and Connect to Remote Repo.
■ Check Out Branch
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In the Check Out Branch dialog box, you can click +Create Branch to create a

local branch and push it to the remote repo. You can click a local branch and
select checkout from the shortcut menu on the right to switch to the branch.

You can also select merge to merge the selected branch to the current branch.
You can click a remote branch and select check out as a new local branch

from the shortcut menu on the right to check out the remote branch locally.
Then rename the branch. You can also select merge to merge the selected
branch to the current branch.

■ Pull

Select Pull to pull the code of a remote branch to a local branch.

■ Push

Select Push to stage edits on a local branch and push the staged code to a
remote branch.

■ View Edits

Select View Edits to view the list of edited ﬁles on a local branch in the right
pane.

■ Submit

Select Submit to submit and stage edits on a local branch. You must enter the
commit information.

■ View Log

On the View Log tab, you can view all submission records of branches and
ﬁlter them.

■ Connect to Remote Repo

You can associate a new project with a remote repo for version control.

- View

You can select Toggle Full Screen and press Esc on the keyboard to enter and

exit the full screen mode of App Studio, respectively. You can select Show/Hide
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Side Bar and Show/Hide Status Bar to show or hide the sidebars and status bar,
respectively.

- Debug

■ For a frontend project, you can conﬁgure running parameters and add
custom images.

■ For a backend project, App Studio supports Java-based debugging. In addition
to conﬁguring running parameters and adding custom images, you can

perform many other operations for debugging backend projects. You can also
perform full or incremental builds and compile the Main.java ﬁle.

- Settings

Before using App Studio, you must specify the SSH key and Git conﬁguration.

You can also select Preference to set properties as you like. Currently, you can
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only set the font size. App Studio will support setting the color, style, theme, and
keyboard shortcuts in the future.

- Help

From the Help menu, you can select Documentation, Keyboard Shortcuts,
Version History, and Clear Local Cache.

- Feedback
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From the Feedback menu, you can select Raise Question and Submit Request.
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• Left sidebar
- Entry

To go to the project area, click the icon framed in red in the following ﬁgure.

To go to the API deﬁnition area, click the icon framed in red in the following
ﬁgure.
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- API deﬁnition area

You can click Add API to add an API. In the API list, you can click Generate Code
in the Actions column of an API to generate the API class code. In the Generate
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Code dialog box, you can click the arrow to synchronize the new code on the left
to the local code on the right.

- Project area

■ Folder-related operations

For a backend project, after you create a ﬁle based on the template, some
framework code is automatically generated.

■ File-related operations

For a frontend project, after you right-click a folder and select Create, the
shortcut menu only contains the File option.

You can rename, copy, or delete a ﬁle, view its historical versions submitted
in Git, and compare these versions.
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• Editing area

- Right-click operations

Operation

Description

Peek Deﬁnition

Previews the deﬁnition.

Go to Deﬁnition
Find All References
Workspace Symbol
Go to Symbol...
Generate...

Rename Symbol

Change All Occurrences
Format Document
Cut

Copy
928

Jumps to the deﬁnition.

Searches for all references.

Searches for a symbol in the project.
Jumps to the symbol.
Generates the code.

Renames the symbol.

Changes the name of all occurrences of a symbol
throughout the ﬁle.
Formats the ﬁle.
Cuts the ﬁle.

Copies the ﬁle.
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Operation

Command Palette

- Code hinting

Description

Goes to the command palette.

- Code completion
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- Smart diagnosis

- Deﬁnition search
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- Reference search

- Auto import
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- Symbol search
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- Multiple selections

- Search and replacement
- Code formatting

- Bracket matching

• Icons in the upper-right corner
- Alibaba Coding Guidelines

- Build

Note:
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You can perform this operation only when you are running or debugging a
project.

- Run/Debug Conﬁgurations

- Debugging entry

The icons from left to right are respectively used to run, debug, and stop a
project.
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• Bottom bar

- RUN or DEBUG tab

If you click the Run or Debug icon for a project, this tab appears, showing the
progress and information of the project.

- PROBLEM tab

If you click the Run or Debug icon for a project that has a problem, this tab
appears.

- Terminal tab

When running or debugging a project, you can click the Terminal tab and run
bash or vim commands on the ECS instance.

- Version Control tab

This tab displays the Git history and Git logs.
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• Right sidebar
- Runtime

When running of a project is completed, this tab appears, showing the ECS
instance information and access links.

■ For a backend project, only the backend access link appears.

■ For a frontend project, only the frontend access link appears.

■ For a project built by using the WYSIWYG designer, both the frontend and
backend access links appear.

- Share

You can invite other users for collaborative coding. Currently, App Studio allows
a maximum of eight users to edit the same ﬁle of a project online at the same

time.

- Data

DataService Studio is an important foundation for running DataStudio and App
Studio.

You can use DataService Studio in App Studio in the following two ways. For
more information, see DataService Studio.

■ Use DataService Studio APIs through code or reprocess API results.

■ Conﬁgure DataService Studio as the data source of components in the
WYSIWYG designer.

- Preview

For a frontend project, the Preview tab appears on the right sidebar, allowing
you to preview the frontend page in real time when running the project.

• WYSIWYG designer page

This page appears only for a project built by using the WYSIWYG designer. Go to
the santa/pages directory in your project and double-click a .santa ﬁle.

In the component area in the upper-left corner, you can select components as

required or enter a component name to search for the component. The icons from
left to right in the upper-right corner are respectively used to: switch to the code
mode, conﬁgure the navigation, conﬁgure a global data ﬂow, revoke or redo an
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operation, preview the rendering result, save the project as a template, or save

edits.

After you drag a table component to the canvas and click the component, the
component conﬁguration area appears on the right. You can conﬁgure the

properties and style of the component or associate it with another component.

Create a backend project

1. Create a project based on the sample project.

a. Log on to App Studio. On the Projects page, click Create Project from Code.

b. On the Create Project page, specify Project Name and Project Description, and
set Runtime Environment to springboot sample template.

c. After the conﬁguration is completed, click Submit.

2. Conﬁgure running parameters.

Enter a conﬁguration name, select a main function to be run, select an ECS
instance type, and then click OK.

You can click Add on the left of the Run/Debug Conﬁgurations dialog box to add
multiple conﬁgurations for running.

3. Run the project.

Click the icon framed in red in the following ﬁgure to run the project.

The initial running process takes a longer time because App Studio needs to

allocate the ECS instance and initialize the language service. After the running is
completed, the Runtime tab appears, showing the access link.

4. Access the project.

Click Open Link to access the project.

Append /testapi to the link and refresh the page.

Create a frontend project

App Studio provides complete frontend development capabilities that allow you to
develop frontend projects in the same way as in a local IDE. Without the need to

master or understand any new concepts, you can create frontend projects in App
Studio and develop HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and React ﬁles in a way that you are

familiar with.
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1. Create a project based on the sample project.

a. Log on to App Studio. On the Projects page, click Create Project from Code.

b. On the Create Project page, specify Project Name and Project Description, and
set Runtime Environment to springboot sample template.

c. Enter the project name and description and click OK.

2. Conﬁgure running parameters.

Select an ECS instance type and specify the port number as required. You can use
the default conﬁguration unless otherwise required. Then, click OK.

3. Run the project.

Click the Run icon in the upper-right corner to run the project. Currently, you can
run the tnpm

start command to start frontend projects. You can seamlessly

run projects with the webpack - dev - server set up.

During project running, you can view the dependency installation and app startup
logs. After the project running is completed, the Preview tab appears on the right
sidebar. You can edit and save the code in real time. The edited code takes eﬀect

immediately.

4. Access the project.

Click the arrow next to the access link to open the project. In App Studio, you can
edit and develop frontend projects in the same way as in a local IDE. App Studio
supports code completion, function signature, refactoring, and redirection for

HTML, CSS, LESS, SCSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, JSX, and TSX ﬁles. In addition, you
can develop frontend projects based on templates without the need to build any

environment or download any dependency.

Create a frontend project by using the WYSIWYG designer
1. Create a project based on the sample project.

a. Log on to App Studio. On the Projects page, click Create Project from Code.

b. On the Create Project page, specify Project Name and Project Description, and
set Runtime Environment to appstudio sample template.

c. After the conﬁguration is completed, click Submit.
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2. Open the home.santa ﬁle.

Go to the santa/pages directory. The home.santa and list.santa ﬁles are stored in
this directory.

a. Double-click the home.santa ﬁle to open it. A simple report page appears.

b. Select a component. The component conﬁguration pane appears on the right.
c. Click the Data Source ﬁeld. The API list appears.

App Studio provides some DataService Studio APIs for your quick start. You can
click +Add DataService Studio API to add APIs in DataService Studio or view the
APIs of the current component in the API Route column.
Note:

You can remove the existing APIs and customize APIs to experience the data
source conﬁguration of the component. You can also change the style of the
component.

3. Add a component and conﬁgure APIs.

a. Choose Charts > Bar and drag a bar chart to the canvas.

b. Select the component. In the component conﬁguration pane, click the Data
Source ﬁeld.

c. In the API list, click Select next to the seventh API. The API is conﬁgured.

d. No result is returned for the component because you have not speciﬁed the
request parameters and columns to be returned.

Click Details next to the seventh API to view the request and response
parameters.
Note:

You are not allowed to access this page because the project is a sample project.
We recommend that you use your own account to create DataService Studio
APIs when building a project by using the WYSIWYG designer.

e. Conﬁgure the component.

After the conﬁguration is completed, the data appears in the component.
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4. Open the list.santa ﬁle.

You can use the WYSIWYG designer of App Studio to create both reports and apps.

Double-click the list . santa ﬁle to open it. The ﬁle includes a simple data app
consisting of components such as icons, links, videos, lists, and search box. For
more information, see #unique_425.

5. Conﬁgure the navigation.

More than one page may exist in your created app. Therefore, you need to
conﬁgure the navigation to navigate between pages.

Click the Navigation Settings icon in the upper-right corner. The navigation
conﬁguration page appears.

6. Conﬁgure running parameters. For more information, see the procedure for
creating a backend project.

7. Run the project.

Click the Run icon in the upper-right corner. After the project running is

completed, the Runtime tab appears. You can click the frontend link to access the
project.

10.4 Features

10.4.1 Project management

This topic describes how to create and manage projects.

You can create a template-based or code-based project or import a project from Git.

Create a template-based project

1. Log on to App Studio. On the Projects page, click Create Project from Template.

2. On the Create Project page, set Project Name and Project Description, and select a
template.

Note:

• You can select a custom template or a template provided by the system.

• All projects created by using templates support WYSIWYG development.

3. After the conﬁguration is completed, click Submit.
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Create a code-based project

You can create a project by running code. App Studio provides code templates for
four types of runtime environments. Select a code template as required.

1. Log on to App Studio. On the Projects page, click Create Project from Code.

2. On the Create Project page, set Project Name and Project Description, and select a
template.

3. After the conﬁguration is completed, click Submit.

Import a project from Git

If you have Git code, you can import the Git code to create a project. You can only
import Git code from code.aliyun.com.

1. Log on to App Studio. On the Projects page, click Import Project from Git.
2. On the Create Project page, set Git Repo URL, Project Name, and Project
Description, and select a runtime environment.

3. After the conﬁguration is completed, click Submit.

View the list of projects

You can view the created projects on the Projects page.

You can click a project name to go to the project editing page. You can also click
Create Template of a project to create a template based on the project.

App Studio supports managing the deployment versions of projects. You can click
Manage of a project to go to the deployment version control page.

On the Project Details page, click Publish New Version to publish a version. Then, go
to the Apps page to deploy the corresponding project version.
Note:

Before publishing a project version, you must associate the project with Git.

10.4.2 Version control

App Studio integrates general Git services. This topic describes how to use VCS-Git in
App Studio.

Create a project and associate it with Git
1. Create a project.
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2. Enter basic user information.

Before associating the project with Git, you must enter basic user information.

Click Settings in the top navigation bar and select SSH Key. Generate an SSH key

and add it to the public key list of the account that owns the Git repo as prompted.
Note:

The new project is not associated with Git by default. To use Git, associate the
current project with your Git repo.

3. Create a Git repo.

4. Obtain the HTTPS URL of the current repo.

a. Click HTTPS. The HTTPS URL of the current repo appears.

b. Click the Copy icon next to the HTTPS URL to copy it to the clipboard.

5. Associate the project with the Git repo.

a. In the top navigation bar, choose Version > Connect to Remote Repo.

b. In the Connect to Remote Repo dialog box, enter the HTTPS URL of the Git repo
and click Submit.

c. After the association is completed, the version control icon appears in the left
sidebar of App Studio.

d. In the top navigation bar, choose Version > Push to push the local code to the
remote repo.

Entry to Git-related operations

You can click the version control icon in the left sidebar or click Version in the top
navigation bar and select options to perform Git-related operations.

Git control panel

The ﬁle editing status is dynamically updated on the Git control panel.
You can perform basic Git-related operations, such as git
git

commit ,

Basic Git operations

and

git

add ,

revert , on the Git control panel.

git

rm ,

Edited ﬁles are listed on the Git panel, including the ﬁle names and paths. The basic
operations that are supported are displayed on the right.
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As shown in the preceding ﬁgure, the supported operations and ﬁle icons are marked
by the red boxes.

• Source Code: Git

You can perform the commit, refresh, pull, and push operations.
- Commit: Click and select Commit & Push.

- Refresh: Click to refresh the current control panel. This operation is equivalent
to running the git

- Pull and push: Click

status command and refreshing the page.

• Save Edits
-

and select Pull or Push as required.

: discards all edits. This operation is equivalent to running the git

reset command.

: indicates the number of ﬁles.

-

• Modify
-

: indicates that the ﬁle is edited.

: discards all edits.

: adds all ﬁles to the cache. This operation is equivalent to running the git

add command.

: indicates the number of ﬁles.

- The following operations can be performed for the listed ﬁles:
■
■
■

: discards all edits.
: stages all edits.

: indicates that the ﬁle is edited.

Note:

• The logic of the Git client is the same. You must perform the push operation so
that the local code is pushed to the remote repo.

• Similarly, you must perform the pull operation so that the remote code is pulled to
the local repo.
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Manage branches

Open the branch management window. Click the branch name in the status bar at the
bottom of the page. The branch management window appears.

Create a local branch

After a branch is created, the page of the new branch appears.

Create, switch, and merge branches

After a local branch is created, it can be directly pushed to the remote repo. The name
of the local branch is the same as that of the remote one.

Show Git history

You can right-click a ﬁle and choose Git > Show History to view its Git history. You

can compare the diﬀerences between the speciﬁc commit version and the current
version.

View Git logs

In the top navigation bar, choose Version > View Log. On the Log tab, you can view the
message, time, and committer of the submitted logs. You can also ﬁlter the submitted
logs by message, branch, committer, and time.

10.4.3 Code editing

10.4.3.1 Overview of code editing

Code editing supports common IDE features, such as automatic completion, code
hinting, syntax diagnosis, and global content search.
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The following tables list the basic and advanced features that App Studio supports in
diﬀerent languages.
Basic feature

Java

Python

JavaScript and

Completion

Supported

Supported

Supported

Diagnostics

Supported

Supported

Hover

SignatureHelp
Deﬁnition

References

Implementation

Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

Supported (coming
soon)

Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

Not supported

TypeScript
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

Not supported

DocumentHighlight Supported

Supported

Supported

WorkspaceSymbol

Supported

Supported

DocumentSymbol

Supported

CodeAction

Supported (Alibaba Supported
Java Guidelines

CodeLens
Formatting

RangeFormatting
FindInPath

Supported

coming soon)

Supported

Supported
Supported

References
implementation

Not supported

Not supported

Supported
Supported

Supported

Supported

Not supported

Not supported

Supported

Supported

Not supported

Advanced feature

Java

Python

JavaScript and

Rename

Supported

Supported

Supported

UnitTest (quick
start)

Supported

Not supported

WorkspaceEdit

MainClass

MainClassQ
uickStart
Issue: 20190818

Supported

Supported

Not supported

Not supported

Not supported
Not supported

TypeScript

Not supported
Not supported
Not supported
Not supported
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Advanced feature

Java

Python

JavaScript and

ListModules

Supported

Not supported

Not supported

Generate

Constructor
Override

Not supported

TypeScript

Not supported

Getter and Setter
Implement

10.4.3.2 Run UT

App Studio currently supports unit testing (UT), including automatically generating
UT code, detecting the entry for UT, running UT code, and displaying the UT result.

Automatically generate UT code

Open the target ﬁle, right-click the code editing area, and then choose Generate >

Create Tests. The UT class ﬁle and UT code are automatically generated in the test
directory.
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Detect the entry for UT
Note:

• UT class ﬁles must be stored in the src / test / java directory. A Java UT
class ﬁle that is not stored in this directory cannot be identiﬁed as the Java UT
class.

• For a method annotated with @Test annotation, Run Test appears, indicating the
entry for UT.

After the Java UT class ﬁle is created, add the @Test annotation of org . junit .
Test to the corresponding sample UT method.
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Run UT code

Click the Run icon in the upper-right corner. The sample UT starts.

10.4.3.3 Generate code snippets

Currently, App Studio supports the Java class constructor, getter and setter functions,

override methods of the parent class that a child class inherits, and API methods to be
implemented.

Procedure

Perform either of the following operations to generate the Java code:
• Right-click the code area and select Generate.

• Press Command+M on the keyboard. The Java code is automatically generated.

Constructor

On the Generate panel, select Constructor.
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Select the ﬁelds to be included in the constructor and click OK.

The constructor that contains the initialization statement of the ﬁelds is generated.

Getter and setter functions

Generate the getter and setter functions in a way similar to the constructor.
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Note:

If a Java class does not have any ﬁeld or the Java class is overwritten by the @data

annotation of lombok, the getter or setter function is not required for the Java class.
In this case, the Getter, Setter, and Getter And Setter options do not appear on the
Generate panel.

Override methods

Select Override Methods on the Generate panel. All methods that can be overridden
are listed on the Generate Code panel.
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Select a method. The corresponding method is generated.
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Implement methods

The way of implementing a method is similar to that of overriding a method. In Java,

a class that implements an API must deﬁne the methods of the API. If a method is not
implemented, the class syntax is incorrect, which is underlined with a red wavy line.
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In addition to selecting Implement Methods on the Generate panel, you can also use
the code hinting feature to implement a method.

The following ﬁgure shows the generated code.
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10.4.3.4 Find in Path

App Studio provides the Find in Path feature to support global content search.
In the top navigation bar, choose Edit > Find in Path.

You can select Match Case, Words, Regex, or File Mask to set the ﬁlter criteria.
You can also click Module or Directory to search ﬁles by module or directory.
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After selecting a ﬁle, you can locate the searched content in the ﬁle and open the ﬁle
in the editor.

10.4.4 Debugging

10.4.4.1 Run/Debug conﬁgurations

You can conﬁgure the entry function, start debugging, and set breakpoints to debug
an app.

Conﬁgure the entry function
Parameter
Main class
Issue: 20190818
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The class of the main function to be started. Select a value
from the drop-down list.
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Parameter

Description

Program arguments

The startup parameter, which is obtained by the args
parameter in the main function.

VM options

Environment Variables
PORT

Machine

HotCode

The parameters for starting a Java Virtual Machine (JVM),
for example, -D, -Xms, and -Xmx.

The environment variable parameters.

The port to be exposed in the app, for example, classic
port 7001 or port 8080 for Spring Boot-based projects.
The type of the ECS instance used for debugging.

This conﬁguration takes eﬀect only in Run mode. Alibaba
Cloud's HotCode2 plug-in is used by default.

Start debugging

In the top navigation bar, choose Debug > Start Debugging.

The initial startup process takes a longer time because App Studio needs to prepare
the runtime environment and download Maven dependencies. When you restart

debugging, App Studio skips this process and provides user experience similar to that
in a local IDE.

10.4.4.2 Online debugging

App Studio supports online debugging of Java apps and Spring Boot-based web
projects.

Before online debugging, you must #unique_437/

unique_437_Connect_42_section_j3h_y3p_fhb and #unique_437/
unique_437_Connect_42_section_qx3_kjp_fhb.

Exposed service

After your app is started, two basic services are provided. You can click the link next
to Backend to debug the backend Java code.

Panels

• Output panel

The Output panel displays the standard output of all apps (System.in is not

supported currently). It supports the ANSI color and ensures the consistent
experience as a local terminal.
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• Call Stack

• Breakpoint

The Breakpoint panel displays the breakpoints that are currently set. For more
information about the breakpoint types and usage, see Breakpoint types.

• PROBLEM

The PROBLEM panel displays compilation problems of apps. You can click a record
to go to the corresponding line in the ﬁle.

Breakpoints

App Studio supports normal line breakpoints, function breakpoints, and exception
breakpoints. For more information, see #unique_438.

Debugging buttons
Button

Description

Step Over

Steps to the next line of code without
entering the function.

Continue

Step Into

Force Step Into

Step Out
Restart

Stop

Issue: 20190818

Resumes the current breakpoint to
continue the current thread.

Enters the function.

Forcibly enters the function if the Step
Into button does not work for any reason

. Diﬀerent from Step Into, Force Step Into
can lead the program to run from the
breakpoint to the class library that comes
with Java.
Jumps out of the current function.

Currently, the Restart button is not
perfect enough and may not be able to
clean up the program. This button is
being optimized.
Stops debugging.
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App Studio supports normal line breakpoints, function breakpoints, and exception
breakpoints.

Normal line breakpoint

You can click the blank area next to a line in the current ﬁle to generate a breakpoint
for that line. The breakpoint also appears on the Breakpoint panel.

Function breakpoint

Diﬀerent from a line breakpoint or an exception breakpoint, a function breakpoint
triggers two events, namely, entry and exit. You can manually add a function

breakpoint, or set a breakpoint at the place where the function is deﬁned.

If the function breakpoint is triggered, the program stops when stepping into or out
of the function.

Exception breakpoint

If an exception breakpoint is set, the program stops when encountering the exception
.

As shown in the following ﬁgure, after index is triggered, the program stops in line 23
because NullPointerException appears.

10.4.4.4 Breakpoint operations

The Breakpoint panel displays the breakpoints that are currently set. This topic
describes how to operate breakpoints.

Breakpoints can be classiﬁed into normal line breakpoints, function breakpoints, and
exception breakpoints. For more information, see #unique_438.

Debugging buttons
Button

Description

Step Over

Steps to the next line of code without entering the function
.

Continue

Step Into
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thread.

Enters the function.
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Restart
Stop

Drop to Frame
Run to Cursor
Evaluate Expression
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Description

Forcibly enters the function if the Step Into button does
not work for any reason. Diﬀerent from Step Into, Force

Step Into can lead the program to run from the breakpoint
to the class library that comes with Java.
Jumps out of the current function.

Currently, the Restart button is not perfect enough and
may not be able to clean up the program. This button is
being optimized.

Stops debugging.

Deletes the current stack and returns to the previous
function.

Runs to the current line of code. You can set a temporary
breakpoint in a line.
Calculates an expression.

• Assign a value to a variable

You can assign a value to a variable at a breakpoint.

Double-click a ﬁeld, create an expression to assign a value to the current variable,
and then press Enter to make the setting eﬀective.

• Calculate an expression

On the Evaluate Expression panel, enter an executable expression.
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• Watch a variable

Right-click a variable and select Add Watch.

The variable that is being watched appears on the right panel.

You can also manually add a variable in the Watch area.
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• View threads

You can view threads on the debugging panel.

Based on the running progress of the current thread, diﬀerent information such

as RUNNING or WAIT appears in the drop-down list. If you select another thread,
information on the variable panel changes accordingly.

10.4.4.5 Remote debugging

You can only debug apps deployed in the daily environment where the ECS instance
used for debugging runs.

1. Conﬁgure debugging information.

Note:

Set the Host and Port parameters to specify the remote service that the Java
Virtual Machine Tool Interface (JVMTI) needs to connect to.
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2. Click Debug. If the debugger information appears, the connection is successful.
Then you can start debugging.

During remote debugging, the JVMTI is used for socket connection. The debugger

and debuggee only transmit JVM running information between each other and do not
transmit standard output or error output information.

10.4.4.6 Terminal

The Terminal tab appears on the bottom of the panel.

App Studio supports common shell commands such as ls and cat and interactive
commands such as vi and top .

You can also start multiple terminals.
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10.4.4.7 Hot code replacement

Using the hot code replacement feature, you can edit the running code of an app and
make the edits eﬀective without restarting the app.

For example, after you edit the code while debugging a Spring Boot-based app, you do
not need to restart the app. The edited code takes eﬀect once it is saved. App Studio

supports this feature by default.

App Studio also supports hot code replacement while an app is running. To trigger

hot code replacement, you only need to save the ﬁle without installing any plug-in or
manually compiling the ﬁle.

If you are editing the code in Debug mode, App Studio automatically deletes the
current running stack and returns to the function entry.

Conﬁgure hot code replacement in Run mode

1. Enable hot code replacement on the Run/Debug Conﬁgurations page.

After you click Run or Debug, the output information of the HotCode2 plug-in
appears on the OUT tab.
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2. Trigger hot code replacement.
Save the ﬁle after editing it.

3. After the incremental code synchronization is completed, if the output of a reload

class appears in the console, hot code replacement takes eﬀect. The sample code is
as follows:

public
class
IndexContr oller
@ RequestMap ping ("/")
@ ResponseBo dy
public
String
index (){
return " cccc ";
}
}

{

You can replace the return string with another string to make the edit eﬀective
immediately.

Conﬁgure hot code replacement in Debug mode

You can use the native Java Debug Interface (JDI) to enable hot code replacement

in Debug mode. However, due to Java Virtual Machine (JVM) restrictions, hot code

replacement is unavailable when a method is added to or deleted from a class. You
can save the ﬁle to trigger hot code replacement.
Note:

The native JVM supports hot code replacement for operations such as adding or

deleting a class. However, hot code replacement is unavailable when you change the
class structure.

10.4.5 Collaborative coding

This topic describes how to invite collaborators, join a collaborative project, and

view the status of collaborators on the collaborator panel. This topic also introduces
permissions of collaborators.

App Studio supports real-time collaborative coding. Multiple collaborators of a team
can develop and write code at the same time in the same project, and view changes
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made by other collaborators in real time. This feature helps avoid the hassle of

synchronizing code and merging branches and signiﬁcantly improve the development
eﬃciency.

Invite a new collaborator

The project owner can invite other developers to join the project for collaborative
coding.

1. Open the project that you want to share.

2. Click Share on the right to expand the collaborator panel.

3. Click Invite in the upper-right corner to enter the invitation process.
4. In the Invite New Member dialog box, set parameters.
Parameter

Description

Permission

Select Read-Only or R/W based on your business
requirements.

Username

5. Click OK.

Enter the username of the collaborator to be invited.

Join a collaborative project

When you are invited to join another developer's project, you can click Shared from
Others on the project panel to view the collaborative projects that you have joined.
Click a project to join it for real-time collaborative coding.

Collaborator panel

During real-time collaborative coding, collaborators can view the status of each other.
1. Click Share on the right of the page. The list of collaborators appears.

2. View the online status, ﬁle being edited, and permissions of a collaborator.
Note:

The project owner can click Remove to remove a collaborator.

Permission description

During collaborative coding, a collaborator may have the following permissions:

• Owner: The owner is the creator of the project and cannot be changed. The owner
can invite other developers to join the project or remove other collaborators.
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• Read/write permissions: Collaborators with the read/write permissions can view
all ﬁles in the project and edit these ﬁles.

• Read-only permission: Collaborators with the read-only permission can only view
the ﬁles in the project and cannot edit them.

10.4.6 Access third-party services
10.4.6.1 DataService Studio

This topic describes how to check DataService Studio APIs that you have permissions
to call in App Studio. This topic also describes how to generate code snippets to
quickly access DataService Studio APIs through App Studio.

For more information about how to apply for and call DataService Studio APIs and
SDKs, see DataService Studio.

Prerequisites

Before accessing DataService Studio, make sure that the following conditions are met:
• You have created a workspace in DataService Studio and applied for permissions to
call the APIs for the workspace.

This topic is applicable to DataService Studio APIs that you have permissions

to call. Therefore, you must ﬁrst go to DataService Studio and check whether a

workspace is available and whether the APIs that you have permissions to call exist
in the workspace.

• You have created a Java project in App Studio.

The following section uses a Spring Boot-based project as an example to describe
how to generate code snippets.

1. Log on to App Studio. On the Projects page, click Create Project from Code.

2. On the Create Project page, specify Project Name and Project Description, and
set Runtime Environment to springboot sample template.

3. After the conﬁguration is completed, click Submit.

After the project is created, make sure that the pom.xml ﬁle contains the

dependency of DataService Studio. For more information about the Maven
coordinates, see Nexus Repository Manager.

< dependency >
< groupId > com . aliyun . dataworks </ groupId >
< artifactId > aliyun - dataworks - dataservic e - java - sdk </
artifactId >
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< version > 0 . 0 . 1 - aliyun </ version >
</ dependency >
Use DataService Studio APIs in App Studio

You can use DataService Studio APIs through code or the WYSIWYG designer.
• Use DataService Studio APIs through code.

The following section describes how to view available DataService Studio APIs in

App Studio by keyword, project, and service group. You can also use the feature of

generating code snippets to quickly create the code to call a DataService Studio API
.

1. View the list of DataService Studio APIs.

Click the Data tab on the right. The list of DataService Studio APIs appears. You
can ﬁlter the APIs by name, project, or service group.

2. Create an API on DataService Studio.

You can click Create API in DataService Studio in the upper-right corner and
create an API to call.

3. View details about DataService Studio APIs.

Click Details in the Actions column of a DataService Studio API. The DataService
Studio page appears, showing the details of the API.

4. Quickly generate the access code.

App Studio allows you to create the access code with one click. It automatically
enters the AppKey and AppSecret and generates the sample controller code,

facilitating you to directly insert a project.

Click Select in the Actions column of a DataService Studio API. The details page
that includes the sample access code appears.

The following section provides an example of the complete controller code. In

the generated InvokeApi2252() method, the path, host, AppKey, and AppSecret
required for accessing the DataService Studio API are automatically entered

. ApiRequest2252DTO contains all parameters required for accessing the
DataService Studio API.

package
com . alibaba . dataworks . dataservic e ;
import
com . aliyun . dataworks . dataservic e . model . api .
protocol . ApiProtoco l ;
import
com . aliyun . dataworks . dataservic e . sdk . facade
. DataApiCli ent ;
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import
com . aliyun . dataworks . dataservic e . sdk . loader
. http . Request ;
import
org . slf4j . Logger ;
import
org . slf4j . LoggerFact ory ;
import
org . springfram ework . beans . factory . annotation .
Autowired ;
import
org . springfram ework . web . bind . annotation .
RequestBod y ;
import
org . springfram ework . web . bind . annotation .
RequestMap ping ;
import
org . springfram ework . web . bind . annotation .
RequestMet hod ;
import
org . springfram ework . web . bind . annotation .
RestContro ller ;
import
java . lang . reflect . Field ;
import
java . util . HashMap ;
/**
* @ author ****
* @ date
2019 - 03 - 21T17 : 23 : 17 . 040
* - Before
use , make
sure
that
the
pom . xml
file
contains
the
latest
data - service - client
dependency
.
*
< dependency >
*
< groupId > com . alibaba . dataworks </ groupId >
*
< artifactId > data - service - client </ artifactId >
*
< version >${ latest - data - service - version }</
version >
*
</ dependency >
* - Before
use , make
sure
that
the
spring
config
class
is
separately
configured
and
is
not
combined
with
other
config
classes .
*
@ Configurat ion
*
@ ComponentS can ( basePackag eClasses = { DsClientCo
nfig . class })
*
public
class
DsClientCo nfig {
*
@ Bean
*
public
BeanRegist ryProcesso r
beanRegist
ryProcesso r (){
*
return
new
BeanRegist ryProcesso r ();
*
}
*
}
*/
@ RestContro ller
public
class
Test2252Co ntroller {
private
Logger
logger = LoggerFact ory . getLogger (
Test2252Co ntroller . class );
@ Autowired
private
DataApiCli ent
dataApiCli ent ;
/**
* Sample
Result :
* {
*
" data ": {
*
" totalNum ": 1000 ,
*
" pageSize ": 100 ,
*
" rows ": [
*
{
*
" pageNum ": "...", // The
number
of
the
page . This
is
a
default
pagination
parameter .
The
value
is
an
integer .
*
" pageSize ": "...", // The
number
of
entries
on
each
page . This
is
a
default
pagination
parameter . The
value
is
an
integer .
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*
" totalNum ": "...", // The
total
number
of
pages . This
is
a
default
pagination
parameter . The
value
is
an
integer .
*
" id ": "...", // Integer .
*
" name ": "...", // String .
*
" sex ": "...", // String .
*
" age ": "...", // Integer .
*
}
*
......
*
],
*
" pageNum ": 1
*
},
*
" errCode ": 0 ,
*
" requestId ": " 478cae2f - 0 ***- 42fb - a439 - c0 ***
e6f ",
*
" errMsg ": " success "
* }
*/
private
HashMap
InvokeApi2 252 ( ApiRequest 2252DTO
dto ) throws
Exception {
Request
request = new
Request ();
request . setMethod (" GET ");
request . setAppKey (" 15810204 ");
request . setAppSecr et
("*******************************");
request . setHost (" http :// 0e5e6cd70 ****** 5e64 ****
hai . a *** pi . com ");
request . setPath ("/ test ");
for ( Field
f : dto . getClass (). getDeclare
dFields ()) {
try {
if ( f . get ( dto )! = null ) {
request . getBodys (). put ( f . getName (),
f . get ( dto ). toString ());
}
} catch ( Exception
e ){}
}
request . setApiProt ocol ( ApiProtoco l . HTTP );
return
dataApiCli ent . dataLoad ( request );
}
/**
* Response :
*/
@ RequestMap ping ( value = "/ sample / test2252 ", method
= RequestMet hod . POST )
public
HashMap
testApi (@ RequestBod y
ApiRequest
2252DTO
dto ) throws
Exception {
return
InvokeApi2 252 ( dto );
}

}
/**
* Request
*/
class
ApiRequest 2252DTO {
public
Integer
pageNum ;
public
Integer
pageSize ;
public
Integer
id ;
public
String
name ;
public
String
sex ;
public
Integer
age ;
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}
Note:

You can refer to the generated sample code in your code development. You can
also click Save to add the code to the dataservice package in the current code
directory.

• Use DataService Studio APIs through the WYSIWYG designer.

Components of the WYSIWYG designer are highly integrated with DataService

Studio APIs and use the default format of data returned by DataService Studio. This
means any conﬁguration can take eﬀect immediately. For more information, see
WYSIWYG designer.

10.4.6.2 DataOS API

App Studio provides the DataOS API and DataService Studio API. This topic describes
the functions, request parameters, and response parameters of the DataOS API
operations, and provides guidance on conﬁguring and using the DataOS API.

CheckMetaTable

• Function: checks whether a table exists.

• Request: The tableGuid parameter is required.
• Syntax: odps .< project >.< table >.
• Response: true or false.
• Example:

- Request: request . setTableGu

id (" odps . autotest . daily_test

");

- Response: {" requestId ":" 0b85c9d915

5487704623

78104e "," errMsg

":" success "," errCode ": 0 ," data ": true }

GetMetaDB

• Function: gets the information of a MaxCompute project.
• Request: The project GUID is required.
• Syntax: odps .< project >.
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• Response: The details of the project are returned, including the parameters listed
in the following table.
Parameter

Description

project

The name of the project in English.

appGuid

projectNameCn
comment
ownerId

createTime

modifyTime
• Example:

The GUID of the project.

The name of the project in Chinese.
The comments on the project.
The ID of the project owner.

The time when the project was created.

The time when the project was modiﬁed
.

- Request: request . setDbGuid (" odps . autotest ");
- Response:
{

}

"
"
"
"

}

requestId ": " 0bfaefec **** 6150067180 5e ",
errMsg ": " success ",
errCode ": 0 ,
data ": {
" appGuid ": " odps . meta ",
" projectNam e ": " meta ",
" projectNam eCn ": " ODPS
metadata ",
" comment ": "",
" ownerId ": " 1310187911 8 ",
" createTime ": " 2014 - 02 - 18 ",
" modifyTime ": " 2018 - 04 - 16 "

GetMetaTable

• Function: gets the information of a MaxCompute table.
• Request: The tableGuid parameter is required.
• Syntax: odps .< project >.< table >.

• Response: The details of the table are returned, including the parameters listed in
the following table.
Parameter

Description

tableGuid

The GUID of the table.

appGuid
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Parameter

Description

id

The ID of the database.

tableName

The name of the table.

ownerId

The ID of the project owner.

hasPart

Indicates whether the table is partitione
d. The value 1 indicates that the table is
partitioned. The value 0 indicates that
the table is not partitioned.

dataSize

The size of data in the table.

createTime

The time when the table was created.

lastDdlTime

The last time when a Data Deﬁnition
Language (DDL) statement was
executed for the table.

lastModifyTime

The last time when the table was
modiﬁed.

• Example:

- Request: request . setTableGu
- Response:
{

}

"
"
"
"

}

id ( tableGuid );

requestId ": " 0b8906da **** 8175861e ",
errMsg ": " success ",
errCode ": 0 ,
data ": {
" appGuid ": " odps . meta ",
" tableGuid ": " odps . meta . m_table ",
" tableName ": " m_table ",
" id ": 64809 ,
" OwnerId ": " dp - base - odps @ aliyun - test . com ",
" hasPart ": 1 ,
" dataSize ": 4939761090 4693 ,
" createTime ": " 2014 - 12 - 10
21 : 20 : 23 ",
" lastDdlTim e ": " 2017 - 04 - 18
10 : 10 : 06 ",
" lastModify Time ": " 2019 - 04 - 09
20 : 24 : 08 "

ListMetaTableColumn

• Function: gets the column information of a MaxCompute table.
• Request: The tableGuid parameter is required.
• Syntax: odps .< project >.< table >.
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• Response: The details of columns in the table are returned, including the
parameters listed in the following table.
Parameter

Description

tableGuid

The GUID of the table.

appGuid

The GUID of the project.

tableName

The name of the table.

columnGuid

The GUID of a column. Syntax: odps

.< project >.< table >.< col >.

columnName

The name of the column.

seqNumber

The sequence number of the column,
which starts from 1.

columnType

The type of the column.

isPartitionCol

Indicates whether the column is
partitioned. The value 0 indicates that
the column is not partitioned. The
value 1 indicates that the column is
partitioned.

comment

The comments on the project.

safeLevel

The safety level of the project.

• Example:

- Request: request . setTableGu
- Response:
{

"
"
"
"

",

{

},
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id ( tableGuid );

requestId ": " 0b8906d ***** 9796824e ",
errCode ": 0 ,
errMsg ": " success ",
columnList ": [{
" appGuid ": " odps . meta ",
" tableGuid ": " odps . meta . m_table ",
" tableName ": " m_table ",
" columnGuid ": " odps . meta . m_table . project_na
"
"
"
"
"
"

me

columnName ": " project_na me ",
columnType ": " string ",
seqNumber ": 1 ,
isPartitio nCol ": 0 ,
comment ": " project
name ",
safeLevel ": " C2 "

" appGuid ": " odps . meta ",
" tableGuid ": " odps . meta . m_table ",
" tableName ": " m_table ",
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}

" columnGuid ": " odps . meta . m_table . name ",
" columnName ": " name ",
" columnType ": " string ",
" seqNumber ": 2 ,
" isPartitio nCol ": 0 ,
" isPrimaryK ey ": 0 ,
" isNullable ": 0 ,
" comment ": " table
name ",
" safeLevel ": " C2 "
} ... ]

ListMetaTablePartition

• Function: gets the partition information of a MaxCompute table.
• Request:

Parameter
tableGuid
pageNum
pageSize

Description

The GUID of the table. Syntax: odps .<
project >.< table >.

The number of the page to return.

The number of entries to return on each
page.

• Response: The partition details of the table are returned, including the parameters
listed in the following table.

Table 10-1:
Parameter

Description

tableGuid

The GUID of the table.

appGuid

tableName

partitionGuid

The GUID of the project.
The name of the table.

The GUID of a partition. Syntax:
odps .< project >.< table >.<
partition >.

partitionName

The name of the partition.

modifyTime

The time when the partition was
modiﬁed.

createTime

dataSize
974
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Parameter

Description

pageNum

The number of the page that is returned
.

records

pageSize
totalNum

• Response example:
{

The number of entries in the partition.

The number of entries on the page that
is returned.
The total number of entries.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

requestId ": " 0baf3e0 ***** 5025570e ",
errCode ": 0 ,
errMsg ": " success ",
pageNum ": 1 ,
pageSize ": 10 ,
totalNum ": 1101 ,
partitionL ist ": [{
" appGuid ": " odps . meta ",
" tableGuid ": " odps . meta . m_table ",
" tableName ": " m_table ",
" id ": 168504514 ,
" partitionG uid ": " odps . meta . m_table . ds \
u003d20190 408 ",
" partitionN ame ": " ds \ u003d20190 408 ",
" createTime ": " 2019 - 04 - 08
13 : 59 : 52 ",
" modifyTime ": " 2019 - 04 - 08
19 : 54 : 51 ",
" dataSize ": 2732480125 68 ,
" records ": 720503170
} ... ]
}
SearchMetaTables

• Function: performs fuzzy search in a table.
• Request:

Parameter

Description

pageNum

The number of the page to return.

keyword

pageSize

• Response:

The keyword of the table name.

The number of entries to return on each
page.

Parameter

Description

tableGuid

The GUID of the table.

appGuid
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Parameter

Description

ownerId

The ID of the project owner.

tableName
createTime

lastDdlTime
lastModifyTime
• Example:

The name of the table.

The time when the table was created.

The last time when a DDL statement was
executed for the table.
The last time when the table was
modiﬁed.

- Request: request . setKeyword (" test ");
- Response:
{

976

"
"
"
"

message ": null ,
code ": 200 ,
success ": true ,
data ": {
" requestId ": " 0be41b *** 2227759792 4e ",
" errCode ": 0 ,
" errMsg ": " success ",
" pageNum ": 1 ,
" pageSize ": 2 ,
" totalNum ": 5000 ,
" data ": [{
" appGuid ": null ,
" tableGuid ": " odps . ant_p13n . finance_ne wsrec_tab_
dataset_ds ",
" tableName ": " finance_ne wsrec_tab_ dataset_ds ",
" createTime ": " 2018 - 07 - 06
16 : 24 : 41 ",
" lastModify Time ": " 2019 - 04 - 26
10 : 49 : 23 ",
" lastDdlTim e ": null ,
" lastAccess Time ": null ,
" ownerId ": " 163585 "
},
{
" appGuid ": null ,
" tableGuid ": " odps . tbcdm . dws_tm_itm _cate_food
_ftr_test_ cm ",
" tableName ": " dws_tm_itm _cate_food _ftr_test_ cm ",
" createTime ": " 2017 - 11 - 23
17 : 06 : 18 ",
" lastModify Time ": " 2019 - 04 - 26
20 : 34 : 12 ",
" lastDdlTim e ": null ,
" lastAccess Time ": null ,
" ownerId ": " 108292 "
}]
},
" timestamp ": 1556452227 875 ,
" sessionId ": null
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}
Call the DataOS API

Conﬁgure the pom ﬁle as follows:
<! -- DataOS
Start -->
< dependency >
< groupId > com . aliyun </ groupId >
< artifactId > aliyun - java - sdk - dataworks - enterprise ultimate </ artifactId >
< version > 0 . 0 . 3 </ version >
</ dependency >
<! -- JSON
2 . 8 . 5
or
later -->
< dependency >
< groupId > com . aliyun </ groupId >
< artifactId > aliyun - java - sdk - core </ artifactId >
< version > 4 . 4 . 0 </ version >
</ dependency >
<! -- DataOS
End -->
Conﬁgure the hosts ﬁle as follows:
# from
src / main / resources / applicatio n . properties
# dataos
api
configurat ion
dataworks . dataos . auth . accessId = < indicate
user
accessid
, refer
to
aliyun >
dataworks . dataos . auth . accessKey = < indicate
user
accessid
, refer
to
aliyun >
dataworks . dataos . region = cn - shanghai
dataworks . dataos . endpoint = dataworks - ee - ue - share . cn shanghai . aliyuncs . com
dataworks . dataos . product = dataworks - enterprise - ultimate
The Java code is as follows. When creating IClientProﬁle, you must specify the
AccessKey ID and AccessKey Secret of your Alibaba Cloud account. For more

information, see the following FAQ.
import
com . aliyuncs
import
com . aliyuncs
import
com . aliyuncs
ableReques t ;
import
com . aliyuncs
ableRespon se ;
import
com . aliyuncs
equest ;
import
com . aliyuncs
esponse ;
import
com . aliyuncs
leRequest ;
import
com . aliyuncs
leResponse ;
import
com . aliyuncs
bleColumnR equest ;
import
com . aliyuncs
bleColumnR esponse ;
import
com . aliyuncs
blePartiti onRequest ;
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. DefaultAcs Client ;
. IAcsClient ;
. dataworks . model . v20171212 . CheckMetaT
. dataworks . model . v20171212 . CheckMetaT
. dataworks . model . v20171212 . GetMetaDBR
. dataworks . model . v20171212 . GetMetaDBR
. dataworks . model . v20171212 . GetMetaTab
. dataworks . model . v20171212 . GetMetaTab
. dataworks . model . v20171212 . ListMetaTa
. dataworks . model . v20171212 . ListMetaTa
. dataworks . model . v20171212 . ListMetaTa
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import
com . aliyuncs . dataworks . model . v20171212 . ListMetaTa
blePartiti onResponse ;
import
com . aliyuncs . dataworks . model . v20171212 . SearchMeta
TablesRequ est ;
import
com . aliyuncs . dataworks . model . v20171212 . SearchMeta
TablesResp onse ;
import
com . aliyuncs . exceptions . ClientExce ption ;
import
com . aliyuncs . exceptions . ServerExce ption ;
import
com . aliyuncs . profile . DefaultPro file ;
import
com . aliyuncs . profile . IClientPro file ;
import
com . google . gson . Gson ;
public
class
Simple {
IAcsClient
client = null ;
@ org . junit . Test
public
void
testCheckM etaTable () throws
ServerExce
, ClientExce ption {
String
tableGuid = " odps . meta . m_table ";

ption

CheckMetaT ableReques t
request = new
CheckMetaT
ableReques t ();
request . setTableGu id ( tableGuid );
CheckMetaT ableRespon se
response = client . getAcsResp
onse ( request );
System . out . println ( new
Gson (). toJson ( response ));
}
@ org . junit . Test
public
void
testGetPro ject () throws
ClientExce ption {
String
appGuid = " odps . meta ";

ServerExce

ption ,

GetMetaDBR equest
request = new
GetMetaDBR equest ();
request . setDbGuid ( appGuid );
GetMetaDBR esponse
getMetaDBR esponse = client .
getAcsResp onse ( request );
System . out . println ( new
Gson (). toJson ( getMetaDBR
esponse ));
}
@ org . junit . Test
public
void
testGetPar titions () throws
ServerExce
, ClientExce ption {
String
tableGuid = " odps . meta . m_table ";

ption

ListMetaTa blePartiti onRequest
request = new
ListMetaTa
blePartiti onRequest ();
request . setTableGu id ( tableGuid );
request . setPageNum ( 1 );
request . setPageSiz e ( 10 );
ListMetaTa blePartiti onResponse
response = client .
getAcsResp onse ( request );
System . out . println ( new
Gson (). toJson ( response ));
}
@ org . junit . Test
public
void
testSearch Tables () throws
ServerExce ption
, ClientExce ption {
SearchMeta TablesRequ est
request = new
SearchMeta
TablesRequ est ();
request . setKeyword (" test ");
request . setPageNum ( 1 );
request . setPageSiz e ( 10 );
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SearchMeta TablesResp onse
onse ( request );
System . out . println ( new
}

response

=

client . getAcsResp

Gson (). toJson ( response ));

@ org . junit . Test
public
void
testGetCol umns () throws
ServerExce
ClientExce ption {
String
tableGuid = " odps . meta . m_table ";

,

ption

ListMetaTa bleColumnR equest
request = new
ListMetaTa bleColumnR equest ();
request . setTableGu id ( tableGuid );
ListMetaTa bleColumnR esponse
response = client .
getAcsResp onse ( request );
System . out . println ( new
Gson (). toJson ( response ));
}
@ org . junit . Test
public
void
testGetTab le () throws
ServerExce
ClientExce ption {
String
tableGuid = " odps . meta . m_table ";
();

GetMetaTab

leRequest

request

=

new

GetMetaTab

ption ,

leRequest

request . setTableGu id ( tableGuid );
GetMetaTab leResponse
response = client . getAcsResp onse (
request );
System . out . println ( new
Gson (). toJson ( response ));
}
public
Simple () throws
ClientExce ption {
IClientPro file
profile = DefaultPro file . getProfile ("
cn - hangzhou ", "<!!!! id >",
"<!!! key >");
DefaultPro file . addEndpoin t (" cn - hangzhou ", " cn hangzhou ", " dataworks ", " dataworks - share . aliyuncs . com ");
client = new
DefaultAcs Client ( profile );
}
}
FAQ

• Why does the API operation calling fail, with the following information returned?
Exception
in
thread " main " com . aliyuncs . exceptions .
ClientExce ption : InvalidApi . NotFound : Specified
api
is
not
found , please
check
your
url
and
method .
RequestId : B081CCF1 - 9F19 - 473E - 9B99 - 68F202E757 2B
You do not have the permission to call the API operation.

• How do I query the AccessKey ID and AccessKey Secret?

In the Alibaba Cloud console, click your account in the upper-right corner and

select accesskeys from the drop-down list. Then, the AccessKey ID and AccessKey
Secret appear.
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10.4.7.1 Basic usage

This topic describes basic operations in the WYSIWYG designer, including creating a
project and building a visual page.

Create a project

1. Log on to App Studio. On the Projects page, click Create Project from Code.

2. On the Create Project page, specify Project Name and Project Description, and set
Runtime Environment to appstudio sample template.

3. After the conﬁguration is completed, click Submit.
4. Go to the santa / pages directory.

5. Click any .santa ﬁle to go to the WYSIWYG designer.

You can also right-click pages and choose Create > Template to develop the page
based on a template.

Build a visual page

The WYSIWYG designer consists of the component menu and operation panel.
• Component menu

The component menu lists all components that the WYSIWYG designer presets
, including layout components, basic components, form components, chart
components, and advanced components.

• Operation panel

You can click the corresponding icon on the operation panel to switch to the code
mode, conﬁgure the navigation, conﬁgure a global data ﬂow, revoke or redo an

operation, preview the rendering result, or save edits.

• Visual operation area

Select a component from the component menu and drag and drop it to the visual
operation area.

• Component property conﬁguration panel

The component property conﬁguration panel consists of the Properties, Style, and
Advanced Settings tabs.

Click the Navigation Settings icon in the upper-right corner of the operation panel to
go to the page for conﬁguring the navigation of an app.
980
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On the navigation conﬁguration page, you can conﬁgure the public header, sidebars,
and menu of the app.

The WYSIWYG designer adds the public header and sidebars to an app by default. You
can click the Navigation Settings icon to customize the navigation conﬁguration, for

example, hiding the sidebars. The system supports the following conﬁguration:
• You can set the following parameters for the header:
- Logo Image
- Title

- Menu Items
- Enabled

- Fix to Page Top

- Theme: Valid values: Dark and Light.

• You can set the following parameters for the sidebars:
- Menu Items
- Enabled

- Enable Folding

- Theme: Valid values: Dark and Light.

Conﬁgure a global data ﬂow

For more information, see Global conﬁguration.
• Conﬁgure component properties

On the Properties tab, you can visually conﬁgure component properties.

Based on the rules for conﬁguring component properties, a visual form is

generated on the Properties tab. After you conﬁgure component properties in this
form, the WYSIWYG designer re-renders the component in the visual operation
area based on the new properties. You can view the rendering results of the

component with diﬀerent properties in real time.
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• Conﬁgure component styles

On the Style tab, you can conﬁgure the styles of a component.

A visual panel for conﬁguring common styles is provided on the Style tab. On this

panel, you can customize the basic styles of a component, including the layout, text
, background, border, and eﬀect.

After you add or modify the component styles on this tab, the WYSIWYG designer

collects all the style settings and re-renders the component in the visual operation

area based on the new component style. You can view the component conﬁguration
eﬀect in real time.

• Conﬁgure association between components

On the Advanced Settings tab, you can conﬁgure association between components.
Select a component in the visual operation area and click the Advanced Settings

tab. The properties of the selected component are listed on the left of the tab. Click
the icon on the right and select the component to be associated to your selected

component.

The properties of the associated component appear on the right of the tab.

• Select a property, for example, searchParams, in the left property list and connect
it to a property, for example, requestParams, in the right property list.

In this way, any change of the searchParams parameter of the left component is

transferred to the requestParams parameter of the right component in real time.
This achieves property-based association between the two components.

Conﬁgure the code mode

By using the code mode, you can implement complex interactions in a more advanced
way. For more information, see #unique_451.

Save, preview, run, and hot code replacement

For more information, see Save, preview, run, and hot code replacement.

10.4.7.2 Common components

The WYSIWYG designer comes with more than 80 components to fully meet your

needs for building basic pages. This topic describes the default components of the
WYSIWYG designer.
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Layout components

The layout components include a 24-grid system component.
• Grid Ratio

By default, the system splits the 24-grid component with a ratio of 12:12. You can

also set the grids to other common ratios or customize a ratio. When customizing a

ratio, make sure that the sum of grids in the ratio is 24. The system splits the layout
based on the grid ratio that you set.

• Horizontal Arrangement

This parameter speciﬁes the arrangement of grids in the parent node.

• Vertical Arrangement

This parameter speciﬁes the vertical alignment mode of sub-elements.
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• Grid Gutter

Grids are usually separated by gutters. You can set this parameter to specify the
width of the gutter.

• Block Container

A block container component can be used as the parent component of certain
components. It is similar to the div container in HTML.

Basic components

All basic components support common property settings related to components.
• Text

- Text

- Paragrap

■ Component Size

This parameter speciﬁes the size of text in a paragraph.

■ Paragraph Display Method

A paragraph is used to distinguish short text from long text. The line spacing
of short text is smaller (usually fewer than three lines).

• Media

- Video

■ Video Url: speciﬁes the URL of the video to be played.

■ Thumbnail Url: speciﬁes the URL of the video thumbnail.

■ Enable Automatic Playback: speciﬁes whether to automatically play the video
after the component is loaded.

- Image

Image Url: speciﬁes the URL of the image to be displayed. You can upload an
image.
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• Icon

- Icon Size

This parameter speciﬁes the display size of the icon.

- Icon Type

This parameter speciﬁes the type of the icon.

• Button

For more information about the button properties, see Button documentation.

• Link

- Link Text: speciﬁes the displayed text of the link.
- Link Url: speciﬁes the URL to be jumped to.

- Link Property: speciﬁes whether to open the link in the current window or in a
new window.

Form components

Forms can be classiﬁed into in-line forms, horizontal forms, and vertical forms.

For more information about how to upload images and attachments, see Upload.
For more information about how to ﬁlter data, see Search.
For more information about the input box, see Input.

Chart components

• Data table

Parameter

Description

Request Method

The request method. Valid values: Get, Post, Put, and
Delete.

Data Source

Search Parameters

Response Data
Processing Function

The API address to which a request is sent.

The requested parameter.

The function that processes data returned by the API.

Table Columns

The column to be displayed in the data table.

Show Table Border

Speciﬁes whether to display the table borders.

Table Size
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Parameter

Show Table Header

Description

Speciﬁes whether to display the table header.

For paged data tables, you can also specify the number of records that are
displayed on each page.

• Excel table

Parameter

Description

Request Method

The request method. Valid values: Get, Post, Put, and
Delete.

Data Source

Search Parameters

Response Data
Processing Function

The API address to which a request is sent.

The requested parameter.

The function that processes data returned by the API.

Data

The data to be displayed in the Excel table.

Parameter

Description

Request Method

The request method. Valid values: Get, Post, Put, and
Delete.

• Line chart

Data Source

Search Parameters

Response Data
Processing Function

The API address to which a request is sent.

The requested parameter.

The function that processes data returned by the API.

Chart Conﬁguration

The code used to conﬁgure the chart.

Chart Title

The chart title to be displayed.

Show Chart Title
Chart Data

X-axis Field
Y-axis Field

Speciﬁes whether to display the chart title.
The data to be displayed on the chart.

The name of the ﬁeld to be displayed on the X axis in the
returned data.
The name of the ﬁeld to be displayed on the Y axis in the
returned data.

Note:
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You can conﬁgure components in a column chart, bar chart, area chart, pie chart,
map, word cloud, or scatter chart in the same way as conﬁguring a line chart.

Advanced components

All advanced components support common property settings related to components.
• Selection-oriented components include Select, Checkbox, CascadeSelect, Radio,
Range, Switch, and Rating.

• Tab: This component is used to switch between tasks, views, and modes. It is used
for global navigation and allows you to view and switch between global features.
For more information, see Tab.

• Slider: This component is used to horizontally display various content on the page
as slides. For more information, see Slider.

• Step: This component is used for display by default. For an upper-layer component,
you can modify the value of the current parameter to set the current step number.
You can also set the click event on each node to customize a callback. For more
information, see Step.

• Progress: This component is used to display the current progress of your
operation. For more information, see Progress.

• Menu: You can select a menu as required. For more information, see Menu.

• Nav: This component consists of the top navigation and side navigation. The top
navigation provides global categories and features, while the side navigation

provides a multi-level structure to display and arrange website architectures. For
more information, see Nav.

10.4.7.3 Code mode

By using the code mode, you can implement complex interactions in a more advanced
way.

Click the Code Mode icon in the upper-right corner of the operation panel to enable
the code mode.

The code area appears on the right of the page.

The WYSIWYG designer uses DSL at the intermediate layer to switch between the

visualization mode and code mode. DSL can be considered as a simpliﬁed version of
React. The DSL syntax is basically the same as the React syntax.
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As shown in the code area in the preceding ﬁgure, DSL uses a tag to describe a

component. The tag properties are the component properties. The property value can
be of a simple data type such as a string or a number. The property value can also be

an expression. You can enter state . xxx to obtain data from the global data ﬂow.
The code mode has the following features:

• If you drag and drop a component or conﬁgure the component properties in the
visualization area, the edits are updated in the code in real time.

• If you edit the code in the code area, the edits are updated in the visualization area
in real time.

• The drag-and-drop operation and component property conﬁguration in the

visualization area and code edits in the code area can be converted between each
other.

10.4.7.4 DSL syntax

DSL is a component-based language developed based on the features of React JSX and
JSX

Vue templates and is more suitable for UI layout design.

The DSL syntax is similar to the JSX syntax in the React.render method. The following
section provides a brief description of JSX:

• {} is used to switch an HTML scope to a JavaScript scope. In a JavaScript scope,

you can write any valid JavaScript expression. The return value is displayed on the
page. For example, < div >{' Hello ' + '

Relim '}</ div >.

Note:

You can write any JavaScript expressions such as computing statements or literals
in {}.

• An HTML tag is used to switch a JavaScript scope to an HTML scope. For example,
{< div > Hello

Relim </ div >}.

• The HTML scope and JavaScript scope can be nested. For example, {< div >{'
Hello ' + '

Relim '}</ div >}.

For more information about JSX syntax, see React JSX.

Valid JavaScript expressions
//
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{ aaa } // √ Variable
aaa
must
be
defined .
{ aaa * 111 } // √
{ 1 == 1 ? 1 : 0 } // √
{/^ 123 /. test ( aa )} // √
{[ 1 , 2 , 3 ]. join ('')} // √
{(()=>{ return
1 })()} // Self - executing
function
// Literals
{ 1 }
{ true }
{[ 11 , 22 , 33 ]} // √
{{ aa :" 11 ", bb :" 22 "}} // √
{()=> 1 } // Describe
a
function ,
meaningles s . √

which

is

√

valid

but

Note:

If certain complex logic must be implemented by multiple computing statements

rather than only one statement, you can wrap the logic in a self-executing function,
which must be a valid expression. Example:

{( function (){
// Sum
the
even
digits
of
a
number
array .
var
input = [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 ];
var
temp = input . filter ( i => i % 2 == 0 )
return
temp . reduce (( buf , cur ) => buf + cur , 0 )
})()}
Invalid JavaScript expressions
{ var
a = 1
{ aaa * 111 ;
semicolons (;)

} // Value
assignment
statement
2 } // Multiple
statements
separated

with

10.4.7.5 Global data ﬂow

A global data ﬂow is used for frontend data management. For multiple components
that need to share a state, it is diﬃcult to transfer the state among them. To resolve

this issue, you can extract the shared state and use a global data ﬂow to transfer it to
all related components.

Principles

In a global data ﬂow, global data is transferred in a globally unique way. Once the

data declared in global data changes, the data ﬂow shown in the following ﬁgure is
executed.
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1. A component triggers an action when, for example, a user clicks the component.
2. The action triggers global data changes.

3. Upon the global data changes, components that reference the global state are
automatically re-rendered.

Scenarios

A global data ﬂow is applicable to the association of two or more components on a

page. You can reﬁne public data into global data for uniﬁed management, and then
use a global data ﬂow to associate two or more components.

Conﬁguration

1. Click the icon for conﬁguring a global data ﬂow in the upper-right corner.
2. In the dialog box that appears, enter the variable name and value.

• The variable value can be a number, character string, or JSON string.

• The variable value is declared as an API address. Data obtained from the API is
automatically used as the value of the variable name.
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Usage

• Obtain global data

Use state . name in the component to obtain global data.
< Input

value ={ state . name } />

• Modify global data

Use the $setState() method in the component to modify global data.
< Input

onChange ={ value

=> $ setState ({

name :

value

})} />

Note:

You must use the $setState() method to modify global data. If you use state .
name

= ' new

value ', re-rendering cannot be triggered.

10.4.7.6 Navigation conﬁguration

This topic describes how to conﬁgure the site navigation in the WYSIWYG designer.
The WYSIWYG designer provides each app with a public page header, a public

bottom bar, and public sidebars, where you can conﬁgure various menus and themes
. You can also specify whether to display the public header, bottom bar, and sidebars
as required.

Click the Navigation Settings icon in the upper-right corner to go to the navigation
conﬁguration page.

Conﬁgure the public header

You can conﬁgure the public header based on your business requirements.
Parameter

Description

Theme

The theme. You can select a dark or light theme.

Enabled

Logo Image
Title

Fix to Page Top

Speciﬁes whether to display the public header.

The site logo image. You can enter an image URL or
upload a local image.
The site title.

Speciﬁes whether to ﬁx the public header to the top of
the page. If you turn on this switch, the public header
stays at the top of the page when the page scrolls.
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Description

The menu items such as the link name and link URL
that are displayed in the public header.

Conﬁgure the sidebars

You can conﬁgure the sidebars based on your business requirements.
Parameter

Description

Theme

The theme. You can select a dark or light theme.

Enabled
Title

Enable Folding
Menu Items

Automatically Expand All
Menus

Speciﬁes whether to display the sidebars.
The site title.

Speciﬁes whether the sidebar menus can be collapsed.
The menu items such as the link name and link URL
that are displayed in the sidebars.
Speciﬁes whether all menus (including submenus)
can be automatically expanded.

Conﬁgure the public bottom bar

You can conﬁgure the public bottom bar based on your business requirements.
Parameter

Description

Content

The text that appears in the public bottom bar.

Enabled

Speciﬁes whether to display the public bottom bar.

10.4.7.7 Save, preview, run, and hot code replacement
In the WYSIWYG designer, you can perform operations such as saving edits,

previewing the rendering result, running an app, or making edits in hot code
Save

replacement mode.

The WYSIWYG designer periodically saves your edits. You can also click the Save icon
in the upper-right corner of the operation panel to save edits.

Preview

In the WYSIWYG designer, code in the operation area is in the editable status.

However, special processing is added for the editable status of some components. For
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preview the rendering result, click the Preview icon in the upper-right corner of the

Run

operation panel.

In the WYSIWYG designer, you can open and edit only one santa ﬁle at a time. To view
the eﬀect of the entire app,

click the Run Program icon on the Debug panel of App Studio to run the app.

Hot code replacement

If you are not satisﬁed with any page after running the app, you can edit the code in
the WYSIWYG designer and save the edits.

The edited code takes eﬀect on the running page in hot code replacement mode.

10.4.7.8 Save as template

You can save a created frontend page as a template for later use or share it with other
users.

1. Click Template in the upper-right corner.
2. Click Conﬁrm to save the template.

3. Choose santa > pages. Right-click pages and choose Create > Template.

The template that you saved appears. You can use it to create a page and develop
features.
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11 Function Studio
11.1 Overview

Function Studio is a web project coding and development tool independently
developed by the Alibaba Group for function development scenarios. It is an
important component of DataWorks.

Based on an innovative underlying architecture, Function Studio occupies few

resources, supports high concurrency, and is convenient, ﬂexible, and eﬃcient.
Function Studio provides functions such as syntax highlighting, automatic code

completion, intelligent error correction, and syntax error hinting. It also supports
online development and debugging, collaborative coding, and publishing of UDF

resources and functions to DataWorks with one click.

Features

• Function Studio allows you to edit MaxCompute Java user-deﬁned functions (UDFs
) and to compile and publish them to DataWorks with one click.

• Function Studio allows you to manage the ﬁles and folders of projects.

• Function Studio provides a context-based intelligent editor that allows you to

intelligently edit multiple Java ﬁles concurrently. Function Studio also supports

searching for deﬁnitions and references, code hinting and completion, highlighti
ng of keywords in the syntax, and real-time syntax error hinting.

• Function Studio supports UDF, user deﬁned aggregate function (UDAF), and userdeﬁned table-generating function (UDTF) templates, and automatically publishes

resources and functions to the workﬂows in DataWorks, greatly improving the UDF
development eﬃciency.

• Function Studio allows you to perform common Git operations such as commit and
push in the DataWorks development environment, supporting version control of

code ﬁles.

• Function Studio allows you to redirect DataStudio to Function Studio with one

click to view the source codes of UDFs, facilitating the online maintenance and
management of UDFs.
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Future versions

Function Studio will support more languages, such as Python, and more platformbased function development scenarios, such as real-time computing.

11.2 Releases

This topic describes the releases of Function Studio to inform you about the new

features and syntax characteristics of Function Studio, improving the eﬃciency of
project development.

Function Studio 1.0

Released on: December 11, 2018

• An IDE that supports the online development of Java UDFs.

• UDF development with one click, including compilation and publishing of UDF
resources and functions.

• Maintenance or secondary development of published functions or resources in
Function Studio.

• Advanced editing functions of Java, such as code hinting, redirection, and
refactoring.

• Git features.

• Online debugging and hot code replacement in run or debug mode.

11.3 Get started

11.3.1 Create projects

This topic describes how to create a project in Function Studio.

You can click Create Project or Import Project from Git to create a project.

1. In the top navigation bar, choose Project > Create Project, or choose Project >
Import Project from Git.

• If you select Create Project, in the Create Project dialog box, set the project
name, project description, and project template.
Note:
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Currently, Function Studio supports Java and Python.

• If you select Import Project from Git, in the Import Project from Git dialog box,
set the Git repo URL, project name, project description, and project template.
Note:

Function Studio allows you to directly import a project from Git. Only HTTP
projects are supported. You must convert SSH projects to HTTP projects.

2. Click OK.

11.3.2 Develop UDFs

After a project is created, the framework code is automatically generated, based on

which you can create Java UDFs, UDAFs, and UDTFs. This topic takes creating a UDF
as an example to describe how to develop UDFs, UDAFs, and UDTFs.
1. Choose Add > UDF.

2. In the dialog box that appears, enter the class name and click OK. The framework
code is automatically generated.

3. Modify the variables in the evaluate method as needed.

11.3.3 Debug UDFs

You can debug UDFs (Java only), UDAFs, and UDTFs.

Debug UDFs (Java only)

1. Create a main method.

Currently, Function Studio only allows you to call and debug UDFs online by using
the main method.

2. Set the debugging conﬁguration.

Click Run/Debug Conﬁg in the upper-right corner.

Select the main method you just created. Other information is automatically
generated.

Parameter

Description

VM options

Optional. The JVM startup parameter.

Main class

Program Variables
996

JRE

Required. The main method you want to debug.
Optional. The startup variables.

Currently, only JDK1.8 is supported.
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Parameter

Description

ECS instance

The instance type.

PORT

Enable Hot Code Replacement
3. Enable debugging.

The HTTP port you must open. This parameter
is optional for UDF, UDAF, and UDTF projects.
Indicates whether to enable hot code
replacement.

In the Lower.java ﬁle, set a breakpoint for the evaluate method and click Debug.
After debugging is enabled, you can debug the method. You can click Step
to step into the UDF and view the variables.

In

Debug UDAFs

To debug UDAFs, you must manually construct the relevant data and use a warehouse
to simulate the MaxCompute table. The schema and data of the table are saved in the

warehouse, which can be used to compile the main method for testing.
After the warehouse is initialized, call relevant UDAFs for testing.

Debug UDTFs

You can debug UDTFs in the same way as you debug UDAFs. The initialized project

already provides the UDTF test class. You can directly run the class to simulate the
data and debug UDTFs.

Click Run. If the application throws no error, the UDTF test is passed.

11.3.4 Publish UDFs

This topic describes how to submit resources or functions to the DataWorks
development environment.

Submit resources to the DataWorks development environment

1. In the MaxCompute project section, click the Publish icon in the upper-right
corner.

2. Click Submit Resource to Development Environment.

3. In the dialog box that appears, set the parameters, and then click OK. After the
resource is published, the link of the resource in the DataWorks appears.

4. Open the link to locate the published resource.
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Submit functions to the DataWorks development environment

1. In the MaxCompute project section, click the Publish icon in the upper-right
corner.

2. Click Submit Function to Development Environment.

3. In the dialog box that appears, set parameters, and then click OK. After the
function is published, the link of the function in the DataWorks appears.

4. Open the link to go to the function details page. You can edit the function in
Function Studio.
Note:

The resources and functions you published are in the development environment.

To use them online, you must publish them to an online environment through the
Publish Task page.

11.3.5 Develop MapReduce projects

After a project is created, the framework code is automatically generated for the
project, based on which you can create MapReduce tasks. This topic takes the

WordCount sample code as an example to describe how to perform the test and
publish the project from the very beginning.

Create projects

1. In the top navigation bar, choose Project > Create Project.
2. In the Create Project dialog box, set parameters.

In the speciﬁed MaxCompute workspace cdo_datax, create a project named
wordcountDemo, and select UDFJava Project as the project template.

3. Click OK.

Develop projects

The mapred package comes with the MapReduce sample code of WordCount. The

sample code is used to count words in an input table and write the statistical result
to an output table. The input table and output table are diﬀerent tables. For more
information, see MapReduce.
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Debug projects

Currently, you cannot debug MapReduce projects in Function Studio. To debug

a MapReduce project, you must publish the code to the DataWorks development
environment, and then verify the logic in DataWorks.
Note:

Currently, Function Studio only allows you to write, compile, and package code.

Publish projects

1. Function Studio allows you to compile and package the code and publish it to the
DataWorks development environment.

a. Click the Publish icon and then select Submit Resource to Development
Environment.

b. In the Submit Resource to Development Environment dialog box, set
parameters.
Parameter

Target Workspace

Target Workﬂow
Resource

Force Overwrite

Description

The target workspace in which you publish the JAR
package. The target workspace must be the same
as the workspace where you create the DataWorks
compute node of the ODPS MR type in step 2. In
this example, the target workspace is cdo_datax.
The target workﬂow.

You can specify the resource name, which is
referenced in the subsequent compute node
scripts.

The project name can be the same as the name
used in the previous publish. If you select Force
Overwrite, the new name is used.

c. Click OK. The code is published to the DataWorks development environment.
A message appears, indicating whether the code is published successfully.
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2. Create a compute node of the ODPS MR type in DataWorks for testing.

a. Open the DataWorks workspace named cdo_datax, and create a compute node of
the ODPS MR type.

b. The information in the red box of the following ﬁgure must be added to the
script of the compute node. Currently, you must manually replace some
variables in the script with those in the JAR package.
Note:

Replace the following variables in the script with those in the JAR package that
you published in Function Studio and generate the ﬁnal code:

• jar -resources: Replace it with the name of the JAR package that you
published in Function Studio.

• - classpath : Replace it with the path of the JAR package in DataWorks.
• Separate the parameters of the main method of a class by space.

c. Click the target workﬂow, and select Resource to view the information of the JAR
package that you published in Function Studio and replace relevant information
in the script with that in the JAR package.

• The name of the JAR package is WordCountD
corresponding to - resource in the script.

emo_1 . 0 . 0 . jar ,

• Right-click the JAR package and choose View Change History. The path of
the JAR package is http :// schedule @{ env } inside . cheetah
. alibaba - inc . com / scheduler / res ? id = 106342493 ,

corresponding to - classpath in the script.

The ﬁnal script:
#

Manually
replace
relevant
informatio n
in
the
script
with
that
in
the
JAR
package . The
final
script
is
generated .
jar - resources
WordCountD emo_1 . 0 . 0 . jar
- classpath
http :// schedule @{ env } inside . cheetah .
alibaba - inc . com / scheduler / res ? id = 106342493
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com . alibaba . dataworks . mapred . WordCount
demo_input
wordcount_ demo_outpu t

wordcount_

d. Create a test table and prepare test data.

After the data is prepared, run the script in the development environment.
Now, the test of WordCount in the development environment has been

completed. The compute node, JAR package, and input and output tables of
WordCount are all in the development environment. Therefore, you need to
publish them to the production environment.

3. Publish the resource package, data tables, and nodes to the production
environment of DataWorks.

a. Commit the code of the compute node.
b. Conﬁgure the publish items.

c. On Publish Task page, select the JAR package and node that you want to publish
and click Publish in the Actions column.

d. Publish the tables.

e. On the Operation Center tab page, perform testing for the MapReduce project
online.

The log indicates that the project has run successfully.

Function Studio allows you to write, compile, and publish the code to a DataWorks

compute node. You must manually generate a compute node in DataWorks, and run
the compute node in the development environment and production environment

separately.

11.3.6 Perform Git operations

You can associate a new project to a Git repo and then perform common Git
operations on the project.

1. In the top navigation bar, choose Version > Version Control.

• Locate the row that contains the target ﬁle, and then click + next to the ﬁle to
add the ﬁle to the Git repo.

• Click √ to commit and push the ﬁle.
• Click ... to pull or push the ﬁle.

2. Click master at the bottom to associate a remote branch with a local branch. You
can also create a branch.
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11.3.7 Collaboratively edit the same code ﬁle

Function Studio allows multiple users to edit the same ﬁle of the same project
collaboratively.

You can click Share in the upper-right corner and invite other users to edit the ﬁle
collaboratively.

You can click Shared from Others to view the list of shared projects.

The following ﬁgure shows a scenario where multiple users edit the same ﬁle of the
same project.

11.3.8 Perform unit testing

Currently, Function Studio supports the unit testing (UT) feature, including detecting
the UT runner, running the UT code, and displaying the running results.

Detect the UT runner
Note:

• The UT class ﬁles must be stored in the src / test / java directory. A Java

UT class ﬁle that is not stored in this directory cannot be identiﬁed as the Java UT
class.

• After the Java UT class ﬁle is created, add the @ Test annotation of org . junit
. Test to the test case.

Run the UT code

Click Run test to run the UT code.

11.3.9 Automatically generate code

Currently, Function Studio supports most of the code generation features available in

Java, including generating a constructor, getter, or setter method, overriding methods

that a subclass inherits from a superclass, and implementing methods of an interface.

Portal

Currently, you can generate the Java code in either of the following two ways:
• Right-click the blank area and choose Generate.
• Press cmd+m.
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Constructor

1. On the Generate Code panel, click Constructor.

2. Select the ﬁelds for the constructor. The constructor that contains the statement to
initialize such ﬁelds is generated.

Getter and setter

You can generate the code of the getter and setter methods in the same way as you
generate the constructor.
Note:

If a Java class does not have any ﬁeld or the Java class is overridden by the @data

annotation of Lombok, the getter or setter function is not required for the Java class.
In this case, the Getter, Setter, and Getter And Setter options do not appear on the
Generate panel.

Override methods

On the Generate panel, click Override Methods. All methods that can be overridden
are listed on the Generate Code panel.

Select a method. The code for overriding this method is generated.

Implement methods

You can generate code for implementing methods in a similar way as that described
in "Override methods."
Note:

When creating a class to implement an interface, each of the methods deﬁned on the
interface must have code implementation. Otherwise, the statement has a syntax
error and is marked by a red wave line.

In addition to the Implement Methods option on the Generate panel, you can also use
code hinting to achieve the same purpose.
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12 Data security guard
12.1 Enter Data Security Guard
Enter the start page

When you ﬁrst enter the Data Security Guard, the Guide page appears, which

introduces you to the core features and usage process of the data umbrella, help you
get a basic understanding of the Data Security Guard.

Click Try now to enter the Data Security Guard authorization page (if the tenant

Administrator has been authorized, then direct access to the Data Security Guard
Home page ).

Enter the authorization page

Only the tenant Administrator can authorize the provision of Data Security Guard.

Logon Data Security Guard

Log in to the Data Security Guard, as shown in the following page:
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Name

Function menu
bar
User Information
Navigation Bar
Home

Description

The current user has the right to be visible to the
function module, includes DataStudio, Data Quality,

Data Integration, DataService Studio, Operation Center
, Data Management and Data Security Guard.
Currently logged in, you can view and edit user
information, including mailbox, phone, AccessKeyID,
and AccessKeySecret.

Corresponding to the navigation bar of the function
menu, diﬀerent function modules correspond to
diﬀerent left navigation bars.

• The tenant has added data in the last week.

• All access data for nearly one week, nearly one
month, nearly three months of access trends.
• New data risk nearly a week.

5

start page switch

• The amount of discovery and completion of all risks
for nearly one week, nearly one month, and nearly
three months.
Click start page to switch to the start page to view the
product introduction information.

12.2 Data distribution

After the data security administrator completes the sensitive data rule conﬁgurat

ion T + 1, you can view the data distribution in identifying the data distribution, it is
divided into overall distribution, hierarchical distribution, and ﬁeld details.
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Depending on your query needs, ﬁlter your selections by project, rule name, rule type
, risk level (that is, grading), and so on.

12.3 Access analysis

Data access includes both access behavior and export behavior.

• Access analysis: Contains create, insert operations, but does not include access
failed behavior.

• Export analysis: the behavior that the data exports from MaxCompute.

Access analysis

After the data security administrator completes the sensitive data rule conﬁgurat

ion T + 1, you can view data usage in the data access behavior, includes overview of
access, access trends, and access details.

Depending on your query needs, by project, rule name, rule type, risk level (that is,
grading), visitors, etc. for ﬁltering selection.
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Export analysis

After the data security administrator completes the sensitive data rule conﬁguration
T+1, you can see in the data export how the user exports the data from MaxCompute
to the outside, includes total data export, top export users, and export details.

Depending on your query needs, ﬁlter your selections by rule name, rule type, export
quantity, and so on.

12.4 Data risks

Data Risks provides manual risk data identiﬁcation, risk rule conﬁguration

identiﬁcation and AI identiﬁcation. It provides a list of risk data and the risk data can
be audited for comments.
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The page description is as follows:

• To query risk data conditions: the conditions available for ﬁltering include project
, table name, ﬁeld, rule type, rule name, grade, export IP, export risk, risk status,
and risk data type.

• Risk data details: you can select an audit comment in the Settings button at the title
bar according to the need to view the metrics. It supports adding labels, adding
detailed notes, and information.

• Bulk audit processing: divided into batch/risk free dimensions and detailed
information notes.

12.5 Audit

The Audit page is a summary of Data risk statistics, includes an overview of risk data,
daily risk trends, and risk dimension analysis.
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12.6 Rule setting
Deﬁning sensitive data

The steps for the data security administrator are as follows:
1. Logon Data Protection Platform.

2. Navigate to Rules Setting > identiﬁcation, and click New.

3. Complete the basic information in the dialog box, and click Next.Conﬁgurations:

• Data Type: that is, the classiﬁcation to which the rule belongs, which supports
adding by template or custom adding.

• Data name: 11 Sensitive data identiﬁcation deﬁnition templates are built into

the system, ID card, banking card number, mailbox, mobile phone number, IP
, MAC address, ﬁxed phone, license plate number, identiﬁcation of company,
address and name, user-deﬁned rules are also provided.

• Owner: the rule sets the person information.

• Note: set additional information descriptions for this rule.
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4. Complete the conﬁguration rules in the dialog box, and click Next.
Conﬁgurations:

• Classiﬁcation: rank the conﬁgured data, and if the existing level does not

meet the requirements, please set up in the Grading Information Management
Service.

• Content scan: One of the Data Recognition Methods provided, each of the 11
Data Recognition templates in the system is content scanned.

- If you select a template, you cannot change the recognition rule, but you are
provided with a channel to verify the accuracy of the rule, at the same time,
the recognition of the situation can be manually corrected.

- If you select regular match, the recognition rules are customized.

• Meta Scan: Provides the exact matching of Field Names and Fuzzy Matching

methods to support multiple ﬁeld matches, the relationship between the ﬁelds is
or.

5. When the settings are complete, click Next and save.

6. If you need to modify an existing rule, you can click the Conﬁguration rules that
you want to manipulate, conﬁgure and modify advanced information.

7. When the rule conﬁguration is complete, click Save.

8. After saving the rule is invalid, the change status takes eﬀect after the conﬁrmation
rule is correct.
Note:

When deﬁning sensitive data, follow these rules.
• The rule name must be unique.

• Content or ﬁeld scans for diﬀerent rules must be unique.
• Rules identify data, T + 1 is displayed in the report.

Sensitive data deﬁned

If you have deﬁned sensitive data, jump directly to identify data distribution, data
access behavior, and data export module features.
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12.7 Classiﬁcation management

When the rated selection in the rule conﬁguration does not meet your needs, you can

set up in rated Page Management, this page provides the ability to create new grading,
delete grading, grading priority adjustment, and rule grading adjustment.

The page description is as follows:

• Create Classiﬁcation: Click New to add a new classiﬁcation, ﬁll in the name and
•

•
•

operator.

: Adjusts rule grading for rule selection and adjustment when clicked.

: Adjust the grading priority, click Next (lower priority), or drag up (increase
priority ).

: Delete the grading, And you can delete unwanted grading after you click.

12.8 Manual ajust

The manual remediation page provides the ability to manually correct situations
where sensitive data is not accurate for rule recognition, includes removing

identifying error data, changing identifying data types, and bulk processing.
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The page description is as follows:

• Remove the recognition error data: the button under the sliding Status column
•

changes to the removed state, the data that has been eliminated can be recovered.
: Change the identiﬁcation data type. If you recognize as a mailbox and are

actually a license plate number, click make changes to the right
only Conﬁgured Rule names can be selected.

of the mailbox,

• Bulk processing: includes bulk removal and bulk recovery, selecting data for
operation, click the check box on the left side of the data, and then click the

appropriate action.
Note:

Manually correcting data requires following exit and changing the data name type

T + 1 to be in eﬀect for identifying data distribution, data access behavior, rules for
data export pages.

12.9 Risk Mgmt

The Risk Mgmt page provides the risk data rule conﬁguration, you can identify risks

in your daily visits and start AI to identify data risks automatically. The identiﬁed risk
data is displayed on the Data risk page and audited, it also marks the data at the data
access page.
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The page description is as follows:

• Risk identiﬁcation management: divided into risk rule conﬁguration and AI

identiﬁcation. Ai-aware pages include personal information queries, similar SQL
queries, and identiﬁcation descriptions of these two pieces. You only need to

start it in the Status column. It can also be turned oﬀ after startup (no previously
identiﬁed data is deleted ).

• Risk Rule Conﬁguration _ new rule: after you enter the rule name, owner, and rule
note information in the dialog box, the rule basic information is created.

• Risk Rule Conﬁguration _ actions: provides the ability to copy rules, edit risk rule
entries, and delete rules.

• Risk Rule Conﬁguration _ rule item conﬁguration: provides project (Multi-select

Enabled), type (Multi-select supported), rules (Multi-selection support), grading
(Multi-selection support), export method (Multi-selection Support), tables (

supports fuzzy/exact matching), ﬁelds (supports fuzzy/precise matching), accessor
(supports fuzzy/exact matching), the amount of operation data, and the access

time condition conﬁguration.

• Risk Rule Conﬁguration _ Status: After you have conﬁgured the rule, you need to
take eﬀect after the Status column starts the rule.
Note:

Risk identiﬁcation management data needs to follow the rules conﬁgured as well as
AI identiﬁcation, data takes eﬀect on the page by t+1.
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13 Data Guard
13.1 Data Guard overview

Data Guard provides ﬂexible permission management features and allows users to

request permissions and handle requests visually. Data Guard not only improves data
security but also facilitates data permission management.
Note:

Data Guard is open for beta testing.

You can click the DataWorks icon in the upper-left corner and then click Data Guard
to go to the Data Guard page.

Data Guard consists of the following modules: My Permissions, Authorizations, and
Approval Center. Currently, Data Guard provides the following features:

• Self-service permission request: Users can select the required tables to quickly

initiate a permission request online. This request mode features high eﬃciency,
compared with the original mode in which users need to contact administrators
oﬄine.

• Permission revocation: Administrators can view the users who have permissions

on database tables and revoke unnecessary permissions as required. Users can also
revoke permissions themselves.

• Request approval: Administrators approve permission requests of users instead of
directly granting permissions to users. This provides a visual and process-based

permission management mechanism, and supports post-event backtracking on the
approval process.

By using Data Guard, you can view permissions on all the tables in an organization,
request and revoke table permissions, and approve or reject permission requests.

Each operation in Data Guard applies to all the workspaces of a tenant in standard

mode (including the development and production environments) and basic mode.
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13.2 Quick start

This topic uses a simple example to describe how to use Data Guard.

Prerequisites

Before using Data Guard, note the following:

• You can request permissions on ﬁelds only in a workspace with LabelSecurity

enabled. If LabelSecurity is disabled for a workspace, you can request permissions
only on tables in this workspace.

• To ensure that ﬁeld permissions are valid in the speciﬁed validity period, ensure

that the security level of each ﬁeld is higher than the security level of your account.
After permissions on a table are granted to you, you automatically obtain

permissions on the ﬁelds whose security level is 0 or not higher than the security
level of your account. The permissions on these ﬁelds are permanently valid and
cannot be separately revoked.

• For more information about LabelSecurity, see #unique_488.

Example

This example includes the following operations:

1. Request permissions on tables A and B by using a RAM account.
2. Approve the request by using an Alibaba Cloud account.

3. Revoke the permissions on some ﬁelds in table A by using the RAM account.
4. Revoke the permissions on table A by using the RAM account.

5. Revoke the permissions of the RAM account on table B by using the Alibaba Cloud
account.

Request permissions on tables A and B by using a RAM account

1. Log on to Data Guard by using the RAM account. In the left-side navigation pane,
click My Permissions. The Table tab appears.

2. Select the ﬁelds in tables A and B on which you want to request permissions and
click Request Approval.

3. Set the parameters in the Table Permission Request dialog box.
4. Click Submit.
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Approve the request by using an Alibaba Cloud account

1. Log on to Data Guard by using the Alibaba cloud. In the left-side navigation pane,
click Approval Center. Click Pending Approval tab.

2. Click Handle in the Actions column for the request submitted by the RAM account.
On the Request Details page that appears, view the progress and objects requested.

3. Enter your comment and click Approve to approve the request.

Revoke the permissions on some ﬁelds in table A by using the RAM account

1. Log on to Data Guard by using the RAM account. In the left-side navigation pane,
click My Permissions. The Table tab appears.

2. Choose More > Revoke Field Permission in the Actions column for table A.

3. In the Revoke Field Permission dialog box, select the ﬁelds on which you want to
revoke permissions and click OK.

Revoke the permissions on table A by using the RAM account

1. Log on to Data Guard by using the RAM account. In the left-side navigation pane,
click My Permissions. The Table tab appears.

2. Choose More > Revoke Permission in the Actions column for table A.

3. In the Revoke Permission dialog box, select the permissions you want to revoke
and click OK.

Revoke the permissions of the RAM account on table B by using the Alibaba Cloud account

1. Log on to Data Guard by using the Alibaba Cloud account and click Authorizations
in the left-side navigation pane. The Table tab appears.

2. Click the plus sign (+) in front of table B to view all the accounts that have
permissions on the table.

3. Click Revoke Permission in the Actions column for the RAM account.

4. In the Revoke Permission dialog box, select the permissions you want to revoke
and click OK. The selected permissions of the RAM account on the table are
revoked.
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13.3 My Permissions

On the My Permissions page, you can view your table and ﬁeld permissions in a
workspace, and request or revoke table and ﬁeld permissions.

View table and ﬁeld permissions

1. Log on to Data Guard. In the left-side navigation pane, click My Permissions. The
Table tab appears.

2. On this tab, you can select a workspace and specify the environment (for a

workspace in standard mode) to view all the tables of the workspace in the

speciﬁed environment. You can also enter a table name in the search box to search
for required tables in fuzzy match mode.

You can view the names and owners of tables in a workspace, view your permission
s on the tables, and request or revoke table and ﬁeld permissions.

Request table and ﬁeld permissions

1. Select the tables and ﬁelds on which you want to request permissions.
• Request permissions on a single table or some ﬁelds in the table

Select the required ﬁelds on which you have no permissions in a table and
choose More > Request Approval in the Actions column.

Alternatively, choose More > Request Approval in the Actions column for a table
without selecting any ﬁelds to request permissions on all the ﬁelds in the table.
Note:

You can request permissions on ﬁelds only in a workspace with LabelSecurity
enabled. If LabelSecurity is disabled for a workspace, you can request
permissions only on tables in this workspace.

• Request permissions on multiple tables and ﬁelds

Select all the required tables and ﬁelds and click Request Approval.
Note:

You can also click Request Approval without selecting any tables or ﬁelds and
then select the required tables and ﬁelds in the Table Permission Request
dialog box.
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2. Set the parameters in the Table Permission Request dialog box.
Parameter

Workspace
Environment

MaxCompute Project
Grant To

Valid Until
Reason for Request
Objects Requested

Description

The workspace, which is automatically set based on the
information you speciﬁed on the My Permissions page.
You can change the workspace as required.
The environment of the workspace.
The MaxCompute project name.

The account for which you request the permissions. You
can request permissions for the current account or a
production account of another workspace you joined.

Validity period of the permissions. The options include 1
Month, 3 Months, 6 Months, 12 Months, Permanent, and
Others.

The reason why you request the permissions.

The tables on which you request permissions. The tables
that you select on the previous page are displayed. You
can add tables or delete existing tables as required.

3. Click Submit to submit the request. If you do not want to request the permissions,
click Cancel.

Revoke permissions

You can revoke table and ﬁeld permissions.
• Revoke ﬁeld permissions
Note:

- You can revoke permissions on ﬁelds only in a workspace with LabelSecurity
enabled.

- To revoke permissions on all the ﬁelds in a table, revoke the permissions on the
table directly.

1. Choose More > Revoke Field Permission in the Actions column for the table on
which you want to revoke permissions.

2. In the Revoke Field Permission dialog box, select the ﬁelds on which you want to
revoke permissions.

3. Click OK.
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• Revoke table permissions

1. Choose More > Revoke Permission in the Actions column for the table on which
you want to revoke permissions.

2. In the Revoke Permission dialog box, select the permissions you want to revoke.
3. Click OK.

13.4 Authorizations

On the Authorizations page, a project administrator can view the accounts that have
permissions on tables and ﬁelds in each workspace, and revoke unnecessary table
and ﬁeld permissions.

Log on to Data Guard. In the left-side navigation pane, click Authorizations. The Table
tab appears.

On this tab, you can select a workspace and specify the environment (for a workspace

in standard mode) to view all the tables of the workspace in the speciﬁed environmen

t. You can also enter a table name in the search box to search for required tables in
fuzzy match mode.

View accounts that have permissions on a table

Click the plus sign (+) in front of a table to view all the accounts that have permissions
on the table.

Revoke table permissions

Click Revoke Permission in the Actions column for an account to revoke the
permissions of the account on the current table.

View ﬁeld permissions

Click View Field Permissions in the Actions column for an account to view the
permissions of the account on the ﬁelds in the current table.

Revoke ﬁeld permissions

If LabelSecurity is enabled for the workspace, select ﬁelds and click Revoke Field

Permission on the Field Permissions page to revoke the permissions on the ﬁelds.
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13.5 Approval Center

On the Approval Center page, you can view your requests and their status, view and
handle the requests pending your approval, and view the requests that you have
handled.

My Requests

1. Log on to Data Guard. In the left-side navigation pane, click Approval Center. The
My Requests tab appears.

On this tab, you can view the following information about each of your requests:
object type, workspace, MaxCompute project, tables, request time, and status.
Note:

If a request contains permissions on tables that belong to diﬀerent owners, Data
Guard automatically splits the request into multiple requests by table owner.

2. Click Details in the Actions column to view details about a request.

Pending Approval

1. Log on to Data Guard. In the left-side navigation pane, click Approval Center. Click
the Pending Approval tab.

On this tab, you can view the requests pending your approval. If a request is

pending your approval, a red dot appears next to Approval Center and Pending
Approval to remind you.

You can view the following information about each request pending your approval
: object type, grant-to account, workspace, MaxCompute project, tables, and
request time.

2. Click Handle in the Actions column to view details about a request and handle it

on the Request Details page. The request details include the progress and objects
requested.

3. Enter your comment and click Approve or Reject as required.
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Handled by Me

1. Log on to Data Guard. In the left-side navigation pane, click Approval Center. Click
the Handled by Me tab.

On this tab, you can view the following information about each request that you
have handled: object type, grant-to account, workspace, MaxCompute project,

tables, and request time.

2. Click Details in the Actions column to view details about a request. The request
details include the progress and objects requested.

13.6 FAQ

This topic describes the frequently asked questions (FAQs) about Data Guard of
DataWorks.

• Q: What permissions can I request by using Data Guard?

A: You can request permissions on tables in DataWorks workspaces in the
development and production environments by using Data Guard.

• Q: Why cannot I select ﬁelds sometimes when requesting permissions?

A: If LabelSecurity is enabled for a workspace, you can request permissions on

individual ﬁelds in this workspace. If LabelSecurity is disabled for a workspace,
you can request permissions only on tables in this workspace.

• Q: Who will approve my request?

A: Your request is approved by a project administrator or a table owner. After

either a project administrator or a table owner approves or rejects your request,
the request is closed.

• Q: Why do I ﬁnd two requests on the My Requests page after I submit only one
request?

A: The tables in your request belong to two owners. In this case, Data Guard
automatically splits your request into two by table owner.

• Q: I request permissions on a ﬁeld for one month only. Why is the validity period of
the permissions becomes permanent after my request is approved?

A: The security level of this ﬁeld is 0 or not higher than the security level of your
account.
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• Q: Why do I ﬁnd permissions on some tables and ﬁelds on which I have not
requested any permissions?

A: The possible causes are as follows:

- An administrator has granted the permissions to you by running commands in
the DataWorks console.

- After your request is approved in Data Guard, Data Guard also grants you the

permissions on ﬁelds whose security level is 0 or not higher than the security
level of your account, even though you have not requested the permissions.

• Q: Why does a request disappear from the Pending Approval page before I handle
it?

A: Another project administrator or table owner has approved or rejected the
request. The request is closed and no longer needs to be handled.

• Q: What can I do if the message "You cannot perform this operation because there

is a problem with the MaxCompute project" appears when I specify the workspace
and environment?

A: Send the error message and error code to a project administrator for troublesho
oting.

• Q: Why do I fail to revoke permissions on a ﬁeld?

A: You can revoke permissions only on the ﬁelds whose security level is higher than
the security level of your account.
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14 MaxCompute manager
14.1 MaxCompute Manager

The MaxCompute Manager provides system status monitoring, resource group

allocation, and task monitoring for system operaters. This article introduces how to
use the MaxCompute Manager.

Prerequisite

• You should already have purchased MaxCompute Subscription CU resources and a
quantity of 60 CUs or more.
Note:

You can only take complete advantage of computing resources and MaxCompute
Manager when you have suﬃcient CUs. If you disable the AK for the master
account, it will result in the failure to use MaxCompute Manager with the
corresponding sub-account.

You can log on the DataWorks management console, click CU Manage.

System Status

On System Status page, you can see the consumption of CU computing resources and
current storage.
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• Quotas: You can select the resource group you want to view and ﬁnd its consumptio
n information and current storage.

• Time Length: You can select the time periods for the selected resource group.

With diﬀerent time periods, resource group data are displayed with diﬀerent time
granularities.

Quota settings

A quota refers to a resource group. For example, if you purchased 100 CUs, you
have a total quota of 100 CUs. You can create a new quota using MaxCompute

Manager. Operaters can easily isolate the resources of each project to ensure that the
calculation resources of the important projects are suﬃcient.

• Create Quota: Create a quota, and assign projects to it. Created quotas cannot be
deleted if there is an project under the current quota.

• Modify CU Usage Limit: You can modify the minimum CUs used by a quota.

• Move Project: You can move projects under the current quota to another quota.

• Delete: The quota cannot be deleted if there is an project under the current quota.
Note:

Max is the largest assigned resource, and Min is the smallest guaranteed resource.

Instance Query

You can view the current task queuing status, such as which task has occupied the
resource. Then you can analyze your task and decide if you want to stop it.

You can specify the quota and the project name to ﬁlter the tasks.
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• Instance ID: Each MaxCompute task has an instance. You can jump to the logview
page by clicking instance ID, view speciﬁc task progress.

• Account: Based on this account information, you can ﬁnd the person responsible
for the task.

• MaxCompute Project: The project to which the instance belongs.
• CPU Usage: CPU used by the quota.

• Memory Usage: Memory used by the quota.

• Submitted At: The commit time of the current instance.

• Waiting Time: How much time spent on waiting for resources.

• Actions: You can check the status of the instance. Both the current status and
historical status are displayed.
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